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PREFACE

This translation has been made with the hope that the
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of instruction in the elements of analytical geometry.

The translator leaves for the second edition the addi-

tion of notes which will bring some of the topics treated

in the text down to the present scientific development of
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furnishing the more elementary courses with simple

exercises.

I wish to thank Professor E. Hastings Moore, Profes-

sor Oscar Bolza, Professor Henry S. White, Dr. Harris

Hancock, Dr. T. J. J. Lee, for valuable suggestions and

assistance in making this translation.

JAMES HARRINGTON BOYD.
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ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

Analtticaii Geometet has for its object the study of fig-

ures through the methods of algebraic calculation or analysis.

The representation of figures by algebraic symbols is due

to Descartes, who established a general method for the resolu-

tion of geometrical questions.

In this treatise, plane fig^es, or those of two dimensions,

are considered.

PLANE GEOMETRY

Book I

CHAPTER I

CONCERmiTG CO-ORDINATES.

The position of a point in a plane is determined by means

of two magnitudes, which are called the co-ordinates of that

point.

There can be an infinity of systems of co-ordincUes. An
exposition of those systems only is given which are most

simple and most used.

Rectilinear Co-oedinates.

1. Let there be two non-parallel straight lines or fixed axes

X'Xand PF traced in a plane (Fig. 1); the position of any

G



10 PLANE GEOMETRY. BOOK I.

point M of the plane will be determined by the intersection of

the two lines O'O, ^IT parallel to the axes. The position of the

parallel n't! is defined by the segment OP, which it intercepts

on X'X. It is necessary to indicate the

direction in which the length OP is

measured. For this purpose it will be

convenient to give the sign + to the

distance OP, if it is measured on OX,

for example; the sign — , if it is meas-

ured on OX'. In like manner, the posi-

tion of the parallel G'O is defined by

the length OQ, affected with the -f- sign

or the — sign, according as it is measured on OF or OF'.

The two lengths OP and OQ (each affected with the proper

sign), which determine thus the position of the two parallels,

and consequently the point M, are the rectilinear co-ordinates

of M. They are usually represented by the letters x and y.

Further, the co-ordinate designated by x is given the name

abscissa; the other, y, that of ordinate. The two fixed right

lines X'X and yY are called the axes of co-ordinates ; the

first is the axis of the a^s, and the second the axis of the

y's. The point from which we measure the co-ordinates on

each axis, in the one direction or in the other, is called the

origrin of co-ordinates.

If all possible values, positive or negative, be assigned to x

and to y,— in other terms, if x and y be made to vary from
— 00 to -I- 00 ,— all points of the plane are obtained ; otherwise,

each pair of values gives a point, and one only.

The two co-ordinates of the point M are the projections of

the line OM, taken in the direction OM, on the axes OX and

OY, the projection on each axis being taken parallel to the

other. The projection on the axis of x is the length OP,

identical with the co-ordinate x, affected with the -f- sign or

— sign, according as it is measured in the direction OX or in

the opposite direction OX; the projection on the axis of y
is the length OQ identical with the co-ordinate y, affected

with the + sign or — sign, according as it is measured in

the direction OF or in the opposite direction OF.
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Rectilineab Rectangulab Co-ordinates.

2. Usually the fixed axes are drawn per-

pendicularly to each other ; in this case, the

two co-ordinates of the point M (Fig. 2) are

the di^stances of this point from the two
axes : they are also the orthogonal projec-

tions of the line OM on the two axes.

Polar Co-ordinates.

-..s.—4^

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

3. Let be a fixed point called the pole, OX a fixed axis

(Pig. 3). We can determine the position of a point M by the

length p, the radius vector OM, and by the

angle <a, which the radius vector makes with

the axis.

The position of the point M is determined

by the intersection of a circle of radius p,

having the pole for center, and the half-line OL drawn from
the pole and making the angle at with the axis OX (Fig. 4) ; but

it is necessary to define the direction in

which we reckon the angle oi, namely coun-

ter clockwise from the axis OX All the

points of the plane are obtained if p vary

from to -t- 00 , and <ii from to 2 rr. In

fact if, (i> remaining constant, one makes p
vary from to -f oo, one has all the points

of the half-line OL ; if, therefore, u> vary from to 2 t, the

half-line OL moves from the position OX and describes the

entire plane.

Bi-POLAR Co-ordinates.

4. The position of a point may also be defined by the dis-

tances u and V from two fixed points F and F (Fig. 5). The

position of the point M is then determined by the intersection

of the two circles described about the points F and F as cen-

ters with the radii «e and v. However, this system does not

offer the same theoretical perfection as the two preceding ; for

Flg.i.i
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every couple of values of u and v is not admissible ; it is neces-

sary that the distance between the poles be less than their

sum and greater than their difference.

When this condition is fulfilled, the

two circumferences intersect in two

points, and a troublesome ambiguity

arises.

The position of the point M may
still be determined by aid of the an-

gles MFF, MF'F; we designate these angles, reckoned in a

definite direction, by a and ^ ; each of them varying from

to 2 IT : to every couple of values of « and )8 corresponds one

point of the plane, and one only.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

5. The number of systems of co-ordinates is infinite. In

general, the position of a point in a plane is determined by

the intersection of two lines traced in

this plane. Let A', A", A'", — (Fig.

6) be a first system of lines of the

same kind, corresponding to the sev-

eral values u', u", u'", • •• of the variable

u; B', B", B'", •a second system of

lines of the same kind, correspond-

ing to the several values v', v", v'", •••

of the variable v ; any arbitrary point of the plane is defined by

the two lines which meet in this point, and the particular

values which it is necessary to give to the variables u and

V, in order to determine these two lines, are called the co-ordi-

nates of the point. The totality of these two series of lines

constitutes a system of co-ordinates.

In the first system which we have studied, each series of lines

is composed of right parallel lines ; hence the co-ordinates were

given the name rectilinear co-ordinates.

In the polar system, the first series of lines is composed of

half-lines emanating from the pole O, and positioned by the

variable angle u, which they make with the axis OX (Fig. 4)

;

the second system of concentric circles described about the

point as center with the variable radius p.
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In the first bi-polar system each series is composed of con-

centric circles (Fig. 5). In the second, each series is composed
of half-lines emanating from one of the points F or F'.

Representation of Lines in a Plane by Equations.

6. Let AB be any line whatever, straight or curved, in the

plane (Fig. 7) ; draw in the plane two straight lines OX and

O Y, and designate by x and y the two co-

ordinates OP and PM of any point M of

the line ; when the point Mis moved along

the line, the two co-ordinates vary simultar

neously ; if an arbitrary value be assigned

to OP, the magnitude of the corresponding

ordinate MP is perfectly determined, and

the variation of the abscissa controls that of the ordinate. That

is, the ordinate MP is a function of the abscissa OP; the char-

acter of this function depends on that of the line. If the line is

defined geometrically, an equation between x and y, serving to

define the function y, can be deduced from the geometric defini-

tion of the line. The equation which is found in this manner

is called the equation of the line.

7. Conversely, let there be given an equation

F{x,y)=0,

between the variables x and y ; each pair of real values of x

and y, satisfying this equation, determine a point of the plane.

Let x„ and t/o b« 3' pa^ir of real values of x and y satisfying

the equation ; if x begin with the value, x^, and vary in a con-

tinuous manner, one of the values of y, beginning with y^ will

also vary in a continuous manner, and will in general be real

as long as a; is restricted to varying between certain limits

:

the point, of which the co-ordinates are x and y, will describe

in the plane a continuous line. Thus, the totality of the real

solutions of an equation in two variables is, in general, repre-

sented by a line in a plane.

8. What has been said concerning rectilinear co-ordinates is

applicable to every other system of co-ordinates. In the polar
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system, where the point M is on the given line, the radius

vector p varies with the angle a>; it is a function of oj, and the

line is represented by some equation between p and a>.

9. The representation of figures by equations is the object

of Analytical Geometry, and in it the results of algebraic cal-

culation are applied to their study. In Analytical Geometry

the student is occupied with three fundamental questions:

given a figure defined geometrically, determine its equation;

conversely, given an equation, determine the figure which

corresponds to this equation ; finally, study the relations which

exist between the geometric properties of the figures and the

analytic properties of the equations.

The examples which are given in the following chapter will

show how lines may be represented by equations.
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CHAPTER II

EXAMPLES.

In general, the geometric definition of a curve determining

each, of the points corresponds to a certain system of co-ordi-

nates; if the particular system implied by the definition be

chosen, the equation of the curve is the immediate algebraic

translation of its geometric definition.

Circle.

10. The circle is the locus of aU points equally distant from a

fixed point called the center. It is described by means of a com-

pass; one foot being platced at the

center, the other -will trace the circum-

ference.

If the center O be taken as pole, and

any right line OX as polar axis (Fig. 8),

and r represent the length of the radius,

the equation of the circumference in

polar co-ordinates is Fig. 8.

(1) P = r,

since the length of the radius vector is constant and equal to r

whatever value the angle to may have.

Let us now seek the equation of ..the circle in rectilinear

co-ordinates. If two rectangular axes OX and OY passing

through the center be taken, the right triangle OMP gives

immediately the relation

(2) x' + f=r',

which exists between the two co-ordinates x and y of any point

M of the circumference. This is the equation of the circum-

ference in this system of co-ordinates.
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Ellipse.

11. The ellipse is a curve such thai the sum of the distances of

each of its points from two fixed points is constant. The two

fixed points are the foci of the ellipse.

Let 2 a represent the sum of the distances of any point of

the ellipse to the foci, and 2 c the distance FF' between them.

The points of the ellipse can be constructed by describing a

circle with arbitrary radius u about one of the foci as center,

and a second circle about the other focus as center with radius

V equal to 2 a — u. The points of intersection M and W of

the two circles belong to the ellipse. In order that the two

circles intersect, it is necessary that the longest radius be no

longer than a + 'c, and the shortest no shorter than a — c.

The points M and JUT being symmetrical with respect to the

line FF', this line is an axis of curve. The right line BB',

perpendicular to FF at its mid-point 0, is a second axis.

The points in which the axes cut the curve are called sum-

mits. The summits A and A' are obtained by taking the

distances FA, FA' equal to o — c. The summits B and B',

situated on the second axis, are deter-

mined by describing a circle with radius a
about one of the foci as center of a circle.

The distance OA is equal to o, and the

distance OB, which is designated by 6, is

equal to Va* — c^. Instead of defining

the ellipse by the lengths 2 a and 2 c, as

in the preceding, it can be defined by
means of the lengths 2 a and 2b; hence, c = Vo' — 6^ The
point 0, the mid-point of FF, is the center of the curve.

12. We now derive the equation of the ellipse. The system
of co-ordinates used is the first bi-polar system (§ 4) ; if the
position of each of the points of the plane is determined by
its distances from two fixed points F and F', the ellipse will

have for its equation,

(1) u + v = 2a.
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In the second bi-polar system the equation has also, a very

simple form ; if a and j8 represent the two co-ordinate angles

MFP, MFF, and 2p the perimeter of the triangle MFF, then

2 \ p(j)-v) 2 V p(p-u)
whence,

(2) taii^tanf=^
2 2

2c_ a — c

) a + c

13. Finally, the equation in rectilinear co-ordinates is con-

sidered. Take the two axes of the

curve as axes of co-ordinates (Fig.

10) ; the lengths PP and PF' being

equal to c — a; and c + x, the right-

angled triangles FMP, FMP, give

M = Vy^ + (c — a;)'.

Fig. 10.« = Vj/^ + (c + a;)^

By substituting the values of u and v in equation (1), we
obtain the equation

(3) Vi/^ + {0- xf+^f -f (c + xf = 2 a.

Transposing the first radical to the second member and

squaring, gives

f+{c + xy = 4.a' + f + {c-xy-iay^f + {c-xy;

or, simplifying,

oV^ + (c — a;)^ = a^ — ca;.

Squaring and transposing lead to the equation,

(4) aY+{d'-(?)3?-a'{a'-(?).

However, equation (4) is not equivalent to equation (3); it

is equivalent to the four equations

u + v = 2a, u — v = 2a, —u + v. 2 a, —u — v = 2a,

which are obtained from equation (3) by changing the sign of

the radicals. The equation —u — v = 2a has no real solution.
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The equation u — v = 2a, and —u-{-v = 2a, do not have real

solutions if one suppose 2 a > 2 c ; because the quantities u

and V represent the distances of the "points F and F' from

a point in the plane whose co-ordinates are x and y, and the

difference of these distances cannot be equal to the length 2 a,

greater than the distance 2 c or FF'. Thus, when real solu-

tions only are considered, the equation (4) can be regarded

as equivalent to equation (3). The constant sum 2o being

greater than the distance between the foci 2 c, one can put

a?—<? =11', and the equation of the ellipse reduces to the form

d?f + Va^ = aV, or

(5) ^,+t=l
6«

Hyperbola.

14. The hyperbola is a curve such that the difference of the

distances of each of its points from two fixed points is constant.

The two fixed points F and F are the foci of the hyperbola.

The hyperbola, like the ellipse, has two axes of symmetry,

the right line, FF (Fig, 11), and the perpendicular, BB', to

this line at its mid-point 0.

It is composed of two distinct

branches. The points of a

branch of a hyperbola can be

constructed by describing a

circle with an arbitrary radius

u about J?" as a center, and a

second circle with a radius v

equal to 2a + u about F' as a

center. In order that these

circles intersect, it will be necessary that u be greater than
c — a. In a simUar manner a second branch may be found.

The point 0, the middle of FF, is the center of the curve.

The first axis intersects the curve in two points only, namely
A and A', which are its vertices and are determined by taking

OA = OA' = a ; this axis is for this reason caUed the transverse

axis.
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In the first bi-polar system, if u and v represent the distances

of any point of the curve from the foci F and i?", the two
branches of the curve have respectively for their equations

(1) v — u = ±2a.

In the second bi-polar system the equations of the two
branches are

(2)

tan jr tan -2_c + a 2 _e — a

. B~c — a' . B~c + a'
tan^ tan^

15. If the two axes of the curve are taken as axes of

co-ordinates, the equation of the hyperbola in rectan^lar

co-ordinates will be

-s/f + {c-irxf-^f + (c - x)2 = ± 2a.

By repeating the transformation of (§ 13), one obtains the

integral equation a-^ -|- (a^ — c^ a^ = a^ (a? — r), which we have

already obtained for the ellipse.

This equation, as has been remarked, is equivalent to four

distinct equations v — u= ±2 a, u-\-v= ±2a; but in the

given case 2 a being smaller than 2 c the last two equations

have no real solution. Placing <? — a? =W the equation

becomes

It is well to observe that, in the rectilinear system, the two

branches of the hyperbola are embraced in the same equation

(3), while in the first bi-polar system, one of the branches is

represented by the equation w — m = 2 a, the other by m — v =
2 a. It is also necessary to have two distinct equations in the

second bi-polar system.

Paeabola.

16. The parabola is a curve every point of which is equally

distant from a fixed point called the focus and a fixed line called

the directrix.
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The perpendicular drawn through the focus to the directrix

is an axis of symmetry of the curve. The
point A, middle of DF, is the vertex of

the parabola. The curve lies wholly to

the right of a line drawn through A,

parallel to the directrix. Any point of

the curve can be found by drawing a

line JliOT parallel to the directrix, at the

distance DP greater than AD and describ-

ing a circle with a radius equal to this

distance DP about the focus as center

(Fig. 12).

Fig. 12.

17. The definition of the parabola suggests a system of co-

ordinates, which has not yet been considered. Any point, M,
of the plane can be determined by the dis-

tances MF and ME from the fixed point

F and fixed line DD' (Fig. 13). The posi-

tion of the point M will be determined by
the intersection of a circle described about

i^ as a center and a right line parallel to

DD'. If we call u and v the two co-ordi-

nates of the point M, the parabola wUl
have for its equation, in this system,

Fig. 13.

18. Let A, the vertex of the parabola, be taken for the

origin of rectangular co-ordinates, the axis of the parabola for

the as-axis and the perpendicular AT for the j/-axis. Repre-

sent the distance FD of the focus from the directrix hy p:
then is

(1) v = AP+AD = x+^, u=yjy^ + (^a>-^j,

and the equation of the parabola becomes

yjy
+ x + p.

or (2) f = 2px.
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19. Before proceeding further the definition of a tangent to

any curve whatever will be given. In elementary geometry,
a line is said to be tangent to a circle when it has but one point

in common with the circumference, but this definition cannot
be generalized and it will be convenient to define a tangent in

another manner. Let iHf be ' a

given point on a curve (Fig.

14); through this point and a

neighboring point M' draw, an •^ ^'^- ^^^

indefinite right line ; in the figure which we study, the direc-

tion JtOf has, in general, a limiting position MT, as the point

M' approaches the point Jf as a limit. The right line MT is

called a tangent to the curve at the point M. The perpendicular

to the tangent at this pointM is called the normal to the curve.

From this definition, it follows that the tangent to the circle

at the point M is perpendicular to the radius OM aX its ex-

tremity (Fig. 15) ; because, in the isosceles

triangle MOW, the angle OMW is equal

to a right angle less half the angle MOM'.
When the point M approaches contin-

uously toward the point M, the angle at

the center approaches zero, and the angle

OMW becomes right-angled. The normal

to the circle in M is the radius MO. *''^' ^•

ClSSOID OF DiOCLES.

20. If one be given a circle, a diameter AB, a tangent BC
at the extremity of this diameter (Fig. 16), and if a secant

AE be made to revolve about the point -4, on which a length

AJif be then equal to the distance DE comprised between the

circle and the fixed tangent, the locus of 31 is a curve which is

called the cissoid.

If the movable secant start from the position AB and

revolves about the point A, from AX toward the perpendicular

AY, the length DE, and consequently AM, increase indefi-

nitely, and the pointM will describe an infinite branchMM' of

the curve. By revolving the movable secant from the other side
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of AB, a second branch of the curve equal to the first is

obtained. The line AB is an axis of

the curve, since the two branches are

symmetrical to this right line.

The tangents to the two branches

at the point A coincide with the axis.

Because, if the secant revolves about

the point A in such a manner that

the chord AM or DE becomes zero,

it tends toward the limiting position

AB; therefore AB is the tangent at

A. The point A is called a cusp or

turning point. It is also apparent

that the two branches of the curve

continually approach the line CC.
In fact, consider the secant in the

position AE'; if from the line AE'
the equal lengths AM and D'E' be

subtracted alternatively, then wUl ME' = AD'. The chord

AD' diminishes continually and approaches zero; it is equal

in length to ME', therefore for a greater reason does the per-

pendicular M'H approach zero. The right line CC, which

the curve continually approaches, is called the asymptote.

The cissoid was conceived by the Greek geometer. Diodes,

to solve the problem, to construct two mean proportionals

between two given lines.

21. Let us seek the equation of the

cissoid in polar co-ordinates; take the

point A as pole and the right line AB
for the polar axis. Call a the diameter

of the given circle, p and <•> the co-ordi-

nates of any point M of the curve (Fig.

17). In the right-angled triangles ABE,
ABD, one has

Fig. 16.
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point A any line AD, which cuts the side OTin D, and begin-

ning at D, lay off to the one side and to the other on this line,

the lengths DM and DN equal to

OD ; the locus of the points M and

N is the strophoid.

When the movable line occupies

the position AO, the two points M
and N fall together in 0. If the

line moves so that the point D
ascends continually on OT, OD in-

creases and the point N describes

the infinite branch ON of the curve.

The point .Sfapproaches continually

the point A, because the points M
and N are obtained by describing

a circle with radius DO about D
as a center; as the point D recedes continually from 0, the

angle 0AM approaches a right angle and the point M coin-

cides with A. The curve has evidently another branch sym-

metrical to the first with respect to the axis OX.
The point O, in which the two branches of the curve cross,

is a double point. The tangents to the two branches of the

curve at this point coincide with the bisectors of the angles

TOX and TOX'. Because the angle ODE, exterior to the

isosceles triangle DOM, is equal to the sum of the two oppo-

site interior angles and, consequently, to two times the angle

DOM; similarly the angle ODA is equal to two times the angle

DON. As the line AD approaches OA, the obtuse angle ODE
decreases and tends toward a right angle ; therefore the half

angle TOM decreases and tends toward -• The acute angle
4

ODA increases and tends toward a right angle ; hence the half

angle TON increases and approaches ^ as its limit. Whence
4

it follows that OM and ON are perpendicular to each other

in their limiting positions as tangents at 0. It is to be noticed

further that the arc OMA is below, while the arc AON is

above its tangent.
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The tangent at A is perpendicular to the axis OX, because

as the point D is continually elevated, the chord AM becomes

finally perpendicular to OX.
On AO produced take OG = OA, and at the point Q erect

the perpendicular HW. This line is an asymptote to each of

the infinite branches of the curve, for the distance NE, equal

to AM, approaches zero.

24. To derive the equation of the curve in polar co-ordi-

nates, take the point O as pole and the line OA as polar axis

;

the polar co-ordinates of the point M are p = OM, m = MOA

;

in the isosceles triangle DOM, each of the angles DOM, DM0
is equal to - — m, and the angle ODM to 2 <o ; the angle 0AM,

complement of the preceding, equals ^ — 2 <o.

If a represent the length OA, it follows from the triangle

OMA that

sin
P

sin^l-o.)

whence
_ a cos 2 (i>

^ > ^~ cos cu

The co-ordinates of the point N satisfy the same equation.

To derive the equation of the curve in rectangular co-ordi-

nates, take for axes the two lines OX and OY. If, in the pre-

ceding equation, put under the form p cos u>—a (cos^ w — sin^ w),

X y
cos <i) and sin u be replaced -by their values -» -, one gets

xp^ = a(a? — 'f); putting in the place of p^ its value x^ + f, the

following equation of the third degree is obtained

:

(2) x(a? + f)-a{a^-f) = 0.

25. The curve can now be constructed by means of its equa-

tion in rectangular co-ordinates. Equation (2), solved with

respect to y, becomes

^ a — x

^a + x
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In order that the ordinate y be real, it is necessary that the

quantity under the radical be positive. If x be given positive

values, the denominator being positive, the numerator will also

be positive so long as x is less than a. If x be given negative

values, the numerator being positive, the denominator will

be positive so long as the absolute value of x is less than a.

Thus the abscissa x can vary from — a to + a. If, therefore,

we begin at the origin and lay off on the ovaxis, to the right

and to the left, the distances OA and OG equal to a, and at

the points O and A erect HH', KIT parallel to the y-axis, the

curve will be wholly comprised between these two parallels.

The form of the curve will vary in accordance with the variar

tion of the function

' = ^>fe
: — X

As X varies from to a, the ordinate y takes finite values.

It is zero for x=0 and also for x = a. This furnishes the

branch OMA of the curve, beginning at the point O and end-

ing in the point A. As x varies from to — a, the ordinate y
is negative and varies from to — oo . This furnishes the

branch ON', which begins at the origin and descends con-

tinually, approaching indefinitely the line HH', which is an
asymptote. This branch ON' is a continuation of the branch

AMO.
By changing the sign of the radical, the branch AJifON,

symmetrical to the first with respect to the a>axis, is obtained.

LiMACON OP Pascal.

26. Through a point .4 on a circle, draw any secant AD, on
which beginning at D, where it cuts the circle again, lay off a

constant length DM or DN; the locus of the points-M and N
(Fig. 19) is a curve called the Limofon of Pascal.

The entire curve will be traced by supposing the radius

vector to coincide with the diameter AB of the circle and then

to revolve through an angle tt in either direction. The whole

curve will also be traced by giving the radius vector a com.
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Fig. 19.

plete revolution, and laying off a constant length in the direc-

tion of radius vector, beginning with the point in which this

radius vector or its pro-

longation intersects the

circle. The curve takes

three different forms ac-

cording as the constant

length a is greater, equal

to, or less than the diam-

eter b of the circle.

1° The first case con-

sidered is when the length

a is greater than b. If

the radius vector coin-

cides with AB, it will be

necessary to start from the point B. Construct on AB a length

BG equal to a, which determines the point G of the locus (Fig.

19). If the radius vector revolves from the point A and takes

the direction AD, the point M is determined. When the

radius vector has revolved through a right angle, the point D
coincides with A, and the point M with JT. Continuing the

revolution of the radius vector to the position AD' and pro-

longing it, it intersects the circle in Di ; it is necessary to start

from this point D„ and lay off in the same direction AD', a

length DiMi equal to a. When the radius vector having

revolved through the two right angles occupies the position

AX', the point Di coincides with B and the point Mi with H;
thus the arc, M'M^H, a continuation of GMM', is constructed,

and is, moreover, exterior to the circle. The radius vector

revolving beyond AX' through two more right angles returns

to its initial position AX; the moving point describes the arc

HN'G, symmetrical to the arc GMH, with respect to the line

XX!. In this manner, by a continuous movement, the point

describes the entire curve.

2° Suppose that the length a be equal to 6. When the

radius vector, starting from the initial position AX, moves

through two right angles, the point M describes the arc

OMWA (Fig. 20), which ends in the point A. The tangent
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at A is the right line AX', limiting position of the secant AMi.
The point A is called a cusp.

3° As the last ease to be considered, let a be less than &.

When the radius vector, starting from the initial position, has

Fig. 20.

revolved through one right angle, the point M describes the

arc GMM' (Fig. 21). If now the radius vector takes the di-

rection AD', the point D moves to i>i, the point M falls in My
But when the radius vector assumes a direction AD", such

that the chord D^A is equal to a, the point M-^ falls then in A,

rig. 21.

and the curve will be tangent to the right line AD". As the

radius vector continues its motion, the chord D^ becomes

greater than a, and, if the length D^M^ is taken equal to a,

one has a point M^ situated within the circle. Finally, as the
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radius vector takes the direction AX', the point M3 falls in H.
Thus the interior arc AM3H is the prolongation of the exterior

arc GATA. The other half of the rotation gives the arc

HNAIPO symmetrical to the first with respect to the line

X'X, and completes the curve.

27. Let us ohtain now the equation of the curve in polar

co-ordinates. Take the point A as pole, and the line AX
as polar axis. Call w the angle which the radius vector

makes with the direction AX. When the radius vector has

the position of the line ADM, the right triangle ADB gives

AD = b cos cu, and, consequently,

p = DM+ AD = a + b cos ai.

When the prolongation of the radius vector intersects the

circumference, as is the case in the position AD', the angle a>

is the angle XAD' ; the right triangle BADi gives

DiA = — 6 cos (0.

and hence,

p — DiMi — DiA = a + b cos <u.

But, if the radius vector, in Fig. 21, has the direction AD'",

the length is measured in the opposite direction to AD'"
Therefore, the radius vector of the point M will be AM3
affected with the — sign ; whence, one has

p = — AM3 = D3M3 — ADg = a + b cos w.

Thus, the entire curve is, in any case, represented by the

equation

(1) p= a + b cos 01.

If the point A is taken as origin, the diameter AB as axis

of X, and a perpendicular to it at A as the axis of y, then the

equation of the curve in "^rectilinear co-ordinates wUl be

(2) (3? + f-bxf = a\x^ + f).
X

Equation (2) is derived from (1) by putting - for cos u and

a? + '!f
for p\ (§ 20), and squaring in order to remove the

radical.
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28. The same curve may be obtained by another process.

Being given a circle QH and a fixed point A, think of a mov-

able tangent CM revolving on the circumference of the circle,

and drop from the point A a per-

pendicular AM on this tangent

(Fig. 22); find the locus of the

point M. There will be three cases

to consider, according as the point

lies within, on, or without the cir-

cumference of the circle. Suppose,

for example, that the point A lies

without the circumference. "When

„ „„ the tangent touches the circumfer-
FlG. 22. °

ence at O, the perpendicular from

A coincides with the diameter AO and the point ff is a point

of the locus. As the tangent revolves about the quadrant

GCC, the point M describes the arc GMM' of the curve.

"When the tangent descends to the position C"A, the point M
describes the arc MA. The tangent continuing its motion

along G"H, the foot of the perpendicular falls below the

diameter and describes the arc ANH of the curve. The tan-

gent has revolved about the semi-circumference GC'H; when
the tangent revolves about the lower semi-circumference, the

point M will trace a portion of the curve symmetrical to the

first half.

In order to get the equation of this curve in polar co-ordi-

nates, represent the radius of the given circle by a, the dis-

tance AB by b, and draw through the center B, of the circle, a

line BD parallel to the tangent CM. "Whence it follows

p = AD H- DM= b cos lo + a.

This equation is identical with equation (1) of § 26 ; therefore

the curves which they represent are identical.

Moreover it is easy to verify geometrically this identity.

The angle D being a right angle, the locus of the point D is the

circumference described on AB as a diameter. The point M
will therefore be obtained by prolonging the chordAD till DM
is equal to BC.
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Fig. 23,

The Rose op Four Bkanches.

29. Being given two lines OX and OF at right angles to

each other, on which the extremities of a right line PQ of con-

stant length are free to move,

find the locus of the foot of

the perpendicular OJWdrawn
from O to PQ (Fig. 23).

"When the line PQ coincides

with Y, the point M coin-

cides with O and the chord

OJlftakes the direction OX;
therefore the tangent to the

arc OM at O coincides with

OX. The point /, the mid-

point of PQ, describes a cir-

cumference of which the cen-

ter is O, and the radius equal

to a ; if the constant length

be represented by 2a, the perpendicular OM is less than the

oblique line 01; therefore the distance OM is a maximum
when the right line PQ is perpendicular to the bisector OA.

As the movable line PQ continues its motion, it will assume a

position P'Q' symmetrical to PQ with respect to the bisector

OA, and one finds the arc OM'A the symmetrique of the arc

OMA with respect to OA. The same curve is reproduced in

each of the other right angles. Hence the curve has four axes,

the two fixed right lines OX, OY, and the two bisectors A'A,
B'B. The point is the center of the curve.

30. If the point O be taken as pole and OX as the polar

axis, it follows from the right-angled triangles OMP, OPQ,
that

p = OP cos o), OP= 2 a sin &> ; therefore

(1) p = a sin 2 w.

In rectangular co-ordinates the curve is represented by an

equation of the sixth degree

(2) (!>' + yy-ia'3^' = 0,
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which follows at once from equation (1) by substituting re-

spectiyely for cos <i>, sin <•) and p, -> -, and p=w a? + y''> squaring

and transposing.

Tangents.

31. The preceding examples show how to construct a curve

from its geometric definition and to derive finally its equation.

It is possible also in some cases to deduce from the geometric

definition of a curve a simple construction of a tangent to it.

Two remarkable examples will be given,— the curves described

by the various points of a plane figure, which moves in a plane,

and the locus of the feet of perpendiculars drawn from a fixed

point to the tangents to a given curve. The construction be-

longing to the first class of curves depends on the following

proposition

:

Lemma.—Every plane figure can he brought from one position

to another in its plane by a rotation about a fixed point.

It is first to be noted that the position of a plane figure in a

plane is determined when one knows the position of two of its

points. Let A and jB be the two points of the figure in its first

position (Fig. 24), A' and B' the same points in a second posi-

tion ; the line AB, of constant length,

is transferred to A'B'. Erect perpen-

diculars to AA', BB' at their mid-

points; the perpendiculars intersect in

a point I. The two triangles AIB,
A'lB' are equal, since their sides are

equal each to each, AB equal to A'B',

IA and IA' are equal, being oblique

lines drawn from a point in a perpendicular cutting off equal

distances from its foot, and similarly IB and IB' are equal

;

therefore the two angles AIB and A'IB' are equal; by sub-

tracting the common angle A'IB, it follows that the angles

AIA', BIB' are equal. Suppose now that the figure is revolved

about the fixed point I, through the angle AIA', the radius IA.
will fall on lA' and the point A on A'; in the same manner
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the line IB, revolving through the angle BIB' equal to AIA',
will fall on IB' and the point B on B'. Therefore this rotation

about the point / brings the figure from its first position to the

second.

32. Theorem.— If one considers the curves described by the

different points A, B, C, ••, of an invariable plane figure which

moves in a 'plane, the normals to these curves, at points which

correspond to the same position of the figure, intersect in the

same point.

Suppose A, B, €,••, to be different points of the figure in any

position whatever, A', B', C, •-, these same
points in a new position. After what has

been said, we can bring the figure from the

first position to the second by revolving it

about a certain point /j ; by this motion the

lines IiA, I^B, IiC---, describe angles respec-

tively equal, and finally coincide with IjA',

I,B', 1,0', - (Fig. 25). The lines MI„ NI,, '

pig^jj,

PIu---, perpendicular to the chords AA',

BB', CC, ••, at their mid-points, all intersect in the point I,.

Suppose now that the second position approaches continu-

ally the first, and that the point 7, tends toward a limiting

position I; the chords AA', BB', CC, •••, prolonged, become

tangents to the curves in A, B, C, •• ; the perpendiculars

Mil, Nil, PIij "•? to the chords coincide with the perpendicu-

lars to the tangents &t A, B, C, ••• ; that is, with the normals

to the curves. Hence the normals to the curves described by

A, B,-", at these points all intersect in the same point I.

CoEOLLARY.— If One could draw the normals to the curves

described by the two points A and B of the movable figure,

these two normals determine by their intersection the point

I; by joining the point I to any third point C, one will have

a normal to the curve described by C; a perpendicular to the

normal at C will be a tangent. This is the case if the two

points describe straight lines or circumferences of circles.

In the next section some applications of this method will

be given.
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33. In case two points of the movable figure describe right

lines, it will be shown that the curve described by any other

point is an ellipse ; the preceding method will enable one to

construct a tangent to the ellipse.

Suppose, then, that the two extremities of a straight line

CD of constant length lie on two lines OX, F at right angles

to each other, find the locus traced

by a point M of this line (Fig. 26).

^ / When the line CD coincides with

^sv^N
^ / I OX, the point M will fall on A at

~^ci i
^ distance OA equal to DM; as the

°>/ iV \^! extremity D slides along OY start-

i'
^^ ing from the point 0, the point C

approaches the point 0, and the
^'^^'

point M describes the arc AMB.
When the line CD coincides with OY, the point M will fall

on 5 at a distance MB equal to CM. The same arc is repro-

duced in each of the four right angles, and the curve thus

described is an ellipse.

For, take the two fixed lines OX, OF as axes of co-ordinates,

and call a and & the two constant lengths DM and CM, x and

y the co-ordinates of the point M, then the similar triangles

MFC, DQM give

MP CM V b a? ^v" ^

DQ DM' V^^^ «' a" 6' '

which is equation (o) of § 13. Thus, the curve is an ellipse

whose axes 2 a and 2 6 coincide with the two given rectangular

axes.

34. It is not necessary that the point M be restricted to

lying on the movable line between the points C and D ; it can

be situated on the prolongation. Consider the line CD' of

which the two points C" and D' slide on the two perpendicular

lines OX and OY, and find the locus described by the point

M. If a and 6 be put for the distances D'M and CM, the

similar triangles MFC, D'QM will give, as in the preceding,

MF^MC y _b
D'Q MD''°^ ^/^pz:^~a
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The construction of a small instrument called an elliptical

compass depends upon this property.

The two feet are placed on the points C and D, taken at

wish on the line CD, and a pencil point at the point M; the

two feet slide in grooves placed on the perpendicular lines OX
and O Y; the pencil point M describes by a continuous move-

ment an ellipse.

It is evident that a straight line is its own proper tangent.

The points C and D of the movable plane describe the lines

OX and OT; the perpendiculars CI and DI to these lines

determine the point / through which pass the normals to the

curves described by the various points of the movable figure

for every position of this figure. The line IM is therefore

normal to the ellipse at M described by this point ; the line

drawn through M perpendicular to the normal to the ellipse

at that point will be a tangent.

35. Imagine two points E and F of the movable plane to

slide on any two fixed straight lines OA and OB (Fig. 27).

The perpendiculars to these lines at y/ »,

the points E and F determine the ^\^ ; /
point of intersection / of the nor- \/^>s<7%:>.

mals. The circle described on 01 /l \^y'~\'-^hj
as a diameter passes through the / / ?\\ ,\''

|\
points E and F; the line EF and / / Jk'^N \/i |

the angle EOF being constant, the
\i/--^' \ ftj/

diameter of the circle is constant. °\~"—-^_\ ^/^ ^

Suppose that the circle is situated -^^^"i"

in the movable plane, and controlled Fig. 2t.

in its movement by the motion of the line EF; this circle

will always pass through the point 0; every point D of the

circumference will describe a straight line OY, since the

inscribed angle FOD, which corresponds to the constant arc

FD, is itself constant.

Consider any point M of the movable plane ; draw a line

through this point and the center K of the circle; the

two points, C and D, the extremities of the diameter MK,
describe two perpendicular lines OX and OY; whence it fol-
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lows that the point M describes an ellipse whose axes are two

times the distances CM and DM, and have the same directions

as OX and OT. The line IM is normal to the ellipse at M.

Conchoid.

36. Being given a point A and a

straight line CC, draw through the

point A any secant AD, and, begin-

ning at the point D where it meets

the line CC, lay off on either side a

given length DM arid DN; the locus

of the points M and N is the cxiti^

choid (Fig. 28). It can easily be

seen that this curve has two infi-

nite branches, one on each side of

the line CC, and asymptotic to this

line. The left branch will have dif-

ferent forms according as the given

lengthDM is less, equal to, or greater

than the perpendicular drawn from

A to the line CC.
This curve belongs to the preceding category : one can regard,

in fact, the line AD as revolving in the plane, in the following

manner, one of its points D describes the line CC, while the

line itself passes through the point A, about which it revolves

;

a pointM of this line describes a branch of the conchoid. Con-

sider the point of the movable line which is in A, when the

line occupies the position AD ; this point describes a branch

of the conchoid passing through the point A and tangent to

the line AD in this point ; the normal to this particular branch

of the curve is the line AI, perpendicular to AD. The normal

to the curve described by the point D is the line DJ, perpen-

dicular to the line CC ; by drawing a straight line from the

point of intersection / of the two normals to the point M,
one obtains the normal IM to the curve described by the

point M; the perpendicular to IM at Jf is a tangent to the

curve.

Fig. 28.
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The limaQon (§ 26) is a curve analogous to the conchoid;

it is sufficient to replace the line CC on which the point D
slides, by the circumference of a circle

(Fig. 29). Consider then the point of

the movable line which is in A, when
the line occupies the position AD. This

point describes a curve passing through

the point A and tangent to the straight

line AD at this point ; the normal to this

curve is the perpendicular AI. The nor-

mal to the circumference described by the

point D is the diameter DI; the point of intersection I of the

normals is therefore the extremity of the diameter which passes

through the point D ; the straight line IM is a normal to the

curve described by the point M.

Fig. 29.

37. The same construction is also applicable to the cissoid

and strophoid; but it is necessary beforehand to give these

curves another geometrical defi-

nition. Consider a right angle

ABC (Fig. 30), of which a side

BA passes through a fixed point

A, and a point C on the other

side slides on the line EE' ; it is

further supposed that the length

BC is equal to the distance AO
of the point A from the line

EE'; the point M, mid-point of

BC, describes a cissoid, and the

vertex B of the right angle a strophoid.

In fact, the two right triangles ABC, AOC being equal, the

angles CAL, ACL are equal, and the triangle ALC isosceles

;

since AB is equal to CO, one has also LB = LO; therefore

the locus of the point B is a strophoid (§ 23).

The triangle ACP'\s also isosceles; join the point MU> the

mid-point D oi AO and prolong this line till it is intersected

in Khy CK, drawn parallel to AO. The triangle CJtf/r being

isosceles, it follows that CK= CM= AD. Finally, describe
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a circTimferenee about the point as a center with, a radius

OD ; let F be the extremity of the diameter DO and H the

point of intersection of the circumference with DK. The isos-

celes triangle MCK is equal to DOH, DII=MK, whence
DM= KH.\ moreover, the line FQ is tangent to the circum-

ference at F. Therefore the locus of the point M is a cissoid

having the point 3/ for vertex and the line GO'ioi an asymp-

tote (§ 20).

Consider now the point of the movable figure which is in

A, when the right angle occupies the position ABC; this

point describes a curve passing through the point A and tangent

to the line AB at this point ; the line AI, perpendicular to AB,
will be a normal to this curve. Further, the line CI, perpen-

dicular to EE', is a normal to the curve described by the point

C; the point of intersection I of the two normals is the common
point of intersection of all the normals. Therefore the lines

IB and IM are normals, the one to the strophoid, the other to

the cissoid.

Pedals.

38. The pedal of a given curve AB is the locus of the foot

P of the perpendicular dropped from a fixed point O upon any
line MP tangent to this curve (Fig. 31). A neighboring tan-

gent JTP' will give a second point P' of the pedal. Let D be

the point of intersection of these two tangents; the circle

described on OD as a di-

ameter passes through the

points P and P', and the

line PP' is a secant of

the circle. Suppose now
that the point JUT ap-

proaches indefinitely the

point M, the point D will

ultimately coincide with M,
and the diameter OD with OM; the secant PP' will at the

same time become tangent to the circle and to the pedal ; the

normal to the pedal will therefore coincide with the normal to

the circle constructed on OM as a diameter, and this normal

Fig. a.
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may be found by joining the point P to the point C, the mid-

point of OM.
Tliis construction may also be applied to the lima^on, which

is the pedal of a circle (§ 28). But it is seen later (§ 307)

that the construction of the tangents to pedals is reduced to

the general method sketched in § 32.

EXERCISES.

1. A variable triangle ABC, whose vertex A is fixed and

the angle A constant, is inscribed in a given circle. Show
that the locus of the center of the circle inscribed in and

escribed about the triangle is represented by two limagons.

2. Show that the locus of the vertices of angles of given

magnitude, whose sides are tangents to two given circles, is

represented by two limaqons.

3. A variable circle touches a given circle in a given point,

and a tangent is drawn common to the two circles. Show that

the locus of the point of contact of this tangent with the vari-

able circle is a cissoid.

4. A variable plane moves in a fixed plane in such a manner
that two straight lines of the variable plane remain respectively

tangent to two circles of the fixed plane. Show that a point

on the fixed plane traces an ellipse on the movable plane.

5. Construct the curves which, in the first system of bi-polar

co-ordinates, are defined by the equation u+nv — a. Show that

of the three equations u + nv = a, u — nv = a, —u + nv = a, in

which the two constants a and n have the same values, two

alone define geometrical loci. These loci are closed curves,

the one within the other ; one calls them the conjugate ovals

of Descartes. They are represented by the same integral alge-

braic equations in rectangular co-ordinates. On the line which

passes through the two poles there exists a third point, such

that by taking this point and one of the first as poles, the

equation preserves its form.

6. If, being given two circles, any secant be drawn through

a fixed point taken on the line of centers, and each center be

joined to one of the points of intersection of the secant with
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the circle, show that the point of intersection of these two

lines describes the ovals of Descartes.

7. The projection of the curve of intersection of two cones

of revolution, whose axes are parallel to a plane perpendicular

to the axes, is a system of the ovals of Descartes.

8. Construct the curve which, in the first bi-polar system,

is represented by the equation u • v = a% 2 a being the distance

between the two poles. This curve is called the lemniscate.

9. Find the locus of the vertex of a triangle whose base a
remains fixed, and in which the other two sides b, c, and the

corresponding median m satisfies the relation b — c=m V2
{lemniscate).

10. A straight line and a circumference each revolve with

a uniform motion about a fixed point common to the two lines,

the ratio m of the two angular velocities, is affected with the

+ or — sign, according as the rotations are in the same or

opposite sense; required to find the locus described by the

second point of intersection of the two lines.

Discuss the following particular cases

:

m = I, or m = f, the limaqon of Pascal

;

m = — 1, or m = ^, rose of fom- branches
;

m= —^, or vi= \;

7)1 = 2, or m = |.

11. Solve the same problems, taking for the revolving curves

two equal circumferences which revolve about a fixed point

common to them.

Discuss the cases

:

wi = 2, limaQon of Pascal

;

m = 3, rose of four branches

;

m= -2;
m=— 3.
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CHAPTER III*

CONCERinNG HOMOGENEITY.

39. Definition.— The function /(a, 6, c, •••) is said to be

homogeneous with respect to the letters a, b, c, •, when, on re-

placing o by ka, b by kb, ••-, one has

f{ka, kb, ke, •) = Iff{a, 6, c, •••)

;

the exponent m being the degree of the homogeneous function.

The following are examples of such functions

:

a' + zab, , —l—^—, -J ~,
'

a + b ' a + ca» + 6»

the degree of the first is 2, of the second \, of the third 0, of

the fourth —2.

One can easily see

:

1° That the sum or difference of two homogeneous functions

of the same degree is a function of the same degree as the given

function

;

2° That the product of several homogeneous functions of

any degree whatever is a function whose degree is equal to the

sum of the degrees of the given functions

;

3° That the quotient of two homogeneous functions is a

homogeneous function whose degree is equal to the excess of

the degree of the dividend over that of the divisor;

4° That the power of a homogeneous function is a homo-

geneous function whose degree is equal to the degree of the

given function times the exponent of the power;

5° That the root of any homogeneous function is a homo-

geneous function whose degree is equal to the degree of the

given function divided by the index of the root

;
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G° That a transcendental function of a homogeneous func

tion of degree 0, is a homogeneous function, and of the degree 0.

For example, the functions

are homogeneous and of the degree ; because if a and h are

replaced by ha and kh, the letter A; disappears under the

transcendental sign. But if the quantity placed under the

transcendental sign, though homogeneous, were not of the de-

gree 0, the letter h could not be removed from under the

transcendental sign and the function would not be homoge-

neous.

Thus, the function sin (a + Vbc) is not homogeneous, for

here sin (ak + -Vbck^ = sin (o -|- y/bc)k.

When a monomial is rational and integral with respect to the

letters a, b, c, ••, the degree of the monomial with respect to a

letter will be the exponent of this letter in the monomial : the

degree of the monomial with respect to several letters is the

sum of the exponents of these letters. A monomial is always

a homogeneous function, of a degree equal to the degree of the

monomial ; therefore the sum of several monomials of the same

degree is a homogeneous polynomial of this same degree. Por

example, the polynomial

a>-4:a^b + 5ab^-2b^

is a homogeneous function of the third degree, with respect to

the letters a and b.

40. In seeking the relations which exist between the lengths

of the various lines A, B, C, ••,of a figure, one thinks of these

lines as being expressed in terms of a unit of length, which
usually is not specified and remains t6 be chosen at will. Re-

present by a, b, c, •••, the numbers which thus express the meas-

ures of the lines of the figure and suppose that one has found

between the numbers the relation

(1) /(a,6,c,...) = 0.
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The steps made in arriviBg at this result being independent of

the unit of length, it is evident that this relation exists what-

ever be the unit of length. Call a, /S, /,•••, the particular values

of a, b, c, ••, for the first unit; a', ^', y', ••, the values of these

same quantities for another unit ; the two sets of numbers
satisfy the relations

(2) f{a,p,y,...) = (i,

(3) /(«',/3',-y',...) = 0.

But as the unit is changed the numbers vary proportionately,

of the sort that, if fc designate the ratio of the first unit to the

second, one has

a -p -y- -•-*;

whence a' = ka, fi' = At/S, y' = fcy •••.

If these values are substituted in the relation (3) it becomes

(4) f(kci,k/3,ky,...) = 0.

Consider that the first unit is fixed and the second varies

;

a, j8, y, ••, will be constant numbers and equation (4) will be

satisfied whatever this number k may be.

Thus, if equation (1) is satisfied when the letters a, b, c, •••, are

replaced by a, /8, y, •••, it will be satisfied when the letters are

replaced by ka, kp, ky, •••, whatever the number k may be.

4L The preceding condition is evidently fulfilled when the

first member of equation (1) is a homogeneous function of the

letters a, b, c, • ; because then one has

f'(ka, kp, ky,...) = k^fia, I3,y,-)i

if the expression /(«, p, y, ••) is zero, the same will be true of

f(ka, kp, ky, •••) whatever k may be.

Conversely, in order that the previous condition be fulfilled,

it is necessary that the equation be homogeneous. The only

case considered here is that in which the equation is algebraic.

Suppose that /(a, b, c, ••) be an integral polynomial ; if all

the terms are not of the same degree, there will be groups of
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them which will be of the same degree; call <^(a, 6, c, •) the

collection of all the terms of the degree m, the highest,

^(a, b, c, •••) the collection of all terms of the next degree n,

etc., the equation (4) becomes

fc-.^Ca, P, y, ...)+ky(a, p, y, ...) + ...= 0.

In order that this equation be verified, k being arbitrary, it is

necessary that there exist separately

<^(«, fi, y, ••) = 0, ^(a, p, y, •••) = 0, ....

If the unit to which the numbers «, /3, y, •.•, are referred is

arbitrary, then there must exist between the lines of the fig-

ures the homogeneous relations

<^(«, A y, •••) = 0, V(«. ^ c> •••) = 0, ••••

Therefore, if equation (1) is not homogeneous it is equivalent

to several equations, separately homogeneous.

42. It can happen that a homogeneous equation may be

satisfied, where a particular unit has been chosen, without the

parts which compose it being zero separately ; however, if the

unit be changed, the equation will no longer be satisfied.

This is illustrated by the example: Determine the dimen-

sions of a cylinder whose total surface shall be equivalent to

that of a sphere of radius A and its volume to that of a sphere

of radius B.

Let X be the radius and T the height of the cylinder ; call

a, b, X, y, the measure of the lines A, B, X, Y, referred to any
unit whatever; the unknown quantities will satisfy the two
equations

:

(5) 2x' + 2xy-4:a'' = 0,

(6) x»y-|6» = 0.

Each of these equations is homogeneous ; the one is of the

second degree, the other is of the third. If they are satisfied

when the lines are measured in a certain unit, the same will

be true when they are referred to another unit.
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The unknowns x and y satisfy also the non-homogeneous

equation

(7) (2a;=+2a^7-4a') + (a?y-|6^ = 0,

which is obtained by adding equations (5) and (6) member to

member.

Consider now equation (7), disregarding its origin. Four

lines, A, B, X, Y, can be found such that, if they be measured

in a particular unit, the numbers obtained verify this equation

without annulling separately the two parts. Suppose, for

example, that the lines referred to a first unit have for meas-

ures the four members a = 1, 6 = 3, x= 2, y = ^, of which

three have been taken arbitrarily and the fourth determined

by equation (7) ; if the lines are measured in a unit half as

large, then one gets the numbers twice as large, a = 2, 6 = 6,

X = 4, y = S, which do not satisfy the equation. The cyl-

inder constructed with the lines X and Y thus determined

enjoys the property, that the sum of the numbers, which, with

the unit chosen, express the measures of its surface and of its

volume, is equal to the sum of the numbers which express the

measure of the surface of a sphere and of the volume of

another sphere ; but the same relation does not exist when the

linear unit changes. Equation (7) can only be satisfied by the

measures of the same lines when the imit of length is changed

arbitrarily, provided these lines satisfy equations (5) and (6)

taken singly. In the solution of problems of geometry, one

never uses combinations of equations analogous to the pre-

ceding. The equations which give immediately the theorems

of elementary geometry, are homogeneous ; and when equa-

tions are added member to member it is to obtain a new equa-

tion more simple than the proposed ; for this it is necessary

that the equations added be of the same degree. The prin-

ciple of homogeneity serves in each instance to verify the

algebraic transformation deduced.

43. In case one of the lines of the figure is taken as the unit

of length, the equations cease to be homogeneous; but it is

easy to re-establish homogeneity. Let

(8) F{b',c',.-) =
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be the equation which is obtaiued when a line A is taken for

the unit; the letters b', c', ••, represent the measures of the

lines B, C, •••, with respect to A. Choose an arbitrary unit,

and call a, b, c, •••, the measures of the lines A, B, C, •• ; then

will

l_V_c'_
a b c~ '

whence b' = -, c' = -, •••,

a a

and equation (8) is transformed into the following

:

(») ^(j J •)=».

which is homogeneous.

Thus, for example, if the sides of the right angle of a right

triangle be referred to the hypotenuse of this triangle taken

for the unit of measure, the measures of the sides satisfy the

non-homogeneous equation

b" + c" = l,

from which is deduced the homogeneous equation

a' a"

b c
by replacing 6' by - and c' by —

The curves, ellipse, hyperbola, parabola, cissoid, etc., studied

in the preceding chapter, are represented by homogeneous
equations. Any homogeneous equation

f(x,y, a, b, c, ••) = 0,

between the variable co-ordinates x and y of a point of the

plane and the lengths a, b, c, •• of the various given lines,

determine a curve, of which the position arid dimensions are

independent of the unit with which the lines are measured.

Consider, on the contrary, a numerical equation in x and y,
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that is, an equation which does not involve other letters than

X and y, and suppose their equation to be non-homogeneous.

In order to represent by points of the plane the real solution

of this equation, it is necessary to begin by choosing arbitrarily

a scale, or the line to be employed as the unit. When the

scale varies, the curve is no longer the same. It will be seen

later that the various curves obtained in this manner have

remarkable analogies ; they are called homoHietic curves.

44. Kemakk I.— It frequently happens that one considers

the numbers which represent the measures of lines, surfaces,

and volumes. The units of surface and of volume, as well as

the unit of length, remain indeterminate ; but one habitually

assumes that there exists among them this relation, that the

unit of surface is the square constructed on the unit of length,

and the unit of volume is the cube constructed on the same

line. In this case, in order to verify the homogeneity of a rela-

tion in which certain letters S and V represent the measure of

a surface and a volume, these letters are replaced hj p" and ^,

where p and q represent a side of the square and an edge of

the cube equivalent to the surface and the volume considered.

By this change the equation will contain only the lines. More-

over, their substitution may be dispensed with, namely, in

evaluating the degree of each term the exponent of a letter

which designates a surface is doubled, and a letter representing

a volume is tripled.

Remark II.— In general, when angles enter into a calcular

tion, these angles are referred to a unit definitely determined,

and their measures are fixed numbers. In evaluating an angle,

an arc of a circle is described about its vertex as a center with

an arbitrary radius, and the ratio of this arc to the radius is

taken as the measure of the arc ; the unit arc is the arc which

is equal to the radius. The trigonometric functions of angles

are therefore numbers. In the application of the principle of

homogeneity, one introduces the abstraction of letters which

represent the angles or their trigonometric functions.
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Construction of Formulas.

45. In solving, if it be possible, the equations of a definite

problem, one determines the formulas which represent the

arithmetical operations that it is necessary to perform on these

numbers which measure the known magnitudes in order to

find the numerical values of the unknown. But can one not

deduce from each formula, or what is the same from each

equation, an appropriate graphical construction to give, not

merely the numerical value of the unknown, but the unknown
itself? In a word, is it possible to replace the numerical

operations by graphical ? In elementary geometry, the con-

structions are considered which can be accomplished by means
of a limited number of straight lines and circles, and which,

consequently, can be made with the use of a rule and a com-

pass. Since the circle is the most simple of curves and the

most easily constructed, the ancient geometers set a great price

on this sort of construction ; on the other hand, being ignorant

of algebraic analysis, they did not have the means to decide if

the questions which they had in view were susceptible of this

kind of a solution, and it was not until they had made many
fruitless efforts that they decided finally to investigate other

curves. Their investigations have made certain problems

celebrated which can be shown to-day not to be solvable by the

straight line and circle. Examples of such are the duplication

of the cube, the trisection of an angle, etc.

The unknown quantity is assumed to be a straight line;

when the unknown is a surface or a volume, it is represented

by ax or a^x, a being a line taken arbitrarily ; the construction

of the line x gives a rectangle or a parallelopiped equivalent

to the surface or volume sought. The determination of an
angle given by one of its trigonometrical lines is reduced also

to that of a straight line. It can be assumed then that every

letter, such as x, designates a straight line.

46. Rational Formula.—The formula which gives the

unknown x ought to be homogeneous and of the first degree

;
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it can, however, be integral, rational, or irrational. When it is

integral, it takes the form

x = a-^- b + c+ •••

,

and the length x is found by measuring one after the other,

in one direction or in another, the lengths a, b, c, •••.

The fractional formula is the most simple

:

abx=—
c

The unknown is a fourth proportional, which can be con-

structed by two parallels or by a circle.

In the same manner may be constructed the formula

abed « V, ^ . dX = —-— ora;= — x-X —
a'b'c' a' b' c'

by means of the series of fourth proportionals,

cd - 6y aB
y=7" P=v' =^=^-

By the aid of the preceding congtruction, a monomial

^z-r^ r—, of the degree m, may be reduced to the form
a'b'c' — g' ' 6 > J

ai •l,OT, further, to the form X"*~'<, X being any length and t

a line determined by the formula

,
«>'••• I

t — —'

Consider now the formula

A-B + C
A' + B'-C"

in which A, B, C designate monomials of the degree m + 1,

A', B', C monomials of the degree m : each monomial may
be reduced to the simple forms

Xra, X"6, X^c, •", X"-'a', X"-'6', X"-'c';

whence it follows that

_ X(o — b + c)_a
"-

a' + b'-c "V
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That is, the unknown x can be determined by a fourth pro-

portional between the lines /3, a, \.

If the fraction were of the degree m, the preceding opera-

tions would reduce it to the form

X— >^ = \— >«.

47. Irrational Formula of the Second Degree.— Let

the formula in this case be

X = 'Vab, or - = -

.

X b

The unknown x is a mean proportional between the lines a and

b; it is constructed by a right triangle, or by a tangent to a

circle. When the quantity under the radical is a rational func-

tion of the degree m, the formula is transformed as follows

:

fi»-2

Consider next an irrational formula of the second degree, in

which the quantities are supposed to be connected by the -f-

or — sign, are homogeneous, and of the same degree. For the

sake of clearness, suppose that the value of » is reduced to the

form

JTand D representing functions in which the sign of division

does not enter, neither do fractional nor negative exponents ; it

can also be assumed that neither the product of two radicals

nor the product of a radical by an integral quantity enters the

expression. In order to iind the value of the numerator N, it

is necessary to perform certain operations in a definite order

;

the first radical sign affects an integral expression, it will reduce
m

to the form X^« ; if this quantity be added to the others, they
will be reduced to the same form, and consequently their sum
also. A new radical sign may now be introduced affecting

either an integral quantity, or a quantity with the exponent —

,
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m being odd. In every case, the radical will reduce to the

form X*v; this term is added to the others of the same form,

and so on. Thus, it is seen that the numerator N will take
—

the form \^t. The denominator can be discussed in the same

manner. The unknown x being of the first degree, it can be

found as a fourth proportional.

One can demonstrate that the hypotheses which have been

assumed in constructing the formula are necessary in order

that it be homogeneous.

Thus, every homogeneous expression of the first degree con-

structed in any arbitrary manner by means of the symbols of the

simple operations, addition, subtraction, multi2)lication, division,

involution to an integralpower, the extraction of a square root; in

a word, every expression, rational and irrational, containing square

roots only, can be constructed by means of a finite number of

straight lines and circles.

It can also be shown that only expressions of this sort are

susceptible of construction by the method just indicated ; but

this demonstration cannot appropriately be given here. For

example, the edge a; of a cube which is the double of another

whose edge is a, is given by the formula

x=-\/'2c^,

and cannot be constructed by a rule and a compass. In like

manner, it is, in general, true of roots of equations of the third

and fourth degree, since cubical radicals enter in the expression

of these roots.

48. CONSTKUCTIOIT OF THE RoOTS OF THE EQUATION OF THE
Second Degree.—The equation of the second degree in one

unknown quantity is reducible to the form a^+px + q = 0;

in order that it be homogeneous, it is necessary that the

quantity p be of the first degree, and q of the second ; whether

these quantities be rational or irrational of the second degree,

it will be possible to construct a straight line a equivalent to

the first and a square b' equivalent to the second, and the
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equation of the second degree will assume one of the four

following forms

:

x' + ax + 1)^ = 0,

3? + ax — b' = 0,

af-ax + b' = 0,

x'-ax-b^ = 0.

The roots of the first and second equation are equal to those

of the third and fourth, taken with contraiy signs ; it suffices,

therefore, to consider those of the latter ; if they be put under

the form
x(a — x) = b% x(x — a) — b-,

it is evident that it suffices to construct a rectangle equivalent

to a square b', and of which the sum or difference of the edges

is equal to a given line a, problems which can be solved by-

elementary geometry. The solution of equations and the con-

struction of formulas necessitate the discovery of theorems of

geometry.

The bi-quadratic equation may be reduced in a similar man-

ner to one of the types

ar< + aba? - <?cP = 0,

iC* - aba? -I- c^cP = 0,

a^-abx'-(?cP = 0;

because it is useless to consider the equation ai*+ aba?+ <?(^= 0,

which has imaginary roots. If one put 3?= cz, these equations

become

^ +^z-cP = 0, z'-^z + cP = 0, ii?-^z-d' = 0.
c c c

One solves these equations for z, then finds x by means of a

mean proportional between c and z.
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CHAPTER IV

TRANSFORMATION OF CO-ORDHTATES.

The equation of a curve in terms of certain co-ordinates

being given, it is important to be able to deduce the equation

of the same curve in terms of other co-ordinates.

In order to discuss the problem in a general manner, it is

necessary to deduce the formulas which express the co-ordi-

nates of any point of the plane in a certain system in terms

of the co-ordinates of the same point in another system. These

formulas are, moreover, useful in the investigation of a large

number of other questions.

First will be discussed the transformation of rectilinear

co-ordinates of one kind into other rectilinear co-ordinates.

Transposition of the Origin.

49. Suppose that the two axes OX and OY" be replaced by
other axes O'X' and O'T', which are respectively parallel to the

first (Fig. 32) and have the same direction. The position of

the new axes will be determined by the co-ordinates o and b

of the new origin with respect to the

primitive axes. Let x and y be the co-

ordinates of any point M of the plane

with respect to the primitive axes; a;'

and y' the co-ordinates of the same point

with respect to the new axes. Imagine the

point to be moved along the straight

line OM or the broken line OO'M to M,
'^'

and project, parallel to OT^ these two lines upon the axes OX.
The projection of the line OM with the proper sign is the

abscissa x of the point M; the projection of the line 00' is

the abscissa a of the point 0; the projection of the line O'M
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on OX, or on the parallel axis O'X', is the new abscissa x'.

The projections of the two lines OM, OO'M, being equal, one

has x = a-\-x'. By projection parallel to OX on the axis OY,

one has in a similar manner y=b-\-y'. Thus are obtained the

two relations,

(1) a; = a + «', 2/ = 6 + y',

between the old and the new co-ordinates of the point M.

These relations are satisfied, whatever be the position of the

point M in the plane. One may deduce from (1),

(2) x' = x — a, y' = y — b.

Change in the Direction of the Axes.

50. Preserving the same origin, suppose now that the direc-

tion of the axis is changed. Consider a particular case which

has frequent application,— the case

when the two axes are rectangular.

Suppose that the direction of the axes

is changed by revolving the right

angle XOY (Fig. 33) through an angle

g p ^ a about the origin till it attains the

position X'OY, and consider the angle
^" a as positive if the rotation takes place

from OX toward OY, and negative if the rotation be accom-

plished in an opposite direction.

Through any point M of the plane draw MP and MP' par-

allel respectively to OF and OY; let x and y be the co-ordi-

nates of the point M with respect to the first axes, and x'

and y' the co-ordinates of the same point with respect to the

new axes. The projections of the two paths 0PM, OP'M on

any axis are equal. Project then these two paths on the axis

OX ; the projection of the length OP is the line itself, affected

with the -|- or — sign, according as it is measured in the direc-

tion OX, or in the opposite direction ; that is, in every case,

the abscissa x ; PM being perpendicular to OX, its projection

is zero ; the projection of the first path reduces, therefore, to x.

Project now the path OP'M, projecting first the portion OP'
;
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if the length OP' is measured on OX', it is necessary to mul-

tiply by cos a, which gives for the projection OP' cos a ; should

this length be measured in an opposite direction, it is necessary

to multiply by cos («• + «), which gives OP' cos (ir + «) or

— OP' • cos a ; but in the first case one has x' = OP', and in

the second a;' = — OP': thus the projection of the line OP' is

always expressed by x' cos a. Consider the second line P'M.

If it be constructed in the direction O V, it makes the angle

a +^ with OX, and its projection is P'M cos (« + ?]; if it be

measured in an opposite direction, it makes the angle a + - + 7r

with OX, and its projection is —P'M- cos (a -|- -
j . but one has

in the first case y' = P'M, in the second, y' = — P'M; hence,

the projection of P'M is always expressed by y' cos[ « + -).

Consequently, the projection of the path OP'M is always

x' cos tt + y' cos
[
« -|-^

J,
or x' cos a — y' sin a. By equating the

projection of the two paths 0PM, OP'M, one gets the relation

X = x' cos a —y' sin a.

Project now the two paths on Y. The projection OP is

zero ; that of PM, affected with the proper sign, is y ; thus the

projection of the first path reduces to y. The two directions

OX' and F* make respectively the angles — ^ + a and + a

with OY, which furnishes for the projection of the second

path x' cos (—? + «)+ 2/' cos «, or x' sin a + y' cos a, and one

has the relation y = x' sin a + y' cos «. Therefore the formulas

sought are

(3) x= x' cos a — y' sin a, y = x' sin u + y' cos a,

which express the old co-ordinates as functions of the new.

51. Next the general question will be investigated. Let

OX and OF be any two axes inclosing an angle 0, OX' and

OY, two new axes whose directions are defined by the angles

« and /8, which they make with OX (Fig. 34) ; one considers
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Fig. 31.

the angles a and ^ as positive, whjen a movable straight line,

starting from the position OX, gen-

erates them in revolving from OX
toward OY, and as negative in case

the line revolves in an opposite di-

rection. From any point M of the

plane draw the lines MP and MP
respectively parallel to the axes Y
and Y'. To get x, project the two

paths 0PM, OP'M on OH, perpen-

dicular to OY, so that a line, start-

ing from the position OY, revolving

in the direction OX through an angle equal to ^, will arrive

finally in the position OH. Since the line OX makes with

OH the angle ^— S, and the direction OF is perpendicular to

OH, the projection of the first path reduces to x sin 6. The

line OX' makes with OH an angle equal to the angle HOX
increased by the angle XOX', which together make

( S ~ ^ ) + «•

In the same manner the line OY' makes with OH an angle

(- — 0\+P; one has, therefore, for the projection of the sec-

ond path

(^-0 + a^ + y'cos(^-e + py

x' sin (0 — a) + y' sin ($ — j8),

X' cos

or

which furnishes the relation

a; sin ^ = x' sin (6 — a) + y' sin (0 — /3).

To calculate y, project the two paths 0PM, OPM on a line

OK perpendicular to OX, so that a straight line starting from

OX and revolving through the angle ^toward OF will coincide

with OK. Since the line OX is perpendicular to OK and the

line OF makes with this line the angle — ^ + 0, the projection

of the first path reduces to y sin 6. The angles which the lines
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OX' and OY^ form with OK are equal to the angles which

they make with OX diminished respectively by ^, which

gives — 5 + a, and — ;r + /3 ; the projection of the second

path is therefore a;' cos
(
—

jj + a
j + j/'cos

(
~ o + /3 )>

or a;' sin « + y' sin /3,

and one has the relation

y sin = x' sin a + ?/' sin /8.

Thus are derived the formulas

(4)

_ x' sin (fl - «) + y' sin (g — ;3)

«' sin a + y' sin fl

sin

for the transformation of oblique co-ordinates into other

oblique co-ordinates.

It is a simple process to deduce the formulas serving to

return from the new to the old co-ordinates. The angle

between the new axes is yS — a; the axes OX and Oyform
with OX' the angles — a and — a + 0; it suflSces therefore to

replace in the preceding formulas the angle 6 by /3 — «, « by
— a, phy — a, which gives

X sin 13 + y sin ()3 — 0)

(5)

sin (/3 — a)

,
_—xsma-i-ysm(0—a)

^
~

sin03-«)

Let the angle ^ — a between the new axes be represented by

6'; then the determinant of the coefBcients x' and y' in

formulas (4) is

sin P sin (0 — a) — sin a sin (^ — /3) _ sin 0'

sin" 6 ~sintf'

and the determinant of the coefficients x and y in formulas

(5) is the reciprocal of the preceding, . ,
•
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52. The general formulas furnish certain special formulas

which, are of frequent use.

1° Tlie case when the primitive axes are rectangular. Here

will be equal to -, and formulas (4) will become

!x = x' cos a + «' cos B,

(6) . .

[y= x' sin a + y' sin p.

2° Tlte case when the new axes are rectangular. Let/S=a+^>
then formulas (4) reduce to

(J)

x' sin (0 — a) — y' cos (0 — a)

sm^ '

_ x' sin n + y' cos a

One could . also put /8 = a — ^j which would amount to

changing the direction of the axis Y', and, consequently, the

sign of y' in formulas (7).

3° Tlie case when the two systems of axes are rectangular.

If, in formulas (6), one put /S = « + ^, one deduces formulas

(3), already found,

x = x' cos a — y' sin a,

y = a;' sin a -\- y' cos a.

These formulas can also be derived by putting in formulas

(7) = 1-
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Gekebax, Transformation.

53. Suppose that the origin and the direction of the axes

are changed at the same time. The new system of axes will

be determined by the co-ordinates a and
b of the new origin O', with respect to

the old axes, and by the angles a and

/3 which the new axes O'X'andO'Y'
make with OX (Fig. 35). Through the

point O' draw the two axes OXi and

OTi respectively parallel to OX and Fig. 35.

OY. Then will in one case

and in the other case, by virtue of formulas (4),

_ x' sin (0 — a) + y' sin (0 — j8) x' sin a + y' sin B
sm sin

substituting the values of Xi and 3/1, the general formulas of

transformation become

(8)

a +
x' sin (e — a)+ y' sin (0 — j8)

sin

y^l
I

a' sin tt + .y' sin j3

sin 6

The old co-ordinates x and y are expressed as linear integral

functions of the first degree in the new co-ordinates x' and y'.

The Transformation of Rectilinear Co-ordinates

INTO Polar Co-ordinates.

54. Let OX and OFbe the rectangular

axes ; take the origin as pole, and the avaxis

as the polar axis (Fig. 36) ; by projecting

the line OM on the axes OX and OY, one

obtains the relations

(9) x = p cos o), y = p sin <i>. Fig. 36.
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Conversely, one can pass from polar co-ordinates to rec-

tangular co-ordinates by means of the formulas

p = Var' + y, tan oi

:

y
X

Several transformations of this kind have been made, namely,

when the equations of the cissoid, strophoid, limaQon of Pascal,

and rose (§§ 21, 24, 27, 30) were derived in rectangular co-

ordinates.

Distance between Two Points.

55. Assume the axes to be rectangular and seek the distance

of the origin from the point M, whose co-or-

dinates are x and y. From the right triangle

0PM (Fig. 37) one has

OM^ = OP"- + PM^ = 3?-\-y\

Fig. 37.
whatever be the position of the point M in

the plane; whence it follows, by putting

I for the distance OM,

(10) Z= V^IT^

Seek, next, the distance between two points M and W, situ-

ated anywhere in the plane ; call x and y the co-ordinates of

the point M, x' and y' those of the point M' with respect to the

rectangular axes OX, OY. Through the

point M (Fig. 38) draw the axes MX',
MT' parallel to the given axes. The co-

ordinates of the point M' with respect to

the new axes are equal to x' — x,y' — y, by
virtue of formulas (2) of § 49. The dis-

^•s- ^' tance of the new origin M from M will

therefore be, owing to formula (10),

r t

~ M X

O I

(11) i = ^/(x<-xy + (i,>-yy.
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56. In case the axes are oblique and the angle included

by them is represented by 6, the

expression will be somewhat more
complicated.

Seek now the distance of the origin

O from any point M of the plane.

In the triangle 0PM (Fig. 39), what-

ever be the position of the point M,
one has

OM^ = OP' + PM- -2 OP- PMcos 0PM.

In case the point M is situated within the angle YOX, the co-

ordinates X and y of this point are equal to + OP and + PM,
and the angle 0PM is the supplement of 6; one has therefore

(12) I = ^3? + f + 2xy cos e.

If the point M is situated within the angle Y'OX', the co-ordi-

nates X and y being equal to — OP and — PM, and the angle

0PM, the supplement of B, the same formula (12) is deduced.

When the point M is situated within one of the angles YOX.',

Y'OX, the angle 0PM is equal to 0, but one of the co-ordinates

is positive aiid the other negative, which reproduces formula

(12). This formula is, therefore, universal.

In order to obtain the distance between two points J!fand M,
one imagines, as above, axes drawn through the point 3fparallel

to the first, and obtains the formula

(13) / = V(a;' - xf + {y' -yy-\-2 (x'- x) {y'-y) cos 6.

57. It is frequently useful to know the co-ordinates of a point

which divides the distance between two given points in a given

ratio. In case several segments are situated on the same line, -

one calls the direction of the segment the

direction in which a movable point travels

that starts from the first pointM and goes

toward the second M'. The algebraic

value of the ratio of two segments is then

the absolute value of their ratio, preceded

by the -|- or — sign, according as the two Fig. «..
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segments are measured in the same or opposite direction. Thus,

in Fig. 40, the ratio^^ is positive, the ratios ^^, ^i^,
M'Mi M2M' MiM'

are negative.

Being given two points M and W, on an indefinite straight

line, having the co-ordinates x and y, x' and y', find on this line

a point Ml with the co-ordinates Xi and y^, such that the ratio

—— has in magnitude and sign the value— If the axes are
MiM' m
transferred parallel to themselves to the point Mi, the new

co-ordinates of the points M and M' will be x — Xi and y — y^,

x' — «i and y'- —
y-i. In case the given ratio — is negative, the

m
point sought, M^, ought to lie between Jl!f and M; this is the

case in the figure. The differences x — a;, and x' — XyOT y — ^,

and y' — yi have opposite signs ; their ratio is negative, and the

absolute value of their ratio is equal to the absolute value of

' or — . One has, therefore, in magnitude and in sign
MyM' m

(14)
x-xi ^ y-yi ^ m'

x' — xiy' —yim
When — is positive, the point sought, M^ lies without the seg-

m
ment MM ; the differences x — x^ and x' — Xi or y — y-^ and

y' — y, have the same sign ; their ratio is plus and equal to the

ratio —'— or to — . Therefore equations (14) are also appli-
MiM m

cable to this case. Whence one has the following formulas

which solve the problem for every value of the ratio —

,

m
mx — m'x' my — m'y'

m — tn' m — m'

Kemark.— The co-ordinates of the point M^, a^ and yj, may
be deduced from the preceding by changing the sign of m'.

_ mx + m'x' my + m'y'

m + m' m + m'
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From the position of this point it follows that

the points M^ and M^, corresponding to values, equal and

opposite in sign, of the ratio — , are called lumnonic conjugates
m

with respect to the segment MM'. In case the given ratio —
ni

is equal to — 1, the point 3/, will bisect the segment MM' and

has the co-ordinates

x + x' y + v'

the point M, is removed to infinity.

If — is put equal to — X, it follows at once that the two

conjugate points have respectively the co-ordinates

_ a; + \x' _ y + Xy'
.

' 1-A. ^' 1-A

CLASSIFICATIOIir OF PLANE CtTEVES.

58. Rectilinear co-ordinates are especially adapted to the

study of the general properties of plane curves. In this

system plane curves are classified in the following manner:
They "are distinguished as algebraic and transcendental, accord-

ing as the equations which represent them are algebraic or

transcendental. An equation is said to be algebraic when the

co-ordinates x and y enter affected only by the symbols of

algebraic operations. If, however, one of the co-ordinates

enters affected by a transcendental symbol, as a sin, logarithm,

tan, etc., the equation is said to be transcendental. Algebraic

equations can always be put under an integral form by remov-

ing the radicals and' the denominators.

One classifies algebraic curves according to the degree of

their equations. Curves of the first degree (straight lines) are
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those which are represented by equations of the first degree iu

X and y; the equation of the second degree furnishes curves

of the second degree, etc.

It is very plain that the degree of any curve remains

unaltered whatever may be the position of the axes of co-ordi-

nates in the plane. In fact, let/(x, y) = be the equation of a

curve referred to certain axes OX and OY,m the degree of

this equation supposed to be integral. To refer this curve

to other, axes O'X' and O'T', it is necessary to substitute for

X and y in the proposed equation the values given by the

formulas of transformation (8); these formulas being of

the first degree in the co-ordinates x' and y\ it is impossible

that the equation in x' and ?/' be of a degree greater than m.

The equation will not be of a degree less, because in that case

the inverse transformation would increase the degree, which is

impossible. Thus, the new equation is of the same degree as

the primitive.

The degree of a curve is the same as the number of points

of its intersection with a straight line. In fact, let m be the

degree of a curve whose equation is f{x, y) =0 when the

straight line has been chosen as the x-axis; if in this equa-

tion one makes ^ =0, the equation thus obtained in x will give

the abscissas of the points common to the curve and the

»-axis. Since the first member of the equation is not identi-

cally zero, and is at most of the degree m, the equation cannot

have more than m roots, and consequently the line has at most

m points in common with the line. If the equation were

satisfied by more than m values of x, the first member would

be identically zero, and consequently the line would be a part

of the locus ; in this case, the polynomial f(x, y) vanishing

identically when y is put equal to zero would contain ^ as a

factor, and the equation /(«, ^) = could be decomposed into

two equations, one y = of the first degree, the other of the

degree m— 1.

Accordingly, curves of the first degree cannot be cut by a

straight line in more than one point ; therefore the curves are

straight lines. Curves of the second degree cannot be cut by
a straight line in more than two points; those of the third
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degree, in more than three points. The circle, ellipse, hyper-

bola, and the parabola are curves of the second degree (§§ 10,

13, 15, 18). These curves can be cut by a straight line in

two points. The cissoid and strophoid (§§ 21 and 24) are of

the third degree. They can be cut in three points by a straight

line. The limaqon of Pascal (§ 27) is of the fourth degree;

the rose of four branches (§ 30) is of the sixth degree.

First, one studies curves of the first, then those of the

second, and finally those of any degree whatever.

When an algebraic integral equation of the degree m is said

to represent a curve of the degree m, it is assumed that the

first member cannot be decomposed into integral factors ; other-

wise the equation could represent two or a greater number of

curves of lower degrees. Thus, for example, an equation of the

second degree, whose first member is the product of two inte-

gral factors of the first degree, represents two lines of the first

degree ; that is, two straight lines. Similarly, an equation of

the third degree may represent three straight lines, or one

curve of the second degree and a straight line. It is for this

reason that certain properties of curves of the mth order are

applicable to a system of m straight lines ; that is, to a polygon

of m sides. Thus is learned that the properties of curves of

the second degree are applicable to a system of two straight

lines, since this system can be considered as a locus of the

second degree.





' Book II

STRAiaET LINE AND CIRCLE

CHAPTER I

STRAIQHT LINE.
•

Construction of the Equation of the First

Degree.

59. The general equation of the first degree between two

variables x and y has the form

(1) Ax + By+C=(i.

It has already been noticed that the line represented by this

equation cannot be cut by a straight line in more than one

finite point, and is necessarily straight.

However, it is best to show directly that

this equation represents a straight line.

It is impossible that the coefficients A and

B be zero at the same time, for then G
must also be zero, and the equation is

reduced to an identity. But it is possible ^'^" *^'

that one of the coefficients be zero. If, for example, the coeffi-

cient A be zero, the equation takes the form By+ G=0,
' G

whence y = — -== &• This equation represents the locus of aB
point M whose ordinate is constant and equal to 6, whatever

the abscissa may be ; the locus is a straight line parallel to the

67
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axis OX (Fig. 41). This line is constructed by laying off on

OY, beginning at the origin, a length equal in absolute value

to 6, in one direction or the opposite, according to the sign

of b, then drawing GG' through the point B parallel to the

axis OX. As a special case, Jhe equation y = represents the

axis OX.
When the coefficient B is equal to zero, the equation reduces

n
to Ax +0 = 0, or X =—T = <*• This equation represents

the locus of the point M, whose abscissa is constant and equal

to a, whatever the ordinate may be. It is a

straight line HH' parallel to the axis OY
(Fig. 42). This line can be constructed by

laying off on the axis OX, beginning at the

origin, a length OA equal to the absolute

value of a, in one direction or the opposite,

according to the sign of a, then drawing HH'
= through the point A parallel to OY. As a

special case, the equation x = represents the axis Y.

In case the coefficient B is not zero, all the terms of the

equation can be divided by B and it may be written

A C
y = X
'^ B B

or (2) y = ax + b,

by putting, for brevity, a= ~—,b= ——.
B B

Consider next the particular case when 6 = 0.

The equation then reduces to the form

yy=ax, or -=a.

If a be a positive number, every point of the locus, having
co-ordinates with the same sign, lies in the angle YOX or its

vertically opposite (Fig. 43). Take an arbitrary abscissa OP,
and draw through the point P a line parallel to the axis of y ;

if a pointM can be found on this parallel, such that M^= a,
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it will be a point of the locus.

Let M, W, M", -.., be points

of the locus constructed by the

preceding rule ; it follows from
the equal ratios

MP
OP'

MP'
OP'

M"P"
- OP"

that the triangles 0PM, OP'M,
OP"M',--; are similar, and
hence the angles MOP, MOP',
M"OP",—, are equal; there-

fore the points M, M', M", ••-, all lie on the straight line A'A
passing through the origin. If x varies continuously from
— cc to + 00 , the point Jif will move
continuously, and describe an indefi-

nite straight line AA'.

When a is negative, all points of

the locus, having co-ordinates of

opposite signs, lie in the angles

TOX' and Y'OX (Fig. 44). Let M,
M', M",--; be different points of the

locus ; then, as above, it follows from

the relations
Flg.«.

MP MP' -M"P"
-OP - OP' OP"

-= — = a.

that all these points are on the same straight line A'A passing

through the origin. Thus, in every case, the equation y = ax

represents a straight line A'A passing through the origin.

Let us return now to the equation y= ax + b. By compar-

ing the two equations y = ax + b, y = ax, one sees that the

ordinates corresponding to the same abscissa differ by a con-

stant b ; if therefore the ordinates of all the points of the

straight line A'A are increased or diminished according to

the sign of 6 by the lengths MN, MN', M"N", —, equal to the

absolute value of b (Fig. 43), the points N, N', JS^', ••, thus '

obtained, form evidently the right line B'B parallel to A'A.
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It follows from what precedes that any equation of the firat

degree betiveen two variables x and y represents a straight line.

60. It can be shown, reciprocally, that any straight line is

represented by an equatin of the first degree. If the straight

line be parallel to the axis OX, then all of its points have the

same ordinate, and the equation has the form y = b (Fig. 41).

If it be parallel to the axis OT, all of the points have the

same abscissa and the equation will have the form x = a

(Fig. 42). In case the straight line passes through the origin,

it occupies one or the other of the two positions indicated in

the figures 43 and 44, and the similar triangles give

MP ^ WP' ^ -M"P" ^
OP OP' - OP"

'

MP MP' - M'P"
or

-OP - OP' OP"

If o be this constant ratio, the equation of the right line is

" = a, or y = ax. Suppose, finally, that the straight line is
X
not parallel to either of the axes nor passes through the origin

(Fig. 43) ; according to what precedes, a line drawn through
the origin parallel tcr this straight line will have the equation

y = ax; now the excess of the ordinate of a point on the pro-

posed line over the ordinate of the corresponding point on the

parallel is a constant quantity 6 ; therefore the proposed straight

line has for its equation y = ax-\-b.

Meaning of the Coefficients.

61. The equation of every straight line which is not parallel

to the axis of y can be put in the form

(2) y = axJrb.

The constant 6 is the ordinate of the point H (Fig. 43)
where the straight line cuts the axis ai y; it is called the
ordinate of the origin.

The constant a determines the direction of the line; it is

the same for all parallel straight lines and is called the angular

coefficient or coefficient of direction.
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Draw through the origin a line A'OA parallel to the proposed

straight line and situated with respect to the axis XX' on the

same side as the line OT. Let 6 be the angle XOT, a the

angle AOX, an angle which can vary from to jr ; it follows

from Fig. 43 that

_y_MP_ smMOP_ sin«

OP sin OMP sin (B - a)

and from Fig. 44 that

„ _ .V _ MP _ sinMOP _ sin (a- — a) _
x -OP -smOMP -sinia-ff) sin(«-a)'

one has, therefore, in every case,

/Q^ sin a
(^>

sin(g -«)
="•

If the axes are rectangular, this relation reduces to

(4) tan a = a,

and determines the angle « which OA makes with the axis OX.
When the axes are oblique, one deduces from the relation

(3) the formula

sin a = a sin d cos a. — a cos 6 sin a,

/K\ *„ « sin
or (o) tan«= -

^ ^
l + acosS

In order that this formula may be solved by logarithms, the

following transformation is made. It follows from (3),

o — 1 _ sin a — sin (tf — «) _
tan(«-|)

a + 1 sin a + sin (^ — «) . $
an-

or (6) tan/'a-^V^^^tan^.^'
V 2/ a + 1 2

62. In constructing the straight line represented by the

equation of the first degree, with numerical coefficients, one

usually seeks the points in which the straight line cuts the

axes and draws a straight 'line through them.
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Suppose that the equation 2a; — 3^ = 5 be given ; for y = 0,

one has a;=
-f

; for x = 0,y = — |^ ; starting from the origin,

one lays off on the avaxis the length f in the direction OX, on

the ^-axis the length f in the direction OY'; through these

two points the line is to be drawn. If the equation be free

from an additive constant, the straight line passes through

the origin. One determines then a second point, by giving

to a; a particular value ; let, for example, 2 y + 3 x = ; the

equation being satisfied for aj = 0, y = Q, the line passing

through the origin ; if one makes x = 2, then one has y = — 3

;

construct the point whose co-ordinates are x = 2,y= — 3, and

draw a line through it to the origin.

63. The general equation of the straight line,

Ax-k-By+C=Q,

contains but two arbitrary coefficients or parameters ; because

one can divide the equation by one of the coefficients, then the

other two will be replaced by their ratios to the divisor. When
the equation is put under the form y = ax-\-h, the two param-

eters are a and b. In order to fix the position of the straight

line in the plane, it will be necessary to give a value to each of

the two parameters or to be given two relations between them.

64. Problem I.— To find the general equation of straight

lines which pass through a given point.

Let x' and y' be the co-ordinates of the given point M. The
equation of any line is

y=:ax + b.

If this line pass through the given point M, the co-ordinates

of this point must satisfy the equation to the line ; if therefore

the variable co-ordinates x and y are replaced by the co-ordi-

nates x' and y' of the point M, one will have the equation of

condition,

y'=ax' + b.

This relation between the two parameters a and b determines

one of them as a function of the other ; for example, the pa-

rameter 6 as a function of a. By replacing b in the equation
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of the straight line by its value y' — ax' deduced from the

equation of condition, one obtains the equation ^

(J) y-y'=a(x-x').

Equation (7), in which the angular coefficient a is arbitrary,

represents all the straight lines which pass through the point

M. When the parameter a is varied, the line revolves about

the point M.
It has been assumed that every straight line is represented

by an equation of the form y = ax -\- b, whatever its position

in the plane may be. But there is one exception, viz., when
the straight line is parallel to the j/-axis ; because, in this case,

the angular coefficient a is infinite, and the ordinate at the

origin is b. Accordingly, if in equation (7) o is replaced by

the ratio —, the equation may be put under the form

n(j) — y')=m{x — x');

and letting w = 0, one gets the equation x = x', which represents

a straight line, drawn through the point M, parallel to the y-axis.

65. Problem II.— TJirougli a given point draw a straight

line parallel to a given straight line.

Let y = ax + b be the equation of the given straight line

AB, x' and y', the co-ordinates of the

given point M (Fig. 45). Since the line

is to pass through the given point M, its

equation, as we have seen above, will

have the form

y — y'=a'(x — x^.

This line will be parallel to the line AB ^'

when the angular coefficient a' is equal to the angular coeffi-

cient of the line AB. One will have, therefore, a' = a, and

the parallel required will have for its equation

y — y'=a(x — x').

66. Problem III.— Draw a straight line through two given

points.
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Let M and W (Fig. 46) be the two given points, as' and y'

the co-ordinates of M, x" and y" those

of M. The line MW, passing through

the point M, is represented by an equa-

tion of the form

"x (7) y-y< = a{x-x').

Fig.«.
j^ jg ^ simple matter to determine the

coefficient a so that this line may pass through the point M'.

For this, it is necessary that the co-ordinates of the point M'

satisfy equation (7), which gives the relation

y" — y'=a {x" — x'),

v" — v'
whence one deduces o = s——s.

x" — x'

Thus, the angular coefficient of the line MW is equal to the

ratio of the difference of the ordinates to the difference of the

aoscissas of the two given points. If in equation (7) a be

replaced by its value, one obtains the equation of the line MM',

(8) y-y'=.tL^^ix-x'),

an equation which can be written in the form

«-a'' — y-y'
,

x" — x' y" — y'

When the point M is at the origin, one has x' =0, y' = 0,

and equation (8) reduces to

y" '

" x"

67. It is sometimes useful to define a line by the points

where it cuts the axes (Fig. 47). Call a
the abscissa of the first point, 6' the ordi-

nate of the second, and let

Ax + By+C=0
be the equation of the line sought. If one

makes successively y = and a; = 0, one

Fig. 47. obtains the points where the line cuts the
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axes; one has o = — ^, 6= — ^; whence^ = — -, 5 = — —•
A B a b

By replacing A and B by their values, the equation takes the

simple form,

(9) ?+f=l.a

68. Problem IV.— Find the point of intersection of two

given lines.

Let Ax +By +C =0,

A'x + B'y + C = 0,

be the equations of the two given lines AB and CD (Fig. 48),

M the point of intersection of these two

lines. The point M being common to

each of the two lines, its co-ordinates will

satisfy at the same time the two equa^

tions ; if, therefore, one solves these two

simultaneous equations for the two un-

known quantities, x and y, we obtain the

co-ordinates of the point M, ^'^' *^

BC - CB' CA' - AC
"=-7^,—^T? y=-

AB'-BA' " AB'-BA'

When the denominator AB' — BA' is different from zero, the

formulas furnish finite and determinate values for x and y,

and the two lines intersect in a finite point M. But when the

denominator is zero and the numerators different from zero,

the values of x and y are infinite; in this case, the two lines

are parallel, and; in fact, they have equal angular coeiRcients

A A' A' B' C—_ = — —. If one has — =—=—j the two numerators
B B' ABC

and denominators will be zero at the same time, and the values

of X and y will take the form - ; the intersection will be inde-

terminate, and, in fact, the two proposed lines coincide ; because

if one puts 4'= ^'=^ = ^» tJien is A' = AK, B' = BK,
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C" = CK\ substitute these values in the second equation, and

divide by K, the resulting equation will be identical with the

first.

69. Problem V.— To find the general equation of a straight

line which passes through the point of intersection of two given

straight lines. Let

(10) Ax +By +C =0,

(11) A'x + B'y 4- C" = 0,

be the equations of two given straight lines. One could first

find the point of intersection of the proposed lines by solving

equations (10) and (11) ; then find the equation to any line

through this point (§ 64). But one can arrive at the same

result in a more rapid manner.

If one multiplies equation (11) by an arbitrary quantity,

then adds it member by member to equation (10), one gets an

equation of the first degree,

(12) (Ax +By+C)+\(A'x + B'y + C") = 0,

which represents a third line passing through the point of

intersection of the first two; for, in fact, the co-ordinates

of this point satisfy the two equations (10) and (11), annulling

the two quantities put in parentheses, and consequently, satisfy

equation (12). This equation (12), in which the coefficient A

is arbitrary, represents any straight line which passes through

the point of intersection of the two given lines ; because one

can determine this coefficient A. so that the line may pass

through any point M of the plane having as co-ordinates

x' and y'; for this it suffices that the equation of condition,

(Ax' + By'+C)+\ (A'x' + B'y'+ C") = 0,

be satisfied, which gives

ri3^ ,_ ^' + By' + C
^^ A'x' + B'y'+C'

In case one makes X = 0, the equation (12) becomes

Ax+By + C=0;
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this is the first straight line. If one replace X by —, after hav-

ing multiplied by n, place n = 0, one gets the second line,

A'x + B'y+ C = 0.

If in equation (12) one replace X by the value (13), one gets

the equation

(... Ax + By + C _ A'x+B'y+C
^ ^ Ax' + By' + C~A'x' + B'y'+ &
which represents the line passing through the point M and
the point of intersection of the two given lines. The numera-

tors are the first members of the given lines, the denominators

are these same polynomials when x and y are replaced by the

co-ordinates of the given point. One recognizes at once, from

inspecting this equation, that the line it represents passes

through the given point and through the point of intersection

of the two given lines.

When the two lines (10) and (11) are parallel, equation (12)

represents all the lines parallel to them.

An equation of the first degree in x and y, which contains

an arbitrary constant X, represents an infinity of lines ; when
this parameter appears in the first degree in the equation, one

can put the equation in the form (12) ; one sees then that all

the lines pass through the same point,— the point of intersec-

tion of the lines (10) and (11).

Eemakk.— Suppose that four concurrent lines d, d', di, and

dj are given ; then the lines d, and dj are called harmonic con-

jugates of the lines d and d', when the two points where a

secant cuts the lines dj and dj are harmonic conjugates of

the two points where it cuts d and d' (§ 57). It is easy to

see then that the two lines di and dj, whose equations are

:

(d,) Ax + By + C+kiA'x + B'y + C') = 0,

(dj) Ax + By + C-X.(A'x + B'y+C') = 0,

are harmonic conjugates of the given lines (10) and (11). In

fact, cut the three lines (10), (11), and (12) by a secant hav-

ing the equation y = mx + n and meeting these lines in the

points M, M', and itf,.
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The abscissas of the three points are

^ Bn-\-C ,^ B'n + O ^ Bn+C+XiB'n+C)
A + Bm'^ A' + B'm'^ A+Bnm-\(A'+B'my

and, according to the formulas of § 57, one has in magnitude

and in sign,

MiM ^ x — Xi ^ . A' + B'm

MiM' x'-xi~ A + Bm'

Similarly, calling M^ the point where the same secant cuts

the line d^
M^M _ ^ A'+ B'm
M^M' A + Bm'

as one can easily see by changing A. into — X. Therefore,

finally,

M,M' M^M' '

which shows that the two points Mi, M^ are harmonic conju-

gates of the points M, W (§ 57).

70. Pboblem VI.— The condition that three lines pass

through a point.

Let Ax +By +C =0,

A'x + B'y 4- C" = 0,

A"x-irB"y+C" = 0,

be the equations of three given lines. One finds the point

of intersection of the first two lines, and substitutes the

co-ordinates of this point in the third equation. This fur-

nishes the equation of condition

A" (BC - CB') + B" (CA' - AC) + C" (AB'- A'B) = 0,

or C"(AB'-A'B)+C' (A"B-AB") + C(A'B"-A"B')=0.

The lines will not only intersect, but also be parsJlel if

AB' - A'B, A'B" - A"B', A"B - AB"

are all three zero.
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Othenoiae, the general equation of the lines which pass

through the point of intersection of the first two is

(Ax + By+C) + k(A'x + B'y + Cr) = 0,

or {A + kA')x+(B + \B')y+(C+ \C') = 0.

If the lines have a common point, by assigning a suitable value

to X, thi^ equation will represent the third line ; therefore we
ought to have

A + XA' = Ii:A", B+ \B'=KB", C+ \C'=KC",

where K is arbitrary,

A + \A' ^ B + \B' ^ C+\C'
or

^,1 ^n Q„

By eliminating X, one gets the equation already obtained.

71. Example. — Consider the three medians of a triangle OAB
(Fig. 49) ; take the vertex as.origin, the two

sides OA and OB as co-ordinate axes, and

designate by a and h the two lengths OA
and OB. The median AE, catting the axes

at the distances a and - from the origin, has

for its equation.

o 6
" 1;

similarly, the median BF has for its equation,

a

The mid-point of AB has the co-ordinates OF =. -, OE = -
;

OD, which joins the origin and this point, has the equation,

a

By solving the first two equations, one gets the co-ordinates

the line

y =
3

of the point C the intersection of AE and BF. These co-ordinates satisfy

the third equation ; hence the third median OD passes through the point C.

By applying the second method, we see at once that the three medians

pass through the same point ; for, by subtracting the second equation,

member by member, from the first, we get the third equation.
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72. Fbobleh VII.— Find the condition that three points lie on a

straight line.

Let x' and y', x" and y", x'" and y'", be the co-ordinates of three

given points M', M", M'". U the points lie on

a line, the preceding pairs of co-ordinates satisfy

the equation Ax-\^By+ C = 0, and the deter-

minant
X', y'

D =

Fig. SO.
is zero.

The lines WW, M'M"', coincide, and their angular coefficients are

equal, then will

y'> - y' ^ y'" - V'

x" - x' x"' - x'

73. Example.— If the four sides of a quadrilateral OACB are pro-

longed (Fig. 51), a complete quadrilateral OACBA'B' is formed ; the

sides intersect two by two in six

points or vertices ; by joining the

vertices one obtains the diagonals

AB, A'B', OC; it will be proven

that the mid-points F, E, D, of

the three diagonals OC, A'B',

AB, lie on a straight line.

Choose the sides OA and OB
as co-ordinate axes ; represent

PI „ by a and a' the abscissas of the

points A and A' ; ^iy h and V
the ordinates of the points B and B'. The point D, middle of AB, has

the co-ordinates z' = -, y' = -. The point E, middle of A'B', has the

co-ordinates x" = —, y" '2'

2

In order to get the co-ordinates of the point F, the middle of AC, seek

those of the point C, which is the intersection of the lines AB', A'B,

whose equations are

ah' a' b

By solving these equations, the co-ordinates of the point C are fonnd

to be

^_ aa'(6-60 66' (a -a')
ab - a'b' «6 - a'V
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The point F being the middle of the line OC, its co-ordinates x'", y"'

are the halves of those of the point C ; one has, therefore,

j.,»^ aa'(b-b') „, _ 66' (a - o')

2 {ab - a'b') " 2 (o6 - a'bi)

Having the co-ordinates of the points D, E, F one can easily show that

they lie on a straight line. The lines DE and DF have the following

angular coefficients

:

66' (g - a')

y" - y' _b' -b y"> -y' _ ab- a'b'

x" — x' a' — a *'" — ^-' trnyi

-b
6' - 6 .

- x' gg' (6 - 6') _ ~ a' - o

'

g6 - a'6' "

these two angular coefficients being equal to each other, it follows that

the points D, E, F lie on a straight line.

74. Pkoblem VIII.— Fhid the angle between two lines.

Let y = ax + b, y = a' x + b', be the

equations of two given lines. Draw •

through the origin, and on the same

side of the axis as OY, two lines OA
and OA' parallel to the given lines

(Fig. 52) ; call a and a'the angles which y—
they form with OX, Fthe angle which

they inclose, and, to be definite, let

a' >a. Evidently one has V=u'— a, whence

Fig. 52.

(15) tanF=
tan«' — tanoe

1 -f- tan a tan a'

When the axes are rectangular, one knows that

tanner a, tan a' = a',

if those values be substituted in the preceding formula,

a' — a
(16) tanF=

1 + aa'
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In case the axes are oblique, one has (§ 61)

:

asin^ i , a' s\nB
tan a = -

i + a cos $
tan «'=

1 + a' cos 5

(g' — g) sin tf

and, hence,

(17) tanF-,
, ,^ ' 1 + aa' + (a + o") cos 6

One can deduce from these formulas the relation which must

exist between the angular coefficients of two lines which are

perpendicular to each other. In fact, in case the angle V is

right, its tangent becomes infinite ; one has, if the axes are

rectangular,

(18) 1+ aa' = 0,

and, if they are oblique,

(19) 1 + oa' + (a + a") cos fl = 0.

75. Problem IX.— From a given point draw a perpendicular

to a given line, and' find the length of this perpendicular.

Let (2) y = ax + b

be the equation of the given line AB, x'

and y' the co-ordinates of the given point

M (Fig. 63). Suppose the axes to be rec-

tangular. Any line passing through the

pointM has an equation of the form (§ 64)

y~y' = a'{x — x').

In order that this line be perpendicular to the line AB, it is

necessary that the relation 1 +aa' = 0, be satisfied (§ 74) ;

whence it follows that a' = On replacing a' by its value,

one gets the equation of the perpendicular HtP

(20) /'=--(«-aO-

The co-ordinates x and y of the foot P of the perpendicular, or

the point of intersection of the two lines AB and MP, are
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found by solving the simultaneous equations (2) and (20) ; but

it is necessary to calculate the differences x — x' and y — y'

in terms of quantities which do not contain x and y (§ 65).

Equation (2) can be written in the form

y — y'=a{x — x') — (y' — ax' — b)
;

if, in this equation, y — y'is replaced by its value derived from

equation (20), one finds

, a(v' — ax' — 6)

1 + a^

and hence, by virtue of equation (20),

,
y'—axc'—hy-y'=-
i+a^

By applying the formula for the distance between two points

(§ 55), one gets the length I of the perpendicular MP,

r, K2-r-7 Ki liy' - «»' - by (1 + d')
I = V(x - xy + {y - yf = ^^ (TT^^

whence (21) I = + •^' ~ "''' —.

V 1 + a^

The sign is so chosen that I will have a positive value. It

is easy to see that the numerator is positive or negative, accord-

ing as the point M is situated on the opposite or origin side of

the line AB. For, let N be the point where the line AB is

intersected 'by a line drawn from the point M parallel to the

axis of y ; the point N being on the line AB, the ordinate yi of

this point will equal ax' + b, so that the formula (21) becomes

The difference, y' — ^i, is positive in the first case and negative

in the second.

It is to be noticed that the length of the perpendicular under

this last form may be obtained immediately, by noticing that

the right-angled triangle MNP gives

MP= MNsin MNP = ± (y' - yi) cos a

= ± y'-y^ = ± y' ~ y*

sec a y/l + d'
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76. Suppose that the axes are oblique ; the lines AB and

MP will be perpendicular if their angular coefl&cients a and

a' satisfy the relation 1 + aa' + (a + a') cos 6 = (by 17) ;

whence a' = —
. Therefore the equation of the

a + cos 6

perpendicular MP is

(22) y-y'=-l±JL^(^-^y
a + COS 6

By solving the two simultaneous equations (2) and (22), one

gets the co-ordinates x and y of the point P. If, as above, one

seeks the differences x — x', y — y', one finds

x-x'= (y' - ag' - 6) (g + cos ff)

^

1 + a- + 2a cos

, ^ _ iy'-ax'-b)(l + acose)
,

" " l+a? + 2acose

substituting these differences in the formula for the distance

between two points (§ 56),

Z = ± V(x - xj + (iti-yy + 2{x-^x'){y- y>) cos 6,

one gets

V(a + cos »)•'+ (1 + (icosg)' — 2(a + cos9)(l + acosg) coag^^
l + 2ocos# + a2

^

(yt _ ax' - b)

By developing, one remarks that the quantity under the radical

contains the factor 1 — cos^6 or sin' 5, and is equal to

(l+2acose + a^sin='ej

^««v , (v' — ox' — b) sin
hence (23) 1= ± ^, '

' Vl+2ttCos« + a''

The numerator will be positive or negative according as the

point M is situated on the side of AB opposite to, or on the

same side as the origin. The sign is so chosen that { is positive.

77. In what precedes, we have supposed that the equation

of the given line has the form y = ax-\-h. If the equation has

the general form

(1) Ax->rBy->rC=0,
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the angular coefficient a of the given line being equal to —=,

1 73
one will have, in case of rectangular co-ordinates, a' = = —

-,

a A
and the perpendicular let fall from M will be represented by
the equation

y - y' = -^{x - x'),

or (24) 'isz^ = y^zyL.
^ ' A B

Formula (21), in which one substitutes for a and h their

A _C
B' ^
A C

values — — , — — , becomes

(25^
Ax' + By'+C

This formula is an expression for the distance of a point

from a straight line in rectangular co-ordinates : the numerator

is the first member of the equation of the line, in which x and

y are replaced by the co-ordinates of the point ; the denomina-

tor is the square root of the sum of the squares of the coeffi-

cients of X and y.

When the axes are oblique, one has

„, B — AcosOa= ;

A-BcosB

the equation of the perpendicular will be

(26)
"-''' = y-y'

,

and formula (23) becomes

(27) ^^ C^ + Bl+C}^0^
^ ' ^A^ + W-'ZABqosO

It is easy to determine the sign of the numerator, according

to the position of the point M with respect to the line AB.
Let N (Fig. 53) be the point where the line AB is intersected

by MQ drawn parallel to the axis of y; imagine a movable

point, having x and y for co-ordinates, to travel along this
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parallel, and consider the values of the polynomial Ax-\-By+C
for the various positions of the movable point. If the movable

point be at N, the value of the polynomial is zero. If the

coefficient B is positive when one travels in the direction of

positive ys, the term By increases, and the function takes

greater and greater positive values ; when one travels in the

opposite direction, it takes negative values; the contrary is

true when B is negative.

78. Pkoblem X.— Throvgh the point of intersection of two

given lines, draw a line perpendicular to a given line.

Let Ax +By + C =0,

A'x + B'y + C" = 0,

A"x + B"y + C" = 0,

be the equation of three lines in' rectangular co-ordinates.

Every line passing through the intersection of the first two is

represented by an equation of the form

iAx + By+C)+\(A'x + B'y+C') = 0;

in order that it be perpendicular to the third, one must have

B"{B+kB') '

whence one finds

AA" + BB"
X =

A'A" + B'B"

On replacing X by its value, one obtains the equation sought,

(28) (A'A" + B'B") {Ax + By+C)
= (A>'A + B"B) {A'x + B'y + C).

79. The three given lines form a triangle whose vertices are

the intersections of these lines two by two. Equation (28)

represents the perpendicular let fall from one of the vertices

to the side opposite. By permuting the accents, one gets the

equation of the perpendiculars let fall from each of the other

two vertices to its opposite side, i.e.,

{A"A+ B"B) {A'x+ B'y + C")= {AA' +BB') {A"x +B"y+ C"),

{AA'+BB') {A"x + B"y+ C")={A'A"+ B'B") {Ax+By+ C).
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By adding the first two of .these equations member to mem-
ber, one obtains the third. Hence one infers (§ 70) that the

three altitudes of a triangle pass through a common point.

80. Fkoblem XI. — To find the locus of all points equally distant

from tieo given points.

Suppose the axes to be rectangular, and let x' and y', x" and y" be the

co-ordinates of the two given points. If x and y are the co-ordinates of

any point whatever of the locus, the equation of the locus will be

(X - x'y + (y - yiy = (X - x"y + (y- »")«,

or, more simply.

(29) (X" - X') (x - 5l±^) + (J,"
_ y') (j,

_ VLtr^ = 0.

This locus is a straight line perpendicular to the line joining the two

given points at its mid-point.

81. Problem XII.— To find the locus of all points which are

equally distant from two given lines.

Let us suppose the axes to be rectangular. Let

Jx +By +C =0,

A'x + B'y+C'=^0,

be the eqtiations of the two given lines. If one represent the

co-ordinates of any point of the locus by x and y, the equation

of the locus will be

(30)
Ax + By + C^ ^ A'x+B'y+C

Owing to the double sign, this equation represents two lines,

which are the bisectors of the angles which are formed by the

given lines.
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Equation of the Straight Line in Polar
Co-ordinates.

82. Let be the pole and OX the polar axis. The position

of a line AB can be determined by the

length a of the perpendicular let fall from

the origin on this line, and by the angle

a which this perpendicular makes with

the polar axis, this angle having the limits

and 2 tt. Let p and m be the co-ordinates

rig. 54. of any point of this line; by projecting

the radius vector OM on the perpendicular OD, one has

(31) p cos ((0 — a)= o ; or p =
cos (a> — a)

Since o and a are constants, this equation can be given the

form, by developing cos (oi — a),

(32)
^

A cos u>-\- B sin u>

Conversely, every equation of this form represents a

straight line ; for, by referring it to rectangular co-ordinates,

i.e., by taking the polar axis as the avaxis, and a perpendicu-

lar to it at the pole as the y-axis, then using the transforma-

tion formulas x = p cos la, y = p sin <i>, the new equation is

Ax + By=C.

Remark.— If the line pass through the pole, then a = and

p, in equation (31), is not zero ; therefore cos (w — a) = 0, or

, w , 3ir .

<» = a+2> «+ -2"»"'>

i.e., (I) = constant.
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Another Fokm of the Equation to a
Straight Line.

83. Equation (31) developed becomes

:

p cos w cos a + p siii a sin a^ a,

or, in rectangular co-ordinates,

(33) X cos a + y sin a — a = 0.

The equation of the line being put under this form, its first

member has a very simple geometric meaning. Let any point

M of the plane, whose polar co-ordinates are p and m, and rec-

tangular co-ordinates x and y, be consid-

ered ; from this point drop a perpendicu-

lar MP on the line AB (Fig. 55). The
projection of the radius vector OM on

the line OD is p cos (m — a) ; but this

projection is equal to OD, increased or

diminished by the perpendicular PM,
according as the point M and the origin

are situated on opposite sides or on ^'

the same side of the line ; if therefore this perpendicular be

represented by p, affected with the + sign in the first case,

and by the — sign in the second, one will have, in general,

a-\-p = p cos (oi — a) = a; cos a+ysma,

whence i> = ± ( a; cos a + y sin a — a).

Thus, the first member of the equation (33) represents the

distance from any point of the plane, whose co-ordinates are

X and y, to the line represented by this equation, this distance

affected with the proper sign.

It is easy to deduce the co-ordinates x^ and y^ of the foot P
of the perpendicular ; the differences x — x^, y — y^, being the

projections of the line PM on the two axes, we have

x — Xi =pcos a = (a; cos a +y sin a — a) cos a,

y — yi=p sin a = (x cos a + y sin a — a) sin a.
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The form (33), iinder which the equation of the line can

always be put, is useful in a large number of investigations.

83. 2. The equation of a line passing through two points.

Let

be the co-ordinates of the two points ; the equation of the line

joining these two points is

= 0;

P2

in fact, this equation represents a straight line since it can

be put under the form of (32), and it is evidently verified by

p ^ pi, ai = <i>|, and p ^ pj, <•> ^ cdj.

—
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CHAPTER II

THE CIRCIaE.

84. We seek first the equation of the circumference of a

circle in rectangular co-ordinates. Repre- ""

sent by a and b the co-ordinates of the

center C (Fig. 56), and by r the radius

;

. the circumference, being the locus of the

points whose distance from the center

is equal to the radius, has for its equa-
~

tion

(1) (x-ay+(y-}>f= r^;

Fig. 56.

this equation developed may be written

(2) A(a? + f)^2Dx + 2Ey + F=0.

Hence, the equation of the circle, in rectangular co-ordinates,

is an equation of the second degree, which does not involve the

product xy of tlie variabiles, and in which the terms in a? and ^
have the same coefficient.

8& Conversely, every equation of this form, in rectangular

co-ordinates, represents a circumference of a circle, if it repre-

sents a locus. In fact, equation (2) can be written in the form

(-iJH-D"
D' + I? F

A
The center C will, therefore, by (1), have the co-ordinates

—— and ; the first member represents the square of
A A

the distance of any point M of the plane, having the co-

ordinates X and y, from the point C; if the second member

is positive, the equation will be satisfied by the co-ordinateS
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of all the points of the plane whose distance from C is equal

—— — : it represents therefore a circumference

of a circle. When the second member is zero, the distance

MC becomes zero, the point M will coincide with the point C,

and the equation will still be satisfied by the co-ordinates of

this point; the locus will be reduced therefore to a single

point.

Finally, in case the second member is negative, the equation

cannot be satisfied by any point of the plane; because the

square of the distance of the point M from the point C is a

positive quantity ; the equation cannot therefore, in this case,

represent a geometrical locus.

86. Suppose now that the co-ordi-

nate axes are oblique, and inclose an

angle (Fig. 57) ; by expressing that

the distance of any point of the locus

from the center is equal to the radius,y one will have the equation of the

circumference,

(3) (x - ay+ (jf -hf+ 2 {x -a)(y -b)cose = 7^.

This equation may be written in the form

(4) A{x' + f + 2xy(io&B)+2Dx + 2Ey + F=0.

Hence, the equation of a circle, in oblique co-ordinates, is an
equation of the second degree, in which the terms in aP, in y^, and
in 2 xy cos 6 have the same coefficients.

On dividing by A, one reduces, as in (3), the coefficients of

a?, •>/, 2 xy cos 6 to unity.

87. Conversely, every equation of this form represents a

circumference of a circle, if it represent a locus. In fact, one

can determine the three constants, a, b, and r*,.by comparing

equations (3) and (4). Equation (3), developed, becomes

a?-\-if-\-2xy(iose-2{a + b(ioae)x—2(b-^a cos e)y

-f o^ -h 6=
-f- 2 o6 cos fl - r" = 0.
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Equations (3) and (4) will become identical by placing

D W
a + 6 cos 6 = -, b + a(ios$ = — —,

A A

a' -Jt-V + 2 ah cose - 7^ =—
A

The first two relations give finite values for a and b, since

the determinant 1 — cos^ 6 or sin^ 6 is different from zero.

The third gives

r"= a? + V + 2 db cos d---A

Notice the point C, which has the co-ordinates a and 6. The
first member of equation (3) represents the square of the

distance of any point M of the plane, whose co-ordinates are

X and y, from the point C. If i^ is found to be a positive

quantity, the equation will be satisfied for every point of

the plane whose distance from C is equal to r; it represents

therefore the circumference of a circle. If r^ has the value

zero, then the distance MO equals zero, and the equation will

be satisfied by the co-ordinates of the point C; it will repre-

sent a single point. Finally, if r^ have a negative value, the

equation will not be satisfied by a single point of the plane.

Instead of determining the center C of the circle by its

co-ordinates a and b, it is more convenient to determine it by

the orthogonal projections of the line OC on the two axes.

Call these two projections OD and OE, a' and b' (Fig. 67),

affected by proper signs, and express the fact that the projec-

tion of the line OC on the one or on the other axis is equal to

that of the broken line OPC or OQC; one has

a'=a + bcosO, b' = b + acosO;

D E
whence, o' = -, 6' = -. After having laid off theA A
lengths a' and 6' on the axes, beginning at the origin, one

erects perpendiculars to the axes at the points D and E ; the

intersection of the two perpendiculars will determine the

center C
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88. The equation of the circumference of a circle, as has

been found, is

(5) (x-ay+ (y-by+2(x -a)(y- h)cose-r^= 0.

The first member has a geometrical signification which it is

well to notice. Consider a point M of the plane having the

co-ordinates x and y ; the expression

(x - ay + (:y - b)^ + 2 {x - a){y -b)cosd

represents the square of the line MC, which joins the point

M with the center (Fig. 58) ; the first member of the equation

is, therefore, equal to MC'' — r', that is, to the product of the

two factors MC + r and MO — r, which are

the two segments MA and MB of the diam-

eter drawn through the point M, the seg-

ments being affected by the same or contrary

signs, according as they are measured in

p. gg the same or in opposite directions. Thus the

first member of equation (5) represents the

product of two segments of any secant drawn from the point

M, that is, the power of this point with respect to the circle.

When the point M is without the circumference, this product

is equal to the square of the tangent.

89. Problem I.— To find the equation of the tangent to any
cwve.

We have already given the definition of a tangent at a point

i»f of a curve (§ 19). Through
y the point M and a neighboring

/^l^,^ point W on the curve draw a se-

jfj^^j cant MM', and allow the point 3f

'

^ i
to continually approach the point

'
I

i
M. The secant MM' will revolve

! I about the point M, and if it tends

toward a limiting position MT,
^'e-5"- this line MT is called the tan-

gerd to the curve at the point M (Fig. 59).
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Let X and y be the co-ordinates of the point of contact M;
X + h and y + k those of the neighboring point M' ; the angu-

lar coefficient of the secant MM' is the ratio - of the difference
h

of the ordinates of the two points M and M' to the difference

of their abscissas. As the point M' approaches indefinitely

toward the point M, the two increments h and k tend simulta-

neously toward zero; we study here curves defined by equa-

tions such that the ratio - tends toward a limit, which is the
h

derivative of the ordinate regarded as a function of its abscissa.

If the equation of the curve is solved with respect to y, and

put under the form y=f{x), the tangent will have for its

angular coefficient y'=f'{x). In case the equation of the

curve f{x, y) = cannot be solved, the derivative y' of

the implicit function y can be derived from the equation

./"'i + y' • /', = 0, in which /'^ and /', represent the partial

derivatives of the function /(.r, y), with respect to x and y.

Whence it follows

(6) ^'=-f;

Thus, if X and Y be the co-ordinates of any point of the tan-

gent, the equation of this line will be

(7) T-y = -^(X-x), ov{X-x)f'^ + (Y-y)f', = 0.

90. Problem II.— To find the equation of the tangent to the

circle.

Let the preceding formula be applied to the circle, suppos-

ing that the axes are rectangular and the origin is at the center

of the circle. The equation of the circle is

(8) ar' + i^-r= = 0.

The equation, solved for y, becomes y = ± ^/r^ — ar" ; on tak-

ing the derivative of this function, one has

' — — X _ _ ?.
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By leaving the equation unsolved and applying formula (6),

the same value «' =— is obtained. Thus the equation of the
y

tangent is

Y-y = -^(X~x), or xX+ yY=3? + f.
y

Since the point M is on the circle, its co-ordinates satisfy

the equation of the circle, and one has a? + if = r^. The equa-

tion of the tangent is simplified and becomes

(9) xX-lryT=r'.

Since the angular coefficient of the radius drawn to the

point of contact is _, it follows that the tangent is perpendicu-
X

lar to this radius.

91. Problem III.— To draw a tangent to a circle from an
exterior point.

Suppose that the circle is always referred to rectangular

axes drawn through the center, and represented by the equar

tion

(8) aP + f = r';

call Xi and y, the co-ordinates of the given point P (Fig. 60).

Let MP be a tangent drawn from this point ; the question is

now to determine the point M, whose unknown co-ordinates

are assumed to be x and y. The point

M being on the circle, its co-ordinates

satisfy equation (8). The tangent at

the point M has the equation xX + yY
= t". This tangent passes through the

point P, and the equation must be satis-

fied by the co-ordinates of this point,

which furnishes the relation

Fig. 60.

(10) <i!Xi + yyi = r*.

By solving the two simultaneous equations (8) and (10), the

values of the unknown x and y will be obtained.
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The solving of the two equations (8) and (10) results in

finding the point of intersection of the two lines. The first

equation represents the given circle ; the second a straight

line. To find the values of x and y, which satisfy at the same
time these two equations, is to find the points of intersection

of the line and circle. This line cuts the circle in two points

M and ilf and is the line of contact. It is to be noticed that

equation (10) of the line of contact has the same form as

equation (9) of the tangent; only, that the co-ordinates of the

point of contact are replaced by those of point P.

92. One knows that, in case one has two equations

A = 0,B=0,

simultaneous with respect to two unknown quantities x and y,

if one of the equations be replaced by mA + nB = 0, which is

obtained by multiplying the equations by the arbitrary quan-

tities m and n, and then adding them member to member, one

forms a new system of equations

A = 0, Am+Bn = 0,

equivalent to the given system. This signifies geometrically

that the points of intersection of the two curves represented

by the two given equations are the same as the points of inter-

section of one of them wi*h the third curve.

It has been stated that the points of contact M and M' are

given by the intersection of the given circle and the line of

contacts. By subtracting the two equations (8) and (10) mem-
ber from member, one obtains the new equation

a^+ f — XiX — y^ = 0,

i'-^hH)or (a;-^-| +ly-^\ = "'' +^'
,

which may replace equation (10). This new equation repre-

sents a circle whose center is the mid-point of the line OP and

has the co-ordinates ~ and
fj.

Since the equation has no con-

stant term, the circle passes through the origin and is, there-
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fore, described on OP as a diameter. The points in which the

circle cuts the given circle are the points of contact. In this

manner the construction of elementary geometry is verified.

93. Problem IV.

To the circle

(8)

To draw a tangent parallel to a given line.

a? + f =r*,

it is required to draw a tangent parallel to the line OA, which
is supposed to be drawn through the origin, and to be repre-

sented by the equation y = mx (Fig.

61). If X and y be the co-ordinates

of the point of contact M, one knows
that the angular coefficient of the

tangent is equal to — . In order
y

that the tangent MT be parallel to

the given line, the angular coefficient

must be equal to m, i.e. — =»i, or
y

rig. 61,

(11) y =— x.
m

Further, the co-ordinates of the point M satisfy the equation

of the circle. These co-ordinates are therefore determined by
the two simultaneous equations (9) and (11), and, consequently,

the points of contact M and M' are given by the points of

intersection of the circle and the line represented by equation

(11). It may easily be shown that the line MJtT is perpen-

dicular to the line OA.

94. This problem may be discussed in another manner, and
this will give us the opportunity of presenting the equation of

the tangent to the circle in a new form. Let us therefore seek

the points of intersection of the circle a? + y' = i^, by the line

y = mx + k. On eliminating y, one gets the equation of the

second degree, a? -f- (mx + ky = r*, or

(m' -I- 1) x* -f- 2 mkx -(- Ar* - r^ = 0.
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When this equation has real roots, the line cuts the circle in

two real points whose abscissas are the roots of the equation.

In case the roots of the equation are equal, the points of inter-

section will coincide, and the line becomes a tangent to the

circle. Finally, when the roots are imaginary, the line does

not cut the circle.

Thus, the condition that the line be tangent to the circle is

m%- = (m^ + 1) (fc' - r^, or fc= = r= (m''+ 1).

Substituting for k its value, the equation of the line becomes

(12) y= mx ± r Vwi^.+ 1-

This equation, which involves a single arbitrary parameter

m, represents all the tangents to the circle.

95. Problem V.— To find the locus of the points whose distances from

two fixed points are in a given ratio.

Let A and B be the two given points

(Fig. 62). Take the line AB as the

X-axis, and for the j-axis a perpendicular

to AB a,t its middle point. If one calls

2 a the distance AB, — the given ratio,

n
and it x and y designate the co-ordinates

of any point in the locus, the equation

of this locus will be

ifi+(x + ay _ to"

i/^+{x — ay n^'
Fig. 62.

or (13)
^a + j^_2ax?21±^ + a^ = 0.

This is a circle whose center lies on the axis of X. The two extremities

of the diameter DE are the points which divide the line AB in the ratio

HI to n.

96. Problem VI.— To find the points of intersection of two

circles.

Let (14) aP + f + 2Dx+2Ey +F=0,

(15) x' + f + 2D'x + 2E'y+F' = 0,

be the equations of two circles in rectangular co-ordinates, the

coefficients of x' + f being equal to unity. The points of
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intersection will be given by these two simultaneous equations.

One can replace the second circle by the line

(16) 2{D-D')x-ir2{E-E')y-{-{F--F') = 0,

which is obtained by subtracting the equations member from

member, and the question is reduced to finding the points of

intersection of the first circle with this line. If the line cuts

the circle, the circles have two points of intersection, and

equation (16) represents the common secant. If the line

becomes tangent to the circle, \he points of intersection coin-

cide, and the two circles will be tangent ; equation (16) will in

this case represent the common tangent. Finally, when the

line does not cut the circle, the two circles do not have a

common point.

Moreover, the equation (16) has in every case a remarkable

geometrical signification. The first members of equations (14)

and (15) represent respectively (§ 88) the powers of any

point M of the plane, having the co-ordinates x and y, with

respect to the two given circles ; whence equation (16) may be

obtained by equating these two expressions, the terms of the

second degree canceling; equation (16) represents, therefore,

the locus of points of equal power with respect to two
circles ; this locus is a straight line, which is called the radical

axis of the two circles. The portion of this line external to

the circles is the locus of the points from which any pair of

tangents drawn to the two circles are equal each to each. It

is clear that the radical axes of three circles meet in a point

;

this point is called the radical center of the three circles.

When it is exterior to the three circles, the tangents emanating

from this point have the same lengths. The circle described

about this point as center with a radius equal to the common
length of the tangents is orthogonal to the three circles con-

sidered.

Remark.— If the coefficients of x' + y^ be not equal to

unity, and if the equation of the two circles are of the form

(17) f(x,y) = A{:^ + f)+2Dx +2Ey -\-F=Q,

4,(x,y) = A'(x' + f)+2D'x + 2E'y + F'^==0,
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the equation of the radical axis can be derived by eliminating

the terms of the second degree between the two equations, that

is to say, by multiplying the first by — A' the second by A,

and adding; thus is found the equation

(18) A<l,-A'f=2 (AD' -DA'-)x + 2 {AE< - EA')

y

+ AF'-FA'= Q.

More clearly does this equation represent the radical axis,

because the power of the point {x, y) with respect to the first

circle is
'

^
'J''

, with respect to the second, *** '
'^
^^

; by equating
A A

these two powers and clearing of fractions, one gets equar

tion (18).

97. Problem VII.— To find the general equation of the

circles which puss through the points of intersection of two given

circles.

The totality of these circles is called a pencil of circles.

Their equation may be found by a method identical with that

employed in the analogous problem of straight lines (§ 69).

Let the two circles be represented by equations (17), the

equation

(19) f{x,y)-\-\4.{x,y)=(i,

that is to say,

{A 4- \A') (,x' + f)+ 2{D+ \D')x+2{E + \E')y +F+\F' = 0,

where X plays the role of an arbitrary constant, represents a

circle passing through the points of intersection of the two

given circles ; for the co-ordinates of each of the points of inter-

section reducing / and <^ to zero, evidently make f+ \<f>
= 0.

Equation (19) is the most general equation of the circle sought,

that is to say, for every value of X, it represents some circle S
passing through the points common to the given circles. In

fact, choose a point (a;,, y^) on the circle S, and determine X by

the equation of the first degree

A^v Vi) + H{xi, yd = 0,
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which expresses the condition that the circle (19) passes

through the point (a;,, yi). The coefficient X being thus de-

termined, the circle (19) and the circle S coincide, because

they have in common three points at finite distances, namely,

the two points of intersection of the given circles and the given

point (x„ y,).

All of the circles of the pencil (19), taken two by two, have

the same radical axis, which is no other than the radical axis

of the given circles (18). This radical axis is to be reckoned

among the circles of the pencil, for it is derived by giving the

particular value to A., which causes the terms of the
A'

second degree to disappear.

Limiting Points.— Take, for simplicity, the line through

the centers of the given circles as the a:-axis and their radical

axis as the ^-axis ; the equations of the two circles take the

form

(20) x' + f — 2ax +c = 0,

3P-\.f — 2a'x + c = 0,

a and a' being the abscissas of the centers of the two circles

and c the power of the origin with respect to each of the two

circles, the power being the same for the two circles, because

by hypothesis the origin is on the radical axis. The general

equation of the circles passing through the points common to

the two circles is

(1 +\){x' + y^- 2(a + Xa> + (1 + A)c = 0,

or more simply on dividing by (1 + X) and calling the ratio

a + Xa'

(21) a^ + f-.2^iX + c = 0,

where /i represents an arbitrary coefficient. This last equa^

tion could have been deduced a priori, because it is the general

equation of the circles, which, associated with either of the

given circles, has OJ'as the radical axis.
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Among the circles (21), there are two, each of which reduces

to a point real or imaginary, or, in other words, has a radius

equal to zero ; these two circles are the limiting points. Equa-

tion (21) can be written

(x — ^y + y' = (i' — c.

Therefore, for /i. = ± Vc, this circle reduces to the point

X := H, y = 0. If c is positive, that is, if the origin is exterior

to the two circles, or what amounts to the same thing, if the

two circles intersect in imaginary points, the values of /* are

real and the two limiting points are real. In this case, Vc
represents the common length of the two tangents drawn from

the point O to the given circles ; the limiting points are there-

fore the intersections of the line of centers. Ox, with the circle

described about the foot O of the radical axis as center, with a

radius equal to the length of the tangent drawn from to any

one of the given circles. If, on the other hand, the two given

circles (20) intersect in real points, O being within the two
circles, c is negative and the two limiting points are imaginary.

If the two given circles are tangent, O is their point of contact,

c = 0, /I = 0, and the two limiting points coincide with O

97. 2. Pkoblem VII.— Find the condition that two circles

intersect orthogonally.

When two circles intersect at right angles, the radii drawn
to the point of intersection M are perpendicular, because they

are perpendicular to tangents which are perpendicular by
hypothesis. The triangle, which has as vertices the point M
and the two centers, is therefore right angled at M, and the

square of the distance between the centers is equal to the sum
of the squares of the radii. Suppose that the two circles are

represented by equation (17) ; then by using the expressions

given in § 85 for the co-ordinates of the center of a circle

and the square of its radius, the condition that the two circles

cut orthogonally in rectangular co-ordinates will be

(22) AF' + FA'-2 (DD' + EE') = 0.
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The same result can be derived without the assistance of

geometry. Let (pe, y) be a point common to the two circles (17)

:

the angular coefficients of the tangents to the two circles at

this point being respectively (§ 89) — ^ and — ^> ^'^^ neces-

sary and sufficient condition that the two circles be orthogonal

at the point («, y) is

which becomes by substituting and developing

(23) AA'^x' + 1/=) + (AD' + DA')x + {AE' -f A<E)y

+ DD' + EE' = 0.

If X, y be regarded as current co-ordinates, this last equation

represents a circle, and, as it should be satisfied by the points

of intersection of the two given circles (17), it ought to repre-

sent a circle passing through the points of intersection of these

two circles. Moreover, the three circles (17) and (23), taken

two by two, should have the same radical axis. The radical

axis of circle (23) and the first circle, /= 0, of (17) has the

equation

{AD' - DA')x -t- {AE' - EA')y + DD> + EE' -FA' = 0;

the equation of the radical axis of circle (23) and the second

circle <^ = 0, of (17), is

{AD' - DA')x H- {AE' - EA')y - DD' - EE' + AF' = 0.

Expressing the condition that these two equations should

be identical, one gets equation (22).

The condition expressed in (22) may be verified by suppos-

ing A' = 0; the second circle becomes a straight line, and

the condition of orthogonality ought to express the condition

that this straight line pass through the center of the first

circle.

Bemabk.—The condition of orthogonality is linear and

homogeneous with respect to the coefficients of each of the
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circles. Conversely, if between the coefficients A, D, E, F
of the equation of a circle

A{a^+f)-k-2Dx + 2Ey+F= 0,

any linear and homogeneous equation

LA +MD + NE-\-PF=0

be established, this relation compared with condition (22)

shows that the circle considered is orthogonal to the fixed

P{3^ +f)-Mx-Ny + L=0.

Applications. — To find the equation of a circle which cuts orthogo-

nally three given circles

f(x,y) = Aix^ +!/')+2Dx +2Ey +F =0,

<t>(,x, y) = A'ix^ + »2)+ 2 D'x +2E'y +F =0,

^Cx, y)= A'i(x^ + j»2) + 2 D"x + 2 E"y + F" =

Let (24) a(x^ + i/')+2dx + 2ey+f=0

be the circle sought; one should have, after condition (22) has been

applied to circle (24), associated with each of the other three in order

and been arranged with respect to a, d, e, and /.

(25) aF -2dD -2eE +fA =0,

aFi -2dDi -2eE< +fA' =0,

aF" - 2 dD" - 2 eE" +fA" = 0.

If the three given circles taken two by two do not have the same radical

axis, these equations give a single system of values for the ratio of any

one of the coeflBcients a, d, e, f to the other three ; there is, therefore,

one circle only cutting the proposed circles at right angles ; it is called

the or«Ao<or»ic*circle. Its equation is obtained by eliminating a, 2d, 2 e,

f between equations (24) and (25), which gives in determinant form

= 0.

It is admissible to suppose that any one of the coefScients A, A', A" is

zero ; the corresponding circle is then replaced by a straight line.

x-'+y^
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Net of Cikcles.— Let /(a;, y), <^(x, ?/), ^(x, ?/), be the first

members of the equation of the three preceding circles, which,

taken two by two, do not have the same radical axis; the

equation

(26) kf {X, y) + ^<l> (x, y) + vij, {x, y) = 0,

where \, fi, v are arbitrary coefficients, represents an infinitude

of circles, forming what is called a net. It is desired to

determine the condition that every circle of the net be

orthogonal to some fixed circle, that is, orthotoinic to a circle.

In fact, by adding equations (25), member to member, after

having multiplied the first by A., the second by ju,, the third by

V, a relation is obtained which expresses precisely that the

circle (26) is orthogonal to the orthotomic circle (24).

Conversely, the totality of the circles which are orthogonal

to a fixed circle forms a tiet. For the condition that a

circle S be orthogonal to a fixed circle leads to a linear homo-

geneous relation with respect to the four coefficients of the

equation of the circle S. One of these coefficients is therefore

a linear homogeneous function of the other three, which are

arbitrary and which may be called X, /x, v ; the equation of the

circle S arranged with respect to X, /t, v takes then the form

of (26), and the circle S forms a net.

Equation of a Circle in Polar Co-ordinates.

97. 3. Let be the pole and OX the polar axis (Fig. 63)

;

call a and a the co-ordinates of the center C, r the radius,

and p and a> the co-ordinates of any

_£^ point M of the circumference. In the

triangle OCM, one has

(27) p'-2ap cos (<u - a) -|- a^ - r" = 0.

When the pole O is situated on the

circumference, one has a = r, and the
^'

' equation reduces to

(28) p = 2 r cos (o» — a).
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As an application of this equation, consider two circles which

intersect; through one of the points of intersection 0, draw

any secant; this secant meets the circles in two other points

M and M' ; find the locus of the mid-point of the line MM'.
If the point be taken as pole, the two circles are represented

by the equation

p = 2r cos {<a — a), p = 2 r' cos (oi — a*),

and one obtains immediately the equation of the locus

p = r cos (a> — a) + r' cos (w — a')
;

this equation can be put under the form

p = 2 ri cos (<ii— tti),

and the locus is a circle passing through the point of intersec-

tion of the two given circles.
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CHAPTER III*

GEOMETRICAL LOCI.

98. Geometrical loci may be defined in various ways.

Whenever a property common to all points of a locus is given,

it is by interpreting this property by means of algebraic

symbols that the equation of the locus is obtained. In this

manner, the circumference of a circle was defined as the locus

of points whose distances from a given point are equal to the

same given quantity; it was by expressing this property,

common to every point of the locus, that the equation of the

circumference was obtained (§ 84). Thus, also, has been

found the locus of the points whose distances from two given

points are in a given ratio (§ 95); the expressing of this

property gives the equation of the locus. Likewise, by the

same process, the equation of the perpendiculars erected at

the mid-point of the straight line which joins two given points

(§ 80), and those of the bisectors of the angles formed by
two given lines (§ 81).

But, usually, a curve PQ (Fig. 64) is defined by the motion

of a point in the plane. Each position of the variable point

M is determined by the construction of a figure whose various

parts depend on an arbitrary parameter a. Consequently the

two co-ordinates x and y of the point M are functions of this

variable parameter a : let

x=f{o), y=fi(p),

be the two functions ; one sees that the equation of the locus

described by the point M is found by eliminating the param-

eter a between the two equations'.

More generally, the geometric construction determines every
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point of the locus by the intersection of the variable curves

which depend on the parameter a ; let

F(x, y, a) = 0,(1)

(2) Fi{x, y, a) = 0,

XL B- \'

be the equations of the two curves. If a particular value be

assigned to this parameter, two curves A and B are obtained

which intersect in a point M, whose

co-ordinates x and y satisfy the two

simultaneous equations (1) and (2).

If another value a' be assigned to the

parameter, the two lines will occupy

the positions A' and B', and the point

of intersection will be at M'; a third

value «" assigned to the parameter

will give the two curves A" and B" ^"

and their point of intersection M'\ and so on. Allow the

parameter a to vary in a continuous manner; then the two

curves A and B will be displaced in the plane in a continuous

manner, and the point of intersection M will describe the

line Pq.

The equation of the curve PQ,, the locus of the point M,
will be found by eliminating the parameter a between the two

equations (1) and (2). In fact, the elimination of a between

the two equations (1) and (2) amounts to finding a system of

two equations

(3)

(4)

Fix, y, a) = 0,

equivalent to the system of two equations (1) and (2), and

such that one of them does not contain the symbol a. Two
systems of equations are said to be equivalent, when they

are satisfied by the same assigned values of the variables.

When a particular value is assigned to a, the co-ordinates x

and y of the point M associated with this value of a form

a system of three quantities, x, y, a, which satisfy at the

same time the two equations (1) and (2) ; since the system
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of equations (3) and (4) is equivalent to the preceding, these

values satisfy also equations (3) and (4) ; equation (4), which

does not involve a, is therefore satisfied by the co-ordinates

of every point of the locus.

Conversely, every point M, whose co-ordinates x and y
satisfy equation (4) belongs to the locus. Because, if one

determines a value a which satisfies equation (3), in which

one gives to x and y the preceding values, one gets a system

of values of three quantities, x, y, a, satisfying the system of

equations (3) and (4). Equations (1) and (2), constituting

a system equivalent to this system, will be satisfied by the

same values; one will thus obtain two lines A and B passing

through the point M.
It can happen, moreover, that to a system of real values

of x and y satisfying equation (4) corresponds a value of a,

for which equations (1) and (2) do not represent real curves

;

one will have this kind of a locus, for example, if the value

of a were imaginary. But, in every case, the values of x, y,

a will satisfy the two equations (1) and (2).

99. Although the construction of each of the positions of

the figure, which gives the various points of the locus, de-

pends upon the value given to the arbitrary parameter, it is

frequently more convenient to introduce into the discussion

several variable parameters a, b, c, • • ; but these parameters

are then so connected with one another that the value of one

only is arbitrary, and that the variation of this pai-ameter

determines moreover the value of the others. If these param-

eters are n in number, they will be connected by n — 1 equa-

tions of condition.

Suppose, for example, that only two variable parameters

a and b connected by the equation of condition

(5) 4.(a,b)=0

are employed, and let

(6) F(x,y,a,b)=0,

(7) F,ix,y,a,b)=0,
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be the equations of two variable curves A and B, whose inter-

sections furnish every point of the locus. If the parameter

o varies in a continuous manner, the parameter b which de-

pends upon a by reason of the relation (5) will vary also in

a continuous manner; the two curves A and B, whose equar

tions contain the two parameters, vary also in a continuous

manner, and their point of intersection M will describe a

curve PQ.
The equation of this curve will be obtained by eliminating

the two parameters a and b between the three equations (5),

(6), (7). In fact, to eliminate a and h between these three

equations is to find a system of three equations

(8) F,{x,y,a,b)=0,

(9) F,{x,y,a,b)=(i,

(10) /(a;, y)=0,

equivalent to the given system, and such that one of them

no longer contains a and b. When values are assigned to

a and b which satisfy equation (6), the co-ordinates a; and y

of the point M, associated with these values of a and b, form

a system of values of four quantities x, y, a, b, satisfying at

the same time the three equations (o), (6), (7). The three

equations (8), (9), (10) forming a system equivalent to the

preceding system will also be satisfied by the same values;

equation (10), being independent of a and b, will therefore

be satisfied hj the co-ordinates x and y of each point of the

locus.

Conversely, every point M whose co-ordinates x and y

satisfy equation (10) belongs to the locus; because if one

determines the values of a and b which satisfy the two equa-

tions (8) and (9), in which x and y have been assigned the

preceding values, one has S. system of values of four quantities

X, y, a, b satisfying the system of three equations (8), (9), (10).

The three equations (5), (6), (7), forming a system equivalent

to the former, will also be satisfied, and one will have two

curves A and B passing through the point M.
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100. Suppose, in general, that one employs n variable par

rameters a, b,c, ..., A connected by n — 1 equations of condition,

(11)

«^,(a, 6, c, •••, A)=0,

<^2(a. b,c,—, h)=0,

and let

(12) F(x,y,a,b,c,-,h)=0,

(13) F, (x, y, a, b, c, —, h) = 0,

be the equations of two variable curves A and B, whose inter-

sections give every point of the locus. When the parameter a

is allowed to vary, the remaining parameters vary simultane-

ously, and the point M describes the locus. The equation of

this locus is obtained by eliminating the n parameters between

n + 1 equations (11), (12), (13).

101. It has been asserted that the construction of the

figure depends upon a single arbitrary parameter a. If the

figure should depend upon two arbitrary parameters a and b,

the two co-ordinates x and y of the point M would be func-

tions of these two parameters, i.e.,

x = f(a, b), y=fi{a,b).

Such values could be assigned to these parameters that the

point M might be made to coincide with any point of the

plane, having the co-ordinates Xi and y,. To accomplish this,

it sufSices to determine a and b by means of the equations

x,=f(a,b), y,=/,(o, 6).

The point M may describe the entire plane and not any defi-

nite curve in the plane.

One sees very clearly, then, why it is necessary, when n

variable parameters are employed, that these n parameters be

connected by » — 1 distinct equations of condition ; because.
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if these equations of condition could be reduced to a smaller

number, two parameters at least would be arbitrary.

It is possible that the two variable curves A and B inter-

sect in several points ; the preceding process gives the locus

described by the totality of these points.

102. Remabk.— It often happens that one of the two vari-

able curves A and B, whose intersection furnishes a point M
of the locus, passes through a fixed point P. In this case, the

co-ordinates of this point P satisfy the equation found by elim-

ination. In fact, suppose that the equations of the two curves

contain n variable parameters connected by w — 1 relations

(§ 100) ; if the co-ordinates a;, and y^ of a fixed point P sat-

isfy the equation of the line A, whatever be the values of the

parameters, by replacing x and y in the equation of the curve

B by aji and j/i, one will get an equation, which, combined with

the m — 1 equations of condition between the parameters, will

form a system of n equations which will determine the values

of these parameters. This point P will, properly speaking,

be foreign to the geometrical locus, if imaginary curves corre-

spond to the values found.

In this case, it frequently happens that the point P enters

in the equation through a particular factor which can be

removed. After this factor has been suppressed, the equa-

tion represents the geometrical locus itself. But often it is

impossible to decompose the first member of the equation into

two factors, and the point P must be considered as an isolated

point connected with the curve.

103. Problem I. Being given in the plane (Fig. 65) an angle XOY,
and a fixed point P, draw through the point P the fixed secant PBA and

the variable secant PDC ; draw also

the lines AD, BC ; find the locus of their

point of intersection M.

Take the lines OX and OF as co-

ordinate axes, and represent by xi and yi

the co-ordinates of the point P. The

fixed secant PBA will have an equation

of the form

y-yi = a(x- x{).
Fie 65.

in which the parameter a has a constant

H
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value. Similarly, the variable secant PDC will be represented by the

equation

in which tn is a variable parameter. If one puts successively in these

equations y = 0, a; = 0, one gets the ca-ordiuate of the points in which

these lines intersect the axes of co-ordinates.

A, y = fi, x = xi- ^,
a

B, X = 0, y = yi— axi,

C, y = 0, x = xi- yi,

m
D, X = 0, y = yi — mxy.

By applying the formula of § 67, one gets the equations of the lines

AD, CB,

(1)
_
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Suppose the elimination had been made in another manner ; if for

example the value of m deduced from equation (1) were substituted in

equation (2), an equation of the second degree would be obtained, the first

member of which would be decomposable into two linear factors of the first

degree, and which, consequently, would represent two straight lines, the

locus OL and the straight line PA. This equation would have the form

(yix + ziy) [ff - yi - a (x - xi)] = 0.

It is to be noticed that equation (4) does not contain the constant pa-

rameter a ; therefore the locus is independent of the particular position

assigned to the fixed secant PA. Whence the following theorem may be

deduced : When an angle XO Y and a fixed point P, in the same plane

are given, if any two secants PA, PC be drawn through this point P, the

point of intersection ilf of the two straight lines AD and BC is always

situated on the same straight line OL.

Further, it is to be noticed that equation (4) depends upon the ratio

xi that is, upon the angular coefficient of the straight line OP. Hence,

the locus OL will remain the same, if the point P be moved along the

line OP passing through the origim.

104. This question can be discussed more quickly in another manner.

Suppose that any two axes have been drawn in the plane. Represent,

for brevity, the equations of the given straight lines OA and OB by

o = 0, p = 0, and the fixed secant PA by 7 = 0. The given point P will

no longer be determined by its co-ordinates, but by the intersection of

the two given straight lines PA and OP ; the latter, passing through the

point of intersection O of the lines OA and OB, has an equation of the

form p + aaz=0. The movable secant PC, drawn through the point of

intersection P of the two lines ;S -|- aa = 0, 7 = 0, is represented by an

equation of the form

(1) p + aa+my = 0,

in which m represents an arbitrary parameter. The point C, in which

this secant cuts the line OA, is given by the two simultaneous equations

o = 0, |3 + 00 -I- jn7 = 0, or more simply a = 0, ^ -|- 7n7 = ; the last

equation represents a line passing through the point C, and also through

the point of intersection B of the lines jS = 0, 7 = ; it is, therefore, the

equation of the line BC. Similarly, the point D, where the movable

secant intersects the line OB, is given by the two simultaneous equations

^ = 0, p + aa+ my = 0, or more simply j3 = 0, aa + my = ; the line

represented by the last equation, passing also through the point of inter-

section A of the lines a = 0, 7 = 0, is none other than the line AD. The
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two movable lines BC and AD, whose intersection determines the point

jtf of the locus, have therefore J,he equations,

(2) ^ + jjjT = 0,

(3) aa + my = 0.

The equation of the locus will be found by eliminating m between the

two equations ; if the equations be subtracted member from member, one

obtains the equation

(4) |3 - aa = 0.

Whence it follows that the locus is a straight line passing through the

point 0. This line is independent of 7, that is, of the fixed secant FA,

and is the same whatever be the position of the point P on the line OP.

It has been assumed that the parameter m has a finite value ; if m be

replaced by ?, and after multiplying by q, one makes q = 0, the equations

9

(1), (2), (3) reduce to '7 = ; the movable secant coincides with the fixed

secant PA, so also the two lines BC and AD.

105. Problem II.— The sides of a variable triangle ABC revolve

about three fixed points P, F', P', situated in a straight line, while the

two vertices A and B slide on the two

fixed lines ID and IE; find the locns

described by the third vertex C (Fig. 66).

Draw in the plane any two axes,

and, for brevity, represent, as in the

preceding discussion, the equations of

the given lines ID, IE, by o = 0, ^ = 0,

and the line PP'P" by 7 = ; each of

the fixed points P, J", P", can be de-

fined by the intersection of this line

and of a Une passing through the point

„ /; the point / being the point of in-

tersection of the lines a = 0, ;8 = 0, the

lines IP, IP, IP" have equations of the form

j3 + ao = 0, /3 + a'a = 0, p+ a"a = 0,

in which a, a', a" designate constant coefBcients. In order to construct

a particular position of the variable figure, draw through tlie point P an
arbitrary line PA, then construct the lines A P' and BP", wliose inter-

section will determine a point C of the locus. The point P being the

intersection of the two lines 7 = 0, p + aa = 0, the line PA, drawn
through this point, will have an equation of the form

(1) p + aa + my = 0.
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in which m is an arbitrary parameter. The point A, ia which the line

PA cuts the line ID, is given by the two simultaneous equations

= 0, ;3 + aa + my = 0, or more simply a = 0, /S + my = 0.

The line AI", passing through this point, has an equation of the form

/S + my + m'a ; it is necessary to determine the coefiBcient m' in such a

manner that the line passes also through the point F' determined by the

two equations 7 = 0, /3 + a'a = ; if 7 be put equal to zero in the equation

of this line and /3 = —a'a, then will (m' — a') a = ; as a is not zero, since

the point P'is not on the line a = 0, therefore must to' — a' = 0, orm' = a'.

Thus the line AF" will be represented by the equation

(2) ^ + o'o + my = 0.

Similarly, the point B, in which PB cuts the line IE, is given by the

two equations p = 0, + aa + my =0, or more simply j3 = 0, ao + m7 =0 ;

the line BP", passing through this point, has an equation of the form

an + my + m"/3 = ; determine now the coefficient m" in such a manner

that this line may pass through the point P", the intersection of the lines

7 = 0, /3 -h a"a = ; if in this equation 7 be put equal to zero and

a — —a"a, then will (a— m"a")o = 0; therefore, choose m" = ^-

hence the line BP" is represented by the equation

(3) -5^(^ + a"a) + TO7 = 0.

Equations (2) and (3) are the equations of the two movable lines AP
and BP', whose intersection is any point of the locus ; the equation of

the locus will be obtained by eliminating m between these two equations
;

subtracting them member from member, one gets the equation

(4) (a' - a) a"a + {a" - a) /3 = 0.

Therefore, it follows that the locus is a straight line passing through

the point I.

106. CouoLLART I. — The solution of the following problem maybe
deduced from what precedes. Inscribe in a triangle lED a second triangle

whose edges pass respectively through the three given points P, P', P"
lying in the same straight line.

If a variable triangle be constructed whose sides are conditioned to pass

through the points P, P", P'", while the two vertices A and B slide on

the straight lines ID and IE, the locus of the third vertex is a straight

line IC. The point of intersection Ci of the lines IC and DE is therefore

one of the vertices Ci of the triangle sought ; the lines CiP, CiP" give

the other two vertices Ai and Bi. It is worthy of notice that this solution

requires the u.se of no other instrument than the rule.
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CoKOLLARY II.— The preceding problem may be easily generalized.

Consider a quadrilateral whose four sides pass through the four points

P, P*, P", P"' lying in a straight line, in such a manner that the three

vertices A, B. C slide on three fixed straight lines R, S, T; find the

locus described by the fourth vertex (Fig. 67).

Fig. 67.

The three sides of the triangle BCE passing through the three fixed

points P, P", P", revolve in such a way that the two vertices B and C
slide on the fixed lines S and T; the vertex E describes therefore a

straight line EF. Accordingly, the three sides of the triangle AED pass-

ing through the three fixed points P, P, P', revolve in such a manner
that the two vertices A and E slide on the two lines M and EF ; the

vertex D describes therefore a straight line.

From the quadrilateral one may pass to the pentagon. Moreover,

when the n sides of a polygon pass through n fixed points lying in a

straight line and revolve so that n — 1 of its vertices slide on n — 1 fixed

lines, the nth vertex will describe a straight line.

107. Problem III. — Being given a triangle ABA', draw through O
taken on the side AA' a variable secant

OCC ; pass a circumference of a circle

through the three points O, A, C, and a
second through the three points O, A', C ;

find the locus of the point of intersection M
of these two circumferences (Fig. 68).

Take the line OA' for the z-axis and a
perpendicular OT, drawn through O, for

the y-axis. If a and a' be chosen as the

abscissas of the points A and A', the two
fixed lines AB and A'B will have the

equations
Fig. 68.
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(1) y = c{x- a),

(2) y = c'(x - a').

and the variable secant the equation

(3) y = mx,

in which m represents a variable parameter. The co-ordinates of the

point C are found by solving the two simultaneous equations (1) and (3),

which gives

ca mcax= , y = .

c — m c — TO

Every circle passing througli the points and A has an equation of

the form
x2 4- 3/2 — ax — 6y = 0,

in which the parameter 6 is arbitrary. This parameter is determined by

the condition that the circle passes through the point C, which gives

a(cm+_l).
~ c — m '

the circle which passes through the three points 0, A, C has therefore the

equation

^ ' c — m

If, in this equation, a and c be replaced by a' and c', the equation of the

circle which passes through the three points O, A', C will evidently be

(5) x^ + y^ — a'x — —

^

-y = 0.
'

c' — m

In order to find the equation of the locus of the point of intersectionM
of the two circles, it is necessary to eliminate the variable parameter m
between the two equations (4) and (5). By equating the values of m
deduced from (4) and (5), one gets the equation

c(a;- + y^ — ax') — ay _ c'(x' + y^ — a'x) — a'y

(x'' + y'^ — ax) + cay ~ (t? + if- — a'x.) + e'ttiy'

which may be written

(c - €,!){{£' + y^- ax) (x2 + y2 - a'x) + aa'y^] +
(1 + cc')yla'(x'' +1/^ - ax) - a(x'- + y- - a'x)]= 0,

or (c - c')[(x2 + j/2)2 _ (a + o')x(x2 + y^) + aa'ii!^ + y^)]

+ (1 + cc')(a' - a)j/(x2 + j/2) = ;

by putting (i^ + y') without a bracket, and dividing by c — c', one

obtains the equation

(6) (a;2 + 2^^) [x^ + y'- (a +a')x- (^ + <:pj^- "')
y + „„.] = q.
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This equation is decomposed into two : the one 3? + y'^ = Q gives the

fixed point O in which the two variable circles intersect ; the other

(7) '-\-y^—{a-\-a')z-
(1 + cc') (g-aQ

y + ao' =

is the equation of the locus of the point M. This locus is a circle.

It can be seen a priori that the three points B, A, A' belong to the

locus. Because, if the variable secant pass through the point B, the two

circles intersect in B ; this point constitutes a part of the locus. Suppose

now that the secant becomes parallel to the line A'B ; the point C is

removed to infinity, the second circle coincides with the line OA', which

cuts the first circle in A. In a similar manner the point A' is found by

supposing the secant to be made parallel to AB. It is also easy to show
that the co-ordinates of the points B, A, A' satisfy equation (7). Thus
the locus required is a circle circumscribing the triangle ABA.

108. Problem IV. — Being given a circle and a fixed point P, revolve

about the fixed point P a right angle APB; join by a straight line the tioo

points A and B, in which the sides of the right

angle produced meet the circle, and draw from
the point P a perpendicular PM to the line AB

;

find the locus of the foot M of the perpendicu-

lar (Fig. 69).

Take the diameter OP for the x-azis and

the diameter perpendicular to OP for the

y-a,xis ; the given circle is represented by the

equation

Fig. 69.
(1)

Let (2) y = axJrb

be the equation of the secant AB. If y be eliminated between the two

equations (1) and (2), one gets an equation of the second degree,

(3) (1 + a"-) a;2 + 2 afix + &2 - r2 = 0,

whose roots are the abscissas x' and x" of the points A and B and the

values of the ordinates will be ax' + 6, ax" + 6. If c represent the con-

stant length OP, the two lines PA, PB have the angular coefficients

y'

x" - c

ax' + b ax" + 6

.

the angle APB being right, one has the condition

(ax' + b)(ax" + b) _ .

(x'-c)(x"-c)
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which may be written

(1 + a^)x'x" + (ab-c)(x' + x") + 6' + c" = ;

if the values of x'+x" andx'as" be replaced by their values deduced from

equation (3), one obtains the relation

(4) (1 + a^) (c" - r2) + 26 (ac + 6) = 0,

which connects the two parameters a and 6.

The perpendicular PM, drawn from the point P to the line AB, has

the equation

(5) j, = _l(x-c).

The point M is determined by the equations (2) and (5), in which the

variable parameters o and 6 satisfy equation (4); the equation of the

locus of the point M is found by eliminating these two parameters be-

tween the three equations (2), (4), (5). From equation (5) it follows

that a = i whence from equation (2) one deduces 6 = ^^ •

y y
On substituting these values in equation (4), one gets the equation

(6) If +(.x- c)2] (rc^ +y^-cx+ ""^ ~ '"^ = 0,

which decomposes into two : the one, y^+ (x — c)2 = 0, gives the point

P; the other,

(7) x^ + y^-cx + ^-^=0,
represents the locus sought.

It is evident that the point P does not belong to the geometrical locus

according to its definition ; but it is easy to understand how analysis has

introduced it into the result. The co-ordinates x = c, j/ = of the point

P satisfy equation (5), whatever the parameters may be; one could

therefore deduce from equations (2) and (4) the corresponding values of

the two parameters a and 6 ; thus one finds a =±i, b= — ac. This is

an application of the remark made in § 102.

Equation (7) shows that the locus is a circle having its center on the

line OP. To construct it, it suffices to determine the extremities of the

diameter CD ; if AB', BA' be drawn making angles of 45° with the diam-

eter OP, the chords AA', BB', being perpendicular to this diameter, will

give the two points C and D.

109. The same circle may be found by seeking the locus of the mid-

point M' of the chord AB. In fact, the mid-point is determined by the

intersection of the chord AB and the perpendicular drawn from the center

to this chord. Since these two lines have the equations

y = ax-irh, y = x,
a
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the equation of the locus irill be obtained by eliminating the two variable

parameters a and & between these two equations and equation (4). We
thus have the equation

y-)(-(l2 + J,2)
zi! + y2 - CZ + !

^) = o.

which decomposes into two, the one giving the point O foreign to the

geometrical locus, the other the circle.

110. Pkoblem v.—A circumference and a fixed point P are given,

a right angle revolves about

its vertex placed in P; find the

Iccus of the point of concur-

rence M of the tangents drawn

to the circumference at the

points of intersection A and

li with the sides of the right

angle (Fig. 70).

Take the diameter OP as

the X-axis and the diameter

perpendicular to it as the y-

axis ; let r be the radius of

the circumference and c the

distance OP; the equation of

the given circumference isFig. 70.

(1) a;2 + j,s = r^.

Bepresent by xi and yi the co-ordinates of any point M of the plane.

The chord of contact of the tangents drawn from this point will have the

equation

(2) XiX+ ( 1 = 7^.

The co-ordinates of the points of contact will be found by solving the

simultaneous equations (1) and (2). If x, y be considered a solution of

this system, the value n> of the angular coefficient of the line which joins

the corresponding point to the point P has the equation

(3)
y

The elimination of x and y from the equations (1), (2), (3) gives the

equation which determines the angular coefficients of the two lines drawn
from the point P to the points of intersection of line (2) with the circum-

ference. In order to accomplish this elimination, solve equations (2) and
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(3) for X and y, and substitute their values in (1) ; thus is found the

equation of the second degree

(4) [(r^ - cxi)2 +(c2 - r')yi']m^ + 2r"-yi{c - x{)m + r"-(f - a;i2)= 0.

In order that the point M, chosen arbitrarily in the plane, be a point

of the locus, it is necessary and sufficient that the directions, which cor-

respond to the two roots of equation (4), be rectangular. On expressing

that the product of the roots is equal to — 1, the equation of the locus

is found to be

(xi' + j/r) (r2 - c') + 2 r^cari - 2 r* = 0,

which, suppressing the indices, may be written

^ ^
\ r^-d') " (j^ - c2)2

The locus is a circle which can be constructed by the method indicated

in the preceding problem.

The radii S and r of the two circumferences and the distance D
between their centers satisfy the relation

(6) (JJ2 - Z»2)2 = 2 r'Cif^ + Z>2)

.

If the sides of the right angle APB be prolonged, and tangents be

drawn at A' and B', the points of intersection of the consecutive tangents

are the vertices of a variable quadrilateral, which is at one and the same
time circumscribed about the given circle and inscribed in circle (5).

Hence, when the radii B and r of the two circles Oi and O and the dis-

tance D betiveen their centers satisfy relation (6), a quadrilateral can be

constructed, inscribed in Oi and circumscribed about O, by taking as an

edge of the quadrilateral any tangent to the circle O.

111. Problem VI. — Find the locus of the points, such that the feet

of the perpendiculars drawn from each of them to the sides of a triangle

lie in a straight line.

Let
X cos o + y sin a — pi = 0,

(1) icos/3-t- ysinp —p^ = 0,

X cos y -{- y siny — p3 = 0,

be the equation of the three sides of the triangle, referred to any two

rectangular axes, and, for the sake of brevity, represent by oi, /Si, 71, the

first members of these equations. Calling x and y the co-ordinates of the

point M of the locus, xi and yi, xt and j/j, X3 and y^ those of the feet of

the perpendiculars drawn from the point M to the sides of the triangle,

one has (§ 83)

X — a;i = 01 cos o, a; — a;2 = j8icosj8, a; — X3 = 7iC0S7,

j;
- yi = 01 sin a, y -s/2 = /3isin|S, y -y3 = y\smy.
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The equation of the locus will be found by expressing the condition

that the three points lie on a straight line. For this purpose it is neces-

sary to equate the two ratios ^' ~ ^' and ^° ~ ^^ wliich can be put under
K2 — Xi Ks — x,i

the form
(ya - y)-(yi -y) - (vs - y)-(yi - ?/)

(22 -X)- (Xi - X) (Xs -X.)- (Xi - X)'

By substituting from the preceding equation, this equation becomes

Pi sin /S — ai sin o _ 71 sin 7 — oi sin a

Pi cos /S — oi cos a 7i cos 7 — aj COS a

or (2) oi/3isin(j8- o) + ;8i7isin(7- j3) + 7ioisin(a-7)=0.

The letters oi, Pi, 71, representing polynomials of the first degree in x

and y, it follows that equation (2) is of the second degree. The coefG-

cient of xy is

sin (o + p) sin (j3 — o) + sin (;3 + 7) sin (7 — /3) + sin (7 + o) sin (o — 7) ;

if the product of sines be transformed into the difference of cosines, this

coefficient becomes

(cos2a -cos2ff) + (cos2j3 - oos27) + (cos27 — cos2o)
2 '

it is identically zero. The coefficients of x"^ and y'^ are

JIf = cos o cos ;3 sin (j9— a)-|- cos /3 cos 7 sin (7— /3) + cos7Cososin (a — 7),
JV= sin a sin /3 sin (^— 0) + sin /3 sin 7 sin (7-/9) + sin 7 sin a sin (a— 7).

If their sum and difference be calculated, one has

M- K= cos (a + p) sin (/3 - o) + cos (/3 + 7) sin (7 — /3)

+ cos (7 + o) sin (o — 7)

_ sin 2 ^ — sin 2 tt + sin 2 7 - sin 2 fl + sin 2 g — sin 2 7
2

JIf 4-iV=cos(o- /3)sin(3- o) + cos (^-7) sin (y -P)
+ cos (7 — o) sin (a — 7)

_ 8in2(/3-a) + sin2(7-/3) + sin 2(0-7)~
2

= — 2 sin (^ — o) sin (7 — p) sin (a - 7) ;

whence it follows that

M= N= — sin (/3 - o) sin (7 — p) sin (0 — 7).

Therefore the locus is the circumference of a circle. Equation (2) being
satisfied when one puts /3i = 7, = 0, it follows that the point A belongs to

the locus ; similarly with the points B and C; the locus is therefore the

circle circumscribed about the triangle ABC.

:0,
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112. From equation (2), which represents the circle circumscribed

about a triangle whose sides are represented by equations (1), may easily

be deduced an important property of a special system of two circles.

Suppose that the sides (1) be tangents to a circle of radius r having its

center at the origin O of co-ordinates. It will be necessary in equations

(1) to make pi z= p^ = ps = r. If equation (2) of the circle be developed,

it may be written

(3) M(,x' + y''-)-rx-Qy+ F=0.

Let S be the radius of this circle and D be the distance of its center

Oi from the center O of the first circle ; one will have

iM'^ M 4JM2

whence D^ - B^ = —-
M

The radii of the circle O, determined by the angles a, p, y, form two

by two the supplementary angles of the angles A, B, C of the triangle

formed by the three tangents. One has, therefore,

oM = — sin A sin B sin C = ,

2iJ-'

F= r^fsin ^ + sin JB + sin C) = 4 r^ cos — cos -cos- = —S,^ '
2 2 2 B

8 representing the area of the triangle ABC. From these results follows

F
that — = — 2 Br, and consequentlyM
(4) m = IP-2nr.

Now it is proposed to determine all the triangles which are at the

same time inscribed in the circle Oi and circumscribed about the circle O,

whose radii and the distance between the centei-s satisfy relation (4). It

will be no restriction to suppose that the point Oj is situated on the

X-axis, and the angles a, /3, 7 to fulfill the conditions

= 0, JJi = -^-:?l, i)2 = ^i.^
4ilf2 M iM^

But, owing to relation (4), which the given quantities S, t, and D
satisfy, these three relations may be replaced by the two following

:

(5) C = 0, ^ = -2Rr.

Let, iu fact, S' be the radius of a circle circumscribed about the tri-

angle A'B'C, determined by the angles a', /S', 7', which satisfy equations
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(5), D' the distance of its center O' from the point O. From the preced-

ing, it will follow

M
Moreover, by hypothesis

:2iJ'r, i)'^ = 5'2-2^'r.

-4- = 2JJr, D' = H' - ti 111-

;

M
whence it follows that B' is equal to E, and D' equal to D. One of the

three angles a', ^', 7', which must fulfill only the two conditions (5), can

therefore be taken arbitrarily. Hence, when the radii B and r of the tico

circles Oi and and the distance D between their centers satisfy relation

(4), a triangle con be constructed inscribed in Oi and circumscribed about

by taking any tangent to the circle as a side of the triangle.

The theorems analogous to the preceding and to § 110 exist for

polygons of any number of sides.

113. Form (2) of the equation of the circle circumscribing a triangle

is worthy of notice. The first member has a very simple geometrical

meaning. To be precise, suppose that the origin of co-ordinates be situ-

ated within the triangle ABC (Fig. 71), and that

the angles o, p, 7, varying between and 2 t, be

arranged according to their increasing order of

magnitude. Consider a point M having the co-or-

dinates X and y and situated also within the tri-

angle ; draw from this point perpendiculars to the

sides, and join the feet of these perpendiculars

forming the triangle DEF. The letters 01, /Si, 71
designate the length of these perpendiculars

Fig. 71. affected in this position by the — sign ; these per-

pendiculars are constructed in the same direction as those which have

been drawn from the origin, and which have served to determine the

angles a, B, 7. The term 01 ft sin (p — o) being equal to MD ME
sin DME represents double the area of the triangle DME; the two
remaining terms represent in a similar manner double the triangles

EMF, FMD ; thus the first member of equation (2) represents double

the area of the triangle DEF.
Consider next a point W situated without the triangle ABC. It follows

from the figure that oj = — M'D', ft = — M'E', 71 = -t- M'F' ; the first

member of the equation represents double the difference between the tri-

angle D'ME' and the sum of the two triangles E'M'F, F'M'If ; which
is, moreover, double the area of the triangle D'E'F'. Whatever the posi-

tion of the point M in the plane may be, the first member of the equation

represents double the area of the triangle DEF affected by the -|- or —
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sign. Equation (2) expresses, therefore, that the area of the triangle

DEF is zero ; that is, that the three points D, E, F lie in a straight line.

If r be the radius of the circle circumscribing the triangle ABC, and

d the distance of a point, whose coordinates are x and y, from the center

of the circle, the first member of equation (2) can be written in the form

and is equal to A(^€P — r^). Tliis expression preserves the same sign, so

long as the distance d is less than r, that is, while the point itf lies witliin

the circle, and takes the contrary sign as soon as the point ilf falls without.

It follows from the preceding that the locus of points such that the

area of the triangle whose vertices are the feet of the three perpendiculars

is a constant quantity it, is represented by two circles v/liose equations are

ai/3i sin (j3 - o) + /3i7i sin (7 - /S) + 7101 sin (a - 7) = ± 2 *^.

These two circles are concentric to the circle circumscribing the triangle

ABC: the one lies without and is always real, whatever be the given

area ; the other lies within, and is not real unless the given area is Jess

than the absolute value of ^^

EXERCISES.

1. Express the area of a triangle and of any polygon as a

function of the co-ordinates of its vertices.

2. Find the area of a triangle formed by lines whose equa-

tions are given.

3. Being given n points A, B, C, in a. plane and n quan-

tities m', m", m'", •• which correspond to these n points; on

the line AB take a point N^, so that the distances from this

point to the first two points are in the ratio m" to m' ; then on

the line NjC, which joins N^ to the third, take a point N„, so

that its distances from the points Ni and C are in the ratio

m'" to m' + m"; further, on the line N^D which joins the point

J^2 to the fourth point D, a point N^, so that its distances from

the points N^ and D are in the ratio m"" to »n.' + m" + m'",

and so on, till the last given point is reached. Find the

co-ordinates of the last point of division, which is called the

center ofproportional distances.

When the multipliers m', m", m'" • are all equal to the

same quantity, the last point of division is called the center of

mean distances.
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As an application, find the quantities m', m", m"', which

give, in case of a triangle, the center of gravity, the center

of the inscribed circle, the point of intersection of the three

altitudes, the center of the circumscribed circle.

4. Find the locus of the points such that the sum of the

products of the squares of the distances of each of them from

n given points, by the quantities m.', m", m'" ••, is equal to

a given quantity.

5. Find the locus of the centers of circles which, viewed

from two fixed points, subtend constant angles.

6. Find the locus of the centers of circles which intersect

each of two given circles in diametrically opposite points.

7. Find the locus of points such that the sum of the dis-

tances of each of them from two given straight lines, and in

general from several given straight lines, is constant.

8. Construct on two perpendicular lines OX, OYa. variable

rectangle OABC having a given perimeter 2 a. Show that the

perpendicular drawn from the vertex C to the diagonal AB
passes through a fixed point.

9. Being given the figure used in demonstrating the

theorem concerning the square of the hypotenuse of a right

triangle, show that the two straight lines, which join the ex-

tremities of the hypotenuse to the vertices of the squares

constructed on the opposite sides, meet in a point on the per-

pendicular drawn from the vertex of the right angle to the

hypotenuse.

10. From a fixed point P draw tangents to the circles which

pass through two given points; find the locus of the point

in which the chord of contacts intersects the diameter which

passes through P.

11. Being given a regular hexagon ABCDEF, draw the

straight lines AC and AE; through the center draw any
secant which cuts the two straight lines AC and AE in G
and H; draw BG and FH; find the locus of the point of inter-

section of these two lines.

12. The circumferences described on the three diagonals of

a complete quadrilateral as diameters, have two by two the

same radical axis.
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13. Being given five straight lines, four are chosen to form
a complete quadrilateral, and the mid-points of its three diago-

nals are in a straight line ; the five lines thus obtained meet
in the same point.

14. Being given three points A, B, C and two straight lines

X,Y; on AB as a diagonal, construct a parallelogram whose
sides are parallel to X and Y; proceed in the same manner
with B, C and C, A ; the second diagonals of the three paral-

lelograms pass through the same point.

15. Being given four straight lines A, B, C, D, construct a

triangle with any three and determine the common point of

intersection of its altitudes ; the four points thus determined

lie in a straight line.

16. Two variable circles, which are tangent to each other,

are tangent to two given circles ; find the locus of the point of

contact of the two variable circles.

17. Four points are chosen arbitrarily on the circumference

of a circle ; the bisectors of the three pairs of angles formed

by the lines which pass through these four points are parallel

two by two.

18. Find the locus of the point such that the chords of

contact of the tangents drawn from this point to three given

circles meet in the same point.

19. One is given a fixed angle AOA' and a fixed point C on

its bisector. An angle of constant magnitude revolves about its

vertex placed at C; join by a straight line the points of inter-

section B and B' of the sides of the movable angle with the

sides of the fixed angle and drop a perpendicular from the point

C upon BB' ; find the locus of the foot of the perpendicular.

20. One is given four straight lines A, B, C, D, which taken

three by three form four triangles. The line A belongs to

three of these triangles ; the center of the circle circumscribed

about each of them is joined to the vertex which is not situated

on A ; the three lines thus constructed intersect in the same

point /; the four points analogous to I and the centers of the

four circles lie on the same circumference.

21. A series of circles are given, which taken two by two

have the same radical axis ; if a variable circle cut two of these
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circles with constant angles, it will cut similarly each of the

remaining circles with a constant angle.

22. The locus of the centers of circles orthogonal to two

fixed circles is the radical axis.

23. Show that the circle, cutting orthogonally three given

circles

/=0, <^ = 0, ^ = 0,

which, taken two by two, do not have the same radical axis, is

the locus of the points of which the polars, with respect to

these three circles, are concurrent.

24. Show that each of the limiting points of a pencil of

circles and also the point at infinity on the radical axis, has

the same polar with respect to all circles of the pencil.



Book III

CURVES OF THE SECOND DEGREE

CHAPTER I

CONSTRUCTION OF CURVES OF THE SECOND DEGREE.

114. The general equation of the second degree between

the variables x and y is of the form

(1) A3i?-ir2Bxy + Cf + 2Dx->r2Ey-irF=Q;

it involves five arbitrary parameters, the ratios of five coeffi-

cients to the sixth.

In order to give an account of the different forms of the

curves which can be represented by this equation, solve it

with respect to y.

Two cases are to be distinguished, according as y appears

in the equation to the second, or only to the first degree ; that

is, according as (7 is different from zero or equal to zero.

Suppose that the coefficient C is not zero, and solve the

equation with respect to y ; one gets the equation

(2) y=-^^^^±~y/M^ + 2Nx+ P,

by putting M= & -AC, N= BE - CD, P=^ - GF.

Construct the straight line DD' represented by the equation

Bx + E
" C

131
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In order now to construct the points of the locus represented

by equation (2) for each value of x, it is necessary, starting

from the straight line DD', to lay off from either side along

the ordinate a length equal to

Y=j;^y/M3? + 2NX + P.

The line DD' (Fig. 72), which bisects the chords parallel

to the axis OY, is a diameter of the

,,''';' curve ; the quantity Y is the length

of the ordinate measured from the

diameter. The construction of the

locus is thus reduced to the study

of the trinomial

Ma? -\- 2 Nx -\-

P

and, as the form of the locus depends

principally on the sign of the co-

efficient M, there will be three prin-

cipal cases to be discussed.
Pig. 72.

Genus Ellipse.

115. Consider the case when the coefficient M, that is,

B? — AC, has a negative value. The ordinate is not real unless

the trinomial has a positive value. The case investigated here

is subdivided into three others, according to the nature of the

roots of this trinomial.

1° IP — MP>(i. The two roots of the trinomial are real

and unequal. Kepresent by x' the smaller, and by x" the

larger root ; the trinomial can be written

M{x — x') (x — «"), or — M(x — x^ (x" — x);

the trinomial is positive, and, consequently, the ordinate Y is

real, for every value of x taken between the limits x' and x";

the trinomial is, on the contrary, negative, and the ordinate

imagiiiary for every value of x less than x' or greater than x".

Take on the x-axis two pointsP and P" having the abscissas

x' and x", and draw through these points the lines P'A', P"A"
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parallel to the jz-axis ; the curve will lie wholly betweea these

two parallels. As the abscissa x varies from x' to x", the ordi-

nate F preserves a finite value, and begins with the value zero

and returns to zero ; the locus is therefore a closed curve, which
passes through the points A' and A", and to which has been

given the name ellipse.

A value of x taken between x' and x" will be the abscissa of

a point P situated between P' and P", and the corresponding

value of Y will be equal to

-^^(-M)PP'-PP".

The variable product PP' • PP" of the two segments of the line

P'P" is equal to the square of the rectangular ordinate of the

circle described on P'P" as a diameter ; when the point P moves

from P' to 7, the mid-point of P'P", the rectangular ordinate of

the' circle, and consequently the quantity Y, which is propor-

tional to it, will continually increase ; it diminishes continually,

on the contrary, as the point moves from / to P". The quantity

rhas therefore a maximum value, when the pointP is at I, that

x' + x" iV
is, when x =—^— = — —- ; this maximum value is equal to

2 M
i ' . Beginning at the point C, the middle of the

diameter A'A", lay off along the ordinate, in opposite directions,

a length equal to this maximum value ; two points B' and B"
of the curve will be found, and, by drawing through these

points parallels to the diameter, a parallelogram will be formed,

which will circumscribe the ellipse.

It is clear that to the two points P and Q, equally distant

from the mid-point I, correspond equal values of Y; these

values, laid off in opposite directions from the diameter DD',

give the four points M, M', N, N'. The two triangles ORM,
CSIP being equal, the three points M, G, 2P lie in a straight

line, and the point C is the mid-point of JOP ; hence all the

points of the curve are two by two symmetrical with respect to

the point C, the mid-point of the diameter A'A"; the point C
is, therefore, the center of the ellipse. It follows also that the
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lilies MN, WN^ are parallel to the diameter A'A", and each

is divided into two equal parts by the line B'B"; this line

is a second diameter. The diameters A'A", B'B", each of

which bisects the chords parallel to the other, are called con-

jugate diameters of the ellipse.

2° N^— MP=0. The two roots x' and x" are equal, and it

follows that

, ,, N ^ x — x' nr^f

JM^'
^=-^^^;

the coefficient M being negative, the quantity Y is imaginary

for all values of x excepting a; = a;', and then 7"= 0; the equar

tion has no longer a real solution, excepting the single point

C situated on the straight line DD\

3° N^ - MP< 0. The trinomial

M^-\-2Nx-\-P=M{x->r^-\-
-^^~^^

\ m)^ M
is negative, and consequently Y is imaginary for every value

of X ; the equation, having no real solution, does not represent

a geometrical locus.

Genus Hypeebola.

116. Consider next the case when the coefficient M has a

positive value ; this case subdivides into three.

1° N^ - MP> 0. The trinomial

M3? + 2Nx-\-P,

which one writes in the form

M(x — x')(x — x"),

is positive, and consequently T" is real as x varies from x" to

+ 00, and from a;' to — oo ; moreover, Y varies at the same
time from to oo. Choose, as before, on the a^-axis two points

P' and P" with the abscissas x' and x", and draw through

these two points the lines PA', P"u4" parallel to the y-axis;

the curve will be situated to the right and left of these par-
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allels ; it is composed of two dis-

tinct branches extending to infinity

(Fig. 73). This curve has been given

the name hyperbola. If, beginning at

the point /, the mid-point of P'P",

one lay off in opposite directions on

the a;-axis two equal lengths IP and

IQ, the corresponding values of Y
are equal ; the point C, the mid-point

of A'A", is the center of the curve,

and the two lines DD' and IC are

two conjugate diameters.

Fig. 13.

117. Consider the following value of y :

y = -
Bx + E ±^.-v^^s+ -I-

MP-N^
C C^ \ ' Mj ' M

In case x has a very large numerical value, the first term of

the quantity under the radical sign is very large as compared

with the absolute value of the second. If the first term only

of the quantity be considered, an approximate value of y
will be

Ml

The preceding equation defines two distinct straight lines

which intersect in a point of the diameter DD', whose abscissa

N
is equal to ; that is, equal to the half-sum of the abscissasM
of the points P' and P" ; this point is, therefore, the center C
of the curve. Consider the branch A"Moi the curve ; if be

positive, this branch is represented by the equation

Bx + E
y = -- in^ MP-N^

C C^ \ MJ M
in which allow x to vary from x" to -f-oo; consider at the

same time the line CL, which has the equation

Bx + E
yi = --

c
-+
-c(-l)

Vm.
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For any value of x gi-eater than x", the ordinate of the curve

is less than the corresponding ordinate of the straight line;

hence the branch A"M is comprised within the angle LCD'.

The difference y^ — yoi the ordinates which correspond to the

same abscissa has the value

»,-!(= i[(-D^-^K^W^^^]
N^-MP
CM ( , Il\_,-Trr , .[ZT77n\^ MP-m

ef)v»+>/^FIj M
As X increases indefinitely, the denominator increases indefi-

nitely, and, consequently, the difference y\ — y approaches the

limit zero. The straight line CL, which continually approaches

the branch A!'M of the curve, is called the asymptote of this

branch of the curve, which is comprised within the angle

LCD'. In a similar manner it can be shown that the branches

A"M', A'N, A'N' are comprised within the angles L'CD',

H'CD, HCD, and have as asymptotes the straight lines CL',

Cir, CH, and each of the indefinite lines HL, ITL' is asymp-

totic to two branches of the curve.

It is well to notice that the angular coefBcients of the

asymptotes are given by the equation

(4) r>^ = ::^^M,

or (5) Cm^ + 2Bni + A = 0,

which may be obtained by substituting in the terms of the

second degree of equation (1), 1 for x and m for y.

lia 2° N^-MP<0. The trinomial

Ma^ + 2Nx+ P=Mfx +^'+^^~^'
\ m) ^ M

being the sum of two positive quantities, the value of Fis real

for every value of x, and never becomes zero ; T attains its
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minimum value y-1 MP-N"
M wlien X = -^ . Let / (Fig. 74)

N
be the point of the aj-axis whose abscissa is ; draw IG parallelM
to the axis Y, and take the lengths

CB' and CB" equal to the minimum
value of Y; the two points B' and B"
belong to the locus. As x varies from

to + ac, or from to — oo,M M
the value of Y increases indefinitely.

If, therefore, one draw through the

points B' and B" parallels to the

diameter DD', the curve is composed

of two distinct portions, situated respectively above and below

the parallels, and extending to infinity in opposite directions.

The name hyperbola is also given to this curve.

N

Fig. 14.

If the two values x = M ± a be assigned to x, and the two

distances IP= IQ = a be laid off, starting from /, the corre-

sponding values of Y are equal ; whence it follows that the

point C is the center of the curve, and that the two straight

lines DD', IG are conjugate diameters.

It is also easily seen that the two straight lines

Bx + E
y = G h{' Ml

which intersect at the center, are asymptotes of the two infinite

branches.

119. 3° iV* - MP= 0. One has then

--iV^f^=^(-S)
and y

^_Bx±E^VMf^ +
c c V M

The locus is represented by two straight lines which intersect

on the diameter DD'.
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Genus Paeabola.

120. Suppose finally that the coefficient M or £^ — AC be

zero. The value of Y reduces to

1

This case may be subdivided into several others.

p
1° JV>0. By putting — ——= x', the expression for Ymaj

be written

r=^V2JV(a;-a;').

When X varies from x' to + oo, the quantity Y is real and
varies from to + oo ; but it is imaginary for

all values of x less than x'. If, therefore,

the line P'A' be drawn through the point P',

whose abscissa is x', parallel to the y-axis,

the curve is situated wholly to the right of

this parallel ; it passes through the point A'
and extends, on either side of the diameter

DD', to infinity (Fig. 75). This curve is

given the name parabola.

2° iV< 0. The quantity Y is real when x varies from x'

to — CO ; the curve passes through the point A', lies wholly to

the left of the paraUel PA', and extends to infinity ; this curve

is also called the parabola.

3° N=0. The value of y reduces to

Bx + E lyp.

If P is positive, this equation represents two real straight

lines, parallel to the diameter DD', and situated at equal dis-

tances from this diameter. If P= 0, these two parallels

coincide with the diameter ; finally, if P is negative, the equa-

tion does not have a real solution.
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121. In what precedes, it has been assumed that the co-

efficient C differed from zero. In case the coefficient C is zero

and the coefficient A different from zero, one can solve the

equation with respect to x and construct the locus as in the pre-

ceding discussion ; the first term of the trinomial under the

radical has the coefficient 3f= B^, a positive quantity or zero,

and the locus belongs to the genus hyperbola or the genus

parabola. In case a variable appears in the first degree, it is

preferable to solve the equation with respect to it ; moreover,

this method is only applicable when the two coefficients A and

C are zero at the same time.

It follows, by arranging equation (1) with respect to y, that

2{Bx + E)y + A^ + 2Dx-\-F=Q,

Aj^ + 2Dx + F
whence y= —

2{Bx + E)

Suppose now that B be different from zero, and after arrang-

ing with respect to thedecreasing powers of x, that one divides

till a remainder is found which does not contain x. Two cases

are distinguished, according as the remainder is different from

or equal to zero. In the first case one will obtain a result of

the form

y = ax + h +
2{Bx + E)

= ax + h -\-

In order to fix the ideas, assume c > 0.

iary locus defined by the equation

y = ax-\-h, and put Y= -• The

d
Construct the auxil-

X — d
equation y ^ ax -\-h represents a

straight line HL (Fig. 76) ; for each

value of X, it is necessary to increase

the ordinate of this line by a quantity

QM equal to the value of Y. This

quantity becomes infinite for x = d}

take, therefore, a point I having the

abscissa d and draw H'L' parallel to

OY. If a value d -|- a;' be given to x, x' being positive, Y will

have a positive value, and as x' tends toward zero,Fwill increase

Fig. 76.
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indefinitely; if, on the contrary, x' increase indefinitely, Y
tends towards zero ; thus is obtained a curve comprised within

the angle L'CL and composed of two infinite branches, asymp-

totic to the two lines CL, CL'. To values of x less than

d correspond negative values of Y, and a second curve is

obtained which is comprised within the angle HCH', and com-

posed of two infinite branches asymptotic to the lines CH and

CH'. To two equal values of x' with contrary signs, correspond

two values of Y which are also equal and of contrary signs, and,

consequently, two points M and W symmetrical with respect

to the point C, which is the center of the curve. If the con-

stant c were negative, one would still obtain a curve consisting

of two distinct parts, situated in the angles HCL', H'CL. The
curve is a hyperbola in both cases.

If the remainder after division be zero, one has

A3? -ir2Dx + F=-2{Bx + E)(ax + h),

and the equation takes the form (ly — ax — b) (Bx + E) =0;
it resolves into two others, y — ax — b = 0, Bx + IS — 0, which

represent two lines, one of which is parallel to the ^-axis.

When A and C are zero at the same time, it is sufficient to

put a = in the preceding discussion ; the line DD' becomes

parallel to the a^axis ; thus is found, in one case the hyperbola

having its asymptotes parallel to the co-ordinate axes, in the

other two straight lines respectively parallel to the axes.

In case the coefficients B and C are zero, the value of y has

the form y = cut? -1- 6j; -|- c ; it is real whatever real value x

may have; by causing x to vary from — oc to + <x, one gets

a curve which extends to infinity in two directions ; this is a

parabola.

122. Kesumb.— In discussing the equation of the second

degree, three species of curves have been found ; closed curves,

curves composed of two distinct parts extending to infinity

in two directions, curves composed of a single branch extending

to infinity in two directions. To these three species of curves

have been given the names ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola.
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In the beginning of this work (Book I., Chapter II.) it has

been noticed that the curves designated by the same names in

elementary geometry are represented by equations of the

second degree. Conversely we shall see hereafter that all

the curves represented by the equation of the second degree

possess the properties which are characteristic of the definitions

in elementary geometry, and hence that the two modes of

definitions are equivalent.

On reviewing the discussion, it is seen that it is the sign of

the quantity Jtf= B^ — AC which determines the species

of the curve represented by the equation of the second degree

;

the curve is an ellipse, a hyperbola, or a parabola, according

as the quantity M is negative, positive, or zero.

Moreover, it is important to recall that the equation does

not always represent a curve, or what is the same, a locus;

when the quantity M is negative, the equation represents an

ellipse or a point, or does not admit of a real solution ; in case

this quantity is positive, the equation represents an hyperbola,

or two straight lines which intersect; finally, when J!f=0,

the equation represents either a parabola, or two parallel

straight lines, or a single straight line, or it does not have a

real solution.

Various Forms of the Polynomial op the Second

Degree in two Variables.

123. The preceding discussion shows that the first member

of the equation of the curve can be put under various forms

which it is important to characterize. Two principal cases

are distinguished, according as C is different from zero or

equal to zero.

1° C^O. By solving the equation with respect to y, as

has been done, transposing and removing the radical from

\/Ma^ + 2 Nx + P by squaring, the equation can be put under

the form

(6) {Cy+ Bx + Ef-{Mj?+2Nx + P) = 0.
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If M differ from zero (genus ellipse or hyperbola), and the

trinomial Ma^ + 2 Nx + P be resolved into a square, one has

the form

(7) (Cy+Bx + E)'-M(^x+^y+ ^'-^^^=0.

If one suppose Jtf= (genus parabola), it follows from (6)

that

(8) {Cy + Bx + E)^-(2Nx + P) = 0.

Thus, when Mc^ 0, the first member of the equation is decom-

posed into three squares (7), of which the last is a constant,

these squares being affected by the signs -|- or — , the first

square is affected by the + sign, the second is multiplied by
— M, which can be positive or negative, the third can be posi-

tive or negative. The different combinations of signs corre-

spond to the cases which have been met in the preceding general

discussion. They are classified in the table given below, where

the positive square

(Cy + Bx + E)'

is represented by a", the square — m{x-\ ) by -f fl^ or — fi',

according as the coefficient —M is -positive or negative ; finally,

the constant — by -f Ar^ or — fc^, according as it is

positive or negative.

When M=0, the equation takes the form (8) of a square e?

followed by a linear function (2 Nx + P), which is represented

by y when N is different from zero ; if ^ be zero, this linear

function is reduced to a constant P, which is designated by

-f- fc^ or —1^, according as it is positive or negative.

Thus will arise the following table, in which it is not neces-

sary for the moment to regard the results written in the third

column which refer to the case C = examined farther on.

The constant c, which appears in the third column, has the

value -^ (- AW - FET- + 2 BDE).

This table shows that, if the inequalities M<(i, and
N^ — MP < exist at the same time, the equation does not
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imaginary straight lines which intersect, because the equation

takes then the form a' + /S* = 0, and is algebraically equivalent

to the ensemble of two linear equations

« + ^8 V^^ =0, « - /3 V'^^ = 0,

which represent nothing more than what-one is accustomed for

convenience to call the equations of conjugate imaginary straight

lines. These two equations are satisfied by the co-ordinates of

the point which reduce at the same time a and /3 to zero, that

is, of the point to which the ellipse is reduced. The two

imaginary straight lines are said to intersect in this point.

2° C = 0. The curve can never belong to the genus ellipse.

If B be different from zero, the equation can, as has been

seen in § 121, be put under the form

y=ax + b+—^-^

where the constant c, which is the remainder of the division of

- {Ad? + 2DX + F)

hj 2 Bfx +-^\ has the value

c = -L.(_ ASP - FB" + 2BDE);

by clearing of fractions the equation may therefore be written

(y — ax— b)(x— d)— c = 0.

The first member is a product of linear factors in x and y.

It can also be thrown into the form of a difference of squares

a" — fi" by writing

(y
— ax — b + x — «A^ ^y — ax — b—x + dN* «

2
)
-[- 2

)
-'' = ^'

an equation of the form a* — jS* — c = 0, c designating a con-

stant which may be positive, negative, or zero.

If c be different from zero, one has a real hyperbola. If

c = 0, the fixst member of the equation resolves into the
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product of two linear factors, and the curve is represented by
two straight lines which intersect.

If B be zero at the same time as C, E being different from
zero, the equation becomes

It represents a parabola, and can be written in the form

a' — y = 0, a and y being two linear functions, the first of

which reduces to x. If, further, E be zero, the equation is a

trinomial in x equal to zero, and can be written

Dy nf-AF
(-ij A"

:0.

It represents two parallel straight lines real, imaginary, or

coincident, according as Z)^ — AF is positive, negative, or zero.

D IP — AF
The term x-\ is a linear function a ; the constant

A A'
is of the form ± fc^- The equation tates therefore the form

a'± fc2 = 0.

These results are given in the table on page 143 ; the different

hypotheses corresponding to the case (7=0 are arranged in

the third column.

Remark.— If the quantity 2P —MP be constructed by re-

placing M, iV, P by their values as functions of the coefficients

A, B, C, D, E, F, it follows that

(9) N^ - MP = - C(ACF- AE' - CIP - F:E? + 2 BDE).

The quantity within the parenthesis, which plays an important

r61e in the theory, is called the discriminant of the curve : it is

designated by A

:

A = ACF- AFP -CB^-FB" + 2BDE.

It follows from the discussion which has been given, and

the results of which have been arranged in the preceding table,

that the necessary and sufficient condition in order that the curve

be a system of two real, imaginary, or coincident straight lines is

A = 0.
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In fact, if neither C nor M be zero, the necessary and suffi-

cient condition in order that the equation may represent two

straight lines is JV' — MP = 0, this is, according to (9), A = ;

if C be different from zero andM zero, this condition is iV= 0,

that is, still A= 0.

If C = 0, and B be different from zero, the condition is C= 0,

that is, by reason of the value of c, A = 0.

If C and B are zero, this condition is E=0, that is, still

A = 0.

124. Seek directly the condition necessary and sufiScient, in

order that the general equation of the second degree may rep-

resent two real or imaginary straight lines, that is, in order

that its first member may be resolved into a product of factors

linear in x and y

:

(10) Aar + 2Bxy+Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey + F
= (Ix + my+ ji) (I'x + m'y + p").

Substitute in this identity for x and y, - and ^, then by
z z

removing the denominator z', one will get a new identity of

the form

(11) fix, y, z) = QR,

where f(x, y, z)= As? + 2Bxy +Cf + 2 Dxz + 2Eyz + IV,

Q = Ix -\- my + pz, R = I'x + m'y + p'z.

Conversely, in case the identity (11) is given, one may return

to the identity (10) by making z = 1. Take the successive

partial derivatives of the two members of the identity (11) with

respect to x, y, z, then one has

/. = 2 (Ax + By + Dz) =^IR + I'Q,

(12) /, = 2(Bx+0y + Ez) = mR + m'Q,

f.=2 (Dx + Ey + Fz) =pR +p'Q.

There exists evidently at least one system of values of x, y, z,

x = a,y—b,z = c, which reduces to zero at the same time the

linear functions R and Q, a, b, c not all three being zero.

According to the identities (12), the same values a, b, c reduce
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simultaneously /„ f^ f, to zero. Hence, when the conic is

decomposed into two straight lines, the three linear and homo-
geneous equations in x and y

Ax+By + Dz — 0,

(13) Bx+Oy+Ez = 0,

Dx + Ey + Fz = 0,

admit at least of one solution x = a, y = b, z = c,in. which the

three unknown quantities are not zero at the same time.

Therefore the determinant of the coefficients

A =
A B D
B C E
D E F

is zero. This determinant is none other than the discriminant

written above (Remark) in a developed form.

The condition A = is therefore necessary. It is sufficient.

In fact, suppose it fulfilled: there exists then a system of

values a, b, c, of x, y, z, of which all three are not zero, satis-

fying equations (13), that is, reducing to zero/'^,/',,/',. Let,

for example, c differ from zero : making the change of variables,

x = az' + x',

(14) y = bz' + y<,

z = cz',

the function /(a;, y, z) will become

f{az' + x', bz' + y', cz'),

that is, by developing and recalling that the function is homo-

geneous, and of the second degree in x, y, z, and that conse-

quently its derivatives are homogeneous and of the first degree,

f{x, y, z)= z«/(«, b, c)+ x'z'f, + y'z'f, + Ax<^ + 2 Bx'y' + Cy'^.

The derivatives/', andyj are zero: /(a, h, c) is also zero by

virtue of the identity easily verified (theorem of homogeneous

functions),

2f{a,b,c)=af, + bf,+cf^
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The function f(x, y, z) is therefore identical with the

expression Ax" + 2 Bx'y' + Cy", which evidently decomposes

into the product of two linear factors {Kx' + ny') (X.'x' + fi'y'),

and one has identically

f(x, y, z) = (\x' + ^y") {k'x< + ^'y").

Returning to the variables x, y, z by aid of equations (14),

which give

z' = -, x' = x--z, y' = y--',

one gets for /an expression of the form

/(as, y, 2) = (Ix + my +pz) (I'x + m'y +p'z).

Eemakk.— Designate by a, b, c, d, e, f the minors of the

discriminant A, with respect to the elements A, B, C, D, E,

F; thus

ai=CF-E\ b = DE-BF, c = AF-IP,

i=BE-CD, e = BD-AE, i = AC~&.

The genus of the conic depends on the sign of f : when
f is zero, the curve belongs to the genus parabola.

From this notation, one has, on developing, the determinant

A with respect to the elements of a row,

^ = A& + Bb + Di=Bb+ Ce + Ee = Di + Ee+Ft.

124. 2. As a special case, determine the necessary and

sufficient conditions, in order that the conic be formed of two

coincident straight lines. The iirst member of the equation

is then a perfect square of a linear function of the co-ordinates,

and one has the identity

(15) f(x, y, z) = Qx + my +p«)l

On taking the partial derivatives of this identity, it is seen

immediately that the three linear equations (13) are replaced

by a single equation,

(16) lx-\-my + j)z = 0.
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Their coefBcients are therefore proportional, which shows
that all the minors of A are zero.

(17) a = 0, b = 0, c= 0, d = 0, e = 0, f = 0.

For example, the conditions

B C E
give, when the denominators are removed, f = 0, d= ; etc. •••

These conditions may also be verified directly, because the

identity (15) gives

A = P, C= m% F=p\

B = Im, D=lp, E = mp.

It will be found on constructing the minors a, b, c, ••, that

they are all zero.

These conditions are, moreover, sufficient in order that the

first member of the equation be a perfect square. In fact, Lf

they be fulfilled, the three coefficients. A, C, F, cannot all be

zero, because conditions (17) require that B, D, E should also

be zero and all the coefficients would be zero. Assume then

that A be different from zero, one will have

Af{x, y, 2) = ^'a^ + 2ABxy + ACf + 2ADxz + 2AEyz + AFzK

Supposing that the conditions are fulfilled, one has

AC=B!', AE = BD, AF=D';

and the preceding relation gives

Af{x, y, z) = {Ax+By^ Czf.

This subject will be considered more in detail at the end

of Book III.
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Taitgent to Cukves of the Second Degkee.

125. Let/(a;, y) = be the equation of a curve ; if x and y
be the co-ordinates of the point of contact M, X and Y the

co-ordinates of any variable point of the tangent, one has seen

(§ 89) that the tangent is represented by the equation

(X -*)/.+ (?- J/)/', = 0,

or X/. + Tf, - (xf. + yf,) = 0.

When the curve is of the second degree, one has

f{x, y) = Ax' + 2Bxy+ Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey+F;

f^ = 2(Ax + By + D), f, = 2(Bx+Cy + E);

xf\ + yf', = 2{A^+ 2Bxy+Cf + Dx + Ey).

The point of contact M being situated on the curve, its

co-ordinates x and y satisfy the equation
,

(1) A)? + 2Bxy+Cf-\-2Dx-ir2Ey + F=0.

It follows that

A!i?-ir2Bx+Cf= -{2Dx-\-2Ey-irF),

and, consequently,

«/'x + y/, = - 2 {Dx + Ey + F).

The equation of the tangent, at the point whose co-ordinates

are x and y, becomes

(2) (Ax+ By + D)X+{Bx+Cy+E)Y+(Dx+Ey+ F)= 0.

One notices that the co-ordinates x and y of the point of con-

tact enter only to the first degree. As this equation can be

put in the form

(3) {AX+BY+D)x + (BX+CY+E)y
+ (DX+ EY+F) = 0,

it is to be noticed that it does not change, in case X and x,

Y and y are permuted.
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It is proposed now to draw tangents to the curve from a

given point P, not situated on the curve, and having the co-

ordinates Xi and yj. Call x and y the unknown co-ordinates of

one of the points of contact M. These co-ordinates should

satisfy equation (1). The tangent at the point M is repre-

sented by equation (2). Since this tangent passes through the

point P, the co-ordinates of this point satisfy equation (2) or

equation (3), and one will have

(4) (Axi + Byi + I))x+ (Bxi + Cyi+ E)y+ Dxy + Ey^ +F= 0.

The co-ordinates x and y are therefore determined by the

two simultaneous equations (1) and (4). The one being of the

second, the other of the first degree, this system of two equar

tions has two solutions, and two tangents can be drawn from a

given point P to a curve of the second degree. The solution of

these two equations amounts to finding the points of intersection

of the curves defined by each of them ; the first is the given

curve, the second, a straight line passing through the two points

of contact. One notices that equation (4) of the chord of con-

tacts has the same form as equation (2) of the tangent. It is

sufficient to replace in the latter the co-ordinates of the point

of contact by those of the point P.

126. Find the condition that the straight line y = ma; -)- &

be tangent to a curve of the second degree. If y in equation

(1) be replaced by mx + k, an equation will be found of the

second degree in x, which furnishes the abscissas of the points

of intersection of the straight line and the curve. The straight

line will be a tangent when the two roots are equal. Thus is

found the equation of condition

am= - 2 bm -f- c -I- 2 Amk - 2 eA; + fF= 0.

When the equation of the line has the form

ux-\-vy + l-=<),

the equation of condition becomes

(5) aM^ + 2\>uv + cv^ + 2Au + 2iv + i = 0.
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The calculation may be made more symmetrical by proceed-

ing as follows

:

Consider the line uX\-vT+l=Q,

and suppose that it be tangent to the curve at the point whose

co-ordinates are x and y. Then the latter equation ought to be

identical with that of the tangent at this point, and one should

have, on representing a coefficieni; of proportionality by X

:

(6) v = \{Bx-\- Cy + E),

1 = \(Dx+ Ey+ F).

By multiplying the first of these equations by x, the second

by y, and adding to the third, one has

ux + vy+ l = k {Ad? + 2 Bxy + Cf + 2 Dx + 2 Ey + F);

since the point x, y is on the curve, the second member is zero,

and one has
ux + vy+ l = Q,

or X (wa; -{-vy +V) = 0.

This equation, combined with equations (6), gives a system

of four equations of the first degree in Xa;, \y, and X. The
elimination of these three quantities gives the condition sought

in the form of a determinant

:

= 0,

A
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CHAPTER II

CENTER, DIAMETERS, AND AXTiS OF CURVES OF THE
SECOND DEGREE.

127. The center of a curve has been defined as a fixed point

C, with respect to which all the points of the curve are sym-

metrical two by two. In the discussion of the general equa-

tion of the second degree, it was found that the ellipse and
hyperbola have a center. It is proposed now to determine

directly the center of a curve of the second degree without

solving the equation. The method which will be used depends

on the theorem : when the origin of co-ordinates is the center

of a curve of the second degree, the equation of the curve does

not contain the terms of the first degree.

Let

(1) As? -H 2Bxy + Cy^ + 2Dx + 2Ey +F=
be the equation of a curve of the second degree having the

origin at the center (Fig. 77) ; the equation of a straight line

MM' drawn through the origin

has the form y=mx. The elim-

ination of y between this equar

tion and that of the curve gives

the equation

(2) (A + 2Bm + Cm^x'
+ 2{D + Em)x + F=(},

which determines the abscissas

of the two points of intersec-

tion. The origin being the mid-point of the line MM, the

preceding equation ought to have equal roots with contrary

signs, and this will be the case if the coefficient of the first

power of X be zero ; one has, therefore, D + Em = 0, and.

Fig. 77.
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since this condition should hold for an infinity of values of

m, one should have separately D = 0, E = 0. Conversely,

when these conditions are fulfilled, equation (2) has two equal

roots with contrary signs, whatever be the value of m, and,

consequently, the origin is the center of the curve.

128. In order to know if a locus of the second degree have

a center, keeping the axes parallel to themselves, transfer the

origin to an arbitrary point whose co-ordinates are a and b,

then examine whether these quantities can be so determined

that the new equation does not contain the terms of the first

degree.

The formulas for transferring the axes parallel to themselves

are x = a + x', y = b + y'. On substituting in equation (1),

the new equation will be

(3) Ax''-+2Bx'y'+Cy"+2iAa+Bb+D)x'+2(Ba+Cb + E)y'

+Aa^ + 2 J5a6 + Cb^ + 2Da + 2Eb +F= 0,

whose composition should be carefully noted. Bepresent, for

brevity, the first member of equation (1) by /(sc, y), which is

an integral function of the second degree in x and y ; in equa-

tion (3), the terms of the second degree are the same as in

equation (1) ; the terms of the first degree have as coefficients

the partial derivatives of the function f(x, y), taken with respect

to the variables x and y, and in which the variables have been

replaced by a and 6 ; finally, the constant term is the value

which the polynomial f(x, y) takes for x=a and y = b, and
equation (2) can therefore be written

(4) Ax'' + 2Bx'y' + Cy'' +f^(a, b) x< +f, (a, b) y< +f(a, b)= 0.

On equating to zero the coefficients of x' and y', one obtains

the two equations of-the first degree,

^Aa + Bb-\-D = (S,

iBa + Cb + E = 0.

It follows, therefore, that the center of a curve of the second

degree is determined by solving the two equations which are

found by equating to zero the partial derivatives of the first

member of tlie given equation, taken with respect to x and y.

(^
{]
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129. If a and 6 be regarded as variable co-ordinates, each of

the equations (5) defines a straight line, and there is occasion

to distinguish several cases, according as the denominator,

common to the values of the unknown quantities, or the

determinant AC — JB^, which has been represented by — Jf or

f, is different from zero or equal to zero.

1° When the determinant f is different from zero, the sys-

tem of equations is satisfied by one system of values of a and b

and by one only ; the two straight lines intersect ; the curve

has a center and a definite center, whose co-ordinates are, accord-

ing to § 124,

d

(6)

b = '

2° In case the determinant f is equal to zero (genus parab-

ola), the lines are parallel, or coincide. In the first case, the

curve does not have a center; in the second case, every point

of the straight line defined by one of equations (5) is a center.

It is easy to see that, in the latter case, the locus, if it exist, is

necessarily composed of two parallel straight lines. Let, in

fact, CC be the straight line which is

the locus of the centers (Fig. 78), and

Ma, point belonging to the locus
;
join

the point M to the various points of

the straight line CC, and prolong each

of these straight lines till IN is equal

to IM, etc. The points N, JUT, N", •,

thus obtained, will belong to the locus.

Now all of these points are situated on a line parallel to CC.

Proceeding in the same manner with the point N, a second

parallel MW will be determined. Moreover, equation (1) can-

not represent other points than those of these straight lines

;

otherwise a straight line could intersect the locus in more than

two points. If the point JWwere situated on the line CC, the

two parallels would coincide with the locus of the centers.

^ir"

Fig. 78.
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130. If the curve have a center, and the origin be trans-

formed to this point while the axes remain parallel to them-

selves, the equation simplifies and becomes

(7) Ax'^ + 2 Bx'y' + Cy" + H=0,

since the terms of the first degree disappear. The constant

term H of the new equation has the value

H=Aa' + 2Bab+ Cl^ + 2Da + 2Eb + F,

a and 6 representing the co-ordinates of the center. But the

quantities a and b satisfy equations (5) : if the members of

each of them be multiplied respectively by a and b, and added

together, they become

Aa' + 2Bab + Cb' + Da + Eb = 0,

whence Ad' + 2 Bab + Cb" = - (Da + Eb),

and, consequently, H=Da + Eb + F;

and by replacing o and 6 by their values (6)

(8) H=f
When the discriminant A is zero, the equation reduces to

(9) Ax'' + 2 Bx'y' + Cy'^ = 0,

whence

(10) y'==:^±j^ZM.,

If the quantity B^ — AC be negative, the equation has the

real solution x' = 0, y' = 0. If it be positive, the equation

represents two straight lines passing through the origin. In

this case equation (7), in which any arbitrary value may be

assigned to H, defines a hyperbola ; it has been found (§ 117)

that the asymptotes of a hyperbola pass through its center,

and that their angular coefficients are given by the formula

^^.B±VBr--AC.

these asymptotes are none other than the straight lines repre-

sented by equation (10) or by equation (9). Thus, when an
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eqiiation of the second degree represents a hyperbola referred

to its center, the equation of the asymptotes is found by sup-

pressing the constant term in the given equation.

From this it follows that if the general equation of the

second degree,

f(x,y) = Aai' + 2Bxy + Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey + F=0,
represent a hyperbola, the equation

(11) f(x,y)-j=0

represents the ensemble of two asymptotes. In fact, if the ori-

gin be transferred to the center of the curve, f{x, y) becomes

Ax" + 2 Bx'y' + Cy''+ -;

therefore, equation (11) becomes

Ax'' + 2Bx'y'+Cy'^ = 0,

which is the equation of the asymptotes.

DiAMETEES.

131. If a curve of the second degree be cut by a system of

parallel straight lines, the locus, of the mid-points / of the

chords MM', determined by the two points of intersection, is

a diameter of the curve. Let m be the angular coef&cients of

the chords, and

(1) f(x,y) = Aa? + 2Bxy+Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey + F=0

be the equation of the curve. If the axes be kept parallel to

themselves, and the origin be transferred to the arbitrary point

I of the plane, whose co-ordinates are a and b, the equation of

the curve becomes (§ 128)

(4) Ax''+ 2 Bx'y' + Cy'' +/. (a, b) x' +/. (a, b) y' +f{a, b) = 0.

Draw throiigh this point / a line MM parallel to the given

direction; the equation of this parallel is y'=mx'. The
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elimination of y' between this equation and that of the curve

leads to the equation of the second degree,

(11) S.A + 2Bm+ Omr\ x« + [/>, h) + f, {a, h) m] a;'

+/(a, h) = 0,

which gives the abscissas of the points of intersection. So
long as the value assigned to m does not

reduce A + 2 Bm + Cm?, the coefficient

of 3?, to zero, each of the secants inter-

sects the curve in two points; if it be

assumed that the origin I be placed at

the mid-point of the chord MM' (Fig.

79), equation (11) having its roots equal

with contrary signs, one has the relation

(12) /„(a,6)-|-A(a,6)m = 0;

this equation being satisfied by the co-ordinates of the mid-

point of any of the chords considered, is the equation of the

locus. If a and b be replaced by a; and y, it becomes

(13) f^{x,y) + mf,{x,y) = 0,

or

(14) {Ax + By + D)-irm,{Bx + Cy-irE)=0.

Since this equation is of the first degree, it follows that the

diameter, which cori?esponds to any system of parallel chords,

is a straight line DD'. Call m' the angular coefficient of the

diameter ; we shall have the relation

(15) m.'=-i±^,
^ ' B+Cm
or

(16) Cmm' + B(m + m')+A=0.

132. Remark I.— The values of x and y, which satisfy the

simultaneous equations

Ax+ By + D = 0, Bx+Cy + E = 0,

satisfy equation (14), whatever be the value of m; therefore

if the locus have a definite center, all of the diameters pass

through the center, and, if it have an infinity of centers, all of

the diameters coincide with the locus of the centers.
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The two equations, which determine the center, represent

two diameters ; the first corresponds to the chords parallel to

the X-axis, the second to chords parallel to the y-axis. They
are formed by putting m = or m = oo.

133. Remark II.— In case the curve be an ellipse, the

trinomial A+2Bm -f Cm-, which has imaginary roots, is always
different from zero; to every direction of the chords cor-

responds a diameter defined by equation (14).

This equation (14), if m be regarded as an arbitrary param-

eter, represents all of the straight lines which pass through

the center ; whence it follows that every straight line passing

through the center is a diameter.

B.EMAKK III.—In case of the hyperbola, the trinomial

A + 2 Bm -\- Cm? becomes zero for two real values of m which

are the angular coefficients of the asymptotes. If one of these

values be given to m, equation (11) is depressed to the first

degree; each of the secants intersects the curve in but one

point. If, further, the co-ordinates a and b of the point I,

through which the secant is drawn, satisfy relation (12), equar

tion (11), having its first two coefficients zero, has no longer a

solution ; the straight line represented by equation (14) is then

the locus of the points / such that the parallels drawn through

each of its points with the given direction do not intersect the

curve ; but, by reason of relation (16), the value of m' being

equal to m, all of these parallels coincide with line (14) itself.

Since this line passes through the center, it is one of the

asymptotes.

If m be regarded as an arbitrary parameter, equation (14)

represents all of the straight lines which pass through the

center; whence it follows that all of these straight lines, except-

ing the two asymptotes, are diameters.

134. Eemaek IV.— In case of the parabola, we have
A BAC — S^ = 0, or —= — ; whence it follows that the value of
-B C

m', given by equation (15), is independent of m and equal to
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— — ; thus all of the diameters of the parabola are parallel to
G

eawh other.

The trinomial A + 2 Bm + Cm? has its two roots equal to

— — , the angular coefficient of the diameters. If parallel
o

secants be drawn in this direction, each of them will intersect the

curve in but one point. On the other hand, if the value — —
G

be assigned to m, the coefficients of x and y in equation (14)

become zero and the equation ceases to represent a straight

line.

Equation (14), in which m is regarded as an arbitrary

parameter, represents all of the straight lines parallel to the

direction — — ; whence it follows that every straight line
G

parallel to this direction is a diameter of the parabola.

If at the same time AC — B' = and BE — CD = 0,

or — = — = —, the locus of the second degree is represented

by two parallel straight lines; if —m' represent the common
value of the preceding ratios,

Ax + By + D = -m'{Bx+Cy + E),

and equation (14) reduces to

(m -m') (Bx+Cy + I^ = 0.

Thus, in this case, all of the diameters coincide.

Conjugate Diameters.

135. Assume that AC — W differs from zero. The two
coefficients m, and m' are connected by the relation

(16) Cmm^ + -B (m + m") + ^ = 0.

Imagine secants to be so drawn that the chord JOT' be
parallel to the diameter BD' (Fig. 79) ; let m" be the angular
coefficient of the diameter EE' which bisects these chords,
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then the relation between the direction m' of the chords and
the direction m" of the corresponding diameter EE', will be

CW'm" + B(m' + m")+A = 0;

this and the preceding equation being of the first degree with
respect to m" and m, it follows that m" = m. The two diameters

DD' and EE', whose angular coefficients are m' and m, have the

property, that each of them bisects the chords parallel to the

other ; they are for this reason called conjugate diameters.

The ellipse and the hyperbola have an infinity of systems of

conjugate diameters. One can take for the first diameter any
straight line drawn through the center, provided that, if the

curve be a hyperbola, it does not coincide with one of the

asymptotes.

136. It has been seen (§ 130) that the equation of the

curve, referred to axes parallel to the primitive axes and drawn
through the center, is

(17) Ax'+2Bxy + Cf + H=0.

If any two diameters be taken as axes of co-ordinates, and as

this transformation may be accomplished by aid of formulas (4)

of § 51, the homogeneous polynomial of the second degree

Aa? + 2 Bxy + Ci/ transforming into a homogeneous polynomial

of the second degree A'x" + 2 B'x'y' -\- C'y'^, the equation

A'x'^ + 2 B'x'y' + CY + H=Q.

In case the two diameters are conjugate, since to each value of

x' two equal values of y' with opposite signs correspond, the

coefficient B' is zero, and the equation reduces to the simple

form

(18) A'x'^+CY+H=(i.

In case of the parabola, if a point on the curve be taken as

the origin, which causes the constant term to vanish, the

diameter which passes through this point as the a; -axis, a line

through this point parallel to the chords which the diameter

bisects as the ^ -axis, since to each value of x' correspond two
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equal values of y' with opposite signs, one ought to have

B'x' +E' = 0, and, consequently, separately B' = 0, £' = ; on

the other hand, since the curve is a parabola, the condition

A'C — B"= ought to be satisfied, which gives A'=Q; thus

the equation reduces to the simple form

(19) C'y" + 2 D'x' = 0.

From which it is seen that the y'-axis coincides with the

tangent at the origin.

Axes.

137. In curves of the second degree, the diameters perpen-

dicular to the chords which they bisect are the axes of sym-

metry.

The parabola having all its diameters parallel, if one imagine

a series of chords MM' (Fig. 80) perpen-

dicular to the common direction of the

diameters, the diameter AA', which bisects

the chords, will be an axis of the curve and

it will be the only one. The angular co-

efficient of the diameter is — — ; therefore,

if the co-ordinates are rectangular, the axis

Fig. 80. of the curve is the diameter of the chords
ft

having the angular coefficient — ; its equation (§ 131) is
B

(20) B{Ax + By-^D) + C{Bx+Cy + E) = 0.

In case of oblique co-ordinates, the angular coefficient of the

chords perpendicular to the axis being

C—B cose

B-CcosO'

this straight line is determined by the equation

(Ax + By + D) (B- Ocos ff) + (Bx + Cy + E) (C-Bcos ff) =0.

The equation of the parabola referred to its axis AA' and to

the tangent at the vertex A, is of the form (19).
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When the curve is an ellipse or a hyperbola, referred to the

axis AA' (Fig. 81), and a second BB' cor-

responding to it, forming with the first a

system of conjugate diameters, the ques-

tion is then reduced to finding a pair of

perpendicular conjugate diameters. If

the co-ordinates be rectangular, the angu-

lar coefficients of the axes are found by
combining the relation mm' = — 1 with

C — A
equation (16) which gives m + m' = ; thus, m and m'

B
are the roots of an equation of the second degree,

(21) Bu^+(A-C)u-B = 0.

Should the origin of co-ordinates coincide with the center,

the equation

(22) Bf+(A-C)xy-Bx'=0,

which is deduced from equation (21) by substituting " for u,

represents the ensemble of the two axes.

In case of oblique co-ordinates, the angular coeflcients of

the axes are the roots of the equation

(23) (JB - Ccosff)u'+(A -G)u -(B - A cose)= 0.

The equation of the curve, referred to these two axes, is of

the form (18).

Let M be a root of one of the equations (21) or (23); the

equation of the corresponding axes will be

Therefore, the origin of co-ordinates being chosen in any

manner, one will have an equation of the second degree repre-

f
senting the ensemble of the axes on replacing w by ~ -^y in

(21) or (23), which gives, when the axes are rectangular

(eq. 21),

(24) B (A^ - f,^-{A- C)f,f, = 0.
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137. 2. To determine the position of a point with respect to

a cmiic.

Let f{x,y)=Aj? + 2Bxy + Cf + 2Dx+2Ey + F
be the first member of the equation of a conic. If the point

M{x, y) be displaced in the plane in a continuous manner by

making it follow any arbitrary path, the function f{x, y) varies

in a continuous manner, and can only change sign when it

becomes zero ; that is, when the point M crosses the curve.

The sign of f{x, y) is therefore the same for all points of the

plane situated on the "same side of the curve ; moreover, this

sign changes when the point M crosses a simple branch of the

curve. In fact, let y = mx + h be the equation of a secant

M'M" cutting the curve in two real distinct points M', M",
with the abscissas x' and x''; displacing the point M on this

secant, one will have

f(x,y)=f(x,mx + h);

the function f{x, mx + h) is a trinomial of the second degree

in X having the roots x' and x". The trinomial has a certain

sign when x is situated without the interval x'x", and the oppo-

site sign when x lies within this interval. Therefore, when
the point Mis displaced on this indefinite straight line M'M",
the function f(x, mx + h), or its equal f(x, y), has a certain sign

so long as the point M is exterior to the segment M'M", and
the opposite sign when the point is on this segment. The
sign of f(x, y) changes, therefore, when the point M crosses

the curve on a secant.

Accordingly, it suffices to know the sign of f{x, y) for one

point of the plane not situated on the curve in order to know
its sign for any portion of the plane. Take, for example, the

function
f(x, y)=ic' + xy + f-2x + y,

which, equated to zero, represents a real ellipse. If one take

a point M(x, y), situated at a sufficient distance, it will be

exterior to the curve; take, for example, on the axis Oy(x = 0,

y sufficiently large); then f(x, y), which is reduc'ed to a tri-

nomial in y, is evidently positive. Therefore, in this example,

f(x, y) is positive without the ellipse, and consequently nega-
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tive within. One can perceive immediately the position

of a point with respect to the curve from the sign of

/(a;, y)-

We come now to the general case, and seek to give simple
rules for the different cases.

1° If the equation /(a;, y)= represent an imaginary ellipse

or a point-ellipse, or two imaginary parallel straight lines, or

two coincident straight lines, the function f(x, y) has the same
sign for every point of the plane ; because, in case of the three

first hypotheses, it reduces to zero for but one point at most,

and in the last (coincident straight lines), the function f(x, y)
is a perfect square.

2° If f(x, y)=0 represent a real ellipse or a hyperbola, it is

convenient to call the region of the plane which contains the

center the interior of the curve ; the remainder of the plane,

the exterior. The signs of /(x, y) are different for the exterior

and the interior. Let a and b be the co-ordinates of the center,

the function /(ce, y) takes for the center the value (§ 130)

/(a,6)=ir=f=
f AC-:^'

the sign of this quantity furnishes therefore the sign of

f(x, y) for the interior of the conic; the sign will be the

opposite for the exterior.

3° li f(x, y)=0 represent a parabola or two real parallel

straight lines, the interior of the curve is the region which
contains the focus of the parabola or the region comprised

between the two straight lines. The sign of f(x, y) may be

obtained immediately for the exterior of the curve by taking

the sign of f(x, y) for a point at infinity in a direction not

parallel to the direction of the axis or to that of the two lines.

This particular direction is obtained by equating to zero aU of

the terms of the second degree Aa^ + 2 Bxy -f- Cy^, which is a

perfect square in the case considered. Since one of the two
co-ordinate axes at least is not parallel to this particular

direction, it will suffice to take the sign of /(a;, y) for infinity on
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this co-ordinate axis ; that is, the sign of the coefficient Aov C
which is not zero.

4° If the curve /(x, y)= be composed of two straight lines

which intersect, the sign of f{x, y) will be the same in the

vertical angles ; the signs of /(«, y) are opposite in the adjacent

angles.
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CHAPTER III

DEDUCTION OF THE EQUATION OF THE SECOND
DEGREE.

138. In order to study with the most facility the properties

of a curve of the second degree, it is important to simplify as

much as possible its equation by referring it to co-ordinate axes

suitably chosen. It has been seen, in the preceding chapter,

that the equation of th^ second degree can always be reduced

to one of the two forms

(«) Ax'+Cf + H=0, 03) Cf + 2Dx = 0.

In case the curve is an ellipse or a hyperbola, its equation

is reduced to the form (a), on taking any two conjugate diame-

ters for a system of co-ordiaate axes ; in general, the co-ordi-

nates will be oblique ; they will be rectangular, if the curve be

referred to its axes. In case the curve is a parabola, its equa^

tion is reduced to the form (j3), on taking any diameter as the

axis of X, and a tangent at the extremity of this diameter as

the axis of y; in case the co-ordinates are rectangular, one

takes the axis of the curve as the a>-axis.

It is by means of these equations (a) and (j3), in rectangular

co-ordinates, that one demonstrates in most part the properties

of the curve of the second degree. One applies now the method

used to accomplish the reduction of the equation. Let

(1) Ax' + 2Bxy + Cy^ + 2Dx + 2Ey + F=0
be the given equation of the second degree referred to rectan-

gular axes ; if they were not, one would first render them such

by a transformation. On retaining the x-axis and taking for

the y-axis the perpendicular erected to the o^axis at the origin,

the formulas of transformation are

,
,cos6 y'

x = x'~y' ) y = -r—
^sinfl ^ sine
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Fig. 82.

Ellipse and Hyperbola.

139. Consider now the case where the quantity AC — B^ is

different from zero; the curve has a definite center, whose

co-ordinates a and 6 are given by the formulas (§ 129)

„ d , e
a = -} = —

f f

Keeping the axes parallel to them-
^' selves, transfer the origin to the

center C (Fig. 82). One knows that

the terms of the second degree

do not change, that those of the

first degree disappear, and that

the constant term H of the new equation is given by the

formula — The equation of the curve, by this change of

co-ordinates, simplifies and becomes

(2) Ax? + 2 Bx^y + Cy? + H=0.

Rotate now the co-ordinate axes, supposed rectangular, about

the center C through the angle «, in order that they may coin-

cide with the axes of the curves. The formulas of trans-

formation are

Xi = x' cos a — y' sin a, yi = x' sin a +y' cos a.

Substituting in equation (2), one gets the new equation

(3) (^cos^a-f (7sin'«-|-25sin«eosa)a!'^

-I- (.4 sin' a -I- Ccos'a — 2 JBsinacosa)^''

-I- 2 1(0 -A) sin acosa + B (cos" a — s\v? a)] x'y' + n=Q.

The angle a may be so determined that the coef&cient of the

term x'y' will be null ; for this purpose, one will put

(4)

or

(5)

(jO—A) sin a cos a +B (cos' a — sin' a) = 0,

Btan'a-|-(4-C)tana-B = 0.
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This equation of the second degree is the same as equation

(21), § 137, by which the directions of the axes of the curve

are determined. Equation (4) can be solved more simply by

putting it under the form

• (C —A) sin 2 a + 2 B cos 2 a = 0,

whence

2B
(6) tan 2 « =A-C

If the case of the circle be excluded, where one has at the

same time B = and .4 = C, equation (6) gives for 2 a a posi-

tive value <i) less than ir, and the various values of 2 a which

satisfy this equation are represented by the formula

2 a = 11) + kir,

where k designates any integral number positive or negative

;

whence one deduces « = ^ + fc^-

The different values of « furnish no more than four different

directions for the axis CX' ; these four directions are two by
two opposite, and determine two perpendicular straight lines.

One gives to « the value ^, which is always positive and less

than ^

140. The term in a'y' disappears from equation (3); it

remains to calculate the value of the coeflBcients of the terms

in x" and y^ If one put

A^=A cos" a->rQ sin* a + 2B sin ce cos a,

C =A wc? a +C cos* a — 2B sin a cos a,

one will have

A'+C' = A+C,

(7) ^' — C"=(^-0)(cos*a-sin*a)+4Ssinacosa,

= (^ -(7) cos 2a + 25 sin 2 a.
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Equation (6) gives

25 o A-C
.

sin 2 a = > cos 2 a =

it follows A'-C' = ± y/4:B'+{A-Cy\

The two coefficients A' and C ca,n be calculated by means of

the formulas

(8)

A'+C'=A + C,(A'+V'=A-

\A'-C' = R,

on putting R = y/4:B'+ (A- Cf.

The value of 2 a was taken positive and less than tt. Sin 2 a

having a positive value, it will be necessary to give the radical

the sign which B has. In this manner the equation of the

curve is reduced to the simple form

(9) A'x''+C'y'^ + H=0.

It represents an ellipse or a hyperbola, according as the two

coefficients A' and C" have the same or opposite signs.

The preceding formulas (8), squared and subtracted, furnish

the relation

A'C = AC - B'.

The coefficients A' and C" of the equation of the curve referred

to its axes are the roots of the equation

(10) S'-{A + C)S + iAC-Er) = (i.

The dimensions of the curve defined by equation (9) depend

H If
on the two parameters —— , — — • In case of the ellipse,

.^ o
these two quotients, which have the same sign, are positive ; if

they be represented by aP and 6", a and b will be the segments

of CX' and Cy comprised between the center and the curve.

The lengths 2 a and 2 b are called the axes of the ellipse. The
quantities d' and b' are the roots of the equation of the second

degree

(11) (AC-B^u^+iA + C)Hu +W= 0,

IT

which is obtained by substituting for >S^ in equation (10).
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In case of the hyperbola, the two quotients ——, —— have
^ C

opposite signs. If they be represented by «" and — b^, or — a?

and 6', according to the two cases which can occur, these two

quantities are still the roots of equation (11). The quantities

2 a and 2 6 are called the axes of the hyperbola.

Parabola.

141. When AC — B^ = 0, the terms of the second degree in

the given equation form a perfect square. One has, in fact,

on replacing A by its value —

,

and the equation can be written

C(y + ^x\ +2Dx + 2Ey + F=0.

Eotate the axes of co-ordinates about the origin through an

angle a (Fig. 83) by means of the formulas of transformation,

X = a!i cos a — y, sin a, y = Xi sin a + i/i "os a

;

the proposed equation becomes

(12) c] [ cos a —— sin a
J
yi +| sin a +— cos « j a;,

+ 2{Dcosa + E sin a) ajj+ 2{E cos a — D sin a) ^i -f J?'= 0.

One can determine the

value of a so that the co-

efficient of Xi or yi is zero

in that part of the poly-

nomial which is squared. P;

Put, for example,

sina-l-— cos« = 0;
C

whence

(13) tan « = — —

.

'T
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-B C
Sin a = , cos a =

then equation (12) will simplify and become

(14) C'y,^ + 2D% + 2E'y, + F=0,
where

C = Oleosa sin a 1 = C(cos a + tan a sin «)^ =——
-,

\ C J cos^a

and, consequently,

The coefficients D' and E' are obtained by replacing sin « and

cos a by their values, which give

^,^ CD-BE ^,^ CE+BD
±^C{A + C) ±^G{A+C)

One of the values of a given by equation (13) is positive

and less than ir. If one take this value, sin a will be positive,

and it will be necessary to give the radical a sign opposite to

that of B. If the coefficient D' were zero, equation (14) would

no longer contain a;,, and would represent two straight lines

parallel to the axis OD^. In case this coefficient is different from

zero, one transfers the axes parallel to themselves by putting

a;, = a-f-a;', yi = h+y';

equation (14) becomes

CY + '^ D'x' +2{C'b + E<)y< + {C'}^ + 2 D'a+ 2 E'h ^- F)=Q.

The co-ordinates of the new origin A are so determined that

the coefficient of y' and the constant term are zero,

C"6 + £'= 0, a'lr-ir2D'a-\-2E'b + F=0,

which give finite values for a and 6, and the equation will

reduce to the simple form

(15) CY + 2D'x' = 0.
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The dimensions of the curve depend on the numerical value

D'
of the quotient—, or of that of

BE -CD
{A + C)VC(A + C)

This quantity is called the parameter of the parabola.

142. The coefficients of the reduced equations can be easily

calculated by employing certain functions of the coefficients

and of the angle between the axes, which do not change in

value when any change whatever of the axes is made. To
form these functions, take formulas (4) of § 51

:

(16)

_ x' sin (e — u) + y' sin (6 — fi)
•C — .

—
f

a;'sin« + w'sinfi
"

sine

which serve for the transformation of co-ordinates, when the

direction of the axes is changed and the origin remains fixed

;

these formulas express a; and y as homogeneous functions of

the first degree in x' and y'. If these values be substituted for

X and y in the homogeneous polynomial of the second degree

A:^ + 2Bxy+Cf,

the result will be a homogeneous polynomial of the second

degree in x' and y' :

A'x'' + 2B'x<y<-^CY-

In particular, the trinomial

x' + 2xycos,e-\-f
is transformed into

x" + 2x'y'co5e' +y",

6' being the angle between the new axes ; because each of these

trinomials gives the square of the distance of the origin from

the same point of the plane.

Consider the polynomial

As? + 2Bxy+ Cf' - S(a? + 2xycose + f),

or (17) (A-S)x' + 2{B-Scos0)xy + iC-S)f,
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in which the letter S designates an arbitrary constant ; it will

evidently furnish the transformed polynomial

A'x'^ + 2 B'x<y< + 0'!/"- Sips" + 2 x'y' cose' + y%

or (18) (A'-S)x" + 2 {B' - S cos $•) x<y< + (C - S) y".

One notices now that the values of ,S^, for which one of

the polynomials is the square of an integral function of the

first degree in the variables which it involves, are the same.

Assume, for example, that the first polynomial takes for a

certain value of S the form (ax + hyf, a and b being con-

stants; when X and y are replaced by their values (16), the

function of the first degree, aa; + by, changes into a function

of the first degree a'x' + b'y', and the second polynomial takes

the form (a'x' + b'y'y. When the polynomials are squares, the

equations which are found by equating their roots to zero

represent the same straight line referred to the two systems of

axes YOX, TOX'.
The values of S, for which the polynomial (17) is a square,

are the roots of the equation of the second degree

{A- S){G ~ s) - (B - s cos ey = 0,

or (19) S'sia^ e- (A+ C -2 Bcos0)S + AC- B' = 0.

The roots of this equation are represented by Si and Si; simi-

larly, the values of S, for which the polynomial (18) is a

square, are the roots of the equation

(A'-S) (C'-S)- (B'-S cos ej = (i,

or (20) S" BVD? 0' -(A'+C'-2 B' cos e')S + A'C - S"^ =0.

The two equations (19) and (20) have the same roots, whence
it follows

(21)

A+C—2Bcose
_

sin'tf

AC-B" ,

sin^fl sin^fl

A'+C'-2B'
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Therefore, the two functions

A + C-2Bcose AC-B'
sin^'fl

' sin^e '

of the coefScients of the equation of a conic and the angle

between the axes preserve the same values when a transformar

tion of co-ordinates is made.

The quantity -:-— possesses the same property. In fact,

suppose f different from zero ; then, by transforming the origin

of co-ordinates to the center of the conic, one has an equation

whose constant term H has the value (§ 130) H =—.

Since this constant term H remains the same whatever be

the orientation and the angle between the axes and as . „ „
sin-

5

remains constant when a change of axes is made, it follows that

the same is true of . Thus, the conic being referred to the
sin^^

axes xOy which include an angle 0, if it be referred to new
axes x'O'y' including an angle 6', and if the new equation be

A'x" + 2 B'x'y' +C>y" + 2 D'x' + 2 E'y' + F> = 0,

and the new value of A, ^' = A' (C F* - E") +—, one has

(22) _^=^^.
^ ' sin^ 6' sin^i 6

This relation will be satisfied if A', B', C, D\ E', F', be

replaced by their values as functions of A, B, C, D, E, F, which

result from the formulas of transformation of co-ordinates. It

still holds whatever A, B, C, D, E, F may be; that is, will be

the same in the case where f is zero, although the argument

used to establish this relation can no longer be applied to this

case.

The three quantities

A+C~2Bcose f A
(23)

sin'tf ' sin^e' sin'

6

are homogeneous with respect to the coefficients A, B, C, D, E, F;

the first is of the first, the second of the second, the third of
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the third degree. If, therefore, the first member of the conic

Ai? + 2 Bxy + Cy' + 2Dx + 2Ey +F=0
be multiplied by a constant K, that is, if A, B, C, D, E, F be

replaced by KA, KB, KC, ••, the first of the three quantities

(23) wiU be multiplied by K, the second by A'-, the third by if*;

whence it follows that a combination of quantities (23), homo-

geneous and of the zero degree with respect to A, B, C, •••, does

not change if the factor K be introduced. Such, for example,

are the two combinations

,„.. f sin' A sin^

^^ {A+C-2Bfiosey' {A+0-2Bcosey

found by dividing the second and third of quantities (23) by

the square and cube of the first. One has then the two ex-

pressions (24), which do not change when the axes are changed

and all of the coeflB.cients are multiplied or divided by the

same factor.

The condition A = expresses that the conic is reduced to

two straight lines ; the condition f = 0, that it belongs to the

genus parabola ; the condition A + C—2Bcos = 0, that it is

an equilateral hyperbola, that is, a hyperbola whose asymptotes

are perpendiciilar. In fact, call m' and m" the angular coeffi-

cients of the asymptotes ; the condition of perpendicularity is

(25) l + (m' + m")cose+m'm" = 0;

further, these angular coefficients are roots of the equation

Cm'' + 2Bm + A = 0,

OR A
which gives m' + m"= ——

-, m'm"= —,
C C

values which, substituted in relation (25), give the required

condition.

143. The magnitude of an ellipse or of a hyperbola depends

on two numbers which are the lengths of the axes of the

curves; the magnitude of a parabola depends on a single

number, the parameter; finally, the magnitude of a conic

reduced to two straight lines depends on a number which is
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their angle of intersection if they intersect, and the perpendicu-

lar distance between them if they be parallel. It is next pro-

posed to calculate these different quantities.

Let Ax' + 2Bxy + Cf + 2Dx+2Ey + F=0
be the equation of a curve of the second degree referred to axes

inclosing an angle 6. If one put

c = A+C-2Bcose, f = AC-B^, A = A{CF-E^ + —,

the three quantities

m -5— _i_ _^
^ '

sin^fi' sin^e' sin^tf

possess this property that any combination of these three quan-

tities, homogeneous and of the degree zero with respect to the

coefl&cients A, B, O, ••, has a constant value when the co-ordi-

nate axes are changed, and the coefficients of the equation of

the curve are multiplied or divided by the same factor, as has

already been demonstrated.

Assume, now, that the curve be an ellipse or a hyperbola

;

on referring the curve to its center and its axes, its equation

may be written
a3? + Pf-aP = 0,

where, in the case of a real ellipse, a = 6*, /8 = a^ ; in that of a

hyperbola, u=V, j8 = — o^ ; in that of an imaginary ellipse,

a =— 6^, p = — a?. It is said in these three cases that a and

P are the squares of the lengths of the axes. The two com-

binations
™ eA A^sin^eW "^' —

^

of quantities (1) being homogeneous and of the degree zero with

respect to the coefficients, will have the same constant value if

they be constructed for the reduced equation. In case of the

reduced equation will

<J=|, e = «-l-)3, f=«/3, A = -a»y3^

therefore f = -(« + ^), -^^=«/3,
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and a and p are roots of the equation of the second degree,

(3) P+p-^+—p— =0,

which is called the equation of the squares of the axes. From
the nature of the problem, this equation should have real roots

;

this is easy to verify, because the quantity —j ——- may
then be written

which is necessarily a positive quantity. The roots are equal

when
A=C, B= Acos6;

the curve is then a circle. The roots will be equal and of

contrary signs when « = ; the curve is then an equilateral

hyperbola.

Suppose now that the curve of the second degree be a parab-

ola; by referring it to its axis, and to a tangent at its vertex,

its equation will take the form

f - 2px = 0.

What is the value of the parameter p ? The second of the

three quantities (1) is zero. A homogeneous combination of

the degree zero with respect to the coefficients can be formed
from the other expressions in (1) by dividing the last by the

cube of the first, which gives

Asin^g

This last quantity constructed for the reduced equation is

— j>'; the equation which gives p is therefore

A sin* 6 ,

144. In case the conic is reduced to a system of two straight

lines which intersect, its equation can be written in the form
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then A = 0, and one has, on forming the expression —r-rx for

the reduced equation,
^"^

f sin^ 6~ m
whence may be deduced two values of m which are reciprocals.

If f be negative, the two straight lines are real and the values

of m are negative : call <^ the angle formed by the two straight

lines, then will

m=— tan*" and r—— = 4cot'A,
2 fsin'6l

an equation which determines «^.

Finally, suppose that the curve is reduced to two parallel

straight lines, and calculate the distance between them. In

this case, two of the three quantities (1), f and A, are zero ; the

preceding combinations of the three quantities can no longer

be employed. This case will be considered as a limiting case

of the case when the curves have a unique center, and this in

the following fashion. Let

Ax' + 2Bxy+ Cy^+2Dx + 2Ey +F=0
be a conic reduced to two parallel straight lines ; since A and

C cannot be zero at the same time, on account of the condition

f = 0, suppose that C differs from zero, and consider the auxil-

iary curve

{A+X)x' + 2Bxff+Cf + 2Dx + 2Eif + F=0,

which involves the parameter X. In this curve will

ci = A + C + k-2Bcose, t[=(A + X)C-B',

Ai = (^ + X) (CF-BF)+ .-.

.

The expressions Ai and f, reduce for X = to A and f, that is,

to zero. When X is different from zero, the auxiliary curve

has a definite center ; its equation reduces to the form

where «! and /8i are roots of equation (3), which is written

fip'+^V + (|)'siQ'<» = 0.
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When A approaches zero, fi and Aj approach zero, and their

ratio —i approaches the limit -:;— . Therefore one of the
f, C

roots j8i of the preceding equation increases indefinitely, and

the other approaches the limit

CF-E" iaa = — sm'' 0.

Further, the reduced equation may be written under the form

Pi

which becomes y^ — a = 0, and the value found for a is the

square of half of the distance between the two parallel straight

lines to which the auxiliary conic is reduced for A = 0.

Examples.

I. 23?-Zxy + Zf + x-7y + l=Q.

The curve is an ellipse, since the quantity AC— B^\s posi-

tive. In order to obtain the co-ordinates of the center, equate

to zero the two partial derivatives

Ax-3y + l = (i, — 3a;-|-6«/-7 = 0,

whence a;=l, y = \, H= — ^.

If, keeping the axes parallel to themselves, the origin be

transferred to the center C (Fig. 82), the equation becomes

2x,^-Zx,y, + Zy,'-ii- = Q.

Rotate now the axes through the angle a given by the

formula

tan2a = -?^=3.
A — C

The equation solved by the tables gives

2 « = 71° 33' 54", or a = 35° 46' 57".

The angle a can also be found by a graphical construction

;

lay off on the axes of x and y, beginning at the origin C, two
lengths respectively equal to 1 and 3; the diagonal of the
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rectangle constructed on these two lengths makes with the axis

of X an angle whose tangent is 3 ; the axis CX' is therefore

the bisector of this angle. Whence A' and C" are obtained by
the formulas

A'+C' = 5, A'-C' = -VW,

since B is negative. One has then

5
A' = ' VlO ^,^5+VlO

2 ' 2 '

and the equation of the curve becomes

(5 - Vl0)a;'2 +(5 + VW)y'^= \^;

the intercepts of the curve on the axes are

CA = N^
26

CB:
'-^W

26

'3(5 -Vio)' ' ^3(5 + VIO)

XL 2a^-5xy + 5y-l=0.
The curve is a hyper-

bola (Fig. 84). The co-or-

dinates of the center which

are given by the equations

4x-5y = 0, — 5a;-t-5 =

are

whence H=l.

r
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The primitive equation does not contain a term in y*. One

of the asymptotes is paraJlel to the axis OY.

III. 4ar'-12a!y4-92/=-36x + 100 = 0.

The curve is a parabola (Fig. 83). The terms of the second

degree form a perfect square, and the equation can be written

9(j, _ |a!)2 _ 36a; + 100 = 0.

Rotate the axes through an angle a given by the formula

tana = -^= -= ?, whence a = 33° 41' 25", one will have

C' = 13, 3 . 2
COS « = , sin a = -

J OIU. €*—
)

Vl3 Vl3

2)'=--^, E' = -^
Vi3 Vis

The equation of the curve referred to the axes OX^ and OTi
is therefore

13 y.'-^x, +^y, + 100 = 0.

Vl3 Vl3

The co-ordinates of the vertex are found by combining with

this equation the following

whence one finds

26y.+^=0;
Vl3

y. =-^^, ^. = -

'^'

13V13 27.13V13

If the origin be transferred to this point, the equation becomes

13j,B_i08^a;' = 0.

Vi3
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CHAPTER IV

THE ELLIPSE.

145. It is proposed to construct the curve represented by
the equation

A'3^+Cy+ H=0,

in which the coefl&cients A' and C have the same sign.

When the constant H is zero, the equation, being satisfied

by x = 0, y = 0, represents a single point, the origin of co-

ordinates.

If the coefficients A' and C have the same sign as H, the

equation cannot be satisfied by real values of x and y, and does

not represent a geometrical locus.

Consider finally the case where these two coefficients have

signs contrary to that of H, and put

2 H V= -H

the equation becomes

(1)
t + t = l.

On solving it with respect to y, one gets

(2) ^ = ± - Va' — 3?.

The ordinate y is real so long

as the values of x are comprised

between — a and + a, and the

same is true of x so long as the

values of y are comprised be- '' *'

tween — h and +b; if, there-

fore, starting from the origin, one

lay off on the a>axis to the right

and left two lengths OA, OA' Fig. K.

^
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equal to a, and on the y-axis two lengfths OB, OB' equal to h,

the curve is situated wholly within the rectangle CDEF con-

structed on the two straight lines AA', BB' (Fig. 85).

As X increases from to a, y decreases in absolute value

from b to 0, which, on account of the double sign, furnishes

the two equal arcs BMA, B'M'A. The same is true when x

varies from to — a, which gives the two equal arcs BMiA',
B'NA', equal to the preceding. These four equal arcs form

the ellipse.

146. The straight line A'A is the axis of the ellipse, because

to each abscissa OP correspond two ordinates PM, PM',
equal and of contrary signs. The straight line BB' is also an
axis of the ellipse; because, if the equation be solved with

respect to x, one can verify in a similar manner that to each

ordinate OQ correspond two abscissas QM, QMi equal and of

contrary signs. The points A, A', B, B', where the axes inter-

sect the ellipse, are the vertices of the ellipse. The lengths

A'A, B'B of the two axes are respectively equal to 2 a
and 2 b.

The ellipse becomes a circle when the axes are equal.

It is easy to see that the origin O is the center of the ellipse

;

in fact, let x, y be the co-ordinates of any point M of the

ellipse ; it is evident that equation (1) is also satisfied by the

values —X, —y; there is, consequently, a second point N of

the ellipse which has the co-ordinates — OP', — P'N respec-

tively equal to the co-ordinates OP, PM of the point M, but
measured in opposite directions; the triangles OPM, OP'N
are equal ; therefore 0M= ON, and the line MON is straight

because the angles POM, P'ON are equal. Thus the points

M and N of the ellipse are two by two symmetrical with
respect to the point ; therefore the point is the center of

the ellipse.

147. In order to study how the distance from the center to

different points of the ellipse varies, or the radius vector of

the ellipse, find the equation of the ellipse in polar co-ordi-
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nates, when the center O is taken as the pole and the axis OA
of the curve as the polar axis. If in equation (1) x and y be

replaced by p cos <a and p sin w, one has

(3)
1^ _ cos" a) , sin"<i)

.1 o I "

p- a- b"

Suppose a > 6 and write the equation in the form

i = i 4- /'i _ iV
p' a'' 1^6* oV'

If ci> vary from to ^, the quantity — increases, and, conse-
2 p

quently, p decreases continually from a to b. The maximum
value of p is a, the minimum is b.

148. Represent by x and y the co-ordinates of any point

whatever of the plane and consider the polynomial

-o+
6"

The polynomial is equal to zero for a point situated on the

ellipse (Fig. 86). Imagine that a mov-

able point P starts from the point

M and moves along the prolongation

of the radius vector OM: the two

co-ordinates x and y increasing in ab-

solute value, the polynomial must in-

crease indefinitely ; it takes, therefore,

greater and greater positive values.

On the contrary, if the movable point

travels toward the center, the polynomial diminishes and takes

negative values. Thus, the polynomial

Fig. 86.

w

is negative for every point situated within the ellipse, zero for

points on the ellipse, and positive for every point situated

without the ellipse.
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149. The squares of the ordincUes perpendicular to.an axis of

the ellipse are proportional to the products of the corresponding

segments formed on this axis.

In fact, if X and y designate the co-ordinates of any point M
On the ellipse (Fig. 85), one has, on account of equation (2)

J ^^ or — :^—

.

c? — 3? a^ (a — X) (a + x) a*

But the two segments AP, A'P of the axis AA' are equal

respectively to a — a; and a + x; one has, therefore,

MP' b"

AP X A'P a'

Hence the square of the ordinate is to the product of the seg-

ments formed on the axis in a constant ratio.

150. The ordinates perpendicular to the major axis of an ellipse

are to the corresponding ordinates of the circle constructed on this

axis as a diameter in the constant ratio of the minor to the major

axis.

Let AA' be the major axis of the ellipse (Fig. 87) ; on this

major axis as a diameter construct a circle; to the ordinate

MP of the ellipse corresponds the ordinate MiP of the circle.

Equation (2) may be written

y &.

but -\/a' — aP represents the ordinate MiP of the circle; one
has, therefore,

MP^b
M^P a

The minor axis enjoys the same property ; the ordinate MQ,
perpendicular to the minor axis, is to the corresponding ordinate

MtQ of the circle constructed on this axis as a diameter in the

constant ratio of the major to the minor axis.

The ellipse is the orthogonal projection of a circle. Imagine
that the circle ABiA' be revolved about the axis AA' through
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an angle tjt, such that cos <!>=-, the ordinate PMi of the circle
a

will revolve about the point P, always remaining perpendicular

to the axis AA' ; in this position MP will be the projection of

MiP. In order to get the length of the projection, it suflBlces

to multiply the length PMj by cos <^, or by -, which gives the
a

ordinate PM of the ellipse. Thus the projection of the point

Ml of the circle is the point M of the ellipse. Each point of

the circle projecting thus into the corresponding point of the

ellipse, it follows that the ellipse is the projection of the

circle.

One can also consider the circle as the orthogonal projection

of an ellipse. Imagine the ellipse to be revolved about the

axis BB' through an angle i^ whose cosine is -, the ordinate
a

QM of the ellipse will have for its projection the ordinate QM2
of the circle described on BB' as a diameter, and the small

circle will be the projection of the ellipse.

151. TTie construction of the ellipse by points. From what

precedes may be deduced a very simple method for construct-

ing the ellipse by points. Construct on each of the axes of the

ellipse, as diameters, a circle (Fig.

87) ; draw from the center an arbi-

trary secant intersecting the two

circles in Mi, M^; draw through

the point Mi a line parallel to the

minor axis ; through the point M^

a line parallel to the major axis.

The point of intersection M of

these two lines belongs to the

ellipse. After having determined

in this manner a sufficient number

of points, one connects them by a continuous line, and the

ellipse is thus constructed.

152. Construct the points of intersection of an ellipse and a

straight line. It is useful to be able to construct the points in
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which a given straight line JOT intersects an ellipse defined

by its two axes AA', BB' (Fig. 88) without tracing the ellipse.

Thus, as has been seen, the ellipse can be considered as the

orthogonal projection of the circle ABiA', described on the

major axis AA' as a diameter, the circle being revolved about

AA' through an angle <^ whose

cosine is -. Pind in the plane
a

of the circle the straight line

MiMi, whose projection in the

plane of the ellipse is MM';
let N be any point of the line

MM'; prolong the straight line

BN till it intersects the axis

AA' in //; the line BiH is pro-

jected upon BH; consequently the point iVj, where the line

BiH intersects the ordinate QN, is projected into N. Simi-

larly, any other point of the line MiMi' could be found ; but it

is more simple to begin with the point S, where the line MM'
intersects the axis; the line SNi has the given line in the

plane of the ellipse as its projection. This line SNi cuts the

circle in two points M„ Mi'; the ordinates M,P, M^'P' will

determine in the .given line the two points M, M' where this

line intersects the ellipse.

Fig. 88.

Tangents.

153. The equation of the tangent to a curve of the second
degree has already been found (§ 125); when the equation
of the ellipse is put under the simple form

^ + 2r_l.1-1-
0,

the equation of the tangent at the point M, whose co-ordinates

are x and y, becomes

(4) ^+^-1 = 0.

The angular coefficient of the tangent has the value — 6^
a'y'
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One sees that at the vertices A and A' the tangent is perpen-

dicular to the axis A'A, that at B and B' it is parallel, and

that, as the point of contact moves along the ellipse from A to

B, the tangent makes with the axis A'A an obtuse angle, which

increases from - to ir.

2
The normal, being perpendicular to the tangent, has the

equation „2,,

154. The construction of the tangent at a point of ike ellipse.

If in the equation of the tangent one put F= 0, one obtains

a"
the abscissa X= — of the point

X
T where the tangent intersects

the prolongation of the major

axis (Fig. 89). Since this value

of or is independent of the

minor axis 2 b and of the ordinate

y of the point of contact, it fol-

lows, that if several ellipses be

constructed on the axis AA', the

tangents at the points which have the same abscissas pass

through the same point T situated on the prolongation of the

axis A'A. Among these ellipses is the circle ABiA'; to con-

struct the tangent to the ellipse at the point M, draw a tangent

to the circle at the point My situated on the same ordinate

;

join the point Jtf with the point T, where the tangent to the

circle intersects the prolongation of the axis A'A ; the straight

line MT, thus constructed, is the tangent to the ellipse.

This construction is equivalent to regarding the tangent to

the ellipse at the point M as the projection of the tangent

to the circle at the corresponding point M^. In fact, when the

plane of the circle is made to revolve about the axis AA!
through an angle <^, the point T, where the tangent M^T meets

the axis, remains fixed ; the point Mi projects into M, the line

M^T has for its projection MT; it is the tangent to the

ellipse.
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155. To draw a tangent through an exterior point P. Let x

and y be the co-ordinates of the point P (Fig. 90). The equation

P of the chord of contact JtfM has

been found (§ 126). The determina-

.^J^-1 ^-^^ tion of the points of contact depends

therefore on the solution of the two

simultaneous equations

Fig. 90.
a'

r
(1) ^.+F=i' (5) ^+ix-l

b"

By eliminating y, one gets the equation of the second degree

a\a' \? ) a^ b-

of which the roots are the abscissas of the points of contact M
and M' of the two tangents drawn from the point P. This

equation, in which - can be regarded as the unknown, will

have real roots if the condition ^ +^ — 1 > be satisfied

;

r b^

that is, if the point P be without the ellipse.
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line PB, which is prolonged till it intersects the axis in H;
the straight line HBt, having HB for its projection, will pass

through the point Pi and determine this point. Draw from

the point Pi to the circle the tangents -Pi-Jfi, P\Mi, which one

prolongs till they intersect the axis in T and T' ; the straight

lines PT, PT', projections of the tangents to the circle, will be

tangents to the ellipse, and the points of contact M and Jf
will be situated on the ordinates of the points Mi, Mi'. In

order that these constructions be accomplished, it is not neces-

sary that the ellipse be drawn.

156. To draw a tangent parallel to a given straight line. Let

y = mx be the equation of the given straight line OL, which

may be supposed to be

drawn through the center

(Fig. 92). Call x and y
the unknown co-ordinates

of the point of contact M;
this point being on the el-

lipse, one has the equation

?^ +t= l-
aP V '

^ ° Pig. 92.

the angular coefficient of the tangent being equal to m, one

has a second equation

ory

These two simultaneous equations determine the two un-

known quantities x and y; the first represents the given ellipse

;

the second a straight line passing through the center; the

points where this straight line meets the ellipse are the points

of contact.

It is easy to construct these tangents geometrically. Deter-

mine first in the plane of the circle the diameter OL,, whose

projection in the plane of the ellipse is OL ; it is sufficient to

join the point B with any point L of the line OL, and prolong

the line BL till it intersects the axis in H; then draw BiH
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and locate the point of intersection of this line with the ordi-

nate of the point L ; the point L being the projection of the

point i„ the line OL is the projection of OLy One draws to

the circle the tangents MiT, W^T', parallel to OLi, and through

the points T and V, where three tangents intersect the axis,

the lines TM, T'M parallel to the line OL. One has the tan-

gents required ; because the projections OL, TM of the parallel

straight lines OL^, TMx are also parallel. The points of con-

tact M and M' are determined by the ordinates of the points

Ml and Mi.

USn. The equation of a tangent to the ellipse may be found

in other forms which it will be useful to know.

If one designate by a the angle which the perpendicular let

fall from the center to the tangent makes with the axis of x

and by p the length of this perpendicular, the tangent will be

represented by the equation (§ 83)

Xcos a + Fsin a — j> = ;

or, comparing it with equation (4), one has the relations

X yall 1

o cos « 6 sin a p -y/aP cos^ a + tr' sin' a'

whence p = y/a" cos' a + b" sin' a.

Then the tangent will have the equation

(6) Xcos « -f- Fsin a = Va'cos'a -|- 6'sin*«.

The equation of the tangent may also be found by seeking

the points of intersection of an ellipse and of a straight line,

and then expressing the condition that these two points should

coincide, as has been done in case of the circle (§ 94). One
obtains in this way the equation of the tangent in the form

(7) y = «ia;±Va'm' + 6».
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258. As an application, it is proposed to find the locus of

the vertex of a light angle which

circumscribes the ellipse. Sup-

pose tnat one draw through an

exterior point P (Fig. 93), whose

co-oidinates are a;' and y', tangents

to the ellipse ; on account of the

tangent passing through the point

P, one will have the equation of

condition

y' =mx' ± -\/a^m? + ¥,

in which the angular coefficientm ^'^" ^'

is unknown. This equation, written in an integral form,

(a' — x'^m^+2 x'y'm + (b' — y'^ = 0,

is of the second degree ; its two roots determine the directions

of the two tangents drawn from the point P to the ellipse,

and, consequently, determine these tangents. The two tan-

gents drawn from the point P will be rectangular if the prod-

uct of the two values of m be equal to — 1, which will be the

case if the co-ordinates of the point P satisfy the relation

-y'' _
' — x'

= - 1, or a;'" -I- y« = o" + V.

Hence the locus of the vertex of a right triangle circumscribed

about an ellipse is the circle circumscribed about a rectangle

constructed on the axes.

Diameters.

159. The general equation of a diameter of a curve of the

second degree has been found in

§ 131. On representing by

the equation of the curve, and by m
the angular coefficient of the chords

parallel to MM' (Fig. 94), one has

seen that the equation of the diameter
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DD' may be written in the form/', + mf, = 0. The equation

of the ellipse being referred to its axes, the equation of the

diameter reduces to

On representing by m' the angular coefficient of the diameter

DD', one has, between the direction of the chord and that of

the diameter, the relation

(8) mm'=-^^.
or

It has also been shown that if the chord MM" be drawn par-

allel to the diameter DD', the diameter OE, which bisects this

chord, has the angular coefficient m; the two diameters DD',

EE' form a system of conjugate diameters, and their angular

coefficients m' and in are connected by relation (8).

This relation shows that the two angular coefficients m and

m' have opposite signs, and, consequently, that the two semi-

conjugate diameters OD and OE, situated on the same side

of the major axis, are situated on opposite sides of the

minor axis. If the first start from OA and revolve from

OA toward OB, the second starts from OB and revolves

toward OA'.

160. The tangent at any point D of the ellipse is parallel

to the diameter EE', the conjugate of the diameter DD', which

passes through the point of contact. In fact, if one call x and

y the co-ordinate of the point D, the diameter OD has the

angular coefficient m = ^ ; the coefficient of the tangent at the

Vx \
point X) is m'= —^; these two coefficients satisfy the rela-

tion mm' = j-

a'

This property may be described more clearly by imagining
that the secant MM, moving parallel to the diameter EE',
recedes continually from the center ; the two points of inter-

section M and M' approach more and more the middle of the
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chord, and end by coinciding with D ; then the secant becomes
a tangent at B.

16L The properties of conjugate diameters are exhibited at

once on considering the ellipse as the projection of the circle.

Two rectangular diameters ODi, OE^
(Fig. 95), in the plane of the circle, ^
form a system of conjugate diameters, /^vC
because each of them bisects the chords ^ \

^

parallel to the other ; the parallel chords •*' ( «—

are projected into parallel chords in the V
plane of the ellipse; the mid-point of X^^'-^-

the chord has for its projection the mid-

point of the projection of the chord;
Fig. 95.

each of the diameters OD. OE, the projections of the diame-

ters OX>i, OEj, bisects therefore the chord parallel to the other

;

they are therefore conjugate diameters of the ellipse. It is

easy to deduce the relation which exists between the angular

coefficients m and m' of the two conjugate diameters. If wij

and m2 be called the angular coefficients of the two conjugate

diameters ODi, OEi of the circle, one has m = -mi, m' = -m'i;
a a

b
whence mm' = —mim'i; since the conjugate diameters of the

a'

circle are perpendicular, one has mim\ = — 1 ; it follows then

that mm' = ;
or

Being given OD, one can find its conjugate OE, without

drawing the ellipse. One constructs the diameter ODi whose

projection is OD ; and draws the diameter OEi perpendicular

to ODi, and projects OE^; the projection OE will be the

diameter required.

162. Tlie ellipse referred to two conjugate diameters. Owing

to what has been said in § 136, when two conjugate diam-

eters OD, OE (Fig. 96) are taken as axes of co-ordinates, the

equation of the ellipse can be written

A"x'^ + Cy''- +H= 0.
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Since the coefficients A" and C" have the same sign, contrary to

that of H, if one put

H H
n<^ — — ±±- h"^ — ——

A"- ' C"'

the equation takes the form

(9)

Fig. 96.

which is the same form as

that of the curve referred

to its axes.

It follows that the calculations employed in demonstrating

the properties of the ellipse, when the equation of the curve

was referred to its axes, and in which the co-ordinates were

not supposed orthogonal, could be repeated with the equation

of the curve referred to a system of conjugate diameters.

Thus, the ellipse being referred to a system of conjugate

diameters OD and OE, the tangent will have the equation

x'X' y'Y'^.
a"

'^
b"'

However, the equation of the normal does not preserve the

form which corresponds to the axes OA and OB.

Theorem of Apollonius.

163. The theorem of Apollonius admits of an easy demon-

stration by the method of § 142. Imagine the ellipse referred

successively to its two axes and to a system of conjugate

diameters forming an angle 0. By the formulas of transfor-

mation of co-ordinates, the binomial

a" b"

is transformed into
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Similarly the binomial x' + y'

becomes x'^ + y'^ + 2 x'y' cos 0,

since each, of the two expressions represents the square of

the distance of the origin from the same point of the plane.

Whence it follows that the polynomial

or

in which X plays the role of an arbitrary constant, is trans-

formed into

^ + 2^ _ 1 (x-s + 2/'2 + 2 xV cos (9),

or

The values of X, which make one of the polynomials (10) or

(11) a perfect square, being the same, the two equations

e-D(^4)=».
or

(12) (X -a^{\-h^= 0,

or

(13) X= - (a '2 + 6") X + a«6« sin^ 6 = 0,

have the same roots. It follows, therefore, that the two roots

of equation (13) are equal respectively to a' and V, whence

follow the two relations

:

(14) a'' + b'' = a' + b';

(15) a'^b'^ sin^ ^ = a^S'^, or a'6' sin « = ab.
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The preceding equations furnish the following theorems

:

1° The sum of the squares of any two conjugate diameters of

an ellipse is constant and equal to the sum of the squares of the

axes.

2° TJie area of the parallelogram constructed on tvco conju-

gate diameters is constant and equal to that of the rectangle con-

structed on tlte axes.

Kelations (21) of § 142 give immediately the two equations

(14) and (15).

164. These theorems may easily be demonstrated by con-

sidering the ellipse as the projection of a circle.

Two conjugate diameters OD, OE of the ellipse are the pro-

jections of two perpendicular diameters ODi, OEi of the circle

(Fig. 95). The angles DjOP, E^OQ being complementary, the

right triangles D^OP, EiOQ are equal, and one has

OQ = DiP; hut 0D^= UP -hiJ^-;

it follows that OP -f- OQ' = a".

The lengths OP and OQ being the projections of the two semi-

conjugate diameters OD and OE on the major axis of the

ellipse, the sum of the squares of these two projections is

constant, and one has

o'^cos=«-|-6'='cos''j3 = a^

on representing by « and /3 the angles which the semi-diameters

OD and OE make with the axis OA.

Similarly for the other axis, one has the projection of the

two semi-conjugate diameters on the minor axis equal to the

ordinates DP and EQ. DP=-DiP, EQ = -EiQ, and,
a a

consequently,

DP'+m=K(^^+^^-

The lengths E^Q and OP being equal, one has

A^ +Ea= D,P' -I- OP'= a»,
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and, consequently, DP^ + E^= b%

or a'^sin^a + b^sin'p = b''.

On adding member to member the two preceding relations,

one obtains

a" + b'^ = a' + b^

165. In order to demonstrate the property respecting the

area of the parallelogram, one makes use of the following

theorem :

Hie projection of a plane area upon any plane is equal to the

projected area multiplied by the cosine of the angle between the

planes.

For this purpose consider a triangle ABC
(Fig. 97) having an edge AB parallel to the

plane of projection; one can assume that

the plane of projection passes through this

edge AB ; from the vertex C, drop upon this

plane a perpendicular CC, and, in this plane,

draw CD perpendicular to AB ; the straight

line CD will also be perpendicular to AB
and the angle CDC is the measure of the

dihedral angle of the two planes. From the

construction it follows that

CD = CD cos 0,

Fig.w

whence
AB-CD AB-CD

COS(^,

and, consequently.

ACB = ACBxcos<f>.

Thus the area of the triangle AC'B is equal to that of the

triangle ACB multiplied by cos <^.

Suppose now that the triangle ABC (Fig. 98) has no side

parallel to the plane of projection; this plane can be passed

through a vertex A, in such a way that the other two vertices

may lie on the same side ; the plane of the triangle produced
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intersects the plane of projection in a straiglit line AI, and the

line CB intersects this plane in the point

i" I; the triangles AIC, AIB project into

AIC, AIB', and one has, after what has

just been proven,

AIC = AIC cos
<l>,

AIB' = AIB cos
<l>,

\ 1/
' whence, by subtraction,

Fig. 98. AB'C = ABC cos <!>.

The theorem, being demonstrated for a triangle, may be

extended to a plane polygon, since it can always be decomposed

into triangles, and similarly to a plane area bounded by any

closed curve ; because this plane area may be regarded as the

limit of the area of an inscribed polygon, of which the number
of sides is increased indefinitely, in such a way that each

approaches the limit zero.

When the ellipse is regarded as the projection of a circle, the

parallelogram constructed on the two conjugate diameters is

the projection of a square circumscribed about the circle ; the

square having a constant area equal to 4 a% that of the paral-

lelogram is also constant and equal to 4 a' cos
<f>,

that is, to 4 ab.

Area of the Ellipse.

166. The same theorem furnishes immediately the area of

the ellipse. The ellipse being the projection of a circle, its

area is equal to that of the circle to^, multiplied by cos ^ or by

-, which gives vab.
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Equal Conjugate Diameters.

167. It has been noticed (§ 159) that the two semi-conju-

gate diameters OD, OE lie on opposite

sides of the minor axis OB (Fig. 99).

One knows that the radius vector of the

ellipse increases in length as it is rotated

farther from the minor axis; in order

thattwo conjugate diameters may become

equal, it is therefore necessary that

they make equal angles with the minor

axis OB, which will take place when the angles a and /3 are

supplementary. One has, therefore, tan" a =^ — and, conse-

h ^
quently, tan o = - ; hence the equal conjugate diameters OG

and OJSr coincide with the diagonals of the rectangle constructed

on the axes.

It follows from the relation a" + b"=a' + b^ that

Fig. 99.

and the equation of the ellipse, referred to its equal conjugate

diameters, is

a? + f =
a'+l^.

it has the same form as the equation of a circle, only the co-

ordinates are oblique.

Thi^equation shows that the sum of the squares of the dis-

tances of each of the points of the

ellipse from two equal conjugate

diameters is constant. In fact,

let 6 be the angle between the

two equal conjugate diameters;

MP and MQ the co-ordinates of

the point M (Fig. 100) ; ME and

MF the perpendiculars dropped

from M upon these diameters; Fig.ioo.

one has ME = y'sin 6, MF=x'sm6; whence

jg:r + FJ^'=(a;" + y°)sin'e=("' + ^>'"'^=4^^.
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Supplementary Chords.

Fig. 101.

168u Two chords MC, MC in an ellipse are called supple-

mentary chords, if they be drawn from any point of the

ellipse to the extremities of a diameter

CC (Fig. 101).

Two supplementary chords are parallel

to the corresponding conjugate diameters.

Draw, in fact, the diameters OD and OE
parallel to the supplementary chords MC,
MC. In the triangle CMC, the two sides

CC and CM are divided by the line OD,

parallel to CM, into parts which are proportional ; the center

being the mid-point of CC, it follows that the diameter OD
divides the chord CM into two equal parts, and, consequently,

every chord parallel to the diameter OE. Similarly, the diam-

eter OE bisects the chord CM, and, consequently, every chord

parallel to OD. Therefore the two diameters OD, OE, parallel

to the supplementary chords MC, MC, are conjugate.

Conversely, if straight lines be drawn from the extremities

of a diameter CC parallel to two conjugate diameters OD, OE,
these straight lines intersect on the ellipse ; draw CM; the

supplementary chords MC, MC being parallel to the two con-

.jugate diameters, the second chord CM will be parallel

to OD.

169. The study of the variation of the angle formed by two
conjugate diameters is thus reduced to the study of the varia-

tion of the angle formed by two sup-

plementary chords, that is, of the

angle inscribed in a semi-ellipse. In
order to simplify the discussion, one
draws the two supplementary chords

through the extremities of the major
axis (Fig. 102). The angle AMA',
represented by 0, is equal to the dif-

ference between the angles MAX,
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MA'X. Since the two straight lines AM, ^'Jf have the angu-

lar coefficients —^—,
—^— one has

x — a x-\-a

-_y y_
tane = iii^L_l±^= 2«y

,

and, by replacing a^ by its value deduced from the equation of

the ellipse,

tau<>=
2a6^.

If the point Jtfdescribe the upper portion of the ellipse ABA',
the tangent being negative, the angle is obtuse ; when the point

M is at the point A, that is, when y = 0, the angle is right

;

the point M traveling from A toward B, y increases ; the abso-

lute valile of tan diminishes ; the obtuse angle ^ increases

also, and acquires its maximum value at B; thus one has y = h

and tan 6 = ;. When the point M passes the point B
or — h' .

and traces the elliptical quadrant BA', the angle diminishes

from its maximum value to a right angle.

Whence it follows that the angle between the semi-conjugate

diameters OD, OE, situated on the same side of the major axis,

is obtuse, and vaiies from a right angle to the maximum value

ABA' ; the conjugate diameters, which embrace the maximum
angle, being respectively parallel to the supplementary chords

A'B, AB, and, consequently, forming equal angles with the

minor axis OB, are equal.

The variation of the obtuse angle DOE of two conjugate

diameters has been studied;- the acute angle DOE' varies in

an inverse manner. This angle is obtained directly by

drawing the corresponding supplementary chords through the

extremities of the minor axis BB'. When the point M
describes the quadrant of the ellipse BA, the inscribed angle

diminishes from a right angle to the minimum value BAB',

the supplement of the obtuse maximum value ABA'.
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170. When the ellipse has been drawn, the center and the

axes can be determined graphically. In order to find the

center, one draws two parallel chords sufficiently distant from

each other, and then joins the mid-points of these chords,

which will determine a diameter, whose mid-point will be the

center. If on this diameter a semi-circle be constructed, and

the point where this semi-circle intersects the semi-ellipse be

joined to the extremities of the diameter, one will have two

supplementary chords which are perpendicular; the parallel

diameters, forming a system of perpendicular conjugate diam-

eters, will be the axes of the ellipse.

In a similar manner, the two systems of conjugate diameters

which include a given angle having as limits the minimum and
maximum values, can be constructed; it will suffice to con-

struct on a diameter a segment which will circumscribe an

angle equal to the given angle.

171. Being given two conjugate diameters, construct the corre-

sponding ellipse. Let DD', EE' (Fig. 103) be the given conju-

gate diameters, whose lengths are represented by 2 a' and 2 b'.

The equation of the ellipse, referred to these two conjugate

diameters, is

Draw through the center the line EiE\, perpendicular to DD',
and take OEi = OE; the ellipse which has the axes DD',

EiE'j, referred to these axes,

is represented by the same
equation. Whence it follows

that the ordinates MP, M^P,
which correspond to the

same abscissa OP, are equal

to each other. Imagine that

different points of the el-

lipse DEiD', whose axes are

known, are constructed by the process described in § 149-

let Ml be one of these points, 3f,P its ordinate ; if one draw
through the point P, PJ!f parallel to OE and equal to PM,, one

Fig. 108.
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will have the point M of the ellipse required. Each point of

the first ellipse will give a corresponding point of the second.

The first ellipse is deformed into the second by revolving each

ordinate PMi about its foot P through a constant angle.

The same method of transformation can be applied to the

tangent. The tangent at the point M is represented by the

equation

(4) ^+1^=1,

written in oblique co-ordinates ; this equation represents also

the tangent at the point Mi if written in rectangular co-ordi-

nates. These two tangents intersect the prolongation of the

diameter DD' at the same point T, the abscissa of which is

found by making Y=0.
Instead of constructing the ellipse by points, as has been

explained, the axes of the ellipse can first be constructed, and

then the ellipse itself by means of its axes. The determina-

tion of the axes depends upon the following theorem

:

172. Any two conjugate diameters determine

tangent PQ two segments DP, DQ, whose product

and equal to the square of tlie

semi-diameter OE parallel to the ,--"

conjugate (Fig. 104). If one

take as axes of co-ordinates

the diameter OD, which passes

through the point of contact

and its conjugate OE, and if

one calls a' and I' the lengths

of these semi-diameters, the

equation of the ellipse is

on

is

a fixed

constant

Fig. 104.

-+^=1.

Let y = mx, y = m'x,

be the equations of two conjugate diameters OA, OB; according

to the remark made in § 160, the angular coefiB.cients will be
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If in these equations

one put X = a\ one finds DP= — ma', DQ = m'a' ; whence

DPDQ = - mm'a" = 6°-

173. This theorem may easily be demonstrated by consider-

ing the ellipse as the projection of a

circle. Let OA^, OB^ (Fig. 105) be

two perpendicular diameters of the

circle, PiQi the tangent at any point

Mi; draw the radius OMi and the

radius ONy parallel to the tangent;

in the right triangle PiOQi, one has

3/iPi • 3fiQ, = OMi^ = ONi\
Fig. 105.

When the figure is projected, the di-

ameters 0-4„ OBi furnish two conjugate diameters of the

ellipse, the tangent P\Qi a tangent to the ellipse, and the line

ONi a parallel to this tangent; the lines MiPi, M^Q^, O^j,

being parallels, have the projections MP, MQ; 02f, which are

proportional to them ; there also exist, therefore, between these

projections the relation

MPMQ=02P.

174. Suppose that the two conjugate diameters OA and OB
be the axes of the ellipse (Fig. 104). The circle described on

PQ as a diameter passes through the point 0, and the ordinate

DH, perpendicular to PQ, is equal to OE. Whence follows a

simple device for constructing the directions of the axes, when
one knows the two conjugate diameters OD and OE. One
draws through the point D a line parallel to OE; this parallel

will be tangent at the point D ; on this line one erects a per-

pendicular DH equal to OE, and describes a circle having its

center on PQ and passing through the points and H; the

straight lines OP and OQ which connect the center with the

two points P and Q, where the circle intersects the tangent,

will give the direction of the axes.
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175. It remains to determine the magnitudes of the axes.

From the relations

o« + 6= = a« 4. fco „5 ^ ^rjf
gij^ 0^

established in § 163, one deduces

(a- by = a" + b"-2a'b'sme = a'' + b'' -2a'b'cosf-- eX

(a + by = a'^-\-b" + 2 a'b' sin 6 = a™ + ft-^ -

2

a'b' cos f^ + o\

Since one can suppose that 6 designates the angle included by
the conjugate diameters, one sees from these formulas that

o — 6 is the third side of a triangle of which the other two

sides are a' and 6' and the included angle - — 0. This triangle

is the triangle ODH (Fig. 104) ; because the angle ODH is

equal to ^—0, and the two sides DO and DH are equal to a'

and 6'; thus the third side OJT will be equal to a — 6. Simi-

larly a + & is the third side of the triangle of which the other

two sides are o' and 6', and the included angle the supplement

of the preceding ; this triangle is the triangle ODK, which is

obtained by prolonging the perpendicular DH till the prolon-

gation is equal to itself ; the third side OK will determine

a + b. If about the point as center, with OH as a radius,

one describe a circle, the length KI will be equal to the major

axis 2 a, the length KL to the minor axis 2 6.

One remarks that the major axis, which should lie within

the angle formed by the conjugate diameters, has the direction

OA, the bisector of the angle HOK, the minor axis is the

bisector of the supplementary angle.

EXERCISES.

1. Find the locus of the vertices of the parallelograms

constructed on the conjugate diameters of an ellipse.

2. Find the locus of the mid-points of chords drawn through

the same point in an ellipse.
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3. A chord of a circle moves parallel to itself; straight

lines parallel to two given straight lines are drawn through

the extremities ; find the locus of the point of intersection of

the parallels.

4. Of all the parallelograms circumscribed about the same

ellipse, the parallelograms constructed on two conjugate diam-

eters have a minimum area.

5. Of all the parallelograms inscribed in the same ellipse,

those whose diagonals form a system of conjugate diameters

have a maximum area.

6. Of all the ellipses inscribed in the same parallelogram,

find the greatest.

7. Find the smallest of all the ellipses circumscribed about

the same parallelogram.

8. Among all the systems of conjugate diameters of an
ellipse, the axes form a minimum sum and the equal conjugate

diameters a maximum sum.

9. Inscribe in an ellipse a chord with a given direction

such that the sum of its length and of the distance of its mid-

point from the center be a maximum ; find the locus of the

mid-point of this chord when the direction varies.

10. A straight line moves parallel to itself in the plane

of two others ; one takes on it a point such that the sum
of the squares of its distances from the intersections with the

fixed lines be constant; what is the locus described by the

point ?

11. Being given any two ellipses, one can determine two
directions parallel at the same time to two conjugate diameters

of each of the ellipses
;
pass a third ellipse of which the equal

conjugate diameters are parallel to these two directions through

the points common to the two curves.

12. An ellipse revolves about its center; one draws tan-

gents to the ellipse at the points in which it intersects a fixed

straight line; find the locus of the point of intersection of

these tangents.

13. Being given a circle and a fixed straight line passing

through its center; a movable straight line equal to the

radius is supported by one of its extremities on the circum-
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ference, by the other on the line; find the locus of a point

on the movable straight line.

14. Find the area of the ellipse defined by the equation

A3? + 2Bxy + Cf = l.

15. A triangle being inscribed in an ellipse, if one call R
the radius of the circumscribed circle and d, d', d" the semi-

diameters parallel to the sides, one has

o dd'd"

ab

16. Any rectangle being circumscribed about an ellipse, the

parallelogram whose vertices are the points of contact has a

constant perimeter, and two consecutive sides make, with the

tangent, equal angles.

17. Beginning at any point on the ellipse, one lays off on

the normal a length equal to —, k being a constant and p the
P

perpendicular dropped from the center upon the tangent;

find the locus of the extremity of this line.

18. Being given an ellipse and the circle constructed on its

major axis or diameter, one draws normals to the circle and to

the ellipse at points situated on the same perpendicular to the

major axis ; find the locus of the point of intersection of the

normals.
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CHAPTER V

THE HT'FERBOLA.

176. Construct the locus defined by the equation

in which A' and C have contrary signs.

When the constant H is zero, the equation, solved with

respect to y, gives i

—

-j,

it represents two straight lines passing through the origin.

One gives the coefficient C" the same sign as H, and the

coefficient A' the opposite. If one put

„2 —_^ 6= —

—

« -
A'' C'

the equation becomes

Solving the equation with respect to y, one has

(2) y = ±-V3P-a'.

The ordinate y is real for values of x greater than a in absolute

value. If, therefore, beginning at the origin, one lay off on

the axis of x, to the right and the left, two lengths OA, OA'
equal to a, and draw through the points A and A' lines parallel

to the axis of y, no point of the curve will lie between these

parallels.

When X increases from ato + ao, y increases from to + co

in absolute value, which, on account of the double sign, fur-

nishes two infinite arcs AD, AD', symmetrical with respect

to the axis of x. Similarly, when x varies from — a to — oo,

one gets two infinite arcs A'E, A'E', symmetrical with respect
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to the axis of y. These four equal arcs form the two branches

of the hyperbola.

The hyperbola has a center and

two axes. The axis AA' only in-

tersects the curve ; for this reason

it is called the real or transverse

axis; the other axis does not

meet the curve ; one calls it the

non-transverse or imaginary axis ;

the length AA' of the transverse

axis is 2 a ; by analogy, the length

of the non-transverse axis is ' Fig. 106.

called 2 b, and on this axis one lays ofE OB and OB' equal in

absolute length to 6. The points A and A' are the two vertices

of the hyperbola.

177. The squares of the ordinates perpendicular to the trans-

verse axis are proportional to the products of the corresponding

segments on this axis.

In fact, from equation (1) it follows that

f
x'-a'

= -^, or
y' _b\

{x + a){x — a) a'
'

therefore
MP'- b'

A'P X AP a'

178. Asymptotes.— It has been found (§ 130) that, when

the origin of co-ordinates coincides with the center of the hyper-

bola, the equation of the asymptotes is found by suppressing

the constant term in the equation of the curve. The two asymp-

totes BR', SS' will have in this case the equations

(3)
t-l= 0, or
a" b' '

y = ±-x.
a

It can be easily verified that the difference MN of the ordi-

nates of the straight line OR and the arc AD, has the limit

zero ; because this difference can be expressed by

''6N/.. -/Z2—157 ab
(x — Vx' — a^ :

X + Va^ — a'
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The arc AD lies wholly within the angle BOX and ap-

proaches indefinitely the line OB, which is its asymptote. The

lines OB', OS, OS' are for a similar reason the asymptotes

of the arcs A'E', A'E, AD'. According to equation (3), the

asymptotes B'B, S'S are the diagonals of the rectangle con-

structed on the axes.

179. Conjugate Hyperbolas.—Two hyperbolas are said to

be conjugate, when they have the

same center and the same axes,

the real axis of the one being

the imaginary of the other.

Thus the proposed hyperbola has

as conjugate another hyperbola

whose transverse axis is 2 6 and

imaginary axis 2 a (Pig. 107).

Fig. 107. The equation of this second hy-

perbola is

(4)
^-t:= _1

Two conjugate hyperbolas have the same asymptotes, since

the rectangle constructed on the axes is the same for both

curves. One of the curves lies wholly within the vertical

angles BOS', B'OS, the second within the other vertical angles

BOS, B'OS'.

180. The Equilateral Hyperbolas.—A hyperbola is said

to be equilateral when the axes 2 a and 2 b have the same length.

In this case, the rectangle of the axes becomes a square, and

the asymptotes are perpendicular to each other; the conjugate

hyperbola is equal to the first ; for the two curves will coincide

when one revolves the latter through a right angle about its

center.

The condition that the general equations of the second degree

represents an equilateral hyperbola, has been previously given

(§ 144) ; this condition is A + C — 2 BcosO = 0.

The hyperbola whose axes are o and 6 can be constructed

by means of the equilateral hyperbola whose axis is a, just as
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the ellipse having the axes a and 6 was constructed by means
of the circle of radius a; that is, the first hyperbola can be

regarded as the orthogonal projection of the second. But this

construction has no practical utility in the graphical construc-

tion of the hyperbola, inasmuch as the trace of an equilateral

hyperbola is not more simple than that of any other hyperbola.

181. Let X and y be the co-ordinates of any point of the

plane ; consider the expression

This polynomial is equal to zero for a point M belonging to

the curve ; if a point P starting from M travels along a line

drawn parallel to the transverse

axis AA' (Fig. 108), the term '^

remains constant, while the term

-5 diminishes or increases, accord-

ing as the point P approaches or

recedes from the y-axis. "Whence

it follows that the polynomial has

a negative value for every point situated between the two

branches of the hyperbola, and positive for all other points of

the plane.

The Tangent.

Fig. 108.

182. The equation of the tangent at the point M, whose

co-ordinates are x and y, is

xX_yjr
or h^

(5)
-1=0.

In order to construct this line, one can determine the point T
(Fig. 108), where it intersects the axis OX. If, in equation (5)

one make Y=0, it becomes X=OT= — ; this length OT

can be found by a third proportional.
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183. The angular coefficient of the tangent has the value

b'x b

Suppose that the point M describes the arc AD; at A the

angular coefficient is infinity, and the tangent perpendicular

to the transverse axis ; as x increases, the angular coefficient

diminishes constantly and approaches the limit -, the angular
a

coefficient of the asymptote OR; the angle MTX diminishes

therefore from ^ to BOX; at the same time the value oi OT

diminishes from a to ; whence it follows that the asymptote

is the limiting position of the tangent, when the point of con-

tact is indefinitely removed.

184. To Draw a Tangent Thkough an Exterior Point
P.— If the co-ordinates of the point P be x^ and y-^ the points of

contact are determined by* the equation of the chord of contacts

(6) -^--^-1 = 0,

combined with equation (1) of the hyperbola.

By eliminating y, one gets the equation of the second degree

whose roots are the abscissas of the points of contact M and

Jf ' of the two tangents drawn from the point P. The condi-

tion that the roots are real is

that is, that the point P should be situated between the two
branches of the curve. If the point P lie in the angles of the

asymptotes which embrace the curve, the coefficient —.—^
being positive, the product of the roots is positive; conse-
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quently the two roots have the same sign, and the two points

of contact on the same branch of the curve. On the contrary,

if the point P be in one of the angles BOS, E'OS', there

will be a point of contact on each of the branches.

185. Tangents Parallel to a Given Straight Line.—
It is to be noticed that the equation of the hyperbola referred

to its axes differs only from that of the ellipse in that 6^ is

replaced by — 6' ; if this change be made in equation (7) of

§ 157 of the tangent to the ellipse, one gets the equation of

the tangent to the hyperbola

(7) y = mx ± \/a?m? — If.

In order that the problem be possible, it is necessary that
52

the value of m? be greater than — ; that is, that in case the
a

given line passes through the origin, it lie within the angle

ROS. It has already been shown (§ 183) that the numerical

value of the angular coefficient of a tangent is greater than -.

a

186. One can draw to a hyperbola two perpendicular tan-

gents so long as the angle ROR' is less than a right angle, that

is, when a is greater than 6 ; when this condition is satisfied,

the locus of the vertex of a right angle circumscribed about a

hyperbola has the equation

a^+ ^ = o'— 6*

;

that is, a circle concentric with the curve.

DiAMETEES.

187. When the hyperbola is referred to its axes, the diameter

which bisects parallel chords whose angular coefficient is m
has the equation

2a! 2my _(^

or y = ---x.
a'm
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If one designate by m' the angular coefiB.cient of the diameter,

there will exist, between the direction of the chords and that

of the diameter, the relation

(8)

6^
mm' = —

•

Fig. 109.

This relation shows that if one

take m' as the angular coefficient

of the chords, one will find m
for the ang^ar coefficient of the

diameter ; that is, in case the line

DD' bisects the chords parallel to

EE' (Fig. 109), reciprocally the

line EE' bisects the chords paral-

lel to DD'. Thus the two diame-

ters DD', EE' are such that each

bisects the chords parallel to the

other; they are two conjugate

diameters.

The hyperbola has an infinity of systems of conjugate

diameters, since one can choose at will one of the diameters.

Kelation (8) shows that m and m' have the same sign ; if one

suppose them positive, m varies from to -, m' will vary from

oo to -; the diameter DD' revolves from OA toward the asymp-

tote OR, and the diameter EE' from OB toward the same

asymptote. One sees thus, that of the two diameters, oiie

always intersects the curve while the other never meets it.

The axes form the only perpendicular system of conjugate

diameters, and the angle included between the two conjugate

diameters varies from - to 0.

It can be shown, as in the case of the ellipse, that the tangent

FH at the point D of the hyperbola is parallel to the diameter

EE', the conjugate of the diameter DD' which is drawn to the

point of contact (§ 160).
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188. Two conjugate hyperbolas and the system of their

asymptotes possess the same diameter for the same series of

chords ; because the equations of the three loci

a^ b" ' a' b" '

differ only by the constant term which does not enter in the

equation of the diameter f^ + m/, = 0. The three loci possess

also the same systems of conjugate diameters.

If the hyperbola is equilateral, the relation mm' = — becomes

mm' = 1, which shows that the angles DOX, EOX are com-

plementary, and, consequently, that the asymptotes are the

bisectors of the angles of the conjugate diameters.

189. The Hypekbola referred to Two Conjugate
Diameters.— When two conjugate diameters OB, OE (Fig.

109) are chosen as co-ordinate axes, the equation of the hyper-

bola becomes (§ 136)
A"3?+ C"y' + II=0.

The coefficients A" and C" have contrary signs, for example,

C" has the sign of H, and A" the contrary sign ; if one put

a'^ = -—j b'^ =^
A" C^

the equation takes the form

3.(2 ,,12

which is of the same form as that of the curve referred to its

axes.

Since one has, by the transformation of co-ordinates,

a? _r^ _x'^ y'^

^ W~a^~b^

for every point of the plane, it follows that the equation of the

conjugate hyperbola, referred to the same diameters OD, OE, is

^_?^ = _1
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The diameter OE, which does not meet the first hyperbola,

meets the second in the point E, and the length 6' of this

semi-conjugate diameter of the first hyperbola is equal to the

length OE of the real semi-diameter of the second.

190. Equation (3) of the asymptotes transforms into the

equation
b'

a'

One deduces, therefore, that the diagonals of the parallelogram

FHGK, constricted on any two conjugate diameters, coincide

with the asymptotes of the hyperbola.

The sides FH, GK, of the parallelogram are tangents to the

first hyperbola, and the sides FK, OH, to the conjugate, in

such a way that the parallelogram is circumscribed to the

curves of the two systems.

Theorem of Apollonitjs.

191. It is sufficient to repeat the reasoning of § 163.

By the formulas of transformation of co-ordinates, the two
binomials

a" b^

are changed into

^-ft ^" + y" + 2x'y'cos0.
a" b"^

The polynomial

» (10) (i,-iy_(>+iy,

is transformed into

x^_,
a<^ b" A.
^-S-f(*" + 2'" + 2A'cos(9),

or (U) (i,-l).«_.^^y_(^4),..
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The two polynomials (10) and (11) being perfect squaies fot

the same values of A., the two equations

(12) {X-a^ik + b^=0,

and

(13) X? - (a" - 6"=) A - a%" sini^ ^ = 0,

have the same roots ; whence it follows that the two roots

of equation (13) are equal respectively to a' and — b^; one

deduces the relations

(14) a''-b" = a'- b%

(15) a%" sin^ = a%% or aV sin $ = ab,

and, therefore, the two following theorems

:

1° Tlie difference of the squares of any two conjugate diameters

is constant and equal to the difference of the squares of the axes.

2° Tlie area of the parallelogram constructed on two conjugate

diameters is constant and equal to the area of the rectangle con-

structed on the axes.

It follows from the relation a'^ — b'^ = a' — b' that if a be

different from b, one cannot have a' = b'; the hyperbola can-

not have equal conjugate diameters. If, however, the hyper-,

bola be equilateral, one always has a' = 6'; every system of

conjugate diameters is equal ; this agrees with the remark of

§ 188, for then the two diameters make equal angles with

the asymptote.

192. Since the hyperbola and its two asymptotes have the

same diameter for the same system of parallel chords, the mid-

point r of the chord MM' is also the mid-point of the chord

NN' (Fig. 109). Therefore the portions MN, MN' of a secant

comprised between the hyperbola and its asymptotes are equal.

If the secant become tangent, one has DF= DH. Tlie

portions of a tangent comprised between the point of contact

and the asymptotes are equal.
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193. Suppose that the hyperbola is referred to two con-

jugate diameters DD', EE', of which EE' is parallel to a

given secant MM'; the curve will have the equation

and the asymptotes y" = —^*'^ In Fig. 109 the secant MM'

intersects the same branch of the curve in two points, while the

parallel diameter EE' does not meet the curve ; and one has

?)'2 2Mr=
and, consequently,

m'-Mr' = b'^; or {NI- MI) {NI+ MI) = 6°;

but NI-MI=MN, m+ MI=MN';

therefore MN MN' = b'\

In case the secant intersects the two branches of the hyper-

bola, the parallel diameter meets the curve, and one will arrive

at an analogous result. Thus, the product of the segments of a

secant, comprised betioeen a point of the curve and the asymptotes,

is equal to the square of the semi-diameter parallel to the secant.

194. Being given the asymptotes liR', SS', and a point M
of the hyperbola, one can obtain as many points of the curve

as one wishes (Fig. 110). Draw, in fact, through the point M
any straight line N3IN'; this line

intersects the asymptotes in N and
N'; a one take on this line a length

N'M' equal to NM, one will have

a second point M' of the hyperbola.

The direction and lengths of the axes

may also be determined. The curve

being comprised mthin the angles

ROS, B'OS', the bisector OA of

these two angles will be the transverse axis, and the perpen-

dicular OB the imaginary axis. Draw QMQ' perpendicular
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to OA ; the imaginary semi-axis b will be a mean proportional

between MQ and MQ'. On laying ofE on OB a length OB equal

to b, and drawing BC parallel to OA, BG will be the real

semi-axis a. In order to constiTict a tangent at a point M' of

the curve, one will draw through this point M'P parallel to

an asymptote, taking OG = 2 OP; the straight line M'G will

be the tangent required.

195. When one knows the positions and the magnitudes of

two conjugate diameters, one can easily

find the axes. Let, in fact, DD', EE'
(Fig. Ill) be the two diameters, of which

the first is real. The diagonals of the

parallelogram constructed on the two

diameters are the asymptotes. Know-
ing the asymptotes and a point D, one

is led to the preceding construction.
Fig. 111.

196. Supplementary Chords.— Two chords, MC, MC, are

called supplementary chords if they, starting from the same

point of the curve, be drawn to the

extremities of the same diameter

CC (Fig. 112). One can demon-

strate, as has been done in § 168

for the ellipse, that two supplemen-

tary chords are parallel to a system

of conjugate diameters, and that,

reciprocally, if straight lines par-

allel to ttvo conjugate diameters he

drawn through the extremities of a diameter, these lines will

intersect on the hyperbola and form, a system of supplementary

chords.
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Th» Hyperbola eefereed to its Asymptotes.

197. If, after having transferred the origia to the center,

which makes the terms of the first degree disappear, one take

,. for new axes of co-ordinates the two

asymptotes OX, OY (Fig. 113), a

line parallel to an asymptote will

not meet the curve in more than one

point; the equation should be re-

duced to the first degree in y and

also in x ; that is, that the coefficients

of rf and ^ are zero. The equation

will, therefore, have the formFig. 113.

(16) 2 B'xy -\- n=(i, or xy = k.

One deduces the value of k, on noticing that the co-ordinates

of the vertex A are

x = y=OI= ——- = —!—

,

"
2 2

which satisfy the equation of the curve ; whence

198. When the hyperbola is referred to its asymptotes, the

tangent TT' at the point M, whose co-ordinates are x and y,

has the equation

(17) yX + xY=2k.

The abscissa of the point of intersection of the tangent with

the axis OX is found by putting in this equation Y=0, whence

X=OT=—=2x = 2 0P;
y

one has a second proof that the point of contact M bisects the

portion TT of the tangent comprised between the asymptotes

(§ 192).
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The Area of a Hypbkbolic Segment.

199. Next is discussed the theorem which concerns the

evaluation of areas. Consider the area bounded by the axis

OX, a curve, a fixed ordinate AB, and a variable ordinate MP
(Fig. 114), corresponding to the abscissa

X. This area, which is represented by S,

is a function of the variable x, whose

derivative is to be determined. Give to x

an increment Ax = PP' sufficiently small

so that the ordinate ofM may vary in the

same sense as that of M. Draw through
Fig. lU.

the points M and M', MC, M'D parallel

to the axis OX. The increment ^S of the area is greater than

the parallelogram MPP'C, and smaller than the parallelogram

DPP'M'. The measure of the first parallelogram is y^x sin 6,

being the angle between the axes, of the second (3/

+

Ay) Ax sin 6.

Therefore it follows

y\x sin 6 < AS <(y + Ay) Ax • sin $,

and, by dividing by Ax,

y sine<^<(y + Ay) sine.

Let, now. Ax approach the limit zero. The ratio —— lies
Ax

between two quantities, the one y sin 6, the other having this

quantity for its limit; therefore the ratio has also the same

limit y sin $. Thus the derivative of the area considered as a

function of the abscissa is y sin 0. Eeciprocally, the area S is

a function of y sin 6, considered as a function of x. In case the

axes of co-ordinates are rectangular, the derivative of the area

is equal to y.

200. Consider a hyperbola referred to its asymptotes, and

determine the value of the area bounded by the asymptote OX,
the hyperbola, the fixed ordinate AB corresponding to the

abscissa a and the variable ordinate MP corresponding-to the
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abscissa x (Fig. 115). It follows from equation (16) that

y = -, and, consequently,
X

S' = v sin 6 = k sin 6 • —" X

Since - is the derivative of log x

;

X X J
therefore & sin tf • - is the deriv-

X
ative of ft sin <> log a; ; one has,

consequently.

Fig. 115.
S = ksir,0\ogx+a

The constant C is determined by the condition that the area be

zero for x = a, which gives C= — ksiaO log a. Hence, it fol-

lows

(18) S = ksin6 (log a; — log a) = ft sin tf • log (-j.

The abscissa a being constant, if x be made to increase indefi-

nitely, the area S increases also without limit. The same

occurs when a approaches the limit zero, x remaining fixed.

In the particular case when the hyperbola is equilateral, one

has sin $ = 1; if in addition ft be made equal to 1, and the

area be reckoned from the ordinate which corresponds to the

abscissa 1, that is, from the vertex of the curve, the preceding

formula reduces to

S = logx.

It is on account of this property that Napierian logarithms

have also been called hyperbolic logarithms.

If one assume ft = 1, a = 1, formula (18) becomes

S=sm6 log X.

The angle 6 could be taken in such a way that S be the loga-

rithm of X in any system whatever whose base is greater than e.
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EXERCISES.

1. The base of a triangle is fixed; the difference of the

angles at the base is ^; find the locus of the third vertex of

the triangle.

2. What is the locus of the centers of the circumferences

which intercept given lengths on the sides of a g^iven angle ?

3. Being given two fixed straight lines and a movable

straight line which intersects the first two in such a way that

a triangle of constant magnitude is formed, it is required to find

the locus of the centers of gravity of these triangles.

4. Two secants drawn from any point of a hyperbola to

two fixed points taken on the curve intercept on one or the

other asymptote constant lengths.

5. Every chord of a hyperbola bisects the portion of one

or the other asymptote comprised between the tangents at

its extremities.

6. If, on a chord of a hyperbola considered as a diagonal, one

constructs a parallelogram whose sides are respectively parallel

to the asymptotes, the other diagonal passes through the center.

7. Being given a fixed point and a fixed straight line; an

angle of constant magnitude rotates about its vertex placed at

the fixed point ; find the locus of the center of the circle circum-

scribed about the triangle formed by the sides of the angle and
the fixed straight line.

8. A triangle ABC is inscribed in a hyperbola ; two of its

sides have fixed directions ; find the locus of the mid-point of

the third side.

9. On one of the diagonals of a rectangle used as a chord a

circle is described; find the locus of the extremities of the

diameters parallel to the second diagonal.

10. Being given an angle and a fixed point, one draws through

this point an arbitrary secant, and through the points in which

this secant intersects the two sides of the angle, one draws

straight lines respectively parallel to these sides; find the

locus of the point of intersection of these parallels.

11. Find the locus of a point such that on drawing through
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this point lines parallel to the asymptotes of a hyperbola, the

area of the triangle formed by these parallels and the hyper-

bola is equal to a given constant.

12. Find the locus of a point such that one of the bisectors

of the angles formed by the straight lines which join this point

to two fixed points A and B has a given direction.

13. Every equilateral hyperbola circumscribed to a triangle

passes through the point of intersection of the altitudes.

14. Being given an ellipse, one draws any two conjugate

diameters ; find the locus of the point of intersection of one of

them with a straight line drawn through a fixed point perpen-

dicular to the other, or, more generally, with a straight line

making a given angle with the second diameter.

15. Being given two straight lines A'A and B'B and the

point ; about the point O as center, with an arbitrary radius,

a circle is described ; at the points of intersection of the circle

with the straight lines perpendiculars are erected to these lines

;

find the locus of the points of intersection of these perpen-

dictdars.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCERNING THE PARABOLA.

201. The second type to whicli the equation of the second

degree may be reduced is Cy + 2 D'x = 0, or

(1) y = 2px.

The case when p is negative can be treated under the case

when p is positive by reversing the direction in which one

measures the positive abscissas; assume therefore that p is

positive. It follows immediately from the form of equation

(1) that the curve is symmetrical with respect to the axis of x,

and that it passes through the origin. Equation (1), solved

with respect to y, gives

y = ±V2px.

In order that the ordinate be real, it is necessary that the

abscissa be positive ; if x increase from to -f- oo , the absolute

value of y increases also from to

00 ; thus it follows that the parabola

consists of two infinite arcs AD
and AD' (Fig. 116).

The straight line AX is the

axis of the parabola, the point A
is the vertex, the length p, which

determines the magnitude of the

curve, is called the parameter of

the parabola.

202. Construction of the curve

by points. The ordinate MP of

the point M is a, mean proportional between the constant

length 2p and the abscissa AP. Construct on AX, in the

direction of negative abscissas, a length AQ equal to 2p;

rig. 116
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then describe diverse circumferences whose centers lie on QX,
and pass through the point Q; these circumferences intersect

the axis AX in the points P, P', •••, and the line ^F in the

points N, N', ••-. Through the points P, P', , draw lines

parallel to AY; through the points N, N', •••, lines parallel to

AX; their points of intersection M, M', ••-, belong to the

parabola.

203. From the relations

MP^ = 2p AP, WP^ = 2p AT,

A A MP^ ^P
one deduces

,
= —rv:.'

M'P' AP'

The squares of the ordinates perpendicular to the axis of a

parabola are proportional to the segments of the axis comprised

between the vertex and the ordinates.

204. Through the point M of the curve, draw a parallel to

the axis, and imagine that a movable poinb travels along this

parallel. Replace in the function y^ — 2px, x and y by the co-

ordinates of the movable point ; if the point M be situated on

the side of the positive abscissas with respect to the parabola, the

function will be negative, if the point M be on the other side,

the function will be positive. For brevity the first region is

said to be interior and the second exterior to the curve.

205. It has already been shown that the infinite branches

of the hyperbola have asymptotes ; the same is not true of the

parabola. For, since y increases indefinitely with x, there

cannot be an asymptote parallel to the axis of the parabola.

In the second place, let y=ax + b be the equation of any

straight line oblique to the axis, the difference of the ordinates

of the points of the line and of the curve which correspond to

the same abscissa is equal to

ax + b— \'2px,

and can be put under the form

<-^V¥>
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When X increases indefinitely, the first factor increases indefi-

nitely, and the second approaches the value a different from

zero, the product increases indefinitely. Therefore an asymp-

tote oblique to the axis cannot exist.

Tangent.

206. The tangent at the point 3f, whose co-ordinates are x

and y, has the equation

(2) yY=p(X+x).

Let T be the point where the tangent intersects the axis of

the parabola (Fig. 117) ; if in equa-

tion (2) one make 1^= 0, then will

X = — x; therefore AT= AP. This

property furnishes a means for con-

structing the tangent to the parab-

ola at a given point M; to construct

the tangent draw MP perpendicular

to the axis, take AT= AP, and con-

nect the points M and P with a

straight line.
Fig. in.

207. To draw a tangent through an exterior point Jf,. Let

X, and yi be the co-ordinates of the point Mi ; the points of

contact will be determined by the chord of contact

(3) ya=p{x + xi),

combined with that of the curve (1) ; whence it follows

I—— v^
y = yi±^y^-2pxi, a! = |-;

these values are real so long as the point Mx is exterior to the

curve.

In order to construct the line MM, one seeks the points

w;here it intersects the co-ordinate axes ; if, in equation (3), one

put y= 0, one gets x = —Xy, whence AI is equal to AP^ ; if one
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put « = 0, one finds y =^; the point K may be found by a

fourth proportional.

208. To draw a tangent parallel to a given line. If m rep-

resent the angular coefficient of the given line, the equation

- = 7)1, and that of the curve, determine the co-ordinates of

y P .. P
the point of contact, y = —, x= ^y—v It follows then that the

7)1 2 m-
equation of the tangent will be

(4) ^=-^ +&
209. Normal.— The normal MN at a pointM of the parab-

ola, whose co-ordinates are x and y, has the equation

(5) Y-y = -y-^X-x).

On putting F= 0, one obtains the abscissa of the point N
where it intersects the axis ; one finds

PiV=X— a;=:p.

Thus, in the parabola the sub-normal PN is constant and equal

to the parameter p.

Diameters.

210. By applying the general equation of the diameters of

a curve of the second degree to the parabola, whose equation

is y' — 2px=: 0, one obtains the equation

(6) m,y —p = 0, OT y= —

This property has already been demonstrated in § 134 ; it is,

that every diameter of the parabola is parallel to the axis.

Since the angular coefficient m of the chords can be so chosen
V)

that — can take any value that one chooses, it follows that, con-

versely, every straight line which is parallel to the axis is a
diameter.
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Let A' be tlie point of intersection of the diameter with

the curve (Fig. 118); since the ordinate of the point A' is

equal to — and the angular coefficient of

the tangent at this point has the value

-, that is m, it follows that the tangent ai

the extremity of a diameter is parallel to

the chords which this diameter bisects.

211. Parabola referred to one of its

diameters and to the tangent at its ex-

tremity. It has been proven (§ 136) Fig. ii8.

that, in case a diameter A'X' and the tangent A'T' at its ex-

tremity be taken as the axes of co-ordinates, the equation of

the parabola will have the form

(7) y'= 2p'x.

If a and b be the co-ordinates of the point A' with respect to

the primitive axes, and AP' be drawn parallel to A'T, one

knows that one has A'P' = AT=AP (§ 206); the co-ordinates

A'P', — A'T of the vertex A with respect to the new axes are

therefore a and — vToM-fc^ ; since they satisfy equation (7),

it follows that

2y = i«l±A'=i^+l£^= 2 /) -K 4 a.

One has also p' -
AP' ^A'T^
2 A'P' TP

= TN.

If the angle Y'A'X' formed by the new axes be represented by

d, it follows from the right triangles NA'T, NA'P, that

TN='^^^,A'N=^A'N
sinfl' sinfi'

whence p>=TK= PN ^ p
sin^^ ain^O
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212. Since the parabola, referred to a diameter A'X and

to the tangent ^'F (Fig. 119), has the equation y^ = 2p'x, it

is evident that the equation yF= p'(X+a;) represents either

the tangent at the point M, if x and y be

the co-ordinates of this point, or the chord

of contact of the tangents drawn from an

exterior point whose co-ordinates are x and y.

The tangents at the two extremities M
and ilT of a chord intersect the diameter

in the same point T, such that A'T=A'I.
It is also true that the chord of contact

MW, with respect to an exterior point T,

is bisected by the diameter TX which passes

_. „. through this point, and for a greater reason

is^'/=^'r.
This furnishes the means for constructing a parabola by

points, in case one knows two tangents TM, TW, and the

points of contact M and W. Draw the chord MM', and join

the mid-point / with the point T, the mid-point A' of the

straight line TI is a point of the curve, and the tangent at

this point is parallel to MM'- By means of the tangent A'V,
which touches the curve at A', and of each of the given tan-

gents, one can determine two new tangents by their points of

contact, and so on. This method for constructing two parallel

lines by means of an arc of a parabola is frequently used,

when the arc of a circle cannot be employed ; that is, when the

distances TM and TM' are not equal.

The Area of a Parabolic Segment.

213. It is proposed to evaluate the area S of the triangle

A'lM formed by the straight lines A'l, IM and the arc A'M
of the parabola (Fig. 119). If this area be regarded as a

function of the abscissa of the point M, the derivative S' is

given by the formula

S' = ysme=y/2p'x-sm6= y/2p' . sin • xi

One deduces 5 = |V2y • sin 6 • x^ + C.
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The constant C is zero since the area becomes zero for a; = 0.

It follows therefore that

S = ^x- ~\/2p'x • sin = ^3y sin 6.

The area S is equal to two-thirds of the parallelogram A'IMN,
and, consequently, the area of the composite-line triangle

A'NM is one-third of the same parallelogram.

EXERCISES.

1. Find the locus of the vertex of an angle circumscribed

about a parabola, such that the triangle formed by the sides

of the angle and the arc of the parabola has a constant area.

2. Find the locus of points from which two perpendicular

normals can be drawn to a parabola.

3. A secant revolves about a fixed point taken on the axis

of a parabola; normals are drawn to the parabola at the

points in which the secant intersects it; find the locus of

the point in which these normals intersect.

4. A parabola moves parallel to itself, so that its vertex

traces the parabola in its initial position ; tangents are drawn
from the vertex of the fixed to the movable parabola; find the

locus of the points of contact.

5. Find the locus of a point from which the sum of the

squares of the normals drawn to a parabola is constant.

6. Given a curve of the second degree tangent to the sides

of a given angle, one draws an arbitrary tangent to this curve

;

find the locus of the point of intersection of the medians or

the altitudes of the triangle formed by the movable tangent

and the sides of the angle; find also the locus of the center

of the circle circumscribed about this triangle.

7. Given an ellipse, one draws through a fixed point any

two straight lines at right angles to each other, and at the

points in which these lines intersect the ellipse, tangents are

drawn to this ellipse; find the locus of the points of inter-

section of these tangents.

8. Same problem, when one replaces the perpendicular

lines by lines parallel to the conjugate axes of any other

given ellipse.
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9. An angle of constant magnitude revolves about its

vertex situated on a given curve of the second degree ; at the

points in which the sides of the angle meet the curve again,

tangents are drawn to the curve. Find the locus of the point

of intersection of these tangents.

10. Find the locus of the center of an equilateral triangle

formed by three tangents or by three normals to a parabola.

11. The area of a triangle whose vertices are the points of

contact of three tangents to a parabola is twice the area of the

triangle formed by these tangents, and is represented by the

expression

±^(y'-yW-2/"')(2/"'-2/')»

where y', y", y'" represent the perpendiculars dropped from
the vertices of the triangle to the axis.

12. An arbitrary tangent is drawn to a hyperbola, and the

points in which the tangent meet the asymptotes are respec-

tively joined to two fixed points ; find the locus of the point

of intersections of the two straight lines.

13. Draw to a parabola a normal so that the area comprised

between this normal and the curve has a minimum value.
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CHAPTER VII

FOCI AND DIRXSCTRICES.

215. The discussion is begun by proposing the following

question: Given a point F and a straight line DE (Fig. 120),

find the locus of a point whose distances

from a given point and a given straight line

are in a constant ratio.

Draw in the plane any system of rec-

tangular axes ; call a and p the co-ordinates

of the point F, and let mx -\- ny -\- h = be

the equation of the line DE\ the distances

of any point M of the plane from the point

F and from the line DE are given by the

formulas *'«• ^^o-

Vwr -\- n?

MF
if the constant ratio —- be designated by Tc, the locus will

have the equation

, ; lc(mx + ny + li)

Vix-ar + (,-,sy=± ^^^^,;; \

or

This locus is a curve of the second degree. The quantity

AC— E^, which serves to distinguish the species of the curve,

being equal to 1 — F, the curve is an ellipse, a parabola, or a

hyperbola, according as the ratio k is less, equal to, or greater

than unity.

Conversely, given a curve of the second degree one proposes

to seek if there exist iu the plane of the curve a fixed point F
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and a fixed straight line DE, such that the ratio of the dis-

tances of each of the points of the curve from the point F and

the line DE is constant. If one find a point and a straight

line enjoying this property, the point will be called the focus

of the curve, and the straight line the directrix.

The axes of co-ordinates being arbitrary and inclosing an

angle 6, suppose that one has found a point F whose co-ordi-

nates are a and ^, and a straight line DE whose equation is

MF
ifn^ + ny + U = (i, such that the ratio —— is equal to a constant

quantity Te ; since the distance MP of a pointM of the curve

whose co-ordinates are x and y from the directrix DE is repre-

sented by the expression

± (mx+ ny + h) sin 6

y/m/' + n' — 2 mn cos 6

one will have

jyj _ _^_
Jc(mx + ny + h) sin 6

y/m^ + 71^ — 2 mn cos 6

Thus the distance of any point M of the curve from the focus

F is expressed as an integral function of the co-ordinates x and

y of the point M and is of the first degree.

Conversely, if a point F enjoy the property that its distance

from any point M of the curve is expressed by an integral

function of the first degree in the co-ordinates x and y of the

point M, this point F is the focus ; that is, that there exists a

straight line DE such that the ratio of the distances of each

of the points of the curve from the point F and the line DE is

constant. In fact, assume that one has

FM= ± (mx + ny + h),

where mx + ny+ h represents an integral function of the first

degree in the co-ordinates x and y of the point M. Consider

the straight line DE which has the equation

ma + ny+h = 0;
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the distance of the point M from this line is given by the

formula

]lfp_ ±(nix + ny + h) sine

Vw?+ j»^ — 2 mn cos 6

'

one has therefore

MF __ Vm" + n' — 2mncose
MP sine

Thus the ratio of the distances of each of the points of the

curve from the fixed point F and the fixed line DE is constant

;

the point F is therefore a focus and the line DE the cor-

responding directrix of the curve. Representing the value of

this constant ratio by k, one has

k sin = ^m? + n^— 2 mn cos 9.

216. Therefore the following definition can be substituted

for the first. The focus is a point such that its distance from

any point of the curve can be expressed by an integral function

of the first degree in the variable co-ordinates of a point of the

curve. It is clear, moreover, that this algebraic definition is

independent of the position of the co-ordinate axes in the plane,

because an integral function of the first degree preserves its

character in case the axes are changed. The equation of the

directrix is found by equating this function to zero.

If the y-axis be taken parallel to the directrix, the o^axis

being arbitrary, the equation of the directrix will take the form

mx -1- A = 0, the coefficient n will be zero and the distance

of the focus from any point M of the same will be expressed

by an integral function ± {mx + It) of the first degree in the

abscissa x of the point M.

From what precedes it follows that the investigation of the

focus and the directrix of curves of the second degree is

reduced to the determination of a point F, such that its

distance from any point M of the curve is expressed by an

integral function of the first degree in the co-ordinates x and y
of the point M. Suppose that the axes are rectangular, and let

(1) A3? + Bxy + Cy'-ir2Dx + 2Ey + F=(i
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be the equation of the given curve of the second degree. Call

a and /8 the co-ordinates of the focus sought; then will the

co-ordinates of every point of the curve satisfy the equation

V(a; - «)^ -I- (2/
- /S)" = ± (ma; + nx-\- h),

or (2) (a; - «)'' +(y- Pf - (ma; + ny + hf = 0.

Equations (1) and (2), representing at the same time the same
,

curve, are identical, hence the ccfcfficient of corresponding

terms must be proportional; one will have, therefore, to de-

termine the five unknown quantities a, /3, m, n, h, the five

equations

^„, 1 — m' _ — mn _ 1 — w^ _ — (« -|- mfe)
* -' A ~~B C D

~ E ~ F '

In order to simplify the calculation, one considers separately

the three curves of the second degree, referred to systems of

rectangular axes which have served to simplify their equa-

tions. Later will be given another method for finding the

foci, especially useful for finding the geometrical loci of the

foci.

Foci and Directrices of the Ellipse.

217. Let

(4) -.+ 11-1 =

be the equation of the given ellipse referred to its axes. This

equation does not have any term in as/ ; it is necessary there-

fore that the coefficient — 2 mn of the corresponding term in

equation (2) be zero, whence it follows that one has either

n = 0, orm = 0. Suppose that w = ; since the terms of the

first degree are also zero, one will have a-f m7i = 0, /8 = 0,

and equations (3) reduce to

a\l - m^ = V ^K'- 0^.
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Whence one deduces m' =

•6='

since m can always be sup-

B'
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It has also been seen that the constant ratio of the distances

of each of the points of the curve from the focus and from the

corresponding directrix is equal to Vm" + v?, in rectangular
c c

co-ordinates : one has therefore ifc = m = -• The ratio - is
' a a

called e, the eccentricity of the ellipse.

218. Suppose now m = ; the coefficients of the first degree

should be zero ; one will have a = 0, yS + w/i = 0, and equations

(3) reduce to

Whence may be deduced

VE' —, P = ±VfF^^, h = Tb.

In order to obtain these new solutions, it suffices to permute

in the first solutions the letters o and 6, m and n, a and )8.

Since a has been supposed greater that b, these two solutions

are imaginary. Thus one can assign to the constants four

systems of values which render equations (2) and (4) iden-

tical ; but two only of these systems of values which give the

foci and the directrices are real.

219. Theorem I.— The sum of the distances of each of the

points of an ellipse from the foci is constant.

The distance of a focus from any point M of the curve is

expressed by ± (nix + ny + h), that is ±(a —— ); the sign is

so chosen that the quantity will be positive. The abscissas a

and X of the focus, and of a point of the ellipse being less

than a in absolute value, and, consequently, the quantity

within the parentheses is positive for every point of the

ellipse ; it will be necessary, therefore, to give the parentheses

the sign -f, and one will have

MF=a — ex, MF' = a+ex;

whence it follows

MF+MF' = 2a.
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220. CoKOLLARY I.— The sum of the distances of a point

within the ellipse from the foci is less than the major axis; the

sum of the distances of a point without is greater than the major

axis.

Consider first the point N (Fig. 122), situated within the

ellipse, join this point to the two foci, and prolong the straight

line F'N till it intersects the ellipse in M. Since the point

M belongs to the ellipse, the sum of the two radii vectors

MF+ MF' is equal to the major axes AA'; but the straight

line NF is shorter than the broken line NM+ MF; by adding

to each of these expressions the same length F'N, it follows

that the path F'N+NF is shorter than F'M+ MF, that is,

less than AA'. Consider next a point P situated without the

ellipse ; the line PF' intersects the ellipse at a point M. The
broken line MP+ PF is greater than the straight line MF; on

adding to both the same length F'M, one sees that the path

F'P + PF is greater than F'M+MF,
that is, greater than AA'. It is clear

that the converse propositions are true.

If the sum of the distances of a point

of the plane from the two foci be less

than the major axis, this point will lie

within the ellipse. If the sum be greater

than the major axis, the point will lie

without. Whence it follows that one can consider the ellipse

as the locus of the points of which the sum of the distances

from the two foci is equal to 2 a. Thus is the ellipse con-

structed in elementary geometry, and it is on this property

that the construction of the ellipse by points depends, or on a

continuous motion, of which mention has been made at the

beginning (§ 11).

221. Corollary II.—T7ie ellipse in the loais ofpoints equally

distant from the focus F and the circle described about the other

focus F' as center with a radius equal to the major axis. If the

foci be joined to any point M of the ellipse with straight lines

(Fig. 123), and if the radius vector FM be prolonged till MH
is equal to MF, one obtains a constant length FH equal to the
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major axis ; the locus of the point H is therefore the circum-

ference described about the focus F' as center with the major

axis as radius. The portion MH of the radius being the shortest

path from the point-jJf to the circumference, the point Mot the

ellipse is equally distant from the focus F and the circumfer-

ence. The name director cirde has been given to this circle.

fig. 123.

222. Theorem II. —A tangent to the ellipse makes equal

angles with the radii vectores, which are drawn from the point

of contact to the foci.

Take two points M and JiT (Fig. 124) on the ellipse ; about

the focus F as center, with FM as radius, construct the arc of

a circle which intersects the radius vector FM' at C; the

length M'C represents the difference

of the two radii vectores F3f and FM',
or the increment which the radius vec-

tor FM receives when the pointM has

been moved to the neighboring point

M'. Similarly, if one describe about

the focus F' as center with the radius

F'M an arc of a circle which intersects

in D the radius vector FM' produced,

the length MD will represent the difference of the two radii

vectores F'M and FM', or the negative increment which the

.Fig. 124.
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radius vector FM receives when the point M has been moved
to the point 3r. Thus, when the point M moves to the point

M', the radius vector FM is increased by the increment M'C,
while the other radius vector F'M is diminished by the incre-

ment M'D. Since the sum of the two radii vectores FM+ F'M
remains constant, the quantity by which the one is increased is

equal to that by which the other is diminished, and, conse-

quently, the two lengths M'C and M'D are equal.

Draw through the two points M and M the secant MS;
draw in the two circles previously constructed the two chords

MC and MD. Lay oflE on the secant MS the arbitrary but

invariable length MG, and through the point G draw GH
parallel to MC, GK parallel to MD; from the preceding

construction it follows that one has the equal ratios

M'C M'M M'D
M'H M'G M'lC

since the two lengths M'C and M'D are equal, it follows that

the two lengths M'H and M'K are also equal. Suppose now
that the point M' approaches continu- ^^
ally the point M; the secant MS will /^^^,

approach a limiting position MT (Fig.

125), which is a tangent to the ellipse.

The points C and D will at the same

time approach the point M, the chords

MC and MD, prolonged, approach the

tangents to the circles described about

the points F and F' as centers with
'^'

FM and F'M as radii, and, consequently, become perpendicular

to the radii FM and FM; their parallels GH and GK take

also directions perpendicular to the same radii, and, conse-

quently, the angles H and K become right. The limits of the

two triangles M'GH, M'GK (Fig. 124) are two right-angled

triangles MGH, MGK (Fig. 125) ; these two triangles, having

the common hypotenuse MG and the sides MH and MK, are

equal, since they are the limits of equal lengths; whence it

follows that the two angles GMH, GMK are equal. There-

fore the tangent MT to the ellipse bisects the angle FMK
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formed by the radius vector MF and the prolongation of the

other F'M.

The vertical angles F'MT and GMK being equal, one sees

that the tangent TT' makes, with the two radii vectores drawn
from the point of contact, the equal angles FMT, F'MT.

223. Corollary I.— At the point M
(Fig. 126) draw to the tangent TT a

perpendicular MN; it will be a normal

to the ellipse. The two angles FMN,
F'MN are equal, since they are the com-

plements of the equal angles FMT,
F'MT; thus, the normal to the ellipse at

the point M bisects the angle FMF' formed
by the radii vectores rchich are drawn from this point to the two

foci.

Fig. 126.

224. Corollary II.— Suppose that a light be placed at the

focus F (Fig. 127) of an ellipse ; the rays of light, emanating
from the point F, are reflected on the

ellipse, making the angle of reflection

equal to the angle of incidence. Let

^x FM be one of these rays ; draw to the

ellipse at this point the tangent TT;
the reflected ray, which makes with MT
an angle equal to FMT, will be reflected

along MF' Thus the reflected rays will

all be concurrent at the second focus F, where they form a
very brilliant image of the flame placed at the first focus F.
It is on this account that the points F and F are called

foci.

Fig. 127.

225. Corollary III.— Conversely, the ellipse is the only
curve which enjoys the property that the radii vectores which
are drawn from the point of contact to the two fixed points F
and F' and make equal angles with the tangent. Seek, in
fact, the equation of the curve in bi-polar co-ordinates (§ 4),
and represent by u and v the radii vectores MF, MF' (Fig.
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124). Wlieii the point M of the curve moves to the point W,
the two radii veetores v, and v receive the increments,
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227. Problem I.— To draw a tangent to an ellipse at a

given point M on the ellipse.

This problem has already been solved, by- considering the

ellipse as the projection of a circle. The same questions will

be treated by another method which is

applicable to the hyperbola and the

parabola.

Prolong the radius vector FM (Fig.

129) till MH is equal to the other radius

vector MF, and draw through the point

M a straight line TT' perpendicular to
ig. 129. FH; one will have the tangent required.

Because in the isosceles triangle FMH, the line MT, drawn

from the vertex perpendicular to the base FH, bisects the

vertical angle. . This line, being the bisector of the angle

FMH formed by one of the radii veetores and the prolongation

of the other, coincides with the tangent to the ellipse.

228i Remark.— One should notice that all of the points

of the tangent, excepting the point of contact M, lie without

the ellipse. Let P be any point of the tangent; join this

point to the foci and to the point H. The tangent being per-

pendicular to FH at its mid-point, the distance PF is equal to

PH, and, consequently, the broken line F'P+ PF is equal to

the broken line FP+ PH; but the latter is greater than the

line FH, which is equal to the major axis of the ellipse, since

the radius vector MF' was prolonged till MH is equal to MF.
Since the sum of the distances of the point P from the foci

is greater than the major axis, this point is situated without

the ellipse.

The broken line FM+ MF is the shortest path going from
the point i?" to a point on the tangent and then to the point F.

A broken line is said to be convex, in case it is situated on
the same side with respect to each of its sides indefinitely pro-

longed. Similarly, a curve is said to be convex in case it lies

entirely on the same side of every tangent to it indefinitely

produced. Accordingly, it follows that the ellipse is a closed

convex curve.
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229. Problem II.— To draw to an ellipse a tangent from an

external point P.

Assume that the problem is solved, and let PM (Fig. 130)

be a tangent passing through the point P. If the radius

vector F'M be prolonged till MH is equal to MF, it follows

that the tangent PM is perpen- ,g

dicular to the straight line FH at /.f..

its mid-point; it remains there-

fore to determine the point H.

Since the line FH is equal to the

major axis AA', the point H is on

the circumference described about

the focus F as a center with AA'
as a radius. On the other hand, ^'^ '

the distance PH being equal to PF, the point H is on the cir-

cumference described about the point P as a center with PF
as a radius ; the point H is therefore the intersection of these

two circumferences. The following construotion may be in-

ferred from the preceding: Describe about the focus F' as

center, with a radius equal to the major axis, a circle. De-

scribe about the point P as center, with a radius equal to the

distance PF of this point from the other focus, a second circle,

which intersects the first in H. Join F and ^ by a straight

line and draw from the point P a perpendicular to FH; the

perpendicular will be the tangent required. The point of con-

tact M will be determined by the intersection of the tangent

with the line FH. The two circles intersect in a second point

H' ; on drawing from the same point P a perpendicular to FH,
a second tangent PM will be determined, whose intersection

with the straight line F'H will be the point of contact Jf.

These constructions can be accomplished without drawing

the ellipse. It is sufficient that the foci and the major axis

be known.

230. Peoblem III.— To draw to an ellipse a tangent which

is parallel to a given straight line KL.

Assume the problem to be solved, and let (ST be a tangent

parallel to KL (Fig. 131). If F'M be prolonged till MH is
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equal to MF, one knows that the tangent is perpendicular to

FH at its mid-point. Whence the following construction can

be inferred : Describe a circle about

the focus F* as center, with a radius

equal to the major axis ; draw through

the other focusF a straight line FH
perpendicular to the given line KL

;

this line will intersect the circum-

ference in a point H; draw ST
perpendicular to FH at its mid-

point; ST will be the tangent re-

quired. The point of contact will

be determined by the intersection

of the tangent with the straight

Ime F'H. The straight line FH,
prolonged, intersects the circumfer-

ence in a second point H' ; on erecting a perpendicular to FH
at its mid-point, a second tangent S'T will be found, whose
point of contact W will be determined by the intersection of

F'H' with T'S'.

Fig. 131.

231. Problem IV.

—

An ellipse is defined by its foci and its

major axis. Determine the points of its intersections with a given

straight line MM'.
Let M be one of the points where the given straight line

intersects the ellipse (Fig. 132) ; connect this point by straight

lines to the two foci, and pro-

long the radius vector F'M till

MH is equal to MF; the point
", H belongs to the director circle

\ described about F" a,s a, center

;

; if a circle be described about

_/ 3/ as a center with a radius

equal to MF, this circle will be
tangent to the director circle at

H; on dropping from the focus

F a perpendicular upon this

given line, and prolonging it till the line is double its origi-

Fig. 132.
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I

nal length, a second point Fi is found belonging to this same

circle. The problem is reduced, therefore, to finding the center

.3f of a circle passing through two given points F and Fi and

tangent to the director circle. For this purpose one constructs

through the two given points F and Fi any circle which inter-

sects the director circle in two points K and K' ; draw from

the point I, the intersection of the two lines FFi and KK', a

tangent to the director circle; the point M, where the line

FH intersects the given line, will be the point sought.

One has, in fact,

m' = IK X IIP = IF X IF,;

therefore, the circle which passes through the three points

F, F^ H, is tangent to the director circle at H. Since two

tangents can be drawn from the point / to the director circle,

there will be two points M and W.
When the point F-^ which is the symmetrique of the focus F

with respect to the given straight line, is situated within the

director circle, there are practically two solutions. In case

the point Fi is on the circle, the line is tangent to the ellipse.

Finally, when the point F, is situated without the circle, the

line does not intersect the ellipse.

Foci and Directrices of the Hyperbola.

232. Since the equation of the hyperbola referred to its

axes is

^2^ 1 = 0,

it is sufficient to replace 6^ by — 6^ in the results derived for

the ellipse. One has then the two real solutions

;3=0, a = ±VaF+b'' = ±c,

and the polynomial of the second degree is the square of the

polynomial of the first degree a ——• The remaining two

solutions are imaginary.
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The hyperbola has therefore two real foci F and F, situated

ou the transverse axis and at equal distances from the center

(Fig. 133). They are found by
drawing through the vertex A a

straight line AG perpendicular

to the transverse axis, meeting

the asymptote in G, and laying

off on the transverse axis the

lengths OF and OF' equal to OG.

The equation of the directrix

The directrix DE
Fig. 133.

a'
« =—

a
corresponds to the focus F, and

the directrix D'E' to the focus F'- Describe about the point O
as center, with OA as radius, an arc of a circle which inter-

sects the asymptote in the point H; the point belongs to the

directrix. The two triangles OAG, OHF, which have a com-

mon angle O, the sides OA and OG respectively equal to OH
and OF, are equal, and the angle OHF is right ; if a perpen-

dicular HD be dropped from the point H on the transverse

axis OA, one has OH = OF x OD, and, consequently,

OD =— Thus the line DH is the directrix,
c

The constant ratio k = VrnM-"*? is equal to - ; this is the
a

eccentricity of the hyperbola; it is usually represented by the

letter e.

233. Theorem III.— Tlie difference of the distances of each

of the points of the hyperbola from the two foci is constant

and equal to the transverse axis.

The distance from a focus to any point M of the curve is

represented by ±[a )• The abscissas a and x of the focus<«-?>
and of a point of the hyperbola being in absolute value greater

than a, the second term is greater in absolute value than a. It

is necessary, therefore, to give the — or -f sign to the preced-

ing parenthesis, according as this point M is on the right or
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left branch, and as its distance is measured to the one or the

other of the foci. In case of the right branch, one has

MF= —a-\-ex, MF' = a + ex;

whence MF' —MF= 2 a.

In case of the left branch

MF=a — ex, MF' = — a — ex;

whence MF—MF = 2 a.

234. CoEOLLARY I.— The difference of the distances of a
point situated between the two branches of a hyperbola from the

two foci is less than the transverse axis; in case the point is

situated in either of the other two portions of the plane, the differ-

ence is greater than the transverse axis.

Let P be a point situated between the two branches of the

curve (Fig. 134); the straight line

PF meets the hyperbola at the point

M. One has

PF'-PM<MF';
if MF be subtracted from each mem- ^

ber of the preceding inequality, it

becomes

PF — PF< MF' — MF;
Fig. 131.

this last difference is equal to 2 a and

therefore the first is less than 2 a. Suppose now that P is

situated to the right of the first branch of the hyperbola; the

straight line NF' intersects this branch in M; one has

NF<NM+MF,
and on adding to each member MF,

NF+MF < NF'+ MF;

whence NF' -NF>MF - MF.

The second difference being equal to 2 a, the first is greater

than 2 a.
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Whence it follows that the hyperbola may be considered as

the locus of the points, such that the difference of their dis-

tances from the two foci is equal to 2 a. The construction of

the hyperbola by points or by a continuous motion, given in

the beginning (§ 14), depends upon this property.

235. Corollary II.— 27te distance of any point M of the

hyperbola from the focus F is equal to one of the normals drawn

from this point to the cirde de-

scribed about the other focus F' as

center with a radius equal to the

transverse axis. For a point M
of the first branch (Fig. 135), one

has
MF' - MF=2a = F'N,

and, consequently,

Fit'. 135. MF= MF - F'N= MN.

For a point M' of the second branch, one has

MF- M'F> = 2 a = FN,
and, consequently,

MF= MF" + F'N= MN.
In the first case, the portion MN of the normal represents

the distance of the point M from the circle, and the first

branch of the hyperbola is the locus of points which are

equally distant from the focus F and from the director circle.

236. Th::orem IV.

—

A tangent to a hyperbola bisects the

angle formed by the radii vectores which are drawn from the

^
point of contact to the foci.

Let M and M' be two consecutive

points on the hyperbola (Fig. 13G).

About the focus F as center describe

with MF as radius the arc of a circle

which intersects the radius vector FM'
in C; about the focus F' as center

describe an arc of a circle with a

radius equal to F'M which intersects
•Fie. 136.

the radius vector F'M in D: as the
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point M moves to the point M', the two radii vectores receive

the increments M'C and M'D; since the difference between

the vectores is constant, these two increments are equal to one

another.

Lay off on the secant MM' an arbitrary length MG, and draw

through the point O, OH parallel to the chord MC and GK
parallel to the chord MD. From this construction, it follows

M'C ^ M'M^ M'D .

M'H M'G M'K'
since the tAvo lengths M'C and M'D are equal, it foUdws that

the two lengths M'H and M'K are also equal. When the

point M' approaches indefinitely the point M, the secant MM'
approaches a limiting position and becomes the tangent to the

hyperbola at the point M; at the same time, the chords MC
and 3ID become tangents to the circles described about the foci

as centers and, consequently, perpendicular to FM and F'M;
the lines GH and GK, which are parallel to the chords, become

also perpendicular to these same radii vectores, and the angles

// and K become right angles. The two triangles M'GH,
M'GK, which have a common side M'G and a side M'H equal

to M'K, become therefore right-angled, consequently equal to

each other ; whence it follows that the angles GM'H, OM'K
become equal ; thus the tangent to the hyperbola at the point

M is the bisector of the angle FMF'.

237. Corollary I.— The hyperbola is the only curve which

possesses this property; because on calling the radii vectores

u and V, and their increments Am and Av, one has

Av ^ M'D ^ M'K
Am M'C M'H

If it be supposed that the angles GM'H, GM'K become equal

when the point M' approaches indefinitely the point M, the two

triangles GM'H, GM'K become equal and also the sides M'H
and M'K; whence ,. Av .

Iim— = 1.
Am

On returning to the primitive function, one has

v = u + C, whence v — u= C.
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238. Corollary II.

—

An ellipse and a confocal hyperbola

intersect at right angles.

Two curves of the second degree are said to be confocal when
their foci coincide ; the angle at which two curves intersect is

the angle formed by their tangents at the point of intersection.

Let M be the point of intersection of

an ellipse and a hyperbola which has

the same foci F, F' (Fig. 137); the

bisectorMN of the angle FMF' is, on

the one hand, perpendicular to the

ellipse, on the other, tangent to the

hyperbola; therefore the tangents

MT, MN to the curves are perpen-

dicular to each other.
Fig. 137.

239. Problem V.— To draw a tangent to a hyperbola at a
given point M of the hyperbola.

Take on the radius vector MF a length MH equal to the

other radius vector MF, and draw through the point M a line

MP perpendicular to FH; one has the

tangent required (Fig. 138).

Bemark.— It should be noticed that

the tangent is wholly situated between

the two branches of the hyperbola.

Let P be any point of this tangent;

one has

PF-PIKF'H,
and, consequently,

PF' -PF<2a;Fig. 138.

therefore the point P lies between the two branches of the

hyperbola. One branch of the hyperbola, lying always on the

same side of any tangent to it, is a convex curve when viewed

from any point of said tangents.

The tangent being perpendicular to FH at its mid-point /,

the point / is the projection of the focus F on the tangent.

The straight line 01, which is parallel to F'H and equal to the

half of FH, is constant; whence it follows that the locus of
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the projections of the foci on the tangents is the circle

described on the transverse axis as diameter.

240. Problem VI.— To draw a tangent to a hyperbola from
any point P situated between its branches.

Let PM be a tangent passing through the point P (Fig. 139).

If MH= MF be subtracted from the radius vector MF', one

knows that the tangent

PM is perpendicular to

FH at its mid-point. The
problem is reduced to de-

termining the position of

the point H ; this point

will be the intersection of

the circle described about

the focus F as center, with

a radius equal to 2 a, and "-., ^.y

the circle described about
'" '

the point P as center, with ^'s- 139.

a radius equal to PF. The tangent will be formed by drawing

from the point P a perpendicular to FH, and the point of

contact M will be determined by prolonging the radius vector

F'H. These two circles intersect in a second point H'\ a

second tangent will be found by drawing a line through P per-

pendicular to FH' ; the point of contact of the tangent will be

determined by the prolongation of the straight line F'H'.

In case the point P is on one of the asymptotes, one of the

tangents drawn from P coincides with this asymptote, and

the point of contact is removed to infinity.

241. Problem VII.— To draw to a hyperbola a tangent

which is parallel to a given straight line OL.

One constructs about the focus F' as center, with a radius

equal to 2 a, the director circle, and draws from the focus F a

straight line perpendicular to OL (Fig. 140) ; this straight line

intersects the circle in two points H and H; straight lines

are drawn through the mid-points of the lines FH and FH'
parallel to OL; these parallels will be the tangents required.
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The points of contact M and JiT are determined by the lines

rn, F'H'.

In order that the problem be

possible, it is necessary that the

given straight line, which can be

assumed to be drawn through

the center, does not intersect the

hyperbola; for, then the perpen-

dicular FH' drawn from the focus

i^'will intersect the director circle

in two points.
Fig. 140.

242. Problem VIII.— To find the points of intersection of

a straight line and of a hyperbola defined by its foci and its

transverse axis.

The construction is precisely the same as for the ellipse.

The Focus of the Parabola.

243. The equation of the parabola, referred to its axis and
to the tangent at the vertex, is

f — 2px = 0.

Since this equation contains neither a term in xy nor one in a^,

one should have, according to the general relations of § 216,

TO7i=0, 1 — wi'=0; whence n=0, m=l. Because the coeflBcient

of the term in y and the constant term are also zero, one has

/3 = 0, a^ — A' = 0. Moreover, equations (3) of § 216 reduce to
j_a+^.

^.j^g^j. .g^ a + h=p. The equation «» — A' = or

(a + h)(a — h)=0 becomes p(tt — h)=0, that is, a — h = 0;

whence it follows that a = h = ^-

Here one has a single solution. Thus the parabola possesses

a single focus situated on its axis at a distance from its ver-

tex A equal to the half of its parameter (Fig. 141). The

polynomial of the second degree being the square of the
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pojynomial of the first degree x + |^, the dis-

tance FM is equal to ^+^- To the focus

corresponds the directrix DE, whose equation

IS a; = — ^ ; the directrix is perpendicular to

the axis at a distance AD, equal to AF, from

the vertex.

The constant ratio I = y/ni' + li^ reduces in Fig. i4i.

this case to unity; whence it follows that

every point of the parabola is equally distant from the focus

and the directrix.

244. Theorem V.— The distance of any x)oint within the

parabola from the focus is less than its distance from the direc-

trix; on the contrary, the distance of every point without from
the directrix is less than its distance from the focus.

Consider accordingly a point N which lies within the parab-

ola; draw a perpendicular from this point to the directrix,

and connect it with a straight line to the focus. The perpen-

dicular intersects the curve in a point M which is joined to

the focus. Since the point M belongs to the parabola, the

distances ME and MF are equal. But the straight line NF
is shorter than the broken line NM-i- MF; if MF be replaced

by its equal ME, it follows that the distance NF is less than

NE. Thus the internal point N is nearer to the focus than to

the directrix. Consider next an external point P situated

between the curve and the directrix. Connect it with the

focus and draw to the directrix a perpendicular PE which is

prolonged till it intersects the curve in M. Since the point

M belongs to the parabola, the distances MF and ME are

equal ; the straight line MF, or its equal ME, is shorter than

the broken line MP + PF; if MP be subtracted from each

member of the inequality, it follows that PE is shorter than

FF. In case the point P lies to the left of the directrix, it is

evidently nearer to the directrix than to the focus.

It foUows from the preceding discussion that the parabola

may be regarded as the locus of points, each of which is
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equally distant from the focus and the directrix. It is in this

manner that the parabola is defined in elementary geometry,

and it is by means of this property that the parabola is con-

structed point by point, or by a continuous motion, as has

already been described (§ 16).

245. Theorem VI.— The tangent to a parabola makes equal

angles with the diameter and focal vector drawn from the point

of contact.

Take on the parabola two consecutive points M and JIT

(Fig. 142), which we join to the focus and from which we
drop perpendiculars ME and M'E' upon the

^! -Jf^ directrix. Construct an arc MC of a circle,

^JL/fV about the focus i'' as a center, with a radius

y/\ 7" FM, and draw from M, MC parallel to the

I'-I/b directrix. The length M'G is the difference

I ' ^ of the two radii vectores FM and FM; it is

V the increment which the radius vector FM
\^ receives when the point M moves to M'
\v. Similarly, the length M'C is the difference

of the two perpendiculars M'E', ME; it is

the increment which the perpendicular ME
receives when the point M is removed to M'. Since the radius

vector MF is always equal to the perpendicular ME, it follows

that the two increments M'C and M'C are equal.

Draw through the points M and M the secant MS and con-

struct the chord MC in the circle described about the focus as

center. Take on the secant MS an arbitrary length MO, and

draw through the point O, GH parallel to MC, and GK par-

allel to MC. On account of these parallels, one has the equal

ratios ^,=^^=^^; since the two lengths MC, M'C
M'H MG M'K

are equal, the two lengths MH and MK, which are propor-

tional to them, are also equal.

Suppose now that the point M approaches indefinitely the

point M; the secant MS will approach a limiting position and
be tangent to the parabola; the chord MC prolonged will, in a

similar manner, approach a limiting position and be tangent
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to the circle, and consequently become perpendicular to the

radius FM; the parallel GH takes also a direction perpen-

dicular to FM. Whence it follows that

the two triangles M'GH, WGK have

as limits the two right-angled triangles

MGH, MGK (Fig. 143) ; these two right

triangles, having the common hypotenuse

MG, and the two sides MH and MK
equal to each other since they are the

limits of equal lengths, are equal ; hence

the two angles GMK and GMH are.

equal. Therefore the tangent MT to the

parabola bisects the angle FME, formed

by the radius vector and the perpendicular dropped from the

point of contact to the directrix. If EM be prolonged, the

two vertical angles GMK and T'ML will be equal and, conse-

quently, the two angles FMT, T'ML, formed by the tangent

with a line parallel to the axis and the radius vector FM, are

equal.

Fig. i«.

24€. CoROLLAKT I.— Suppose that a light be placed at the

focus F (Fig. 144) of the parabola ; the rays of light, emanat-

ing from the focus F, are reflected on meeting the parabola,

making the angle of reflection equal to the

angle of incidence. Let FM be one of the

rays; draw at the point M a tangent to

the parabola; the reflected ray, making the j^

angle LMT' equal to the angle FMT, will be

parallel to the axis AB of the parabola. Simi- '
I If *

larly, every reflected ray will be parallel to

the axis.

It is by means of this property of the

parabola that the reflectors used in reflector

telescopes and coach lamps are constructed. ^'
'

The interior surface, of well-polished metal, is produced by a

parabola revolving about its axis; a light is placed at the

focus ; the luminous rays, after reflection, all become parallel

to the axis; the reflector projects a pencil of parallel rays
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which are propagated without dispersing, and which light,

therefore, at the greatest distance.

Corollary II.— Suppose that luminous rays, parallel to

the axis, fall upon a parabolic mirror; after reflection, they

will all converge to the focus.

Parabolic mirrors are used in the construction of telescopes.

The axis is directed toward the star ; the luminous rays coming

from the star are reflected on the mirror, and form at the focus

a very brilliant image of the star.

The parabolic form is used in the construction of speaking-

trumpets and certain acoustical instruments.

247. Corollary III.— Conversely, the parabola is the only

curve which enjoys this property that the tangent at any point

of the curve makes equal angles with the radius vector drawn

from a fixed point to the point of contact, and with a straight

line drawn from the point of contact parallel to a fixed straight

line. Imagine that any pointM of the plane be determined by

its distance MF from a fixed point F, and its distance ME
from a straight line DE perpendicular to the fixed straight

line FB (Fig. 142) ; represent these two co-ordinates by u and

V (§ 17). As any point M of the curve is moved to a neigh-

boring point M', these two co-ordinates receive the increments

Aw = M'C, Av = MC,
, , Au M'C M'K

and one has — = ,„^ = ttttv
Ait MC M'H

As the point M approaches indefinitely the point M, the

straight lineMM becomes tangent and the angle at H becomes

a right angle. The two triangles GMH, GMK are at the

limit right-angled and equal (Fig. 143), since they have a

common hypotenuse and the angle GMH equal to GMK by

hypothesis. Therefore one has

lim -7— = 1,Au

and returning to the primitive function v = u-\-C. On remov-

ing the line DE a distance equal to the constant C, it follows

that v = u.
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248. Peoblem IX.— To draw a tangent at a given point of a
parabola.

First Method.— Let T (Fig. 145) be the point in which
the tangent prolonged intersects the axis, ME the perpen-

dicular drawn from the point M to the directrix. It is known
that the tangent bisects the angle FME; the angle FTMhemg
equal to the alternate interior angle TME, and, consequently,

to the angle FMT, it follows that the

triangle TFM is isosceles, and the two
sides FM, FT are equal. Hence, in order

to construct the tangent at the point M,
it is sufficient to lay off on the axis a

length FT equal to the radius vector FM, y

and draw TM. This method is not prac-

tical in case the point M is very near the

vertex A of the parabola ; for then the "\^
two points M and T, being very near to

'^'=- 1^^*

each other, do not determine the tangent with sufficient

precision. For this particular case the following method is

used.

Secoxd Method.-— The tangent MT bisects the angle at

the vertex M of the isosceles triangle FME, and is perpen-

dicular to the base FE at its mid-point. Thus, in order to

construct the tangent a perpendicular ME is drawn from the

point M to the directrix, and a second perpendicidar is drawn
fi-om the point M to the straight line FE.

It follows from this construction that the tangent at the

vertex A of the parabola is perpendicular to the axis of the

parabola.

Remaek.— Every point of the tangent, excepting the point

of contact M, lies without the parabola. Let P be any point

of the tangent; it is perpendicular to FE at its mid-point;

therefore, the distances PE, PF are equal; but the oblique

line PE is greater than the perpendicular PK; therefore, the

distance PF is greater than PK, and, consequently, the point P
is without the parabola. Whence it follows that the parabola

is a convex curve when viewed from any point on a tangent.
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249. Corollary.— The locus of the projections of the focus

upon tangents to the parabola is the tangent at the vertex.

In fact, it is seen that the point I, mid-point of FE, and the

projection of the focus upon the tangent, lie on a parallel to

the directrix drawn through the point A, the mid-point of FD,

that is, on the tangent at the vertex A.

250. Problem X.— To draw a tangent from an external

point P to a parabola.

Assume that the problem is solved, and let PM (Fig. 14G)

be a tangent passing through the point P. If a perpendicular

ME be drawn from the point M to the directrix, and the

y^^ points E and F be joined, it follows that

ti/^ the tangent PM is perpendicular to FE at

-J^ its mid-point ; whence it follows that the

A distance PE is equal to PF, and one has

i- '

^i'' the construction required : a circle is

y / described about P as a center, having a

/^5^ radius equal to the distance PF of this—_-^Sv. point from the focus and intersecting the

^5j directrix in the point E. Join the points

Fig. 1 10. F and E, and draw from P a perpendicular

to FE ; it will be the tangent required. The point of contact

M is determined by the intersection of the tangent with the

line drawn through the point E parallel to the axis.

The circle intersects the directrix in a second point E\ In

a similar manner a perpendicular is drawn from the point P to

FE', and a second tangent is constructed.

These constructions caii be accomplished without tracing the

parabola. It is only necessary that the focus and directrix be

known.

251. Problem XI.— To draw to a parai)ola a tangent which

is parallel to a given straight line KL.

Assume that the problem is solved, and let MT be the

tangent required. If a perpendicular ME be drawn from

the point of contact to the directrix, and the points E and F
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be joined, then the tangent is perpendicular to FE at its

mid-point.

Whence the following construction is

deducible : Draw through the focus F a

straight line perpendicular to the given

line KL, and produce it till it meets the

directrix in E, and at the mid-point of FE
erect a perpendicular TM, which will be

the tangent required. The point of con-

tact M will be determined by drawing

through the point E the line ME parallel

to the axis. Fig. 147.

252. Pkoblem XII.— To find the point of intersection of a
given straight line and of a parabola defined by its focus and

directrix.

Let the point F-^ be a point which is symmetrical to thfe focus

with respect to the given line (Fig. 148).

The point M, being equally distant from the

points F, Fi, and the directrix, is the center

of a circle passing through these two points

and tangent to the directrix. In order to

determine the point of contact E, one lays

off on the directrix, beginning at the point /
in which the straight line FiF intersects the

directrix, to the one side or to the other, a

length IE which is a mean proportional

between the two lengths IF, IFj; thus are

the two points of intersection 3f and M' determined.

In case the point Fi, the symmetrique of the focus with

respect to the given line, is situated to the right of the directrix,

there are two solutions. When the point Fi is on the directrix,

the line is tangent to the parabola. Finally, when the point

Fi lies to the left of the directrix, the straight line cannot

intersect the parabola.

Fig. 14S.
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253. Theoeem VII.— Tlie limiting case of an ellipse or of a
hyperbola whose parameter remains finite, while the major or

minor axis ina-eases indefinitely, is a parabola.

The ordinate at the focus in

the parabola is equal to the

parameter p; by analogy, the

ordinate at the focus in the

ellipse and the hyperbola is

called thepa>"omeier; it is equal

—

F

1)2

to — and is represented hyp.

'\V<

Fig. 149.

The ellipse, referred to its

major axis and to the tangent

at the left vertex (Fig. 149),

has an equation of the form

f =^x- ^'a?,ovf= 2px -P.!>?.

Assume now that the vertex remains fixed, and the parameter

p remains finite, while the major axis 2 a is allowed to increase

indefinitely ; the equation of the ellipse is reduced to the equa-

tion y^ = 2px, which represents a parabola. If the points,

which correspond to the same value of x, be considered, one

sees that each point of the parabola is the limiting position

toward which the corresponding point of the ellipse tends when
a is increased indefinitely ; it is this that is implied in saying

that the parabola is the limit of the ellipse.

The equation of the hyperbola, referred to its major axis and
to the tangent at the vertex A, is

f = 2px-r^3?;

if a be allowed to increase indefinitely, the parameter p remain-

ing finite, this equation will also reduce to

•jf
= 2px.
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The parabola is the limit of the branch of the hyperbola to

which the vertex A belongs; the other branch is removed

indefinitely toward the left.

In the preceding discussion we have supposed that the

parameter of the ellipse or the hyperbola remains finite. The
same conclusion is reached, on supposing that the distance AF
of the vertex A from the neighboring focus F remains finite.

In fact, on calling a this distance, one has, for the ellipse,

, = , =^=^^^^= ^2-f)a? — (^ _(a — c)(a + c) _
a
~

since the parameter p has as limit the finite quantity 2 a, the

equation of the ellipse reduces to 2^' = 4 clc. The same will be

the case for the hyperbola.

254. Remark.— This transformation of the ellipse into the

parabola is important. It allows the deductions of the proper-

ties of the parabola from those of the ellipse as particular cases.

Thus, in the ellipse, the diameter, or the locus of a system of

parallel chords, is a straight line passing through the center;

if it be supposed that the center is removed to infinity, the

ellipse is transformed into the parabola, and the diameters

become parallel to the axis. The ellipse is the locus of points

equally distant from the focus F and from the director circle

described about the focus F' as center (§ 221). If the focus F
be removed to infinity, the director circle becomes the directrix

of the parabola.

The tangent to the ellipse makes equal angles with the radii

veetores drawn from the point of contact to the foci (§ 222)

;

if the focus F be removed to infinity, the radius vector MF
becomes parallel to the axis.

255. Theokem VIII.— If two tangents be drawn to a curve

of the second degree, the straigM line FP, which is drawn from

the focus F to the point of intersection P of the two tangents, is

the bisector of the angle formed by the radii veetores FM, FW,
drawn from F to the points of contact of the tangents, or the
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esiemal angle, according as the two tangents touch the same

branch of the curve or two different branches.

Consider two tangents P^f, PM' of an ellipse (Fig. 150);

prolong the radius vector F'M till

"',-:-.., MH is equal to MF, and similarly

FM' till M'H' is equal to M'F';

the tangents being perpendicular at

^*-->s the mid-points of FH and F'H', it

follows that

PH=PF, PH' = PF,

and the two triangles F'PH, H'PF
are equal, since the three sides of

the one are equal each to each to the three sides of the other,

namely,
F'H= FH' = 2 a, PH= PF, PF' = PH';

whence it follows that the angles PHM, PFM' are equal. But

the angle PHM is equal to the angle PFM, therefore the

angles PFM, PFM' are equal and the straight line FP is the

bisector of the angle MFM.
The same discussion holds in case the locus is a hyperbola,

when the two tangents touch the same branch; but in case

the tangents touch two different branches, the line FP is the

bisector of the angle formed by one of the radii "ectores FM
and the prolongation of the other.

Consider, finally, the case when the curve is a parabola (Fig.

151). From the points of contact draw the perpendiculars

MH, M'H to the directrix; since the tangents are perpen-

dicular to FH and FH' at their mid-points, the angles PFM,
PFM' are equal respectively to the angles PHM, PHM*. The
straight lines PH and PH', being each equal to the straight

line PF, are equal to each other, and the triangle HPH' is

isosceles. The angles PHM, PHM', complements of the

equal angles of the isosceles triangle, are equal to each other

;

therefore the angles PFM, PFM' are equal. This result may
otherwise be obtained immediately on regarding the parabola

as the limiting case of an ellipse.
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256. Theokem IX.— Tangents drawn from an exterior point

P to an ellipse or a hyperbola, make equal angles with tJie straight

lines drawn from this point to the foci.

In the two equal triangles FPH, H'PF (Fig. 150), one has

the two equal angles F'PH, H'PF; on subtracting the com-

mon part FPF, one has FP7I = F'PH', and, on taking half

of the remainders, one obtains FPM= F'PM'.

The same property belongs to the parabola, considered as

the limiting case of an ellipse ; it suffices to replace the radius

vector PF' by a straight line PI
parallel to the axis (Fig. 151). It is

easy, moreover, to demonstrate this

property directly. If about the point /

P as a center, a circle be described

with a radius equal to PF, this circle \

will pass through the points H and

//'; the angles MPI, FHH' are equal,

since their sides are respectively per-

pendicular; but the inscribed angle

FHH' is the half of the angle FPH'
at the center, and, consequently,

equal to the angle FPM'; therefore the angles MPI, M'PF
are equal.

257. Theorem X.— The straight line FK, which joins the

focus of a curve of the second degree with the point in which any

secant intersects the directrix, is the bisector of the external angle

formed by the radii vectores emanating from the focus to the

points in which the secant cuts the curve or bisector of the angle

included by the same radii vectores, according as the two points

of intersection, M and M', are situated on the same branch, or

different branches of the cwve.

Draw from the points M and M' perpendiculars to the direc-

trix (Fig. 152) ; one has

MF ^ MF
ME M'E''

, ,, MF ME MK
and, consequently, _=^^ =__

Fig. 151.
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Fig. 132.

In case the two points M and M' belong to tlie same branch

of the curve, since the point K lies

on the prolongation of the chord

MM', the straight line FK is the

bisector of the external angle of the

triangle MFM'. In case the points

M and M belong to two different

branches, since the point K is situ-

ated between the points M and M',

the straight line FK is the bisector of the angle MFM'.

258. Theorem XI.— If tangents he drawn from any point

P on the directrix to a curve of the second degree, the chord of

contact MM' passes through the cor-

responding focus F, and is perpendic-

ular to the straight line FP which joins

the point P to the focus (Fig. 153).

Let the tangentPM be the limiting

position of a secant of the ellipse

whose points of intersection with the

ellipse are made to coincide ; then it

follows from the preceding theorem

that the line FP is perpendicular to FM; it is for the same

reason perpendicular to FM; therefore the line MFM will be

a straight line perpendicular to FP.

259. Theokem XII.— T/ie product of the distances of the

two foci from the tangent of an ellipse or a hyperbola is constant.

Let FII, F'H' be the perpendiculars dropped from the foci

upon a first tangent (Fig. 154), FK, F'K the perpendiculars

dropped upon a second tangent, P the

point of intersection of the two tan-

gents. Then by Theorem IX. it fol-

lows that the right triangles FPH,
F'PK' are similar, so also are the

triangles FPK, FPH', and one has

FH ^FP ^ FK
.

FK' FP F'H'
'

Fig. 1S4. whence FH F'H' = FK- FK'.

Fig. 153.
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If the curve be an ellipse, in drawing the tangent parallel to

the major axis, it follows that the constant product is equal

to V^. When the curve is a hyperbola, if the asymptotes be

regarded as the limiting position of tangents, one sees also

that the product is equal to 6^.

260. Problem XIII.— To construct a curve of the second

degree, given the focus F and three points A, B, C.

Assume that the problem is solved and that the three points

belong to the same branch; the point D, where the secant AB
is met by the bisector of the exterior angle of the triangle

AFB, is on the directrix (§ 257) ; the

secant BC will determine in a simi-

lar manner a second point D' on the p^^__j^^jrrrt!l!

directrix. The focus F, the direc- /"^-v^ V^VjZ.
trix DD', and the point A define a /

^""^/T^
curve of the second degree and one y 'J
only; it will be an ellipse, a parab- \^^ ^/
ola, or a hyperbola, according as

the distance AF is less, equal to, or

greater than the distance AE of the point A from the direc-

trix. It is easily seen that this curve passes through the two

points B and C; for, on account of the bisector FD, one has

AF ^AD^AE
BF BD BE'

, ,, AF BF
and, consequently, ^^ ^ ^RB"

'

therefore the curve passes through the point B. It can be

shown in a similar manner that the curve passes through C.

This gives one solution.

It is possible that the three points are not on the same

branch ; if, for example, the two points, A and B, are on the

same branch and the point C on the other branch of the

hyperbola, the bisectors of the angles AFC, BFC will deter-

mine two points on the directrix. The three solutions found

in this manner are hyperbolas. One has therefore, in all, four

solutions; of these four curves of the second degree to which
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the given focus belongs and on which the three given points

lie, three are always hyperbolas, the fourth is an ellipse, a

hyperbola, or a parabola depending upon the disposition of the

points.

261. A calculation will lead to the same result; let a and

P be the co-ordinates of the focus, x' and y', x" and y", x'"

and y'", the co-ordinates of the three given points, 8', 8", 8'",

their distances from the focus ; the equation of the curve can

be put under the form

(x - ay + (y- py - (mx + ny + hy = 0,

where mx + ny + /t = 0, is the equation of the directrix. One
can determine the three constants in, n, h by means of the

three equations of the first degree

:

8' =±{mx' +ny' +h),

8" = ± {mx" + ny" + h),

8'" = ± {mx'" + ny"' + h).

Each combination of signs furnishes a system of equations

;

there are eight combinations ; biit it is to be noticed that, if

the signs be changed in the three equations, the values of m,

n, h change signs, and the curve is the same ; therefore there

are only four solutions.

The distance of a point from a straight line is expressed by

a formula affected with a double sign ; the same sign should

be taken for any point lying on one side and the opposite sign

for any point situated on the other side of the line. One
knows that the ellipse lies wholly on the same side with re-

spect to each directrix; the parabola is also situated on the

same side of its directrix, but, however, the two directrices

of the hyperbola lie between the two branches of the curve.

Wlien the three points lie on the same branch, their distances

from either directrix have the same sign; in case, however,

two of the points lie on one branch and the third on the other

branch, these distances take different signs.
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262. Problem XIV.— Construct a C3iirve of the second degree,

when one focus and three tangents are given.

Assume that the problem is solved; if perpendiculars be

dropped from the given focus upon the given tangents, and

each prolonged a length equal to itself, three points, H, H',

H", are determined, belonging to the director circle (Fig. 156)

whose center is at the second focus F'

;

the radius F'H of this circle is equal to

the axis 2 o which passes through the

two foci. The two foci F, F', along with

the length 2 «, define a curve of the sec-

ond degree, and one only. It is easy

to see that this curve is tangent to the

three given lines, for let M be the

point in which the line F'H intersects

the straight line MT, the sum or the

difference of the radii vectores MF' and ^„ ^^
MF being equal to FH or to 2 a, the

point M belongs to the curve ; further, the straight line MT,
being perpendicular to FH at its mid-point, is tangent to the

curve at the point M. The problem has thus one, and one

solution only.

If the three points H, H', H" should lie on the same straight

line, the curve sought would be a parabola having this line for

its directrix.

Trinomial Equation Common to the Three Curves
OF THE Second Degree.

263. If a point of a curve of the second degree be taken

for the origin, the diameter meeting the curve in this point

for the X-axis, and the tangent at this point for the y-axis, the

equation of the curve takes the form

y' = 2px + qa?.

In fact, let

A3?-\-2Bity+ Of + 2 Dx + 2 Ey + F=:0
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be the equation of the curve referred to the axes mentioned.

Since the curve passes through the origin and is tangent to

the axis Oy, one has rT_. v; — q-

since the axis Ox is the diameter conjugate to the chords

parallel to the axis Oy, the equation should contain only the

second power of y, because to each value of x there should

correspond two equal values of y with opposite signs ; there-

fore B = Q. The coefficient C is not zero, because if it were,

the conic would reduce to two straight lines parallel to the

axis Oy. Hence one can solve the equation with respect to

f and obtain an equation of the form given above. The curve

is an ellipse, a hyperbola, or a parabola, according as g is nega-

tive, positive, or zero.

Take, in particular, the point in which the focal axis meets

the curve for the origin, and the direction in which one looks

from this point toward the nearest focus for the positive

direction of the axis Ox. Whence the coefficients p and q will

have the following values

:

1° Ellipse. On calling a and 6 the axes of the ellipse, one

ought to have ^=0 for x=2 a, and y'=b' for x=a. Therefore

pa + qa^ = 0, 2pa + qa^ = b^

;

whence j9=—
, g = - = — — l = e^ — 1.

a cr at

2° Hyperbola. One should have y = for x = —2a, and
y^ = — b'' for x = — a. Therefore

— pa + qa^ = 0, — 2pa + qa' = — 6'

whence P = — > q = —z = -z—l = e^ — l.
a a^ a'

3° Parabola. Here q is equal to zero, and p is the parameter.

In general, therefore, on taking the point in which the

straight line drawn through the foci intensects the curve for

the origin, and the straight line drawn from this point to

the nearest focus for the a^axis, one can put the equation of

the three curves under the form

f = 2px + {e'-l)x',
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in which p is the parameter and e the eccentricity, which is

greater than unity for the hyperbola, less than unity for the

ellipse, and equal to unity for the parabola.

The Equations of the Cdeves of the Second
Degree in Polae Co-okdinates.

264. A focus F is chosen as the pole, and the perpendicular

drawn from this focus to the corresponding directrix DE
is taken for the polar axis.

Consider now the ellipse. The ratio of the distances of any

point M of the curve to the

focus and to the directrix

being constant and equal to

the eccentricity, one has

MF
,

ME'

The distance FD of the

focus to the directrix is equal

1,2

to — On projecting the broken line FME (Fig. 157) upon
c

the axis, one has

b"
p cos io + ME=FD = -, o> = ZXFM,

= e, or MF=ME e.

Flg.lST.

whence ME--
c

p cos <i)

;

on replacing ME by its value

in the preceding equation, one

finds

P
(1) P = 1 + e cos <u

If the curve be a hyperbola

(Fig. 158), the same calculation

is applicable to the branch A,

whose vertex is nearer the

focus F taken for the pole. When the point M' is on the
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brancli A', situated on the other side of the directrix, the pro-

jection of the broken line FUTE gives

p cos o) -ME = FD,

which leads to the equation

(2) P = -P
1 — e cos <

Moreover, if the negative radii vectores be constructed in a

sense contrary to the direction indicated by the angle <x>, it

is easily seen that equation (1) represents the two branches

of the hyperbola. Let M' be any point of the second branch,

id' the corresponding angle A'FM', p' the radius vector FM';

owing to equation (2), one has p'
-P

If in equa-
1 — e cos (o'

tion (1), the value co' + tt be substituted for the angle m, it

will become

P
P = 1 — e cos

-,= — p.

Thus a negative value — p' is obtained for p. But the value

(I) + TT assigned to oi indicates the direction FMj opposite to

FM' ; if p have a positive value, it will be necessary to measure

it in the direction i^lW,
; p having a negative value — p', one

measures the absolute value p' in the opposite direction; that

is, in the direction FM', which determines the point M'.

Whence it follows that equation (1) suffices to represent the

two branches of the hyperbola, the first

by the positive values of p, the second by

the negative values.

The calculation given for the ellipse

is applicable to the parabola (Fig. 159)

;

it suffices to put e = 1. It follows there-

fore that equation (1) represents the

three curves of the second degree; the

curve is an ellipse, a parabola, or a

hyperbola according as the eccentricity

e is less, equal to, or greater than unity.

Tig. 159.
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ZiZERCISIiS.

1. If P be the point of intersection of the tangents drawn to

a parabola at the points M and M' and F the focus, prove that

MF M'F
2. In case of a curve of the second degree, show that the

perpendicular dropped from the focus upon a chord and the

diameter conjugate to this chord intersect on the directrix.

3. A semi-diameter of an ellipse or of a hyperbola is a mean
proportional between the straight lines which join the foci to

the extremity of the diameter conjugate to the first.

4. Show that the distance of any point of' an equilateral

hyperbola from its center is a mean proportional between the

distances of this point from the foci.

5. Find in the plane of an ellipse a circle such that the

length of the tangent drawn from every point of the ellipse to

the circle is a rational, integral function of the first degree in

the co-ordinates of this point.

Prove that the sum or the difference of the tangents drawn

from every point of the ellipse to two circles which enjoy the

preceding property is constant.

6. Pind the locus of the vertex of a constant angle which is

circumscribed about a parabola.

7. A chord is drawn through the focus of a parabola, and a

circle is constructed on this chord as a diameter, then tangents

are drawn to the circle parallel to a given straight line ; find

the locus of the points of contact.

8. A constant angle revolves about the focus of a curve of

the second degree ; tangents are drawn to the curve at the

points in which the sides of the angle meet this curve; find

the locus of the point of intersection of the tangents.

9. A tangent is drawn to a given ellipse at any point M and

is prolonged till it intersects the tangents at the extremities of

the major axis in P and Q ; find the point of intersection N of

the straight lines FP and FQ, and of the point of intersection

JV of the straight lines FP and F'Q. Show that the two

points N and HP are situated on the normal at the point M.
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10. A curve of the second degree is given, and a secant re-

volves about a fixed point P; the focus F is joined to the

points M and M' in which the secant intersects the curve

;

PFM PFM'
show that the product tan—-— • tan—-— is constant.

11. Show that the portion of a tangent comprised between

two fixed tangents to a curve of the second degree subtends

a constant angle whose vertex is at a focus of this curve.

12. Prove that the point of intersection of the altitudes of a

triangle circumscribed about a parabola is on the directrix, and

that the circle circumscribed about the triangle passes through

the focus.

13. If, at any point M oi an ellipse, a normal be drawn, the

portion of this normal comprised between the point M and the

minor axis has for its projection on the radii vectores drawn

from the point M. to the two foci a length equal to the semi-

major axis.

14. Prove that the portion of the normal comprised between

the point M and the major axis has for its projection on the

radii vectores a length equal to the parameter of the ellipse.

15. Two curves of the second degree have a common focus

;

if radii vectores be drawn from this focus to the extremities

of any diameter of one of the curves, the sum or the difference

of the ratios of these radii vectores to the radii vectores of the

second curve, which have the same direction, is constant.

16. If the radii vectores which are drawn from any point M
of an ellipse be prolonged till they intersect the curve at P and

Q, show that the sum —— +—— is constant.
FP F (^

17. A mariner's compass composed of m rays revolves about

its center placed at the focus of an ellipse; show that the

sum of the inverse of the lengths intercepted on each ray be-

tween the focus and the point where it intersects the' ellipse, is

constant.

18. From any point P situated in the plane of an ellipse,

tangents are drawn to this ellipse; a perpendicular PC is

dropped from the point P to the chord of contact AB ; the

straight lines PC and AB intersect the minor axis in D and E;
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show that the circle described on DE as a diameter passes

through the two foci.

19. Being given two confocal ellipses, through a point Pone
draws to one of them tangents which intersect the second, the

one in A and B, the other in C and D ; demonstrate that

-^±J_ = J-±JL.
PA PB PC PI)

20. A circle is described on the major axis of an ellipse as

a diameter ; the ordinate of any point M of the ellipse inter-

sects the circle in a point N; if a> be the angle which the

radius vector FM makes with the major axis, and U the angle

which the radius vector 0^ of the circle makes with the

major axis, one has the relations

p = a{l — e cos m), tan ^ = a /—
2 « 1 — e

On representing the area of the elliptic sector AFM by S, one

has also

/S = —{u — e sin u).
LI

21. An equilateral hyperbola confocal to an ellipse inter-

cepts, on the sides of a right angle circumscribed about an

ellipse, two equal chords.

22. If one call R the radius of the circle circumscribed

about a triangle which is inscribed in a parabola, c, c', c" the

chords drawn from the focus parallel to the sides of the tri-

angle, d, 6', 0" the angles which the sides of the triangle make
with the axis, one has

Bsine'-sme"=p, 8pR^=cc'c".

23. Let A be the vertex, F the focus of a parabola, (p, oi),

(p', at') the co-ordinates of two points M and M' of the curve,

$ the angle MFM', S the area of the sector AFM, A that of

the sector MFM', I the length of the chord MM' ; demonstrate

the following formulas used in astronomy :

2
1 • o C

PP S1U--

p = ^ 2V^'.cos| = V0> + py-P,
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S = l(P + p)^Pi2p-p)=g tan 1(1 + tan^l^,

^ = 3I
V^ sin ~(p + p'

+ylpp'
cos
^

=
l(p

+ P'+^PP' cos
~jyl2p(p + P' - 2 Vpp' cos

I)

24. Consider an ellipse referred to its two axes, and an ex-

ternal point P whose co-ordinates are a and )S; two tangents

are drawn from the point P to the ellipse, and each of the

points of contact are joined to the two foci. Demonstrate:

1. That the distances of the point P from any of the four

lines thus constructed is equal to - Va^'/S" + b'a' — d'b% a and 6
a

representing the semi-axes of the curve ; 2. That the sum or

the difference of the tangents drawn from the two foci to the

circumference of the circle described about P as a center, with

a radius S, is equal to 2 a.

25. Calciilate the parameter and eccentricity of a curve of

the second degree, defined by its general eqiiation (use the for-

mulas of § 143).
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CHAPTER VIII

THE CONIC SECTIONS.

265. Theorem I.— Tlie section of a right circular cylinder

made by any plane oblique to the base is an ellipse.

Draw through the axis 00' of the cyliuder (Fig. 160) a

plane perpendicular to the secant plane; this plane is taken

as the plane of the figure. The

plane intersects the cylinder in

two diametrically opposite gen-

eratrices GG', HH', and the se-

cant plane in the straight line

AA'. Describe in the plane of

the figure two circles O and 0'

tangent to the line AA^ and the

two generatrices GG', HH' of

the cylinder; 'draw the bisec-

tors of the angles A and A' and

produce them till they inter-

sect the axis of the cylinder in

O and 0'; if, about the point as a center with the radius of

the cylinder, a circle be described, this circle will touch the

generatrices in G and H, and the straight line AA' at the point

F; the circle described about the point 0' as center will in.

a similar manner touch the generatrices in G' and H' and the

straight line AA' at the point F' Imagine that the figure

be revolved about the axis 00'
; the generatrix GG' will

generate the surface of the cylinder while the two circles will

generate two spheres inscribed in the cylinder and touching

it internally, the first along the circumference of the great

circle GLH, the second along the circumference of the great

circle O'L'H'. Moreover, the two spheres are tangents to the

Fig. 160.
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given plane, the first at the point F, the second at the point

F. In fact, the plane of the figure and the given plane are

perpendicular to each other ; the straight line OF, which lies

in the first plane and is perpendicular to their intersection,

is perpendicular to the second plane ; the plane AMA' being

perpendicular to OF at its extremity, is tangent to the sphere

O at the point F. It may be shown in a similar manner that

the given plane is tangent to the sphere 0' at the point F.

Let AMA' be the curve in which the secant plane intersects

the cylinder; it will be demonstrated that this curve is an

ellipse whose foci are the points F and F. Join any point M
of this curve to the two points F and F and draw a generatrix

of the cylinder through the point M; this generatrix is tangent

to the upper sphere at the point L, and the lower sphere at the

point L'. The two straight lines MF, ML, tangents drawn

from the same point M to the sphere 0, are equal ; similarly,

the two straight lines MF, ML', tangents drawn from the

point M to the lower sphere, are equal. Hence the sum of the

radii vectores MF+MF is equal to ML + ML', that is, equal

to the portion LL' of the generatrix comprised between the

two circles of contact; this length is constant, because, by the

revolution of the figure about the axis 00', the generatrix GO'
is made to coincide with LL'. Hence it follows that the sum
of the distances of each of the points of the curve from the two
fixed points F and F' is constant and equal to GG', and conse-

quently that the curve is an ellipse whose foci are F and F'.

Corollary.— The straight lines DE and D'E', the inter-

sections of the secant plane and the planes of the circles OH
and OH', along which the inscribed spheres touch the cylinder,

are the directrices of the ellipse. In fact, if a plane be drawn
through the point M perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder,

the section of the cylinder by this plane wi]l be a circle NMN',
The straight line DE, the intersection of the two planes, which

are perpendicular to the plane of the figure, is also perpendicu-

lar to this plane and, therefore, to the straight line AA' ; in

the same manner it follows that the straight line MP, the in-

tersection of the plane of the circle and of the secant plane, is

perpendicular to AA'. Since the radius vector MF is equal to
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ML or to NG, and the perpendicular dropped from the point

Jlf upon the directrix DE is equal to PD, the ratio of the dis-

tances of the point M from the focus and to the directrix is

NG—— ; but since P^and GD are parallel, this ratio is equal to

that of AG to AD, or of AK to AA', a constant ratio, since

these last two lengths are constant.

The directrix DE corresponds to the focus F and the direc-

trix D'E' to the focus F'.

266. Theorem II.— T7te section of a right circular cone by a

plane is a curve of the second degree.

Draw through the axis of the cone a plane perpendicular to

the secant plane ; this plane intersects the cone in the two gen-

eratrices SG, SH, and the secant plane in the straight line

AA'.
1° Consider now the case when the straight line AA' inter-

sects the two generatrices SG and SH, on the same side of the

vertex S (Fig. 161).

Describe two circles and 0' which are tangent to the

straight line AA' and to the two elements SG', SIT. If the

figure be revolved about the

axis SO', so that the element

SG' will generate the cone,

the two circles will generate

two spheres, which are tan-

gent to the cone along the

circles of contact GH, G'H'.

The secant plane is tangent

to one of the spheres at the

point F, since it is perpen-

dicular to the radius vector

OF at its extremity; it is

also tangent to the other

sphere at the point F.

Let M be any point of the ^*e- i^i-

section made by the secant plane; the generatrix *b'Jlf which

passes through this point is tangent to the spheres at the
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points L and L' ; draw the straight lines MF and MF. The
straight lines MF and ML are equal, since they are tangents

drawn from the same point M to the sphere ; the straight

lines MF' and ML' are equal, since they are tangents drawn
from the point M to the sphere 0' ; one has, therefore,

MF+ MF' = ML + ML' = LL'.

But the portion LL' of the generatrix comprised between the

parallel circles GH, G'H' is constant and equal to OQ'; there-

fore the sum of the distances of each of the points of the curve

from the two fixed points F and F' is constant, and, conse-

quently, this curve is an ellipse whose foci are F and F.
The constant sum GG' is equal to the major axis AA'. If

A'K be drawn through the point A' parallel to GH, one de-

termines on the generatrix a length AK equal to the focal

distance FF' ; for if from the equal lengths GG', AA' one sub-

tracts on the one hand the equal lengths AG and KG', on the

other the equal lengths AF and A'F', it follows that the

lengths AK and FF' are equal.

Let us consider the straight lines DE and D'E', the intersec-

tions of the secant plane with the planes of contact GH, G'H'.

If from the point M a perpendicular

MP be dropped on the major axis, the

distance of the point 3/from the straight

line DE is equal to PD. Let NMN'
be the parallel circle which passes

through the point M; the length MF
or ML is equal to GN on account of

the parallels DG, PN; one has

GN
DP^

AG
AD'

AK
' AA'

Whence the distance of each of the

points of the ellipse from the focus F
and from the straight line DE are to

each other as the distance between the

foci to the major axis. This straight line DE is a directrix

of the ellipse ; the straight line D'E' is the second directrix.

Fig. 162.
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2° When the stiaight line AA' intersects the two gener-

atrices SG and SH on opposite sides of the vertex S (Fig. 162),

one has
MT -^MF^ML'-ML =U.L' = GG'.

The difference of the distances of each of the points of the

curve from the two points F and F is constant ; this curve is

a hyperbola whose foc^ are the points F and F'. The straight

lines which are the intersections of the secant plane with the

two planes of contact are the directrices of the hyperbola.

3° Finally, suppose that the straight line AA' is parallel to

the element SH (Fig. 163). Construct a sphere tangent to the

cone along the circle GH and to the secant plane at F. Let

DE be the intersection of the secant

plane and the plane of the circle of

contact. Through the point M of

the section draw the straight line

ME perpendicular to DE, and the

generatrix SM, which intersects the

curve of contact in L; the straight

line ME will be parallel to AA' and

to SH; therefore the three straight

lines ME, SM, SH lie in the same

plane, and the three points H, L, E
are on the straight line which is

the intersection of the plane of contact with the plane just

mentioned. The two triangles MLE, SHL are similar ; since

SL is equal to SH, one has also ML equal to ME; but ML
equals to JtfF^ because they are tangents drawn from the point

M to the sphere ; consequently MF is equal to ME. There-

fore the curve is a parabola of which the point F is the focus

and DE the directrix.

This elegant method for finding the properties of the foci

and the directrices of the curves of the second degree, is due to

Dandelin.

267. To place a curve of the second degree on a given cone.

1° The curve is an ellipse. In the triangle AA'K (Fig.

161), one knows the two sides AA', AK, which are the major

Fig. 163.
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axis and the distance between the foci, and also the angle

opposite AA', which is the complement of half the angle at the

vertex of the cone. Since the major axis is greater than the

focal distance, this triangle can always be constructed ; the per-

pendicular at the mid-point of A'K determines the point S,

and consequently all that determines the position of the secant

plane.

2° The curve is a hyperbola. In the triangle AA'K (Fig.

162), one knows likewise two sides, and also an angle opposite

one of them, but since the side opposite the given angle is the

shortest, the construction of a triangle is not always possible.

It is necessary that one has a>c cos y (2 a being the transverse

axis, 2 c the distance between the foci of the hyperbola, 2 y the

angle at the vertex of the cone) ; whence cos y < — and conse-

quently cos-y<cosfi, when 6 is the angle between the major

axis and the asymptote; therefore the angle between the

asymptotes should be less than the angle of the cone.

3° The given curve is a parabola. On joining the center

of a sphere to the point G, a right triangle OAG (Fig. 163), in

which one knows the side AG which is the semi-parameter

of the parabola, and the angle OAG the complement of 0.

Having constructed this triangle, one constructs OS perpen-

dicular to OA, and produces it until it intersects AG; the

moment the distance SA is known, the problem is solved.

To sum up, one can place on a given cone evfery ellipse, every

parabola, and every hyperbola in which the angle between the

asymptotes is less than the angle of the cone.

Eemark.— Suppose that the spheres used in the pre-

ceding discussion be always inscribed in the cone so that they

intersect the secant plane; for this it is sufficient that the

generating circles be tangent to SA, SA', and intersect AA'
;

the intersections of the spheres by the secant plane are circles,

and one knows that, in case of the ellipse or of the hyperbola,

the sum or the difference of the tangents drawn to these circles

from any point of the curve is constant ; that, in case of the

parabola, the tangent drawn to the circle from any point of
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the curve is equal to the distance of this point from a certain

straight line.

The Greek geometers knew the curves of the second degree

as sections of a cone with circular base by a plane. Apollo-

Nius (247 B.C.) wrote a treatise of eight books on conic sections,

in which he gave an account of what had been discovered

before his time, and gave an exposition of his discoveries con-

cerning this subject. The treatise of Apollonius contains

the fundamental properties of conic sections ; we may men-

tion especially in this connection the two theorems concerning

conjugate diameters (§§ 162, 163, and 191), the properties

concerning the asymptotes of the hyperbola, the elementary

properties of the foci.
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CHAPTER IX*

THE DETimMINATION OF THE CONIC SECTIONS.

269. The general equation of the second degree

A3^ + 2Bxy+ Cy" + 2Dx + 2Ey + F=
contains six coefficients ; but since all of the terms may be

divided by one of the coefficients, provided that this coefficient

be different from zero, the equation will involve but five arbi-

trary parameters, which are the ratios of five coefficients to

the sixth. In order to determine a curve of the second degree,

it is necessary to assign values to the five parameters, or, better,

that the five parameters should satisfy five relations; but in

this case it is necessary to examine whether the five equations

of condition have a system of real solutions, and if, moreover,

the corresponding equation of the second degree represents a

curve. If the five equations of condition have a system of

real solutions possessing this property, there will be a curve of

the second degree satisfying the proposed conditions.

In general, the relations between the parameters correspond

to geometric conditions which the curve must satisfy. Thus,

one can require the curve to pass through given points, to

be tangent to given straight lines, etc. One will express the

condition that the curve pass through a given point on requir-

ing that the co-ordinates of the point satisfy the equation of

the curve, which leads to a relation of the first degree between
the coefficients. The condition that the curve is tangent to a
given straight line will be found by requiring that the equation

which determines the abscissas of the points of intersection of

the curve and the straight line has two equal roots, which
gives a relation of the second degree between the coefficients.

A geometric condition which must be expressed by two rela-
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tions will be regarded as double. If, for example, one should

require the curve to touch a given straight line at a given

point, the equation which will furnish the abscissas of the

point of intersection and of the curve, should have two roots

equal to a given quantity ; whence there will result two rela^

tions of the first degree between the coefficients ; the geometric

condition stated ought, therefore, to be reckoned as two single

conditions. Accordingly, it is necessary to have_^«e geometric

conditions in order to determine a curve of the second degree.

If one know that the curve is a parabola, the coefficients

must satisfy the relation AC — E' = 0; the equation will con-

tain but four arbitrary parameters and the parabola will be

defined by four conditions.

Similarly, if one know that the curve is an equilateral hyper-

bola, it will be necessary that the two straight lines repre-

sented by the equation Ax? + 2 Bxy + Cif = 0, straight lines

parallel to the asymptotes (§ 130), be perpendicular to each

other, which gives a relation between the coefficients; when the

axes of co-ordinates are rectangular this relation is ^ -|- C= 0.

Four conditions are sufficient, therefore, to determine an equi-

lateral hyperbola.

Before proceeding farther, it is best to generalize the defini-

tions, in order to avoid the restrictions, which would introduce

imaginary solutions in the statement of theorems.

Points and Imaginary Straight Lines.

270. A system of real values of x and y determine a point

in a plane ; in an analogous manner we call an imaginary

point a system of imaginary values assigned to x and to y. If

two systems of imaginary values be of the form x = a-\- hi,

y = c + di, and x = a — bi, y = c — di, we say that the two

imaginary points are conjugate.

An equation of the first degree. Ax + By + C = 0, with real

coefficients, is satisfied by the co-ordinates of an infinite num-

ber of real points, whose locus is a straight line; but it is

satisfied also by an infinity of systems of imaginary values

assigned to x and y; because if any imaginary value be
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assigned to x, the corresponding value deduced for y will be

imaginary ; if two conjugate imaginary values be given to «,

the two corresponding values of y will also be conjugate.

In an analogous manner, we call an imaginary straight line

the ensemble of solutions of an equation of the first degree

with imaginary coefficients. It is to be noticed that an imagi-

nary straight line passes through one real point. Let, in fact,

{A' + A"i) x+(B'+ B"i) y+{C' + C"i) = 0,

or

{A'x + B'y + C") + i {A"x + B"y + C") = 0,

be an imaginary straight line. This equation is satisfied by
the coordinates of the point of intersection of the two real

straight lines

A'x + B'y + C" = 0, A"x + B"y + C" = 0.

In the case of the general equation of the first degree, involv-

ing three coefficients and consequently two arbitrary parameters,

two points, real or imaginary, will determine the straight line.

If x', y', x", y", be the co-ordinates of two given points, the

straight line which passes through these points will have as its

equation
X — x' _y — y'

x" -x'~ y"-y''

The straight line which passes through two conjugate

imaginary points is real. . Let, in fact, x' — a -\- hi, y' = c'+ di,

x" = a — bi, y" = c — di; the equation of the straight line

reduces to

x — a _ y — c

b ~ d '

The point which has the co-ordinates

x' -f- x" y' + y"

2 ' 2 '

will be called the mid-point of the straight line which joins

the two given points; in case the two points are conjugate
imaginaries, the mid-point is a real point.
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An algebraic equation f(x, y) = 0, with real coefl&cients, is in

general satisfied by the co-ordinates of an infinitude of real

points constituting a curve; it is also satisfied by the co-

ordinates of an infinitude of imaginary points, conjugate in

pairs. If the coefficients be imaginary, the equation has

always an infinitude of imaginary solutions, but only a limited

number of real solutions; the totality of these solutions will

form what we call an imaginary curve.

Two equations, the one of the first degree, the other of the

second degree in a; and y, have two solutions. It is said, there-

fore, that a straight line intersects a curve of the second

degree in two points, real or imaginary. A real straight line

intersects a real curve of the second degree in two points,

which are real or conjugate imaginaries. This suffices to

explain a fact which has already presented itself several

times ; when one seeks, for example, the locus of the mid-

points of a series of parallel chords in an ellipse, one finds by
calculation an indefinite straight line, and yet the locus which

is defined geometrically is composed only of that position which

lies within the ellipse ; the external secants intersect the ellipse

in two conjugate imaginary points; the mid-point of the chord

is, moreover, a real point, and the diameter is thus prolonged

without the curve.

Concerning the Intersection of Two Curves of

THE Second Degree.

271. We remark, first, that if the two curves coincide, that

is, if the two equations are satisfied by the same systems of

the variables x and y, the coefficients are proportional. In

fact, the equations

(1) Cf + 2{Bx-irE)y + {A3?^2Dx + F) = Q.

(2) Cy -f 2 {B'x + E')y-\- {A'a? + 2D'x + F) = 0,

have the same roots for the same value of x ; one has

C ^ Bx+E ^ A3? + 2Dx + F
^

C B'x + E' A'3? + 2D'x + i?"'

T
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and, since this relation should exist whatever x may be, one

deduces

C B' E' A' D' F''

The converse is true ; in case the coefficients are proportional,

the two equations will be identical and the two curves coincide.

We suppose, in what follows, that the curves are different,

that is, that the coefficients are not proportional. We consider

first the case when the two coefficients C and C are different

from zero; if the equations be subtracted member from mem-
ber, after having been multiplied respectively by C" and C, one

eliminates if and obtains an equation of the form

(3) 2(B,x + E,)y + (A,x^ + 2D,x + F,)=0,

which, with equation (1), forms a system equivalent to the

system of the" two given equations (1) and (2). The live coef-

ficients B„ El, Ai, D„ Fi, cannot all be zero at the same time

;

because if that were the case the coefficients of the two

equations (1) and (2) would be proportional. If the two
coefficients B^ and £, were zero, equation (3) would become
AiO^ + 2 D,x + F, = ; it would furnish two values for x ; to

each of which, by reason of equation (1), would correspond

two values oi y; in all, four solutions. Suppose that the two
coefficients Bi and Ey were not zero at the same time ; in geu-

E,
eral, the value x = — jr-, which annuls the coefficient of y in

equation (1), does not reduce, the polynomial AjO^ -\- 2 Djs; + F^

to zero ; in this case, the quantity BiX -f Ei being different

from zero for all of the solutions of equation (3), this equation

can be put under the form

A,x' + 2D,x + F,
^^ "

2{BiX + Ey) '

on substituting this value of y in equation (1), an equation of

the fourth degree is found,

(5) a^ + a^a? -)- a^ -|- OjX -|- 04 = 0,

which, combined with equation (4), forms a system equivalent

to the system of two equations (1) and (3), and, consequently,
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to the proposed system. The five coefficients of equation (5)

cannot all be zero at the same time, because, if that were the

case, equation (5) becoming an identity the two proposed equa-

tions would be satisfied by all the systems of values of x and y
which would satisfy equation (4) or equation (3) ; the two

curves would coincide with the curve represented by equa-

tion (3) and, consequently, would have proportional coeiR-

cients. Equation (5) gives four values for x; to each value of

which there corresponds, owing to equation (4), one value of y,

which furnishes four solutions of the given system.

If the value x = -' annul the polynomial AiH^ -f 2 DiX + Fi,
-Si

equation (3) can be put under the form

{B,x + E,)(jj + mx + n) = 0,

and decomposes into two distinct equations, BiX + Ei= 0,

E
y + mx 4- n = ; the first gives the value x= — —!, to which,

Bi

owing to equation (1), correspond two values of y ; from the

second, one gets y = —mx — n; and, by replacing y by this

value in equation (1), one obtains an equation of the second

degree in x, which furnishes two new solutions; in all, four

solutions. Moreover, it can happen that this last equation of

the second degi-ee in x reduces to an identity ; in this case, the

co-ordinates of every point of the straight line y + mx + n =
satisfy the two proposed equations, which represent pairs

of straight lines, two of which coincide.

In case one only of the coefficients C and C is zero, one of

the proposed equations will be of the form (3), and the dis-

cussion just given will be repeated.

Let us consider now the case when the two coefficients C

B"

which annuls the coefficient of y in equation (2), does not

reduce the polynomial A'a? -ir 2 D'x + F' to zero, one finds

from this equation

^ A'x' + 2D'x + F'
^
~

2 (B'x + E') '

and C" are zero at the same time. If the value x= ——,
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and, by substituting in equation (1), an equation of the third

degree in x will be obtained, which gives three solutions. If the

E'
value X = ; reduces the polynomial AV + 2D'x + F' to

S'
zero, equation (2) may be written

(B'x + E'){y + mx + w) = 0,

and represents two straight lines B'x + E' = 0, y + mx + w = 0,

the first of which intersects the curve (1) in one point, the

second in two points. It happens that one of these straight

lines belongs to curve (1), and in this case the proposed equa-

tions represent pairs of straight lines, two of which coincide.

From what precedes, it follows that two curves of the second

degree cannot have more than four points in common, at least

that these curves consist of pairs of straight lines, two of

which coincide. In case the two given equations have real

coefficients, their points of intersection are real or conjugate

imaginaries.

272. It is easy to form equation (5), which, in the general

case, determines the abscissas of the four points of intersection

of two curves of the second degree. Let Af,y' + A^ + .^2 = 0,

A'^' + A',y + A'i = 0, represent the two given equations, in

vrhich Aq and A'o designate constants, Ai and A'l polynomials

of the first degree in x, A^ and A'^ polynomials of the second

degree in x. On subtracting these equations, member from

member, having multiplied them respectively by .4'„ and ^,
one has

{Ao^i\ - A;A,) y + AA', - A\A,_ = 0.

On multiplying by ^2 a-nd A^', subtracting, and suppressing the

factor y, one has, in a similar manner,

{AA\ - A\Ai) y + {A^A'^ - A\Ai) = 0.

The elimination of y between the last two equations leads to

the equation of the fourth degree

(A^'i - A\A,){A^A'^ - A\A) - (AA'2 - A'oA^'= 0.
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273. Corollary.— An equation of the second degree, with

imaginary coefficients, cannot have more than four real solu-

tions. In fact, the first member of the equation has the form

S + iSi, S and Si representing real polynomials of the second

degree ; if the equation is satisfied by real values assigned to x

and to y, one will have separately ;S'=0, Si=0; the real points

of the locus are therefore the points of intersection of the two

real curves S —0, Si = 0, and these points are in general four

in number.

There is an exception, namely, the case cited above, when
the curves consist of pairs of straight lines, two of which coin-

cide ; in this case the equation of the second degree represents

two straight lines, one of which is real. Finally, if the two

curves S = 0, Si = coincide, the first member of the given

equation will be divisible by a constant imaginary factor and

the coefficients of the equation become real.

274. Lemma.— Every system of n homogeneous equations of

the first degree involving n -\-l unknown quantities, is satisfied by

an infinitude of systems of values of the unknown quantities, one

of which at least is different from zero.

Let us consider first an equation involving two unknown
quantities,

ax + by = 0.

If the two coefficients a and b were zero, the equation would be

satisfied by arbitrary values of x and y. Suppose that one of

the coefficients, for example 6, be not zero ; the equation can be

put under the form y= — a;, and an arbitrary value be as-

signed to cb; to each value of x corresponds one value of y.

Thus the given equation is satisfied by an infinity of systems

of values of x and y, one of which at least is different from

zero.

Consider now two equations involving three unknown quan-

tities,

ax+by + cz = 0,

a'x+b'y + c'z = 0.
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If the six coefficients be all zero at the same time, the equa-

tions Avould be satisfied by all possible arbitrary values of x,

y, z. Suppose that one at least of the coefficients, for example

c, be not zero ; the system of the two given equations could be

replaced by the equivalent system

ax + by
z = J

c

(ac' — ca') X + {be' — ch')y = 0.

In accordance with what we have said, the second equation is

satisfied by an infinity of systems of values of x and y, one of

which at least is different from zero; to each of them corre-

sponds one value of z given by the first equation. Thus the

system of the two given equations is satisfied by an infinity of

systems of x, y, z, one of which at least is different from zero.

The same reasoning can be continued indefinitely. Suppose

that we have the following three equations involving four

unknown quantities

:

ax +by +CZ +dt — 0,

a'x -t- b'y + c'0 + d'f = 0,

a"aj + b"y + c"2 + A"t = 0.

If the twelve coefficients were all zero at the same time, the

equations would be satisfied by all possible arbitrary values of

X, y, z, t. Suppose that one of the coefficients at least, for

example d, be not zero ; the system of given equations could be
replaced by the equivalent system

ax + by + CZ*-
d

'

(od' -a'd)x +{bd' -b'd)y +(_cd' -c'd)z =0,

(ad" - a"d) x + (bd" - b"d)y + (cd" - c"d) 2 = 0.

By reason of the preceding discussion, the system of the last

two equations is satisfied by an infinitude of values of x, y, z,

one of which at least is different from zero ; to each of them
corresponds one value of t given by the first equation.
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275. Theorem I.— Through Jive given points, no three of
which lie on a straight line, a curve oj the second degree can he

passed, and one only.

Call (xj, y,), (acs, y^), (a-,, y^), (x^, y^), (x„ y^) the co-ordinates

of the five given points. In order that the curve of the second
degree

(1) Aie' + 2Bxy + Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey + F=0
pass through these five given points, it is necessary and
sufficient that the five equations

(2)

Ax,' + 2 Bx,y, + Cy,' + 2Dx, + 2Ey, + F=0,
Ax2' + 2Bx^2+ Cy.2^ + 2Dx^ + 2Ey2 + F= 0,

Ax,' + 2Bx^, + Cy,' + 2Dx,+ 2Ey, + F=0,
Ax,' + 2Bx^, + Cy,' + 2Dx, + 2Ey, + F=0,
Ax," + 2Bx,y, + Cy/ + 2Dx, + 2Ey, +F= 0,

be satisfied. We have thus five equations, homogeneous and
of the first degree, between the six unknown quantities A, B,

C, I), E, F. It follows from the preceding lemma that these

equations are satisfied by an infinitude of systems of values

of the unknown quantities A, B, C, D, E, F, one of which at

least is different from zero. We notice that in none of these

solutions, the first five coefficients are all zero at the same time,

because then, by virtue of any one of equations (2), one would

have F=0. We remark further that if the five given points

be not on a straight line, the first three coefficients A, B, C
cannot be zero at the same time; because equation (1) would

be reduced to the first degree, and would represent a straight

line passing through the five points. On assigning to the six

coefficients the values which constitute one of the preceding

solutions, one obtains a curve of- the second degree passing

through the five given points. Thus, through five given

points one curve of the second degree at least can be made to

pass.

It follows that if of the five given points no three lie on

a straight line, one can pass through these five points one,

and only one, curve of the second degree ; because if one could
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pass two, these two cyrves would have five points in common

;

but we have seen (§ 271) that two curves of the second degree,

which are not composed of straight lines, cannot have more

than four points in common.

The different solutions of the system of equations (2), in

order to determine the same curve of the second degree, are

formed from proportional quantities. Having learned that

one of the undetermined coefficients is different from zero, one

seeks the ratios of the other five to it, and will need to solve

a system of five equations of the first degree in five unknown
quantities.

The same conclusions are applicable to the case where three

given points, and only three, are on a straight line. The locus

of the second degree is composed of this straight line and the

one which passes through the other two points.

If four of the points be on a straight line, the problem is

indeterminate. The locus of the second degree is composed of

this straight line, and of any straight line passing through the

fifth point.

276. Remark.— One can, by aid of a determinant, form the

equation of the second degree which passes through five given

points. Consider, for this purpose, the determinant

A =

3?
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277. Corollary I.—A quadrilateral abed (Fig. 164) being

given, represent the equations of the two opposite sides

ab, cd by a = 0, /8 = 0, those of the

other two opposite sides be, ad by

y = 0, 8 = 0; the equation

(3) Aa^ + ByS = 0,

in which the coefficients a and b are

arbitrary, represents all the curves of

the second degree which pass through

the four points a, b, c, d. The letters pjg. m.
a, p, y, & representing polynomials of

the first degree in x and y, the equation is of the second degree

;

the co-ordinates of the point a, the intersection of the straight

lines ab and ad, reduce the two polynomials a and 8 to zero,

and consequently the first member of equation (3) ; the same

is true of the other three points b, c, d. Whence whatever

the value of the coefficients A and B may be, the curve

represented by equation (3) passes through the four points

a, b, e, d. This equation represents every curve of the second

degree which passes through the four points, because a fifth

point e determines the curve and one can assign to the ratio

of the coefficients such a value that the curve will pass through

this fifth point taken at random in the plane.

Equation (3) has a very simple geometrical signification:

the polynomials a, /3, y, S being proportional to the distances

of any point (x, y) from the sides of the quadrilateral, it fol-

lows that the product oj the distances of any point of the curve

from, the two opposite sides ab, cd of the inscribed quadrilateral

is to the product of the distances of the same point from the two

opposite sides be, ad in a constant ratio. The value of this

ratio determines the curve.

In general, if the equations of two curves of the second

degree be represented by 5=0, ^,=0, the equation S+kSi=0,
in which k is an arbitrary parameter, represents every curve

of the second degree which passes through the four points

common to the first two.
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278. Corollary II.—We propose to determine a parabola

which passes through four given real points a, b, c, d. If these

points be connected two and two by two straight lines a6, cd,

which intersect and which are chosen as axes of co-ordinates,

the general equation of the second degree which passes through

these four points is

a and b being the abscissas of the points a and b, c and d the

ordinates of the points c and d. In order that the locus be a

parabola, it is necessary that the parameter k satisfy the con-

dition

(5) (jc-L-l)'-^ = 0.

\ ad be) abed

In case the product abed is negative, one finds two imaginary

values for k, and it is impossible to pass a real parabola

through these four points. If the product be positive, one

concludes that a convex quadrilateral having the four points

as vertices can be formed, and obtains two real and different

values for k, and, consequently, two real curves of the genus

parabola passing through the four points. In case the points

could be connected two and two by parallel straight lines, each

pair of parallel straight lines would constitute a solution.

279. Corollary III.— It is easy to form the general equa-

tion of curves of the second degree, which pass through three

given points a, b, c. If « = 0, yS = 0, y = 0, represent the

equations of the three straight lines be, ca, ab, the equation

(6) A^y -f- Bya + Cafi =

represents a curve of the second degree passing through the

three given points. This equation involves two arbitrary

parameters, the ratios of two of the coefficients to a third, and
one could so dispose of the two parameters as to make the

curve pass through two additional points chosen at random
in the plane.
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280. Theokem II.— One curve of the second degree can be

drawn tangent to two given straight lines, at two given points, and

made to pass through another given point, and only one.

In order that a curve of the second degree

(7) f(x, y) = Ax' + 2Bxy+Cy' + 2Dx + 2Ey + F=0

be tangent to a straight line

(8) aix~x,)+b(y-y,)=0,

at a point (Xi, 2/1), it is necessary and sufficient that the curve

pass through the point (»„ y,), and that the angular coeffi-

cient of the tangent at this point be equal to that of the straight

line, which furnishes two equations,

(9) f(x„ 2/0= 0, 6/'.. (x„ y,) - af>,^ {x„ y,)= 0,

which are homogeneous and of the first degree in the coeffi-

cients A, B, C, D, E, F.

We have thus five equations which are homogeneous and of

the first degree. We have learned that such a system of equa-

tions has an infinitude of solutions in which one at least of the

coefficients, say F, is different from zero ; to one of these solu-

tions there corresponds a curve of the second degree satisfying

the required conditions.

There cannot exist more than one curve of the second degree

satisfying these conditions, because, if there were two, the

equation of the fourth degree which one obtains when one

seeks their common points would have two double roots and

one single root, which is impossible.

281. CoROLLAEY I.—The equation

(10) a;8-V = 0.

in which k is an arbitrary parameter, represents every curve of

the second degree tangent to two lines « = 0, j8 = 0, at the

points where they are intersected by the straight line 7 =
(Fig. 165). The curve is tangent to the first straight line;
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Fig. 165.

for if one makes a = in the equation of the curve, one has

y* = 0, and consequently the two points of intersection of

the straight line and the curve coin-

cide. The curve is in a similar man-

ner tangent to the second straight

line, and the two points of contact

are situated on the straight line

•y=0. Equation (10) represents every

curve possessing these properties

;

because the parameter Ic can be so

determined that the curve can pass

through any other point chosen at random in the plane.

This equation signifies that <fee prodwct of the distances of any

point of the curve from two tangents is to the square of the dis-

tance of this point to the cliord of contact in a constant ratio.

In general, if the equation of a curve of the second degree be

represented by S = Q, the equation S — k-f=0 will represent

every curve of the second degree tangent to the first at two

points situated on the straight line y = 0,

Corollary II.— One can determine the parameter k by the

condition that the curve be a parabola. If the two tangents be

chosen as axis of co-ordinates, equation (10) becomes

(11) (M-O- 2kxy = Q.

In order that the curve be a parabola, it is necessary that the

condition

(^-^J-i=«
o

be satisfied ; which furnishes the two solutions A; = 0, ifc =—

;

ab
the straight line ab corresponds to the first ; a parabola, whose
equation can be put under the form

^1^4+V5-1=0,

corresponds to the second.
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282. Application.— As an application, form the equation

of the second degree which represents the ensemble of the two

tangents drawn from a point p with the co-ordinates Xj, yj

(Fig. 165) to a conic whose equation is

fix,y)=A3(^ + 2Bxy + Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey+ F=0.

The equation of the chord of contact ab is, as we have seen

(§ 125),

(a) y=iAx^+By,+D)x+(JBxi+Cy,+E)y+Dxi+Eyt+F=0,

the first member of which is designated by y. The two tan-

gents pa and pb represent a conic doubly tangent to the given

conic f(x, ^) = at the points situated on the straight line

;

they are therefore represented by an equation of the form

(6) f{x,y)-kf = 0,

where k represents a constant coefficient which remains to be

determined. For this purpose it is sufficient to express the

condition that the curve (6) passes through a point taken on

the conic formed by the two tangents pa and pb ; we express

the condition that it passes through the point p whose co-ordi-

nates are (a;,, y,), that is, that equation (6) is satisfied by a; = Xj,

y = y,. If in y one put x =«„ y = yi,y reduces to/(a;i, yi) ; one

has, therefore, the condition

/(«!, yi)-*/'(a;j,yi)=0,

which gives for k the value , and the equation re-
/(a?i, ^i)

quired is

(c) f(x,y)f(!'i,yi)-y' = o,

where y should be replaced by the expression (a). This equa-

tion is called the quadratic equation of the tangents drawn from

the point ajj, y^.

282. 2. We confine ourselves to stating the following re-

sults, which it is easy to verify. (See §§ 303 and 331.)
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Let « = 0, /3 = 0, y = be the equations of the three sides

of a triangle. The general equation of the conies inscribed in

this triangle is

XV + ix^^ + vV - 2 ^vfiy - 2 Xi/ya - 2 X^afi = 0,

X, /i, V repvesenting the variable parameter. This equation

can be written in the irrational form

(a/X« + Vjl^ + Vi^XVXa -V^S + Vvy)

(VxS + V)I^ - Vi^)(Vx^ - vT^S - Vi^) = 0.

The general equation of the conic inscribed in the quadri-

lateral whose sides have the equations

« + /8-|-7 = 0, «-/3 + y = 0, «-|-j8-y = 0, a-j8-y = 0,

X being a variable parameter. (See § 331, Examples.)

Multiple Conditions.

283. Let us examine the geometric conditions by which a

curve of the second degree may be defined. Thus far we have

mentioned none other than single conditions, such as points

and tangents. The center is equivalent to two conditions;

because if the center be taken for the origin of co-ordinates, the

equation of the second degree, being deprived of the terms of

the first degree, cannot contain more than three arbitrary

parameters ; thus the curve is defined by its center and three

points.

A diameter, with the direction of the chords, is equivalent

to two conditions; because if the diameter be taken for the

avaxis and a line parallel t-o the corresponding chords for the

y-axis, the equation, being deprived of the two terms of

the first degree in y, does not contain more than three arbi-

trary parameters.

A system of conjugate diameters is equivalent to three con-

ditions ; because if they be taken for the axes of co-ordinates,
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the equation being reduced to the form ax' + by' + c = 0, con-

tains only two arbitrary parameters. In general, let « = 0,

/3 = be the equation of two conjugate diameters ; the dis-

tances « and /3 of each point from the two conjugate diameters

being proportional to the co-ordinates of this point with respect

to these diameters, the curve will be represented by the

equation

(12) aa' + bp!' + c = 0,

with two arbitrary parameters.

The equation

(13) a' + kp =

is the general equation of the parabolas of which the straight

line « = is a diameter, and the straight line /3 = the tan-

gent at the extremity of this diameter.

One knows -that the equation of the hyperbola, referred to

its asymptotes as axes, is a^ = A;. In general, let a = 0, ;3=
be the equations of two asymptotes ; the hyperbola will be

represented by an equation of the form

(14) ap-k = 0,

which contains but one arbitrary parameter k. Thus the two

asymptotes are equivalent to four conditions, and the curve is

determined by two asymptotes and a point or a tangent. If

one were given but one asymptote whose equation is a = 0, the

equation /3 = of the other asymptote being indeterminate,

equation (14) would contain three arbitrary parameters, so that

one asymptote is equivalent to two conditions.

We have seen that every equation of the second degree has

one focus and one directrix; whence it follows that the

equation

(15) (x-ay + Qf-py-(mx + ny + hy = 0,

by which the focal property is expressed in rectangular co-

ordinates, and which involves five arbitrary parameters a, /3,

m, n, h, represents every curve of the second degree. A focus

is equivalent to two conditions ; because, if one were given a

focus, its co-ordinates « and ;8 being known, equation (15)
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would contain but three arbitrary parameters. Similarly, one

directrix is equivalent to two conditions; because, on being

given the equation of the directrix, the ratio of the three

parameters m, n, h to a, third is determined.

The results that we have obtained may be derived in another

manner. It is clear that the two co-ordinates of a special

point of a curve of the second degree, like the center, a focus,

a vertex, etc., are determined when the coefficients of the equa-

tion of the second degree are known, and consequently that

there exist two equations between these co-ordinates and the

coefficients ; if therefore such a point be given, one will have

two relations between the coefficients. A similar discussion

applies to the two parameters of a special straight line, such

as the directrix or axis, etc. ; if this straight line be given, one

will have, moreover, two relations between the coefficients.

Thus, for example, if /{x, y) = be the equation of the

curve, one can express the condition that a given point is the

center by requiring that its co-ordinates satisfy the two equa-

tions /'j = 0, /'j, = 0. In order to express the condition that a

g^ven point is a vertex, it is sufficient to require that its co-

ordinates satisfy the equation of the curve and that the normal
at this point passes through the center.

It is to be noticed that the preceding forms under which the

equation of the second degree have been put, reduce to the

form a/S — fcy* = 0, composed of three polynomials of the first

degree a, /8, y, of which the first two represent tangents drawn
from an arbitrary point p of the plane, and the third represents

the chprd of contact. If the point p coincide with the center

of the hyperbola, the tangents a and /J are the asymptotes ; if

the chord of contact be removed to infinity, the polynomial y
reduces to a constant, and the equation a^ — k-^ = becomes
a,3 — k = 0. Equation (12), put under the form

(aVH -f yS-/^^) {ttVa - fiy/'^) + c = 0,

reduces to equation (14).

284. The Detebm'iitation op the Foci of the Conic.
Let a, j3 be the co-ordinates of a focus of a conic whose equa-
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tion is f{x, y). We have seen (§ 216) that the equation of the

curve in rectangular co-ordinates can be written in the form

(15) {x-af + {y-pf-{mx+ ny-\-hf = 0.

This equation can be written

[ (y - /8)- i (a; - «) ] [(y - /3) + i (« - «)] - (ma; + nj^ + A)' = 0,

which is of the form
pq-j^ = 0,

P, Q, B representing three linear functions in x and y. It

follows, therefore, that the conic represented by equation (15)

is tangent to the two straight lines

(a) y-p + i(x-a)= 0, y - ^ - i(x- a)=0,

the chord of contact being the directrix

m,x + ny + h = 0.

Two straight lines (o) pass through the focus (a, p) and have

the angular coefficients + i and — i ; since they are tangent to

the curve, they are the two tangents drawn from the focus

(«, P) to the conic. It follows, therefore, that the focus is a

point such that the two tangents draivn from this point to the

conic have the angular coefficients ± i; the directrix is the chord

of contact.

One can say also that the ensemble of the two tangents

drawn from the focus (a, P) to the conic has the equation, in

rectangular co-ordinates,

(x-ay- + (y-py-==o,

an equation identical with that of a circle of radius zero. The

two tangents drawn from the focus form, therefore, a conic

whose equation has the character of the equation of a circle

:

the coefficient ofxy is zero, the coefficients of 7? and y^ are equal.

From this follows a new method for determining the foci of

a conic, a method which one can present under the one or the

other of the following forms

:
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1° If one put

y ={Aa + BI3 + D)x-tr{Ba + Cp +E)y + Da + Efi + F,

the quadratic equation of the tangents drawn from the point

(a, p) to the conic /(x, y) = is (§ 282)

/(a;,y)/(«,/3)-/= 0.

In order to express that the point («, ;8) is a focus, it is suffi-

cient to express the condition that this equation has the charac-

teristics of the equation of a circle : in rectangular co-ordinates,

the coefficient of xy is zero, the coefficients of ar" and y' are

equal. One has thus the two equations

(c) J5/(«, p) - (Aoc + Bp + D)(Ba + Cp + E)=^ 0,

AJ (a, /3)- {Aa + Bp + Df = Cf{a, P)- {Ba +Cp + Ef,

which determine a and p. If a and p be regarded in these

equations as the current co-ordinates, they represent two conies

whose points of intersection are the foci : thus, when the given

curve is an ellipse or a hyperbola, these two conies intersect

'in four distinct points at finite distances, which are the two
real foci and the two imaginary foci of the curve. One notices

that the elimination of / (a, p) between the preceding equa-

tions furnishes an equation which can be written in the abbre-

viated form

BiT. -/"p)-(-4 - C)f^f^ = 0.

This equation, which represents a conic passing through the

foci, is the equation of the ensemble of the axis of the conic

[§ 137, eq. (24)].

2° The investigation of the foci is simplified if one form
the condition

(d) aM= + 2 buv + cy" -f 2 du -H 2 eu -I- f = 0,

which expresses the condition that the straight line mk + vy

-f 1 = is tangent to the given conic (§ 126). Let (a, /3) be a
focus, the axis being rectangular ; the straight line

y — P — i{x — (t)=(i
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ought to be tangent to the curve. Whence, for this particular

straight line one has

« = -!_, v =-^^
p — la /3 — ia

Expressing the condition that these values of u and v satisfy

the condition (d), one has, on developing and replacing v'

by - 1,

(e) f (a" _ ^2) _ 2 da + 2 e/J 4- a - c + 2 I (fayS- ea - d/8 + b).

The straight line

y-P + i{x-a)=0

being tangent to the conic, one gets a second condition which
leads to the preceding by changing i into — i. Therefore,

if the real or imaginary point («, /3) is a focus, the coefficient

of i and the term independent of i ought to be zero separately

in the condition (c), and one has the two equations

f (a= - j8^ - 2 da + 2 6/3 + a - c = 0,

fa/3 — ea - d/3 + b = 0,

already attained above [eq. (c)] in another form.

In case the axes are oblique and include an angle 0, one

expresses the condition that the two straight lines

y — P = (cos 6 ± i sin ff)(x — a)

are tangent to the conic.

Investigation of Secants common to Two Curves
OF THE Second Degree.

285. We have seen that two curves of the second degree,

S = 0, Si — 0, have in general four points in common ; through

these four points, which we will suppose for the present dis-

tinct, one can pass three pairs of straight lines. In case the

curves are real, the common points are real, or conjugate

imaginaries taken by pairs. There are three cases to consider

:

1° If the four common points a, b, c, d are real, the three

co'.iples of common secants are evidently real. 2° If the four
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points are imaginary and conjugate in pairs, for example

a and b, c and d, the two straight lines ab and cd, which pass

through two conjugate imaginary points, are real; but the

other four straight lines are imaginary ; because if one of them
ac were real, the points a and c where the straight line ac in-

tersects the two real straight lines ab and cd would be real.

The straight line bd which passes through the two points

b and d which are respectively conjugates of the points a and c,

is conjugate to ac ; similarly the straight line ad is the conju-

gate of 6c ; thus, in this case, one has a couple of real secants

ab and cd, and two pairs ac and bd, and ad and be, each formed

by two conjugate imaginary straight lines. 3° In case two of

the points of intersection a and b are real, the other two c and d
conjugate imaginaries, the two straight lines ab and cd are

still real, and the other four imaginary ; but the two imaginary

straight lines of the same pair are not conjugates ; because

one knows that one imaginary straight line has but one real

point, which belongs also to the conjugate straight line ; the

two imaginary straight lines ac and bd passing through two
real distinct points a and b are not conjugates.

286. The investigation of the points of intersection of the

two curves depends on the solution of an equation of the

fourth degree ; but the question can be reduced to the solution

of an equation of the third degree. The equation S + \Si = 0,

in which the parameter X is arbitrary, representing every curve

of the second degree which passes through the points common
to the first two, one can determine the parameter X so that this

equation represents two straight lines; since the two curves

have three pairs of common secants, the value of A. will be
given by an equation of the third degree.

Let

* ^^
i^'a^ + 2

Ax' + 2Bxy +Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey +F= 0,

B'xy + Cy + 2D'x + 2E'y + F' = 0,

be the equations of the two curves. The new equation will be

(17) {A + XA')x'-\-2(B + \B')x!f.:=0;
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in order that it represent two straight lines, it is necessary

and sufficient that the discriminant be zero (§ 124) and con-

sequently that the constant X satisfies the equation of the

third degree

(A + \A')(C + XC'){F+ \F^-{A + \A')(E + XE")'

-iC + \C%D + XDf -{F+XF')(B + XB^

+ 2(B + XB%D + XD'){E + \£")= 0.

On arranging this equation with respect to X, we will have

an equation of the form

(18) A + 0A^-©'A''-^A'A^=O,

where A and A' are the discriminants of the curves S and Si

and where and 0' have the values

® = A'& + 2B'b-{- C'c + 2D'A + 2E'e + Fi,

0' = ^a' + 2 J3b' + Cc' + 2Z>d' + 2£'e' + Fi',

a, b, c, d, e, f being the quantities already used above (§ 124)

and a', b', c', d', e', f the quantities analogously formed with

the coefficients of the conic Si-

One real value of X gives two real straight lines, provided it

makes the quantity

{_A + XA'){C+ XC')-{B + XBy

negative, and two conjugate imaginary straight lines, in case

it makes this quantity positive; because the first member of

equation (17) has real coefficients and it decomposes into a

product of two polynomials of the first degree, of which the

coefficients are, in the first ease, real, in the second case con-

jugate imaginaries (§ 123).

One imaginary value of X gives two non-conjugate imaginary

straight lines. In fact, two real straight lines or two conjugate

imaginary straight lines are represented by an equation of the

second degree,

(19) A"3? + 2 B"xy + C"f + 2D"x + E"y + F" = 0,
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with real coefficients. Equations (17) and (19), representing

the same curve, have proportional coefficients ; and since X is

an imaginary quantity, one deduces

A B C D E f'

The two equations (16) are identical.

Suppose that the three roots of equation (18) are unequal.

The three couples of straight lines being distinct, the two

curves have four distinct points in common. Owing to what

has been said above, in case the three roots are real, the four

points are all real or all imaginary; in case one root only is

real, two points are real and two imaginary. In order to dis-

tinguish the first two cases, one examines if three roots or one

only make the quantity — f positive ; in the first case, the

four points are real, in the second they are imaginary.

287. We have supposed thus far that the four common points

are distinct. If the two points a and 6 coincide, the other

two being distinct, the two curves are tangent at the real point

a ; the couple (ab, cd) is composed of the taugent at a which

is real, and the real straight line ; the other two couples (ac, bd),

(be, bd) coincide. The equation of the third degree has, there-

fore, one single root and one double root, both real ; the first

gives the two real straight lines ab and cd, the second gives

two straight lines, real or conjugate imaginaries, according as

the two points c and d are real or imaginary.

Suppose that the two points a and c coincide, also the two
points 6 and d; the two curves are tangents at the points a
and 6, which are real or conjugate imaginaries. One of the

couples of straight lines consists of tangents at a and b, which
are real or conjugate imaginaries ; the other two coincide with

the double straight line ab, which is real. The equation of the

third degree has, moreover, a single and a double root, both
real ; the first furnishes the two tangents, the second the chord

of contact. (See, for a complete discussion. Chapter XII.)

288. In order to give an application of what precedes, let

us consider two ellipses having a common focus. These two
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ellipses cannot intersect in more than two real points; be-

cause, after what has been said in § 260, the two ellipses which
have a common focus and three common points coincide ; they

can have therefore but two real common secants.

Let py-Jc^y' =0,

*%« -

(x-ay+(t,-

(x-ccy-{y-i3y-k<'y'' = o,

be the equations of two ellipses; since the two real common
secants fcy = ± k'y' pass through the point of intersection I of

the directrices D'l, DI (Fig. 166), it is easy to determine them
geometrically. Suppose that

the two ellipses intersect in

two real points A and B\
one of the real common se-

cants is the straight line AB
which passes through these

two points; the other IL
does not intersect the curves.

In order to determine this

second straight line, join the

point A to the focus F and

drop from this point the perpendiculars

AF ,., AF

Fig. 166.

directrices

;

fc' AE

AE, AE' upon the

AF AF
one has k = ——, k' = —7-=^,, and, consequently,

AIL Ahj
Prolong the perpendicular AE till EH is equal to

AE; through the point fi^draw HL parallel to the first direc-

trix, and through the point A, AL parallel to the second direc-

trix; the point of intersection L of these two parallels will

belong to the second real common secant IL.

289. A circle intersects a curve of the second degree in four

real or imaginary points ; let

(k - a)2 -1- (y - 6)'' - r" =

be the equation of the circle, a = 0, j3 = those of a pair of

real common secants ; the equation of the curve of the second

degree can always be written in the form

(» - af -t- (y - 6)« - r' = ka.^.
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The first member represents the square of the length of the

tangent drawn from any point of the curve to the circle;

whence follows the theorem : A circle being placed in any man-

ner whatever in the plane of a curve of the second degree, the tan-

gent drawn from every point of the curve to the circle is to the

mean proportional, between the distances of this point from the

two real common secants in a constant ratio.

Suppose that the circle be tangent to the curve in two real

or conjugate imaginary points, the chord of contacts will be

real, and the equation of the curve will take the form

(x - ay +(y- by - r- = Tca\

Thus, 1)1 case a circle is doubly tangent to a curve of the second

degree, the tangent draton from any point of the curve to the circle

is to the distance of this point from the chord of contacts in a con-

stant ratio. The focus of a curve of the second degree can be

considered as a circle with a radius zero, which has with the

curve a double imaginary contact ; the directrix is the chord of

contact.

290. By aid of the preceding theory one determines in a

very simple manner the num-
ber of normals that can be

drawn from a given point to

a curve of the second degree.

Let, for example, an ellipse be

defined by the equation

(1) 6=x2 + ay = a'b\

and P a point whose co-ordi-

nates are x^yi (Fig. 167). Let

X and y be the co-ordinates of

the foot M of one of the nor-

mals ; these unknown quanti-
Fig. 167.

ties should satisfy equation (1) and also the equation

(2)
ay

Vi-y =.t£(^i - «) oi" <^^ + ^'^y^^ - ""^hy = 0,
b^x
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which expresses the condition that the normal at the point M
passes through the point P. It follows from the preceding

that the point M is determined by the intersection of the

ellipse (1) and of the equilateral hyperbola defined by equa^

tion (2) ; one of the branches of the hyperbola passes through

the center of the ellipse, and the two curves have at least two

real points in common. The equation of the third degree on

which depends the investigation of secants common to two

curves, is

(3) 4 a-b'\^ +(aV + &V -c*)\- cPx^i = 0.

If equation (3) have one real root, we have seen (§ 286) that

the curves (1) and (2) cannot have more than two real points

in common ; if equation (3) have its three roots real, the curves

(1) and (2), having at least two real common points, intersect

in four real points. One ought to have, in the first ease,

(4) (aV + t^Vi' - c*f + 27 a=&VxiV > 0,

and in the second case,

(5) (aV + feW - <^y + 27 a^6Va;,V < 0.

If the co-ordinates x„ ^i satisfy the relation

(6) (aV + V'Vx - cy + 27 a^b^cWVi = 0,

the roots of equation (3) are still real, but it has one double

root, and but three distinct normals can be drawn from the

point P. The points P which satisfy this condition constitute

a curve CDG'D' which has four cusps C, C, D, D'. Equation

(6) takes the very simple form

2 2 , ? 2 4

it is plain that for every point within this curve, relation (5) is

satisfied ; that is, that through this point four real normals can

be drawn, but no more than two real normals can be drawn

through any point lying without this curve.
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EXERCISES.

1. Construct a curve of the second degree, being given the

directrix and three of its points.

2. Construct a parabola, the focus and two of its points

being given, or a point and a tangent.

3. Construct a parabola, when its directrix and two of its

points are given.

. 4. Construct a hyperbola, if three of its points and the

directions of the asymptotes be given.

5. Construct a hyperbola, when an asymptote, a vertex,

and one of its points are given.

6. Find the locus of a vertex of a parabola which has a

given focus and is tangent to a given straight line.

7. Find the locus of the focus of a parabola whose vertex

is at a given point and which touches a given straight line.

8. Find the locus of the foci of curves of the second degree

inscribed in a given parallelogram.

9. A chord revolves about one of the foci of a curve of the

second degree; find the locus of the point of intersection of

the normals drawn to the curve through its two extremities.

10. Two curves of the second degree have a common focus

and an angle of constant magnitude which revolves about its

vertex situated at the common focus ; find the locus of the

point of intersection of the tangents drawn respectively to the

two curves at the points where they are intersected by the sides

of the angle.

11. Find the locus of the point of intersection of the straight

lines drawn parallel to two fixed directions through the extremi-

ties of a chord of given length inscribed in a given circumfer-

ence.

12. Find the locus of the center of an equilateral hyperbola
circumscribed about a given triangle.

13. Find the locus of the foci or the vertices of a hyperbola,

having an asymptote and a directrix given.

14. Find the locus of the centers of curves of the second
degree which passes through the four points of intersection of

two given conies. This locus does not change when each of
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the conies varies, remaining similar and concentric to the

other.

15. A variable circle touches a given ellipse at a given

point ; find the locus of the point of intersection of the tan-

gents common to the two curves.

16. Find the locus of the center of a hyperbola which has

a given focus and which intersects in a given point a given

straight line parallel to one of the asymptotes.

17. Find the locus of the focus of a parabola which touches

two given straight lines, one of them in a fixed point, the other

in a variable point.

18. Find the locus of the point of intersection of two parab-

olas, which have a given point as focus, which touch a given

straight line and which intersect at a given angle.

19. Being given three points A, B, C, and an indefinite

straight line, a variable segment MN is taken on this straight

line, and is viewed from the point ^ at a constant angle ; find

the locus of the point of intersection of the two straight lines

JSJlf and CM.
20. Two angles of constant magnitude revolve about their

vertices placed at the extremities of the major axis of an

ellipse ; the point of intersection of two of the sides describes

an ellipse ; find the locus of the point of intersection of the

other two sides.

21. Find the locus of the vertices of an equilateral hyper-

bola passing through a given point and having a given straight

line as an asymptote.

22. Being given a system of conies having the foci F and F',

and a fixed straight line passing through the focus F\ the tan-

gents to these various conies, at points where each of them is

intersected by this straight line, are tangents to the same

parabola, whose focus is the point F', and whose directrix is

the secant.

The portion of each tangent comprised between the conic

and the parabola is viewed from the focus F' at a constant

angle.
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CHAPTER X*

THISOR'S' OF POLES AND OF POLARS.

291. Let us cousider an algebraic equation of the degree m,

/(«, y) = 0,

written in an integral form. The tangent, at the point whose

co-ordinates are x and y, is represented by the equation

(1) {X-x)r,-{-{T-y)f<, = (i,

or X/'. + Yf\ - (xf, + yf\) = 0.

This equation involves, moreover, the co-ordinates of the point

of contact to the degree m ; but one can, owing to the relation

(1), cause the terms of the mth degree to disappear. This

reduction is easily accomplished by means of a special nota-

tion, which we shall presently learn. Suppose that in equa^

tion (1) X and y be replaced by - and -, and that every term be

multiplied by 2", the polynomial fix, y) is transformed into a

homogeneous polynomial of the with degree with respect to

the three letters x, y, z, a polynomial which we represent by

f(x, y, z). It is evident that, if one put z = 1 in the last poly-

nomial, one will get the given polynomial f(x, y). It is known
that in case a function f(x, y, z) be homogeneous and of the

degree m with respect to the three letters x, y, z, one has

identically

^f. + yf\ + 2/'. = m.f(x, y, z).

Whence one has

«/'. + yf, = mf{x, y, z) - zf^

The value of the second member, when one puts z = 1, is equal

to the quantity xf^ -{ yf\, which occurs in the equation of the
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tangent ; but the point of contact being on the curve, the first

term mf(x, y, z) reduces to zero ; the expression xf, + yf^ is

therefore equal to the value which zf, takes when one puts
z = 1. One can thus put the equation of the tangent under
the form

For the sake of symmetry, one writes

(2) x/'. + r/',+z/', = o.

When one has taken the three partial derivatives of the

homogeneous function f(x, y, z), one replaces in equation

(2) z and Z by unity.

292. We propose now to draw from a given point p, whose
co-ordinates are Xj and y,, tangents to the given curve. Call x

and y the co-ordinates of one of the points of contact ; since

the tangent at this point passes through the point p, its equa-

tion (2) will be satisfied by the co-ordinates x^ and y^ of the

point p, which furnishes the relation

which, for the sake of symmetry, one writes in the form

(3) xj'^ + yj'y + zj'. = (i,

in which one may replace at will z and Zj by unity. The points

of contact will be determined by the two simultaneous equar

tions (1) and (3). Since one of these equations is of the degree

m and the other of the degree m — 1, the number of solutions

will be at most w(m — 1). Hence from the point p one can

di-aw at most m(m — 1) tangents, real or imaginary, to a curve

of the degree m.

In case the curve is of the second degree, equation (3) is of

the first degree, and one has two solutions, which are real or

conjugate imaginaries. When the two solutions are real, one

can draw from the point p to the curve two real tangents. In

case the two solutions are conjugate imaginaries, the two tan-

gents are conjugate imaginaries, but the chord of contact (3)

remains real. The general equation of curves of the second

degree tangent to a curve of the second degree represented by
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the equation / {x, y) = 0, at points where it is intersected by

the straight line (3), is (§ 281)

fix, y)-\ (xj;+ yj', + zj'.y = 0,

X designating an arbitrary parameter. If \ be determined in

such a way that this curve pass throiigh the point Kj, 2/1, it will

reduce necessarily to the system of two tangents emanating

from this point which are represented by the equation

^/C^^i, ydfi'^, y)-{^iA + yif',+!'J'.y = o.

Hakmonic Peopoktion.

293. Being given two points A and B, one knows that there

exists on the straight line AB two points C and D so situated

that the ratio of their distances from the two points A and £
is equal to a particular given ratio (Fig. 168). These two points

C and D are called Jiar-

^^^^^^^^o^^^p^^^^^T^ monic conjugates with re-

Fig. 168. . spect to the two points

A and B. It follows

that there is an infinity of systems of harmonic conjugate

points with respect to two given points ; one can choose one

of the points at will. In case the point C approaches the

mid-point O of the straight line AB, the conjugate point D
moves toward infinity, and conversely.

We represent by the symbol AB the distance of the point A
from the point B, affected with + sign or — sign, according as

the point B is to the right or left of the point A. In accord-

ance with this convention it follows that AB = — BA, and the

position of the points C and D is expressed by the relation

^ ^ BC BD
This relation can be written in the form

CA^CB.
DA DB'

one sees that, conversely, the two points are harmonic conju-

gates with respect to the two points C and D.
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If the relative positions of the four points be determined by

the distances of one of them from the other three, the preced-

ing relation becomes

^^ AB AC AD

On reckoning the distances from the point 0, the mid-point

of AB, one has

(6) 0C-0D='0ff.

294. Theorem I.— Being given a conic section, if through a

point p of the plane one draws any secant mm' (Fig. 169), the

locus of the point p', the harmonic conju-

gate of p, with respect to the two points

of intersection m and m' of the secant

with the curve, is a straight line. Let

f(x, y) = Ax' + 2Bxy+ Cy- + 2Dx

-\-2Ey + F=0
Fig. 169. ,

be the equation of the curve, x, and yj

be the co-ordinates of the point p ; any secant drawn through

the point p will be represented by the equations

m x-xi _ y-yi _

in which a and 6 are two constants, and p the distance of the

noint p from any point m of the straight line, affected by the

-|- sign or — sign, according as the point m is on the one side or

the other of the point p ; whence it follows that x=Xi + ap,

y = yi-\- bp. On substituting these values in the equation of

the curve, an equation of the second degree in p is found,

f{xi + ap, yi + bp) = 0,

which determines the distances p' and p" of the point p from

the two points m and m'. The equation developed becomes

(^Aa' + 2Bab + Cb") p= + (a/'., + 6/,^) p +f{xi, 2/,) = 0,
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or, if - be regarded as unknown,
P

/(a^i, yd\+ (flf\ + VV.) - + (^«'+ 2Bah + Cb^ = 0.

P P

Call r the distance of the point p from its harmonic conjugate

p'. Owing to solution (5), one should have

2=1+1.

But, by virtue of the last equation,

1 1 _ «/'.. + 6A
p'^p" /(x„yO'

> f{^i,yd

or arf',^ + 6)/',. + "^A^k VO = <>.

The point p' belongs to the straight line pmm', and the co-ordi-

nates X and y satisfy equations (7) of this straight line, that is,

one has x—Xi=ar, y—yi=br; on replacing ar and br by these

values in the preceding equation, the variable parameter a and

b will be eliminated, and one gets the equation of the locus

(8) (x - x,)f\ + iy- y,)f\ +2f(x„ y,) = 0,

which is of the first degree. Thus the locus sought is a

straight line ; this straight line P is called the polar of the

point p and the point p the pole of the straight line P.

By calculation it follows that the constant term

2f(x„y,)-xJ',^-y,f;^

reduces to 2 Dxi + 2 Eyi + 2F and the preceding equation

becomes xf\ + yf\ + {2Dx^ + 2Eyi + 2F) = 0.

This reduction can be made in another manner ; suppose, as

above, that in the polynomial f{x, y), x and y be replaced by
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X

z z
and ", and that all the terms be multiplied by z^; this poly-

nomial will be changed into a homogeneous polynomial of the

second degree, which we will represent by f(x, y, z). By
reason of the theorem of homogeneous functions which has
been used in § 291, one has the identity

whence it follows

or, on replacing x, y, z by as,, y,, z^

2/(«„ y„ «.) - xj',^ - yj',^ = zJ:^.

Equation (8) can therefore be put under the form

or, more symmetrically,

(9) ^f\ + yf',, + 'f'.=^,

in which, after the derivatives have been constructed, z and z^

are replaced by unity. If this equation be developed, one sees

that it is not changed when the letters x and x^, y and yi, z and

Zi are permuted, and thus one obtains equation (3) of the chord

of contact. Hence the polar of the point p coincides with the

chord of contact with respect to this point.

295. Next we examine the relative positions of the pole and

of the polar. Through the point p draw a secant mm' (Fig.

170) parallel to the chords which

the diameter passing through the

point p bisects ; the point p being

the mid-point of mm', its har-

monic conjugate is at infinity on

this secant ; whence one deduces

that the polar P is parallel to the

chord mm', that is, to the direc-

tion conjugate to the diameter

passing through the point p.

Let be the center of the curve and p' a point of the polar
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situated on the diameter op, that is, the harmonic conjugate

point of the point p with respect to the two extremities c and

c' of the diameter, then one has op • op' = o(^. If the pole p
be moved along the diameter oc, the polar P will be moved

parallel to itself ; when the pole moves from o to c, the polar,

in the first place situated at infinity, moves toward the curve

and becomes tangent to it at c ; if the pole crosses the curve

and continues its motion toward infinity, the polar intersects

the curve in two real points and moves toward the center of

the curve.

In case the curve is a parabola, the point c' being situated

at infinity, the point c is the mid-point of pp'.

It is easily seen th£(.t the converse is true : every straight

line has one pole and only one, except in the case of the

parabola, when the straight line is parallel to the axis. The
curve being referred to any axes, in order to determine

the co-ordinates a, and yi of the pole /) of a given straight

line jix + vy + w = 0, it will be sufficient to identify this equa-

tion with equation (9), which represents the polar of p, which

furnishes the two relations,

f f f
(10) —5 = —!!i ="--5.

On calling - the common value of these ratios and devel-
A

oping, one gets

AXXi + BXyi + DX. = u,

BXxi -\- C\yi + E\ = v,

DXxi + E\yi + F\ = w,

equations of the first degree in Ax„ Ay,, X. If the conic does

not reduce to two straight lines, the determinant A of the coeffi-

cients of the unknown quantities is not zero, and on using the

general formulas for the solution of equations of the first

degree, one has
AkXi = eM + 'bv + dw,

AXy, = 'bu+cv+ ew,

A\ = dw -I- ei) -f fw.
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In case the value found for \ is not zero, these equations deter-

mine Xi and yi. The value of X is zero in case the coefScients

of the straight line satisfy the condition

ill + ev + tw = 0,

that is, on supposing f different from zero, when the straight

line passes through the center of the conic whose co-ordinates

d e
are -, - ; or, supposing f to be zero, the case of the parabola,

when the straight line is parallel to the axis of the parabola.

Bemark.— If the curve of the second degree reduce to two

distinct straight lines whose equations are

a = lx + my + n = 0, fi
= l'x + m'y + n' = 0,

one will have identically

f(x, y) = afi,

f, = 1/3 + I'a, f, = mp + m'«, /', = «)8 + n'«

;

and on putting

«i = Ixy + mi/i + n, /3i = 1% + m'yi+ n',

the polar of the point with the co-ordinates Xj, y, will have the

equation

a;i/'. + yj', +/'. = /3a, + «ft = 0,

the equation of a straight line passing through the point of in-

tersection of the two lines « = 0, /8 = 0, or parallel to these two

straight lines in the case where they are parallel to each other.

It follows from this form of the equation of the polar that

:

The polar of any point of the plane other than the point of

intersection of two straight lines passes through this point of

intersection. The polar of the point of intersection is inde-

terminate. If the pole describe a straight line j8 — ma = 0,

passing through the point of intersection of the two straight

lines, the polar remains fixed, its equation being jB -f- ma — 0.

Conversely, a straight line which does not pass through the

point of intersection has this point for pole. A straight line

j3 -I- w« = 0, passing through the point of intersection of two
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Fife'. 171.

straight lines, has an infinity of poles situated on the straight

line p-ma = 0. (See § 103.)

296. Theorem II.— Tlie polars of all the points of a straight

line pass through the pole of this straight line, and, conversely,

the poles of all the straight lines which

pass through the same point are situoited

on the polar of this point.

On the straight line P whose pole is

p, select any point q (Fig. 171) ; the

straight line pq intersects the conic in

two points m and m'; these two points p
and q being harmonic conjugates with

respect to the two points m and m', the

polar Q of the point q passes through the

point p.

Conversely, let q be the pole of any straight line Q passing

through the point p ; the two points q and p being harmonic

conjugates with respect to the two points m and m' in which

the straight line jjq intersects the conic, the point q belongs to

the polar P of the point p.

Conjugate Straight Lines.— Two straight lines are said

to be conjugates with respect to a conic in case the pole of

either lies on the other. Let

tix + vy + w = 0, u'x + v'y + w'=0

be two conjugate straight lines.

On expressing the condition that the pole (xi, y^ of the fitst

lies on the second, it follows that

u'xi + v'yi + to' = 0,

or, writing the preceding values for a;, and y^,

u'(a.u + ]yv + Aw)+v' (bu + cv + ew)+ w' (du + ev + fM))= 0,

auw' -f b (uv' + vu')+ cvv' + d (mm;'+ wu')

+ e (vw' + V3v')+ ftBw' = 0.
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This condition can, moreover, be written as follows, if one put

<^ (m, V, w)= au' + 2buv + cv' + 2 Amv + 2evw + iv^,

297. Theorem III.— Being given a conic section, if any two
secants pmm', pnn', which intersect

the curve in m, m', n, n', he drawn
through a point p (Fig. 172), the

points of intersection q and q' of the

straight lines mm, m'n', or m'n, mn',

belong to the polar of the point p.

We remark in the first place

that Theorem I. holds, in case the

locus of the second degree reduces

to a system of two straight lines;

in this case the polar of the point p
passes through the vertex of the

angle; for, if the secant which

passes through the vertex be considered, the two points m and
m' coincide with this point, ^) andjp' being harmonic conjugates.

This being established, let us consider the system of two
straight lines, vm, m'n', which intersect in q. The straight

linejpwim' intersects the conic section and the two sides of the

angle mqm' in the same points, m and m'; the pointy', a har-

monic conjugate of the point p, is the same point on the secant

pmm' whether one regard this secant as belonging to the conic

section or to the angle. The point p", a harmonic conju-

gate of 2h ^'i^l remain the same, in both cases, on the secant

pnn'. The polars of the point p, with respect to the conic sec-

tion and to the angle, having two common points p' and p",

coincide ; but one knows that the polar with respect to the

angle passes through the vertex q, therefore the point q

belongs to the polar of the point p -with respect ta the curve.

For the same reason, the point q' belongs to this same

polar.

CoKOLLART.— The curve being traced, one gets from this

Fig. 1T2.
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theorem the means for constructing the polar of the point p.

Draw through the point p two secants, pmm', pnn', by means

of which two points, g and q', of the polar are determined.

If the point p lie without the curve, the polar intersects the

curve in two points, which are the points of contact of the

tangents drawn from the point p.

Remark.— In Fig. 172 the polar of the point q is the

straight line pq', and the polar of the point q' is the straight

line pq. The triangle whose vertices are the points p, q, q',

possesses, therefore, this remarkable property, that each of its

sides is the polar of the opposite vertex with respect to the

curve of the second degree. It is said that such a triangle

is autopolar or is a conjugate triangle with respect to the curve

of the second degree. Conversely, it is also said that the

curve is conjugate to the triangle.

Reciprocal Polar Figures.

298. Being given a plane figure composed of the points a,

b, c, ••• and of straight lines ^, -B, C, ••, if one construct the

Fig. 173.

polars A', B', C, • of the points, and the poles a', b', c', ••

of the straight lines, with respect to a definite conic section,

one forms a second figure composed, like the first, of straight
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lines and of points. On treating the second figure in the

same manner, that is, on taking the poles of the straight lines

and the polars of the points, one gets the first figure. These

two figures have been called for this reason reciprocal polar

figures (Fig. 173).

The straight line ab, which joins the two points a and b of

one of the figures, has as pole the point of intersection of the

two straight lines A' and B' of the other figure; and con-

versely, the point of intersection of the two straight lines A'

and B' of one of the figures has as polar the straight line ab

of the other figure. If several points a, b, c, •• lie on a

straight line in one of the figures, the straight lines A', B\

C, ••• of the other figure pass through the same point, which

is the pole of the straight line. Conversely, if several straight

lines A, B, C, ••• pass through the same point in one of the

figures, the points a', b', c', ••of the other figure lie in a

straight line.

A plane curve S being given, draw a tangent A to this curve

and determine the pole a' of this tangent (Fig. 174). If the

tangent A revolves about the

curve S, the pole a' will de-

scribe another curve S'. Let

A and B be two tangents to

the curve S, a' and b' their

poles; the point of intersec-

tion m of the two straight

lines A and B is the pole of

the straight line a'b'. If the

tangent B approach the tan-
Jig.ro.

gent A as its limit, the point

m will approach the point of contact a of the tangent A ; at

the same time the secant a'b' revolves about the point a' and

becomes tangent to the curve S' at the point a'. Hence, con-

versely, the curve S is the locus of the pole o of a movable

tangent A' of the curve S'. The points a and a' correspond

to each other in such a way that the tangent at one of these

points is the polar of the other. The two curves S and S' are

for this reason called redijrocal polars.
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Let

(11) F(x,y)=0

be the equation of an algebraic curve S of the degree m ; the

tangent A at the point a, whose co-ordinates are x and y, is rep-

resented by the equation

(12) XF', 4- yj", + ZF', = 0.

Call Xi and y, the co-ordinates of the pole a' of the straight line

A, with respect to a curve of reference of the second degree

/(a;, y)=0; the equation of the polar of the point a' is

(13) Xf',^ + Yf',^ + Zf'.=0.

The two equations (12) and (13), Avhich represent the same

straight line, should be identical, and one has the relations

ft fi fi

^ ' F'~F'~F\
If, among the three equations (11) and (14), x and y be elimi-

nated, one has the equation of the curve Si, the locus of the

point a'.

Seek, for example, the reciprocal polar curve of the conic

section An? + By^ — 1 = 0, with respect to the circle of refer-

ence
a^ + 2,2 _ 1 = 0.

If X and y be replaced by - and -, these two equations assume

the homogeneous forms A3? + Bi^ — a'' = 0, x- -\- t^ — z^ = 0,

and equations (14) become -^ =^ =—
; whence it fol-

^ix -^y ^

lows, on putting z = z, = 1, a;= -j, y =^; by substituting

these values in the equation of the given curve, one has the

equation ^ -f^ — 1 = 0. The polar reciprocal curve is a new

conic section.

299. The degree or order of an algebraic curve has been

called the degree of the equation by which it is represented in

rectilinear co-ordinates, or the number of points, real or imagi-
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nary, in which the curve is intersected by any straight line.

In like manner, the dass of the curve is the number of tan-

gents, real or imaginary, which can be drawn to the curve

from any point of the plane. It is known that from any point

two tangents can be drawn to a curve of the second degree

;

curves of the second order belong therefore to the second class.

It is very easily proven that two reciprocal polar curves S
and S' (Fig. 175) are such that the order of one is equal to the

class of the other. Any straight line P intersects the curve

;5 in m points a, b, c, • ; to these in points correspond m
straight lines A', B', C", , tangents to the curve S', and pass-

ing through the point p', the pole of the straight line P; con-

versely, to each tangent A' drawn from the point p' to the

Fig. 175.

curve S' corresponds a point a belonging to the curve S and

situated on the straight line P. Hence, the number of

tangents which can be drawn from the point p' to the curv-e

S' is equal to the number of points of intersection of the

curve S by the straight line P, and, consequently, the class of

the curve S' is equal to the order of the curve S. Similarly,

the order of the curve S' is equal to the class of the curve 8.

A curve of the second order being of the second class, it

follows that the reciprocal polar curve of a curve of the second

order is also of the second order.

In like manner, it is easy in this ease to determine the

species of the curve. If the center o of the curve of refer-

ence be situated without the curve S, two real tangents A and
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B can be drawn from this point to the curve S (Fig. 176) ; the

poles of these tangents lying at infinity, it follows that the

curve S' has two infinite

branches with different direc-

tions ; it is therefore a hyper-

bola. Let a and b be the

points of contact of the tan-

gents A and B; the polars A'

and B', of these two points

are tangents to the curve S'

at points situated at infinity
;

they are, therefore, the asymp-

totes. In case the center o of

the curve of reference is situated on the curve S, the points a

and h coincide with the point o, the polar of this point, or the

asymptote is removed to infinity, and the curve S' is a

parabola. Finally, if the center o of the curve of reference be

situated within, the curve S' is an ellipse.

To any two points a and b of the conic S and the tangents

A and B at these two points correspond two tangents A' and

B' to the conic S' and their points of contact a' and h'. To the

point of intersection c of the straight lines A and B corre-

sponds the straight line a'b', and to the straight line ab the

point of intersection c' of the straight line A' and B'. Hence,

to a point c and its polar ab in the first figure correspond in

the second figure a straight line a'b' and its pole c'.

300. The method of reciprocal polars plays an important

role in the study of conic sections; it is possible when a

property of these curves has been found by the method of

reciprocal polars to deduce immediately a correlative property.

It has been demonstrated, for example, in § 275, that through

five given points one can pass a conic section, and one only

;

whence it follows that a conic section can be drawn tangent to

Jive given straight lines, and one only. Imagine, in fact, that

any conic section be drawn in a plane as the curve of refer-

ence, and that with respect to this conic section one locates

the poles a', b', c', d', e' of the five given straight lines A, B,
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C, D, E; a conic section S' can be drawn through the five

points a', b', c', d', e'; the polar reciprocal curve of the curve

*S" will be a conic section S tangent to the five given straight

lines. Conversely, to every conic section tangent to five

straight lines corresponds a conic section passing through

five points ; since but one conic section can be passed through

five points, it follows that but one conic section can be drawn
tangent to five straight lines.

Let us consider the polars of a point p with respect to vari-

ous conies which pass through four given points ; if f(x, y)= 0,

and F{x, y) = 0, be the equations of two of them, the equation

f+kF=0, in which k is an arbitrary parameter, will repre-

sent the ensemble of these conies. The polar of the point p,

whose co-ordinates are x and y, lias the equation

x,(f^ + kF':) -f y,{f, + kF',) + z,(A + kF'.) = 0,

or (xj'^ + yj'y -f zj\) + k {x,F'^ + y,F, + z,F^) = ;

all the polars pass through the point of intersection p' of the

two straight lines

a^i/'x + 2/i/', + z./'z = 0, x,F'^ + y,F', + z,F, = 0.

It is clear that, conversely, the polars of the point p', with

respect to the various conies, all pass through the point p.

If the figure be transformed by the method of reciprocal

polars, it follows that the locus of the poles of a straight line

P with respect to the various conies tangent to the four given

straight lines is a straight line. If the straight line P be

moved to infinity in an arbitrary direction, its pole with re-

spect to each of the conies is the center of this conic ; hence

the locus of the centers of conies tangent to four given straight

lines is a straight line. Each of the diagonals of the quadri-

lateral formed by four straight lines can be regarded as an

ellipse or a hyperbola infinitely flattened and tangent to the

four straight lines; the mid-points of the three diagonals

belong to the locus and determine this straight line (§ 73).

301. Theorem IV. — Two conies are given in a plane:

1° Tlie points of intersection of three pairs of common secants
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determine a triangle each vertex of which has as polar, with

respect to each of the conies, the opposite side; 2° The points of

intersection of the four common tangents to the two conies are

situated two by two on the sides of this triangle.

Let o, b, c, d (Fig. 177) be the four points common to the

two conies ; the points of intersection m, n, p of the three pairs

Fig. 17T.

of common secants form a triangle mnp, each vertex of which,

according to Theorem III., has as polar, with respect to each of

the two conies, its opposite side. We notice that these three

points are the only ones which enjoy the same polar property

with respect to the two conies. Let m' be a point having the

same polar with respect to the two conies ; the straight line

m'a intersects this polar in a certain point q and each of the

conies in a new point which is the harmonic conjugate of o

with respect to the two points m' and q ; these two new points

ought to coincide, the straight line m'a passes through one of

the common points 6, c, d, for example through the point b.

Then the straight line 7n'c will pass through the point d and

the point m' will coincide with the point m.

Imagine now that the preceding figure be transformed by

the method of reciprocal polars. To the two conies there will

correspond two other conies ; to the points a, b, c, d common to

the first two the tangents A', B', C, D' common to the two new
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conies, which shows that the two conies have four common
tangents.

Consider one of the tangents common to the two given

conies; let g and g' be the points of contact and e the point

where it intersects the straight line tip; the straight lines mg,

mg' intersect the conies in two other points li and h' ; the point

m, having the same polar np with respect to the two conies, the

tangents at h and li' pass through the point e ; the straight line

np being also the polar of the point m with respect to the two

angles geh, g'eh', tlie two straight lines eh, eh' coincide, and the

straight line ehh' is a second common tangent. For the same

reason, the point of intersection / of one of the other common
tangents with the straight line np belongs to the fourth tangent.

Thus the six points of intersection of the four common tan-

gents are situated two by two on the sides of the triangle nin}).

Whence it follows in addition to what precedes that the

chords of contact pass four by four through the points m, n, p.

302. Let us study in particular the case where the curve of

reference is a circle of radius r; the polar A' of a point a is

perpendicular to oa and at a distance from the center equal

to — The straight lines which join the center to the two
oa

points a and & inclose an angle aob

equal to that included by the polars

A' and B' of these points (Fig. 178).

Through the center o draw lines

parallel to the straight lines A' and

B'; from the points a and b draw

lines perpendicular to these straight

lines ; the right-angled triangles oae,

obf are similar and give the propor-

tions

oa _ae_ ac -\- ce _ ac + og
.

^ ""
bf" bd + df~ bd + oh'

rig. ns.

whence follows oa (bd + oh) = ob (ac + og) ; but one has

oa - oh = ob -og = r^

;
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whence it follows that oa-bd = ob- ac, or — =— Hence the
00 bd

distances of two points from the center are proportional' to the

distances of each of them from the polar of the other.

Find the reciprocal polar of a circle of radius r' with respect

to a circle o. Let C" be the polar of the center c of the given

circle (Fig. 179) ; draw to this circle

any tangent A and locate the pole a'

of this straight line ; owing to the

preceding property, one has

oa' _a'd oa' _ oc_

oc r' ' a'd r'

the ratio of the distances of each of

the points a' of the locus from the

point o and the fixed straight line C"

is constant; therefore this locus is a

curve of the second degree, of which the point' o is one of the

foci and the straight line C" the corresponding directrix.

By means of this transformation, most of the focal proper-

ties of curves of the second degree may be deduced from the

properties of the circle. Thus, for example, two tangents A
and B to the circle c form equal angles with the chord of con-

tact ah ; to two straight lines A and B correspond two points

a' and b' of the conic section; to the two points a and b of the

circle correspond the tangents A' and B' to this conic section

at the points a' and 6'; to the straight line db or M corre-

sponds the point of intersection m' of the straight lines A' and

B'. The radii vectores drawn from the focus o to the points a',

b', m' forming angles with one another equal to those of their

polars A, B, M, it follows that the straight line om' is the

bisector of the angle a'ob' (§ 255).

The locus of the vertex m of a constant angle circumscribed

about a circle is a concentric circle. To the two tangents A
and B drawn from the point m to the circle correspond two
points a' and b' of the conic, and to the point m the straight

line a'b'; the angle a'ob', being equal to that of the straight

lines A and B, is also constant ; since the point m describes a
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circle whose center is c, its polar aV envelopes a conic section,

of which is one of the foci and the polar of the center c

the corresponding directrix. Hence the chord viewed from a

focus of a conic section and subtending a constant angle envel-

opes a conic section which has the same focus and the same
directrix. The chord ab of the circles envelopes a concentric

circle; therefore the- point of intersection of the tangents to

the conic section at a' and b' describes a conic section which
has also the same focus and the same directrix.

Envelope Curves.

303. In what precedes we were led to consider curves which

were tangent to a series of straight lines ; in case a point

describes a curve, its polar remains tangent to another curve.

The envelope of a mov-

able curve is the curve to

which this line remains ^^-
eonstantly tangent. //I

Let

(1) /(a;,y,a)=0
^'-^'»-

be an equation involving a variable parameter a. To each

value of a corresponds a definite curve. Give to the param-

eter two consecutive values a and a -f A ; the curve (1) and the

curve

(2) /(a;,y, a-f A)=0

intersect in a point M' (Fig. 180), whose co-ordinates satisfy at

the same time equations (1) and (2). The system of these two

equations can be replaced by the following

:

which, when h approaches zero, reduces to

(3) /(a;, y, a)= 0, /', (», ^, a)= ;

hence, when ft approaches zero, the point M' is displaced on

the curve (1) and approaches a limiting position M; it is this
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limiting point which is represented by the system (3). Each

of the curves (1) contains a limiting point ; the locus of these

points, which is sometimes designated by the name of the

locus of the ultimate intersections of the curve represented by

equation (1), is obtained by eliminating a between equa-

tions (3).

Consider the new system of equations (1) and (2), in which

a is regarded as a variable and A as a constant ; this system

represents the locus of the points in which each curve (a) is

intersected by the curve (o + h). Two of these points lie on

the curve o; namely, the point of intersection M' of the curves

(«) and (a + /*), the point of intersection M" of the curves

(a — /() and (a). When h approaches zero, the points M' and

M" approach the same limiting position M, and the locus

becomes tangent to the ciirve (a) at the point M. Hence, the

locus of the ultimate intersections of the curves represented by

equation (1) is tangent to each of these curves.

Kemakk.— When f{x, y, a) is a polynomial with respect to

a, to eliminate a between equations (3) is to express the condi-

tion that the equation in a

f(x,y,a)=0
has a double root.

For example, if a enters to the second degree in f(x, y, a),

and if the equation of the movable curve have the form

Ma' + 2Na+ P = 0,

M, N, P being polynomials in x and y, the equation of the

envelope obtained by expressing the condition that the equa-

tion in a has a double root will be

1P-MP=Q.
According to this method it can easily be verified that the

envelope of the conies whose equation is

when a, /S, y represent given linear functions in x and y
and \ a variable parameter, is composed of four straight lines

(§ 282. 2).
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304. Assume now that the movable curve be represented by
an equation

(4) /(x,j,,a, 6)=0,

containing two variable parameters a and b, connected by the

relation

(5) ./.(a, 6)=0.

If 6' be called the derivative of 6 considered as a function

of a given by equation (5), one has <^'„ + <^'j6'= 0; whence

b' = —~- But if the derivative with respect to a of the

function /(x, y, a, b) be equated to zero when b is regarded as

a function of a, one has f'a+f'ib' = 0; whence follows the

relation

«^'. _ 't''b

J a J b

(6)

and in order to find the equation of the envelope, the two

parameters a and 6 are eliminated by means of the three equa-

tions (4), (5), (6).

Example I.— Find the envelope of the normal to a pa-

rabola. The normal to the parabola y- = 2px, at the point

M (Fig. 181) whose co-ordinates

are x and y, has the equation

p{Y- y)+ ylx - x)=0; if a; be

replaced by its value ^, this equa-

tion becomes ^

(7) pY+y(X-py
2p

it involves an arbitraiy parameter

y; it is necessary to equate to zero

the derivative with respect to y,

(8) X-p 11=
2p

0,

and to eliminate y from equations

(7) and (8). On replacing f in Fig. 181.
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equation (7) by its value derived from equation (8), one has

^ 3pY
y 2{X-py

substituting this value of y in equation (8), one obtains the

equation of the envelope

8(X-pY
(9) Y- = -

'27 p

This curve takes the form given, in the figure ; it has a cusp

at C, because the tangent at this point being normal to the

parabola at the vertex A coincides with the axis AX. When
the point M describes the branch AB of the parabola, the

normal revolves about the branch CD of the envelope ; and,

similarly, when the point M describes the branch AB' of

the parabola, the normal resolves about the branch CD' of the

envelope.

If one wishes to draw the normals to the parabola from a

given point P, it is suificient to regard X and Y in equation

(7) as co-ordinates of the point P and the ordinate y of the foot

M of the normal as unknown ; three normals can be drawn
from the point P to the parabola, or one only, according as this

equation of the third degree in y has three real roots or one

only. This problem is like that of drawing tangents from the

point P to the envelope; hence the envelope, which is of

the third degree, is also of the third class. In case the point

P is situated between the branches of the envelope, three

tangents can be drawn from this point to the envelope, and,

consequently, three normals to the parabola ; but, in case the

point P is situated at P' without, one tangent only can be

drawn to the envelope, and, consequently, one normal only to

the parabola.

Example II.— Let us find the envelope of the normals to

the ellipse

a" V

the equation of the normal at the point (x, y)
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(10) ^-^-(a'-b^^o
X y

'

involves the variable parameters x and y connected by the

relation

(11) -2+rI-i = o-

Equation (6) of § 304 becomes

^ y.

a? W 1

3? 2/2

the third ratio has been found by adding the numerators and

denominators, after having multiplied the two terms of the

first by X, the two terms of the second by y, and using equa-

tions (10) and (11) ; whence follow

ar' =

Substituting these values in equation (11), one obtains the

equation of the envelope

(>., (f)!+(y:)
^=1.

This curve has four points of inflection (Fig. 182). When the

foot M describes the arc AB of the ellipse, the normal revolves

about the arc CD of the envelope. If one wishes to draw the

normals to the ellipse from a given point P, whose co-ordinates

are X and T, the two simultaneous equations (10) and (11)

will determine the co-ordinates x and y of the foot of each of

the normals ; the feet of the normals are the points of inter-

section of the given ellipse (11) and of a hyperbola (10) ; hence

there are four solutions. Moreover, this problem resolves itself

into drawing the tangents from the point P to the envelope

;

it follows that the envelope which is of the sixth degree is of
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the fourth class. In case the point P be situated within the

envelope, four tangents can be drawn from this point to the

envelope, and, consequently,

four real normals to the el-

lipse ; but if the point lie with-

out, for example at P', two

real tangents only can be

drawn to the envelope, and,

consequently, two normals to

the ellipse; thus the results

obtained in § 290 are proved

anew.

The envelope of the normals

of a hyperbola has the equation

Fig. 182.
(„) (f)«-(f)»=i.

305. In case a variable plane moves in a fixed plane, it can

happen that a curve CD of the variable remains tangent to a

curve AB of the fixed plane ; this second curve is the envelope

cf th9 first. Let CD and CD' (Fig. 183) be two consecutive

positions of the variable curve,

M' a point of intersection of these

two curves. As the curve CD'
approaches continuously the curve

CD, the point M approaches a lim-

iting position M, which is a point

of the envelope (§ 303). Let My
'' ' be the point of the curve CD which

^'^' ^^'- has arrived at W, when this curve

takes the position CD'. We have seen (§ 31) that a variable

curve can be brought from one position to another by rotating

it about a fixed point /, ; the perpendicular P/,, erected at the

mid-point of the chord MiW, passes through the point /,.

But the two points Mi and M' have the point M as their

limiting position, and the straight line PI^ becomes the nor-

mal common to the curve CD and its envelope at the point M;
this normal passes therefore through the point /, the limiting
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position of the point /„ whence it follows that the normals to

the various cwves situated in the variable plane, at the points

where they touch their envelopes, for one position of the variable

plane, pass through the same point I. For the same position of

the plane, this point is that point through which the normals

to the curves described by the points of the variable plane

pass.

In case a curve of the variable plane remains tangent to a

given curve of the fixed plane, the common normal to the two

curves can be used to determine the point /. The polar of a

curve AB (Fig. 31) with respect to the point O (§ 38) is none

other than the locus described by the vertex P of a right

angle 0PM situated in the movable plane, which so moves

that one of its sides PM remains tangent to the curve AB,
while the other passes through the fixed point 0; that is,

remains tangent to a circle of radius zero whose center is
;

whence follows the construction that the point I is found by

the intersection of the perpendiculars drawn from the points

and M to the two sides OP and PM of the right angle. (See

construction given in § 38.)

Tangential Co-ordinates.

306. A curve may be regarded either as the locus of a point,

or as the envelope of a variable straight line. From the second

point of view, we represent the straight line by an equation

of the form

(14) ux + vy-\-l = Q,

and we say, by analogy, that the two parameters u and v,

which determine its position, are the co-ordinates of the

straight line.

If one be given an equation

(15) ^{u,v) = Q

between these two parameters, and one of them be allowed

to vary in a continuous manner, the other will also vary in

general in a continuous manner, and the straight line will be
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given a motion in the plane, enveloping a curve. One can

think of equation (15) as representing a curve through a series

of its tangents, by means of a new system of co-ordinates m and

V, which are called for convenience tangential co-ordinates.

In order to get the equations of this curve in linear co-ordi-

nates, it suffices, after what has been given in § 304, to elimi-

nate u and V from equations (14), (15), and

If equation (15) be algebraic, the equation in x and y, the

equation which we will deduce, will also be algebraic. Make
equation <^ (u, •«) = homogeneous by replacing m and v by

— , — and removing the denominators. The equation A =
to w
can be replaced by the following

«<^'. -I- v4,\ + <^'„ = 0,

in which one puts, after constructing the derivatives, w = 1.

Therefore on calling \ the common value of the ratios in (16),

it is necessary to eliminate «, v, \ from the four equations

ux + vy + 1 = 0,

Multiply the first of these equations by v, the second by v,

and using the last two equations, we will have the equation

1 = H'.,

which can replace one of the last two equations, for example

the last. One will have therefore to eliminate «, v, A from

the equations

(17) x = \,^'„, y = X<A;, 1 = X.^'„,

ux + vy + 1 = 0.

The degree of equation (15), written in an integral form,

indicates the class of the curve. For if Xj and y^ be the
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co-ordinates of any point of the plane, each system of values

of u and v, satisfying the two equations

MXo -I- w/o + 1 = 0, 4> (m, v) = 0,

will determine a tangent, real or imaginary, passing through

the point in question. In case equation (15) is of the second

degree, the curve, being of the second class, is also of the

second order (§ 309).

An equation of the first degree

Au + Bv-\-C= 0,

in tangential co-ordinates, represents a point, the point which
A Ti

has the linear co-ordinates Xa = —, yo = -p^; because this equa-

tion, put under the form

iixo + vyo + 1 = 0,

indiciites that the variable straight line passes always through

the fixed point (j-,,, yo); the envelope reduces therefore to a

point.

The properties of the equation of the first degree in linear

co-ordinates, which has been studied in Book II., is here re-

produced, with the modification that points are replaced by

straight lines and straight lines by points. Thus the equation

V — v' = a(ii — n'),

in which the parameter a is arbitrary (§ 64), is the general

equation of points situated on the straight line (u', v'). The

equation (§ 66)

(18) „_,'=^;;^ („_«-)

represents the point of intersection of the two straight lines

(u', v"), (u", v").

Consider two consecutive tangents of the curve (15), and sup-

pose that the second approaches continually the first; their

point of intersection, represented by equation (18), will have
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as a limit the point of contact of the first tangent; the point

of contact is therefore represented by the equation (§ 89)

V — v'=— ^-f (u — u'),

or

(19) (u-u')<l>'^. + {v-v')4,'^ = 0.

u V
On replacing u and v by — and — , in order to make the equa-

tion homogeneous (§ 291), this equation is simplified and

written in the form

(20) «<^'.. + v4>'.. + w4,'„. = 0.

307. It is well to notice that the investigation of the en-

velope of a variable straight line can be reduced to the theory

of reciprocal polars because this envelope curve is the recipro-

cal polar curve of the curve S' described by the pole of the

straight line, with respect to a given conic. If one choose as

curve of reference the imaginary circle a;^ -f- y^ -|- 1 = 0, and

if one put x^ = n, y^ = v, the straight line ax, + yyi -|- 1 = 0,

the polar of the point (x^, y^ coincides with the variable

straight line (14) ; hence the curve S' has the equation

(^ (xi, yi) = in linear co-ordinates.

Example I.— Find the envelope of a straight line such that the prod-

uct of its distances from two fixed points F and F' be equal to a given

constant quantity. On choo.sing the straight line FF' as x-axis, and a

perpendicular at the mid-point of this straight line as ^-axis, calling 2 c

the distance FF', 6' the constant product, and representing the variable

straight line by the equation ux + vy + 1 = 0, one has the relation

(c' ± b"-)u'- ± &2»2 -1=0,

connecting the two variable parameters u and v; it is necessary to choose

the + sign or — sign, according as the straight line passes to the right

or left of the two points, or between them. The curve S', having the

equation
(c2 ± 62)zi2 ± 6Vi -1=0,

the equation of the curve sought S, or of the reciprocal polar (§ '.

c2 ±bi ± 6'
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This is an ellipse or a hyperbola whose foci are the points F and P.
This property is the converse of the theorem demonstrated in § 2o9.

Example II. — Being given a quadrilateral abed, find the envelope of

a straight line such that the product of the distances of two opposite

vertices of the quadrilateral from the straight line is to the product of

the distances of the other two vertices from the straight line in a constant

ratio. Call Xi and yi, x^ and yj, xz and ^3, Xt and yt, the co-ordinates

of the four vertices, and represent the variable straight line by the

equation vx + vy + \ — ; the two parameters u and v will be connected

by the relation

(iiKi + i!y, + 1) (uKa + »!/8 + 1) - 1'^ («5C2 + vyi + 1) {uXi + vyi + 1) = ;

since this relation is of the second degree, it follows that the envelope

is a curve of the second class or of the second order. The preceding

equation is satisfied when the variable straight line coincides with one

of the sides of the quadrilateral, since a factor in each term becomes

zero. Hence the curve is inscribed in the quadrilateral, and one can

assign to the ratio k a value such that the curve is tangent to any fifth

straight line. Whence follows the general property of conic sections

:

a quadrilateral being circumscribed about a conic section, the product of

the distances of two opposite vertices of the quadrilateral from any tan-

gent is to the product of the distances of the other vertices from the same

tangent hi a constant ratio.

308. Tangential Equation of a Conic.— If the equation

of a conic be

(21) Ax'+ 2Bxy+Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey + F=0,

the tangential equation of this curve is the necessary» and

sufficient condition that the straight line ux + vy+l =
be tangent to it, that is (§ 126),

(22) aM'' + 2bui; + ci;' + 2dM-f 2eD + f = 0,

an equation whose constant term f is zero if the conic be a

parabola.

In case the given conic (21) consists of two distinct straight

lines, one sees that condition (22) ought to require that the

straight line ux + vy +1 = passes through the point of inter-

section of the two straight lines. Indeed, if a and b be the
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co-01'dinates of this point of intersection, the first member of

the tangential equation (22) is a perfect square, the square of

au + bv + 1.

To show this, it is sufficient to impose on this theorem the

condition that the co-ordinates a and b satisfy the relations

(Chapter XII.)

g' _ a6 _ 6' _ g _ 6 _ 1

a b c d e f

Equation (22) then becomes, on replacing the coefficients a,

b, ••• by the proportional values a', ab, •,

{au + bv + ly,

which was to be proved.

In the particular case when equation (21) represents two

parallel straight lines,

d = 0, e = 0, f = 0,

and b'' - ac = - FA = ;

equation (22) therefore becomes

bm' + 2 buv 4- C'w" = 0,

or (bu + cv)' = 0,

which is still a perfect square. It is easy to show that the

condition
bu + cv =

expresses the condition that the straight line iix + vy + 1 =
is parallel to the two straight lines represented by equation

(21). It further follows that this condition requires that the

straight line ux + vy + 1 =0 passes through the point of inter-

section of the two straight lines represented by equation (21).

When equation (21) represents two coincident straight lines,

the first member of the tangential equation (22) is identically

zero ; one has in fact in this case

a = b = c = d = e = f = 0.
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309. We have seen that the tangential equation of a conic

is of the second degree in u and v. Conversely, an equation of

the second degree between u and v,

(23) <^(m, v)=Aw' + 2Buv +W + 2Du + 2Ev + F= 0,

in which the discriminant A = ACF — is different from
zero, is the tangential equation of a conic. For, in order

to find the envelope of the straight line

ux + vy + 1 = 0,

whose coefficients satisfy the equation <^ (u, v)= 0, it is suffi-

cient to eliminate u, v, and X from equations (17),

X = \{Au -{ Bv + D),

y = X (Bu + Cv + E),

1 = \{Du + Ev + F),

= \{ux +vy +1),

where the last of equations (17) is multiplied by X. The result

of the elimination of \v, \v, and A. from these equations of the

first degree is the condition

A
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the first member of equation (24) will be a perfect square, the

square of the first member of the equation of the straight line

joining these two points. This can be demonstrated by a

method identical with that given above.

Finally, if the discriminant A be zero, and also all of its

minors, the first member of equation (23) will be a perfect

square. It represents two coincident points. Equation (24)

is identically zero.
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CHAPTER XI*

oeneraii profertibs of conic sections.

Theorems of Pascal and Bkiaxchon.

310. Theorem I.— If three conic sections have two points

in common, the three straight lines which join the other points

of intersection of the curves two by two pctss through a common
point.

Let aS = be the equation of one of the conic sections,

a = the equation of the straight line which passes through

the two common points j the equations of the other two conic

sections will be of the form S — fca/S = 0, ^S — fc'yot = 0. The

three straight lines which pass through the other two points

of intersection of the curves, considered two by two, are

13 = 0, y = 0, kp — k'y = ; the third passes through the point

of intersection of the first two.

311. Theorem II.— If a hexagon be inscribed in a conic

section, the points of intersection of the opposite sides are in

a straight line.

This theorem, which is

due to Pascal, is an appli-

cation of the preceding the-

orem. Let a&ccZe/" (Fig. 184)

1 « a hexagon inscribed in a

conic section ; the curve and

the two pairs of straight

lines ab and cd, af and de

can be regarded as three

conic sections having the

common points a and d. Fig.isi.
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The straight line 6c connects the other two points of intersec-

tion 6 and c of the curve and the two straight lines ah and cd
;

the straight line e/connects the other two points of intersection e

and /of the curve and the two straight lines a/and de; moreover,

the two pairs of straight lines intersect

each other in m and p ; the three straight

lines 6c, ef, mp pass through the same point

n ; therefore the three points of intersec-

tion m, n, p of the opposite sides of the

inscribed hexagon lie in a straight line.

This theorem is not only applicable to

a convex hexagon, but, moreover, to a hex-

agon formed in any manner. An inscribed

hexagon is constructed by drawing six

consecutive chords, in such a manner as to return iinally to

the point of departure. If the sides be numbered in the order

in which they are constructed, the three points of intersection

of the sides (1, 4), (2, 5), (3, 6) lie on a straight line (Fig. 185).

Fig. 185.

Corollary I.— If a conic section be defined by five points

a, h, c, d, e, the preceding theorem enables one to construct

as many points of the curve as one may wish. Through the

point a draw any straight line af and seek the point / where

the straight line intersects the curve (Fig. 184) ; one locates

the point of intersection in of the straight lines ab and de,

the point of intersection p of

the straight line cd and af; the

straight line be intersects the

straight line mp in a point n

;

the point •/, where the straight

line ne intersects af, belongs to

the curve.

The tangent at one of these

points can also be constructed.

When two vertices of an inscribed

hexagon, for example a and /,
°'

' coincide, the corresponding side

af becomes a tangent to the curve at the point a ; if the theo-
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rem of the inscribed hexagon be applied, on reckoning this

tangent as a side, it follows still that three points lie in a

straight line. One locates therefore the point of intersection

m of the sides ab and de (Fig. 186), the point of intersection

n of the sides be and ae; the straight line cd intersects the

straight line mn in a point p ; the straight line aj) will be the

tangent at a.

Corollary II.— A quadrilateral abed being inscribed in a

conic section, the points of intersection of the opposite sides, and

the points of intersection of the tangents at the opposite vertices

lie in a straight line. If a complete hexagon with the tangents

at a and c be inscribed, one will have three points m, n, p in

Fig. 187.

a straight line (Fig. 187). If a complete hexagon with tan-

gents at 6 and d be inscribed, one will have in a similar man-

ner three points m, n, g in a straight line. Therefore the

four points m, n, p, q lie on a straight line.

CoROLLAKY III.—A triangle being inscribed in a conic section,

the jioints of intersection of the sides with the tangents at the

opposite vertices are in a straight line.

312. Eemark.—We have seen that one conic section, and

only one, can be drawn through five points a, b, c, d, e, no three

of which lie in a straight line. The elements of this curve

can be obtained in the following manner : one begins by con-

structing the tangents A, B, C at the three given points a, b, c.

In every curve of the second degree the tangents at the ex-
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tremities of a chord intersect on the diameter conjugate to this

chord; consequently, the straight line which joins the point

of intersection p of the straight lines A and B to the mid-

point g of the straight line ab is the diameter of the chords

parallel to ab ; similarly, the straight line which joins the

point of intersection q of the straight lines B and C to the

mid-point h of be is the diameter of the chords parallel to 6c.

Suppose that the two diameters pg and qh intersect in a

point o. The straight line op and the straight line ok par-

allel to ab form a system of conjugate diameters. If a' be

the length of the semi-diameter with the direction op, one

has a' = Vop • og; in a similar manner the length b' of the

semi-diameter with the direction ok may be found. It has

been explained (§§ 174 and 195) how to determine the axes,

in case a system of conjugate diameters a' and b' are known.

If the two diameters be parallel, the curve is a parabola.

In this case, one draws the diameters which pass through

« and 6, then the straight lines forming with the tangents

angles which are equal to those formed by the diameters with

the tangents ; these two straight lines intersect at the focus

of the parabola. On dropping from the focus perpendiculars

to the tangents A and B, and prolonging each of the perpen-

diculars a length equal to itself, two points of the directrix

are determined.

In case three points and the tangents at two of these points

are given, the tangent at the third jwint is determined by
means of the property of the inscribed triangle; after this one

proceeds as above. The construction relative to the parabola

can evidently be used in case two tangents to the curve and
their points of contact be known.

313. Suppose, finally, it is desired to find the elements of

a parabola determined by four points a, b, c, d. If the two
straight lines ab, cd be chosen as axes of co-ordinates, the

equations of the parabolas passing through the given points

are (§ 276)

ao Voftcd cd
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Since the angular coefficients of the axes of the parabolas are

led
±\/ — , it follows that these axes are parallel to the diagonals

of a parallelogram constructed on the axes of co-ordinates and

of which the sides will have lengths which are mean propor-

tionals between a and b, c and d. Knowing the direction of the

axis, the theorem concerning the inscribed pentagon will give,

on supposing that the point e be removed indefinitely, that is,

that the straight lines ae and de, for example, become parallel

to the axis (Fig. 186), the tangent at one of the points. In

case two tangents have been determined, the problem will be

reduced to the preceding case.

314. Theorem III.— If a hexagon be inscribed in a conic

section, the three straight lines which join the opposite vertices

pass through the same point.

This theorem, discovered by Brianchon, may be derived from

the preceding by the method of reciprocal polars. Let abcdef

(Fig. 188) be a hexagon circum-
,

scribed about a conic section

;

"'^^

the inscribed hexagon, which i \ "x^ -

has as vertices the points of \ ^N^

contact, is the corollative figure
;

of the circumscribed hexagon,
;

with respect to the given conic
;

section; because the vertices
;

a, b, c, ••• of the circumscribed
;

hexagon are the poles of the p''<'.^

sides A', B', C',— of the in- ;

scribed hexagon. The diagonal ;

ad of the circumscribed hexagon j

is the polar of the point of in- ( /

tersection m' of the opposite ! /

sides A' and D' of the inscribed
; / ,'''

hexagon; similarly, the diago- „,J/y

nal be is the polar of the point ; pjg ,gg

of intersection n' of the sides

B' and E', and the diagonal cf the polar of the point of
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intersection p' of the sides C and F'. Since the three points

m', n',p' are in a straight line, the three straight lines ad, be,

cf pass through the same point o, the pole of this straight

line.

We make at this point a remark analogous to that which has

been made with respect to the theorem of Pascal. It is not

necessary that the circumscribed hexagon be convex, it is suffi-

cient that it be closed. Suppose that six tangents be drawn to

a conic section; in order to construct the hexagon, beginning at

the point of intersection of two tangents, one proceeds along

one of them to the intersection of the next tangent; then

along this second tangent, in either direction, to the intersec-

tion of a third tangent, and so on, in a similar manner, till the

point of departure is reached, after having traveled along

the tangents in a continuous manner. The broken line thus

formed is a circumscribed hexagon. If the vertices be num-

bered in the order in which they are constructed, the three

Fig. 189.

diagonals which connect the vertices (1, 4), (2, 5), (3, 6) pass

through the same point (Fig. 189).

Corollary.— If a conic section be defined by five tangents,

one can, by aid of the preceding theorem, construct as many
tangents as one wishes. Let the five tangents be ab, be, cd,

de, ef (Fig. 188) ; determine the second tangent which passes

through a point a taken arbitrarily on one of the given tan-

gents ; take the point of intersection o of the diagonals ad and
be, and draw the straight line co and join the point a to the
point/, where the straight line co intersects the tangent ef.
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The point of contact of each of the tangents can also be

determined if two sides of the circumscribed hexagon, for

example the sides ab and be, coincide ; the intermediary vertex

6 becomes the point of contact ; in order to find this point of

contact, one connects the vertex e with the point of intersec-

tion o of the diagonals ad and cf (Fig. 190).

When the points of contact of the three tangents have been

determined, one obtains the elements

of the curve by the method which we
have described in § 312.

The center could also be immedi-

ately obtained by means of the

theorem demonstrated in § 300.

The following corollaries may be

deduced from the theorem of Brian- " t~
CHOX : If a quadrilateral be circum- rig- in-

scribed about a conic section, the two diagonals and the two

straight lines which join the points of contact of the opposite sides

pass through the same point.

If a triangle be circumscribed about a conic section, the straight

lines which join the vertices to the points of contact of the opposite

sides pass through the same jtoint. It is sufficient to complete

the circumscribed hexagon in the first case with the points of

contact of the two opposite sides, in the second case with the

three points of contact.

HoMOGKAPHic Systems.

315. In case we are given on two given straight lines two

systems of points which have a one-to-one correspondence, of

the kind that if x and x' represent the distances (affected with

the proper signs) of two corresponding points from two fixed

points taken on the straight lines, one has the relation

(1) Axx' + Bx+Cx' + D=0;

these two systems of points are said to be homographic.

This equation involves three arbitrary parameters ; to three

points taken at will on the first straight line there can be made
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to correspond three points taken at will on the second; this

mode of homographic division is tlierefore perfectly deter-

mined.

When the point m' of the second straight line is removed

to infinity, the homologous point m of the first approaches a

limiting position i given by the formula x = Similarly,
XL

in case the point m of the first straight line is removed to

infinity, the point m' of the second approaches a limiting

position j' given by the formula x' = If one lay off the

distances on these two straight lines, beginning with the

points f and (, the relation is simplified and becomes

(2) Axx' + D = 0.

A pencil of straight lines which passes through the same
point (Fig. 191), determines on any two secants two systems

of homographic points ; be-

cause, on calling x^ and y, the

co-ordinates of the point o

with respect to the two secants,

a and /? the abscissa and the

ordinate of the points m and

tn', when one of the straight

lines of the pencil intersects the two secants, the variables

u. and j8 will be connected by the relation

- +l = l-

Conversely, when one has two systems of homographic

points on two straight lines, the straight lines can be so

placed that one of the systems is the perspective of the other;

it is sufficient to place one of the straight lines so that two

homologous points a and a' coincide; the straight lines bb',

cc', which join two pairs of homologous points, intersect in a

point ; the straight lin^ om, which joins the point o to any

point m of the first straight line, will pass through the homol-

ogous point m' of the second. The straight lines oi and of,
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parallel to the two straight lines, give the points i and j'. Two
systems of points homographic to a third are homographic to
eauh other

; because the elimination of x from the two equa^
tious

{Ax' +B)x + {Cx' +1)) =0,

(A,Xi + B,) X + (Cjx, + A) = 0,

gives an equation in x' and Xi similar in form.

316. Consider the two pencils of straight lines which are
obtained by connecting two fixed points o and o' with two
systems of homographic points; these two pencils determine
on any secant systems of homographic points ; accordingly the

two pencils of straight lines are said to be homographic.

Imagine that through a fixed point situated on the a'-axis,

and having the abscissa — 1, one draws lines parallel to the

straight lines of the two pencils ; these parallels determine on
the i/-axis two systems of homographic points ; the ordinate of

each of these points being equal to the angular coefficient

of the corresponding straight line, one infers that the angular

coefficients »)i and m' of the homologous straight lines are

connected by the relation

(3) Amm ' + Bm +C,n' + D = 0.

Conversely, if in two pencils the angular coefficients of two
homologous straight lines satisfy a relation of this form, the

two pencils are homographic. Such, for example, are the two
pencils which one obtains by drawing through two fixed points

o and o' lines parallel to two conjugate diameters of a conic.

Two pencils homographic to a third are homographic to

each other.

Two systems of homographic points are transformed in the

reciprocal polar figure into two pencils of homographic straight

lines. Let P and Q be the two given straight lines, p' and q'

their poles with respect to a curve of the second degree whose

center is o ; to a point a of the first straight line corresponds

a straight line A' passing through its pole p'; to a point 6 of

the second straight line a straight line B' passing through its
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pole q'. The straight lines oa, oh form two homographic

pencils; the pencil of straight lines A' being homographic with

that of the straight lines oa and the pencil of straight lines

B' with that of the straight line oh, it follows that the two

pencils A' and B' are homographic.

Remark.— In the two relations (1) and (3) we have sup-

posed that the coefficients A, B, C, D do not satisfy the

condition

AD-CB = 0.

If this condition were fulfilled, the first member of relation

(1), for example, would resolve into two linear factors, the

one in x the other in x', and this relation (1) would take the

form
A(x — a) (x' - a") = 0.

To a value assigned to x' would always correspond the value

a; = a, and for «'=«', a; would be indeterminate.

317. In case two systems of homographic points lie on the

same straight line, there exist two double points on this line

;

that is, two points such that either of them, considered as

belonging to one of the systems, coincides with the other, its

homologous point in the other system. In fact, if one lay off

the distances on the straight line, beginning with the same
point, and put x' = x, one has, owing to relation (1), an equa-

tion of the second degree,

(4) A3,?+{B+C)x-\-D = (i,

each of whose roots gives a double point. The two double

points are real or imaginary.

Suppose that there have been constructed, as already has

been explained, the two points i and.;' homologous with respect

to infinity ; if one lay off the distances beginning with the

point c, mid-point of if, equation (1) becomes

(5) Axx' + B{x-x')+D = (i.

Equation (4), which gives the double points, reduces to

(6)
• Aar+D = 0.
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Call c' the point of the second system homologous to the point

c of the first ; equation (5) ought to be satisfied by a; = and
a;' = cc' ; one has

B'

moreover,

whence it follows — = — c/' x cc',

A.

and equation (6) becomes

(7) a^ = c^' X cc'.

The double points are real in case the two lengths c/' and cc'

are measured in the same direc- , ._

tion ; in order to construct them,

a circle is constructed on c'j' as a

diameter (Fig. 192); a tangent

is drawn from the point c to this

circle ; by revolving the tangent ^'°" ^^'

to the straight line, the two double points e and / are deter-

mined, which are situated at equal distances from c.

318. Two homographic pencils having a common vertex have

ill like manner two double straight lines, real or imaginary

;

their equations may be obtained by joining the vertex to the

two double points of the homographic division determined by
the pencil and any secant.

In case a constant angle is made to revolve about its vertex,

the two sides form two homographic pencils with this point as

a common vertex, the various positions of one of the sides

constituting the first pencil, those of the second side the other

pencil. Because if the first pencil revolve through a constant

angle about the vertex, it coincides with the second. The rela-

tion between the angular coefficient of the homologous straight

lines in rectangidar co-ordinates is mm' -|-1 -f-

c

(hi — ?»')= 0;

the double straight lines are imaginary and have the equation

a:' -j- ^ = ; they are the asymptotes of the circle 3? + 'f =r.
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These two pencils determine on any straight line two sys-

tems of homographic points, wliose double points are imaginary.

Conversely, in case the double points of the two systems of

homographic points on the same straight line are imaginary,

these two systems of points can be obtained by the rotations

of a constant angle about its vertex. The mode of division is

defined by the three pairs of

points (c, c'), ((', co), (oo, j'), the

point c being the mid-point of if

;

CO, the perpendicular to the straight

_, „ line, intersects the circle described
Fig. 193.

'

on c'f as diameter in a point o;

the angle c'oc, on revolving about the point o, will give the

homographic division desired.

319. Involution. — Consider two systems of homographic

points on the same straight line, and suppose that two homo-

graphic points a and a' be reciprocal, that is, that if to the

point a. of the first system there corresponds the point a' in

the second, reciprocally to the point a' considered as belonging

to the first system there corresponds the point a in the second.

It follows that equation (1) will be satisfied when the par-

ticular values of x and x' which belong to these two points are

permuted, which requires that B = C; but in this case all of

the homologous points are reciprocal two by two, and the

points are said to be in involution.

.The equation

(7) Axx' + B(x + x')+D =

containing but two arbitrary parameters, two pairs of conjugate

points (a, a'), (b, b') are sufficient to define the involution.

The two points i andf coincide, and if the distances beginning

with this point i be laid off, equation (7) becomes

(8) Axx' + D = 0;

this point is called the center of involution. There are two
double points e and/, real or imaginary, given by the equation

A3? + D = 0.
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Equation (8) becomes, therefore, xx' = ie ; it follows that the

two double points e and / are harmonic conjugates with respect

to any two conjugate points.

The circles drawn through the two points p and q determine

on a straight line an involution

(Fig. 194). Let i be the point

in which the straight line pq in-

tersects the given straight line; if.

X and a;' be the distances of this

point from the two points of inter-

section of the secant and of one of
^"'' "*'

the circumferences, one has xx' = ip iq ; the point i is there-

fore the center of involution. The double points are real or

imaginary, according as the point i is situated without the

points p and q or between these two points. In the first case,

one obtains the double points on drawing from the point i a

tangent to one of the circles and revolving this tangent.

In case the involution on a straight line is defined by means

of two pairs, of conjugate points (a, a'), (b, h'), any two con-

jugate points can be easily constructed; construct a circle

through the two points a and a', construct also a second circle

through the two points b and b' and an arbitrary point p of the

first ; these two circles intersect in a second point q ; the circle

which passes through the two points p and q and a point m of

the straight line will determine the conjugate point m'.

Let us consider in like manner two homographic pencils

with a common vertex and such that two homologous straight

lines are reciprocal; these straight lines determine on any

secant the points of involution ; all homologous straight lines

are therefore reciprocal two by two and the straight lines are

said to be in involution. Two double straight lines may be

real or imaginary.

We have mentioned (§ 318) that, if a constant angle revolve

about its vertex, its sides form two homographic pencils. When
the angle is a right angle the pencils will be in involution ; the

double straight lines, as has been remarked, are the asymptotes

of a circle.

Conversely, in case the double points of an involution on a
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Fig. 195.

straight line are imaginary, the pairs of conjugate points can

be found by the rotation of a right angle about its verte^ The

involution is defined by the two

pairs of conjugate points {i, qo),

(a, o'); describe a circle on aa'

as a diameter (Fig. 195); erect

a perpendicular to the straight

line at the point i which inter-

sects this circle in two points p
and q; a circle passing through

the two points p and q will determine two conjugate points

m and m', and the angle mpm' is a right angle.

The conjugate diameters of the conic are in involution. The

double straight lines are real in case of the hyperbola, imagi-

nary in case of the ellipse.

320. Theokem I.— If two homographic pencils be given, the

locus of the point of intersection of two homologous straight lines

is a conic passing through the veHicet of the two pencils.

Determine as many of the points of the locus as are situated

on any straight line D; the two homographic pencils o and o'

(Fig. 196) determine on this straight line two systems of

homographic points (a, a'), (fi, P'),

(y, y'), •••; two homologous straight

lines oe, o'e, which intersect on the

J,
straight line D, determine a double

point e; since there cannot be on the

straight line D more than two double

points e and /, it follows that this

straight line intersects the locus in

but two points, real or imaginary ; hence the locus is of the

second order.

To the straight line o'o of the second pencil corresponds a

certain straight line 073 of the first ; the point of intersection

falls in o, and the straight line op is tangent to the curve at

this point. Similarly, the curve passes through the point o' and
is tangent at this point to the straight line o'q' of the second

pencil, the homologous line of the straight line 00' of the first.

Fig. 196.
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Corollary.— This enables us to find the points in which
a given straight line D intersects a conic defined by five

points, 0, o', a, b, c; if the two points o and o' be joined to

the other three, one has three pairs of straight lines (oa, o'a),

(ob, o'b), (oc, o'c), which determine the two homographic
pencils o and o'; the locus of the point of intersection of the

homologous straight lines is the conic passing through the

five given points; the three pairs of points (a, a'),
(fi, p'),

(y, y') define the homographic division on the straight line

D; the two double points e and /may be found by the method
described in § 317.

If the straight line pass through one of the given points,

for example o, it is sufiicient to construct the homologous
straight line in the second pencil. Similarly, as we have
already said, the tangent at o may be found by drawing the

straight line op of the first pencil homologous to the straight

line o'o of the second. Thus may be found as many points

and tangents of the conic sought as one wishes.

Remark.—When the straight line oo', which passes through

the vertices, corresponds to itself in the two pencils, it evi-

dently constitutes a part of the locus which is then composed

of two straight lines; in this case, the locus of the point of

intersection of the homologous straight line is, strictly speak-

ing, a straight line.

321. Theorem II.— If two systems of homographic points

on two fixed straight lines A and A' be given, the straight line

aa', which joins any two homologous points, envelops a conic

which is tangent to the tioo fixed straight lines.

Determine all the tangents to the envelope which pass

through an arbitrary point p of the plane (Fig. 197) ; the

straight lines pa, pa', which join the point p to two homol-

ogous points, form about the pointy two homographic pencils;

in case the variable straight line aa', in one of its positions

mm', passes through the point p, it becomes a double straight

line of the two pencils ; since there can exist but two double

straight lines pm, pn, it follows that through the point p there
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can be drawn to the envelope curve but two tangents, real or

imaginary; this curve is therefore of the second class, and

consequently of the second order.

At the point of intersection o of the two fixed straight lines

A and A', considered as belonging to the second straight line,

Fig. 197.

there corresponds a point h on the first; the variable straight

line coincides with oh, and the curve is tangent to the straight

line a at the point h. Similarly, the curve is tangent to the

straight line A' at the point g' of this straight line homologous

to the point o of the straight line A.

Corollary.— This theorem enables us to draw through a

given point p tangents to a conic defined by five tangents;

if one join to the point p the points where the two tangents

A and A' are intersected by the other three, B, C, D, one

obtains three pairs of straight lines determining two homo-

graphic pencils whose double straight lines are the tangents

required.

If the point p be situated on one of the given tangents, A
for example, the points where the tangents A and A' are

intersected by the other three, B, C, D, determine on these

first two tangents two systems of homographic points; one

seeks on the straight line A' a point p' which is homologous

to the point p aa. A; the straight line pp' will be tangent to

the conic.
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The point of contact of the tangent A is, as has been men-
tioned, the point of this straight line which is homologous to

the point o of ^'.

Remark.— In case the point of intersection o of the two
fixed straight lines corresponds to itself on the two straight

lines, in tlie reciprocal polar figure the straight line of the

vertices will correspond to itself in the two pencils ; the locus

becomes in this case a straight line, the envelope reduces to

a point. Therefore every straight line, such as aa', passes

through the same point.

32S2. The two preceding theorems give rise to a large num-
ber of remarkable properties. We shall now call attention to

some of them.

For example, if two constant angles revolve about their

vertices in such a way that the point of intersection of two

sides describes a fixed straight line, the other two sides will

form two homographic pencils, and, consequently, the locus

of their point of intersection will be a conic passing through

the two fixed vertices.

Similarly, if, on two fixed straight lines, one begin with the

points where they are intersected by a variable secant drawn

through a fixed point, and lay off in a definite manner two

constant lengths, it is evident that the extremities of these

lengths will form two systems of homographic points, and

consequently that the straight line which connects them will

envelop a conic tangent to two fixed straight lines.

Let us consider a triangle maa', of which the three sides

revolve about the three fixed points o, o', p (Fig. 198), whilst

the two vertices a and a' slide

along the two fixed straight lines

A and A'; the pencils o and p are

homographic; similarlj', p and o'.

Therefore the pencils o and o' are

homographic, and the point m, the

third vertex of the triangle, de-

scribes a conic passing through

the two points o and o'. It is easy to see that the point
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of intersection c of the straight lines A and A' and the two
points d and e, where these straight lines are intersected by
the straight lines po' and po, belong to the locus; thus the

conic is defined by five points.

When the three fixed points o, o', p lie in a straight line,

the straight line oo' corresponds to itself in the two pencils,

and the locus of the vertex m is a straight line ; this problem

has been discussed in § 105.

Similarly, let us consider a variable triangle aba' (Fig. 199),

whose three vertices slide on three fixed straight lines A, A',

B, while the two sides ba, ha' re-

volve about the two fixed points

o and o'; the pencil o determines

on the straight lines A and B two

systems of homographic points a

and 6; similarly, the pencil o' deter-

mines two systems of homographic

Pi jgg_
points b and a'. Therefore the two
systems a and a' are homographic,

and the third side aa' of the triangle envelops a conic tangent

to the two straight lines A and A'. It can be easily verified

that the straight lines o'c and od, which join the points o and o'

to the points where the straight line B intersects the straight

lines A and A', touch the conic ; thus the conic will be defined

by five tangents.

If the three straight lines A, A', B pass through the same
point, the point of intersection of the straight lines A
and A' corresponds to itself, and the envelope reduces to a

point. Therefore the straight line aa passes through a fixed

point.

This mode of demonstration is applicable to polygons of any
number of sides. Thus, if the n sides of a polygon revolve

about n fixed points, and ra — 1 vertices describe straight lines,

the last vertex describes a conic. In case ra vertices of a

polygon describe straight lines, and ra — 1 sides revolve about

fixed points, the last side envelops a conic.

Theorems I. and II. make it possible, as we have seen, to

construct a conic defined by five points or five tangents ; but
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the theorems of Pascal and Brianchon furnish more simple

constructions.

324. Theorem III.— In case, in the general equation of a

pencil of conies subject to four conditions, the arbitrary parameter

appears in the first degree, these conies determine on any straight

line points in involution.

If the straight line be chosen as the x'-axis, and if 3/ be made
equal to zero in the given equation, one obtains an equation of

the form

(A + lcA')x' + (3 + kB')x +(C+ kO') = 0,

k being the arbitrary parameter. On calling x and x' the two

roots, one has
X + x' _ xx' _ 1

-B-kB'~ C+ kG'~ A + kA''

whence it follows

A\x + x')+ B' ^ -A'xx'+0>
AB' - BA' AC - CA'

' Q.E.D.

325. Theokem IV.— Conies which pass through four given

points determine on any straight line points in involution.

We have seen (§ 277) that the equation of conies, which

pass through four given points a, b, c, d, involves one arbi-

trary parameter in the first degree ; according to the preceding

Fig. 200.

theorem these conies determine on any straight line D points

in involution (Fig. 200). The pairs of straight lines (ac, bd),

(ab, cd) determine two pairs of conjugate points (a, a"), {p, jS"),

which define the involution.
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Corollary.—The double points of involution are the points

of contEict of the conies which pass through the four given

points, and are tangent to the straight line D; since there

are two double points, it follows that there are two conicji,

real or imaginary, which pass through four given points and are

tangent to a given straight line. These points are determined

by the construction described in § 319, and then each of the

conies will be defined by five points.

326. Theorem V.— The tangents drawn from a fixed point

to conies tangent to four given straight lines are in involution.

This theorem may be deduced from the preceding, which
is due to Desargues, by the method of reciprocal polars.

To the conies tangent to four given straight lines there cor-

respond, in the reciprocal polar figure, conies which pass

through four given points; to the two tangents drawn from
a fixed point p to one of the first system of conies corre-

spond the two points of intersection of the straight line P*,

the polar of the point p, with one of the second system of

conies; these points of intersection on the straight line P'
being in involution, the pencils of tangents emanating from
the point j/ are also in involution.

The four given straight lines (Fig. 201) form a quadrilateral

;

the diagonal aa' can be regarded as the limit of an ellipse

p tangent to the four straight lines, and of

/^?^v which the minor axis becomes zero;' the

y/ j'l !t\"' tangents drawn from the point p to this

// i
', \ ellipse, reduced to its major axis, are

1 \ \ pa and pa'. A similar discussion applies

/ / \ \ j
to the diagonal bb'. One has therefore two

' / '; \J
pairs of conjugate straight lines (pa, pa'),

c-f v^(3& (P^iPb') which define the involution.

''^w^ /
Corollary.— If the conic pass through

' /^\ i / the point p, the two tangents pm, pm' co-

/ .^^ incide and form a double straight line;

since there are two double straight lines
Fig. 201.

ijj ^ijg involution, it follows that there are
two conies, real or imaginary, which touch four given straight
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lines and pass through a given point. On drawing a secant

across the pencil, and determining the double points on the

secant, one will obtain the double straight lines, and each of

the two conies will be defined by five tangents.

327. Theokem VI.— The conies tangent to two given straight

lines at two given points determine on any secant an involution

of which one of the double points is situated on the chord of con-

tact.

This theorem is a particular ease of Theorem IV. Suppose

that the points a and c coincide, also that the points 6 and d

(Fig. 200) ; the two straight lines ac and bd will be tangent

at a and b ; the two straight lines ab and cd coinciding, the

two conjugate points /S and /?' coincide with one of the double

points of the involution, to which belong the pairs of points

(m, w"), (a, a").

CoKOLLARY.— This theorem enables one to construct a conic

which passes through three given points and touches two given

straight lines A and A' (Fig. 202).

Select on the secant ab the two double points e and / of the

involution defined by the two pairs of i)oints (a, b), («, a").

Select in a similar manner on the secant ae the two double

points «! and /, of the involution defined by the two pairs

of points (a, c), («i, a'l).

The chord of contact, passing through one of the two points

e and /, and through one of the two points e^ and /i, will

coincide with one of the four straight lines which are found

2a
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by connecting these points two by two in all possible ways.

Any of these four straight lines, for example ee„ will give

a solution of the problem : the straight line ee^ intersects the

two given straight lines A and A' in two points m and m'

;

one conic can he drawn through the point a and tangent to

the straight lines A and A' at the points m and m' (§ 280)

;

this conic intersects the secant aa' in a second point conjugate

to the point a in the involution defined by the double point

e and the pair of points (ot, a'), will pass through the point 6

;

it can be shown in a similar manner that the conic passes

through the point c. Hence there are four conies, real or

imaginary, which pass through three given points and touch

two given straight lines.

328. Theorem VII.— T7te tangents drawn from a fixed point

to the various conies which touch two given straight lines in two

given points, form an involution of vchich one of the double

straight lines passes through the point of intersection of the two

given straight lines.

This theorem is a particular case of Theorem Y. Suppose

that the two tangents ab and ah' coincide (Fig. 201), also that

a'b and a'b' the points a and a' become the iioints of contact

of the tangents ab and o'6'; the two points 6 and b' coincide

;

the two straight lines i)b and jj6' coincide with one of the

double straight lines of the involution, to which belong the

two pairs of straight lines (pm,, pm'), {pa, pa').

CoKOLLARY.— The preceding theorem enables one to con-

struct a conic passing through two given points a and 6, and
touching three given straight lines mn, jmi, and pn (Fig. 203).

The point of intersection o of the tangents at a and 6 is situ-

ated on one of the two double straight lines of the involution

defined by the two pairs of straight lines {pa, ph), {pm, pn),

and on one of the two double straight lines of the involution

defined by the two pairs of straight lines {ma, mb), {mn, mp),

will coincide with one of the four points of intersection of

these double straight lines taken two by two. Any one of

these four points, for example the point o, will give a solu-
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tion of the problem ; one conic tangent to the two straight

lines oa and ob at the points a and b and to the straight line

pm can be determined ; the second

tangent which can be drawn from

the point p to this conic will be the

conjugate of the straight line pm
in the involution defined by the

double straight line po, and the

pair of straight lines {pa, pb) will

coincide with pn ; in a similar man-

ner it can be demonstrated that the

straight line mn is tangent to the

conic. Hence there are four conies,
1 • • • 4-1. 1,

Fig. 203.
real or imaginary, passing through

two given points and touching three given straight lines.

329. Remark.— It has been stated (§ 283) that a focus can

be regarded as the point of intersection of two tangents whose

angular coefiicients are ± i, that is, tangents that are parallel

to the asymptotes of a circle ; to be given a focus is therefore

equivalent to being given two tangents to the conic. Hence,

of the conies which have a given focus in common, there is

one tangent to three given straight lines (§ 262), two tangent

to two given straight lines and passing through a given point,

four (of which two are real and two imaginary) tangents to

one given straight line and passing through two given points,

and, finally, foiti- passing through three given points (§ 260).

We have learned to construct a conic which satisfies five

simple conditions, points of the curve or tangents ; four condi-

tions are sufficient for the determination of a parabola, and the

discussion can be reduced to one of the preceding by a transfor-

mation with the assistance of the method of reciprocal polars.

We know, in fact (§ 299), that if the center o of the curve of

reference be situated on a conic, the polar reciprocal curve is a

parabola, and that, conversely, the reciprocal polar curve of a

parabola is a conic passing through the center o of the curve of

reference. In the transformation, the condition that the curve

sought is a parabola, is therefore replaced by the point o, the
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points by the straight lines, the straight lines by the points.

The construction of a parabola tangent to four given straight

lines is thus reduced to the construction of a conic passing

through five given points ; there is one solution, and one only.

Similarly, there are two parabolas passing through four given

points, or passing through one point and tangent to three given

straight lines; four parabolas passing through three points

and tangent to one straight line, or passing through two points

and tangent to two given straight lines. On drawing the tan-

gent to the reciprocal polar curve at o and the conjugate

diameter in the curve of reference, one will have the direction

of the diameters of the parabola, which makes it possible to at

once apply the preceding given theorems.

M. Chasles has conceived an ingenious method for studying

the properties of a system of conies which satisfy four given

conditions, and he showed that these properties depend upon
two integral numbers which he called the characteristics of the

system ; these represent the number of conies of the system

which pass through a given point or which touch a given

straight line. For example, the two characteristics of a sys-

tem of conies which pass through four given points are 1

and 2 ; those of the system of conies which touch four given

straight lines are 2 and 1 ; those of the system of conies which

pass through three given points, and which touch one straight

line, are 2 and 4 ; those of the system of conies which pass

through one point, and which touch three straight lines, are

4 and 2 ; finally, those of the system of conies which pass

through two points, and which touch two straight lines, are

4 and 4.

Homogeneous Co-ordinates.

330. When an algebraic curve defined by its equation

F{x, y)=0 is investigated, it is an advantage to consider the

homogeneous integral function obtained by replacing the co-

ordinates X and y in F(x, y) by -, y., and multiplying the
z z

result by a suitable power of z. One has an illustration of

this method when one seeks the equation of the tangent at a
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point of the curve (§ 291), or the co-ordinates of the point of

contact of the tangents drawn from any point of the plane.

Three numbers x, y, z are called the homogeneous co-ordi-

nates of a point, if the ratios -, ^ be respectively equal to the

abscissa and ordinate of this point. Thus a point whose ab-

scissa is f and ordinate ^ has as homogeneous co-ordinates 9, 2,

12 or 9 m, 2 7i, 12 n, n being any number different from zero.

Let, moreover, f{x, y, z)=0 be the equation of an algebraic

curve rendered homogeneous by the method which we have

described; this equation is called the equation of the curve

in homogeneous co-ordinates.

PoixTS AT Infinity.— Straight Line at Infinity.—
According to the preceding definition for any point of the

plane, the third of the homogeneous co-ordinates z is never zero.

One considers, nevertheless, the system of values of x, y, z

in which the third variable z is zero, and it is said that such

a system (.i;„ j/i, 0) corresponds to a point at infinity, and that

this point is on a curve whose equation in homogeneous co-ordi-

nates is f{x, y, 2)= 0, if one have /(x,, 2/1, 0)= 0.

In particular, to say that the point at infinity (xi, y^, 0) is on

the straight line y = ax-{- hz, is to say that one has the condi-

tion 2/1 = axy. It is to be remarked that, in order to justify

this representation of the point at infinity, one is led to the

consideration of such systems of values of x, y, z as when the

point is supposed to be moved continuously along a given

straight line toward infinity. Thus if the homogeneous co-

ordinates of the point be

a; = Xi - Xxj, y = yi — ky^, z = l-\,

and, consequently, its Cartesian co-ordinates

Xi — Xxj y^ — A?/2

the point is on the straight line whose homogeneous equation is

X y z

»] 2/x 1 =0,
«2 2/2
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whose angular coefficient is 0, = '-}—- If X approach the

value 1, the point approaches infinity, and for the value X = 1,

the corresponding values of x, y, z are

Xi — Xj, 2/1
—

3/21 ")

which satisfy the condition y ~ ax = 0.

Since the homogeneous equation of the first degree in a;, y, z

represents, in general, a straight line, and that the co-ordinates

of all the points at infinity satisfy the homogeneous equation

of the first degree z = 0, it is said that all the points at in-

finity are situated on a straight line (the straight line at

infinity) whose equation is 2=0. Accordingly the two parallel

straight lines

y = ax + bz, y= ax + b'z

are said to have a common point at infinity, or intersect on

the straight line at infinity; for the equations of these two

straight lines are satisfied by the same system of values of

x,y,z:
x = l, y = a, 2 = 0,

in which z is zero. Similarly it may be said that the two
curves

f(x, y, z) = 0, <^ (x, y,z) =

have a common point- (a;,, yj, 0) at infinity if one have

f(^i,yvO)=0, ^(x„y„0) = 0.

As in § 270, an imaginary point is considered as a system of

imaginary values of x, y, z, with the condition that one cannot

make x, y, z real on dividing them by the same imaginary

quantity. An imaginary point at infinity will be an imaginary

point of which the co-ordinate 2 is zero.

Example.— The general equation of a circle in rectangular

Cartesian co-ordinates x and y is

3? + y^ + ax-'rhy + c = 0,

therefore in homogeneous co-ordinates,

^" + '>/ + (ax + f'y + cz)z = 0.
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This equation is satisfied by the two systems

x=l, y=V^^, z = 0; x=l, y = -V^^, z = 0,

whatever values a, b, c may have. It can therefore be said

that any circle whatever passes through the points at infinity

whose homogeneous co-ordinates are (1, V— 1, 0), (1, —V— 1,

0). These two points are called the circular points at infinity.

Conversely, every curve of the second order which passes

through the circular points at infinity is a circle. Because

if the general equation of the second degree

jW + 2 B.v>j + C/ + 2 Dxz + 2 Eyz + Fz^ = (i

be satisfied by the co-ordinates of these two points, one has

whence, by adding and subtracting,

A=C, B = 0,

which shows that the conic is a circle.

FOEMULAS OV TltANSFOll.MATION.

Suppose that one makes a change of co-ordinates, and that

the formulas of transformation for the Cartesian co-ordinates

are

X' = a + mX+nY,
^ -* Y'=b + pX + gY;

one will take, as homogeneous co-ordinates, the formulas

.r' = az + mx + vy,

(2)
y' = hz + px + qy,

z'=z.

If the point {x-, y, z) be at a finite distance (« different from

zero), these formulas are in' fact identical with the formulas

(1) according to the definition of homogeneous co-ordinates.

If, on the contrary, z be zero, that is, if the point {x, y, z) be

at infinity, it follows by definition that one will regard the

values .^•', y', z', given by formulas (2), as the new co-ordinates

of the same point; it is to be noticed that one still has z' = 0.
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Applications.

Seek the equation in homogeneous co-ordinates of the

straight line which joins the two points 3f, and M^, which

have as co-ordinates (xi, y„ 2,), (ajj, y,, z,). This equation is

X y z

(3) X, yi «, =0^
*2 2^2 ^2

in fact, the equation which has just been written represents a

straight line, and this straight line passes through the two

points, because the equation is evidently satisfied by the

co-ordinates of the two points. One can express, as follows,

the co-ordinates of any point of the straight line as a function

of a parameter. The determinant (3) being zero, there exists

a linear homogeneous relation between the elements of the

three columns

Ax + Bxi + Cx2 = 0, Ay + Byi+Cy2 = 0, Az + Bzi + Cz, = 0.

The coefficient A is not zero, because if it were zero the co-

ordinates of x„ y„ z, would be proportional to x,, y^, z^, and the

two points My, M2 would coincide and would not determine

the straight line. The coefficient A being different from
zero, the relations above can be solved with respect to x, y, z,

and one has for x, y, z expressions of the form

a; = /tzi -(- vajj, y = ixyi + vy^, z = fiZi + vz.2;

conversely, whatever v and n be, the point defined by these

expressions lies on the straight line, since these expressions

satisfy expression (3). Since x, y, z can be divided by the

same quantity, one can divide them by /*, and on putting

- = \ one will have

X = a;, -f- Xa;2, 2^ = 2/1 -f- X3/2, « = «, + XZ2,

excepting for the point Xj, i/j, z^, which corresponds to /i = 0.

Interpeetation of X. — If 2i = 22 = 1, one has

X
__ xi + Xxg y

_

yi + \yi ,

z 1-I-a"' z 1+A '
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one recalls the formulas already established (§ 57), and sees,

on calling M the point (a;, y, z), that

~ MM,'

If «i and Z2 be any quantities different from zero, one could

divide x, y, z by z„ and put X ?? = X'; it follows that

a; = J + vJ, S'
= | + Vf, z = l + X';

Zl Zj Zi Z2

one returns, therefore, to the preceding case, and A' is de-

fined by

._ MM,
\' = -;

MM^

moreover, X' differs from X only by the factor ^, which re-

mains constant when the co-ordinates {x-^, y„ Zj), (xj, 1/2, Zj), re-

maining fixed, one imagines that the point m moves along the

straight line. Whence it follows that the two points

a;= a;, + Xajj,
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Let M(x, y, z) be a point of the polar: the co-ordinates of any

point of the straight line MiM will be

Xi + Xx, yi + ky, z, -|-Xz,

and the values which it is necessary to assign to X in order to

obtain the co-ordinates of the points where the straight line

MiM intersects the conic are roots of the equation of the second

degree

:

f(xi + kx, jf, + \y, Zi + \z)= 0,

fi^u Vi, 2i)+ A (a:A, + 2//',, + z/'.,)+ xy (a;, y, z)= 0.

Let X' and X" be the roots of this equation ; the co-ordinates of

the points M' and M", where the straight line JOfj intersects

the conic, will be

{M') x^ + X'x, yi+\'y, z.+X'z,

^^M<') x, + y'x, y, + k"y, z, + \"z;

since the point If is on the polar, the points M' and M" should

be harmonic conjugates with respect to M^ and M. For this it

is necessary and sufficient that

X" = -X', X'+ X" = 0;
that is,

(5) ^A+2/A + zA = o.

This equation, being satisfied by the co-ordinates of any point

of the polar, is the equation of the polar. Moreover, one can
write it

If the point Mj^ be at infinity, 2, = 0, the polar of this point is

then the locus of the mid-points of the chords with the angular

coefficient ^; that is, the conjugate diameter of the direction
Xi

^Hi — y^i = 0. The equation of this diameter is therefore

as has been found above.
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Homogeneous Co-ordixates of a Straight Lixe.— The
homogeneous co-ordinates of a straight line whose equation is

ux -\- vy + ivz = a

are the coefficients «, v, w of this equation. Thus, the x-axis

has the co-ordinates j« = 0, -y ^ 0, to = 0. The straight line at

infinity has the co-ordinates ?t = 0, t) = 0, w ^0.

Accordingly a linear, homogeneous equation in ii, v, w,

au + bv + cw = 0,

expresses the condition that the straight line (u, v, w) passes

through the point whose homogeneous co-ordinates are a, b, c;

this equation is called the equation of this point.

The tangential equation of a curve is the condition which

the co-ordinates u, v, w should satisfy in order that the straight

line with the co-ordinates u, v, w be tangent to the curve ; this

tangential equation will be homogeneous in u, v, w. Then the

tangential equation of a circle whose radius is R and whose

center has the co-ordinates a, b, 1, may be found by expressing

the condition that the distance from the center to the straight

line (u, V, iv) is equal to R ; this gives the homogeneous equa-

tion

(na + vb+ vof - Il^{%i^ + y^ = 0.

The tangential equation of the conic

f(x, y, z) = Ak' + 2 Bxy + C>/ + 2 Dxz + 2 Eyz + Fz' =

is aw- + 2 buv -f ct;^ + 2 iinv + 2 eviv -f fiv' = 0.

If f = 0, the curve is a parabola, and the tangential equation

is satisfied by the co-ordinates u = 0, v = 0, w ^ of the

straight line at infinity : this is what is expressed when one

says that the parabola is tangent to the straight line at infinity.

Let («,, Vi, lOi), («2, V2, M'2) be the co-ordinates of two distinct

straight lines ; the equation of their point of intersection will be

u V w
Ui Vi Wi =0.

Uj V.2 Wi
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The co-ordinates m, v, w of any straight line D which passes

through this point can be written

(D) w = Ml + Xuj, V = Vi+ \V2, w = Wi + X.W2

;

these formulas may be verified in the same manner as for-

mulas (4). If the sign of X be changed, the co-ordinates of

a second straight line are found to be

(D') U' = 7<, — XUi, v' = Vi — \V2, W' = MJi — KWi,

which is the harmonic conjugate of the first with respect to

tlie two given straight lines ; for, the equation of the straight

line D is

ux + vy + wz = M,x + v^ + WiZ + X. (u^ + V2y + wji) = 0,

and that of D' is, similarly,

v^x -\- viy -\- w^z — \ (u^ + v.^ + w^) = 0,

which proves the theorem (§ 69).

Exercise. — Prove that the pole of the straight line (Ui, V], Wi)

Kith respect to a curve of the second class lohose tangential equa-

tion is 4> (u, V, w) = 0, is given by the equation

u<^'„.-j-y<^'v, + w.^'w, = 0,

or

Ui<^'b + Vi<^'v + Wi</.'w = 0.

Trilinear Co-ordinates.

333. Definition.— Consider three linear equations

a = ax + by + cz,

(6) fi = a'x+ b'y + c'z,

y = a"x + b"y -f- c"z,

where the determinant

z 6 c

= D
a
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is different from zero. To every system of values of x, y, z in

these equations there corresponds a single system of values of

a, p, y, and, conversely, to every system of values of a, /ff, y a

single system of values of x, y, z.

If a;, y, z be the homogeneous co-ordinates of a point of a

plane, it follows also that to every system of values of a, p, y,

all of which are not zero at the same time, there corresponds

a definite point M, and to every, point M of the plane there

corresponds a unique system of values of a, j8, y, with the con-

dition that systems such as a, )8, y, and pa, pfi, py, are not to

be regarded as different systems.

The quantities a, j8, y, are called the trilinear co-ordinates of

the point M with respect to the triangle of reference whose sides

have tlie equations

ax + by + cz — 0, a'x + b'y + c'z = 0, a"x + b"y + c"z = 0.

Geometric Interpret.\tion.— If one take 2 = 1, the tri-

linear co-ordinates «, 13, y are equal to the distances of the

point M from the three sides of the triangle of reference

multiplied by factors which have the same sign when the point

M varies. In particular, if one consider the equations

a = —{x cos a + y sin a — pz),

(7) /3 = —(a cos 6 -h 2/ sin 6 - qz),

y = — (a; cos c -1- y sin c — rz);

and if one suppose the origin of Cartesian co-ordinates to be

within the triangle, one sees that for « = 1, «, j8, y are equal

to the distances of the point M from the sides affected with

proper signs. This sign is -t- for a side AB of the triangle

of reference when the point M under consideration and the

vertex C opposite to AB are situated on the same side of AB;

it is — in the contrary case.

In order to find in trilinear co-ordinates the equation of a

given curve in homogeneous co-ordinates, /(x, y, z)= 0, we

replace x, y, z by the values found by solving equations (6) with

respect to x, y, z. The values obtained for x, y, z being homo-
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geneous and linear in a, /?, y, the new equation F{a., /S, y)=
will be homogeneous in «, /8, y, and of the same degree as /.

Conversely, if one be given an equation F{u, /J, y)= 0, in tri-

linear co-ordinates, it will be sufficient to replace n, ft, y by

expressions (6) in order to have the equation of the curve in

homogeneous co-ordinates.

Let, for example,

f(x, y, z)= ux + vy + loz =

be the equation of a straight line in homogeneous co-ordinates

;

if the preceding substitution be made, one will get for the

equation of this same straight line

F=Ua+ VP + Wy = ii.

One can return to equation (7) by replacing a, /3, y by their

values (6). It is evident also that

u = aU+a'V+a"W,

(8) v=^hU+h'V+h"W,

w = cU + c'V + c"W.

The coefficients U, V, Wot equation i^ are called the tangential

co-ordinates of the straight line in the new system ; equations

(8) express the homogeneous tangential co-ordinates (u, v, w)

as functions of the new (U, V, W), and, conversely, they make
it possible to transform every homogeneous tangential equation

in w, V, w, 'f>(n, v, mi)=0, into another of the same degree

*([/, V, W)= 0, and conversely.

The Equation of the Straight Lixe at Infinity in

Trilinear Co-ordinates.—The co-ordinates of a point at

infinity have been defined as a system of values x, y, z, in

which 2 is zero. If formulas (6) be solved with respect to

z, and if the homogeneous linear expression in «, /8, y found
for z be equated to zero, one obtains a condition which is called

the equation of the straight line at infinity. For example, one

deduces from equation (7),

zD = a sin (6 _ c)-f /3 sin (c — a)+y sin (a — b),



a
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Tangents in Trilinear Co-ordinates.— Let F(a, /3, •y)=0

be the equation of a curve, and a„ /Sj, 71 be a point situated

on the curve having the homogeneous co-ordinates x,, y„ Zi.

On replacing a, /3, y by their values (6), the equation of the

curve in homogeneous co-ordinates will be obtained: by tliis

substitution F{a, ji, y) is transformed identically into f{x, y, z),

the first member of the equation of the curve in homogeneous

co-ordinates. The equation of the tangent at the point x^, y^ «, is

a^A +2/A + »/.,,-

or the identity

f(x, y, z) = F{a, p, y)

gives by reason of equations (6),

whence xf,^+ yf,^ -f z/'._ = aF'^ + /SF'^, + yF'^^.

The equation of the tangent at the point «„ ^Sj, yi is there-

fore

aF',^ + l3F'p^ + yF'^^ = 0.

The tangential co-ordinates of this tangent are given by the

equations

pU^F"^, pV=F;^,pW=F'^^,

p being a constant different from zero.

One can demonstrate in a similar manner that:

1° The equation of the point of intersection of the two
straight lines /)] and Dj, whose co-ordinates are (J7„ Fi, TT,)

and (Ut, Vt, TFj), is

u
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3° The straight line D', whose co-ordinates are

(D') U,-\U„ Vy-kV,, W,-\W„
is the harmonic conjugate of D with respect to the two straight

lines D, and D^

;

4° If Ui, Vi, Wi be the co-ordinates of a tangent to the

curve whose tangential equation is *(C7", V, W) = 0, the equa-

tion of the point of contact is

L^V. + F<I'V. + TF^V. = 0,

and the co-ordinates of this point are given by the formulas

Below are given some very simple applications of the pre-

ceding considerations.

Example I.— Form the general equations of conies conjugate

with respect to the triangle of reference.

Let

F{u, p, y)= Aa^ + A'fi' + A'Y + 2 Bfiy + 2 B'ya + 2 B"ul3 =
be the equation of such a conic. The polar of each vertex of

the triangle of reference with respect to this conic ought to be

the opposite side. The polar of the point («„ /S,, y,) being

a,P". + /3,F'p-f y,F; = 0,

that of the vertex of the triangle whose co-ordinates are a, = 0,

j8i = 0, yi^O, is

^F\ = B'u+Bp + A"y:=Q;

this polar should coincide with the opposite .side y = 0, and

hence JS = J3' = 0. Similarly it may be shown that B" = 0,

and the required equation will be

A«? + A'li^ + Ay=(i.

The tangential equation of these same conies is

A A' A"

It should be noticed in these formulas that one can suppose

that one of the vertices or one of the sides of the triangle of

reference is at infinity.

2b
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General equation of conies inscribed in the triangle of refer-

ence. The most general curve of the second class has in

tangential co-ordinates the equation

AU- + A'V + A"W' + 2 BVW+ 2 B'WU+ 2 B"UV= ;

on expressing the condition that this curve is tangent to the

three sides of the triangle of reference whose co-ordinates are

respectively

F=OandlF=0, Tr=0 and L''=0, f/=OandF=0,

it follows that A = A' = A" = 0. The tangential equation of

the conies in question is therefore

BVW+ B'WU+ B"UV= 0.

Moreover, the equation in trilinear co-ordinates is

B" B' a

B'' B p
B' B y

a p y

= 0;

or S=a'-f5"/3=-l-B'V-2 B'B"Py-2 BB"ay-2 BB'aP=0.

The general equation of conies inscribed, in a quadrilateral.

Let, in homogeneous co-ordinates,

P=lx + ry + l"z = 0, Q = mx + m'y -{ m"z = 0,

R = nx + n'y + n"z = 0, S = kx-\-lc'y + k"z = 0,

be the equations of the four sides of the quadrilateral. Three

homogeneous linear functions,

a = ax + a'y-\- a"z, p = bx + b'y + b"z, y = ex+c'y+ c"z,

and four constants p, q, r, s, can always be found such that one

has identically

(1) pP=a + p+y, qQ = a-p-y,

rR = a-p + y, sS = a + fi-y;
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the identification of the two members of these identities will

give twelve homogeneous equations of the first degree con-
necting the thirteen unknown constants

a, a', a"; b,b',b"; c,c',c'-, p, q, r, s.

The calculation can be simplified as follows. The following
equation may be deduced immediately from identities (1) -.

(2) pP+qQ-rIi-sS = 0,

which will determine p, q, r, s, or, better, the ratios of any
three to the fourth. The constants p, q, r, s being thus de-

termined, it follows that one of the identities (1) is deducible

from the other three ; one can write

2a=pP+qQ=rM + sS,

2fi =pP-rR = sS -qQ,

2y=pP-sS =rR-qQ;

the functions a, p, y are therefore known ; the two expressions

found for each of these linear functions are identical by reason

of the identity (2). The three straight lines o=0, /3=0, y=0
are the diagonals of the given complete quadrilateral. In

fact, the equation of the straight line a — O can be written in

either of the forms

pP+qQ=rO, rR + sS = 0;

the first shows that this straight line passes through the vertex

of the quadrilateral which is the intersection of the sides

P=0, Q = 0, and the second that it passes through the oppo-

site vertex R = 0, S = 0.

Thus, on choosing as the triangle of reference the triangle

formed by the three diagonals of a complete quadrilateral, the

equations of the sides of the quadrilateral can be written in

the form

« + i8 + y = 0, « + )8-y = 0, «-/8 + y = 0, a-|ff-y = 0.

The vertex P=0, Q = has the trilinear co-ordinates a = 0,

/3 -f- y = 0, and the opposite vertex E = 0, S = has the tri-
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linear co-ordinates « = 0, /3 = y. The first of these points has

the tangential equation V+ Tr=0, and the second V— W=0:
the ensemble of these two opposite vertices is therefore repre-

sented by the tangential equation F' —W = 0. Similarly,

the ensemble of the two opposite vertices P= 0, S = 0, and

Q = 0, Ji = is represented by the tangential equation

IP — F^ = 0. The general tangential equation of conies in-

scribed in a quadrilateral is, therefore (§ 307, Ex. II.),

V^-W' + \(U-- V'-)=0,

or \U- +(l-\)V - TP = 0.

The equation of the same system of conies in trilinear co-ordi-

nates is

Remark.— On putting

one obtains the equation

- +^^^-1=0
fl. fi.—C

of confocal conies.

Example II.— Let us consider two reciprocal polar tri-

angles with respect to a given conic; for simplicity take the

sides of one of the triangles as lines of reference fulfilling

the definition of new co-ordinates, and let

/(«, P,y) = ^ (^«' + ^'P^ + --I'V' -\-2Bpy + 2 B'ya.

+ 2 B"ap) =
be the equation of the conic. The polar of any point {«', /3', y')

has the equation «y„ -f- fi'f^ + y'f\ = 0. In particular, the

polars of the three vertices
(fi'
= 0, y' = 0), (y' = 0, a' = 0),

(a' = 0, j8' = 0) of the triangle have the equations

f, = Aa + B"P + B'y, f'p = B"a + A'fi + By = 0,

fy = B'a + Bp + A"y = 0.
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line -+A ,
y

These polars are the sides of the second triangle. The co-

ordinates of the point of intersection of two corresponding

sides « = 0, /', = satisfy the equations « = 0, B"p -(- B'y = 0,By
or a = 0, Di + pi; = J

*^^^ point is situated on the straight

0, and similarly for the other two sides.

Thus the three points of intersection of the corresponding sides

of two reciprocal polar triangles lie on a straight line.

A vertex of the second triangle being given by the two equa-

tions fa. = 0, f'fi
= 0, the straight line Bf'^ = B'f^ passes

through this point; since the equation does not contain the

letter y, this straight line passes through the vertex (a = 0,

/3 = 0) of the first triangle. The straight lines which join the

corresponding vertices being represented by the equations

Bf\ = Bf^ = B'f'y, it follows that these three straight lines

pass through a common jwint.

Example III.— A triangle abc is inscribed in a conic ; two

of its sides ab and ac revolve about two fixed points p and q

(Fig. 205) ; find the envelope of the third side be. Let 7 =
be the equation of the straight

line pq, a = and ^ = those

of the tangents at the points

d and e in which this straight

line intersects the curve; the

equation of the conic will have ^\

the form «/3-/ = 0. The

points p and q may be regarded

as the points where the straight

line y = is intersected by the

two straight lines a+p^ = 0,

a+qP=0, which pass through

the point of intersection o of

the tangents at d and e. Any point a of the curve can be

determined by the intersection of two straight lines «—ay=0,

B — - =0, which pass through the points d and e, a being an

arbitrary parameter which defines the position of the point

Fig. 205.
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a on the curve. On assigning to this parameter another

value 6, one obtains another point 6. Any straight line

passing through the point a has an equation of the form

a—ay+fc(j8 — -1 = 0; in order that this straight line pass

through the point b which is represented by the two equations

o — 6y = 0, ;8 — ^ = 0, it is necessary to make k = ab; thus

the straight line which connects any two points a and b of the

curve has the equation a + abft — (a + b)y = 0.

Let now a, 6, c be the values of the parameter for the three

vertices a, b, c of the triangle ; since the side ab passes through

the point p, one has ab=p; since the side ac passes through

the point q, one has similarly ac = q; the side be has the

equation a + bcp — (b + c)y = 0; if 6 and c be replaced by
7) Q

their values - and -, the equation becomes
a a'

^

a'a + pqP -{p + q)ay = 0.

If the variable parameter a be eliminated between this equa-

tion and the following equation,

2aa-{p + q)y = 0,

which is obtained by equating to zero the derivative of the

preceding equation with respect to a, one obtains the equation

of the envelope of the straight line be,

ipq

This envelope is a conic which touches the first at the points d
and e.

The tangential co-ordinates U, V, Woi the variable straight

line are given by the equations,

pU=a\ pV=pq, pW=-{p+ q)a;

the elimination of a and p gives the tangential equation of the

envelope,

UV(j) + qy- W'pq = 0.
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If tangents be drawn to the proposed conic at the points

a, b, c, a circumscribed triangle a'b'c' is formed, of which the.

two vertices b' and c' slide on the two fixed straight lines P
and Q, polars of the point p and q ; the curve described by the
vertex a', pole of the straight line 6c, is the reciprocal polar of

the envelope ; therefore, it is also a conic with a double contact

with the first along the line de.

EXEBCISBS.

1. The eight points of contact of the tangents common to

two given conies are situated on a conic.

2. A triangle is inscribed in a conic; two of its sides pass

through two fixed points or revolve on two conies doubly tan-

gent to the first ; the envelope of the third side is a conic. —
The converse theorem.

3. A polygon with n sides is inscribed in a conic ; n — 1

sides revolve about conies doubly tangent to the first; the

envelope of the nth side is a conic.— The converse theorem.

4. Two conies S and S' are given, and also two tangents to

the conic S'; the six straight lines which join two by two the

four points in which these tangents intersect the conic S are

two by two tangent to the same conic which passes through

the point of intersection of the conies S and S'.— The converse

theorem.

6. Being given three conies which have four given points

in common, a triangle inscribed in one of them has two of its

sides tangent respectively to the other two conies ; the third

side envelops a conic.— The converse theorem.

6. Being given it conies which have four given points in

common, a polygon of m sides inscribed in one of them has

n — 1 of its sides tangent respectively to the other conies ; the

nth side envelops a conic.— The converse theorem.

7. A polygon in one of its positions is inscribed in a conic

and circumscribed about another conic ; if a vertex be made to

move on the first conic, in such a way that n — 1 sides are tan-

gent to the second conic, the nth side will always be tangent to

this second conic. -— —
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The conies which have four common points in Theorems IV.,

v., VI., and VII., can be replaced by homothetic conies having

two common points, and in particular by circles having in

pairs the same radical axis.

8. The envelope of the straight lines which intersect two

given conies in four points, which are harmonically arranged,

is a conic.—The converse theorem.

If the two conies have in trilinear co-ordinates the equations

««
-I- /32 + y2 = 0, Aa^ + B^'^ + Cy- = 0, the necessaiy and suffi-

cient condition in order that the straight line ua + v/8 -|- i«y =
intersects the two conies in four points, which are harmonically

arranged, is

(B + O) H= + (€'+ J) i-'- -I- (A + H) w^ = 0.

What will happen when ^4 + 5 = 0? Apply the result to

the particular case where one of the conies is a circle, and the

other an equilateral concentric hyperbola.

9. We know that the polars of a point p, with respect to

all of the conies which have four points in common, pass

through a fixed point q ; if the point p describe a straight line,

the point q describes a conic.— The converse theorem.

10. If two sides of a triangle inscribed in a conic revolve

about any two given curves, the third side envelops a third

curve ; show that the straight lines which join the vertices of

the triangle to the jjoints of contact of the opposite sides pass

through a fixed point.— The converse theorem.

11. Being given a hexagon inscribed in a conic, the points

of intersection of the opposite sides are located, and also the

points of intersection of each of three diagonals with the two
opposite sides ; the nine points thus determined are situated on

three straight lines which pass throiigh a fixed point.

12. A conic S is given, and a variable conic S' is con-

structed, which intersects the first in two fixed points and
which touches two fixed straight lines whose point of inter-

section is situated on the conic S; the envelope of the

straight line which passes through the other two points of

intersection of the conies S and S' is a conic.— The converse

theorem.
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13. A quadrilateral is circumscribed about a conic; if any

tangent be drawn to the conic, one knows that the ratio of the

product of the distances of this tangent from the two opposite

vertices of a quadrilateral to the product of the distances of

this same tangent from the other two opposite vertices is con-

stant. Show that this ratio is equal to the product of the

distances of the first two vertices from one of the foci divided

by the product of the distances of the other two vertices from
the same focus.

14. The six sides of any two triangles inscribed in the same
conic are tangent to another conic.— The converse theorem.

15. Three points are said to be conjugate with respect to

a conic, if the polar of one of them is the straight line which

joins the other two; show that the two systems of three con-

jugate points with respect to a conic are situated on another

conic.— The converse theorem.

16. Find the necessary and suflBcient conditions in order

that a conic coincide with its reciprocal polar with respect to

the circle a? + tf — 1 = Q.

17. The tangential equation of a conic in rectangular co-

ordinates being

show that the circle which is the locus of the vertices of the

right angles circumscribed about the conic, has the equation

f(ar^-H20-2da;-2e2/-t-a-f-c = 0.

13. Consider a variable conic tangent to four fixed straight

lines. Show that the circle which is the locus of the vertices

of the right angles circumscribed about this conic passes through

two fixed points, real or imaginary.

19. Consider a variable conic tangent to three fixed straight

lines. Show that the circle which is the locus of the vertices of

the right angles circumscribed about this conic is the orthogonal

conjugate to the triangle formed by the three straight lines.

20. Consider a conic Avhose equation is

f(x, y) — Qx + my + n)^ = 0,
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f(x, y) being a polynomial of the second degree in x and y.

Show that the tangential equation of this conic is

4> (u, v) — (X« + fiv + v)' = 0,

<l>
being of the second degree in u and v. Apply the result

to the case where

f(x,y) = (x-ay+(i/-by.

21. Form the tangential equation of the curve generated

by a point of a circumference rolling within a circumference

of triple radius. (Hypocycloid with three cusps.) On writing

the equation of the tangent to the curve in the form x sin « —
y cos a=p, show that p has the form ^ = o cos (3 a + «t,), a

and Of) being constants.

22. Find the envelope of the axes and the tangents at the

vertex of parabolas inscribed in a triangle.

23. Find the envelope of the axes of equilateral hyperbolas

circumscribed about a triangle.

24. Show that the necessary and sufficient condition in order

that two straight lines whose co-ordinates are (u, v), (u', v')

intersect on a conic

is

Aa^ + 2Bxy+ Cy^ + 2nx + 2Ey + F=0,

= 0.

A
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CHAPTER XII*

SECANTS COMMON TO TWO CONICS.

332. We have found above (§ 286) an equation of the third

degree

(1) A + ®A + ®'\' + A'X' = 0,

giving the value of X, for which the equation

S + \S' =

represents two straight lines. It is proposed to investigate the

nature of the roots of equation (1), called equation in \, and

to study the nature of the points common to the two conies'

S = 0, S' = 0. We adopt for this purpose a method due to

M. Darboux, which is reproduced in the excellent Treatise

on Analytic Geometry by M. Pruvost. This method is based

on the following lemmas.

(1) If the equation

S = A3? + 2 Bxy + Cy" + 2 Dxz + 2 Eyz + Fz^ =

represent two parallel or concurrent straight lines, the homo-

geneous co-ordinates a, b, c of the point of intersection, situated

at an infinite or finite distance, satisfy the conditions

.„ a^ _ oft _ 6*_ «c _ 6c _ c^_

^' a"~b~c"~d~e~f'
In fact, let

P= ux -^ vy -\- wz = Q, Q = u'x + v'y -f- w'z =

be the equations of two straight lines ; one will have identically

S=PQ;
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whence, taking successively the partial derivatives of the two

members with respect to x,y,z:

Ax-\-By + Dz = \ (Pa' + Qu),

Bx+Cy + Ez = l (Pv' + Qv),

Dx + Ey + Fz = ^ (Pw' + Qw).

The homogeneous co-ordinates a, b, c of the point of inter-

section of the two straight lines reduce to zero the first mem-
bers P and Q of the equation of the two straight lines ; they

satisfy, therefore, the three equations
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Owing to relations (2), the condition = 0, in which a, b, c,

etc., are replaced by the proportional quantities a', 2 ab, b', •,
becomes

A'a" + 2 B'ab + C'c' + 2 D'ac + 2 E'bc + F'c' = 0,

the condition required that the point (a, b, c) lies on the conic

;S' = 0.

(2) If, besides the conditions A = 0, © = 0, one have further

©' = 0, one of the straight lines into which the conic S = is,

decomposed is tangent to S'. In this case equation (1) has a

triple root zero.

The identity

S = PQ =(ux + vy + wz)(u'x + v'y + tv'z)

gives

A = iiu', 2 B = uv' + vit', C=vi;',

2 D = uw' + wu', 2 E = vw' + ivv', F= ww'
;

and, since

©' = yla' + 2 ^' + Cc' + 2 Dd' + 2 £e' + Fi',

the condition 0' = becomes

a'?(u' + b'(wi;' + u'v)+ c'vv' + i'(uw' + wit')

+ e' {vw' + v'w)+ i'ww' = ;

this condition shows that the pole of one of the straight lines

P= 0, Q = with respect to S' lies on the other (§ 296), that

is, that these two straight lines are conjugates with respect to

the conic <S'= 0. Since their point of intersection is situated

on this conic, one of these straight lines is necessarily tan-

gent to it.

333. We have to examine what happens in case the conic

6' = consists of tjvo straight lines ; we occupy ourselves first

with the general case. For this purpose, suppose that S and

S' are any conies whatever, and call Xi a root of equation (1).

The conic

will be decomposed into two straight lines P, = and Qi = 0.
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Put

(3) S + XiS'=S„ aS + pS' = S\,

a and /J being any two constants subject to the condition that

they will not reduce the quantity (fi
— oA.,) to zero, which

determines the coefficients of S and S' in relations (3). Then

Si = is the equation of the pair of secants common to the

conies S = 0, S' = 0, which correspond to the root X = Xj, and

(S"i = is the equation of any conic, distinct from S^ = 0,

which passes through the points of intersection of the given

conies S = 0, S' = 0. Since identities (3), solved with respect

to S and S', give

(P-aX^S =pS,-KS\,

the general equation S + X6" = can be written

or Si + fjiS'i = 0,

on putting

Thus, ix being connected with X by relation (4), the two equa-

tions

S + \S'=0, Si + ixS\ =

represent the same conic. If one seek the value of fi for

which this conic reduces to two straight lines, one obtains an

equation of the third degree in ft

:

(5) A, + 0^ + ®V'+ AV = 0,

in which A, = 0, since /S, is decomposed into two straight lines.

It follows from relation (4) that to the root X = Xi of equation

(1) there corresponds the root /* = of equation (5) with the

same degree of multiplicity.

If the root X, be simple, the root /a = is also simple ; ©, is

therefore different from zero, and the point of intersection of

the straight lines represented by equation /Si = is not on the

conic S'l.
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If the root X, be double, the root /i. = of equation (5) will

be double
; ©, will be zero, and the point of intersection of the

two straight lines Si = will be on the conic S\. It can

happen, as a particular case, that the minors of Ai are zero

;

then ©1 is zero whatever the conic S'l may be ; the conic Si =
reduces to a double straight line.

Finally, if the root Xi be triple, the root ^ = of equation

(5) will likewise be triple; ©i and®'i will be zero; the point of

intersection of the straight lines <S, = will be on ;S"j, and one

of these straight lines will be tangent to S'^. It can happen,

as a particular case, that all the minors of Ai are zero ; then

the conic Si = reduces to a double straight line tangent to S\.

Call \i, Xj) ^s the roots of equation (1) in X.

1° If these roots be unequal, each pair of secants consists of

two distinct straight lines, whose point of intersection does not

lie on any of the given conies. These conies intersect there-

fore in four distinct points.

In order to learn how many of these points are real, one has

recourse to the following considerations :

(a) The three roots Xj, Xj, Xj are real, and the pairs of secants

corresponding to two of them are real. These two pairs of

real straight lines intersect in four real and distinct points.

These four points of intersection of the conies are, therefore,

real and distinct. It is plain that the third pair of secants is

also real, since it passes through the points of intersection of

two conies which are real.

(6) The roots X,, X2, X, are real, but one pair only of the

secants is real. Then the four points of intersection are imagi-

nary. In fact, a pair of imaginary secants with real coefiScients

have in common but one real point, the point of intersection of

the secants ; since this point does not belong to any of the

conies S or S', the points of intersection, all four of which are

situated in this imaginary pair, are necessarily imaginary.

(c) One root Xi is real, the other two Xj and X3 are imaginary.

Two of the points of intersection are real and two imaginary.

If Xj be imaginary, \i=p + iq, the corresponding pair

S+{p + iq)S'=^0
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is composed of two imaginary straiglU lines, but not imaginary

conjugates. In the first place, this pair is composed of two

imaginary straight lines ; because if one of these straight lines

were real, the co-ordinates of a point of this straight line would

reduce S +pS' to zero on the one hand, and the coefficient S' of

i on the other ; that is, S and S' ; the two conies would have,

therefore, a common straight line, which contradicts the

hypothesis. Moreover, the pair considered does not consist

of conjugate imaginary straight lines ; because, if that were

so, the point of intersection of these straight lines would be

real, and its co-ordinates would reduce to zero, simultaneously,

the partial derivatives oi S +{p + iq)S' with respect to x, y, z,

that is, the three partial derivatives of each of the polynomials

/S and iS" ; the two conies S = 0, S' — would consist of two

pairs of concurrent straight lines, which contradicts the

hypothesis". The pair corresponding to the root Xj will be

composed of two straight lines whose equations are

F+iQ = 0, B + iS = 0;

and that corresponding to the root X3 of the two straight lines,

P-iQ = 0, R-iS = 0.

These two pairs and, consequently, the two conies intersect

therefore in two real points, the one situated at the intersection

of the straight lines P = 0, Q = 0, the other at the intersection

of the straight lines R = 0, S==0. The other two points of

intersection are imaginary, because on one imaginary straight

line there can be but one real point
2° If the equation in X have a double root Xi and a simple

root X3, the point of intersection Oi of the two assumed distinct

straight lines of the pair

Si = S + XiS' = 0,

corresponding to the double root, lies on the conies S and S',

and, more generally, on all of the conies aS + pS' = 0; the

point of intersection O3 of the straight lines of the couple,

Ss=;S + X35' = 0,
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does not, on the contrary, lie on any of these conies other than

;S'3 itself. In particular, the point Oj lies on the pair S3, whilst

Oj does not lie on the pair Si. The points of intersection of

the two pairs of straight lines Si = 0, S3 — 0, and, consequently,

those of the two conies are therefore disposed in the following

manner : two of these points are coincident with Oj, situated on

that straight line D of the straight lines of the couple S3,

which passes through this point ; the other two points A and

£ are at the intersection of the couple Si with the second

straight line D' of the couple S3. The two conies S and S' are

tangent in Oi to the straight line D, and intersect in the two

points A and B situated on D'.

Since the couple *Si = is composed of two distinct straight

lines, their point of intersection Oi, that is, the point of con-

tact of two conies, is real ; the pair S3 containing the tangent

to these conies at the point Oi is real ; the points A and B
will be real or imaginary according as the couple Si is real

or imaginary.

If the pair Si be a double straight line, the points of inter-

section of the conies are coincident, two and two, with the

points where the double straight line intersects the two straight

lines D and D' of the pair S3 corresponding to the simple root.

The two conies have a double contact : the double straight line

is the chord of contact, and the two straight lines D and D'

are the tangents at the points of contact ; these points of eon-

tact are real or imaginary according as the pair S^ is real or

imaginary.

3° The equation in X has a triple root Aj. If the pair which

corresponds to this root consist of two distinct straight lines,

their point of intersection lies on the two conies, and one of

the straight lines of this pair is tangent to the two conies at 0.

The two conies intersect therefore in three points coincident

with and in one other point A ; these points and A are

necessarily real. In this case, it is said that these two conies

osculate each other in 0.

If the couple which corresponds to the triple root \ be a

double straight line, this straight line ought to pass through

the points common to the conies and be tangent to the two

2c
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conies; it will be tangent to the two conies at the same point O.

These two curves intersect therefore in four points coincident

with O; they are said to have a contact of the third order

or to be sub-osculatory.

If the pair corresponding to the triple root Xi be indeter-

minate, the two conies are coincident.

B.EMARK.— Determine the conditions for which the equa-

tion in \ is indeterminate ; it would be necessary for this that

all conies represented by the equation

5-f-X-S" =

decompose into systems of straight lines. One will have,

therefore.

A = = 0' = A' -= 0.

The conditions A = 0, A' = show that the two conies be-

come systems of straight lines. The condition = shows

that the point of intersection O of the straight lines repre-

sented by /S = is on *S" = 0, and ©' = shows similarly that

the point of intersection 0' of the straight lines /S" = is on

8 = 0. If the points O and O' be distinct, it follows from
the- preceding that the straight line 00' ought to belong to

the two conies ; if O coincide with 0', the two conies consist

of pairs of straight lines intersecting in the same point. Con-

versely, if one of these conditions be fulfilled, the equation

in X is indeterminate. One has, in fact, A = = 0' = A' = O.

It can be verified that, in these two cases, the equation

S + XS' =

represents straight lines whatever X may be. In fact, if the

conies S and S' be systems of straight lines having a common
straight line, one has identically

S = PQ, S' = PR,

P, Q, R being linear functions in x, y, z, and the equation

S + kS'= becomes

PiQ + \R)=0,

which represents two straight lines.
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If S and S' be systems of straight lines intersecting in the

same point, one has

S = PQ, S' = (aP+ hQ) (a'P+ b'Q)
;

S + X.S' will then be a homogeneous polynomial of the second

degree in P and Q and is consequently, whatever X may be,

resolvable into two factors of the first degree :

(aP + ^Q)(a'P + fi'Q).

Example.— Consider a conic which, referred to rectangular

axes, has the equation

S = Ax^ + 2 Bxy + Cy' + 2Ey = 0;

that is, a conic tangent to the avaxis at the origin ; find the

radius of the circle osculating this conic at the origin.

The osculating circle, being tangent to the sc-axis, will have

the equation
S' = a^ + f + 2Ry = 0.

The equation S +XS' = will therefore be

(A + X)a^ + 2Bxy+(C+ \)f + 2(E + XR)y = 0.

On equating the discriminant of the polynomial to zero, the

following equation in X. is obtained :

(A + X)(E + XRy = 0,

E
which has, whatever B may be, the double root Xi = , and

the simple root X3 = — A. In order that the two conies oscu-

late each other, it is necessary and sufficient that the equation

X has a triple root ; that is, that X, = A3, or

The ordinate of the center of the osculating circle is there-

E
fore —— , and the radius of the circle is the absolute value

A
of —. This radius is called the radius of curvature of the
A

conic at the origin.
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If we suppose

the circle is the osculating circle; in order that it be sub-

osculatory, or have a contact of the third order, it is necessary

and sufficient that the pair of secants corresponding to the

triple root

be a double straight line. This eouple is

f(C-A) + 2Bxy = 0i

in order that it be a double straight line, it is necessary and

sufficient that jB= 0. Whence the equation of the conic

becomes
Ax'+Cy^+2Ey = 0,

and the origin is at a vertex. It is therefore only at the

vertices of a conic that the osculating circle becomes sub-

osculatory.

Theorem.— TTie roots of the equation in X remain the same

when the two conies S and S' are referred to other co-ordinate

axes.

In fact, suppose that the two conies S=0, S'=0 be referred

to new co-ordinate axes OjX,, O^i. The formulas for making

this change of co-ordinates are

X = axi + byi + czj,

(6) y = a'xi + b'y, + c%,

and, by the substitution of these values in the equations of

the two conies, S and /S' will become

S = A^; + 2 5,903/1 + C^^ + 2 A^i^i + 2 EiyiZi+F^Zi" = 0,

S' = A\x^^ + ... +FW = 0.
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The equation S+\S' =
will become therefore

(A, + \A\)x,' + 2 (£, + XJB'i) a;^x + • • • = 0.

In order that the conic S + \S' = be resolved into two
straight lines, it is necessary and sufficient that the discrimi-

nant of this polynomial in x^, y^, z, be zero, which gives to

determine X a new equation of the third degree

(7) Ai + ©i\ + ®\\' + A'lA' = 0.

Tills equation has the same roots as equation (1). For it fol-

lows that both of the equations (1) and (7) give the values of X

for which the equation S + XS' = represents two straight

lines. If equation (1) have three distinct roots, equation (7)

will have the same roots, and consequently will

Ai^©i^©\^AS.
A ® ©' A''

these relations will be identical if the coefficients Ai, A\, Bi,

-S'l, •• Fi, F'l be replaced by their values as functions of A,

A', B, B', ••• F, F'; they will, therefore, still exist when one-

of the equations (1) or (7) have multiple roots. Therefore, in

every case these two equations have the same roots.

BXEBCISES.

1. Let Ml (Xi, yi) be a point taken on a conic whose equation

is /(x, y) = 0. Demonstrate

:

1° That the general equation of conies which osculate the

conic /= at the point Mi is

f(x, y) + [\{x- xi) +i.iy- yi)2 (xf,^ + yf,^ +f.) = 0,

X and IX being two variable parameters.

2° That the general equation of conies which are suboscu-

latory to the conic /= at the same point is

f{x, y)+\ [x/., + yf\ +fj = 0,

X being a variable parameter.
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2. The equilateral hyperbolas which osculate a given conic

/= at a point Mi pass through a fixed point P. Find

:

1° The locus of the center of these equilateral hyperbolas.

2° The locus of the point P when the point M^ describes

the conic /=0.

3. Place two equal parabolas whose axes are perpendicular,

so that they will osculate each other.

4. Being given a parabola and a circle passing through its

focus, find where the center of the circle should be in order

that it have four real points of intersection with the parabola,

or two real and two imaginary points, or four imaginary

points. Study the form and the properties of the curve which

separates these different regions (ficole Polytechnique, 1865).

5. Let

2 = air + 2 \iuv + cv^ +2 dttio + 2 ^vw + iio^ = 0,

2' = &'u- + 2 \>'uv + cV= + 2 &!im + 2 e'ww + f io'' = 0,

be the tangential equations of two conies S and ;S". It is

required

:

1° To form the equation of the third degree which gives

the values of fi in order that the equation

S + /i2' =
represent two points.

2' Show in what way the roots of this equation in /u. are

connected with the roots of the equation in \ with respect

to the two conies S and S'.

Relations coNNECTiiirG the Roots of the
Equation in \.

Let S = Aa? +2 Bxy +Cf -{-2 Dxz +2Eyz + Fz^ = 0,

S' = A'm? + 2 B'xy + C'lf + 2 D'xz + 2 E'yz + F'z' = 0,

be the equations of two conies which have been made homo-
X 71

geneous by replacing x and y by -, -, and multiplying by 2°.

The values of \ in order that the equation

5 + X<S' =
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represent two straight lines, are given by the equation of the

third degree:

(1) A + 0X + ©'A'' + A 'X' = 0.

We have seen above that the roots of this equation remain

unchanged when the conies jS" and S' are referred to other axes.

Suppose, more generally, that «, /3, y be three linear functions

in X, y, z, namely,
a =ax + by + cz,

(2) j8 = a'x + b'y + c'z,

y = a"x + b"y + c"z,

which, equated to zero, represent three non-concurrent straight

lines ; one can find from these equations x, y, z as linear homo-

geneous functions of a, /3, y,

x — la + m,p + «y,

(3) y = Va +m'p +n'y.

z = l"a + m"P + n"y;

on substituting these values in the equations of the two conies,

their equations will take the form

S = A,u' + 2 jB,«/8 + C'l/S^ + 2 A«)3 + 2 £^y + F,^ = 0,

S' = A.'a' + 2 B,'a^ + d'/i' + 2 D^'afi + 2 E^'fiy + F,'-/ = 0,

and the equation S + KS' = will become

{A, + \Ai')a' + 2(B, + \B,')al3+ - = 0.

In order that the conic S + kS' = become two straight

lines, it is necessary and sufficient that this new homogeneous

polynomial in n, p, y decompose into two factors of the first

degree, that is, that its discriminant

(A, + XA,'){C, + \C,'){F^ + kFr") + -

be zero ; one has therefore, in order to determine X, a new

equation of the third degree:

(4) Ai + ®iX + ®i 'X' + A,'X' = 0.
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TTiis equation has, moreover, the same roots as equation (1).

Whence it follows from this result that each of equations

(1) and (4) furnishes the values of A., for which the equation

S + \S' = represents two straight lines. If the first equation

have three distinct roots, the second will have the same roots.

Therefore,

A ~ ® ~ 0' A'

'

these relations will be identities if one replace the coefficients

Ai, A'I, Bi, Bi, ••• by their values as functions of A, A',

B, B', •••etc.; they exist moreover when equation (1) has

multiple roots. Therefore, in every case, equations (1) and (4)

have the same roots.

We see finally how the roots of the equation in \ vary when
all the coefficients of the equation S = are iHultiplied by a

constant factor K, and all of those of /S' = by a constant

factor K' Then the equations of the two conies become

KS = 0, K'S' = Q,

and the general equation of the conic passing through their

points of intersection becomes

an equation which is identical with S + XjS'=0 if one put

X' =— A. Therefore, in order to obtain the values of X', for

which the equation KS + X.'K'S' = represents two straight

lines, it will be sufficient to take the three roots of equation

(1) in X and multiply them by the factor—
Summing up briefly, if the equations of two conies be trans-

formed by substituting for x, y, z expressions such as (.3) (that

is, on referring them to any triangle of reference), and if the

equations of the two conies be multiplied by constant factors,

the roots of tJie equation in X remain the same or are muUiplied

by a constant factor.
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Whence it follows that

:

A homogeneous rdation between the roots of the equation in X

expresses a property of two conies independent of the choice of the

co-ordinate axes, or, more generally, of the choice of linear func-

tions a, p, y, that is, of the triangle of reference. Because a simi-

lar relation exists when the axes or the functions a, /5, y have

been chosen in a particular way, it will exist for every other

system of axes or linear functions a, p, y.

For example, if Xj, X2, X3 be called the three roots of the

equation in X, the relation Xj — Xj = or, more symmetrically,

which is homogeneous and of the second degree in X„ Xo, X,„

expresses the condition that the equation in X has a double

root; that is, that the two conies are tangent.

We proceed to determine the meaning of certain other

simple relations.

I. The relation Xi + X2 + X3= or ®'= is the necessary and

sufficient condition in order that there exist a triangle inscribed

in the conic S and conjugate with respect to S'. In case one such

triangle exists, there exists an infinitude of such.

In order to prove this, suppose that there exists a triangle

which is inscribed in S and conjugate to S'. Then, on calling

« = 0, /3 = 0, y =
the equations of the sides of this triangle, the equation of the

conic S will be

S = 2 Bap + 2 Day + 2 E^y = 0,

and that of S'

It is easily seen, on equating to zero the discriminant of the

polynomial S -\-\S', that one obtains the equation in X

2 BDE - X (A'E"+ C'jy + F'B^+ \^A'CF> = 0,

in which the coefficient ®' of X* is zero. Therefore, the condi-

tion Xi -(- Xj -f- Xg = is necessary. Conversely, if this condition

be fulfilled in case of two conies S and ^S', of which the second

S' is not resolvable into straight lines, there exists an infiui-
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tude of triangles wliich are inscribed in aS' and conjugate to aS".

In fact, take a point P on the. conic S and construct the polar

of this point with respect to S' (Fig. a); this polar intersects

Fig. a.

the conic S' in two points M and M' and the conic S at least

in one point Q; let Jt be the harmonic conjugate of the point

Q with respect to the two points M and M'; we shall show

that this point R belongs also to the conic S.

The triangle PQR being conjugate with respect to the conic

S', the equation of this conic will be

S' = A'a^ + C'^ + F'-f = 0,

on calling « = 0, /3 = 0, y=0 the equations of the sides QR,

RP, PQ of the triangle. The conic S passes through the

point P the intersection of the sides /8 = 0, y = 0, and the

point Q the intersection of the sides 7 = 0, « = ; its equation

will therefore have the form

S = Fy' + 2 Bap + 2 Day + 2 Efiy = 0.

On forming the discriminant of the polynomial S + \S', the

coefficient of X^ will be

®'=A'C'F.

Since this coefficient must be zero, and that neither A' nor C
can be zero, because the conic S' would reduce to two straight

lines, therefore will F=0, and the conic S is circumscribed

about the triangle PQR conjugate to S'; what we wish to

establish.
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II. The same relation Aj + A2 + A3 = or ©' = is the neces-

sary and sufficient condition in order that there exist a triangle

circumscribed about the conic S' and conjugate with respect to S.

IVlien one siich triangle exists, there exists an infinitude.

In fact, if there exist one such, and if a, p, y be called the

first members of the equations of the sides of this triangle, the

equation of /S will be

S^^Aa^+Cp^ + Fy",

and that of S' (§ 282. 2),

S' =pV + cfp,^ + ?V - 2 gr/3y - 2 rpya - 2pqa^ = 0.

On forming the coefficient 0' of X^ in the discriminant of

S + \S', it will be readily seen that this coefficient is zero ; the

condition Ai + Aj + A3 = is, therefore, necessary. Conversely,

suppose this condition fulfilled ; select any tangent TT', a = 0,

to the conic aS" and its pole P' with respect to /S ; from this

pole two tangents P'T and P'T can be drawn to the conic S
and one tangent at least P'Q' to the conic aS". Let y = be

the equation of this last straight line P'Q', and /8 = the equa-

tion of its conjugate P'R' with respect to the system of tan-

gents P'T and P'T'. Hence the triangle formed by the three

straight lines a = 0, ;3 = 0, ^ = will be conjugate to S, and

two of its sides a = 0, y = will be tangent to S' ; we shall

show that the third side ^ = is also tangent to >S". The

equations of the two conies can be written:

S = Aa?+Cp'->rFy^ = (i,

S' =p-a'' + q^^' + 7Y - 2 qr^y + 2 D'ay - 2pga^ = ;

since the first member of the equation of S' should reduce to a

perfect square for a = and for y = 0. The coefficient 0' of

A^ in the discriminant of S + \S' is C{ph^ — D'^), and this

coefficient should be zero. C cannot be zero, because if C were

zero the conic S would reduce to two straight lines ; one cannot

have D' =pr, because for this value of D' one would have

S'= {pa-qp + ry)\
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and the conic S' woiikl be a double line. Therefore, D'= —pr,

and the conic aS" is inscribed in the triangle P'Q'li' conjugate

to^.

E.EMARK.— In case the conic S is circumscribed about a

triangle conjugate to S', it is said, for brevity, that S is liar-

monically circumscribed about S' ; then, according to what pre-

cedes, the conic S' is also inscribed in a triangle conjugate to S,

and it is said that S' is harmonically inscribed in S.

Example.— A triangle being given, there exists always a

real or imaginary circle with respect to which the triangle is

conjugate. For, on calling « = 0, /3 = 0, 7=0 the equations

of the sides of the triangle, the general equation of the conies

conjugate to the triangle is

Au^ + CpC + F-/ = 0.

The condition that this equation represents a circle gives two

equations of the first degree, which determine the ratios of the

coefficients A, C, F to any one of them. The circle thus

found is called the circle conjugate to the triangle ; its center

is the point of intersection of the altitudes of the triangle,

because if from a point a perpendicular be dropped on the

polar with respect to a circle, the perpendicular passes through

the center of the circle.

Having proven this, we proceed to demonstrate the following

theorem

:

In case a conic is inscribed in a triangle, the j>oioer of the

center of the conic with respect to the circle conjugate to the

triangle is equal to the algebraic sum of the squares of the axes of

the conic.

Refer the conic to its axes, and let

S' = A'x^+Cy--A'C' =

be the equation of the conic, A' and C being the squares of

the lengths of the axes. Let, moreover,

8 = 3^ +^ + 2 Dx + 2 Ey + F =
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be the equation of the circle conjugate to the triangle. Then
the conic S' will be inscribed in a triangle conjugate to S;

therefore, if the discriminant of the polynomial >S + \S' be

formed, the coefficient ©' of X" ought to be zero. This coeffi-

cient is A'C'{F— A' — C); since A' and C are different from

zero, we have
F=A'+C',

which proves the theorem.

III. The necessary and sufficient condition that there exist

a triaiifjle inscribed in a conic S and circumscribed about a

conic S' is

©" - 4 0A' = 0,

or \{' + X/ + A3' - 2 X1X2 - 2 XjXs - 2 X3X1 = 0,

or VXi ± VXj ± VX^ = ;

if there exist one triangle, there exists an infinitude.

Let « = 0, /3 = 0, y = be the equations of the sides of a

triangle inscribed in S and circumscribed about S'. The

equations of the two conies can be written

S = 2 Bap + 2 Day + 2 Efty = 0,

;S" = i)V + q'li- + ?V - 2 qrfty - 2 rjtya - 2pqap = 0.

If the discriminant of /S + X5' be formed, it follows that the

coefficients of X', X', X are

0' = 4.pqr{Ep + Dq + Br),

® = -(Ep + Dq 4- Br)\

It fiillo\v.s, therefore, that ©"' — 4®A'=0, a relation which

can be written, owing to the relation between the coefficients

and the roots,

(X, + X, + X3)'' - ,4 (X1X2 + X.Xs + XjXa) = 0,

or (5) Xr + X/ + X/ - 2 X,X2- 2 X,\, - 2 XjXj = 0.
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This last relation being homogeneous with respect to the roots

of the equation in X, will hold, as has been seen, in whatever

form the equations of the two conies may be written. It can

be easily verified that this relation is equivalent to one of the

following

:

vXi ± Va^ ± VXi = 0.

Conversely, if relation (5) hold, there exists an infinitude of

triangles inscribed in S and circumscribed about S'. This may
be proven by following the method which has been employed

in the cases of Propositions I. and II.

Example I.— Consider two ellipses which have the same

center and coincident axes, whose equations are

a- 6" a- h"

The values of X for which the equation S + \S' = repre-

sents two straight lines are

Aj =1, Aj = —J, A3 =—

;

a- b"

therefore the necessary and sufficient condition in order that

there exist a triangle inscribed in S and circumscribed about

S' is

a

Example II.— Consider two circles whose equations are

the coefficients of the equation in X are

the necessary and sufficient condition in order that there exist

a triangle inscribed in S and circumscribed about S' is, there-

fore,

(2 ,•!
-I- iJ2 _ (f)2- 4 j-=(2 K' + ,'-dP) = 0,

or, simplifying,

cP-E' = ±2rB,
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a well-known relation connecting the radii of the circles and

the distance between the centers of the two circles, the one

circumscribed, the other inscribed or escribed to the triangle.

EXERCISES.

1. Show that the circle conjugate to a triangle is real when
the triangle has an obtuse angle, and imaginary in case the

angles of the triangle are acute.

2. Prove that the locus of the centers of conies inscribed in

a given triangle, so that the sum of the squares of their axes is

constant, is a circle whose center is the point of intersection

of the altitudes.

3. In case a triangle is circumscribed about a parabola, the

point of intersection of the altitudes is on the directrix.

4. When a triangle is inscribed in an equilateral hyperbola,

the point of intersection of the altitudes lies on the curve.

(In these exercises, the point of intersection of the altitudes

is regarded as the center of the circle conjugate to the tri-

angle.)

5. A parabola, y- = 2px,

and a circle, 3?-\-if + 2ax + 2by-'t-c = Q,

are given ; determine the necessary and sufficient condition in

order that there exist a triangle inscribed in the circle and

circumscribed about the parabola. When will the circle pass

through the focus of the parabola?

6. The equations of two conies being written in the form

S = Aa^ + B^ + Cr = 0,

S' = A'a" 4- B>^ + Cy = 0,

what relation must exist among the coefficients :

1° In order that S be harmonically circumscribed about S'2
2° In order that »S' be circumscribed about a triangle circum-

scribed about S' ?

7. Two conies are tangent to each other at a point M;
demonstrate that the necessary and sufficient condition, in
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order that there exist a triangle inscribed in S and circum-

scribed about S', is that the radius of curvature of S' at the

point M be equal to four times that of S at the same point.

Particular Case.— If a circle which passes through the

focus of a parabola be tangent to the parabola at a point M, the

radius of curvature of the parabola at M is four times that of

the circle.

8. Consider a triangle and the circumscribed circle ; there

exists a conic tangent to three sides of the triangle and tangent

to the circumscribed circle at a given point M.
1° Find the center of the circle of curvature of this conic

at Jf
2° Find the locus of this center when the point M describes

the circumscribed circle.

9. What relation should exist between the roots of the

equation in X in order that there exist a quadrilateral in-

scribed in the conic S, and circumscribed about the conic S' ?

If there be one such quadrilateral, there will be an infinitude.

As a particular case, we apply the relation found to the

case where the conies are two circles. (See § 109.)

10. Consider an ellipse E, of which the major axis and the

focal distance are respectively 2 a and 2 c. Describe a circum-

ference of a circle C with the radius V2(a'' -f <f) about one of

the foci F of the ellipse as center. A tangent PjPa is drawn

from any point Pi of the circumference C to the ellipse ; from

the point P^, where it intersects the circumference C again, a

second tangent P2P3 is drawn to the ellipse ; finally, from the

point P3, where this second tangent intersects the circumfer-

ence C, a third tangent PgPt is drawn to the ellipse which

intersects the circumference in the point /*<. It is required

to prove that the second of the tangents drawn from the point

Pt to the ellipse passes through the initial point Pj. (£cole

Xormale, 1885.)
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The Application of the Properties of Homogeneous
Polynomials to the Theory of Curves of the

Second Degree.

Let f(x, y, 2)= Ax' + 2 Bxy + C/ + 2 Dxz + 2 Eyz + Fz'

be a homogeneous polynomial of the second degree in x, y, z.

It is known that if the discriminant A be different from zero,

the polynomial / is resolvable into a sum of three squares

linearly independent; if this discriminant be zero without all

the minors being zero, the polynomial can be decomposed into

a sum of two squares linearly independent ; finally, if all the

minors of the discriminant are zero, the polynomial is a per-

fect square ; the converse statements are true.

1° Suppose that the discriminant

A = ACF- AE" - CD' -Fir- + 2 BDE

is zero, and similarly all of its minors a, b, c, d, e, f. Then
the polynomial / is the square of a linear function

a being a constant which is positive or negative; and on

representing the function Ix + my + nz by «, it follows that

one has identically /'^ = 2 alu, /', = 2 ama, f, = 2 ana. In

this case, if x, y, and z be regarded as the homogeneous co-ordi-

nates of a point, the equation

f{x,y,z)=

represents two straight lines coincident with the straight line

Ix -f- my -|- nz = 0, and the three equations

represent this same straight line or are identities, since, for

example, the equation f, = when n. = 0.

2° Suppose that the discriminant A is zero and that its

minors are not all zero. Then the polynomial / can be

resolved into a sum of two squares linearly independent,

(1) f{x,y,z)=aa'+b^,
2o
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where a and 6 are constants and a and j8 are linear homo-

geneous functions of x,y,%:

a = te + my -\-nz, /8 = I'x + m'y + n'z.

To say that these functions are linearly independent, is to say

that there do not exist two constant factors k and fc', both of

which are not zero, and such that fc« + k'P is identically zero.

The polynomial / may be written in an infinite number of

different ways in form (1); we shall show how all of them

can be obtained. The identity (1) can be written

f(x, y, z)=(aVa + ySV^^T) («Vo - )8V^),
or f{x,y,z)=PQ,

where P and Q designate two homogeneous linearly independ-

ent functions in x, y, z. These two linear functions are easily

found; in fact, if the three coefficients A, C, F are not all

zero, the polynomial / will be a trinomial of the second degree

in X, y, or z, and this trinomial can be resolved into factors

of the first degree, which will be P and Q; HA, C, and F be

zero, the discriminant reduces to 2 BDE, and since it is zero,

one at least of the three coefficients B, D, E is also zero,

and then one of the three variables x, y, or « is a factor, and

the decomposition is immediate. The polynomial being thus

put under the form PQ, all possible decompositions wiU take

the form of a sum of two squares, on noticing that one has

identically

(2) f{x,y, z)=Pq = -l-[{\P+^Qy-{xP-^Q)'^,

where X and fi designate constant coefficients different from
zero. On allowing \ and /a to vary, there will be an infinitude

of decompositions of / into two squares : one has all of them,

because if one imagines any decomposition

which «!, Pi are linear functions, Ui and 6i constants, oi

uld have identically

(«,Va, -I- /8iV^) (aiVoi - /8,V^)= PQ,
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whence, on designating a constant by k,

«iVol + /3iV^^ = kP,

,- , Q
«iVa, -^,V-6i = -^'

and finally

4
--!)'-(--!

an expression which becomes identical with (2) on supposing

\=k, fi=j.
k

The values of x, y, z,

a: = a;,, y = yi, z = z„

which reduce simultaneously to zero the linear functions P and

Q, and, consequently, the functions a and y3, which are equal to.

\P+ fiQ and \P— fiQ, reduce to zero the three partial deriva-

tives/,, /„ /,.

If the coefficients of the polynomial / be real, the factors P
and Q can be real or imaginary. In order to obtain, in the

decomposition of (2), the squares in case of real coefficients, it

will be necessary, if P and Q be real, to take X and /* real

;

then one of the squares which appears in formula (2) has a

negative coefficient, the other a positive ; if P and Q be imagi-

nary, one could put, since their product is real,

P=p + n, Q = h(p-iq),

where h represents a real constant and p and q are real linear

functions; one puts then A=/i(X'-t- ifi'), ii—k'—iix', and it fol-

lows:
1.2h'

•

A + fi

where the two squares have the same sign as that of h.

The geometric interpretation of these results is very simple.

On considering x, y, z as the homogeneous co-ordinates of a
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point, it follows that the identity f(x, y, z)= PQ shows that

the equation/= represents two distinct straight lines, real or

imaginary. If Zi be different from zero, the two straight lines

intersect in the point whose Cartesian co-ordinates are —, "l;

Zi Zi

the straight lines

a = KP+fiQ = 0, p = XP-^Q=0

pass through this point and are harmonic conjugates with

respect to the two straight lines P = and Q = 0. If «j be

zero without either of the functions P and Q reducing to the

form m, the two straight lines are parallel and have as common
.Vi

angular coefficient —. The straight lines « = 0, 13 = are

parallel to the same direction and are harmonic conjugates

with respect to the straight lines P = 0, Q = ; one has iden-

tically, in the present case,

P= mQ + nz,

m and n being constants ; if therefore one put m\ = — /x, the

straight line a = becomes the straight line at infinity and its

conjugate /3 = becomes the straight line equi-distant from

the parallel straight lines P= 0, Q = Q:

2mQ + nz = 0;

since f(x, y, z) — PQ = (mQ + nz) Q, the two equations

f^=Q'^(2mQ + nz) = 0,

f,= Q\(2mQ + nz) =

represent this same straight line, provided that neither of them
be identically zero, which would happen, for example, if the

quantity Q\ were zero.

Finally, if one o* the two functions P or Q, Q for example,

were of the form nz, the straight line Q = would be removed

to infinity, the equation/= would represent a single straight

line P = at a finite distance, and the two straight lines

a = and j8 = would be parallel to this straight line and
situated at equal distances on either side of it.
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3° Suppose, finally, that the discriminant A be different

from zero. In this case, the polynomial /(x, y, z) can be

decomposed into three linear independent squares.

(3) f(x,y,z) = a(t' + bfi'-+cy',

where a, b, c represent constants different from zero and a, fi, y
linear functions :

a = lx-\- my + nz, ^ = l'x + m'y + n'z, y = ux + vy + tvz,

such that the determinant

I
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and consequently A' = 0, ©' = 0, © = — ,^(?t, v, iv),
<f,

represent-

ing polynomial (4). Equation (5) reduces, therefore, to the

equation of the Jirst degree

A — A.<^(m, V, w)= 0,

which determines A. if <f>(u, v, w) be not zero. Let c be the value

of X deduced from this equation

:

<^ (m, V, w)

The discriminant of the function F=f—c-^ being zero, this

function can be decomposed into a sum of two squares ; it can-

not be a perfect square aa', because if it were such one would

have

f(x,y,z)=CY' + aa';

the function / would be a sum of two squares and its discrimi-

nant A would be zero, which contradicts the hypothesis. The
polynomial F=f— cy* being decomposable into a sum of two

squares, one can apply to it what has been said in the preceding

paragraph and find all possible ways of putting it in the form

aa' + b^. To each of these decompositions of F {x, y, z) into

two squares will correspond one decomposition of / into three

squares

/= aa? +b^ + c/,

y having been chosen arbitrarily.

If F be decomposed into two factors

(6) F(x,y,z)=f-c/=PQ,

the values x = Xi, y = yi, z = «,, which reduce P and Q to zero,

reduce « and p to zero, and reduce also the partial derivation

F'^ F\, F. to zero.

Since

\F, = if, - cuy, i F, = \f, - evy, \F, = \f. - cwy,

one has, on replacing x, y, z by Xj, 3/,, Zi, and representing the

quantity uxi -f- vyi + wz^ by yj,
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the constant y, is not zero, because, if it were, /',,/',, f, would

all be zero, and the discriminant A would vanish. One has

identically

(8) i (x/., + y/,, + «/.,)= Cyy„

and, on putting, in this identity, a; = j-,, y = y,, z = z,, and applj'-

ing the theorem of homogeneous functions.

Whence it follows that

and, on replacing cy' in the identity (6) by this expression, one

gets, after removing the denominator 4/(xj, y,, Zj),

(9) 4/(x, 2,, z)/(»^ 3,1, zO- (a;/'._ + j,/',, + z/'./

= 4PQ/(x„y., z,).

Finally, if in the relation which determines c,

C(ft (u, V, w)= A,

u, V, w be replaced by their values deduced from relations (7),

_i/'., _iA _iA

it follows,,since the polynomial <^ is homogeneous,

cyi

and, on replacing cyi" by its value /(xj, t^,, Zi),

(10) -^a/,,, i/;,, i/.,)= A/(Xi, y„ z^)
;

which gives a remarkable identity.

Geometkic Inteepeetation. — On considering x, y, z as the

homogeneous co-ordinates of a point, it is plain that the equa-
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tion f{x, y, z)=(i represents a conic not reducible to two
straight lines, real or imaginary ellipse, hyperbola, parabola.

The identity

f{x,y,z)=aa' + b^ + cf

represents the first member of the equation of this conic de-

composed into a sum of three squares. If the three coefficients

o, h, c have the same signs, the curve is an imaginary ellipse

;

if not, it is a real conic : it is known, moreover, that in all

possible decompositions of/into three squares, the number of

coefficients a, 6, c which have a definite sign is invariable. One

of the functions a, /3, y can be chosen arbitrarily, for example

the function y = ux + vy + tcz, with the condition that one

does not have <^(m, v, w)= 0, that is, with the condition that

the straight line y = is not tangent to the conic (§ 126).

Suppose that this condition is fulfilled, the equation of the

conic could be written in the form

f{x,y,z)=c/ + PQ = 0,

which shows that P= 0, Q = are the equations of the tan-

gents at the points where the straight line y = intersects the

conic. We have called Xj, y^, z^ the values of x, y, z which

reduce P and Q to zero, that is, the homogeneous co-ordinates

of the point of intersection of the two straight lines P= 0,

(3 = 0; the straight line y = is the chord of contact of the

tangents emanating from this point, or the polar of this point

;

owing to the identity (8), the equation of this straight line can

be written

which is the well-known equation of the polar of the point

with the co-ordinates x^, y„ z^. Owing to the identity (9), the

equation PQ = 0, which represents the ensemble of the tan-

gents drawn from the point (x^, y^, «,) to the conic, can be

written

4/(a;, y, z)f(x„ y„ z,)- {xf,^ -|- yf\^ + zf',)' = 0.

Finally, identity (10) shows that the necessary and sufficient

condition in order that <^{f\,f',^,f.) be zero is that/(x„ j;„ «,)
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be zero and conversely, which means geometrically that the

necessary and sufficient condition in order that the polar of

the point x^, y^, z^ be tangent to the curve is that this point be

on the curve.

The straight lines a = 0, /3 = pass through the point of

intersection of the tangents P= 0, Q = 0, and are harmonic

conjugates with respect to these tangents. If Zi be different

from zero, the two straight lines P = 0, Q = are concurrent

in a point situated at a finite distance, whose Cartesian co-

ordinates are —, — • If Zi = 0, these two straight lines are
'^i ^' y,

parallel with angular coefficient —, or one of them is at infinity,
a?!

which happens when one of the functions P or Q reduces to

the form nz ; in this case («i = 0), the straight line y = has

the equation

it coincides with the conjugate diameter of the direction of the

two straight lines P= 0, Q = 0, or of that of the two which

is at a finite distance ; whence it is said that y = is the polar

of the point at infinity (Xi, y„ 0).

Thus, if the equation be written in the form

f(x,y,z)=aa'+bp' + cy' = 0,

the straight line y = is the polar of the point of intersection

of the other two straight lines a= 0, yS = ; since the same is

true in regard to the straight lines a = 0, /3 = 0, it follows that

the triangle formed by the three straight lines « = 0, ;8 = 0,

y = 0, is a conjugate triangle with respect to the conic.

Application to the reduction of the equation of the second de-

gree.

1. Assume that f be different from zero ; then take y = z,

that is, rt = 0, V = 0, w = 1, and we obtain

_ A _A
''~.^(0,0,l)~f"

Identity (6) gives, in this case,

fix, y, z) - |z^ = PQ = ace- + h^.
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The co-ordinates of the point of intersection of the straight

lines P= 0, Q = 0, satisfy the equations

which follows from relations (7), where one supposes u=v=0;
this point is the center of the curve. The straight lines

P= 0, Q = are the asymptotes : their homogeneous equation

is therefore

or, in Cartesian co-ordinates,

/(x, r,i)-| = o.

These asymptotes, P=0, Q = 0, can be real or imaginary. In

the first case the curve is a hyperbola, the coefficients a and b

have opposite signs ; in the second case it is an ellipse, the co-

efficients a and b have the same signs. The straight lines

a = 0, p = 0, whose equations have the form

XP+ tiQ = 0, kP-fiQ=0,

are harmonic conjugates with respect to the asymptotes ; they

are two conjugate diameters ; if the ratio - be so determined

that these straight lines are perpendicular to each other, they

coincide with the axes. On taking the straight lines a = 0,

/3 = as axes of Cartesian co-ordinates, the equation of the

conic takes the simplified form,

a'X"+b'T" + ^ = 0.
i

2. Suppose f = 0. Then the preceding method of reduction

is no longer applicable, because <^ (0, 0, 1) = 0. We give a

second method of reduction which is applicable in all cases.

It has been proven that if Xj, j/„ Zj be the homogeneous co-

ordinates of any point not situated on a conic,

4/(a;, y, z)f(x„ y^ z,)= (xf,, + yf,^ + zf',y + PQ,

where P = 0, Q = are the equations of the tangents drawn
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from the point (x-^, y^, «i) to the curve. Take, in particular,

«i = with the condition /(xj, y„ 0) ^ 0, and notice that

^/'., + yf',, + «A = ^i/'. + yJ'y + 2i/'«
we have

4/(a:, y, 2)/(a;i, 2/1, 0)= (x^/', + yj',f + PQ ;

the straight lines P = 0, Q = intersecting at the point at

infinity (X], j/j, 0), are parallel, or one of them is at infinity.

One will have, for example,

Q = mP + nz,

where m is zero, if Q be at infinity. Then the equation /=
can be written

(xj'. + yif'.y + mP' + nPz = 0.

On putting z = l, one will obtain the equation of the curve in

Cartesian co-ordinates ; then one chooses the straight line

xJ'. + yJ\ = o

for the new axis O'X', and the straight line P= for the axis

O'Y", and the equation will take the reduced form

in the particular case when the straight line Q = is at in-

finity, one has m = 0, therefore q = 0, and the equation takes

the very simple form

T^ + 2pX' = 0,

which represents parabolas.

The ratio ^ could be so determined that the straight line

=cJ'. + yif; = o

is perpendicular to P = ; the first straight line will then be

an axis of the conic and the second the tangent at the vertex.



Book IV*

THE GEXERAL THEORY OF CURVES

CHAPTER I

THE CONSTRTTCTION OF CTTRVES IN RECTniTNEAR
CO-ORDINATES.

334. The construction of a curve is simply the graphic

representation of the trace of the real function of a single

variable, when this variable is allowed to change in a con-

tinuous manner. If the values of y which correspond to the

various values of x he calculated, a certain number of the

points of the curve can be constructed, but these points are not

sufficient, even for an approximate trace of the curve, because

they can be connected in various different ways, and, more-

over, it can happen that, between two ordinates which are very

nearly equal, the curve has infinite branches. It is, therefore,

indispensable first of all to know by some general method the

trace of the function which represents the variations.

When the equation is solved with respect to one of the vari-

ables, y for example, one considers each of the determinations

of y in particular, and examines them for the limits of x for

which y remains real. Let x„ and a;, be the two limits ; if the

value of y remain finite in this interval, it furnishes a finite

branch of the curve ; if the value of y becomes infinite for one

or more intermediate values a, &, •• of the variable, one has

various infinite branches, asymptotic to the straight lines that

correspond to the values of x, which make y infinite ; in such

a case the interval x^ia x^is subdivided into several intervals

:

428
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the first from x„ to a, etc., in such a way that in each of them
the ordinate does not become infinite. Afterwards one ex-

amines how y varies in each of the intervals, for example as x

increases from x„ to a. Sometimes one perceives immediately,

from the expression for y, how this quantity varies, but more

often that is not the case ; in this case, however, one has recourse

to the derivative. It is known, moreover, that if the function

remains finite, as the variable x increases from a certain value,

the function will vary in the same sense as the variable so long

as the derivative preserves the same sign ; the function in-

creases if its derivative be positive and decreases if its deriva-

tive be negative. Let «, j8, y, ••• be the successive values of x

comprised between Xg and a for which the derivative changes

in sign. As the variable x increases from Xq to «, the deriva-

tive preserves the same sign, for example the sign -|-, and the

function increases ; from a to /8, the derivative is negative and

the function decreases, etc. We have demonstrated that the

angular coefficient of the tangent at any point of the curve is

equal to the value of the derivative at this point. Thus, the

sense in which the ordinate of the curve varies is indicated by

the angular coefficient of the tangent.

When the derivative changes its sign from positive to negar

tive, the ordinate ceases to increase and then decreases ; it

attains therefore a maximum value. If, on the contrary, the

derivative change from negative to positive, the ordinate ceases

to decrease and then increases ; it attains therefore a minimum,

value. It should be noticed that these terms maximum and

minimum should not be taken with their literal meaning; they

indicate only the comparison of a particular value of the

ordinate with its neighboring ordinates.

In general, the derivative, remaining finite and continuous,

changes in sign on becoming zero, and consequently the tan-

gents at the points whose ordinates have the m,aximu and

minima values are parallel to the axis OX. Every value of

X which makes the derivative zero does not necessarily give

a maximum or minimum value of the ordinate ; one must

examine if the derivative change in sign : moreover, in all the

cases, the tangent is parallel to the axis OX.
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335. Example I. — The strophoid defined in § 23 has the equation

y-
'a + a;

When X varies from zero to — a, the numerical value of y increases

continually from zero to infinity ; whence one obtains the two infinite

branches OJV, ON' asymptotic to the straight line HH' (Fig. 18). If x

vary from zero to a, the ordinate y begins with the value zero and returns

to zero, passing always through finite values ; it begins therefore by

increasing, then later it decreases, and consequently it passes through a

maximum value ; but one does not see if the function does not experience

in the interval several alternatives of increasing and decreasing. The

positive value of y has the derivative

, _ — x' — ax + g'

v'(a + a;)(a — x)

The numerator becomes zero for two values of x, the one x, positive

and less than a, the other negative. When x varies from zero to Xi, the

derivative is positive, the function increases ; from xi to a, the derivative

is negative, the function decreases ; the ordinate is a maximum for the

value

, _„ -v/5-lxi-a—^-,

equal to the greater segment of the line a divided In a mean and extreme

ratio.

336. The tangent can often be determined at certain points

of the curve, or, what amounts to the same thing, certain par-

ticular values of the derivative, without recourse to the general

expression for this derivative. Consider, for example, the

point of the strophoid; join this point to a neighboring

pointM whose co-ordinates are x and y ; the angular coefficient

of the secant OM is equal to the ratio -
; the angular coefficient

at the point will be found on seeking the limit of this ratio

as X approaches zero. Here one has

y ^ la-x

when X approaches zero,' this ratio has the limit ±1. The two
branches which pass through the point have as tangents at
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this point the bisectors of the angles of the axes. The tangent

at the point A would be found by considering the ratio —-—
;

this ratio increasing indefinitely as x approaches a, the tangent
'at the point a is parallel to the axis Oy.

337. Example II. — We propose to study the curves represented by
the equation j/" = Ax? + Bx^ -\- Cx+ D (it can be demonstrated that these

curves, reproduced by projection, represent all the curves of the third

degree) . One can assume that the coefficient A is positive without chang-
ing the direction of the x-axis. There are several cases to consider

:

1° The three roots of the polynomial of the third degree are real and
unequal ; let a, 6, c be these roots arranged in order of increasing magni-
tude ; then we may write

y^ = A{x - a){x - b){x - c).

The ordinate is imaginary when x varies from — eo to a ; real when jo

varies from a to 6 ; imaginary when x varies from 6 to c ; real when x

Tig. 208. Fig. 209. Fig. 210.

varies from <•• to + oo. The curve is composed of a closed oval and an

infinite branch (Fig. 206). 2° When the two roots a and 6 become

equal, the oval reduces to a point a (Fig. 207). 3° When the two roots

b and c are equal, the oval becomes united to the infinite branch at b

(Fig. 208). 4° If the three roots a, 6, c are equal, the curve has a cusp
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at a (Fig. 209). 5° Finally, it the polynomial of the third degree has but

one real root a, the curve has the form given in Fig. 210.

The angular coefficient of the tangent is given by the formula

^ ZAx^ + 2Bx+C _ ZAx^ + 'iBx+C
2V^4a;8 + £a;''+ Cx+D ^V

In the first case, the numerator, which is the derivative of the polynomial

of the third degree, becomes zero for a value a' comprised between a and

6, and for a value 6' comprised between 6 and c ; to the first corresponds

the maximum value of the ordinate in the oval. In the third case, the

numerator becomes zero for the double root 6 ; the denominator becoming

zero also, the formula assumes the indeterminate form - and no longer

determines the tangents at the double point 6 ; they may be found by

determining the limit y/Aifi — a) of the ratio —
^—f,

as x approaches 6.

338. When the equation, supposed algebraic, is not solved,

whether this solution is possible or not, or whether it is

deemed useless to solve it, we can often, by employing the

theorems concerning the roots of equations, construct the

curve.

Certain properties of the curve can be immediately recog-

nized by inspection of its equation. 1° When the equation

has terms all of which are of even degrees, or of odd degrees,

it is clear that, if it be satisfied by x=a,y = j8, it will also

be satisfied by x = — a, y = — P; that is, the two points

(a, j8), (—a, — P) are situated symmetrically with respect to

the origin ; therefore this point is the center of the curve.

2° If the equation contains only even powers of one of the

variables, y for example, the real values of y, which correspond

to a particular value of x, are two by two equal and of contrary

signs ; if the axis be rectangular, it follows that the points of

the locus are situated symmetrically with respect to the avaxis,

which is an axis of the curve. 3° When the equation of the

curve remains unaltered, when x is changed into y and y into x,

if the equation be satisfied by x = a, y = P, it will also be

satisfied by « = /3, y = « ; the two corresponding points are

situated symmetrically with respect to the bisector of the angle

YOX, which is an axis of the curves. It follows similarly
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that, if the equation does not change by substituting — y for

X and — X for y, the bisectors of the angle YOX' is an axis.

Let f(x, y) = be the equation of the curve ; it is known

that the derivative y' is given by the formula y' = — j) '
{ •

The expression for y' contains the two variables x and y ; it

gives the angular coefficient of the tangent at every point

whose co-ordinates are known, excepting at the points where

the two partial derivatives are zero at the same time.

339. Example III.— Constilict the locus of the points such that the

product of their distances from two fixed points F and F' is equal to a

given number.

Take as origin the mid-point of tlie straight line FF', tliis straight

line as the x-axis, and a perpendicular to it as the !/-axis ; let 2 c he the

distance FF', a^ the constant product, the equation of the locus is

(1) 3/* -I- 2 {3? -I- c2) f + (a;2 - 0^)2 - a* = 0.

This equation involves only the even powers of each variable ; each

axis is therefore an axis of symmetry of the curve, and the origin is at

the center. On considering y' as unknown, equation (1) is of the second

degree ; the binomial B^ — iAC reduces in this case to 4 (4 c'^x^ -|- a*), a

quantity which is always positive : the roots are therefore always real.

When the last term (x^ — c'^)^— a* is positive, the values of r^ have the

same sign, and since their sum — 2 {x^ -(- c^) is negative, the two values

of y^ are negative and the four values of y are imaginary. In order that

equation (1) has real roots, it is therefore necessary that we have

Qt? - c2)«- a*< 0, or {x? - c^ - a') {x"^ - c" -|- a^) < 0,

and, consequently,

x^<a^+ c2 and x^>c^- a^.

Then one of the values of y' is positive, the other negative.

Take OA — OA' = Va^ + c"^ ; the curve lies between the straight lines

drawn through the point A and A' parallel to the y-axis. The second

condition gives rise to the discussion of several cases.

1° a<c. Take OB - OR' = ^W^^, and draw at the points B and

B' lines parallel to y (Fig. 2 1 1 ) . Tlte curve consists of two parts, one of

which is comprised between the parallel lines drawn through the points

B and A, and the other between the parallels drawn through the points B'

and A'. If x, be given one of the values OB or OA, one of the corre-

sponding values of y"^ is zero, and the other is negative ; as z increases

2e
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from OB to OA the value of y', which at first is zero, increases, then de-

creases and becomes zero again ; we obtain thus a closed curve DCAD.

Fig. Sll.

The negative values of x give a second curve B'C'A'D , equal to the pre-

ceding.

The angular coefBcient of the tangent is determined by the formula

(2)
^ x(x' + t^- c')

At the points A and JS, y is zero and y' is infinite ; the tangent is there-

fore parallel to the (/-axis. The numerator of y' becomes zero when
x^+ y^ = c'. From the point O as center, describe a circle with OF as

radius. The circle intersects the curve in four points C, D, C, D', given

by the formulas

. 4c«-a«
4c2 '

V^
"4c-2'

Since the arc BC lies within the circle, at any of the points of this arc,

the function a? + ]fi
— c^ has a negative value, and y' is positive. For

points of the arc CA, the factor x^ + y^ — c* is positive, and y' is negative.

Hence from B to C the ordinate increases, and from C to ^ it decreases
;

the ordinate at the point C is a maximum.
2° a = c. The second condition is satisfied whatever x may be ; x

may vary from — cV2 to cVi. When x varies from to cv^, the posi-

tive value of y^ begins with zero, increases, then decreases and becomes
zero again ; we have a closed curve OUADO (Fig. 212), which passes

through the origin : to the negative values of x there corresponds a curve

which is the symetrique of the preceding with respect to the ^-axis. The
circle of radius OF intersects the curve in four points, whose co-ordinates
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have a numerical value |, which is a maximum ; the abscissas of these
points have an ab-

2
This cui-ve is called

the lemniscate.

At the origin the

value y' takes the

form - ; it is easy

to show that this

is the case at the

multiple point of

any algebraic
curve. In fact, the

value of y' is given

by the formula

f',(.x, y)

Since f(x, y) is an integral polynomial with respect to x and y, the

Fiff. 212.

are also integral polynomials withpartial derivatives f',(_x, j/), /',(x,

respect to the same variables. If

these polynomials do not become
zero, when x and y are replaced

by the co-ordinates of the multi-

ple point, y' will have at this point

a unique value, whereas it should

have as many different values as

there are branches of the curve

which pass through the multiple

point. In the present case, the

equation being a bi-quadratic can

be solved with respect to y; to

each value of y there corresponds

a derivative which has a definite

value when x is put equal to zero. This value of the derivative is, as

has been noticed in § 336, the limit of the ratio -, when x approaches

zero. The limit of this ratio can be found without solving the equation.

Put - = t, 01 y = tx ; on substituting in equation (1), it becomes

xH* + 2(x^+ c2) «2 + a;2 - 2 c2 = 0.

When X is very small, one of the values of fi is approximately equal to

unity, the other is negative and very large in absolute value ; on confining
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ourselves to the real values of 2;, we have Urn - = ± 1. The tangents at

the point O bisect the angles formed by the axes.

3° n > c. The second condition is satisfied, whatever x may be ; x

can therefore vary from

— v't^ + a' to + Vc- + a--

For X equal zero, the positive value of y^ is a^ — c^. Take on the y-azis

OB = OB' = Vo2 - (i\

the curve passes through the points B and B'. If x vary from to

Vc^ + d^, 1/ begins with a" - c\ decreases, and becomes zero ;
the locus is

a closed curve whose vertices are

the points ^, ^', i?, £'. In order

that the circle intersect the curve,

it is necessary that o < cV2.

When this condition is satisfied,

the ordinate increases from B to

C and diminishes from C to ^ :

the ordinate of the point B is a

minimum, that of C a maximum.

If, on the other hand, one have

ay-r.^^, the circle lies within

the curve, of which the ordinate

diminishes from B to A; the

ordinate of the point 5 is a maximum. In Fig. 214 it is supposed that A
is equal to cV'2-

340. Example IV. — Construct the curve

(1) 2y^-bxy^+ x^ = 0.

This equation being of the fifth degree with respect to each of the

variables, it cannot be solved with respect to either of the variables ; it

involves only terms of odd degi'ees ; therefore the origin is at the center

of the curve. Exanxine how many of the roots of the equation, in which

y is regarded as unknown, are real for various values of x.

Suppose in the first place that x is positive, equation (1) will have at

most two real positive roots, since its first member has but two variations

ill signs, llie derivative of the first member with respect to y is

10 y
(ys _ a-). This derivative is ufjiative from ;/ = to 1/ = y/x, positive

from this value to infinity. Tlie first member, which is positive for y = 0,

decreases when x varies from to y/x, and increases indefinitely as y
becomes greater. The equation has therefore two positive roots, or it does

not, according as the value y — Vx renders the first member negative or

positive, that is, according as one has x'" < 27, or x*"> 27. If y be
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changed into — ;/, the first member has but one variation ; therefore the

equation has one negative root and only one.

For x = 0, the five roots of equation (1) are zero ; for values of x

between and v27, the equation has two positive roots, and one

negative ; for a; = v'27, the two positive roots are equal, because they

reduce the derivative to zero. When x becomes larger than •\/27, the

equation has but one real root, which is negative. The two positive roots

give an oval OABO (Fig. 215), comprised within the angle YOX, and
the negative root a finite branch OC situated in the angle I'' OX. To
negative values of x there corresponds

an oval OA'B'O and infinite branch

OC, the symetriqite of the preceding

with respect to the center. The maxi-

mum value of the abscissa for the oval

OABO is -\y27. It corresponds to a

point A, wliere the tangent is parallel to

Y, since the co-ordinates of this point

ledace fy(x, y') to zero. Regarding y as

an arbitrary variable, one finds that tlie

maximum value of y for the same oval is Vi. This maximum value gives

the point B, where the tangent is parallel to the a;-axis.

The preceding method of discussion is applicable in all cases where the

equation does not contain more than three terras ; because it is always

possible to determine the number of real roots of a trinomial equation

involving one unknown quantity.

Fig. 215.

The Introduction of an Auxiliary Variable.

341. When it is impossible to solve an equation with respect

to one of the variables x or y, it is possible, in certain cases, to

express the two co-ordinates in terms of an auxiliary variable t,

and, on following the simultaneous variation of a; and y, as t

varies between the limits which make these quantities real, to

trace the curve.

If y be regarded as a function of x, and .x- as a function of t,

it follows that, on taking the derivative of y with respect to t,

owing to the theorem of functions,*

Ay = D,y • D,x

;

Ay
n.x'

*To designate the derivative of a function, the letter D is frequently

employed, representing a partial derivative, and tlie variable with respect

whence it follows Ay =
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which gives the angular coefficient of the tangent at the point

which corresponds to any value of t. The values of t which

reduce D,y to zero determine the points at which the tangent is

parallel to the avaxis, and the values which reduce D,x to zero,

the points at which the tangent is parallel to the y-axis.

342. Example V.— Construct the curve y* — yhc + x" — 2 x^y = 0.

If we put y = tx, it follows that

2«-

t\t - 1)
, y = tx:

2t-

fi{t - 1)

The curve is constructed by allowing t to vary from — a> to + oo. In

order to follow the variations of x and y, construct the derivatives

D,x = 6 1' - 8 i + 3

«*(«-l)2
' I>,y = - 4 f2 - 5 f + 2

The numerators do not become zero for any real value of t, and do not

therefore change in sign. The values of x and y become zero for t = J,

infinity for t = Oor{ = l. It t vary from — oo to 0, a; is negative and

decreases from to — co, j/ is positive and increases from to oo ; thus

the infinite branch OA is obtained

(Fig. 216). As the variable t increases

from to J, X and y are positive and
decrease from oo to 0, which gives the

infinite branch BO. As the variable t

increases from ^ to 1, x and y are

negative and decrease from to — oo,

which gives the infinite branch OC.
The angular coefficient of the tangent

to the branch BOC at is i. Finally,

if t vary from 1 to c», x and y becom-
ing positive and decreasing from so to

0, one obtains the infinite branch D O.

If the equation in x and y do not involve more than two groups of

terms, one of the degree m, the other of the degree m — 1, and if the ratio

- = t be chosen as an auxiliary variable, the co-ordinates x and y are

rational functions of this variable. If the equation contain three groups

to which the derivative is taken is indicated by writing this variable as an
index to the right and a little below the letter 2). Thus, D,x and D,y
indicate the derivatives of the functions x and y with respect to the

variable t, D,y the derivative of y with respect to r.
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of terms, the first of the degree m, the second of the degree m — 1, the

third of the degree to - 2, on using the same aivziliary variable, the

co-ordinates may be expressed by the solution of a C|uadratic equation,

and their simultaneous variations can still be followed.

Example VI. — Construct the curve x^y* — xy — x — 2 = 0.

If one put xy = t, it follows that x = —^— , y = Examine how
^ * ' t*-\ t + i

X and y vary when the auxiliary variable t varies from — oo to -)- co. For

this purpose construct the derivatives of the two functions ; one has

. Aa; = - 3t' + 8t8 + 1
A!/ =

4 t5 + 10 1« _ 2

{t + 2)2

The value of D,x becomes zero for two values a and 6 of t, comprised, the

first between
8 and — 2, the second between — 1 and 0. The value

Dty becomes zero for three values c, d, e, of t, comprised, the fii-st between

— - and — 2, the second between — 2 and 0, and the third between and

1. It follows from the preceding that a<c, d<.b.

Now let us consider the following series of quantities

— 00, a, f, - 2, - 1, d, b, e, + 1, oo.

If t vary from — » to a, a: is negative,

y is positive, begins with infinity, de-

arranged in order of magnitude,

begins with 0, and decreases
;

creases continually; one ob-

tains the branch AB, asymptotic

to the 2/-axi3 (Fig. 217). The

variable t varying from a to c,

X is negative and increases, y

is positive and decreases ; one

obtains the branch BC. The

variable t varying from c to

— 2, X is negative and increases

to 0, y is positive and increases

to 00 ; whence the branch CI.

The variable t varying from - 2

to — 1, a; increases from to co,

y increases from — co to ;

^^^
whence the doubly infinite

branch DE, asymptotic to OT and OX The variable ( varying from

— 1 to d, a; begins with — oo and increases, y begins with and in-

creases ; whence the infinite branch FG, asymptotic to OX". As the

variable t varies from d to b, x continues to increase, and y remaining

positive decreases; whence the branch GH. As the variable t varies
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from 6 to e, x and y decrease ; whence the branch HK, which intersects

OX" in a point, whose abscissa — 2 corresponds to t == 0. As the variable

t varies from e to -t- 1, x decreases, y increases ; whence the infinite

branch KL, asymptotic to OX'. Finally, as t varies from + 1 to + oo,

X decreases from oo to 0, and y increases from to oo ; whence the double

infinite branch MN, asymptotic to OX and OT.
The tangents at the points C, G, K, which correspond to the values c,

d, e, of t, which reduce D,y to zero, are parallel to OX; the tangents at

the points B and H are parallel to the y-axis.

343. Tangent Curves, Orthogonal Curves. — Let

f(x, y) = 0, <\>(x, ?/) = be the equation of two curves. Call

X and y the co-ordinates of a point of intersection of the two
curves ; in order that they be tangent at this point, it is neces-

sary and sufficient that the angular coeflBcients of the tangent

to the two curves at this point he equal

:

The co-ordinates x and y ought therefore to satisfy the three

equations

:

(1) Ax,y) = 0, <f>ix,y) = 0, f,<f>', -f,<{>•, = 0,

on eliminating x and y between these three equations, that is,

on expressing the condition that they have a common solution,

we get an equation which expresses the condition that the

curves are tangent at the same point.

If the curves should be tangent in k points, it would be
necessary io express the condition that the equations above
have k common solutions.

From a geometric point of view, to express the condition

that equations (1) have k common solutions is equivalent to

expressing the condition that the curve

passes through k of the points of intersection of the given
curves.
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In a similar manner it follows that if the given curves /= 0,

<^ = be orthogonal at a point (x, y), one ought to have

(2) f(x, y)=0, ^ (X, y)= 0, /'.^', +f,^', = 0.

On eliminating x and y between these relations, we get a con-

dition that the two curves are orthogonal at one of their points

of intersection. In order to express the condition that they

are orthogonal at k of their points of intersection, it is neces-

sary to express the conditions that equations (2) have k com-

mon solutions.

From the geometric point of view this amounts to expressing

the condition that the curve

passes through k of the points common to the proposed curves.

Example. — Suppose that we have two conies/= 0, = ; in order to

express the condition that they are orthogonal at their four points of in-

tersection, it is necessary to express the condition that the curve

which is also a conic, passes through the four points common to the two

given conies ; that is, that its equation can he identified with an equation

of the form / + X^ = 0.

Thus it may be easily verified that, whatever be the constants a and

p, the two conies
2x2 + 2,2-0 = 0, j(2-2/9a: = 0,

are orthogonal at all of their points of intersection.

The same is true of the conies

2xy-a = 0, x2 - 2/2 - 3 = 0.

Exercises.— 1' Construct the general equation of the conies which

intersect at right angles the fixed conic Ax' + By^ — 1 = in four points.

These conies may be divided into several groups; to one of them

belong the conies confocal to the fixed conic.

2° Let f{x, y) = 0, ^(2, y) =0 be the equations of two algebraic

curves of degrees m and n in rectangular co-ordinates; find the angle at

which the curves intersect.

Let X and y be the co-ordinates of one of the points of intersection

;

the tangents to the two curves at this point intersect at an angle e, whose

trigonometric tangent is given by the formula

Un« = Pf^^^f-.
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By eliminating x and y between this equation and the equation of the

two curves, one gets an equation of the degree mn, giving the tangents of

the angle 6, at which the two curves intersect.

As an application, form the equation of the second degree which

determines the tangents t of the angles at which the straight line

ux + vy + 110 = intersects the ellipse -2 + Ij — 1 = <*•

One finds

:

j2(aVM)2+ 6'''u2io2-c<uV) + (a2u2+6V- M|2) (2 tc2l«)-a2tt2-6%2) =0.
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CHAPTER II

CONVEXITY AND CONCAVITY.

344. Let AB be an arc of the curve corresponding to a

determination of y and to tlie values of x comprised between
a and b; we assume that the second derivative y" oi y with

respect to x preserves the same sign in this interval, for

example, remains positive. Draw the tangent RS at any
point M of this arc, whose abscissa is x^ ; let y'^ be the value

of the derivative at this point, or the angular coefficient of the

tangent, and designate by Y the ordinate of any point of this

straight line, the ordinate defined by the equation

T—ya = y'a{^ — !«a);

the difference y — Y becomes zero for x = ajo, and the same is

true of its derivative y' — Y' or y' — y'^ (Fig. 218). When the

abscissa x increases from a to 6, the

derivative y" of the difference y' — y'„ j'"' J
being positive, the function y' — y'o in- ^1

,' /L
, creases ; since it becomes zero for x = x^ I L^^^
it is negative from a to Xa, positive from LP^^'''^ \

Xa to h. Consider now the function r I.

y—Y, which has the derivative y' — y'o; ^]

when X varies from a to x^, the deriva- r\

tive being negative, the function de-
''^ '^ '

creases ; since it becomes zero for x = Xq, it would be positive

above; as x varies from x„ to 6, the derivative is positive and

the function increases ; since it becomes zero for x = Xo, it is

also positive from x^ to 6, whence it follows that the differ-

ence y — Y remains positive throughout the interval from a to

6. We conclude from this that the arc of the curve ab is situ-

ated wholly on the same side of each of its tangents, and is

said to be convex. Similarly, if the second derivative were
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negative ; the difference y — Y being negative, the arc ^vould

be situated wliolly on the other side of the tangent. It is easy

to distinguish these two cases ; draw through the point M a

straight line MY^ parallel to the axis OY, and in the direction

of the positive y's ; in the first case, the arc is situated on the

same side of the tangent as the half-line AfFi ; in the second

case, the arc lies on the other side. In the first case, it is said

that the arc AB is concave in the direction of MYi; in the

second case, in the opposite direction.

We know that the sign of y" indicates the kind of variation

of y' when x increases. If therefore one imaginfs that the

point 31 travels through the arc AB, the angular coefficient

will increase if y" be positive, and, on the contrarj', will

decrease if y" be negative.

345. The points of a curve at which its concavity changes

its direction are called points of inflection. At such points

therefore the second derivative changes its sign. The second

derivative may change its sign on passing through zero or

infinity. In general, the quantity y", being finite and continu-

ous, changes sign on passing through zero. Suppose that y"

changes its sign on passing through zero

for X = Xf„ it may be verified that the first

derivative y' — y'o does not change sign,

but that the function y — Y does experi-

ence a change in sign ; of the sort that at

this point the curve passes from one side

to the other of the tangent. If for x = x^,

y" experiences a change in sign on passing

p.^ ^j^
through infinity, y' becoming infinite and y
remaining finite, the point x = Xo and

y = yo is a point of inflection at which the tangent is parallel

to the y-axis.

If a neighboring secant of the tangent MT be drawn through
the point of inflection M, this secant will intersect the curve
in two points M' and M"; the tangent MT is the limit of

the secant passing through the three points M", M, M' when
the two points M" and M' approach the point M.
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346. Example I.— Sinusoid. Construct the curve y = sin x. As
X increases from to t, the ordinate is positive; it begins with 0,

increases to 1, and then decreases to 0, which gives the arc OAC
(Fig. 220) symmetrical to the ordinate which corresponds to x = -- As

X increases from ir to 2 ir, y becomes negative, and one obtains the arc

CBty, equal to the first. From 2 ir to 4 tt, the ordinate passes again

through the same values which it took when x varied from to 2 ir,

X
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Fig. 221.

increases from to oo , as x varies from to co . The derivative

y' = 2 2 + f a;* begins with zero and increases continually without limit

;

one gets therefore one infinite branch OD tan-

gent to the X-axis at the point 0, and which

has its concavity turned toward positive y's

(Fig. 221). Investigate now the minus sign

before the radical; the value of y is positive

from to 1, and negative for x> 1. Lay off

on OX a length OA equal to unity ; the curve

passes through A. The derivative y' = 2x
3

—
I x'^ is zero at the point 0, remains positive

so long as x is less than Jf , and becomes negative when x is greater than

this number ; the ordinate MP, which corresponds to \i, is a maximum,

and the tangent at JIf is parallel to the x-axis. The second derivative

2 — Y" z' remains positive for ^ x < ^^;, but is negative for x > ^.^ ;

the point N, which corresponds to the abscissa ^.^i, is a point of inflec-

tion ; from to JV, the concavity is turned toward the positive y's, but

for X> 5V5 it is turned toward the negative y's.

The two branches of the curve are tangent to the x-axis at the point

0, without one being the continuation of the other
;
points which have

this peculiarity are called cusps. In this cui-ve, the two branches lie

on the same side of the tangent. On considering the curve (y — x^)'^

— x' = 0, there will be two branches, one situated on one side and the

other on the opposite side of the tangent ; the cissoid has a cusp of this

kind at the vertex (Fig. 16).

a ' —
348. Example III.—Let the curve be y = - (e» -I- e «).

It is supposed that a represents a given length ; then the equation is

homogeneous and defines a curve, which is called the catenary, for the

reason that it is the curve of the form assumed by a flexible thread of

which the ends are attached to two fixed points.

The equation gives equal values of y for equal values of x with contrary

signs ; hence the straight line Y is an axis of the curve. If x vary from
X X

to 00, the term e» increases, but the term e~« decreases ; in order to

know how y varies, construct the derivative

of y with respect to x ; namely,

X X
yi = J(e« - e •).

This derivative is positive for all positive

values of x ; therefore when x increases from

to 00, the value of y increases constantly

from a to 00, which gives an infinite branch

BC (Fig. 222) ; the branch BC, the sy-Plg.222.
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metrique of BC with respect to OT, is obtained by assigning negative

values to x.

Since the second derivative remains positive as x varies from — oo to

+ X, the curve turns its concavity toward positive ^'s.

349. Example IV.— Construct the curve y = e». For very small

positive values of x, y is positive and very large
; as x increases from

to +tz>,y decreases constantly from oo to 1, which gives a branch
AC (Fig. 223), asymptotic on the one hand to the y-axis and on the

other to the straight line G'Cr drawn parallel to the a;-axis and at a
distance from this straight line equal to

unity. When one gives a very small

numerical negative value to x, y is posi-

tive and very small ; as x varies from

to — <x>, y increases continuously from

to 1, whence we get a branch OD
starting from the origin and asymptotic

to the straight line GG'.

This curve presents a peculiarity

which has not yet been met: the

branch DO stops abruptly at the point

O; points of this kind are caXled points d'' arret.

In order to find the direction of concavity, construct first the first

When X varies from to oo, the two factors —
x^

the con-
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350. Consider the cases when the equation

(1) A'^,y) = o

cannot be solved with respect to either of the variables x and

y ; the derivative y' is given by the equation

(2) f'.(^,y)+A{x,y)-y'= 0.

Since y and y' are both functions of x, the first member. of

equation (2) is a compound function with respect to the inde-

pendent variable x ; the derivative of this function is

since it is always zero, its derivative is also zero, and we have

the equation

(3) /",, + 2/"„y' + f",,y" + f',y" = 0,

which determines the value of y". If in this equation y' be

replaced by its value deduced from equation (2), (3) becomes

,
,„ _ f"A.nY - 2f\j<j\ + /",.(/.r

It is by means of this formula that the direction of concavity

and also the points of inflection are determined.

351. Apply this formula to the curve defined in § 339. The equation

of this curve can be written in the form

(1) fix, y)=\\.{x^ + '^ + c^y - 4 c^x" - a«] = 0.

From (1) we deduce

/, = a;(x2 + y2 - c2), f, = y(a;2 + t/i + <fi),

f'.2 = (cc2 + !^2 - c2) + 2 x\ /"xi, = 2 xy, /'j, = (x2 + 2,2 + c2) + 2 2/2.

If these values be substituted in the preceding formula, we obtain, after

reduction and using formula (I),

, „ ^ o'[3c2(y2 - x^)-(a* - c<)]
"

VK^^ + y^ + c2;'

Since for each portion of the curve comprised within one of the angles of

the co-ordinate axes, the denominator preserves the same sign, the value

of y" cannot change sign other than when the numerator passes through
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zero. The co-ordinates of the points of inflection should therefore satisfy

at the same time equation (1) and the equation

(2) y^'-r^-t^ = Q,

whence it follows that

(3) y2 + x^=^J^Z^.

In the first case, when a is less than c, the values of x and y given by
equations (2) and (3) being imaginary, the numerator of y" has the same
-sign for all points of the arc BGA; it may be easily verified that this

numerator is negative for the points B and A ; the concavity of this arc is

directed toward the negative y's (Fig. 211). In the second case, o=c, the

numerator of y" becomes zero at the point only ; it is negative from O
to A, and the concavity of the arc OCA is directed toward the negative

S/'s (Fig. 212) ; the arc A'D'OCA has a point of inflection at the point 0.

In the third case, one has a>c; here the values of x and of y are real

and one has at the same time a<c-\/2. If a be greater than cVi, the

numerator is negative for all the points of the arc BA, and the concavity

is directed toward the negative y's (Fig. 214) ; if a be less than cv^, the

numerator becomes zero for a certain point G (Fig. 21.3) situated between
B and C ; from BtoO,'\\, has the same sign as at the point B; it is posi-

tive and the concavity is directed toward the positive y''s ; from G \jo A,
the numerator has the same sign as at the point A; it is negative and the

concavity is turned toward the side of the negative y's. The point G is a

point of inflection.

Rejiarks concerning Algebraic Curves.

352. Let f{x, y)= be an integral, algebraic equation of the

degree m with respect to x and y, and of the degree n with

respect to y\ to each value of x there correspond n values of

y, which, in general, are different from one another ; it can be

demonstrated that, when x varies in a continuous manner, each

of these values varies also in a continuous manner ; we assume

this theorem as we have done in previous discussions. "When

the equation is irreducible, it cannot have multiple roots except-

ing for a limited number of values of x ; among these values of

X, consider only those which are real and suppose them arranged

in order of magnitude. Let o, 6, c be three consecutive values

;

when X varies from a to 6, the number of real values of y will

remain the same ; because if, in the interval, an imaginary root

2r
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should become real, its conjugate would also become real, and,

at the moment of transition, the two roots would become equal

;

one obtains also, in the interval considered, a certain number

of real and distinct branches which do not have a common

point. When x passes through the value h, it can happen that

two real roots become imaginary or conversely ; at the point

which corresponds to the value 6 and to the real double root,

two branches of the curves begin or end in this case.

Among the real values of y which correspond to the same

value Xa of x, consider a value 3/0 which is a simple root ; if a; be

allowed to vary from Xo — h to Xq + A, A being sufficiently small,

this value of y will remain real without becoming equal to any

of the others and will give rise to a real branch. Thus, when,

for a value of Xo assigned to x, the equation has a simple real root

y^ there passes through the point whose co-ordinates are Xq and y^

one real branch, and only one.

Let us consider next a value x = b, to which there corre-

sponds a multiple value y, of the order p. Locate the point

M, whose co-ordinates are x = 6, y = yi; among the p values of

y which become equal to j/, for x=b, there are a certain num-

ber which were real and a certain number which were imagi-

nary; the number of the latter being even, the number of the

real roots is p — 2q {q can be zero). Similarly, when x varies

from 6 to c, the number of real values of y which belongs to

the value y, for x=b is p — 2q'; of the sort that the total

number of branches of the curve which emanate from the

point M, in one direction or another, is the even number
2p-2q-2q'.

353. Let us determine the tangents at the point M; trans-

fer the origin of co-ordinates to this point, and put y =tx;
we will have an equation <^ (x, t) = 0, which will determine the

angular coefficients t of the secants drawn from the point M
to the points where the curve is intersected by a parallel to

the y-axis. Suppose that for x = one has a real root t = ti;

this root will determine a straight line, and, on repeating the

same reasoning of the preceding paragraph, one sees that

the total number of real branches emanating from the point
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M and tangent to the two directions of the straight line, is

even.

It follows from what precedes that an algebraic curve can-

not have a point d'cm-it (§ 349). It cannot have, moreover, a

point saillant or anguleux; a, point anguleux is a point at which
two branches are tangent to two different straight lines.

354. When the origin is transferred to the point M, whose

co-ordinates are x^ and y^, the equation becomes

(1) (xf,^ + yfj+i(a^f',^, + 2xyr,^^ + fr,^;)+ ... = 0,

and the equation

(2) xif'^^ + tf',)+ ^{f'^^, + 2tf".^^ + tr\.)+ - =0

gives the points in which any straight line y = tx drawn from

the point M intersects the curve. When one of the first

derivatives at least is different from zero, the root x = being

a simple root, the point M is called a simple point of the curve.

For the particular value t^ of t which reduces the first term to

zero, a second root is equal to zero, and the straight line

becomes a tangent to the branch of the curve. The contact is

of the first order if for t = ti the coefficient of 3? be different

from zero ; it is of the order p if the first coefficient different

from zero is that of x'''"' ; among the m — 1 other points of in-

tersection of the straight line and of the curve, p coincides

with the point M.

Suppose that the two partial derivatives of the first order be

zero, without the three derivatives of the second order being

zero ; the root a; = being a double root of equation (2), any

straight line drawn through the point M intersects the curve

in two points coincident with M, and this point is called a

double point. If all the terms be divided by a^, equation (2)

reduces to

When the equation of the second degree

(4) f,^, + 2tf',^^ + t^f\. =
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has two roots ij and t^ real and unequal, for a very small abso-

lute value of X, equation (3) has two consecutive simple roots,

ty and U ; to these real values of t correspond two branches of

the curve tangent to the straight lines y = t^x, y =t^ (Fig.

208). If equation (4) have two imaginary roots, the two values

of t which are consecutive are also imaginary, and the point M
is an isolated point (Fig. 207). When equation (4) has its two

roots equal to t^, several cases can arise ; if the two values of t

consecutive to <, are imaginary for the positive and negative

values of x, the point M is an isolated point ; if they are real

for the positive values of x, and imaginary for negative values

or conversely, one has a cusp (Figs. 209 and 221) ; finally, if

they are real for positive values, and also for negative values

of X, one has two branches passing through the point M, from

one side to the other, and tangent to the same straight line.

We notice that the equation which gives the various tangents at

a multiple point is obtained by equating to zero the group of terms

of lowest degree in equation (1).

354. 2. We proceed to define a case in which it is easy to

find the form of an algebraic curve in the neighborhood of one

of its points.

This point being taken as origin, one supposes that the equa-

tion in X, found by making y = in the equation of the curve,

has zero for a simple root. Let

M^) + ^i(a;)y + <l>2(':)f+- + <^„(a;)r -f- - =

be the equation of the curve written in an integral form and
arranged with respect to increasing powers of y. By hypoth-

esis <^o contains a; as a simple common factor ; x can also be a

factor of some of the coefficients following <^o. Let <f>„(x) be

the first coefficient which does not become zero for a; = 0, then

the equation can be written

a;
i fo (a;) + y<l^i (x) -i- •- -f y"-V»-. («)

}

+ rl<l>M + y'f>n+i(x) + .-\=o.

If x be supposed very small, and if one of the very small

values of y be considered, the sign of each of the parentheses
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is the same as the sign of its first term, and each of these

terms, i/fo(a;), ^„(a;), can be replaced by the value which it takes

for X = 0.

Finally, in order to find the form of the curve in the vicin-

ity of the origin, the equation being arranged with respect to

increasing powers of y, it is sufficient to consider the term in-

dependent of y, which contains a; as a simple factor, and the

first of the terras following it whose coefficient does not

become zero for a; = 0. The question is reduced to the consid-

eration of a binomial equation

Ax + By" =

and one can similarly, in each of the coefficients A and B,

neglect the part which becomes zero for x = 0.

355. One can therefore, in seeking the equation of the tan-

gent to an algebraic curve and the points of inflection of this

curve, employ the following method, which has the advantage

of applicability to the curves whose equation is given in tri-

linear co-ordinates.

Consider a curve of the order m whose equation in homo-

geneous co-ordinates is ,f(x, y, z) = 0. Take on the curve a

point Ml (a;,, yj, Zj) and in the plane a second point Jf(«, y, z).

Seek the points where the straight line M^M, which joins these

two points, intersects the curve. The homogeneous co-ordi-

nates of a point of this straight line are (§ 330)

(5) xi + \x, yi + \y, «i4-X2;

in order that this point belong to the curve, it is necessary and

sufficient that X satisfy the equation

f{xi + \x, yi + ky, Zi + Xz) = 0,

or (6) f(xi, yi, a,) -|- \ (xf,^ + yf,, + zf'.,)

+^ (xy",, + ff",., -f ...) + ...= 0.

On substituting successively all of the roots of this equation

in X into the expressions (5), one will obtain the co-ordinates

of all of the points of intersection. The point (a;,, y^ Zj)
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being on the curve, one has /(a;,, y„ z,) = ; equation (6) has

therefore as a root X = 0, which, substituted in expressions (5),

gives no other than the point («i, y^, Zj). In order that the

straight line Jf,jV be tangent to the curve in Mi, it is necessary

that it have two points of intersection coincident with M^
that is, that equation (6) have the double root A.* = 0: the con-

dition for which is

(7) xf,^ + yf,^+zf,^ = 0.

If the co-ordinates of the point M satisfy this equation, the

straight line MiM is tangent at Jlf, : equation (7), in which one

considers x, y, z as the current co-ordinates, is therefore the

equation of the tangent at the point Jtfi.

In what precedes it has been assumed that the three deriva^

tives fx,f,, /",, are not zero at the same time. If these three

derivatives were zero, the coefficient in X in equation (6) would

be zero, whatever be the position of the point M: every straight

line passing through the point M^ would intersect the curve in

two points at least coincident with JJf,. It is then said that the

point Ml is a singular point. The singular points are therefore

characterized by the following property, that their co-ordinates

reduce the three partial derivatives of / with respect to x, y,

and z to zero, and, consequently, /, by virtue of the theorem

of homogeneous functions.

Suppose that the point Mi is not a singular point, and seek

the condition in order that it be a point of inflection. For
this purpose it is necessary and sufficient that the tangent at

Ml intersect the curve not in two but in three points coincident

with Ml ; in other words, if the point M be taken on the tan-

gent (7), it is necessary that the coefficient X^ become zero, that

is, that one has

(8) <!, {X, y, z)= ^f\. + ff\, ^ zT.^' + 2 yzf\,^

+ 2zxf\^,^ + 2xyf',^,^^0.

If X, y, z be regarded as the current co-ordinates, equation (8)

represents a conic ; and since every system of values x, y, z

satisfying condition (7) ought to satisfy at the same time condi-

tion (8), this conic should resolve itself into two straight lines
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one of which is a tangent. Therefore if 3f, be a point of in-

flection, the discriminant of the function of the second degree

<t>
(x, y, z) ought to be zero.

H-.

f f f" I

= 0.

Conversely, if at a non-singular point Mi this function H be

zero, this point is a point of inflection. In fact, we notice that

the conic 4> (x, y, z)=0 passes through the point (xj, y,, Zj) and

is tangent to the curve. It passes through the point, because,

owing to the theorem of homogeneous functions,

<^(«i, Vi, 2i)= !>:if\' +—= mini - l)f(xi, 2/„ 2,)= 0;

then, owing to the expression for
<f>,

it may easily be shown
that

a:i<^'x + yi't'', + »i<l>'. = 2 (m - i)ixf',^ + yf\^ + zf,),

identically, which shows that the tangent to the conic at the

point Ml coincides with the tangent to the curve at this point.

Therefore, if the conic <^ decompose into two straight lines,

one of them ought to pass through Mi and be tangent to the

curve ; in other words, the polynomial <^ (x, y, z) is resolvable

into two factors of which one is the flrst member of (7), of the

equation of the tangent. It follows that the point Mi is indeed

a point of inflection.

The determinant H becomes also zero when the point Mi is

a singular point ; in fact, in this case the three partial deriva-

tives of the polynomial <f>(x, y, z), <^'„ <^'„ <j>', become zero for

x = Xi, y = yi, z = Zi, since it follows from this that /',_,/'^^,/',

become zero at a singular point; the discriminant IT of ^ is

therefore zero.

The determinant H is called the Hessian; if Xi, y„ «j be

regarded as current co-ordinates, equation H=0 represents a

curve of the order 3 (m — 2) called Hessian which passes

through the points of inflection and the singular points of the

curve /= 0. We shall see that, conversely, every point com-

mon to the two curves /=0, H=0, which is not a singular
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point of /= 0, is a point of inflection. Whence one concludes

that, if the curve /= do not have singular points, it has

3 m (m — 2) jwints of inflection real or imaginary. If the

curve /=0 have singular points, the number of its points of

inflection is diminished.

Thus a curve of the third degree without a singular point

has nine points of inflection ; if it have a double point, it has

no more than three points of inflection ; if it have a cusp, it has

no more than one.

Example. — The curve of the third order which has in Cartesian co-

ordinates the equation
jr» +y + 1 = 0,

or in homogeneous co-ordinates

/(ac, 2,, z)=x' + j/8 + z» = 0,

does not have singular points ; because the three partial derivatives

do not become zero for any system of values of x, y, z which are not all

three zero. Here the Hessian is

or xyz = ; it decomposes therefore into three straight lines a; = 0, y = 0,

2=0, which are the two co-ordinate axes and the line at infinity. The
nine points of intersection of the Hessian with the curve will be the

points of inflection. One has, for the co-ordinates of these nine points,

on calling ui a cubic imaginary root of unity,

a; = with - = -1, or - = -w, or ^- = -<,fl,
z z z

a = with - = — 1, or -' = — w, or - = — w^,
z z z

2 = with - = -1, or ?^ = -w, or ^ = -u>t.
X X X

The last three points are at infinity. The three points

x=0, f
= -l; y = 0, - = -l; « = 0, ^ = -1z z z

only are real. They lie on the straight line x + y 4- s = 0.

Class of a Cukve.— The class of a curve f(x, y, z)=0 is

the number of tangents which can be drawn from a point of

the plane to this curve. Let M^Qe^ 1/2, zi) be a given point;
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on expressing that the tangent at the point Mi{xi, y^, z,) pass

through Mi, one has the condition

(9) ^J\+y2f',, + ^J'.=Q,

which, combined with/(a;i, j/,, «i)= 0, determines the points of

contact of the tangents emanating from the point M^. Every
non-singular point M^ whose co-ordinates satisfy these equa-

tions is a point such that the tangent at this point passes

through M2 ; equation (9) is, moreover, satisfied by the co-ordi-

nates of all of the singular points, since these co-ordinates

reduce /', , f, , f, to zero. If Xi, y„ Zj be regarded as current

co-ordinates, equation (9) represents a curve of the order

(m — 1), called the first polar of the point M^ with respect to the

curve.

Every point common to this curve and to the given curve

/= is a singular point or a point of contact of a tangent

passing through the point M^. These two curves have

m (m — 1) common points ; if the proposed curve does not

have singular points, these common points are all of the points

of contact of tangents drawn from M,. Therefore, a curve of

the order m without singular points is of the dass m{m — 1).

If the curve have singular points, the number of tangents

emanating from M2 is equal to m (m — 1) less the number of

the points of intersection of the polar (9) and of the curve,

which are coincident with the singular points.

On supposing that the singular points of the curve consist of

double points or cusps, and designating by d the number of

double points, by r the number of points which are cusps, by i

the number of points of inflection, and by c the class of the

curve, the following formulas, due to Plucker, may be demon-

strated :

c = m{m — l)—2d — 3r,

i = 3m{m-2)-6d-Sr.

Example.—A curve of the third order without a singular point is

of the sixth class.

Take a curve of the third degree with a douhle point, for example

a curve whose equation in Cartesian co-ordinates is

(10) r2-J-X=(X-a)=0.
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The tangents at the origin are given by the equation

r^ - aX2 = ;

if therefore a be different from zero, the origin is a double i>oint at

which there are two distinct tangents (real or imaginary, according as

a is positive or negative) ; if a be zero, the origin is a cusp, and the tan-

gent at this point is the x-axis. The equation rendered homogeneous is

f(x, y, z) = y^z + a;2 (x _ az) = ;

whence fi = Zx^ — 2 axz, /, = 2 j/z, ft = y^ — ax^.

The first polar of the point M'(x', y', z') has the equation

(11) x'(_Z x^-2 axz) + 2 y'yz + z'(j^ - ax^) = ;

this polar is a conic passing through the double point situated at the ori-

gin X = 0, y = 0, and having a tangent at this point whose equation is

(12) axa,i + yy' = 0.

If a be different from zero, the origin is a double point with distinct tan-

gents, and the tangent (12) varies according to the position of the point

M'. The polar conic (11) intersects therefore the curve of the third order

in six points, two of which are coincident with the double point. There

are therefore but four of tliese points of intersection which do not coin-

cide with the singular point, and but four tangents can be drawn from
the point M'. The curve is therefore of the fourth class.

If a be zero, the origin is <t cusp ; the polar conic (11) passes through

this point, and the tangent to the conic at this point has the equation

J/ = as a tangent to the curve. The polar conic is therefore tangent to

the curve at the cusp : it intersects it in three points coincident with this

singular point, and in three other points only, which are the points of con-

tact of the tangents drawn from the point M'. The curve is therefore of

the third class.

One could, as an exercise, form the tangential equation of curve (10),

that is, the condition that the straight line

MX-(-Dr-|-«i =

be tangent to this curve ; it can be verified that this equation is of the

fourth degree in u, ti, w, and reduces to the third degree when a is equal

too.

356. CuKVEs IN Trilineak Co-oedinates.— Let

F{a, p,y)=0

be the equation in trilinear co-ordinates of a curve of the
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degree m. Take, on this curve, a point Mi, whose trilinear

co-ordinates are kj, ;8i, y,, and, in the plane, a point M(a, /8, y).

Find the points where the straight line MiM, which joins

these two points, intersects the curve. The trilinear co-ordi-

nates of a point of this straight line are (§ 331)

«i-|-X.a, A + yA yi-f-Xy;

in order that this point belong to the curve, it is necessary and

sufficient that X. satisfy the equation

F{ai + Xa, A-fXA y. + A.y)=
or F(a„ A, y,)+ X(«J"„^ + ^F'^^ + yF^)

+ j~i<^'F\2 + fi'-F\,+) =0.

From this equation, which in every respect is similar to equa-

tion (6), one deduces results identical with those which one

deduced from equation (6). We find thus that:

1° If the three partial derivatives F'^^, F'^^, F'^^ be not zero,

the tangent at the point 3fi has the equation

aF^ + ^F'^^ + yF^^ = 0;

2" If the three partial derivatives F'^, F'^^, F'^^ be zero, the

point Ml is a singular point

;

3° In order that the point Mi be an inflection, it is necessary

that the Hessian

H-.

T7HI zntf jpn

ri/f jpii -rni

EWI p/f jpll

= 0:

and, conversely, if at a non-singular point Mi the Hessian be

zero, this point is a point of inflection.

Example. — Consider the equation of the tliird degree

Fda, /3, y)=a' + p' + y' + 6ka0y = ;

it can be demonstrated that the equation of every curve of the third order

without a singular point can be reduced to this form by a suitable choice

of the triangle of reference.
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Here we actually have
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CHAPTER III

ASTMFTOTES.

357. When a curve has an infinite branch MN (Fig. 224), it

can happen that the distance MH of a point M of this curve

from a straight line CD approaches zero, when the point M is

continuously removed toward

infinity ; in this case, the

straight line CD is called an

asymptote of the branch of

the curve.

Consider the differenceMR
between the ordinates of the

curve and of the straight line,

which correspond to the same

abscissa, and let j8 be the angle

which the straight line CD

makes with the y-axis ; one has MR MH—
, if either of the

sm ,8

quantities Mil and MR approach zero, the other will also

approach zero. An asymptote can therefore be defined as a
straight line such that the difference between the ordinates of the

curve and of the straight line approaches the

limit zero when x is indefinitely increased.

However, this definition is not applicable

if the angle yS be zero ; that is, when the

"

asymptote is parallel to the y-axis. In this

case, if the straight line MR (Fig. 225) be

drawn parallel to the a;-axis, the straight

line MR approaches zero, when the ordinate

increases without limit. If a be the abscissa of any point of

the straight line CD, the abscissa of a point M of the branch

Fig. 225.
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JtOT' approaches a when y is increased without limit, or con-

versely, y increases without limit, when x approaches a.

Asymptotes which are Parallel to the ^-axis.

358. According to the preceding, the asymptotes of this

species are obtained by seeking the finite values of x which

render one of the values of y infinite. When the equation of

the curve is solved with respect to y, one perceives, generally,

these values at once ; as examples we cite the cissoid and the

strophoid discussed in §§ 20 and 23.

If the equation be algebraic, but not solvable with respect to

y, we proceed in the following manner. Let m be the degree

of the equation, n the largest exponent of y ; the equation can

be written in the form

«^o (<«)r + 4>i (a;)y"-' + <f>i («)y"'+ • • • = 0,

<^oi <^]» <^2)"* representing polynomials in x, whose degrees are

at most respectively equal torn — w, m — n + l, m — n + 2,---,

and after dividing by y to the nth power,

(1) ^„(x)+4„(x)^ + <f,,{x)^+...+4,„(x)^^=0.
y T y

Suppose that a real branch MN be asymptotic to a straight

line CD parallel to the axis of y and having the equation

x=a. As the point Jtf is removed to infinity on this branch, its

abscissa x approaches the finite value a, while - approaches
y

zero. Since the terms of equation (1) beginning with the

second approach zero, it follows that the abscissa a reduces the

polynomial i^o(*) to zero. Whence the abscissas of asymptotes

parallel to the y-axis satisfy the equation <^o (a;) = 0.

359. Conversely, let a be a real root of the equation 't>(,{x)

=

;

it is necessary to examine, if it have real branches which

approach continually the straight line x = a and how many
there are of such. Suppose in the first place that a be a single

root of the equation <^o(^) = 0.
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If X be regarded as a function of - given by equation (1),

1 y
when — approaches zero, it being either positive or negative,

one value of x, and only one, approaches a; this value of x

is necessarily real ; because, if it were imaginary, the conjugate

root would also approach the real quantity a, which would then

be a double root. One infers therefore that there exist two
real branches asymptotic to the straight line x = a, one on the

side of the positive y's, the other on the side of the negative y's.

Suppose now that a be a double root of the equation <^o(^) =0.

When - approaches zero, two values of x approach a ; these

values can be real or conjugate imaginaries. If they be real

for very small positive values of -, there exist two real
y

branches asymptotic to the straight line x = ci on the side of

the positive y's. If they be also real for very small negative

values of -, there exist two other real branches asymptotic to

the same straight line on the side of the negative y's. When
the two roots are imaginary for the positive or negative values

of -, there does not exist any real branch asymptotic to the
y'

straight line x = a.

In general, let p be the order of the root a ; among the p

values of x, which approach a when - approaches zero, p — 2q

are real for very small positive values of -, p — 2q' for nega-

tive values. There will he j) — 2q real branches asymptotic

to the straight line a; = a on the side of the positive y's, and

p — 2q' real branches asymptotic to the same straight line on

the side of the negative y's; in all, 2p—2q—2q' real branches

asymptotic to the straight line x = a. It is worthy of notice

that this number is even.

3£»9. 2. In the particular case where a is a simple root of

</>„(x), it is easy to determine the nature of the curve in the

neighborhood of the asymptote.
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If <^,(a;) be the first of the coefficients which does not be-

come zero for x = a, the equation of the curve can be written

(a; - a)
I
^„ (x) + - ^i (x) + ••• +^^,-1 (»)

|

^o(x), ^i(a;) ••• 1^,-1 designating integral polynomials in x, the

first of which does not become zero for x= a.

Now, if one assign to x a neighboring value of a,, and if one

consider one of the very small p roots of the equation in -,

the sign of each of the parentheses is the same as the sign of

its first term ; moreover, ^0 (x) and 0, (x) have respectively

the same sign as ^o(<^) S'^d <^, (a).

After this, it is sufficient to consider the binomial equation

(x-a),/r„(a)-l-i^,(a)=0,
y'

and to suppose successively x a little less, and then a little

greater than a.

(We have already employed an analogous process, § 354. 2.)

Thus, when the first term of the equation, arranged with

respect to the increasing powers of - has a simple root a, the

equation can be reduced to this term, and to the first of the

following terms whose coefficient does not become zero for

x = a. One can also replace x by a in the factors which do

not become zero for x = a.

360. We have, thus far, in equation (1) regarded x as a

function of -; one can, on the contrary, consider - as a func-

tion of X. Suppose then that the real root a of the poly-

nomial <^o (x) does not reduce <t>i (x) to zero ; as x approaches

a, one value only of - approaches zero, and this value is of

necessity real. There exist, therefore, two real branches,

asymptotic to the same straight line x=a, and one of them
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is given by values of x less than a, the other by values

greater than a; these two branches are situated on opposite

sides of the asymptote.

In order to determine their position, allow x to vary from

a — h to a + h, assuming A to be sufficiently small so that, in

this interval, the equation <^o(*)=0 has only the root a, and

the polynomial <^i (a;) does not become zero ; it can be supposed,

moreover, that h, and consequently -, be sufficiently small in

absolute value, in order that, when the simultaneous values

which correspond to a point of one of the infinite branches

be assigned to x and -, the value of the polynomial

tt>i(x)-+<l>2(x)— +
y y

+ «^-W^.

has always the sign of its first term <f>i(x)-, but from equa^

tion (1), the value of this polynomial is equal to — ^o (^) i

it follows that the two quantities <^i(x)- and — <^(,(a;) have

the same sign, and consequently that - has the same sign
I / \ y

as —,,\ When x varies from a — h to a + /t, the de-
</)i(x)

Fig. 226. Fig. 227.

nominator ^i(a;) preserves the same sign; if o be a simple

root, or more generally a root of even order, of the equation

2o
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^(x)=0, the numerator <^o(^) changes its sign for x = a;

the value of y changes its sign also, and the two branches

have opposite directions, one approaching one extremity of

the asymptote and the other approaching the other extremity

(Fig. 226), as in case of the hyperbola. "When a is a root

of even order, the numerator preserves the same sign, so also

does y; the two branches are directed toward the same ex-

tremity of the asymptote (Fig. 227).

Suppose now that a reduces the successive polynomials <^i,

^'2 ••• ^p-i to zero. As x approaches a,p values of - approach

zero ; of these values, jj — 2 g are real for values of x less than

a, p —2q' for values of x greater than a; there will be there-

fore 2p — 2q — 2q' real branches asymptotic to the straight

line x = a.

Example I.— Consider the curve defined by the equation

x*»« + (x=-4)(y-x)4=0,

which, expanded, may be written

The biquadratic equation

0(,(a;) = x«-l-a;2-4 = O

has two real simple roots with contrary signs,

±a.

Since these values of x do not reduce <j>i{x) to zero, each of the straight

lines x = ± a is asymptotic to two real branches situated on the opposite

sides of the straight line and directed towards its two extremities.

Example II.— Consider the curve (x — lyy^ + 4 — x^ = 0.

The equations 0o(a;) = becomes (k — 1)'= 0. This equation has the

double root x=l. When x approaches unity, the two values of y are

imaginary ; the straight line z = 1 is not therefore asymptotic to a real

branch.
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Asymptotes which are not Parallel to the j^-axis.

361. Let us consider an infinite branch MN of the curve

(Fig. 228) which has an asymptote CD that is not parallel

to the 2/-axis ; such an asymptote

has the equation

(1) yi = cx + d,

c and d being two unknown con-

stants which are to be deter-

mined. Let y and y^ be the

ordinates of the branch of the

curve and of the straight line

which corresponds to the same

abscissa, and 8 the difference

y — y„ that is MR ; according to the definition, 8 is a function

of X whose limit is zero when x is indefinitely increased. The
infinite branch of the curve which we consider is therefore

represented by the equation

Fig. 228.

(2) y = yi + h = cx + d + \

The equation of a branch of the curve can often be easily

put under the preceding form, and then the asymptote is found

as follows. Let, for example, y = -^^j-i- be the equation, in

which f{x) and F{x) represent two integral polynomials in x,

the first of the degree m, the second at most of the degree

m + 1. To each real root of the equation fix)= correspond

two real infinite branches, asymptotic to the same straight line

parallel to the y-axis, situated on opposite sides of the straight

line, and directed toward its opposite extremities or toward

the same extremity, according as the root a is of an odd or

even order. There are, moreover, two other infinite branches

which are obtained by assigning very large positive or nega-

tive values to x. If the division be effected, one obtains, on

arranging the equation with respect to decreasing powers of
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X, an integral quotient ex + d, which is at most of the first

degree, whence one has

y-cx + d+^^^y

tl>(x) being an integral polynomial of a degree less than m;
since this last fraction approaching the limit zero as x is

indefinitely increased, it follows that the straight line yi=cx+d
is asymptotic to the two branches which we consider.

We shall cite in addition, as an example, the transcendental

curve

which has an infinite branch situated in the angle TOX and

asymptotic to the straight line y = x.

362. In general, the asymptotes cannot be found so easily.

Let us return to equation (2). We find

X X

Since d has a finite value, and h approaches zero when x increases

indefinitely, one has

(3) c = limit of ^- .

^ ' X

Tlie angular coefficient of the asymptote is equal to the limit

which the ratio - approaches, when x increases loithout limit.

The ratio - being the angular coefiftcient of the straight line

OM, the relation (3) shows that this straight line approaches

as a limiting position OE parallel to the asymptote CD, when
the point M is removed to infinity on the branch MN. The
same equation gives d = y — cx—S, whence

(4) d = the limit of (y — ex).

The ordinate at the origin of the asymptote is eqtial to the limit

of the difference y — ex, when x increases without limit.
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The quantity y~cx being the ordinate MQ of the curve in-

tercepted by the straight line OE parallel to the asymptote,

relation (4) shows that this ordinate approaches a limit OB,

when the point M is removed to infinity on the branch MN.
The two relations (3) and (4) determine the asymptotes

which are not parallel to the y-axis.

Suppose that the equation is solved with respect to y, and

consider a determination of y which gives a real infinite

branch, when x is increased without limit. We take, for this

branch, the ratio -; if this ratio does not approach a finite

limit, the branch does not have an asymptote. If the ratio

approach a finite limit c, the difference y — ex is considered

;

when this difference does not approach a finite limit, the

branch does not have an asymptote ; if, on the contrary, it

approach a finite limit d, one will have y — cx = cl + S, where 8

approaches zero as x increases without limit; therefore the

straight line y, = ex + rf will be an asymptote of the branch

under consideration.

Example I.— Construct the curve

y = ±x '̂x-1
'a;-2

referred to rectangular axes of co-ordinates,

curve. When x varies from o to unity, y

remains finite ; it is in the first place zero,

then increases and becomes zero again
;

whence we get the oval 0.40 (Fig. 229).

As X varies from 1 to 2, i/ is imaginai-j'.

When X becomes greater than 2 by a small

quantity, y is real and very large ; if, there-

fore, OB be taken equal to 2, and GG' be

drawn parallel to OY, this straight line will

be asymptotic to two branches of the curve.

As X increases from 2, y begins to diuiiii-

ish, and finally becomes very large, when x

is large ; thus the two branches CND and

C'N'D' are obtained. When x is negative,

y is always real ; as x varies from to — cxi,

the numerical value of y varies uniformly

from to 00, and so one gets the two

branches OE, OE'.

The X-axis is the axis of the
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Consider, for example, JVZ>, one of the infinite branches ; this branch

is found by taking the + sign in the equation, and on supposing that x is

positive and very large. We have

'=4V J^-1.
X

the limit of - is unity. Moreover, one has

and, on multiplying the two terms by the sum of the radicals

y-x= . -^—
.

Vx^^l (Vi - 1 + Va; - 2)

the limit is \ ; therefore the straight line ?^ = a; + J is an asymptote of the

branch considered. On dividing both terms of the fraction by x, one sees

that the difference y — x is greater than ^, and, consequently, that the

ordinate of the curve is greater than that of the asymptote ; consequently

one infers that the branch ND is situated above the asymptote. One
would discover in a similar manner that the branch OE' has the same

asymptote, and that it lies above the branch. The two branches N'D'
and OE have as asymptote a straight line which is the symetriqne of the

preceding with respect to the x-axis.

Example II. — Consider the curve y*— y'x+x'— 2x2|/=0, constracted

in § 342. We have expressed the two co-ordinates x and y in terms of the

auxiliary variable t = -• The two branches OA and OB, which are

found by allowing t to approach zero, do not have an asymptote, since y
becomes infinite. The two infinite branches 00 and OD are obtained by

making t approach unity. We have, for these branches, the limit of

V- = 1; test whether the difference y — x has a limit. The formulas, by

means of which x and y are expressed in terms of t, give

2«-l
2/ — x= (« — l)x = -

ts

this difference approaches unity, when t approaches 1. Whence it fol-

lows that the two branches under consideration have the straight line

J/
= X -I- 1 as an asymptote. The difference S has the value

when { varies from 1 to -f oo, the difference is negative and the branch

OD is situated below the asymptote. Tlie polynomial {' -(- 1 — 1 has the
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roots t' = ——"^
,
{" = ~

; when t varies from J to {', J is nega-

tive, and the arc OE is below the asymptote ; as t varies from t' to 1, i

becomes positive, and the arc EC crosses to the other side of the asymp-

tote. The other root t" gives the point F where the branch OA intersects

the asymptote.

363. Let us consider now the case when the equation sup-

posed algebraic and integral is not solvable with respect to

the variable y. Collect terms of the same degree ; represent

by <^(x, y) the ensemble of terms of the highest degree m, by

\j/(x, y) the ensemble of terms of the degree ?)i — 1, by xC*, y)

the terms of the degree m — 2, ... ; the equation may be written

(o) f(x, y) = c^(x, y) + ^(a;, y) + x(.^> V) + — = 0-

Eepresent the ratio ^ by u, and substitute ux for y in equa^

tion (5) ; the polynomial <t>(x, y), being homogeneous and of

the degree m, will contain a;" as a common factor in all of its

terms, and it will follow that c^(x, y)=af'<ft(l, u), or, for brevity,

3f"<f>(u). Similarly the polynomials <lt(x, y), )^{x, y), ... will be-

come x'"~^il/{u), 3f~-x(v), .... The equation connecting x and u

will therefore be

x'"<l>{u) + af-VOO + x^-'xi'"') H =0,

and, after dividing by af",

(G) <^(«) + ^ -/-(«) + i x('0 + • • • = 0.

Suppose that a real branch 3/W (Fig. 228) be asymptotic to

a straight line CD which is not parallel to the ^-axis. "When

the point 3/ is removed to infinity on this branch, u ap-

proaches a finite limit c, while - approaches zero. Since the

terms of equation (6), beginning with the second, approach

zero, it follows that the value u = c annuls the polynomial

i^(u). Thus the angular coefficients of the asymptotes satisfy the

equation <^(«) = 0.

Take now y — cx=v, whence m = - = c -|— On substitut-" ' XX
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ing this value for u, and developing each term, equation (6)

becomes

(7) *(o) + ^'(c)^t-2

+ ^(c).i + V''(c) -+

;+

= 0.

+ X(c)

Since <f>(c) = 0, if one multiply by x, it takes the form

(8) [v4>'(c) + >l'(c)-\+At + B-,+ ... =0.
X a;"

When the point M is removed to infinity on the branch MN,

V approaches a finite limit d whilst - approaches zero. The
X

terms of equation (8), beginning with the second, approach

zero ; it follows that the value v — d reduces the first term

v<l>'{c) + ^(c) to zero. If c be a simple root of the equation

<f>(u) = 0, the quantity <^'(c) being different from zero, one

obtains the following finite value for d

:

He)
(9) d:

nc)
364. Conversely, let c be a simple real root of the equation

«/) (m) = ; consider the corresponding finite value d given by
equation (9), and construct the straight line CD, whose equa-

tion is y = ex + d. Owing to equation (8), when - approache.s
X

zero, one value of v, and only one,

approaches d ; this value, necessarily

real, represents the ordinate MQ, in-

tercepted between the parallels OE
and CD; it follows that there are

two real branches asymptotic to the

straight line CD, one on the side of

the positive and the other on the side

of the negative a;'s (Fig. 230).

Suppose that c be a root of the pth order of <^ («) and does

not reduce ^(m) to zero; according to equation (8), when -

Fig. 230.
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approaches zero, each value of v becomes infinite; because,

if one value of v preserves a finite value, the coefficients

A, B,--- would remain finite, and equation (8) would reduce to

xj/ (c) = 0, which contradicts the hypothesis. Owing to equa-

tion (6), when _ approaches zero, p values of u become equal
X

to c ; among these p values, p — 2q are real for very small pos-

itive values of -, p—2q' for negative values. Draw the straight
X

line OE, whose angular coefficient is c. To each real value of

u there corresponds a straight line OM, making a very small

angle with OE ; the point M, in which this straight line inter-

sects the parallel to the y-axis with the abscissa x, belongs

to the curve ; when - approaches zero, the ordinate v = MQ be-
X

comes infinitely large in absolute value, the branch described

by the point M does not have an asymptote, and is similar to

a branch of a parabola. There corresponds an even number

2p — 2q — 2q' parabolic branches to the direction c.

Discuss the case when c is a double root of the equation

<t)(u) = 0, and annuls \l/(c). Equation (7) becomes

(10) ^^v' + ^'ic)v + xic)j + ^ +^+-=0.

When _ approaches zero, two values of v approach finite
X

limits which are roots of the equation

(11) • i^v' + ^Xo)v + x(c) = 0.

If the two roots d and d' of this equation be real and unequal,

one value of v approaches d, when - approaches zero; it is

X
real and furnishes two real branches asymptotic to the straight

line y = cx + d. The value of v which approaches d' fur-

nishes in a similar manner two real branches asymptotic to

the straight line y = cx + d', parallel to the first. If the roots

of equation (11) were equal, one could no longer make the

preceding deduction ; in this case one would introduce a new

transformation by putting v = d + w.
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364. 2. It is easy to find the position of the curve in the

neighborhood of an asymptote, when the ordinate d of this

asymptote corresponding to the origin is a simple root of the

first term of the equation in -.

Por this purpose reduce the equation in - to its first term

and to the first of the terms following whose eoefiicient does

not become zero for v = d. One can afterwards replace v by

d in the factors which do not become zero, for v = d (see

§ 359. 2).

365. Remarks.—We have seen that a simple root c of the

equation
<f>

(u) = gives two real branches asymptotic to the

straight line CD, which has the equation y = ex + d. If a cer-

tain value be assigned to v, equation (8), in which - is re-

garded as unknown, will determine the points of intersection

of the curve and of a straight line y = cx + v parallel to the

asymptote. Equation (7) being of the degree m with respect

to -, equation (8) is of the degree m — 1 ; whence it follows
X

that a parallel to the asymptote intersects the curve at most in

771 — 1 points. If the particular value d be assigned to v, the

equation is depressed to the degree ??i — 2 ; the asymptote

intersects the curve at most in mi — 2 points.

Consider next the case when c is a double root and annuls

\j/{c) ; equation (10) being of the degree m — 2 with respect to

-, a straight line parallel to y= ex intersects the curve at most
X
in VI — 2 points. If the roots of equation (11) be real and
unequal, the two asymptotes both intersect the curve at most
in m — 3 points.

Example.— Let the curve be, y* — j/'a: -\-x^ — 2x-y = 0, constructed

as in § 342. One has 0(«)= «« - u' = a^Cu - 1), ^(«)= 1 _ 2 a. The
equation <^(m) = has a triple root zero and a simple root 1. The simple

root c = 1, with the corresponding value for d = 1, gives a straight line

y = x + l asymptotic to two real branches. The triple root will furnish

asymptotes parallel to the x-axis ; but it is plain, from the equation of

the curve, that none of the values of y approach a finite limit, when x
is increased indefinitely.
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Equation (8) in tliis case becomes

(r - 1) + (3 c2 - 2 c) i + 3»'i + ti*i = 0.
X X^ 3?

If we put » = 1, we obtain an equation of the second degree,

1+3+1 =0,

which gives the two points E and F in which the asymptote intersects

the curve (Fig. 216).

366. It is an easy problem to reduce the investigation of the infinite

branches of an algebraic curve to the study of the finite branches of an

algebraic curve of the same degree. Let x and y be the co-ordinates of

any point M of the figure tor the first curve ; let the point M' whose
co-ordinates are x' and y' correspond to the point itf, and the co-ordinates

x' and y' expressed in terms of the co-ordinates of M be

x' =
X̂

from which follows, conversely,
1

x'

^'=1-

y=x'-

If the point M describe a straight line Ax + By + C = 6, the point Jf'

describes the straight line Cx' + Sy' + .4 = 0; the angular coefficient of

each of the straight lines is equal to the intercept of the other on the ^-axis.

More generally, if the point M describe a curve of the degree m, the point

Id' describes a corresponding curve of the same degree ; to a secant passing

through two neighboring points of one of the curves corresponds a secant

passing through two neighboring points of the other curve, and, conse-

quently, to a tangent there corresponds a tangent. We can assume that

the first curve is referred to axes in such a manner that the equation

involves a term in 2/" ; then the infinite branches are obtained by making

X increase without limit, and all the values of the ratio - approach finite

limits. Whence, if the point M describe an infinite branch of the first

curve, since x' approaches zero and y' a finite

value c, the point M' will describe a branch

intersecting the ^-axis at a point A' whose

ordinate is c (Fig. 231). In this way the

study of infinite branches of the first curve

is reduced to the investigation of branches

of the second curve in the neighborhood of

points situated on a ^-axis.

Let A' be a point in which the second

curve intersects the y-axis ; call d the an-

gular coefficient of the tangent at this point

;

Fig. 231.
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v' — c
for a iKiint JtT consecutive to A one has -—;— = d + J, S approaching

zero with x' ; the branch A'iT of the second curve is therefore repre-

sented by the equation j* = c -f dx' + Jx' ; to this branch corresponds an
infinite branch of the first curve whose equation is y = ex + d + i, S

approaching zero when x is increased without limit ; to the line y'=c-\-dx'

tangent to the second curve corresponds the asymptote y = cx -\- d of

the first. We know that an even number of branches having the same
tangent (§ 353) emanate always from the point A' ; the first curve pos-

sesses therefore an even number of infinite branches having the same

asymptote. Since the tangent at A' is the limit of the tangent at M', it

follows that the asymptote is the limit of the tangent at the point M,

when this point is removed to infinity.

Suppose, for example, that the point A' be an ordinary simple point,

as indicated in Fig. 231 ; according to the sign of 8 one sees that to the

branch A'M' tliere corresponds an infinite

branch M situated above the asymptote to

the right, and to the branch A'N' a second

infinite branch N situated below the asymp-

tote to the left. If there be an inflection at

A' (Fig. 232), the two infinite branches

would be situated both on the same side of

the asymptote, one to the right, the other

to the left ; in this case it is said that the

curve has a point of inflection at infinity. If

the point A' be a double point with distinct

tangents, there will be two parallel asymptotes to each of which there

corresponds two infinite branches having one of the preceding positions.

If the point A' be a cusp, there will be two branches asymptotic to the

same straight line, but towards the same extremity.

It has been assumed thus far that the tangent at A' does not coincide

with the y-axis ; if this were the case, to the branches which emanate

from the point A' correspond, in the first figure, infinite branches without

asymptotes. The direction of the tangent at the point 21/ has as its limit

the direction determined by the angular coefficient c ; but it is removed to

infinity. The name parabolic branches is given to such infinite branches.

If the point A' be an ordinary simple point, the two infinite branches

have the same directions as the branches of the ordinary parabola. If

A' be a point of inflection, the two branches have opposite directions.

The curve represented by the equation y'^ — x presents this arrangement

;

it is composed of two infinite branches without asymptotes, and directed,

one toward the positive k's, the other toward the negative x's.

Fig.i

367. Since to each value of x there correspond at most m real values

of y, the flist curve has at most m infinite branches on the side of the
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positive x's, and m infinite branches on the side of the negative x's; this

is, moreover, a consequence of the fact that the second curve is inter-

sected at most in in points by the y-axis. Since the number of tangents

to the second curve at these points of intersection is at most equal to m,

the first curve has at most m asymptotes.

The straight lines dravirn from the point A' transform into straight

lines parallel to the asymptote. If the point A' be a simple point (§ 354),

a secant drawn from this point intersects the curve in m -^ 1 additional

points ; therefore every straight line parallel to an asymptote intersects the

first curve in to — 1. The tangent at A' does not intersect the curve in

more than »n — 2 other points ; and, consequently, the asymptote does

not intersect the first curve in m — 2 points. If A' be a point of inflection,

since the tangent intersects the second curve in three points, which are

coincident with A' (§ 345), the asymptote will have three points of inter-

section at infinity ; and, consequently, will not intersect the curve in more

than m — 3 points.

368. The transformation which we have made is equivalent to taking

the perspective of the figure on a plane. Consider two figures .situated

one in the horizontal plane, the other in the vertical plane, intersecting

the horizontal plane in the line LT (Fig. 283), and in such a way that

Tig. 233.

one Is the perspective of the other, the eye being placed at the point whose

projections are o and o'. It is evident that, when a point M is removed

to infinity in the vertical plane, its perspective M' falls upon the straight

line o'y' parallel to la ligne de terre (LT) ; the study of the infinite

branches of the curve situated in the vertical plane is thus reduced to the

study of the other curves in the neighborhood of points situated on the

straight line o'y'.
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If one of the curves be referred to the axes ox and oy, the other to the

axes o'x' and o'y', one has the formulas of transformation x' = — ,
y'= —

,

X X
in which a and 6 represent the distances ao' and oo. Thegp formulas are

identical with those wliich have been used above when one puts a=b= l.

Let A' be a point in which the second curve intersects the straight line

o'y' ; the straight line A'B tangent at this point has as perspective the

straight line AiA ; to the two branches iW and N', which start from the

point A', correspond two infinite branches M and N, asymptotic to AAi.

When the tangent at A' coincides with the straight line o'y', as is the

case at the point C, the corresponding asymptote is situated at infinity,

and the two branches P and Q' give birth to two infinite parabolic

branches P and Q ; the straight line drawn from the point o to a point of

either of the branches P and Q approaches the limiting direction oCi.

369. Transcendental curves can intersect their asymptotes in an

infinitude of points.

For example, the curve y = oscillates perpetually from one side

to the other of the straight line OX, to wliich it is asymptotic, since the

value of y has the limit zero (Fig. 2.34). The oscillations have a constant

Fig. 2W.

amplitude which is equal to r.

The curve y = oscillates perpetually from one side to the other

of its asymptote OX; but in this case the amplitude of oscillation

diminishes continually (Fig. 233).

We have seen (§ 360) that, in algebraic curves, if an infinite branch

have an asymptote, the tangent approaches a limiting position, which is

Fig. 235.

the a.symptote itself, when the point of contact is removed to infinity on
the branch of the curve. But this is not true in general in case of trans-
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cendental curves ; thus, in the preceding example the angular coefficient

of the tangent,

does not approach a limit ; because the second term approaches zero, and

the first oscillates between — 2 and + 2.

It can often happen that two infinite branches do not have a rectilinear

asymptote, and notwithstanding the difference of their ordinates ap-

proaches zero ; in this case, it is said that the two curves are asymptotic

to each other ; if one of them be a well-known simple curve, it would

Fix)
serve to trace the other. Consider the equation y -.

fW , and suppose

that the degree of the numerator is at least two units greater than that of

y
the denominator ; the ratio - increasing without limit with x, the

branches which correspond to very large values of x, positive or negative,

do not have rectiline.ir asymptotes. If thei

division of the numerator by the denomina-

tor be effected, we have

y = ai" + 6x"-' -I- •

and the two branches considered are asymp-

totic to the curve

y = ax» + fta;"-' 4- 1- *•

When n = 2, the second curve is a parabola.

For example, the curve

X X

is asymptotic to the parabola y = x'^ (Fig.

236). Fig. 236.
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CHAPTER IV

CONSTRUCTION OF CTTRVES IN POLAR CO-ORDINATES.

370. Polar coordinates have been defined in § 3; in this

system, any point, taken at random in the plane, can be deter-

mined by a value of <o comprised between and 2 r, and by a

positive value of p ; however each of the co-ordinates <•> and p

may vary from — oo to + oo .

We have seen (§ 263) that if one of the foci of the hyperbola

be taken as pole, its two branches are represented by two

distinct equations, when we confine ourselves to positive radii

vectores j moreover, one of the equations is sufficient, if neg-

ative radii vectores be allowed, on agreeing to measure the

absolute value of each of them in the direction opposite to that

indicated by the value of <*. We have also seen that this con-

vention makes it possible to represent the limaqon of Pascal

by a single equation (§ 27).

371. Spiral of Archimedes.—A point M has a uniform

motion in the direction O'G on an indefinite straight line

G'OG which revolves with a

uniform motion about one of

its points 0. The curve de-

scribed by the point M is

the spiral of Archimedes (Fig.

237).

Take OX for the polar

axis, the direction which the

straight line OG has when
the movable point M passes

through 0, and reckon posi-
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line; let a be the distance which the movable point has
advanced on the straight line, while it has made a complete
revolution. If the variable point be considered in any of its

positions after its passage through 0, on calling <o the angle

through which the direction OX has revolved in order to

coincide with OG, and p the distance of the variable point

from the point 0, one has on putting -^=b,

(1) £=- orp = «^=6<o.

Let us consider the movable point before it passes through

O; call <i)j the absolute value of the angle through which it is

necessary to revolve the direction OX in order to make it

coincide with OG; the point J)f being situated on OG', the pro-

longation of OG, the radius vector should be regarded as nega-

tive, and one has —- = =-!-• If one regard those angles
0/ ^ IT

measured in a direction opposite to the first as negative, one

will have co = — W], and the preceding relation is identical with

equation (1), which represents an indefinite curve. The values

of <D comprised between and 2ir, 2ic and 47r, •••, and

— 2jr, •••, give the successive helices. If we confine ourselves

to the positive values of p and to the values of u comprised

between and 2ir, it would be necessary to employ a particular

equation in order to represent each of the helices,

p := &<!>, p^=a,-^ hu>, •••, p =^ o, — hu>, p=^2(i — 6<i>, •••.

The spiral of Archimedes is composed of two parts

OBiCiDiAiBi and OBiE^DiFyB^—,

symMriques of one another with respect to OF perpendicular

to the polar axis. Each portion embraces an infinitude of

helices, and the portions of any straight line drawn through

the pole and comprised between two consecutive helices all

have the length a.

372. Remark I.—Any point 3f of the plane can be defined

by an infinitude of pairs of values of p and u. If a represent

2u
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a positive angle less than 2 tt which the direction OM makes
with the axis OX, and a the distance OM
(Fig. 238), one can select as co-ordinates of the

g -^ point M the pairs of values comprised in the

Fig. 238. *^° formulas

p = -)-a, o) = «-|-2 fcir,

p = — a, <i) = «+(2A; + l)ir,

where fc is any integral number. If the point M belong to a

curve defined by an equation /(w, p)= 0, its co-ordinates can

be discovered merely by inspection of the point ; it is necessary,

in order to obtain them, to follow the trace of the curve.

373. Remark II.— In the formulas of transformation es-

tablished in Book I., Chapter IV., we have supposed the point

M determined by a positive radius vector and by a polar angle

comprised between and 2 ir. Taking in the first place the

radius vector positive, one can choose as polar angle any of the

angles which have the direction 03/ with
the axis OX (Fig. 239), on agreeing to

assign to the angle the -f- sign or — sign,

according as the straight line starting

with the direction OX takes the direc-

tion OM by revolving from OX toward
"'

OF, or in the opposite direction. This

results in increasing or diminishing the

angle represented originally by a>, by a multiple of 2 tt ; since

the sine and the cosine do not change, the formulas remain the

same. Suppose now that the point M is defined by a negative

radius vector ; the angle m will be one of the angles formed by
the direction OM^ with OX. Since the projection of OM
on OX is equal to (— p)-cos(ir + <o) or p cos m, one has still

x = p cos o), and similarly y = p sin w. Therefore the formulas

are general.

When the polar axis OX' does not coincide with OX, the

position of this axis is defined by the angle a which it makes
with OX. If <i) in the formulas x = p cos u>,y = p sin w, which
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are referred to the polar axis OX, be replaced by a.' + a, they
become x = cos (u' + a), y = p sin (<>' -f- a).

Suppose now that the axes of co-ordinates

be oblique and take OX for the polar axis

(Fig. 240) ; the formulas of transformation are

obtained by projecting the two paths 03f and
0PM successively on a perpendicular to OX
and on a perpendicular to OY, which gives Fig. 2m.

_ p sin (0 — m) _ p sin to

^^
sintf '

^~
sin e

'

374. Remark III.— In the case where the entire curve is

obtained by varying w from to 2jr, one perceives the sym-
metry of the curve with respect to the polar axis OX, if the

values a and 2ir — a assigned to u give the same value for p,

or if the values a and ir — a give values for p, equal and con-

trary in signs. Similarly, the symmetry of the curve with

respect to the perpendicular OY is seen, if the angles a and
TT — a give the same value for p, or the angles « and 2 tt — a
give values for p equal and contrary in sign. Finally, the

symmetry of the curve with respect to the pole may be seen,

if the angles a and tt + a give the same value for p, or if to

the same angle « there correspond two values of p, equal and
contrary in signs.

But if, in order to obtain the entire curve it be necessary

to give 111 values greater than 2 t, the symmetry of the curve

may be discovered in another manner. For example, if it be

necessary to vary ui from to 4 ir, the symmetry with respect

to the polar axis will exist, if the angles a and 2 ir — a, or

a and 4 ir — «, give equal values to p, and moreover if the

angles a and ir — a, or a and 3 ir — a, give values to p, equal

and contrary in sign. If the limits of w be farther extended,

the number of comparisons is increased.

Consider, for example, the curve deiined by the equation p = cos -.

If 10 be increased two times 2 7r, the direction of the radius vector re-

mains the same; moreover, if - be increased by multiples of 2ir, p takes
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the same value and one finds a point previously known ; it is sufficient

therefore that u vary from to 4 ir. If

a be increased by 2 r, the radius vector

returns to the same direction : but -
'

2
being increased only by ir, p takes the

same numerical value with a change in

sign ; it follows that the portion of the

locus given by the values of a com-

prised between 2 t and 4 ir is the syme-

trique with respect to the pole of the

portion given by the values of &> com-

prised between and 2 ir ; in other

words, the pole is the center of the curve. For « = o and oj = 2 ir — a,

the values of p are equal with contrary signs
;
here one has two points

situated symmetrically with respect to Y perpendicular to the polar

axes (Fig. 241); this straight line OY is an axis of the curve. The

variable oi varying from to ir, as p diminishes from 1 to 0, one obtains

the arc ABO tangent to the straight line OX at O. The values of a

comprised between ir and 2 » give the arc OBA', the syTnetriqtie of the

first with respect to Y, and the values u comprised between the values

2ir and 4 IT, the curve A'B'OB'A, the symetrique of ABOBA' witli

respect to the pole. The curve is closed and consists of four equal

arcs. The polar axis is also an axis of the curve, which is at once evident

on noticing that one gets equal values of p for the values a and 4 ir — a

of u.

Tangent.

375. Let 3f be a point of a curve referred to polar co-ordi-

nates. Consider the tangent MT at a point M (Fig. 242), and

the prolongation MA of the radius

vector in the direction OM; let V
be the angle through which it is

necessary to revolve the prolonga-

tion 3fA of the radius vector about

the point ilf, in the positive direc-

tion, in order to make it coincide

with the tangent. In order to de-

termine V, call p and m the co-ordi-

nates of the point of contact M,

p + Ap, o) -I- Aa> those of a neighbor-

ing point M' of M, and U the angle formed by MA and the

Fig. 242.
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chord MJT. When the point M' approaches M indefinitely,

the chord MW approaches the tangent MT, and the angle U
approaches V.

The triangle OJOT gives Q-M _ sin OM'M_ sin (U- Ao.)

OM' sin OMW sin (7

Since Ap approaches zero when the point M' approaches M,
one can suppose it to be sufficiently small that p and p + Ap
have the same sign : therefore one has in magnitude and in sign

OM^ p
OW p + Ap'

and the equation above gives

p _sin(f7— Aw)

p + Ap sin U

whence -r-—

Am
sin (U'— Aw) _ 2 sin (U—Aai)

Ap sin ?/— sin (C7— Aid) . Aw cos (f7— -J- Aw")

Aw Aw 2

When Aw approaches 0, the ratio —i approaches the derivative
Ab>

p' oi p with respect to w, and Z7 approaches V. Therefore one

has

tangF=^-

Ekmark.—When the radius vector becomes zero for a par-

ticular value Wo of <i), one has a branch of

the curve OC passing through the pole

(Fig. 243), and the tangent to this branch

at the pole is the straight line OA de-

termined by the angle wj. In fact if a

neighboring point 31 be taken and if the

secant OM be revolved so that the point pig 2^3.

M approaches the point 0, p becomes zero

and the secant approaches OA as a limiting position.
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376. Equation of the tangent. The equation of the secant

MyM\ (Fig. 244) is (§ 83, 2)

1
COSo)

COS Cdi sin (i>i

P

1

Pi

—1-'^— cos (oil + ^<i>i) sin (oil + A(i)i)

Pi Pi

= 0,

where pi and u>i are the co-ordinates of the point My and A—,

A(o. the increments which — and wi take when one passes from
Pi

the point Mi to the neighboring point M\.

On subtracting, in the preceding deter-

minant, the elements of the second row

from those of the third and dividing all

the elements of the third row of the new
determinant by Aui, one obtains, for the

secant, an equation which gives, when Awi

approaches zero, the equation of the tan-

gent at Ml.
Tig. 244.

p

Pi

©

COSo)
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If, in Fig. 244, wi be the angle xOM^, the sub-tangent is nega-

tive arid equal to — OT.

Sub-normal. The sub-normal S„ is the radius vector of the

normal at the point M'l which corresponds to the polar angle

<0 = 0)1 -}- -•

In Fig. 244, the sub-normal is positive and equal to + ON.
Whatever be the arrangement of the figure, the triangle

TMxN is right-angled at Jf, and the point O is the foot of the

perpendicular dropped from the point Mi upon the hypotenuse

TN: this point will lie therefore always between T and N,

and, consequently, the sub-tangent and the sub-normal will have

opposite signs : since the absolute value of their product is

or- ON^OM^^pi",

it follows that S,-S„= — pi'

and, consequently, from the value of S„

Equation of the normal. The normal is a straight line pass-

ing through the point 3f, with the co-ordinates (/o,, oi,), and

through the point N, the extremity of the sub-normal with the

co-ordinates (p'l, «oi+^]' The equation of this straight line

= 0,

11 / X , 1 • / X— = — cos (u> — oil) H—- sm (oj — iDi).

is therefore
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If the point M begin with the pole and advance along the curve, the

angle V, at first zero, increases constantly and approaches a right angle.

The sub-normal is constant and equal to 6.

Example II.— Logarithmic spiral. The curve whose polar equation

is p = ae"", a being a given length and m a given number, is called a loga-

rithmic spiral. Suppose that the constant to is positive : if a increase from

zero to infinity, p will increase constantly from a to infinity, which gives

an infinite branch ABC-- consisting of an infinitude of circumvolutions

about the pole (Fig. 245). If ai vary from

to — oD, p constantly dimin sbes and

approaches ; a second infinite branch

AB'C'"- is found which makes an infini-

tude of circumvolutions about the pole,

constantly approaching this point. If

the constant m be negative, the positive

values of u> would give the branch which

approaches the pole, and the negative

values the branch which recedes from

it. In this case one has p'=»nae"" = mp.Fig.24S.

hence tan V=—- Whence it follows that the tangent to the curve makes
m

a constant angle with the radius vector.

378. Example III.— Epicycloid. When a circle rolls, without slid-

ing, upon a fixed circle, a point of the rolling circle describes in the plane

a curve which is called an epicycloid.

Let us consider the case when the two circles are equal. Let C be the

fixed circle, C the initial

i^ position of the rolling

circle, and a the radius
;

suppose that the point of

contact be A, which, by
the motion of the circle

C, generates the epicy-

cloid (Fig. 246). When
the rolling circle has

taken the position C",

the point .<4 is at 3f, and

the two arcs EA, EM
are equal. Take the

point A as pole, and

yig, y5. CA prolonged as polar

axis. The straight line

AM, perpendicular to EN the common tangent to the two circles,
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is parallel to CE ; the angle AEN is a half of the angle ACE, and,

consequently, a half of u ; the right triangle ANE gives AZV= AE Bin--

butAE = 2 a sin- ; one has, therefore,

p=ia sin^^ = 2 a(l — cos w).

This curve is a particular case of the llmagon of Pascal (§ 26). Here

one has p' = 2asmu, whence tan Fir tan-, and, consequently, F = —

.

2
It is easy to see that the normal to the epicycloid at any point M passes

through the point of contact E of the rolling circle with the fixed circle
;

because the angle MEN being equal to -, and, consequently, to V, the

straight line EM is perpendicular to MT.

379. Example IV.— Construct the curve p = 4 + cos 5 u. The radius

vector p is always comprised between 3 and 5 ; construct with radii 3 and
5 two circles about the pole as center ; the curve will be wholly situated

between these two circumferences

(Fig. 247). When CD varies from ,. -^
o to -, p diminishes from 5 to 3,

y' / : \
"^^^

^
-^'^i*

—

~~-^?y^ '
/

which gives the arc AB. As a n"-^ ^^ '^'^A
^

varies from ^ to — , p increases / \ /^"^ ^ / -''N'^^,^ \

from 3 to 5, which gives the arc I ^T --'4!^
\

h

BA' the symitrique of the first \ /\ ,.'' :6\ ^^..^ /,_.—

^

with respect to the straight line \ / ^^\ / \ ,./»' ,'

OB. The angle 5ai has varied ^k' ^'^iv^—''^' \

from o to 2ir. If w vary from ^^^ \ * j
y'

— to —^, the angle Sw will vary
~~~

-^^^^
5 6
from 2 IT to 4 ir, and the same values Fig. 247.

of p will be reproduced in the same

order ; a second arc A'B'A" is found equal to the first, then a third, and

so on. With the fifth arc one will arrive at the point of departure. By

con.structing the derivative one finds tanV= — , . ,— At the points A
o sm 5 ID

and B one has sin 5 u = 0, and, consequently, V=-
i

380. Example V.— The extremities of a straight line of constant

length slides on two straight lines OX, OT which are perpendicular to

each other; from a fixed point /on the bisector of the angle XOY one
draws a straight line perpendicular to the variable straight line ; find the

locus of the foot of the perpendicular (Fig. 248). It is evident that the
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locus will be symmetrical with respect to the straight line 0/. Consider

first the variable straight line in the position PQ perpendicular to the bi-

sector ; a point A of tlie locus is determined. Malce the straight line move

so tliat the extremity Q descends along the y-axis ; iu some position P'Q'

Tig. 218.

will pasB through the point /, which belongs to the locus ; whence one has

the arc AEI, whose tangent at I is perpendicular to P'Q'. The extremity

Q' continuing its descent will coincide with OX, and one has the arc

IFC which passes through the point C, the foot of the perpendicular let

fall from I to OX As the extremity Q slides along O Y', the curve passes

below OX; the straight line will arrive in a certain position P"Q" such

that the angle IP"Q" is right, which gives the point P" of the locus
;

whence we have the arc COP'. If the extremity Q" continue its descent,

the curve will return above the x-axis, and the straight line will finally

assume the position P"Q"', which prolonged passes through I; we get

then the arc P"/ whose tangent at / is perpendicular to P"Q"'. If

the extremity P" continue to approach the point 0, the straight line

will ultimately coincide with the ^-axis and we obtain the arc IHD,
which passes through the point D, the foot of the perpendicular

dropped from the point I upon the ^-axis. If the extremity P" slide

along OX', the straight line will assume a position pi'Qi' such that the
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angle IP^'Q*' is right ; the point P" belongs to the locus, and we obtain

the arc DP''. Finally the straight line, in some position P'Q", becomes

perpendicular to the bisector OB of the angle X'OY', which gives the

arc P''B. If returning to the initial position PQ, the motion of the

straight line be reversed till the final position P'Q" is reached, it is clear

that a curve the symetrique of the first with respect to the straight line

AB will be found.

Take as pole the point / and as the polar axis the bisector BA ; call c

the distance 0/and 2 a the length of the variable straight line PQ ; the

straight line which joins the point O to the middle of the hypotenuse PQ
of the right triangle POQ is equal to a ; the angle which this straight

line makes with the perpendicular ft dropped from the point upon the

hypotenuse is equal to 2 w ; one has moreover ft = c cos m + p ; whence

follows the equation of the curve p = a cos 2 w — c cos a.

Convexity and Concavity.

381. Consider on an arc of the curve a point M, whose

co-ordinates are tt>o and p^; the tangent at this point •will be

represented by the equation r = j^—-^, if q be the length

of the perpendicular let fall from the pole upon the tangent

and j8 be the angle which the perpendicular makes with the

polar axis (§ 82). The position of the curve with respect to

the tangent, in the neighborhood of the point M, depends upon

the sign of the difference »•—p of the radii vectores for the same

value of o>, or of the difference ; we assume that the radii
p r

vectores are positive. Let z be this last difference ; the value

of e is evidently zero at the point M; its first derivative

' sin(a,-|8)

is also zero; because one has, at the point M (§ 375),

(_) =-^„= , sin (uo - /8) = cos F, g = poSinF.
\pj P Po

The second derivative.
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has at the point M a value equal to that of the expression

1 /IN"
- + f - ) . On repeating here the reasoning of § 344, it can be
P \PJ
easily verified that, if this quantity be positive, the difference

z is also positive in the neighborhood of the point M, and con-

sequently the curve is situated on the same side of the tangent

as the pole, and that, if on the contrary this quantity be negsr

tive, the difference z is negative, and the curve will lie on the

other side of the tangent.

If the radius vector p be negative, one sees by similar con-

sideration that the position of the curve with respect to the

tangent is on the same side as the pole when the quantity

1 fV\"
- + (

- ) is negative and on the other side if this quantity be

positive.

In general, therefore, it may be said that at a point M of a

curve it turns its convexity or its concavity toward the pole accord-

ing as

IM^l
is negative or positive at this point.

There is a point of inflection at the point of the curve where

the quantity - + (
-

1 changes its sign.

Asymptotes.

382. Consider an infinite branch asymptotic to the straight

line CD (Fig. 249) ; if the point M of the curve be joined to

the pole, and if the point M be removed

toward infinity on the curve, the radius

vector OM will have for its limit a line

OL parallel to the asymptote. Thus,

wJien the radius vector p becomes injinite

for a iMrticular value « of w, if the

branch thus determined have an asymp-

tote, this asym^ptote is parallel to the direc-

tion determined by the angle a which

Fig. 219. makes p infinite.
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To find the distance OC of the asymptote from the straight

line OL, draw from the point M, MK perpendicular to OL

;

the triangle MOK gives

MK= OM sinKOM= ± p sin (a - «).

If the product ± p sin (a — w) do not have a finite limit, the

infinite branch does not have an asymptote. If, on the con-

trary, this product approach a finite limit, the branch of the

curve does have an asymptote, the sti-aight line CD, situated a

distance OG, equal to this limit, from the line OL ; because

if the distance MK have the limit OC, the distance MH will

have the limit zero.

A second demonstration. Suppose that the infinite branch

is referred to two rectangular axes drawn through the pole,

the i/'-axis in the direction a, and the as'-axis in the direction

a — J. If Ox' be taken for a new polar axis, it follows that

io'=(u — (a — ^|, and the abscissa x' of the point Jlf will be, in

every case (§ 373),

a;' = pCOS(o' = /)COS[ <i) — a -f-^ ]
= p sin (a — <u).

One is thus led to seek an asymptote parallel to the y-axis.

The abscissa q of the asymptote is

the limit of x', when the point M is

removed to infinity on the branch of

the curve ; one has, therefore,

q = lim p sin (a — cd).

The absolute value of q gives the

distance of the asymptote from the

straight line Oy'; the sign shows on

which side it is situated. ^'s- ''^•

383. Example VI.— The Hyperbola. The polar equation of this curve

is fS 2631 a = — , in which e is greater than 1. Let a he the angle
^' ^ '^ 1 + e cos M

whose cosine is — ; when u increases from to a, p increases from
e

—P to 00, and one has the infinite branch AE ; when w varies from o to

^ + *
p .

IT, p becomes negative and varies from — oo to £--j-, which gives the
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infinite branch E'A'. The values of a comprised between ir and 2 r give

two branches which are the symetriques of the preceding with respect to

the polar axis.

The distance MK of a point of one of the branches AE, A'E' from the

line OL is

MK p sin (o — u) _ p sin (a — a)

1 + e cos li)
~ /

1

\
€ I - + cos w 1

p sin (o — w)

Fig. 251.

e(cosu — cos a)

Substituting a product for the differ-

ence cos a — cos o, and 2 sin " " "
2

cos ^!

—

- for sin (a — «), and suppress-

ing the common factor sin ° ~ "
, one

has
^

^cos-

JlfS'rz
. O -(- <i>

This distance has the limit OC =—?-— ; thus is obtained the asymptote
e sm a

CD. The asymptote of the other two branches is situated symmetrically

with respect to the polar axis.

The difference between MK and its limit is

«=^ 1

g -t- ctf sin a

1 2 sin a cos -

P 2= - X
e

2

n • ft -^ (U

if the product 2 sin a cos " " be replaced by the sum

sinii '-l-sin
a + u

It becomes
e

sin

P 2

,o -t- w

2 sin a sin
o -f w

if the numerator be transformed into a product, one has finally

S =
psin coso^

2
psin-

2

e sin a sin
a -f (J

e' sin a sin
w + a
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When 0) varies from to u, the difference 8 is negative ; thus the

branch AE is comprised between the'parallels OL and CD. But, when

u varies from o to ir, the difference S is positive, and the branch E'A' is

situated without the parallels.

384. Example VII.— Oblique Strophoid. . In the construction of

the right strophoid, such as has been given in §23, we suppose the straiglit

lines OX and OY perpendicular

to each other ; suppose now that

these straight lines include an

angle 6 (Fig. 252) ; through the

fixed point A, situated on one of

them, draw any secant AD, on

which take, beginning with the

point D, the lengths DM and DN
equal to DO, and find the locus of

the points M and N. When the

secant revolves in the obtuse angle

XOY till it becomes parallel to

OY, the point M describes the

arc 0MB, ending at the point B
on OB perpendicular t.o OY; the

point K describes the infinite

branch ON. It a distance OG be

taken equal to OA, and a straight

line H'H be drawn through the

point G parallel to OY, one ob-

tains the asymptote of the branch

ON ; because NF is equal to AM,
having the limit AB, the distance of the point N from the straight line

has the limit zero.

Allow the secant to revolve in the adjacent angle XOY' ; the perpen-

dicular erected at the inid-point of OA intersects OY' at a point C, so

that one has CA= CO; when the secant occupies the position AC, one

of the points arrives at A and the other at E ; thus, the secant revolving

from the position ^0 to ^C, one obtains the arc OM'A tangent to the

straight line AC a,t A, and the arc OE. As the secant continues its

motion, the straight line OD' becomes greater than AD' or D'F, and

the point N' is situated beyond the asymptote ; one obtains the infinite

branch EN' and the arc AM"B which is a continuation of the arc 0MB.

It is easy to see that the tangents at the point O are the bisectors of the

angles formed by the straight lines OX and OY.

If the point O be taken as pole, the straight line OX as the polar

axis, and if one call the distance OA, a, and the angle YOX, 0, the

Fig. 252.
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angles DOM and DM0 being equal to 8 — u, the angle OAD to tf — 2 <

the triangle OMA gives the relation,

(1)
a sin (6 — 2 a)

sin {e — la)

By aid of the equation, one may easily verify the properties which we
have deduced from the geometric definition of the curve.

If the straight line y be taken as polar axis, the equation of the

curve becomes -
«sin(2. + g)

^ ' Bin JL.

385. Example VTII. — To find the locus of the points of contact

of tangents draion from a given point P to the variotis curves of the

second degree whose foci are two fixed points F and F'.

Take FF' as x-axis (Fig. 253), and the perpendicular erected to this

straight line at its mid-point as the y-axis ; the general equation of

conies who.se foci are F and Jf is

(1)
a^ a^-c^

jr_
1,

where c designates the distance OF, and

a is a variable parameter ; when a is

greater than c, the curve is an ellipse

;

when a is less than c, it is a, hyperbola.

Let a and 3 be the co-ordinates of the given

point P ; the equation of the chord of con-

tact of the tangents drawn from the point

P to the conic (1) is

Fig. 253. (2)
a^ a^

:=1.

The equation of the locus is found by eliminating the parameter a between
equations (1) and (2). If these equations be subtracted member from
member, one obtains

"»
I

y^-Py ^Q.

whence cfl = ^^ ^—^

•c2

e» =

- c2 (y2 - By)

x^ + y^-ax-py' "
x2 + y2 _ ax

by substituting in equation (2), the equation of the locus is found

(3) (x^ + ^-ax- py){0x - ay)+ c' (x - a)(y -ff)=0.
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The locus is of the third degree, it passes through the given point P,

through the foci F and F', and through the projections of the point P
upon the straight lines OX and OY.

If the axes be transferred parallel to themselves to the point P, the

equation of the locus becomes

(4) (s;2 + 2,2 + oa: + Py) {ex - ay) + cHy = 0.

Transforming the equation to polar co-ordinates, taking the point P as

pole, and the line PX' as polar axis, one has

_ (c^ + 6' - o^) sin 2 10 + 2oe cos 2 <o

2 (o sin o) — S cos w)

By introducing auxiliary angles
<t>
and ^i, determined by the formulas

/3 , 2a^
tan0 = -, tan^.= ^,^^,_^,.

this equation takes the form

__ (isin(2M + 0i)
^ ' '' sin (w - (t>)

where the letter d, designates the quantity

If the polar axis be revolved through the angle 0, equation (6) becomes

identical with equation (2) of the oblique strophoid (§ 384). The angle

<l>
being equal to POA, the asymptote is parallel to the straight line OP.

Among the confocal curves considered are a hyperbola and an ellipse

which pass through the point P ; one infers that the point P belongs to

the locus and that the tangents at this point are tlie bisectors PQ, PQ' of

the angles formed by the straight lines PF and PP. The strophoid is

determined by two straight lines PE, PI, and a point / on one of them.

We know the straight line PE ; the straight line PI is determined by the

fact that the tangent PQ is the bisector of the angle EPI; the point I

is determined by means of one of the points of the locus, for example,

by the point A ; the straight line lA should be such that KA = KP ; the

point JfiTis therefore the mid-point of the diagonal.OP.

The preceding curve is thus the locus of the feet of the norma.ls drawn

from the point P to the curves of the second degree, whose foci are the

points F and F' ; because in case of an ellipse and a hyperbola which in-

tersect at right angles, the tangent to one of them is normal to the other.

21
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386. Example IX. Construct the curve given by the equation

2u

The value of p becomes zero for u — 0, and becomes infinite for u = J ;

draw through the pole the straight line L'L, which makes the angle ^ with

the polar axis (Fig. 254). When
(•1 varies from to I, f> is nega-

tive, and varies from to — oo
;

one obtains an infinite branch

OA'B', tangent to the polar axis

and comprised within the angle

X'OL'. When w exceeds J and

increases from ^ to oo, p becomes

positive and decreases from oo to

a ; one obtains an infinite branch

BA, which makes an infinity of

circumvolutions about the circle

described about the pole as center, with a radius a, continually approach-

ing the circle. When u varies from to — ao, p remains positive and

increases from to a, which gives the branch OE' within the circle. This

branch makes an infinity of circumvolutions continually approaching the

circle.

Consider the infinite branches A'B', AB; the abscissa of a point of

one of them, with respect to the axes according to § 382, is

,
- ,, N

sin(ii)-5)
x' = psm (i — u)= — am i^ p-^;

w — ^

its limit is ^^ ; the two branches have therefore as asymptote CD, whose

intercept isq = ^^^.

If one put u = ^ + u', one has

J = x' - g = -ii- [„' _ (1 + 2 u') sin «'].
2io'

The quantity placed within the parentheses becomes zero for u' =0 ; its first

derivative also becomes zero, but its second derivative is negative ; if u
increase from zero, one infers that the first derivative commences by
decreasing and, consequently, is negative and the same is true of the

quantity itself ; thus thfe difference 8 is negative for the positive values of

<!)' made sufficiently small. One perceives in the same manner that the

difference S is positive for very small values of u', which is evident from
the formula ; hence the two infinite branches with respect to the asymp-
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tote have the position indicated in the figure. It is evident, moreover,
that this asymptote is intersected by the curve in an infinite number of

points.

387. Example X.— Construct the curve

p = 1
^J:^si"-'-l.

' siu ill

Since the radius vector takes tlie same value when w + 2 t is substituted

for <t>, it is sufficient to vary u from to 2 ir. That the radius vector be

real, it is necessary that the quantity under the radical be positive. The

numerator changes its sign for the values -, — of u and the denominator
6 a

for the values and t ; on arranging these angles in order of magnitude

0, -, -, ^, 2.,

it is evident that the quantity under the radical is negative from to ^

positive from - to — , negative from — to ir, positive from ir to 2 tt
;

6 6 TT 5n
the whole curve is therefore obtained by varying a from ^ ^^ "„ and

from jr to 2 IT. We notice, moreover, that the suppleiiipntary values of u
reproducing the same values of p,

the curve is symmetrical vfith re-

spect to Oy perpendicular to the

polar axis OX (Fig. 255).

About the pole as center, de-

scribe a circle with a unit radius

:

this circle will bisect each of the

chords which pass through the

center ; when u varies from — to
6

-, the value of the radical in-
2

creases from to 1, which furnishes

the two arcs AB and AG, either of

which is the continuation of the other, tangent to the straight line OA
;

the arc .4O is tangent to the straight line Y at the point O. By varying

u from - to --^, we obtain the arc BA'O, the symetrique of BAO, with
2

respect to the straight line 1'.

When a varies from ir to —^, the value of the radical decreases from oo
2

to VS, which gives the two infinite branches EF and CD ; by varying u

— to 2 jT, the two branches FE' and DC, the symetriques of thefrom
'

preceding are determined ; these infinite branches are asymptotic to the

polar axis.
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388. Kemark.— It has been shown (§ 382) that if the

radius vector becomes infinite for a finite value a of a>, the

position of the asymptote is determined by the formula

g = lim p sin (a — <u).

The first factor becomes infinite when the second factor ap-

proaches zero. In the preceding examples, one can without

difficulty find what the product must be for values of m con-

secutive to a. In case there is much difficulty, one may employ

another method.

One may deduce from the preceding formula

1

1 ,. o) — a p- = — lim -^-T r^ • —
q sm (<B — a) <d — a

The limit of the first ratio is equal to unity. If - be regarded
P

a function of <o, the numerator of the second ratio is the incre-

ment which this function receives when the polar angle varies

from the value a to the value o> ; the limit of the second frac-

tion is therefore the derivative of -, and we have
P

r-(^)
for o> = d.

As a rule the value of p assumes the form p = , the

denominator becoming zero for io = a, while the numerator

preserves a finite value different from zero. We find for the

derivative

m'_ F(o.)/(a,)-/(a.)F'(.o)

which reduces to •
^ { for o>=«. Thus is obtained the formula

F{a)

which is very convenient in practice.
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EXEBCISBS.

1. Find the locus of the vertex of a variable parabola which has a fixed

focus and which touches a conic which possesses the same focus (limagon
of Pascal).

2. The vertex of a variable triangle AOB is fixed, the vertex B
slides on a fixed straight line OX; find the locus described by the point
of intersection of AB with the perpendicular erected to the side OA at
the point 0.

3. A fixed point O and a fixed straight line OP are given ; find the
locus of the vertex Jf of a variable triangle MON which fulfills the
following conditions : the side ON is constant and equal to u, the side

MN=a-\/2, finally the angles satisfy the relation cos (.l/O-V-2 OMN) =
cos MOP (lemniscate) ; show that the tangent at any point M of the
locus passes through the center of the circle circumscribed about the

triangle which has given this point.

4. A triangle OAB right-angled at is given, a variable conic

is circumscribed about this triangle so that the normals at the three

points A, O, B pass through a common point; find the locus of this

point.

6. Find the locus of the foci of the parabolas which have a common
chord and a common tangent parallel to this chord.

6. Find the locus of the vertices or of the foci of an equilateral hyper-

bola, whose center is fixed and which passes through a fixed point.

7. Find the locus of the center of a given equilateral hyperbola

required to pass through two fixed points.

8. One is given a right angle YOX, and a fixed point Pon the bisector

of this angle ; find the locus of the foot of the perpendicular drawn from

the point P to a variable secant which cuts off in the angle a triangle

whose area is constant.

9. At any point Sf of a parabola a normal is drawn which is pro-

longed till it intersects the axis in the point N; find the locus of the

point of intersection of the tangent to the curve at il/with the perpen-

dicular to the axis at the point N.

10. Substitute in the preceding problem the hyperbola for the parabola

;

take the point M on one of the axes of the curve ; find the locus.

11. A parabola revolves about its focus ; find the locus of the points

of contact of the tangents drawn parallel to a given straight line.

12. Find the locus of the mid-point of a chord normal to a given

hyperbola.

13. An ellipse is given ; the center of a circle with constant radius

travels on a diameter of the ellipse ; find the locus of the points of inter-

section of the secants common to the circle and the ellipse.
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14. An equilateral hyperbola is given ; the center of a circle, which

always passes through the center of the hyperbola, touches an asymptote
;

find the locus of the points of intersection of the common secants.

15. Find the locus of the points of contact of tangents drawn from

a given point to the circles which touch a given straight line at a given

point.

16. Find the locus of the points of contact of tangents drawn from

a given point to the circles which pass through a given point and touch a

given straight line.

17. Find the locus of the mid-points of the chords inscribed in a given

hyperbola and tangent to a circle concentric to the hyperbola.

18. Study the loci represented by the equations

y* - x» + 2 ax'h) = 0, it* + y*-ia^-2 b^y = 0,

(a:2 + 2/2)2 _ 6 axy^ -2 ax' + 2 a'^r/' = 0, y = a-|-6(a;- c)",

x* + yt -3x'-4a;2 = 0, x'y^+y-x = 0,

yi -24-2 hxy^ - 2 ax' = 0, y^ - x* - 3a;V _ 2 x = 0,

j^ _ 3i;i _ 96 a2j/2 + 100 a^x^ = 0, 2x^ - y' + {:y - xY = 0.

19. Construct the curves represented by the equations

2 sin y — sin a; = 0, sin x sin y =: \.

2/ = — , y = x', y' = XT.

X

20. Construct the curves represented by the equations

/sin 8 (

2 cos ii> — 1 ' cos u

p2 cos a — 2p sin u + cos^w = 0, p' cos u — 4 p sin u — tan u = 0,

I = cos u ± -v/-
— 2 cos w

sm III

21. Construct the curve defined by the equation

y = X sin —
X

This curve, which passes through the origin, does not have a tangent at

this point.

22. Find the envelope of straight lines such that the segments inter-

cepted on them by two fixed conies have the same mid-point. Discu.ss

the case when the two conies have in common a conjugate diameter with

the same direction as the chords.

23. A variable conic circumscribed about a triangle ABC is such that

the normals to the conic at the points A, B, C are concurrent in a point

M. Find the geometric locus of the point M.
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24. A variable conic inscribed in a triangle ABC is such that the

normals to the conic at the points of contact are concurrent in a point

M. Find the geometric locus of the point N. (This locus is the same as

the preceding.)

25. Find the locus of the points of intersection of tangents common to

a fixed conic S and to a variable conic passing through four fixed points

A, B, C, D.

(a) The points A, S, C, D being arbitrary, the locus is a curve of the

sixth degree, having as double points the centers of the pairs of straight

lines which pass through the four points.

(6) If two points, A and B for example, be on the fixed conic 8, the

locus resolves itself into a conic and a curve of the fourth order.

(c) If the three points A, B, C be on S, the locus is composed of three

conies.

(d) If the four points A, B, C, D be on 8, the locus is composed of

straight lines.

26. Find the locus of points of contact of tangents common to a fixed

conic S and to a variable conic passing through four fixed points A, B,

C,D.
Discuss, as in the preceding exercise, the reductions which occur when

a certain number of the sides or diagonals of the quadrilateral ABCD
touch the fixed conic 8.

27. The straight line whose equation in rectangular co-ordinates is

X sin a — y cos a = a cos ka,

has as envelope, when a varies, a and k remaining constant, a hypo-

cycloid or an epicycloid (§ 378). Find the locus of the points at which

perpendicular tangents can be drawn to the envelope curve. Examine

the particular cases k = 2, k = i-
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CHAPTER V*

CONCERNINO SIMILITUDE.

389. We recall first the definition of two homothetic figures.

Let A, B, C, ••• (Fig. 256) be any system of points, situated

in a plane ; these points may be

isolated or arranged on lines

passing through 0, taken arbi-

trarily in the plane ; draw to the

various points of the system the

half-lines OA, OB, OC, —, and

take on these half-lines the points

A', B', C, so that we have

OA^OB^OC
OA' OB' OC"

the system of points thus deter-

mined is said to be similar to the proposed system and similarly

placed.

If the points A', B', C, ••• were taken on the prolonga-

tions of the half-lines in opposite directions, the two systems

would be similar and oppositely placed. By a rotation about

the point O through 180 de-

._ l£li = ...=fc.

rig. 256.
J

^>--

I,

'---i

grees, the second system will

coincide with one of the sys-

tems similar and similarly

placed with respect to A, B,

C- (Fig. 257).

In order to abbreviate the

expression, M. Chasles has

called this similitude of form

and of position homothetic, direct in the first case, and opposite

in the second. The point is called the center of similitude

Fig. 2S7.
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or homothetic center of ihe two systems, the number k is the

ratio of similitude, and the points A and A' situated on the

same half-line are called homologous points. If the ratio A;

vary from to oo also the position of the center of simili-

tude, one obtains all the systems homothetic to the given

system.

A system is similar to a given system, when it is equal to

one of the systems homothetic to the given system.

390. We know that all the curves homothetic to a given

curve S with a single center of similitude O, taken at random

in its plane, may be found. Consider next some examples.

1° The curve *S is a circle. If the center of the circle be

taken as the center of similitude, the second curve will be a

circle, whose radius can have any magnitude we wish.

2" The curve S is sl parabola (Fig. 258). The curve being

referred to its axis and to the tangent at its

vertex, the co-ordinates x and y of any point

3f of this curve satisfy the equation y = 2jjx.

If the vertex be taken as center of similitude

and x' and y' be the co-ordinates of the point

JiT homothetic to M, one has

x^ _ ^ _ om; ^ jj.

x' y' OM' '

Fig. 258.

whence x = kx', y = ky'; the homothetic curve

will have the equation y'^ = -r~x'; it is a parabola whose pa-
iC

rameter can have as large a magnitude as is desired, on account

of the arbitrary ratio k ; it follows that any two parabolas are

similar.

3° The curve S is the ellipse ^ +~ 1- If t^e center of
a- W

the curve be taken as center of similitude, the homothetic

curve, represented by the equation

a^ b-" k?

is an ellipse, whose axes can have any magnitude proportional
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to those of the axes of the first ellipse. It follows that two

ellipses are similar when their axes are proportional.

The same theorem holds for the hyperbola.

4° The curve S is the logarithmic spiral p = ae"". If the

pole be taken as the center of similitude, the homothetic curves

have the equation p = -

k
If one put k = e"*, this equation

becomes p = «•»<'«-'»>; it represents the given spiral which has

been revolved about the pole through the angle a. It follows

that the only curve similar to a logarithmic spiral is this spiral

itself ; to a point M of the curve corresponds another point M'

of the same curve, and this point M' can be taken at will, on

account of the arbitrary number k.

The Equation of Homothetic Ctjeves.

391. Let

(1) /(^•,2/)=0

be the equation of the curve S. Take the origin as center of

similitude and construct a curve S'

homothetic to the first with the ratio

k. Let (x, y) be the co-ordinates of

any point M of the first curve, and

(a;', y') those of the homologous point

M' of the second curve, the similar

triangles 0PM, OP'M' give

x__y__ OM _

;

x<~y<~ OM'^'
.k;

if X = x'k,

equation

(2)

y = y'k be substituted in equation (1), one has

f(kx', ky')= 0,

which represents all curves homothetic to the given curve and

having the origin as homothetic center. Positive values of k

in this equation will correspond to a direct homothetic trans-

formation, and negative values' to indirect.

Allowing S to be fixed, transfer the curve S' in the plane, in

such a manner that the origin will fall in 0' (p, q), and that
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the axes will remain parallel to their primitive directions ; the

curve S' has as equation, referred to the axes O'X' and 0' T,

f(kx',ky')=0,

and, with respect to the fixed axes OX and Y,

(3) flk(x-p),k(y-q)}=0.

In this new position, the curve S' is homothetic to the curve S

;

because the radii vectores drawn from the points O and 0' are

parallel and in the constant ratio k. Equation (3) represents

therefore all the curves homothetic to the given curve, whatever

be the position of the center of similitude.

392. At the same time that the origin is transferred to 0',

revolve the axes through the angle a ; the curve S' will then

have an arbitrary position in the plane, and will be simply-

similar to the given curve. The curve S' referred to the vari-

able axes O'X' and O'Y has the equation f(kx', ky')= 0; by
reason of the formulas of transformation,

x' = (x— p) cos u+(jf — q) sin a,

y' = — {x — p) sin a-\-{y — q) cos a,

the axes being assumed rectangular, the equation of the curve

with respect to the two fixed axes OX and OF is obtained.

This equation represents all curves similar to the given curve.

393. As an application, determine the conditions for which

the two curves of the second degree,

A3? + 2Bxy+Cf-\-2Dx + 2Ey + F=Q,

A'a^ + 2 B'xy + C'f + 2 D'x + 2 E'y +F= 0,

are homothetic. The general equation of the curve homothetic

to the first curve is (§ 391)

M^a^ + 2 BJc'xy + CJc'y' - 2 {B¥q + Ak'^p - Dk)x

- 2 (Ble'p + Ck^q - Ek)y + {MV + 2 B¥pq + ae<f

- 2 Dkp - 2 Ekq + F)=0.
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In order that this equation be identical with the second, one

must have

-Bq-Ap + ~ -Bp-Cq+^ABC ^ ^ t
A'" B' C D' E'

Ap^ +2Bpq+Cq'-^p-^q +
f,=

Jv

The elimination of the three quantities p, q, k from these five

conditions will give two equations of condition; or the firstABC
two equations =^=— = 7^> which do not involve the parame-

ters to be eliminated, are simply the equations of condition

required. Therefore, in order that two curves of the second

degree he homothetic, it is necessary that the coefficients of the

terms of the secotid degree be proportional.

394. It remains to inquire whether the parameters p, q, k

are real or finite ; we attack this question in the following

manner : since the coefi&cients of the terms of the second de-

gree are proportional, they can be made equal by multiplying

all the terms of the second degree by a suitable factor; con-

sider, therefore, the two equations under the form

(4) Ax' + 2Bxy+Cf + 2Dx + 2Ey + F=0,

(6) A'a? + 2 B'xy + Cy + 2 D'x + 2 E'y + F' = 0.

Several cases may arise according to the sign of the quantity

AC-B^.
1° AC— £^ = 0. The two loci belong to the genus parab-

ola; if these loci be parabolas, they are certainly similar,

since all parabolas are similar ; further, the axes of the two

curves, having equal angular coeflRcients — —, are parallel,

and, consequently, the curves are homothetic.

2° AC-B'>0. The loci belong to the genus ellipse. If,

in case of each curve, the axes be transferred parallel to them-
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selves to the center of the curve, equations (4) and (6) become

(6) Ax' + 2Bx!/ + Cy' + H=0,

(7) Ax'+ 2Bxy+Cf + H'=0.

The axes of the curves, whose directions are determined by
2 B

the equation tan 2 a = — — (§ 139), are parallel ; if the axes
-i4 — o

of co-ordinates be revolved through the angle a, equations (6)

and (7) reduce to the form

(8) A'x'+CY + H =0,

(9) AV + C'f + E' = 0.

The coefficients A' and C", whose values are given by the equa-

tions

A'+C'=A+C, A'-C' = ±^4:B^ + (A-Cy,

have the same sign ; in order that equations (8) and (9) repre-

sent two real ellipses, it is necessary that the quantities H
and H' have the same sign, and that, further, this sign be con-

trary to that of A' and C. When this condition is fulfilled,

fC'
the axes of the two ellipses having the same ratio -y-r-^ the

ellipses are homothetic.

3° AC — B^<0. The two loci belong to the genus hyper-

bola. On making the same transformation as in the preceding

case, one is led to equations (8) and (9), in which A' and C
have contrary signs. When the quantities H and H' are dif-

ferent from zero, each of the equations represents a hyperbola.

If H and H' have the same sign, the real axes of the two

curves are parallel ; and, since the ratio of the axes is the same,

the curves are homothetic. When H and H' have contrary

signs, one of the hyperbolas is similar to the conjugate of the

other. In the two cases the curves have parallel asymptotes.

It follows from what precedes that, when two equations of

the second degree have coefficients of the terms ofthe second degree

proportional, and represent real curves, these curves are homo-

thetic; excepting, when the curves are hyperbolas, it can happen

that one is homothetic to the conjugate of the other.
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General Equation of a Species of Curves.

395. Curves of the same species are curves comprised within

the same geometric definition, and which do not differ from one

another excepting in the values assigned to the parameters which

are involved in the general definition. The general equation

of the curves of the species considered is an equation which, in

a system of co-ordinates, gives all these curves, whatever be

their position in the plane, when various values are assigned

to the variable parameters which it involves. Thus, when the

fixed axes are rectangular, the general equation of the species

cirde is (x — o)* + (y — by = r*. This equation involves three

variable parameters, namely, the radius r and the two co-

ordinates of the center, a and b.

Accordingly, one seeks the equation of the curve with re-

spect to particular axes, which are chosen to simplify the

calculation ; then, to obtain the general equation, one refers it

to the fixed axes by a transformation of co-ordinates.

The lemniscate has been defined as the locus of points . such

that the product of the distances of each of them from two
points F and P' is equal to

\ the square of half of the

\ /^^^\^' distance i?!^ (Fig. 260). If

\ /^^^^ ) tlie mid-point 0' of the^ —-A^^^i?--^^. straight line FF be taken

/^^-^^y'

i

as origin, O'F and a per-

A^ y^
I

pendicular to O'F as axes
5 '•

J of co-ordinates, and if the

Fig. 260. distance F'F be designated

by 2 c, the curve, referred

to these particular variable axes, is represented by the

equation (§ 339)

(a;« -I- ?,«)= -1- 2 (r'Cy" - ««)= 0.

The curve may be referred finally to the fixed rectangular

axes OX, T, by means of the formulas of transformation

x'={x — o) cos a +(y — 6) sin a,

y' = — (» — a) sin a -I- (y — 6) cos a,
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in -wMch a and b designate tlie co-ordinates of the point 0'

with, respect to the fixed axes, and a the angle formed by O'F
with OX. One is thus led to an equation

F(x,y,c,a,b, a)=0

involving four arbitrary parameters, and which represents all

lemniscates ; it is the general equation of the species.

The general equation of a species of curves, with respect to

fixed axes, contains three parameters more than the equation of

the same curves referred to the axes associated with the curves

in a determined manner. Let n be the total number of param-

eters, this system of parameters could always be replaced by

another system, such that the variation of three of them causes

only the curve to be displaced in its plane, while the variation

of the n — 3 others gives the difEerent curves.

396. The number of points, and, in general, the number of

conditions necessary to completely determine a curve of given

species, is equal to the number of arbitrary parameters which

the general equation of the species involves. The remarks

made concerning the curves of the second degree (§ 283), on

multiple conditions, are applicable here. It is often important

to previously show that the parameters which enter in the

equation cannot be reduced to a smaller number.

Consider, for example, the locus of points such that the

ratio of their distances from two fixed points whose co-ordinates

are (a, b), (a', 6") is constant and equal to fc. This locus, whose

equation is

(1) (X - af + {y - by -Ic'Kx- a-)' + iy- ft")"] = 0,

is a circle. Equation (1) involves five parameters; but by

developing and by arranging the terms, it becomes

(2) ^+f-2^x-2^-^y+-^±^S^f(ftn=0.

Three of the coefficients only involve the parameters ; if they

be replaced by A, B, C, equation (2) takes the form

(3) x' + y^ + Ax + By+C^O.
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Three points are sufficient to determine the coefficients A, B,

C, and, consequently, the circumference. If one wish then to

obtain a, b, a', b', k, one will have a system of three equations

in five unknown quantities ; the solution will be indeterminate,

and two of the unknown quantities could be chosen at will

;

this signifi.es that, for the same circumference, one can find an

infinity of pairs of two points such that the ratio of their dis-

tances from each of the points of the circumference from these

two fixed points is constant.

397. The geometric definition of a species of curves em-

braces within it the number of arbitrary parameters involved

in its general equation. The definition of the circle assumes

that we know its center, whose position is determined by its

two co-ordinates, and by the length of the radius, in all three

constants or arbitrary parameters. The definition of the lem-

niscate assumes that two fixed points are given, which are

equivalent to four fixed constants. In case of the ellipse,

since it is necessary to know the sum of the radii vectores,

the curve involves five parameters ; in the definition of the

spiral of Archimedes one is given a pole, which is equivalent

to two constants, the position of the straight line at the instant

when the movable point passes through the pole, and a ratio

:

in all four constants.

398. An integral polynomial of the degree m in the two

variables x and y contains ^^ ~——^ terms ; it follows

that ^ — 1 or —^~ ^ points are necessary to

define an algebraic curve of the with degree. For example,

nine points are necessary to determine a curve of the third

degree, fourteen points to define a curve of the fourth degree.

Consequently, that every equation of the third degree can
be written in the form

(4) «i«,^, - k^y =

where «„ aj, «j, /3, y are linear functions of the first degree, and
fc is an arbitrary parameter because this equation contains
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eleven arbitrary parameters ; one can choose at will one of the

five linear functions, since there will still remain nine param-

eters. The three straight lines «] = 0, «2 = 0, a, = are tan-

gents to the curve at the points where they are intersected by
the straight line 13 = 0; and the points where these tangents

are intersected by the straight line -y = belong moreover to

the curve. On taking )3 at will, the following theorem is

deduced : if a curve of the third degree be intersected by any

straight line ^ = 0, and tangents be drawn to the curve at the

three points of intersection, each of the tangents intersects the

curve in one additional point, and these three points lie on a

straight line. On taking y at will, we get another theorem

:

if a curve of the third degree be intersected by a straight line

y = 0, and if through each of the points of intersection tan-

gents- be drawn to the curve, the points of contact of these

tangents lie on a straight line.

Suppose that the straight line p = he removed to infinity,

the three tangents «! = 0, aj = 0, a, = have as limits the three

asymptotes of the curve ; each of these asymptotes intersects

the curve in one point only, and these three points lie on a

straight line.

The equation

(5) aia^-k^ = 0,

which involves nine arbitrary parameters, represents all the

curves of the third degree. The three points where the

straight line /J = intersects the curve are points of inflection

;

the tangents at these points are the straight lines

aj = 0, «2 = 0, «3 = 0.

All the curves of the third degree can moreover be repre-

sented by the equation

(6) a (a- ay){a - 6y) - Ic^y = 0,

which involves nine arbitrary parameters. The straight line

y = is the tangent at the point of inflection (a = 0, y = 0)

;

the three tangents a = 0, a — ay= 0, « — 6y = at the points

where the straight line (8 = intersects the curve pass

through this point of inflection. On taking the perspective on

2k
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a plane, any straight line we wish may be removed to infinity;

for example, the tangent y = at the point of inflection ; it is

suiRcient to make y = 1 in the equation which reduces to the

form a (a — o) (a — 6) — k^= ; if the straight line /? = be

taken as the x-axis and the straight line a=(i as the y-axis, one

obtains the equation fcy' = x{x— a){x — b), which has been

discussed in § 337.

399. Every equation of the fourth degree can be written in

the form

(7) o(i«sa3«4 - kp'4, = 0,

when <^ is a polynomial of the second degree; because this

equation contains sixteen parameters, one can take /3 at will,

since there will remain fourteen parameters. Thus when a

curve of the fourth degree is intersected by any straight line

/3 = 0, and tangents be drawn to the curve at the four points of

intersection, if the two other points in which each tangent in-

tersects the curve be taken, there will be eight points of the

curve situated on the conic <^ = 0.

A curve of the fourth degree has four asymptotes ; each of

them intersects the curve in two points; the eight points of

intersection lie on a conic.

Condition of Similitude of Two Figures.

400. Consider a series of curves of the same species, in

whose definition there enters only the linear parameter A,

whose measure is represented by a, and let

(1) /(x, y,a) =

be the equation which represents all these curves, without

reference to their position in the plane. If equation (1) were
obtained without specifying the linear unit, it is necessarily

homogeneous with respect to a;, y, a. When the linear param-
eter A changes, which happens, the unit remaining the same,

if the number a vary, equation (1) defines a series of homo-
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thetic curves. In fact, let ^ be a parameter whose measure is

Ob ; to this parameter corresponds the particular curve

(2) /(x,2/,a„) = 0.

The curves homothetic to curve (2), the origin being the center

of homothitie and fc an arbitrary ratio, are represented by the

equation (§ 391)

(3) f(kx, ky, flo) = 0.

Let A^ be a second parameter which is measured by Oi such

that — = fc, equation (3) may be written

f{lcx, ky, kai) = k'"f{x, y, a,) = 0,

(4) or f(x, y, a^) = 0,

which shows that the curves homothetic to curve (2) are the

various curves which are obtained by varying the parameter A.

401. In general, suppose that n linear parameters A, B,---

fail to define all the curves of the same species, without regard

to their position in the plane; let a, h, c, • be the measures of

these parameters with respect to an arbitrary unit ; the equa-

tion of the curves of the species

(5) f(x,y,a,h,---) = Q

will be homogeneous with respect to x, y,a, b,---. The curves

defined by equation (5) and which correspond to the two series

of proportional parameters A^,, B„,--- and Ai, B„ ••• are homo-

thetic ; because, if k represent the ratio of the parameters

— = — = • • • = K,
«! bi

the curves homothetic to the curve

f(x,y, Oo, 6„, •.•) =

are represented by the equation

f{kx, ky, &a„ kb^, •••) = ^'"/(a:, y, Oi, 6i, ••) = <>,

or /(a;, 2/, ai, 6i, •••)=0.
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It follows from what precedes that when the curve, without

regard to its position in the plane, is defined by a single mag-

nitude, that all the curves of the species are similar. Thus,

the circle being defined by its radius, the parabola by the

distance of the focus from the directrix, the lemniscate by
the distance between the foci, the spiral of Archimedes by the

length intercepted on the radius vector between two succes-

sive helices, all circumferences are similar, and similarly all

parabolas, all lemniscates, etc.

The ellipse being deiined by its two axes, the condition of

similarity of two ellipses is that these axes are proportional,

as we have already learned in § 390. The same is true of two
hyperbolas.
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CHAPTER VI*

GRAPHIC SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS.

402. Consider two equations in two unknown quantities

X and y

(1) ^(x,y) = 0,- (2) ,/,(x,j,) = 0;

each of them defines a curve. For this system of two equa-

tions can be substituted an infinity of equivalent systems of

equations ; consider in particular a system

(3) x(a'.2') = 0, (4) /(a;) = 0,

one of which only contains the variable y, a system which may
be obtained by eliminating y from the two given equations.

The real roots of equation (4) are the abscissas of the points

common to the two curves (1) and (2). And yet, if the system

of equations (3) and (4) were satisfied by a pair of values of

the form x = a, y =p + yi, in which «, /3, y are real, these

values would satisfy the system of equations (1) and (2) ; but

the quantity a would not be the abscissa of a real point com-

mon to the two curves. The exception which we have pointed

out never occurs when the equation x (*> y)=0 is an algebraic

equation which involves only y to the first degree.

When one wishes to solve an equation f(x)=0 in a single

unknown quantity, the curves determined by (1) and (2) may
be selected in an infinity of different ways. The only con-

dition to be fulfilled is that the elimination of y between equa-

tions (1) and (2) give the proposed equation. A first combina-

tion is y =f(x), y=0, which leads one to consider the values

of the unknown quantity as the abscissas of the points of inter-

section of the curve y =f(x) with the x-axis. This combinar

tion is rarely the most simple. It is proven in algebra that
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if an unknown quantity y be eliminated from two algebraic

equations in two unknown quantities whose degrees are m
and n, the resulting equation in x is at most of the degree win.

Consequently, if the proposed equation be algebraic and one

wish to obtain its roots by the intersection of algebraic curves,

the product of the degree of the equation of the two curves

would be equal to the degree of the equation to be solved.

We shall apply this method to the solution of the equation of

the fourth degree.

403. The equation of the fourth degree may be easily re-

duced to the form

(5) X* + p3? + gx + r = ;

it may be regarded as the result of the elimination of y be-

tween the two equations of the second degree

(6) a^ — my = 0, (7) m^y^ -fpmy -\-qx-\- r = Q,

each of which defines a parabola. Since equation (6) involves

y only to the first degree, all the real roots of equation (5) are

the abscissas of real points common to the two curves.

One can substitute for the parabola (7) another curve of the

second degree which passes through the intersection of the

curves (6) and (7). The general equation of the second degree

satisfying this condition (§ 277) is

(8) ha? -\- m'y' + qx+ m(p —k)y + r=:0,

k being an arbitrary parameter. If one put k = m', the curve

(8) would be simply a circle ; the co-ordinates o and b of the

center and the radius B of this circle are given by the formulas

2 m" 2m m

When the value of R" is positive, equation (8) represents a real

circle, and the real roots of equation (5) are the abscissas of the

points of intersection of this circle and parabola (6). When
the value of R' is negative, equation (8) cannot have real

solutions (§ 85) ; the same is true of the system of equations
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(6) and (7), or of the equivalent system of equations (5) and

(6) ; the four roots of equation (5) will be imaginary.

404. Consider next the equation of the third degree reduced
to the form

a^ + px + q = 0.

If this equation be multiplied by x, which introduces the root

a; = 0, an equation of the fourth degree is obtained,

xl* +p3^ -^qx = 0,

to which the preceding method is applicable. The value of B',

being in this case equal to a' + b", is always positive. The
circle and the parabola pass through the origin of co-ordinates

;

the abscissa of this point is the root a; = 0, which one should

remove.

The same parabola a^ — my = may serve for the solution

of all equations of the third or of the fourth degree ; the circle

only changes depending upon the value of the coefScients of

the proposed equations. This method can be employed with

advantage when one would solve successively a great number
of equations ; then a parabola having an arbitrary parameter

is traced with great care ; and, in each particular example, it

only remains to determine the circle.

405. When the unknown quantity a; is a line, and the unit

of length has not been specified, the equation f(x) = is a

homogeneous equation in the unknown quantity x and the

various known lines. In case the equation is of the fourth

degree, if the coefficients p, q, r be rational functions, or irra-

tional functions of the second degree of given lengths, on

taking an arbitrary length for the parameter m of the parabola,

the co-ordinates of the center and the radius of the circle could

be constructed with the rule and the compass.

But if the equation be a numerical equation, that is if the

coefficients be given numbers, a definite value is given to m

;

for example, one would put m = 1, and construct the parabola

and the circle by means of an arbitrary scale ; the abscissa of
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one of the points of intersection measured by the same scale,

will give the value of the unknowTi quantity x.

We know that the solution of two equations of the second

degree in two unknown quantities x and y, or the determina-

tion of the points of intersection of two curves of the second

degree, reduces to the solution of an equation of the fourth

degree in one unknown quantity. This solution could there-

fore be accomplished by means of a definite parabola and a

circle. Accordingly, if one of the curves of the second degree

be already traced, it can be used with the circle.

406. Example I.—Draw through a given point P whose co-ordinates

are X| and yi a normal to a parabola y^ — 2px = 0. The co-ordinates z

and y of the foot of the normal are determined by the system of equations

»= - 2px = 0, xy- (xi -p)y - pyi = 0.

If all the terms of the last equation be multiplied by y, and if 2px be

substituted for y'^, a new parabola x^ — {xi—p)x—^^ = is obtained ; on

adding the equations of the two parabolas member to member, one

obtains the circle x^ + j/^ —(xi+ p)x —^ = 0. The points where this

circle intersects the given parabola are the feet of the normals (§ 306).

407. Example II. — Solve the numerical equation x* — x — 7 = 0.

Construct by means of an accurately

made scale, the parabola x^ = y;
describe a circle whose center C has

the co-ordinates a = |, 6 = 1, and
which passes through the origin

;

this circle intersects the parabola in

one additional point M; therefore

the proposed equation has bat one

real root, the abscissa OP of the

point M (Fig. 261). By measuring

this length by means of the scale

'.. /' here employed, we finrf x = 2.09.

'--,_ _,--' Example UI. — Solve the equa-

tion x' — 5 z -I- 1 = 0. Construct
Tig. 261..

^jjg circle whose center C has the

co-ordinates a=— i, 6 = 3 and which passes through the origin : this

circle intersects the parabola in three points ; it follows that the equation
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has three real roots ; on measuring the abscissas, one finds that the two
positive roots are 0.20 and 2.13.

406. Example IV. — Consider the transcendental equation

xtangz= 1.

This equation is the result of the elimination of y between the two equa-

tions

ff = tangx, xy = l.

The first represents a curve composed of an infinitude of equal branches

which have asymptotes perpendicular to the x-axis ; the second an equi-

lateral hyperbola (Fig. 262). It is evident that the right-hand branch of

Fig. 282.

the hyperbola intersects, at least once, each of the branches OA, B'A', ...

of the transcendental curve ; moreover there is but a single point of

intersection on each branch, because, when x varies, the ordinates of the

two curves vary in contrary directions ; if these ordinates be equal for a

certain value of x, they are necessarily unequal for every other value.

The roots of the equation are equal in pairs with contrary signs ; there

is in the first place a root situated between and —, a second root between
o ,2

r and—, a third between 2ir and— , etc., ... ; the number of roots is

2 2

infinite. On calling x» the nth root, the difference between x and

(n — l)x is very small when » is very large. The curve gives, for the

value of the first root, 0.86.
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The equations y = tang
[
- — x

j , y

ftnnpr on niit.t.inp- r. = r.' . « r^

= X could also be discussed in this

manner on putting - — x = x', y = tang x', y = - — x' ; the hyperbola

would be replaced by a straight line.

409. Remarks.— The graphic methods which we have

described do not give the values of the unknown quantities

with any great precision ; one should not expect an approxi-

mation nearer than the hundredth part of the root.

One often attacks the problem by magnifying the traces of

the two curves in order to determine the number of real roots

of an equation. But, so long as the form of the two curves

is not studied with care, no rigorous conclusions can be de-

duced from this discussion. In general, the discussion of the

curves and the determination of the points of intersection

offer the same difficulties as the problem proposed.
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CHAPTER VII*

NOTIONS CONCERNING UNICURSAL CURVES.

410. We have learned (page 339) what facilities offer them-
selves for studying a curve when the co-ordinates of one of its

points can be conveniently expressed as a function of a param-
eter. From this point of view, the most simple algebraic

curves are those whose co-ordinates can be expressed as a

rational function of a parameter. These particular curves

have been called unicursal curves.

The theory of unicursal curves was formed by Chasles and
Clebsch. The results which we give have been taken in most
part from the Memoirs of Clebsch (Crelle Journal, v. LXIV.
and LXXIII.) and from the lectures on geometry by Clebsch,

published by Lindemann.

I. A curve of the order m with a multiple poiiit of the order

m — 1 IS unicursal.

If the multiple point be chosen as origin, the equation of

the curve becomes (§ 354)

<^«-i(«, y)+«^„(«, 2/)=0,

where <^„_i and <^„ designate homogeneous polynomials in

X and y of the degrees m and m — i. A variable straight line

y = tx,

passing through the origin, intersects the curve in m — i points

coincident with the origin, and in one other variable point M
whose co-ordinates are given by the equations

that is, are rational functions of the parameter t, of the degree

m, with the same denominator. To each value of t corresponds
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on the curve a single point, and conversely to each point M of

the curve distinct from the multiple point x = 0, y = there cor-

responds a single "value of t,t = ^ equal to the angular coeffi-

cient of the straight line OM; as for the multiple point x=0,
y = 0,it is obtained by m — 1 values of t, roots of the equation

«/>™-. (1,0 = 0.

It can still be said that, if x and y be the co-ordinates of a

point of the curve distinct from the multiple point, equation

(1) of the degree to in « has a single common root ' = S ^^^

if a = 0, y = 0, these equations have m — i given roots common
with the equation <^^, (1, t) = 0.

The following curves enter in this category of unicursal

curves : the conies (m = 2) ; the curves of the third order with

a cusp or with a double point (m = 3), for example, the cissoid

and strophoid; then the curves of the fourth order with a

triple point, for example, the curve constructed on page

422 • etc. ••. We shall learn later that there exist other

unicursal curves of the fourth order, namely, curves having

three singular points, double points, or cusps.

II. Unicursal Cueves of the Third Order.

Let

(1) Aa? + Bxy + Cf + DaP + EaPy + Fxf +Gff =

be the equation of a curve of the third order having a singular

point at the origin. If one make y = tx, one obtains, for the

co-ordinates of a point M of the curves, the following expres-

sions :

,_. A + Bt+Ct^ t{A + Bt+Cl!^
<2) - = .KO—'^

=
W)

where <l,(t) = D + Et + FV + Gf.

The values of t, corresponding to the singular point situated at

the origin, are roots of the equation of the second degree

A + Bt+Ci' = Q
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which give the angular coefficients of the tangents at the
origin; the singular point will be a double point or a cusp
according as these roots are unequal or equal (§ 354).

A CUEVB OF THE ThIKD OkDER WITH OnE CUSP.

Suppose first that these roots are equal: let a be their

common value ; one will have

whence

,QN C{t - df Ct(t - of

Take on the curve three points corresponding to the values

ti, <2, ts, of the parameter, and determine the necessary and
sufficient condition in order that these points be on a straight

line.

Let ux + vy + w =

be the equation of a straight line which does not pass through

the cusp. The values tj, t^, t^ of the parameter t corresponding

to the points of intersection of this straight line with the curve

are the roots of the equation of the third degree found by
substituting in the equation of the straight line the values of

X and y in expression (3). By this substitution, the trino-

mial ux + vy + w becomes a rational function in t of which the

denominator is <^(<) and of which the numerator becomes zero

for the values ti, t^ t^ of t. One has therefore by this substitu-

tion, identically

Kit - <i) {t - <2)(« - «3)
ux + vy + tu= -^

\(t)
'

jE" being a constant depending on u, v, to. On taking the deriva-

tives of the two members of this identity with respect to t, we
will have another identity

ux' +VV' - Kt-h)(t-td(t-h) r 111 <t.'mux.+vy.-
^^^^ li-Ct-t+t-t, ,^(0]
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Substitute, in this last identity in t, the value t=a for t,

which corresponds to the cusp. Since, for this value, x', and

y', become zero and the factors

(a — <i) (a — «2) (a — t^

are not zero, the secant not passing through the cusp, it follows

that

_<^'(a)W r^ +r^ +
a — «, t\>{a)

Since this relation is independent of m, v, w it holds neces-

sarily between the parameters ti, t^ % of the three points on

the straight line. Conversely, if this relation be satisfied, the

three corresponding points are on a straight line, for on call-

ing 1 3 the parameter of a point which is on this straight line

passing through the first two, one has

1
^

1
^

1 ^^'(g)
o — ti a — <2 "f — ' 8 ^ip-)

whence by comparison with (4), « 3 = t^.

Point of Inflection. The tangent at a point of inflection

intersects the curve in three points coincident with the point

of contact : if therefore one call the parameter of a point of

inflection, one will have, by putting

in formula (4)

3 _ ^\a)

a — 0~ <f>(a)

The curve has, therefore, a single point of inflection

Points on a conic. A conic whose equation is

fi^> y)= 03? + Pxy + yf + Sx + cy+ ri= 0,

and which does not pass through the cusp, intersects the curve

in six points, whose parameters <i, *» t^, <« <5, t^ are roots of the

equation of the sixth degree obtained by replacing, in the

equation of the conic, x and y by their values (3). By this

substitution f(x, y) becomes a rational fraction of the sixth

degree in t, whose denominator is <i?(t) and whose numerator
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is a polynomial which becomes zero for the values ti, t^, t^, ^4, t^, t^

of t. Hence follows the identity

where fl' is a certain constant independent of t ; then, on tak-

ing the derivatives of both members with respect to t, one has

the identity

and on putting in this last identity t = a, one has

1 1 1 111 _ 2<f>'(a)

^ ' a — ti a — tj a — t^ a — t^ a — t^ a — <6~ <^(«)

the necessary condition in order that the six points correspond-

ing to these six values of < be on a conic. It may be seen, as

above, that this condition is sufficient.

These considerations are, in particular, applicable to the

pedal or to the inverse curve of a parabola, with respect to a

point of the parabola.

CuEVES or THE Third Order with a Double Point.

Let a and 6 be the roots of the equation

A + Bt + Ct^ = 0,

which gives the angiilar coefficients of the tangents at the

singular point (page 435); if these roots be imaginary, the

double point is isolated. The expressions for the co-ordinates

X and y of a point of the curve are

C(t-a)(t-b) -Ct(t-a){t-b)

Find the necessary and sufficient condition, in order that the

three points corresponding to the values iy tj, (3 of the parame-
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ter lie on a straight line. Let tix + vy + w he the first member
of an equation of a straight line which does not pass through

a double point; if x and y be replaced by their expressions in

t, this first member becomes a rational fraction, whose denomi-

nator is <^(t), and whose numerator becomes zero for the values

ti, tn tg of t. One has therefore by this substitution the identi-

cal equation

K(t - ti)(t - t,)(t - «,)ux+vy + w= -^
\(t)

Substitute successively for t, in this identity, the values a

and b corresponding to a double point ; since x and y become

zero for either of these two values, it follows

/f(a-<i)(a-ta)(a-<3)
*"=

W)
'

.._ ^(b-t0(6-(,)(6-f,)

.

*"-
W)

'

whence by division

/TN (g - t,)(a — ti){a — f,) _ ^{d)W
(6 _ t,)(6 _ t,)(6 _ ,,) ^ (6)-

This is the necessary condition, that three points in a straight

line lie on the curve ; it may be shown, as on page 507, that it

is sufficient.

If the double point be real (the pedal of a parabola with
respect to an external point, the inverse curve of a hyperbola

with respect to a point of a curve), the constants a, 6, <^ (o), ^(6)
which enter in relation (7) are real. If the double point is

isolated (the pedal of a parabola with respect to an interior

point, the inverse curve of an ellipse with respect to a point of

the curve) these constants a and h on the one hand, ^ (a) and
<^ (6) on the other, are conjugate imaginaries. Relation (7) can
then be replaced by another which involves only real elements.

For this purpose suppose

o=i)-f ig, h=:p — iq, ^^ = C082X-K8in2\
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when 2X designates the argument of the constant quantity

-£ffl,
whose modulus is 1, since ^ (a) and ^ (6) are conjugate

imaginaries. Put

p — t „ . a — t cos T + i sin t o • o-c = cot T, = '—^,— = cos 2 T + 1 sin 2 T

;

q — t cos T — 1 sm t

to each value of t corresponds one value of < ; to each value of

t correspond an infinitude of values of t differing from each

other by multiples of ir. Call ti, t^, r^ the three values of t

which correspond to the parameters f„ t^, h of tlie three points

on the straight line ; relation (7) gives us

cos2(Ti + T2 + T3)+isin2(T, + t2 + t3)= co3 2X + isin2A,

whence

(8) Ti + T2 + Tj = \ + kir,

where k is any integer. On making in these formulas (7) and

(8) <i= <j = t, = t, or Ti = T2 = Tj = T, one finds the value of the

parameters < or t which correspond to points of inflection.

One can easily demonstrate that : there are three points of

inflection; these points lie on a straight line. If a and b be real,

one only of these points is real; if a and b be imaginary, the three

points of inflection are real.

The necessary and sufficient condition in order that six points

of the curve lie on a conic can be written

(a _ t{){a - ti)(a - ts)(a - tt)(a - t,){a - Q ^U (a)T

(6 _ t,){b - t,){b - t,){b - t,)(b - t,){b - «e) L«^ (*)J

'

or if a and 6 be imaginary,

Tl + Tj + Ts + T4 + Tj + Te = 2 X + AlTT.

III. The curves which ws have thus far studied constitute

aU unicursal curves of the third order. In fact, let

(9) x =l^ y^Ml
^^> s(ty ^ Bit)

be the expressions of the co-ordinates of a point of the curve,

where P(f), Q(t), B(t) designate polynomials of the third
21.
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degree in t which, do not have a common divisor. To each

value of t corresponds a single point of the curve ; suppose that

conversely, save for certain special points finite in number, to

each point {x, y) of this curve corresponds one value only of t.

This is equivalent to saying that the equations

im m__P(^ Q(t)_Q(t')
^ ' R(f)~ R{f)' R{t)~ R{t')

do not have more than a finite number of solutions in which (

is different from t', or, moreover, that there is but a finite num-
ber of values of a; and y for which the equations in t

(9) xR{t)-Pit)=0,yR(t)-Q(t)=0

have two common roots. Then the curve defined by equations

(9) is of the third order and has one singular point; equations

(9) have two common roots when the point (x, y) coincides with

this singular point.

Then the curve is of the third order, for on changing the

values of the parameter corresponding to the points of inter-

section of the curve with a straight line, one gets an equation

of the third degree. Whence, the equation of the tangent at

the point with the parameter t is (§ 341)

T-y = tl{X-x);

that is, after introducing the expressions of a; and y in t,

X(RQ' - QR')+ T(PR' - RF)+ QP' - PQ' = 0.

In the combination such as RQ' — QR', the term in fi disap-

pears, and the equation of the tangent contains t to the fourth

power at most. If, therefore, one seek the values of t corre-

sponding to the points of contact of the tangents drawn from
a point to the curve, one finds at most four values for t. The
curve considered is therefore, at most, of the fourth class;

it has a singular point, because a curve of the third order

without a singular point is of the sixth class.

IV. The following proposition concerning curves of the

fourth order will be proven:
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The curve of the fourth order with three singular points

(node or cusps) is unicursal. Let A, B, C be the singular

points, and D a fixed point taken on the curves. A variable

conic

which passes through the four points A, B, C, D, intersects the

curve in eight points, seven of which are fixed ; namely, two

coincident with A, two with B, two with C, and one with D.

The equation of the eighth degree, which gives the abscissas

of the points of intersection of the conic and of the curve,

has therefore seven fixed roots independent of t; one could

suppress these roots by division, and there would remain an

equation of the first degree in x expressing x as a rational

function of t. Similarly, y may be obtained as a rational func-

tion of t. To each point of the curve different from the -points

A, B, C corresponds a value of the parameter t given by the

equation

to the double points correspond two values of the parameter,

which become equal when the double point becomes a cusp.

In this category of curves belong the lemniscate, the hypo-

cycloid with three cusps, the pedals or the inverse curves of

an ellipse, and of a hyperbola with respect to a point not

situated on these curves.

It can be demonstrated that, conversely, every unicursal

curve of the fourth order has a triple point or three singular

points (node or cusp).

V. Since a curve of the third order cannot have two and a

curve of the fourth order cannot have four singular points,

the unicursal curves of these orders are those which have the

maximum number of singular points. This theorem can be

made general for unicursal curves of all degrees. In fact, it

can be proven that

:

A unicursal curve of the nth order, which does not have

higher singularities than nodes and cusps, may have nodes

or cusps
^ ^ in number ; andj conversely, a curve
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of the nth order with ^^ '-^ nodes or cusps is uni-

cursal.

This number, ^^

7^ —, is the maximum number of

singular points which a curve of the Mth order can have with-

out decomposition.

If one be given the expressions of the co-ordinates of a point

of an unicursal curve as a rational function of a parameter

(11) «=«/.(«), 2/ = "/-(<).

the values of t corresponding to the singular points are found

by seeking the solutions common to the two equations

in which t is different from t'.

It is to be noticed that the equation of the curve is obtained by

eliminating t between equations (11) ; that is, by expressing the

conditions that these equations have a common root in t. If

the point (x, y) be an ordinary point of the curve, equations

(11) do not have more than one common root; if the point

(x, y) coincide with a singular point, they have two or more

roots in common, which are the values of t corresponding to

the singular point. The singular points are therefore found

by seeking the positions of the point (a;, y) for which equa-

tions (11) in t have two or more roots in common.

EXERCISES.

1. A point M is taken on a curve of the third order with a cusp. The
tangent at M intersects the curve in a point i(fi, the tangent in JIfi inter-

sects it in Jl/jt the tangent at il/j intersects it in ilfs, etc., .... Show that

the nth point M„ thos determined, when n is indefinitely increased,

approaches the cusp.

From the point M a tangent can he drawn to the curve. Let M' be its

point of contact ; from the point M' a second tangent can be drawn to it

;

let M2 be its point of contact, etc., .-. Show'that the nth point HH'^ thus

determined approaches the point of inflection.

2. Let ilf be a point on a curve of the third order with a double point.

The tangent at li intersects the curve at Mx, the tangent at Mi intersects

it at M2, etc., ••• ; let Mn be the nth point thus determined.
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If the tangents at the doable point be real, the point M„ approaches,

when n is increased without limit, the double point. If these tangents

be imagiuaiy, it can happen that the point M„ coincides with the point of

departure M. One will then have a polygon of n sides whose vertices

lie on the curve and the sides tangent to the curve. What positions

is it necessary that the point M should take in order that this should

happen ? Study the particular cases n = 3, 4, 5. (Dur6ge, Math.

Annalen, Erster Band.)

3. From a point of inflection I, of a curve of the third order, one can

draw, at the double point, a tangent IT to this curve having its point of

contact at T. Show that the straight lines which join the two points /
and T to the double point are harmonic conjugates with respect to the

tangents at the double point.

4 . The co-ordinates of a point of the ellipse —|- '^^— 1 = can be

expressed as a function of an angle by the formulas x = a cos ^,

y = bsm<p. Show that the necessary and sufficient condition, in order

that four points of the ellipse correspond to the values 4>i, <t>2, <pi, (pt of

<l>
should lie on the same circle, is

01 + ^ + 03 + *4 = 2 fcjT.

Through a point M taken on the ellipse three circles osculating the

ellipse can be passed (without intersecting the one which has its point of

contact at M); prove that the points of contact of these three circles lie

on a circle which passes through M.

At the point M draw a circle osculating the ellipse ; let Mi be the

point in which this circle intersects the curve; the osculating circle at

Ml intersects the ellipse at M^ ; etc., •••. What should be the position of

the point M in order that the point if„ obtained by repeating the con-

struction n times should coincide with M 1 Study the particular cases

n = 1, 2, 3, 4.

6. One is given an ellipse and a point P in its plane. 1° Find the

number of circles osculating the ellipse so that each of the chords com-

mon to the ellipse and to the different circles passes through the point.

2° Find, for the different position of the point P, how many of these

circles are real. 3° Prove that the points of contact of the circles oscu-

lating the ellipse are on the circle C. 4° Find the envelope E of these

circles when the point P describes the ellipse. 5° The curve E may be

regarded as the envelope of a series of circles which intersect at right

angles a fixed circle and whose centers lie on a conic ; determine in how

many different ways the curve E may be generated in this way.

6. Express the co-ordinates of a point of a hyperbola as a rational

function of a parameter t. What relation connects the parameters ti, fs,

U, ti of the four points situated on a circle ? How many circles osculating
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a hyperbola can be drawn through a point. The circle osculating the

hyperbola at M intersects it in Mi, the osculating circle at J/x intersects

it at M2, etc., • ; what will be the limiting position of the nth point Mn
thus constructed, when n is increased without limit ?

7. Consider a conic C whose co-ordinates are expressed as a rational

function of a parameter t in such a way that to each point of the curve

corresponds a single value t, and let A and B be two fixed points not

situated on the conic.

Prove that the necessary and sufficient condition that the points ti, h,

ts, ti of the conic C are situated on a conic passing through A and B is

(ti - a)<ih - a) (fa - a)(U - a) _ „g^

(«i-6)(«2-6)(«3-6)(«4-6)
'

a and b representing the values of t which correspond to the two points

in which the straight line AB intersects the conic C. In what way is it

necessary to modify this relation when the straight line AB is tangent

to C?

8. One is given a uuicursal curve of the fourth order with a triple

point at which the tangents to the curve are distinct ; express its co-ordi-

nates X and J/ as a rational function of a parameter t and call a, b, c the

three values of t which determine the triple point. Prove that the

necessary and sufficient conditions that the four points tu (2, ta, ti situated

on the curve lie on a straight line are :

(ti - n) (ta - g) (fs — a) (t« — «) _ »(")
(tl-c)(«2-C)(t8- C)(t4-C) 0(C)'

(ti - b) (ta - 6) (t, - 6) (t4 - 6) ^ 0(6)

(«1-C)((s-C)(t8 -c)(«4 -c) 0(c)'

0(t) being the common denominator of the expressions in x and y

Deduce the number of points of inflection and of double tangents of the

curve.

In what way is it necessary to modify the preceding relations in case

two of the three tangents at the triple point coincide ?

Apply the preceding formulas to the curve constructed in § 342 ; and

to the curves whose equations are

(z2 + y")!! - ay(x^ - y2) = 0,

(x2 + ff^y - a(x - yyg = 0,

(x2 + y2)2 -af = 0.

9. One is given a unicursal curve of the fourth order having three

double points corresponding respectively to the values (t = a, t = b),

((=0', (=&')> (' = o"i t=b"). Prove that the necessary and sufficient
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conditions in order that the four points ti, ti, fs, «4 lie on a straight line,

take the forms

(ti - a )(t8 - g )(t3 - a ){U-a )

(«i - 6 )(«2 - 6 )(«8 - 6 )(<4 - 6 )
~

'

.(ti - a' )(ta - a' )(t3 - a' )(<« - a' ) _

(ti - 6' )(«2 - 6' )(«s - 6' )CJi - 6' )

~

(ti - a")(t2 - a")(i3 - a")(t4 - a") _
(«i - b"){h - 6")(«3 - 6")(«4 - 6") ~ '

equations which reduce to two.

Derive the number of points of inflection and double tangents to the

curve.

In what way is it necessary to modify the conditions when one, two,

or three double points become cusps ?

Apply these formulas to the lemniscate (§ 339, 2°), to the hypocycloid

with three cusps (curve generated by a point of a circumference which
rolls within a circumference with a radius three times that of the rolling

circle).

10. Two normals which intercept between them a portion of the axis

of the parabola of constant length are drawn to a given parabola. Find
the locus of their point of intersection.

11. Two parabolas whose axes include a constant angle are circum-

scribed about a triangle : find the locus of the fourth point of intersection

of these parabolas. (:fecole Polytechnique, 1874.)

12. a and h are the rectilinear rectangular co-ordinate's of a point M;
what is, for each position of this point, the nature of the roots of the

equation
3 1« + 8 at« - 12 6f^ + 4 6 = ?

Construct, in particular, the locus of the positions of the point M for

which the equation has a double root, and show that the co-ordinates of a

point of the locus is a function of this root, (^cole Normale, 1884.)

13. Four tangents can be drawn from a point ilf of a lemniscate to

this curve besides the tangent which touches the curve at M. Prove that

the four points of contact of these tangents are on a straight line, and

find the envelope of this straight line when the point M describes a

lemniscate.

14. The envelope of the normals to a unicursal curve is a unicursal

curve. What is the order and the class of this envelope in case of a

conic ; a cubic unicursal curve ?

15. One of the foci of a conic inscribed in a given triangle describes a

given conic ; prove that the other focus describes a unicursal curve of the

fourth order. (Astor, Nouv. Annales, 1885.)
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16. A straight line S intersects three sides of a triangle ABC in three

points P, Q, E situated respectively on the sides BC, CA, AB. The har-

monic conjugate P* of P with respect to BC, Q' of Q with respect to

CA, B' of JS with respect to AB are constructed ; the three straight lines

AP, BQ', CB' intersect in a point M.

Find the locus of this point

:

1° When the straight line S passes through a fixed point

;

2° When this straight line envelops a conic.
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NOTE.

We give below a collection of elementary examples for the application

of the principles discussed in the text in giving an exposition of the

theory of the point and straight line, the circle, the parabola, ellipte

and hyperbola.

EXAMPLES I

CON'CERNIKG THE POINT.

1. Find the points whose co-ordinates are (0, 1), (— 2, 1), (— 5, 0),

(-2,-3).

2. Draw a triangle, the co-ordinates of whose angular points are

(0, 0), (2, — 3), (— 1, 0), and find the co-ordinates of the middle

points of its sides.

3. A straight line cuts the positive part of the axis of y at a distance

4, and the negative part of the axis x at a distance 3 from the origin

;

find the co-ordinates of the point where the part intercepted by the axes

is cut in the ratio 3 : 1, the smaller segment being adjacent to the axis

of X.

4. There are two points F (7, 8), and Q (4, 4); find the distance PQ,

(1) with rectangular axes, and (2) with axes inclined at an angle of 60°.

6. Work Ex. 4 when P is (- 2, 0), Q (- 5, - 3).

6. The co-ordinates of P are x — 2, ^ = 3, and ot Q, x = 3, y = i;

find the co-ordinates of S, so that PR : JRQ -..S-.i.

7. The polar co-ordinates of P are p = 5, fl = 75°, and of Q, p = 4,

tf = 15° ; find the disUnce PQ.

8. Find the polar co-ordinates of the points whose rectangular co-

ordinates are

(l)x = y/S, (2)x = -v'3, (3) x = -l,

y= 1; y= 1; y= l;

and draw a figure in each case.

9. Find the rectangular co-ordinates of the points whose polar co-ordi-

nates are

(l)p = 5, (2)p = -5, (3)p= 5,

e--. 0-
3,

e- ^,

and draw a figure in each case.
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10. Transform the equations

X cosa + 2/ sin a = a, x^ + xy + y^ = 6",

from rectangular to polar co-ordinates.

11. Transform the equation p' =: a^ cos 2 9 from polar to rectangular

co-ordinates.

12. A straight line joins the points (2, 3) and ( — 2, — 3) ; find the

co-ordinates of the points which divide the line into three equal parts.

13. If ABC be a triangle, and AB, AC are taken as axes of x and y,

find the co-oidinates (1) of the bisection of BC, (2) of the point where

the perpendicular from A meets BC, and (3) of the point where the

line bisecting the angle SAC meets BC.

14. Find the co-ordinates of the same points, when AB is the axis of

X, and a straight line drawn from A perpendicular to AB the axis of y.

15. The rectangular co-ordinates of a point 8 are h and k, and a

straight line PS is drawn, making an angle e with the axis of x ; show

that the co-ordinates of P are

x = h + p cos e, y = k + p sin 0,

where 8P = p.

EXAMPLES II

COSTCERNING THE STRAIGHT LIKE.

1. Draw the lines whose equations are

(l)y = 5a! + 2, (2)y-T = 5x + 3, (3)7y-Sx = 0,

(4)6-x = 2y, (5)| + i^ = 2, (6)2x-|-3 = 0.

2. Find the equation to the straight line which passes through the

points (2, 5), and (0, — 7).

3. The co-ordinates of the angular points of a triangle being given,

find the equations to the three straight lines, each of which bisects two

of the sides.

4. Two straight lines make each of them an angle of 45° with the

axis of X, and their intercepts on the axis of y are 6 and 8 ; find the

equation to the straight line which is equidistant from the two, the

axes being rectangular.

5. Find the equation to a straight line on which the perpendicular

from the origin =6, and makes (1) an angle of 45°, and (2) an angle

of 225° with the axis of z, the axes being rectangular.

6. Determine the point of intersection of the two lines (Sy — x = 0)

and (2a:-|-jr = l).
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7. Find the equation to the straight line which passes through the

point of intersection of the straight lines

x—2y - a = 0, x + Sy — 2a = 0,

and is parallel to the line 3 x + 4 ^ = 0.

8. Find the equation to a straight line which is equidistant from the

two lines represented hy the equation y = mx + c ±i c'.

9. Find the equation to the straight line that joins the points of inter-

section of the two pairs of lines

2x + 3!/-4a = 0,

1

2x + y — a = 0, i Sx — 2y

10. Find the length of the perpendicular from the origin on the line

a(x — a)+ b(y — 6) = 0, and the portion intercepted by the axes, which

are rectangular.

11. The rectangular co-ordinates of two points are 3, 6 and 4, 4

respectively ; find the equation to a straight line which bisects the dis-

tance between them and maizes an angle of 45° with the axis of x.

12. Find the equation to a straight line which passes through a given

point (a, &) and makes equal angles with the axes.

13. Find the equations to the diagonals of the parallelogram formed by

the four lines x = a, x = a', y = b, y = b'.

14. A straight line, inclined to the axis of x at an angle of 150°, cuts

the positive axes of rectangular co-ordinates in A and Ji ; find the equa-

tion to a straight line bisecting AB and passing through the origin.

15. Find the equations to the four sides of a square, the co-ordinates

of two of its opposite angular points being (2, 3) and (3, 4), the co-ordi-

nates being rectangular.

16. Find the distance of the origin of co-ordinates from the line

X V- + ^ = 1, the axes being rectangular.

17. Find the equation to a straight line which passes through the inter-

section of the lines x = a, x + y + a=:0, and through the origin.

18. The axes of co-ordinates being inclined to each other at an angle

of 60°, find the equation to a straight line parallel to the line {x + y = Sa)

and a distance from it equal to ^aVS.

19. Show that the lines y = 2x + 3, j; = 3x -|- 4, y = 4x -f 5, all pass

through one point.

iSO. Find the value of m, in order that the line (y = mx -t- 3) may pass

through the intersection of the lines (y = x -t- 1) and (j = 2 x -)- 2).

21. A straight line cuts off intercepts on the axes, the sum of the

reciprocals of which is a constant quantity ; show that all straight lines

which fulfill this condition pass through a fixed point.
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22. A straight line slides along axes of x and y, and ttie difference of

the intercepts is always proportional to the area it incloses ; show that the

line always passes through a fixed point.

23. If the distance of a point from the origin equals twice its distance

from the axis of x, show that it always lies in one of two straight lines

that pass through the origin ; axes rectangular.

24. Find the cosine of the angle which the line (_Ax + By + CT) makes
with the axis of x, the axes being inclined at an angle of 45°.

25. If a straight line cats the (rectangular) axes of x and y at equal

distances from the origin, and a straight line be drawn from the origin,

dividing it in the ratio m : n, find the tangent of the angle which this latter

line makes with the axis of x.

26. An equilateral triangle, whose side =: a, has its vertex at the

origin, and its sides equally inclined to the positive directions of rectan-

gular axes ; find the co-ordinates of the angles, and thence of the point
bisecting the base.

27. Find the polar co-ordinates of the point of intersection of the lines

|p = 2asec^9-i;H and i.p = a&ec(e-j-\\,

and the angle between them.

28. Trace the line whose polar equation is

p = 2acos^e-|--y

29. Show that the polar equation to a straight line, passing through
the points (p', $'), (p", e"), is

pV sin {9' - e) + p'V sin (»" - 0') + pp" sin (e - S") = 0.

What is the geometrical interpretation of this equation ?

EXAMPLES ni

CONCERNING THE ANGLES FORMED BY STRAIGHT LINES AND
THE STRAIGHT LINES REPRESENTED BY EQUATIONS OF
SECOND AND HIGHER DEGREES.

1. Find the equation to the straight lines which pass through the point

(1, 3), and make an angle of 30° with the line (2y — x + 1 = 0); axes
being rectangular.

2. Draw the lines represented by the equation

(2 y - X -t- c)(3y -)- X - c) = 0,

and determine (1) where they Intersect, and (2) at what angle; the axes
being rectangular.
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3. Find the equation to a straight line which passes through the point

(c, 0), and makes an angle of 45° with the line (6a; — ay = ab) ; axes

being rectangular.

4. Find the equation to a straight line which is perpendicular to the

line (8y+5x — 3 = 0) and cuts the axis of y at a distance = 8 from the

origin ; axes being rectangular.

5. Find the cosine of the angle between the lines

(j/ — 4a; + 8 = 0) and (y - 6a; + 9 = 0) ;

axes being rectangular.

6. Find the angle between the lines

(4!/ + 3a; + 6 = 0) and (4a; - 3y + 6 = 0) ;

axes being rectangular.

7. Find the equations to the straight lines which pass through the

intersection of the lines {y = 2x + i), (y = 3a: + 6), and bisect the

supplementary angles between them ; axes being rectangular.

8. What is the geometrical signification of the equations

a;2 + 2/2 = 0, a:!/ = ?

9. Find the equations to the straight lines which bisect the angles

between the lines (12a; + 5y = 8) and (3a; — 4y = 3); axes being

rectangular.

10. Show that the lines represented by the equation

6 2/2 + xj/_2x + j/-a;2-l = 0,

are inclined to one another at an angle of 45°
; axes being rectangular.

11. The equation 2 2/" — 3xj/ — 2a;'' — 3j/ + 6a; = represents two

straight lines at right angles ; axes being rectangular.

12. The equation y'^ — 2xy sec 6 \- ofi = represents two straight lines

inclined to one another at an angle e ; axes being rectangular.

13. What is the inclination of the co-ordinate axes, when the lines

represented by y"^ — x^ = 0, are perpendicular to one another ?

14. The equations to two straight lines are

x-trZy -a=Q-.-0.), !/ -a; + a = 0- (2) ;

find the equations to the straight lines which pass through the intersec-

tions of (1) and (2), so that the ratio of the sines of the inclination of

each to (1) and (2) may be as 1 : Vb.

15. What must be the inclination of the axes in order that the lines

(xy — 3y — 2a; + 6 = 0) may include an angle of 135°

?

16. Find the equations to the two straight lines which pass through

the origin and divide into three equal parts the distance between the

points in which the axes of co-ordinates are intersected by the line

(x + y = y).
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7. Find the distance of the point of intersection of the lines

(3x + 2y + 4 = 0), (2x + 5y + 8 = 0),

from the line (v = 5 x + 6) ; the axes being rectangular.

EXAMPLES IV

CONCERNING TRANSFORMATION OF CO-ORDINATES.

1. The equation of a right line is

3z-|-5y- 15 = 0;

find the equation of the same line referred to parallel axes whose origin

is at (1,2). .,4ns. 3x+ 5^ = 2.

2. The equation of a locus is

xS + j,2_4j;_6j, = i8;

what will this equation become if the origin be moved to the point

(2, 3) ? Ans. x' + Sf2 = 31.

3. The equation of a locus is y'' — x'' = 16 ; what will this equation

become if transformed to axes bisecting the angles between the given

axes ? Ans. xy = 8.

4. Transform the equation 2x'' — bxy + 2}/' = i from axes inclined to

each other at an angle of 60°, to the axes which bisect the angles between

the given axes. Ans. x* — 27 y' + 12 = 0.

6. Transform the equation v' + 4 a;^ cot a — 4 ax = from a rectan-

gular system to an oblique system inclined at an angle a, the origin

remaining the same, and the new axis of x coinciding with the old.

Ans. p2 sin 2 o = 4 ax.

6. The equation of a locus is X^ + y* + 6x'j/' = 2 ; what will be the

equation if the axes are turned through an angle of 45° ?

Ans. X* + y* =: I.

7. Transform x* + y» = 7 ax to polar co-ordinates, the pole being at the

origin, and the initial line coincident with the axis of x.

Ans. r = 7 o cos B.

8. Change the equations r» = o''cos2# and ri'cos2« = a' into equa-
tions between x and y, Ans. (a? + y>)' = o* (x^ — ^) and x' — y^ = gs.
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EXAMPLES V

COXCERNING THE CIRCLE.

1. To find the center and radius of the circle

2. Investigate the line or lines represented hy the equation

s? + xy^- x^r - xr"^ -rf-^r^ = {i.

3. Find the common chord of two circles

(a: -1)2 + (J>
- 2)2 = 6, (x - Tf + (y - 3)" = 8.

4. To find the equation to a straight line which passes through the

centers of the two circles

as' + 2 a; + y2 = 0, y' + 2 j/ + a;^ = 0.

5. To find the equation to a circle having for its diameter the straight

line joining the points of intersection of the line y = mx and the circle

y^ = 2rx- xK

6. Find the equation to the circle the diameter of which is the com-

mon chord of the circles

x^ + y^ = f', (x - o)= + y^ = r'.

7. What is represented by the equation

a;(x-2) + j/(2/-4)+8 = 0?

8. Find a relation between the coefBcients of the equation

A(7fi-iry'^)+ Dx + Ey+ F = 0,

in order that (1) the axis of x, and (2) the axis of y, may be tangents to

the circle.

9. To find the inclination to the axis of x of the tangents drawn from

any point (as', y') to the circle whose equation is

(x-a)2+(3^-6)2-r2 = 0.

10. To find the relation between the quantities a, b, r, in order that

the line - + r = 1 may touch the circle x^ + y^ = r^.

a b

11. To find the equation to a circle, the center of which is at the origin

of co-ordinates, and which is touched by the line

Sr = 2x + 3.

12. To find the intercepts on the axes of co-ordinates of the tangent

to a circle (x^ + y^ = r=), drawn parallel to a given straight line

(x cos a -I- y sin o =p).
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13. If 2 a', 2 a" be the inclination of two radii of a circle x' + |/' = r^

to the axis of x, to find the equation to the chord joining the extremities

of the radii.

14. If the pole always lie on a liub

a

and the equation to the circle is x^ + y^ = r*, the equation to the polar is

of the form
(ax-r=)+A;(6j/-r2) = 0,

where k is any constant.

16. If the pole of a straight line with regard to the circle x' + y' = r*

lie on the circle x* + y' = 4r2, the polar will touch the circle

16. Find the equation to the circle which has each of the co-ordinates

1 2
of the center = — -, and its radius = -=-, the axes being inclined at an

3 V3
angle of 60°.

17. Prove that the circles

xs + j(2=(c + o)2, (x - a)" + y" = c»

have only one common tangent, and find its equation.

18. Find the locus of the mid-points of chords drawn from the ex-

tremity of the diameter of any circle.

19. Show that the polar of the point (z', y') with regard to the circle

(_x-ay + {y-by = r^ U

(X - a)(x' - a} + iy - b)(y' -b)=t^.

20. Find the locus of the vertices of all triangles which have a given

base and a given vertical angle.

21. Prove Euc. III. 31, from the resulting equation.

22. Tangents are drawn to a circle x^ -f- y^ = r*", at two points (x', y'),

(x", y"); to find the distance of a point (h, k) from a straight line pass-

ing through the center and the intersection of the two tangents.

23. To find the equations to straight lines touching a circle

x? + !(» = 10,

at points, the common abscissa of which is unity.

24. Find the equation to a straight line touching the circle

(x-a)=+(!,-6)» = ra,

and parallel to a given line y =: tnx + c.
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25. To find the equation to the straight line passing through the origin

oi co-ordinates, and touching the circle

26. To find the length of the common chord of the circles

(z - ay + (,y- 6)2 = r', (a: - 6)2 + (^y - aY = r\

27. Find the area between the two circles

a:2 + 2a; + 2/2 + 42, = o, x'^ + 2x + y^ + 4y = 1.

28. To find the length of the chord of a circle x^ + y^ = r', made by

the straight line - + ? = !.
a

29. If from a given point S, a perpendicular be drawn to the tangent

PI' at any point Pof a circle, of which the center is C, and, in the line

MP at right angles to CS and produced if necessary, a point Q be taken,

sucli that QM = SY, to find the locus of Q.

30. Given the equation to a circle, and the chord of a circle ; show

that a perpendicular let fall upon the chord from the center bisects the

chord.

31. Find the diameter of the circle

a;2 + j/2 ^ 2 xy cos u = ax + by.

32. In the equation ^ + .By + C = 0, if C be constant, and A and B
vary, subject to the condition A^ + B^ = a, constant, the equation repre-

sents a series of tangents to a given circle.

33. Find the equation to the circle which passes through the points

(0, 0), (— 8a, 0), (0, 6 a), the axes being rectangular.

34. To find the locus of mid-points of chords wliich pass through a

given point.

35. If on any radius vector through a fixed point 0, OQ be taken in a

constant ratio to OP, find the locus of Q.

36. The circles represented by the equation

(n -(- 1) (a;2 + y"-) = ax + nby,

where n is arbitrary, have a common chord.

37. Prove algebraically that the angles in the same segment of a circle

are equal, and that the angle in a semicircle is a right angle.

38. Two sides of a triangle are 6 and c, and tliey include an angle A ;

if these sides be taken as axes, the equation to the circumscribed circle is

x^ + y^ + 2x1/ cos A — hx — cy = 0.

39. Given the base and vertical angle, to show that the locus of the

point of intersection of the perpendiculars from the angles on the sides is

a circle.

2 H
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40. Given base and ratio of sides of a triangle, show that the locus of

the vertex is a circle.

41. When will the locus of a point be a circle, if the square of its dis-

tance from the base of a triangle be in a constant ratio to the product of

its distances from the sides ?

42. When will the locus of a point be a circle, if the sum of the

squares of the three perpendiculars from it on the sides of a triangle be

constant ?

43. Find the locus of a point, the square of whose distance from a

given point is proportional to its distance from a given right line.

44. Given the base of a triangle, and m times the square of one of its

sides ± n times the square of the other =: a constant ; find locus of the

vertex, find center and radius of resulting circle, and where it cuts base.

46. Find the equations to the circles which touch the three lines, re-

ferred to rectangular axes,

x = a, y = 2h, y = 2b'.

46. The locus of the centers of all circles inscribed in all right-angled

triangles on the same hypotenuse is the quadrant described on the

hypotenuse.

47. The equation to a circle is y- + x'^ = a(^y + x) ; what is the equa-

tion to that diameter which passes through the origin of co-ordinates ?

48. To find the equation to a circle referred to two tangents at right

angles, as axes.

49. If through any point of a quadrant whose radius is R two circles

be drawn touching the bounding radii of the quadrant, and r, r' be the

radii of these circles, rr' = B^.

50. To find the equations to the straight lines which touch both the

i2 + 5»2 = r2, (x - ay + y^ = r".

51. To find the equation to the circle which touches the three straight

lines, referred to rectangular axes,

1 = 0, j, = 0, ^-h|=l.
a

62. To find the equations to two circles, which touch rectangular axes
of X and y, and pass through a given point (a, h).

53. The straight lines joining the angles of a triangle with the points

in which the escribed circles touch the opposite sides, meet iu a point.

84. In any circle draw a chord AB; from the mid-point E of the

leaser segment draw any straight line cutting AB in C, and meeting the

circumference in D; join AD, and in AD take AP = AO; find locus

of P.
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55. The axes Ox, Oy out a circle in points A, A', S, B' respectively
;

to compare the values of x, y at the intersection of the chords AB', A'B.

66. Determine the magnitude and position of the circle

p2 _ 2 p(cos fl + VS sin 6) = 5.

EXAMPLES VI

Transform the following equation, illustrating each transformation

by a figure, as at the end of § 144.

1. 1 + 2a: + 3 j/2 = to !/2 = -
I x.

2. 3x^ + 2I/2-2X + J/- 1 = to 72a;2 + 48 i/ = 35.

3. 3 ^2 + 2 a:y + 3 y2 - 16 y + 23 = to ix'' + 2y^ = l.

4. y^-10xy + x''-\-y + x+l=0 to 32 a;^ - 4Sy^ = 9.

6. y^-2xy + x^-6y-6x + 9 = 0toy^ = 3 v'2 a:.

6. !/2 + zj/ + a;2 + y + a; - 5 = to 9a:2 + 32/2 = 32.

7. y2 - 2 ij/ - a;2 + 2 = to j/2 - a;2 + V2 = 0.

8. y^ - x^ - y = to ix^ - 4y^ + 1 = 0.

9. Show by transformation that the equation

12a;y + 8a;-27 2/-18=0

represents two straight lines parallel to the axes.

10. Show by transformation that the equation

y'' -2xy + 3T? -2y -10x+ 19 =

represents two imaginary straight lines passing through the point (3, 4).

11. Show by transformation that the equation

y^ - ixy + 5x^ + 2y - ix + 2 =

represents an imaginary ellipse.

12. Show that any point on the line (y = x + 1) is a center of the

locus
y^ - 2xy + x^ -2y + 2x = 0.

13. Show by transformation that the equation

y^ + 2xy + x^ + l=0

represents two imaginary parallel straight lines.

14. What is the equation to the axis in Ex. 5 ?

16. Transform Ty^ + 16xy+ \6x^ + 32y + 6ix + 2S = 0, the axes

being inclined at an angle of 60", to y^ + ix^ = 9, the axes being rec-

tangular, and the axis of x remaining the same.
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EXAMPLES VII

CONCEKXIXG THE PARABOLA.

1. Find the intersections of the parabola y- = ix and the line

3y-2a;-8 = 0. ^HS. (2, 4) and (8, 8).

2. Find the equation of the right line passing through the focus of the

parabola y^ = 4 a;, and making an angle of 45° with the axis of the curve.

Ans. y = x — 1.

3. Find the points in which the focal chord y=x — \ intersects tlie

parabola j/2 = 4 a;. Ans. (3 ± 2 v^, 2 ± 2 V2)

.

4. Find the equation of the right line passing through the vertex of

any parabola and the exticmity of tlie focal ordinate. Ans. y = 2x.

6. Find the equation of the circle which passes through the vertex of

any parabola and the extremities of the double ordinate through the focus.

Ans. y^ = \px— x'^.

6. Find the equation of the circle which passes through the vertex of

the parabola y^ = \2x and the extremities of the double ordinate through

the focus. Ans. y'^ — 15x — x-.

7. Find the equations of the tangent and normal to any parabola at

the extremity of the positive ordinate through the focus.

Alls, y = x + ip and y + x = Sp.

8. Find the equations of tlie tangent and normal to the parabola

y- = ix, at the extremity of the positive ordinate thi'ough the focus.

Ans. y = x + 1
; y + x = 3.

9. Find the point where the normal in Ex. 7 meets the curve again,

and the length of the intercepted chord.

Ans. (5p, — 3p); length of chord = 4pV2.

10. Find the point where the normal in Ex. 8 meets the curve again,

and the length of the intercepted chord.

Ans. (9, - G) ; length of chord = 8^21

11. Find the point in a parabola where the tangent is inclined at an
angle of 30° to the axis of a:. Ans. (5 Ji, JjVS).

12. Prove that the normal at any point of a parabola bisects the angle

between the focal line and the diameter passing through that point.

13. On a parabola whose latus rectum is 10, a tangent is drawn at the

point whose ordinate is 6, the origin being at the principal vertex ; deter-

mine where the tangent cuts the two co-ordinate axes.

Ans. (-3.6, 0) and (0, 3).

14. Determine where the normal in the preceding example, at the

same point, if produced, will cut the two axes.

Ans. (8.6, 0) and (0, 10.3).
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15. Find the angle which the tangent in Ex. 14 makes with the axis

of X. Ans. W 48' 20".

16. In the parabola y"^ = 12 x, find the length of the perpendicular ixoja

the focus to the tangent at the point whose abscissa is 9. Ans. 0.

17. In the parabola y'^ = ?ix, find the length of the normal at the point

whose abscissa is 6. Ans. 8.

18. The extremities of any chord of a parabola being (x', y'), (z", y"),

and the abscissa of its intersection with the axis of the curve being x, to

prove that y'x" = x^, y'y" =— 2px.

19. Two tangents of a parabola meet the curve in (x\ y') and (x", y"),

their point of intersection being (x., y) ; show that

/-T-77 y' + y"

EXAMPLES VIII

The following problems ai-e enunciated, some for the ellipse and some
for the hyperbola, though many of them are equally applicable to both

curves.

1. Find the semi-axes of the ellipse ." j/'- + 2 x^ = (>.

Comparing this equation with — + ^ = 1, we find

a = VU, and b = Vi, Ans.

2. Find the semi-axes of the ellipse 4 y- -|- 3 a:^ = 19.

Ans. a = Vy, 6 = \/^-

3. Find the points of intersection of the parabola )/' = 4a; and the

ellipse 3 3^2 + 2 j;2 = 14. Ans. (1, 2) and (1, - 2).

4. Find the equation of a tangent to the ellipse Zy'^ -\-2x^ = 3o, at the

point whose abscissa is 2. Ans. 9 j/ -|- 4 a; = 35.

5. Find the eccentricity of the ellipse 2x^ + Zy'^ = (P.

Ans. Eccentricity =v'^.

6. Find the equation of the tangent to the ellipse at the end of the

latus rectum ; also, find the lengths of the intercepts of this tangent on

the two axes.

Ans. y + ex = a; the intercepts are - on tlie axis of x, and a on the

axis of y.
''

7. Find the axes of the hyperbola whose equation is Zy^—2x^+12=0
;

also the eccentricity of the given and the conjugate hyperbola and the

parameter.
^^^ ^^^g^ j^g. ^^^. ^,^^1; 2^,=-^-

v6
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8. Find the intersection of the hyperbola Zy^ — ioi'- + 12 = and the

circle a;2 4- j2 = 16. Ans. (±2\/3, ±2).

9. Find whether the line y = J x cuts the hyperbola by^ — 2x'^ = — \b,

OT its conjugate. Ans. It cuts the conjugate.

10. Find the equation of an hyperbola of given transverse axis, whose

vertex bisects the distance between the center and the focus.

Ans. j/2 - 3 a:2 = - 3 a"-.

11. Show tan ^"-"^ tan -^ " " = ^—
"^ where P is any point on an ellipse

2 2 1 + e

and H and S are its foci.

12. Find the points of intersection of an ellipse and hyperbola whose

equations are a:^ + 2 y'^ = 1, 3 k- — 0j/2 = l, and show that at each of

these points the tangent to the ellipse is the normal to the hyperbola.

13. If CA, CB be the semi-axes of an ellipse, show that, when SBH is

a right angle, CA^ : CPT- = 2:1.

14. Find the condition that the line (
— + ^ = 1 |

should touch the

15. The tangent to an ellipse is inclined to the major axis at an angle

; show that the area included by this tangent and the axes is

= J (a^ tan <p + b'^ cot 0).

16. The circle described on any radius vector SP of an ellipse as

diameter will touch the circle on the axis major.

17. Find where the tangents from the foot of the directrix will meet

the hyperbola, and what angle they will make with the transverse axis.

18. Find the equation to the tangent at the extremity of the latus

rectum of an ellipse whose equation is ——(--=i— = 1.
9 a^ i a^

19. A tangent at the extremity of the latus rectum of an hyperbola

meets any ordinate PM produced in B ; show that SP = MR, where S is

the focus through which the latus rectum passes.

80. Show that the equation to the normal, at the point whose eccentric

angle is 0, is ax sec (p — by coseo = a^ — 6-.

21. Find the radius of a circle inscribed in a semi-ellipse, touching the

axis minor.

22. From the point where the circle on the major axis is intersected by
the minor axis produced, a tangent is drawn to the ellipse; find the point

of contact.

23. If from the extremities of the minor axis two straight lines be
drawn through any point in the ellipse, and intersect the axis major in Q
and B, then CQ-CB = CA^.
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24. If a tangent be drawn to the interior of two concentric ellipses,

the axes of which are in the same straight line, meeting the exterior one

in P, Q and at P, Q tangents be drawn to the latter, intersecting in if,

prove that the locus of B is an ellipse.

25. Show that the locus of one end of a, given straight line, whose
other end and a given point in it move in straight lines at right angles to

one anotlier, is an ellipse.

26. If with the co-ordinates of any point in an elliptic quadrant as

semi-axes, a concentric ellipse be described, the chord of the quadrant of

the one will be a tangent to the other.

27. The locus of the center of a circle touching two circles externally

is an hyperbola.

28. The locus of the center of a circle touched by one circle externally,

and one internally, is an hyperbola.

29. Find the locus of the extremity of the perpendicular from the

center on the tangent to the hyperbola.

30. If B,
<t> be the eccentric angles of two points on an ellipse, the

equation to the chord joining the two points is

-cos ^ ^
-I- ^ sm ^ ^ = cos-

a 2 6 2 2

Hence deduce the equation to the tangent at the point whose eccentric

angle is
<l>.

31. It 3^C = 2CjS in an hyperbola, find the inclination of the asymp-

totes to the transverse axis.

32. If from a point P in an, hyperbola, PK he drawn parallel to the

transverse axis, cutting the asymptotes in / and K, then PK PI = o'-',

or, if parallel to the conjugate, PK • PI = bK

33. Is the point (2, 3) without or loithin the hyperbola 2 2* - 3 y* = 7 ?

Show that the straight line, joining this point with the point (6, 4), cuts

the curve.

34. If A, A' be the extremities of the major axis of an ellipse, T the

point where the tangent at P meets AA', QTS a. line perpendicular to

AA', and meeting AP, A'P in Q and B respectively, then QT = TB.

35. Find the eccentricity and latU3 rectum of the conic

2y^ + x' + iy-2x-(i = 0,

the axes being rectangular.
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36. Find the equations to the asymptotes of the curve

3x2 - Wxy + 3!/2- 8 = 0;

and find the angle between the asymptotes of

y" - iOxy + x^ + y + x+ 1 =0,

the axes in the latter case being rectangular.

37. In the equilateral hyperbola, the eccentricity is the ratio of the

diagonal of a square to its side.

38. A tangent at any point P of an ellipse meets the axis major pro-

duced in T, and the axis minor produced in e ; to find the locus of a point

Q in Tt such that QT: Qt = m:n.

39. To find the locus of the intersection of the ordinate of any point in

an ellipse produced with the perpendicular from the center upon the

tangent at that point.

40. If the normal at P meet the axis major of an ellipse in G, and GK
be drawn perpendicular to SP, GK = e PM, where PM is the ordinate

of P.

41. If SQ be drawn, always bisecting the angle P8C, in an ellipse,

and equal to a mean proportional between SC and- SP, find the eccen-

tricity of the curve which is the locus of Q.

42. Two straight lines, such that the product of the tangents of their

inclinations to the axis of x is constant, touch an ellipse ; show that the

locus of their intersection is an ellipse, or hyperbola, according as the

product is negative or positive.

43. Show that the locus of the summit of a movable right angle, one

side of which touches one, and the other side the other, of two confocal

ellipses, is a concentric circle.

44. An ellipse and hyperbola have the same foci and coincident axes

;

they cut each other at right angles.

45. If P be any point in the hyperbola, 5 and H the foci, find the locus

of the center of the circle which is inscribed in SPH.

46. If a tangent at any point of an hyperbola be intersected by the

tangents at the vertices in H and E, the circle on HK as diameter passes

through the foci.
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EXAMPLES IX

CONCERNING THIJ ELLIPSE, HYPERBOLA, AND THEIR CONJUGATE
DIAMETERS.

1. If CP, CQ be semi-diameters at riglit angles to each other,

2. If, from the focus S of an ellipse, perpendiculars be drawn on CP,
CD conjugate diameters, these perpendiculars produced backwards will

intersect CD and CP in the directrix.

3. If p, r and />', r' be respectively the focal distances of two points P,

D, the extremities of a pair of conjugate diameters of an ellipse, then

pr + p'r' = 0= + 62.

4. If a tangent to an hyperbola at P cut off CT, Ct from the axes,

then PT Pt = CD^, CD, being the semi-conjugate diameter.

5. In the equilateral hyperbola, the conjugate diameters make equal

angles with the asymptotes.

6. From the extremities P, D of two conjugate diameters, normals are

drawn to the major axis of an ellipse ; the sum of the squares of these

two = ^(a2 + 62).

7. If the tangent at the vertex A cut any two conjugate diameters of

an ellipse produced in T and t, then AT At = 6^.

8. The lengths of the equal conjugate diameters of an ellipse are

v'2(a* + Ifi), and the eccentric angles of their extremities are 45° and
135°.

9. The locus of the mid-points of chords of an ellipse, which pass

through a fixed point, is an ellipse with the same eccentricity ; and if the

fixed point be the focus, the major axis of the ellipse is 8C.

10. The tangent at any point of an hyperbola is produced to meet the

asymptotes ; show that the triangle cut ofi is of constant area.

11. If the asymptotes of the hyperbola are axes, show that the equation

to one directrix is x + y — a = 0.

12. If any two tangents be drawn to an hyperbola, and their intersec-

tions with the asymptotes be joined, the joining lines will be parallel.

13. Show that the locus of the points of quadrisection of all parallel

chords in a circle is a concentric ellipse.
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14. If the angle between the equal conjugate diameters of an ellipse is

60'^, find the eccentricity.

15. If a be the angle between two conjugate diameteTs which make
angles e, 6' with the axis major,

cos a = e^ cos e cos BK

16. CP, CD are semi-conjugate diameters of an ellipse, and PF is a

perpendicular let fall from P on CD or CD produced ; determine the

locus of F.

17. The chords joining the extremities of the conjugate diameters of

an ellipse -will all touch, in their mid-points, a concentric ellipse with

axes av'2, 6V2 coincident with those of the original curve.

18. If a circle be described from the focus of an hyperbola, with radius

equal to half the conjugate axis, it will touch the asymptotes in the points

where they are cut by the directrix.

19. Trace the curve, referred to rectangular axes,

{ix-Zyy
,

(3^-^4y-^6)'
i

+ 9 -^^•

20. The radius of a circle, which touches an hyperbola and its asymp-

totes, is equal to that part of the latus rectum produced, which is inter-

cepted between the curve and the asymptote.

21. The equation to the diameter conjugate to

5_?^ = Ois? + 3! = o,
c s c s

the hyperbola being referred to its asymptotes, c and s are the cos and

sin of the angle formed by the line and the x-axis.

22. An ellipse being traced upon a plane, draw the axes and the direc-

trix, and find the focus.

23. Find the angle between the asymptotes of the hyperbola xy= bx^ -)- c,

the axes being rectangular ; and write the equation to the conjugate

hyperbola.

24. Tangents are drawn to an hyperbola, and the portions intercepted

by the asymptotes are divided in a given ratio ; show that the locus of

the point of division is an hyperbola.

25. Draw the asymptotes of the hyperbolas

xy-1x-Zy-2 = 0, a:s( + 2 x^ -f 3 = 0,

and place the curves in the proper angles.

26. Find the locus of the intersection of tangents to an ellipse, which

are parallel to conjugate diameters.
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27. Find the equation to the locus of the mid-points of all chords of a

given length, in an ellipse.

28. If two concentric equilateral hyperbolas be' described, the axes of

the one being the asymptotes of the other, they will intersect at right

angles.

29. It P be the mid-point of a straight line AB, which is so drawn

as to cut o& a constant area from the corner of a square, its locus is an

equilateral hyperbola.

SO. If jSand /fbe the foci of an equilateral hyperbola, and a circle be

described upon SII, then the quadrantal chord of this circle shall be a

tangent to that described upon the transverse axis.

31. If o be the acute angle between the axes of co-ordinates of the

ellipse (x^ + y^ = c^), find the lengths of the axes and the eccentricity.

32. If AA' be any diameter of a circle, PQ any ordinate to it, then the

locus of the intersections of AP, A'Q is an equilateral hyperbola.

33. In an equilateral hyperbola, focal chords parallel to conjugate diam-

eters are equal.

34. If a series of straight lines have their extremities in two straight

lines at right angles to one another, and all pass through a given point,

the locus of their mid-points is an equilateral hyperbola.

35. PQ is an ordinate to the axis major AA' of an ellipse, meeting the

curve in P and Q ; draw AP, A'Q intersecting in B ; the locus of E is an

hyperbola with the same center and axes.

36. If tangents be drawn, making a given angle with the axes of all

ellipses having the same foci, the locus of the point of contact is an

equilateral hyperbola.

37. If normals be drawn to an ellipse from a given point within it, the

points where they meet the curve will all lie in an equilateral hyperbola

which passes through the given point, and has its asymptotes parallel to

the axes of the ellipse.

38. Find the locus of the mid-points of chords in a circle, which

touch a concentric ellipse.

39. If normals be drawn from the extremities of conjugate diameters

to an hyperbola, and the point of their intersection be joined to the

center, this line produced shall be perpendicular to the straight line pass-

ing through the extremities of the conjugate diameters.

40. Given in position, a straight line AB and a point P outside it; a

straight line PM is drawn, intersecting AB in C, from the extremity M
of which a perpendicular MD on AB intercepts CD of a given magni-

tude ; find the locus of M.
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41. The locus of the centers of all circles, which cut off from the direc-

tions of two sides of a triangle chords equal to two given straight lines, is

an equilateral hyperbola, having two conjugate diameters in the direc-

tions of these sides.

42. A straight line passes through ,i, given point and is terminated in

the sides of a given angle ; find the locus of tlie point which divides it in

a given ratio.

43. Trom a point P perpendiculars are dropped upon the sides of a

given angle, so as to contain a quadrilateral of given area ; sliow that the

locus of P is an hyperbola whose center is the vertex of the given angle.

44. Given the base of a triangle and tlie difference of the tangents of

the base angles ; show that the locus of the vertex is an hyperbola, of

which the perpendicular through the center of the base is an a.symptote.

45. If about the exterior focus of an hyperbola, a circle be described

with radius equal to the semi-conjugate axis, and tangents be drawn to it

from any point in the hyperbola, the straight line joining the points of

contact will touch the circle described on the transverse axis as diameter.

46. If, from the center of an equilateral hyperbola, u straight line be

drawn through any point P, and if ip and <fi' be the angles which this line

and tlie polar of P respectively make with tlie transverse axis, then

tan 1^ tan (^' = 1.

47. Prove that the circle which passes through any three of the four

points in which the equilateral hyperbola

x^ + 2hxy - y^ + 2 gx + 2fij + c =

cuts the rectangular co-ordinate axes, is equal to the circle

z^ + y^ + 2gx + 2fy = 0.

48. Find the locus of the mid-points of a system of parallel chords,

drawn between an hyperbola and the conjugate hyperbola.

49. If, in two concentric hyperbolas, whose axes are coincident, two

points be taken whose abscissas are as the transverse axes of the hyper-

bolas, the locus of the mid-point of the straight line joining them is an

hyperbola, whose axes are arithmetical means between those of the given

hyperbolas.

60. If tangents be drawn from different points of an ellipse, of lengths

equal to n times tlie semi-conjugate diameter at the point, the locus of

their extremities will be a concentric ellipse with semi-axes equal to

aVu^+ 1, ftV/i^-f 1.

61. If a length PQ = CD be taken in the normal to an ellipse, the

locus of the point § is a circle whose radius = o — 6 or a -f- 6, according

as Q is taken within or without the ellipse.
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QUESTIONS PROPOSED FOR VARIOUS
EXAMINATIONS

±COLE POLYTECHNIQUE.

1860. A parabola P is given ; let A and B be two variable points on

this curve, but so chosen that the normals at A and B intersect in a point

C situated on P. The tangent at C and the straight line AB intersect in

a point N; find the locus described by this point and construct the curve.

1863. Two circumferences 0, 0' are given in a plane ; from a point

A situated on 0, tangents are drawn to 0', and the points thus deter-

mined are joined. This straight line intersects the tangent at 0, at the

point A, \h M; find the locus described by M.

Investigate the different forms of this locus according to the relative

magnitudes and position of the two circumferences and 0' ; indicate

the cases in which the locus is decomposable. Show that the locus of

the points JU is tangent to at each of the points which are common to

it and this circumference.

1864. Construct the circle whose equation is

X^' + lf-= 1,

and the parabola which has the equation

{Px - ayy- +2ax + 2py= ^ ,

where o and /3 are any positive parameters. It is proposed to determine

:

1° The number of real points common to the two curves, for the difler-

ent values of a and p.

2° The co-ordinates of the four common points when

a2 4- j8= = 1,

or n = 1, and /3>0 ;

finally, when we have

/3=V'(a-^-l)C4a2-l).

1865. A parabola P is given in a plane and a circumference C pass-

ing through the focus P is considered. It is required to find the regions

of the plane which the center C will occupy in order that this circumfer-

ence may have successively in common with P: 1° four real poiuts

;
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2° four imaginary points ;
3° two real points and two imaginary points.

Study the form and the properties of the curve which separate the first

two regions from the third.

1866. Consider the parabola and the equilateral hyperbola which

correspond, respectively, to the equations

2/2 - 2px = 0, xy - m^ = 0.

It is proposed

:

1° To construct the equation whose roots are the abscissas or the ordi-

nates of the feet of the normals common to these two curves.

2° To prove from this equation that the number of common normals is

at least equal to one, and at most to three.

S' To demonstrate that if one have

7p*>2m.*,

there can be but one real common normal.

1867. A triangle £0.^1, right-angled at 0, and a straight line D sit-

uated in the plane of this triangle are given ; it is proposed :

1° To construct the general equation of the equilateral hyperbolas

circumscribed about the triangle BOA ; 2° to calculate the equation

of the locus L of the points of contact where these different hyperbolas

have as tangents straight lines which are parallel to D ; 3° to study the

different forms of the locus L which correspond to the various direc-

tions of the straight line D.

1868. Let Pj, Pi be two parabolas whose foci coincide with the fixed

point O, and, as axis respectively, the fixed straight lines OJC, OY,
which are supposed to be perpendicular. A common tangent is drawn
to these parabolas : let Mi and M2 be the points of contact ; find the

locus described by the mid-point of MiM^ when the straight line passes

through a fixed point.

1869. A right-angled isosceles triangle AOB is given and it is re-

quired :

1° To find the general equation of the parabolas P which are tangent

to the three sides of the triangle AOB
;

2° To determine the equation of the axis of any of these parabolas
;

3° To determine the equation and the form of the locus of the pro-

jections of the point O, the vertex of the right angle AOB, upon the axes
of the parabolas P.

1872. Two rectangular axes of co-ordinates and two straight lines

(A) and (B), respectively parallel to these axes, are given. It is required

:

1° To construct the general equation of the curves of the second
degree which have the origin of co-ordinates as center and which are

normal to the given straight lines {A), (B);
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2° To demonstrate that in general three of these curves pass through
a point of the plane, namely, two ellipses and one hyperbola

;

3° To find the points' of the plane for which this general rule fails.

1873. A circle and a point A are given, and it is required to find the

locus of the centers of the equilateral hyperbolas which pass through the

given point A and touch the given circle in two points.

Discuss the curve determined by the different positions of the point

A and demonstrate that, in the general case, the points of contact of

the tangents which can be drawn to the locus through the point A are

situated on the circumference of the given circle.

1874. A triangle is given, and it is known that, through a point M of

its plane, there pass, in general, two parabolas circumscribed about the

triangle. With this condition it is required to construct and to discuss

the locus of the point M for which the axes of the two corresponding

parabolas inclose a constant angle.

1875. Find the geometrical locus of the intersection of the two nor-

mals drawn to the parabola at the two extremities of all the chords whose
orthogonal projections upon a perpendicular to the axis have the same
value.

What will happen in case this value of the projection approaches zero

as a limit ?

Returning to the general case, draw through any point of the locus

three normals to the parabola.

Special application to the maximum point of the locus.

1875. A conic of given form and magnitude is so displaced that each

of its foci lie on a given straight line. A tangent is drawn parallel to

one of the given straight lines to the conic ; find the locus of contact.

1878. 1. 1° Give a study of Newton's method, based on the con-

sideration of successive derivatives, for determining the superior limit of

the positive roots of an equation.

2'^ Construct the curve represented in rectangular co-ordinates by the

two equations
, t(\—'ifl')

2. A straight line D whose equation with respect to two rectangular

axes ox and oy is „ ,,

--)-"= 1

P 9

is given.

Consider the various conies whose axes are ox and oy and which are

normal to the straight line D. Each of them intersects this straight line

in two points ; at these points tangents are drawn to the conic.

I'ind the locus of the point of contact of these tangents.
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Demonstrate that this locus is a parabola and that the distance of the

focus of this parabola from its vertex is the fourth of the distance of the

point O from the directrix D.

Construct geometrically the axis and vertex of the parabola.

1879. 1. 1° Show hovf to deduce from Sturm's theorem the conditions

for the reality of all the roots of an algebraic equation of a given degree.

2" Construct the cuiTe whose equation in polar co-ordinates is

sincu
P = -.

2 o> — 3 cos a
2. A conic,

a

referred to its axes and a point M of the conic are given. A circle is

drawn through the extremities of any diameter of the conic and the point

M. Prove that the locus described by the center of this circle is a conic

K which passes through the origin O of the axes.

If two lines, which are perpendicular, be made to revolve about the

point O, they will intersect the conic K in two points
;
prove that the

locus of the points of intersection of the tangents drawn at these points

is a straight line perpendicular to the segment Oil and passes through

the mid-point of this segment.

Through the point O can be drawn, independently of the normal whose

foot is at 0, three other straight lines normal to the conic K.
1° In the particular ease where the given conic is an equilateral hyper-

bola and where o = 1, 6 = — 1, show that one only of these normals is
'

real, and calculate the co-ordinates of its foot.

2° Find the equation to the circle, in the general case, which passes

through the feet of these three normals.

Note.— The foot of the normal is the point at which the normal is

drawn to the curve.

1880. Let M and N be the points in which the z-azis intersects the

"^^"^^
x^ + y^ = Ii'';

consider any of the equilateral hyperbolas which pass through the points

M and 2V; draw through a point Q, taken arbitrarily on the circle, tan-

gents to the hyperbola ; let A and B be the points in which the circle

intersects the straight line which joins the points of contact.

Demonstrate that, of the two straight lines QA and QB, one has a

fixed direction and the other passes through a fixed point P.

If the point P be fixed, the corresponding equilateral hyperbola which

passes through the points M and y is determined. Construct geometri-

cally its center, its asymptotes, and its vertices.

If the point P describe the straight line y = x, what is the locus de-
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Bcribed by the foci of the hyperbola ? Determine its equation and con-
struct it.

1881. 1. Consider a parabola P and a straight line AB normal to
this curve at the point A (the point A having tlie focus as its projection

upon the axis).

Find the locus of the vertices of the sections made by the plane which
passes through AB in the riglit cylinder whose base is the parabola P.

2. An asymptote and a point P of a hyperbola are given. Suppose
that one of the foci describe the perpendicular drawn from P to the

given asymptote, find the locus of the point M of the intersection of the

second asymptote with the directrix corresponding to the given focus.

1882. Two circles which intersect at the points A and B are given.

Any conic which passes through these points and is tangent to the two

circles intersects the equilateral hyperbola which has these points as

vertices in two other points, C and D.
1° Demonstrate that the straight line CD passes through one of the

centers of similitude of the two given circles.

2° If all the conies which pass through A and B and which are tangent

to the two circles be considered, demonstrate that the locus of their

centers is composed of two circles E and F.

3° Consider a conic which satisfies the conditions of the problem and

which has its center on one of the circumferences E oi F; demonstrate

that the asymptotes of this conic intersect this circumference in two fixed

points situated on the radical axis of the two given circumferences.

1883. A parabola and straight line are given. Find the locus of

points such that the tangents drawn from each of them to the parabola

form with the given straight line a triangle of given area.

1884. A conic xi' y^

is given. Join the point M of this conic with the two foci F and F'.

1° It is required to express the co-ordinates of the circle inscribed

within the triangle MFF', in terms of the co-ordinates of the point M.
2° In the case when the given conic is an ellipse, demonstrate that if

one consider the circles inscribed within the two triangles corresponding

to the two points M and M' of the conic, the radical axis of these two

circles passes through the mid-point of the segment 3IM'.

3° For each position of the point M, the radius vector FM touches the

corresponding circle at a point P. Determine in polar co-ordinates the

equation of the points described by P. Take the focus F as the pole,

and the axis of x as the initial line.

1885. The circumference of a variable circle is passed through the

two foci of an ellipse.

2n '
'
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1° What condition should this ellipse satisfy in order that the circum-

ference of the circle would intersect it in four real points, and in what

portion of the minor axis must the center of the circle he placed in order

that the four points of intersection be real ?

2° Tangents are drawn to the ellipse at each of tlie points of intersec-

tion ; find, as the circle varies, the locus of the vertices of the quadri-

lateral formed by these tangents.

3° What is the locus of the points of intersection of the sides of this

quadrilateral with those of another quadrilateral, the symitrique of the

first with respect to the center of the ellipse ?

4° Consider the tangents common to the ellipse and to the circle ; find

the locus of their points of contact with the circle.

1886. A rectangle xiBA'B' is given. Two equilateral hyperbolas A
and B, whose asymptotes are parallel to the sides of the rectangle, pass,

the one {A) through the opposite vertices A and A', the other (ii)

through the opposite vertices B and B' of the rectangle.

1° Demonstrate that the center of the hyperbola A has with respect

to the hyperbola B the same polar P which the center of the hyperbola

B has with respect to the hyperbola A.

2° The rectangle remaining fixed, allow the two hyperbolas to vary at

the same time in such a manner that they are always equal without being

symmetrical with respect to one of the axes of symmetry of the rectangle.

Examine whether they intersect in real or imaginary points. Find the

locus of the mid-point of the straight line which joins their centers, and
prove that the straight line F is constantly tangent to this locus.

3° If any two of the hyperbolas (_A) and (£) be considered, find the

locus of the centers of the infinitude of rectangles formed with sides

parallel to the asymptotes and with two opposite vertices on each of these

hyperbolas.

1887. A fixed point a> and two fixed rectangular axes Ox, Oy are

given in a plane. Two straight lines at right angles to each other are

passed through a which intersect Ox in B and D, Oy in A and C Draw
through A and B a parabola P tangent to the axes Ox, Oy at these

points ; draw tlirough C and D a parabola P* tangent to Ox, Oy at these

points.

Allow the perpendicular straight lines AB, CD to revolve about the

point w, and find

:

V The equation of the parabolas P, P', of their axes and of their

directrices

;

2° The equation of the locus of the point of intersection of the axes

and of the directrices

;

3° The equation of the locus of the point of intersection of their axes,

which are composed of the two circles.
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1888. A quadrilateral OABC and two series of parabolas are given

:

tlie one tangent to AC at A, having 0^1 as a diameter ; the other tangent

to BC at B, having OB as a diameter. It is required to find

:

1° The locus of the point of contact Mot a, parabola of the first series

with a parabola of the second series.

2° Indicate, on allowing the triangle GAB to vary, in what region

of the plane must the point C be situated in order that the locus be an

ellipse or in order that it be a hyperbola.

3° Demonstrate that in the hyperbola where OABC is a parallelo-

gram, the tangent common to the two parabolas at M revolves about

the point of intersection K of the median of the triangle ABC.
4° Find, under the same hypothesis, the locus of the point of inter-

section P of the tangent to the two parabolas at M with the other common
tangent DE which can be drawn to these two curves.

Note.— One puts OA = a, OB = 6.

1889. Two rectangular axes Ox and On and two series of parabolas

are given : the one P, with the parameter p, tangent to Oy on the side of

the positive a;'s, and having its axis parallel to Ox ; the other Q, with

the parameter q, tangent to Ox on the side of the positive y's, and having

its axis parallel to Oy. It is required

:

1° To find the locus of the center of a conic C which is displaced with-

out change of magnitude while constantly passing through the points

common to the two series of parabolas F and Q.

2° To demonstrate that if a parabola P and a parabola Q be asso-

ciated in such a manner that the straight line which joins their respective

foci and remains parallel to a given direction, the sum of the angles which

the tangents common to the two parabolas form with a fixed axis. Ox

for example, remains constant, and to fiud, under these conditions, the

locus of the point of intersection of the axes of the two parabolas.

3° To place a parabola P and a parabola Q in such a manner that they

have three common points coincident, and to calculate, for this position

of the curves, the co-ordinates of their common points and the angular

coefficient of the common tangent at this point.

4° To demonstrate that every triangle circumscribed at the same time

about the corresponding parabolas of the series P and Q is inscribed

in a fixed conic, and to find the equation of this conic.

1890. An equilateral hyperbola H, whose equation, taken with respect

to its axes, is x^ — y^ = a%

is pven in a plane.

From a point M of the plane whose co-ordinates are x=p, y = g,

normals are drawn to this curve. It is required :

1° To pass through the feet of these normals a new equilateral hyper-
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tola to which the normals at these points are concurrent, and to determine

tlieir point of intersection.

2° On representing by K an equilateral hyperbola which satisfies this

condition, to determine in what region of the plane must the point M be

placed in order that there be a hyperbola K corresponding to this point.

3° What line should the point M describe in order that the hyperbola

K be equal to the hyperbola H.

X.B. Preserve the notation indicated.

1891. A parabola P is given and from each of its points is laid off

in opposite directions, parallel to a fixed direction A, lengths equal to

the distance of this point from the focus of the parabola.

1° Find the locus of the extremities of these lengths. It is composed

of two parabolas Pi and P^ ; explain the reaison for this duplicity.

2° Demonstrate that the axes of Pi and Pj are perpendicular to one

another, that they revolve about a fixed point independent of A, and that,

whatever this direction be, the sum of the squares of these parabolas is

constant.

3° Find and construct the locus described by the parabolas Pi and Pa
where A varies. Choose, as axes, the axis and the tangent at the vertex

of the given parabola of parauieter P. Express by 6 the angle which A
makes with the x-axis.

1892. An equilateral hyperbola H and a circumference C described

on a chord DD' of this hyperbola as a diameter are given.

1° A chord of this circumference is_drawn perpendicular to DD'

;

demonstrate that half of this chord is a mean proportional between the

distances of its mid-point from the points in which it intersects the

liyperbola.

2° Indicate the cases in which the points of intersection of the circum-

ference and the hyperbola are real.

Z° Find the locus of the points of intersection of the secants common
to the hyperbola and circumference, when the chord DD' is displaced

continually parallel to a fixed direction.

4° Let H be one of the points common to the hyperbola and the

movable circle, A the point where the tangent to the circumference at

// interaects the hyperbola, B the point where the tangent to the hyper-

bola at H intersects the circumference
;
prove that the straight line AB

passes through a fixed point.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY

SPECIAL CLASS OF MATHEMATICS.

1833. Cut a triangle by a straight line .so tlial tlie two portions of this

triangle are in a constant ratio and tlieir centers of gravity lie on the

same perpendicular to the secant. Solve the same problem :
1° Wlien

two sides are equal ; 2° when three sides are equal.

1837. Two equal parabolas, tangent at their vertices and having their

axes lying in opposite directions, are given ; one of the parabolas is sup-

posed to revolve about the other so that, in each of the positions which it

successively occupies, the revolving parabola is always tangent to the

fixed parabola, and the point of contact is equally distant from the

vertex of the fixed and revolving parabola ; find the locus of the vertex

of the revolving parabola.

1844. An ellipse and a point A on the ellipse are given, and a circle

is drawn tangent to the ellipse at this point and two common tangents

(exclusive of the tangent at the point .,4) are also drawn to the circle and
ellipse ; find the locus of the intersection of the two tangents when the

point A travels along the ellipse.

1845. A circle and a point situated within it are given, and on every

diameter of this circle an ellipse is constructed which has a diameter or

major axis and which passes through this point. It is required to find

:

1° The general equation of these ellipses
;

2° The geometrical locus of their foci

;

3° The locus of the extremities of the minor axes.

1846. A rectangle ABCD being circumscribed about a given ellipse,

it is known that the vertices of this rectangle lie on the same circle, which

is concentric with the ellipse. This being the case, two straight lines are

drawn from two opposite points of contact iV and Q of every rectangle to

the point of contact M of one of the other sides, and it is required to be

proven

:

1° That iWJVand MQ form equal angles with AB
;

2° That MN+ MQ is constant
;

3° That these straight lines MN, MQ envelop an ellipse which is

confocal to the given ellipse.
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1847. A triangle PQB is circumscribed about a circle, and a second

triangle is so formed that its vertices A, B, C are the mid-points of the

sides of the first. From the vertices of this second triangle, one draws to

the circle the tangents Aa, Bb, Cc, which intereect respectively the sides

opposite to these vertices in a, b, c. Prove that these three points lie on

a straight line.

Test whether or not the theorem still holds if the circle be replaced by

any conic section which is tangent to the three sides of the triangle PQB.

1848. An ellipse and a straight line TS are given in a plane. A
diameter ACB is drawn through the center C of the ellipse and conjugate

to the direction of the line TS, intersecting it in the point O. The

straight line OC is prolonged a length OM such that OC CM = CA^.

The line TS is supposed to move so that it is always tangent to a given

curve. It is required toafind the curve described by the point M. Make

an application of tlie method to the following case. The ellipse has the

equation —+ ^ = 1, and the line TS remains always tangent to the
9 4

curve which is represented by the equation x^ = ay.

1849. An ellipse and a straight line situated without the ellipse are

given. Two points N, N' are taken on the line, conjugate with respect

to the ellipse (that is, two points such that the polar of one passes

through the other). It is required

:

1° To prove that there exists in the plane of the ellipse two points 0,

O', from which every segment Nlf' subtends a right angle ; 2° Find

the locus of the points 0, 0' when the given straight line moves parallel to

itself.

1850. Two fixed axes ox, oy are given ; an angle ABPol given con-

stant magnitude is rotated about a fixed point P {A being the point in

which one of the sides of the angle intersects the axis ox, and B, the

point in which the other side intersects oy). It is required to prove that

there exists a fixed point A' on ox, and a fixed point B' on oy such that

the product AA' • BB' is constant for every possible position of the angle.

Discuss the particular case when the lines ox, oy coincide.

1851. A straight line L is given. Two straight lines are dravm from
each of its points M to two fixed points P and J*. Two other fixed

points 0, O' are the vertices of two angles AOB, A' OB' of given

constant magnitude, which are rotated about their respective vertices so

that their sides 0.4, O'A' are respectively perpendicular to the two

straight lines MP, M'P'. Find the curve described by the point of inter-

sectiiin N of the two lines OA, O'A' and the curve which is described by

the point of intersection of the other two sides OB, O'B', when the point

M slides along the given line L.
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1854. If the portion of the non-tiansrerse axis comprised between the

center and the normal at any point of the curve be taken as the diameter
of a circle, the tangent drawn through this last point to the circle is equal

to half of the real axis.

Whence discuss the following question : The two vertices and any
third point of the hyperbola being given, construct the normal at this

point. Give the analogous construction for the ellipse.

1857. Two conies C and C are given, and all the possible systems of
conjugate diameters are drawn in the first and through a point of the
periphery of the other pai-abolas are drawn with the diameters of each
system ; show that the straight lines which join the second points of

intersection of these parallels with the curve pass through a fixed point.

1862. Two parabolas with the same parameter have their axes at right

angles ; one of them is fixed and the other is variable. A common chord

AB passes constantly through the foot D of the directrix of the fixed

parabola
; find the locus described by the vertex of the variable parabola.

1864. Two conies which have a common focus and proportional axes

are given. Let FA, FA' be their minima radii vectores ; these radii

vectores rotate about the focus F, preserving their angular distance, and

let FC, FC be one position. Draw at C and C tangents to each of the

conies ; find the locus of their point of intersection.

1865. Two conies tangent at a point O are given, and a common tan-

gent OB is drawn to them, also the common external tangents AA', BB',

which intersect in M. Given this construction, it is required to prove

:

1° That the straight line PP, which joins the points P and P'

diametrically opposite to in the two conies, passes through the point M.
2° That the straight lines AB, A'B', which join tlie points of contact

of each conic with the common external tangents, intersect in a point B
which is situated on the common tangent OB.

3° That the tangents drawn to the two conies from the point B touch

the curves in the points which are situated on the straight line MC.
It will be seen, generally, that the point B does not share this property

with another point, and it will be required to determine the condition

which must be fulfilled in order that there exists a line such that the

tangents drawn from each point of this line to the two conies furnishes

four points of contact in a straight line.

1866. Demonstrate that :
1° The four points of intersection of any

two conies inscribed in a given rectangle are the vertices of a parallelogram

whose sides are parallel to the two fixed directions.

2° Find the locus of the points of contact of the tangents drawn from

a point of the plane to all the conies inscribed in a given rectangle ;
or,

better, the tangents parallel to a given direction.
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3° Find the locus of the points of all these conies when the tangent

forms a given angle with the diameter which meets it at the point of

contact.

1868. It is proposed

:

V To find a geometrical locus of the points which divide in a given
ratio the portion of the tangents to a fixed conic which are comprised
between two fixed straight lines

;

2° To classify, on considering above all the general cases, the various

forms which this geometrical locus can have;

3° To find the conditions which ought to be fulfilled by the conic and
the two fixed straight lines in order that the geometrical locus required

should decompose into straight lines or into curves of the second order.

1869. A circle whose center is at O and a point P in the plane of this

circle and lying without the circumference are given ; find the locus

described by the foci of an equilateral hyperbola, doubly tangent to the

circle and passing through the x>oint P.

Construct the locus on supposing the distance PO equal to three times

the radius of the circle.

1870. Two ellipses have their centers at a common point and their

axes lying in the directions of the same straight lines. Determine the

locus of a point such that the cones which have their point as a common
vertex, and the two ellipses as directrices, shall be equal.

1874. Demonstrate that the most general form of a polynomial F(x)

satisfying the relations

:

\xl a;"

is :

F{x) = (3fi- x)'i'(x^ - X + lyiM^ - « + 1)'" + -^i(a^ - a: + l)»(»->'

(xs - 2)2 + A2(X^ -x+ 1)8(—2)(z2 _ x)4 + ... + ^,.(a;S _ a)2»},

p, q, n being integral numbers, and Aa, Ax, Ai,, .^arbitrary constants.

1874. If the function «-*' of the variable x be considered and its

successive derivatives be taken, it is seen that the derivative of the nth

order is equal to the product of the function e-'^ by an integral poly-

nomial in X which we represent by ^n(x).

1° Demonstrate that the polynomials 0(x) satisfy the following rela-

tions :

<l>n(.x) = -2x0._i(x)-2(n-l)0„_2(x),
0'„(x) = -2n0„_i(x),

0"„(x) = - 2x*',(x)+ 2 n^n (X).

2° Calculate the coefficients of the polynomial 0n(x) arranged accord-

ing to the powers of x.
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1880. On a curve of the third order, which has a cusp at O, the

following points are considered:

A-n, A-(^n-i), , A-2, A-i, A^, Ai, A2, —, A„-i, An;
which are so arranged that the tangent at each of them intersects the

curve in the next.

1° The co-ordinates of the point Aa being given, find tlie co-ordinates

of the pomts A-„, A^, and determine the limits which these points have
when n is increased indefinitely.

2° Find the locus described by the first limiting point, when the curve

of the third degree preserving its cusp at and .the tangent at this point,

and passing always through three fixed points P, Q, R is deformed.
3° Study the variation of the points of intersection of this locus and

the sides of the triangle PQR, when the vertices of this triangle are dis-

placed along straight lines which pass through 0.

1882. Through any point P taken in the place of a given parabola,

whose vertex is at O, we draw to this parabola three normals which

intei-sect it in the points A, B, C. Kepresenting the lengths PA, PB, PC,
PO, respectively, by a, 6, c, I, it is required to form the equation whose
roots are P — a', P — 6^, P — c^, and to indicate tlie signs of the roots

acco.rding to the position of the point P in the various regions of the plane.

1887. I. Let (ii, yi), (kj, y-,), , (.i;„, !/„) be the co-ordinr.t;s of the

points of intersection of two algebraic curves whose equations, put in

integral form, are /(a;, y) = 0, F(x, y) = 0. It is assumed that the points

of intersection are simple and situated at finite distances.

1° Show that, for each value of i, one can write

:

/(a:. y) = (.x - Xi)ai(x, y) + {y- j/,)/*i(i, 2^)

(i=l,2, -.., m),

F(x, y) = (x- Xi)Ai(x, y) + (>/ - yi)B,{x, y),

the coeflBcients a,-, bi,Ai, Bi being polynomials in x and y.

2° One puts , , ,

\Ai Ail

(t = m),

and *(x, y) = 2Ct<t>i(.x, y)

(i = l),

and we require to determine the constants d so that the polynomial

takes, for x = Xi and y = j/j, a given value. Prove that the polynomial ip

thus obtained takes, as a particular case, the form of the interpolation

formula of Lagrange.

3° Demonstrate that all the polynomials in x and y which, for x = x,.

and y = yi taking the value ti,-, can be written in the form

+ Mf+ NF,

where il/and JVare polynomials in x and y.
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' II. Let /=0, F = be the equations of two conies u and U, and

^i> ^2i \ii the roots of the equation found by equating the discriminant of

the function / — \F to zero; find the necessary and sufficient condition

in order that one can inscribe, in the conic u, a quadrilateral circum-

scribed about the conic U.

1888. Let C be the curve which is the geometrical locus of the

vertices of the angles of constant magnitude circumscribed about a given

ellipse E ; and D a given straight line. 1° Demonstrate that there are

three conies tangent to the straight line D and touching the curve C in four

points. Determine the nature of these three conies. 2° Let ai, 02, ag,

04 be the points in which the straight line D intersects the curve C;

through two of these points ai and a^, for example, a series of circles are

passed intersecting the curve C in two variable points M and M' ; and we
require to find the envelopes of the straight lines MM'. 3° One supposes

that the straight line D is tangent to the ellipse E, and through the points

11, «2. "3, 04, where this tangent intersects the curve C, tangents besides

Z> are drawn to the ellipse ; find the locus described by the vertices of the

quadrilateral formed by these tangents, when the straight line D revolves

about the ellipse E.

1889. A circle whose center is at O and a parabola P being given, con-

sider all the conies inscribed in the quadrilateral formed by the tangents

common to the circle O and to the parabola P. It is required to find :

1" (a) The envelope of the polars A, of the point O, with respect to the

conies C; (6) the envelopes of the tangents Tto the conies C, such that

the normals at the points of contact pass through the point O ; (c) the

envelopes of the axes of the conies C. 2° The geometrical loci of the feet

of the perpendiculars dropped from the point 0, upon the polars A,

upon the tangents T, and upon the axes of the conies C.

Results. — (1) Find the same parabola for the envelopes (n), (h), (c)
;

(2) a strophoid for the geometrical loci, polar of the parabola with respect

to a point of its directrix.
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MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS

tCOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE.

1861. A secant PAB is drawn from a point P which is external to a

conic. At the points A, B, in which the secant intersects the curve, we
draw tangents which intersect at M and we project the point M upon the

straight line AB ; find the locus of these projections.

Prove :
1° that the locus passes through the point P and is tangent at

this point ; 2° that the locus is the same for all confocal conies

;

3° that the locus may be regarded as the locus of the projections of the

point P upon certain straight lines which are tangent to a curve whose

equation is required.

1863. Consider the equilateral hyperbolas which are tangent to a

fixed straight line AB at a given point C and which pass through a point D.

From a point P which lies on AB, tangents are drawn to each of the

hyperbolas and the locus of the points of contact is required.

Determine the nature of the locus according to the position of the

point D.

18S4. A triangle ABC and a straight line D which passes through the

point A are given ; there is an infinitude of conies which pass through

the points A, B, C and are tangent to the straight line AD.
To each of these curves tangents are drawn parallel to AD ; find the

locus of the points of contact.

This locus is a conic ; it is required to find the curve described by its

foci when the points A, B, C remain fixed and the straight line AD
revolves about the point A.

1866. A parallelogram whose diagonals are any two conjugate diam-

eters AA', BB' is inscribed in a given ellipse. The normals are drawn

to the ellipse at the vertices of this parallelogram ; they form a second

parallelogram MNJt'N.
1" Demonstrate that the diagonals of each of the two parallelograms

ABA'B', MNMN' are respectively perpendicular to the sides of the

other.

2° Find the locus of the vertices of the parallelogram MNM'W when

the conjugate diameters are varied.
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3° Find the locus of the point of intersection of the diagonal NN and
of the tangent to the preceding locus at .V.

1867. Two perpendicular straight lines AB, CD are given, and the

hyperbolas which have the straight line AB as asymptote and touch the

straight line CD at a fixed point P are given. It is required to find

:

1° The locus of the foci of all of these hyperbolas
;

2° The locus of the point of intersection of the second asymptote with

the perpendicular dropped from the fixed point P upon its direction
;

3' The locus of the points of intersection of the asymptote with the

straight line which joins the focu=i with the point of intersection of the

two given straight lines.

1869. A triangle anil a point P in its plane are given ; we draw
through the point Pany straiglit line PQ, and consider the two conies

which pass through the vertices of the triangles and touch the straight

line PQ. Let E, E' be the two points of contact and M the mid-point of

the segment EE' ; find the locus described by the point M, when the

straight line PQ is rotated about point P.

Construct t!iu locus under the following hypotlirsis : the rectangle is

reduced to a sijuare of which a side is 2 a, and, if we choose as axes of

co-ordinates the straight lines drawn through its center parallel to the

sides of the s:jr.are, the co-ordinates of the point P are x = y = -.

4

1873. An tllipse and a point P in its plane are given ; from this point

P normals are drawn to the ellipse A, and the conic B, which passes

through the point P and the feet of the four normals, is considered.

1° Find the co-ordinates of the center of this conic B and those of its

foci.

2° Find the locus C of the center and the locus D of the foci of the

conic B, when the ellipse A varies so that its foci remain fixed.

3'' Find the locus of the points of intersection of the locus D and of

the straight line OP when the point P describes a circle of given radius

and with its center at the center of the ellipse A.

1874. 1° Parabolas are passed through the three vertices of a right

triangle. Tangents parallel to the hypotenuse of the given triangle are

drawn to these parabolas. Find the locus of the points of contact.

2° The locus sought is a conic which intersects each of the parabolas

in four points. It is required to find the locus described by the center of

gravity of the triangle formed by the common secants which do not pass

through the origin.

1875. An infinitude of ellipses which are similar to each other and
which have a fixed vertex and a common tangent at this point are

considered ; it is required to find the locus of the feet of the normals

di iwn, from a fixed point P, to these ellipses.
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Construct the locus, in the particular case where OP is Inclined at 45
degrees to the fixed given tangent and on supposing, successively, that the

ratio of the axes of the ellipses considered is equal to V3 or equal to 2.

1876. All the parabolas tangent to two perpendicular straight lines

ox and oy are considered, such that the straight line PQ which joins their

points of contact P and Q with the two straight lines, passes through a
fixed given point.

1° Find the locus of the point of intersection of the normal at P to one
of these parabolas with the diameter of the same curve which passes

through Q.
2° It is required to determine the number of real parabolas which

pass through any point of the plane.

3° Find the equation of the locus of the points of intersection which

satisfy the proposed conditions and whose axes inclose a given angle.

Construct this locus in the case when the given angle is an angle of

45 degrees and where the point .4 is on the straight line ox.

1877. Consider all the conies circumscribed about a triangle ABC,
right-angled at A and such that the tangents to these conies at B and C
intersect on the altitude of the triangle. Find

:

1° The locus of the point of intersections of the normals to these

conies at B and C ;

2° The locus of the center of these conies ; determine the points of the

locus which are centers of the ellipses, and of those which are centers of

the hyperbolas
;

S" The locus of the poles of any straight line D. This locus is a conic.

Study all the straight lines Z> for which this conic is a parabola and find

the locus of the projections of the point A upon the.se straight lines.

1878. A conic and two fixed points A and B on the conic are given.

Any circumference which passes through the two points A and B inter-

sects the conic in two additional variable points C and D ; the straight

lines AC, BD, which intersect in M, and the straight lines AD, BC,

which intersect in N, are constructed.

Determine

:

1° The locus of the points M and JV;

2° The locus of the points of intersection of the straight line MN with

thf circumference to which it corresponds.

Construct botli loci.

1881. Consider the curve
27j^2 = 4a;3.

1° Find the condition which the parameters m and n should satisfy in

order that the straight line rj=mx+ n should be Ungent to this curve.

2° Find the locus of the points at which one can draw to the given
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curve two tangents parallel to two conjugate diameters of the conic repre-

sented by the equation

x^ + y= + 2 axy = B.

Z° Secants are drawn through a point A in this curve, intersecting this

curve in two variable points M and M'. Find the locus of the mid-point

of the segment MM'. Discuss the form of this locus and indicate the

axes which correspond to the secants for which the points M, M' are real.

1882. One is given a fixed point P whose co-ordinates are a and b

with respect to two perpendicular axes Ox,, Oy, and A and B are the

feet of the perpendiculars dropped from the point P upon these two axes.

One studies the curves of the second order which are tangent to the two

axes at the points A and B \ from the point P one draws to each of these

curves two variable normals Pil, PM'.

V Determine tlie equation of the straight line MM' which joins the

feet of the variable normals, and demonstrate that this straight line passes

through a fixed point.

2° Determine the equation of the curve C locus of the points M and

M'. Construct the curve C with the hypothesis a = 6, by means of polar

co-ordinales of which the pole is the point 0.

1884. If a and 6 be the rectilinear rectangular co-ordinates of a point

M, what is, for every position of this point, the nature of the roots of

the equation
3 1< H- 8 a«« - 12 6«2 -f 4 6 = ?

One constructs, in particular, the locus of the positions of the point M
for which the equatioh has a double root, on calculating the co-ordinates

of a point of the locus as a function of this root.

1886. One considers the curves of the third degree C, represented by
the equation

xh/ -f aH = X,

where X represents a variable parameter.

It is required to prove that there exists two curves of this species tan-

gent to any straight line D of the plane, whose equation is

y = mx+p,

and to calculate the co-ordinates of the two points of contact M and M'.
Determine the straight lines D, for which these two points are real, and
the stj-aight lines for which they are imaginary. Determine the positions

of the straight line D for which the two points M and M' coincide, and
find in this case the locus described by the point of contact.

Given the co-ordinates (o, ^) of a point of contact 3f of a conic G with
a straight line D, find the co-ordinates (a', jS') of the second point of
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contact M' situated on D. Construct the curve described by the point

M' when the point M describes the straight line

p = a-2a.

1888. A polynomial /(a) of the degree n satisfies the identity

nfiz) = (ix - a)f>(x)+hf"ix).

1° Find the coefficients of /(a;) arranged according to the powers of

{X - a).

2° Find the conditions of reality of the roots.

3° Prove that if &o l>e the absolute value of 6, the roots of fix) are

situated between

"~A~2 "' "'''>^ "

Construct the curve represented by the equation

:

X (3? - 2/2)2 + ixy {x - yY - iy {^y - Sx) = fi.

1889. 1° Determine an integral polynomial in X of the seventh degree

fix), with the condition that /(a;)+ 1 and f{x)— 1 each is divisible by

(x + 1)*. What is the number of real roots of the equation f{x) = ?

2° Consider in a plane a parabola {P) and an ellipse {E) represented

respectively by the two equations

(P) 8/2-8a: = 0, {E) !/2+4a:2-4 = 0,

and a point M (a, /3). It is required to find on the parabola P a point Q,

such that the pole of the straight line MQ, with respect to the ellipse {E)

is situated on the tangent to the parabola at Q.

Find the number of real solutions of the problem, according to the

position of the point M in the plane.

1890. Between the co-ordinates I, y of a point A, and the co-ordinates

«, » of a point B, the following relations are established

:

~
m2 -)- 1)2

'
tt2 + „2 '

where X is a given positive number. -^

Having found from these relations the equation which furnishes the

angular coefBcients i, p of the straight lines which connect the origin

with the points A, B, we are required to show that, in general, to each

point A there corresponds three positions of the point B. Can these points

Bu Bi, Bs be real and distinct ? What must be the position of the point

A in order that this be the case ? What position should A have in order

that two of these points (Bi and B3 for example) be coincident ? If ^
describe a locus in the preceding case, what are the loci described by the

coincident points Bi, B3 and by the point Bi ?
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1891. Letf" be an ellipse which, referred to its axes, has the equation

and let xa, ya be the co-ordinates of a point M of the plane of this ellipse

;

consider the circle C which .passes through the point M and the points of

contact P, Q of the tangents drawn through the point M to the ellipse.

1° The circle (C) intersects the ellipse in two additional points

Pi Q'
)
prove that the tangents to the ellipse at these two points intersect

at a point M' situated on the circle ; show that a circle can be passed

through M, M' and the two imaginary foci ; similarly through li, M' and
the two imaginary foci.

2° Let /, /', T' be the points in which the straight lines P^, PQ\ the

straight lines P'Q, PQ', and the straight lines FP', QQ' respectively inter-

sect ; it is assumed that the pointM remains fixed and that the ellipse (JE)

is deformed, keeping the same foci ; find the loci described by the pohits

/, /', /", and prove that every circle which passes through f, 7" is

orthogonal to the circle described on MM' as a diameter.

1892. A circle C is represented in rectangular co-ordinates by the

equation

(C) x^ + y^-2x-l = 0.

1° Find the general equation of the conies A which are doubly tangent

to the circle C, so that the chord which connects the two points of contact

passes through the origin of co-ordinates, and which are, besides, tangent

to the straight line D which has the equation

y = xVS+ Vs.

2^ Through any point JIf(a, ft) of the plane there pass, in general, two

conies A', A" of this kind ; where must the point M be in order that

these conies be real ?

3° The two conies A', A" which pass through the point M have three

other common points. Mi, M^, Ms, of which it is required to calculate the

co-ordinates as functions of the co-ordinates a, /3 of the point M.
4° Find the equation of the equilateral hyperbola H which passes

through the four points M, Mi, Mi, M3, and show that this hyperbola

passes through four fixed points, when the point M is displaced.

tV Find the locas of the points of intersection of the two conies A',

A" and the envelope of their common secants, when the chords of contact

of these two conies with the circle C are perpendicular ; what is, in this

case, the species of the conies A', A" ?

N. B. Take as variable parameter m, the angular coefficient of the

chord of contact of the conic A with the circle C.
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ECOLE CENTRALE.

1880. Let Ox, Oy be two rectangular axes and take on Ox a point A,
on Oy a point B. Draw through the point A any straight line AB with

the angular coefBcient m.

V Form the equation of a hyperbola A which is tangent to the axis

Ox at the point 0, which passes through the point B, and which has Alt
as asymptote.

2° Allowing Hi to vary, find the locus described by the point of inter-

section of the tangent to the hyperbola H aX B and of the asymptote All.

3° Consider the circle circumscribed about the triangle AOB ; this

circle intersects the hyperbola .ffat the points and B, and in two addi-

tional points P and Q. Eorm the equation of this straight line PQ
;

then, allowing m to vary, find successively the loci of the points of inter-

section of this straight line PQ with tlie parallels drawn from the point

0, first to the asymptote AR, then to the second asymptote of tlie

hyperbola H.

1881. Let a'y^ + Vh? = a'^b^ be the equation of an ellipse referred to

its center and to its axes ; let a and |3 be the co-ordinates of a point P
situated in the plane of this ellipse.

1° Demonstrate that the feet of the normals drawn through the point

P to this ellipse are situated ou the hyperbola represented by the equation

c^xy + l^px - a^ay = 0,

in whicli c^ = a^ — V^.

2° Consider all the conies which pass througli the points A, B, C, D
common to this liyperbola and the given ellipse ; in each of them the

diameter conjugate to the direction OP is drawn and the point is pro-

jected upon this diameter ; find tlie locus of tliis projection.

3° Two parabolas can be passed through the points A, B, C, D ; find

the locus of the vertex of each of them when the jioint P is situated on a

straight line witli the given angular coeflBcient m, drawn through the

point 0.

Discuss the particular cases when m = — and m =
b' 0^

1882. Let — + ^ = 1 be the equation of an ellipse referred to its

center and to its axes, and let a and § be the co-ordinates of a point P situ-

ated in the plane of the ellipse.

Form the general equation of the conies whicli pass through the points

of contact M and M' of the tangents drawn from the point P to the

ellipse and through the points Q and Q' where this ellipse is intersected

by the straight line which corresponds to tlie equation

2o
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Dispose of the parameter ^ and of the other variable parameters which

are involved in the general equation in such a manner that it represents

an equilateral hyperbola passing through the point P.

The point P is allowed to move along the straight line represented by

the equation x-\-y = 1, and it is required to find :

1° The locus described by the projection of the center of the ellipse

upon qQ< ;

2° The locus described by the point of intersection of the chords MM'
and QQ'.

Demonstrate that this last locus passes through two fixed points,

whatever { may be, and determine these points.

Find the values of 2 for which this locus is reduced to two straight lines,

and determine these straight lines.

1884. The equation a'j' — Vx"^ + a'6^ = of a hyperbola referred to

its center and its axis, and the equation y — Kx = of a straight line

drawn through the center of this hyperbola are given.

I. Form the general equation of the conies which pass through the real

or imaginary points common to the hyperbola and to the given straight

line and which, at most, are tangent to the hyperbola at that vertex of

this hyperbola which is situated on the positive portions of the x-axis.

Discuss this general equation, and determine the nature of the conies

which it can represent.

II. Find the locus of the centers of the conies represented by the pre-

ceding equation. This locus is a conic A ; find the number of points

and tangents which suffice to determine geometrically this conic A.

III. Find the locus of the points of contact of the tangents drawn to

the conic A, parallel to the straight line whose angular coefBcient is -,

when B" varies. Prove that the equation of this last locus, which is of

the third degree, represents three straight lines.

1885. Two rectangular axes ox, oy, and the circle whose equation is

(X - ay + (y - 6)2 - r' = 0,

are given.

Consider the fixed chord AB drawn through the origin and bisected by

it, and a variable chord CD, with constant direction which is equal and

of contrary signs to that of the fixed chord AB.
Two parabolas P, P can be drawn through the four points A, B, C, D.

Find, the chord being displaced parallel to itself

:

1° The locus of the point of intersection of the axes of the parabolas

PandP*;
2° llie locus of the vertex and the locus of the focus of each of these

parabolas.
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1886. Let OACB be a rectangle whose sides OA = a and OB = 6,

prolonged, are taken, the first for the z-axis, the second for the y-axis.

Consider all the conies which pass through the three points 0, A, B and
for which the polar of the point C is parallel to the straight line AB.

\° Form the general equation of the conies. Find the locu.s of their

centers, and, on their locus, separate the portions which contain the

centers of the ellipses from those whicli contain the centers of the hyper-

bolas.

2° A normal is drawn to each of these conies at the point A and at the

point B ; find tlie locus of the point of intersections of tliese two normals.

3° Let A be any one of the conies considered ; if the normals be

drawn through the point C to this conic, one knows that the feet of these

normals are the points of intersection of the conic A and of a certain

equilateral hyperbola. Form the equation of this equilateral hyperbola,

and find the locus of the center of this hyperbola, when the conic A
varies.

1887. Two rectangular axes Ox and Oy, and a point A on Ox and a

point B on 0>j, so that

OA = a, OB = b,

are given.

1° Write the general equation of the parabolas which pass through the

three points 6, A, B. Show that, in general, there pass through each

point M of the plane two of these parabolas. Find the locus of the points

31 for which the two parabolas are coincident, and indicate the region of

tlie plane which contains the points where there pass only real loci.

2° Find the locus of the point M such that the axes of the two parab-

olas include a given angle o. Construct the locus for the case a = -.

3° Find the locus of the point of each of these parabolas at which the

tangent is parallel to OB, of the point where the tangent is parallel to OA ,

and of the point where the tangent is parallel to AB.
These loci are three conies. Construct these conies and show that no

two of them have a common real point at a finite distance ; locate their

centers D, E, F, and compare the triangle DEF with the triangle OAB.
4° Join the origin to the point F, center of the conic, locus of the

point of contact of the tangents parallel to AB; and one erects to the

straight line OF, at the point 0, a, perpendicular which intersects

tlie straight line AB at P ; find the locus of the point P when, the point

A remaining fixed, the point B travels along the y-axis.

1888. Two rectangular axes Ox, Oy and a point A on the x-axis are

given ; consider the pencil of conies of which the y-axis is a directrix and

the point A a vertex of the focal axis. Then pass through any point M
of the plane of the axes two real or imaginary conies of this pencil.
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V Determine the portions of tlie plane vvhicli the point M should

occupy in order that the two conies of the pencil which pass through this

point be real, and those which it should occupy in order that the conies bo

imaginary.

2° When the position of the point is determined in order that the two

conies be real, find the genus of these conies.

3° Find the locus of the points of contact of the tangents drawn from

the origin of co-ordinates to all the conies of the pencil considered.

1889. Let Or, Oij be two rectangular axes, and let LV be a straight

line, whose equation is a; - a = 0, parallel to Oy. Consider the pencil

of the parabolas which pass through the point and which have the

straight line LV as directrix.

1° Find the locus of the focus and the locus of the vertex of these

parabolas.

2° Two of the parabolas considered, real or imaginary, pass through

any point of the plane xOy ; determine the position of the plane in which

tills point must be situated in order that the two parabolas be real.

3° The co-ordinates of any point M of the plane xOy are given ; form

the equation which has as roots the angular coefficients of the tangents to

the two parabolas of the pencil considered at the point O which pass

through this point J/. Whence find the equation of the curve S on

which the point M must be situated in order that the tangents to the two

parabolas of the pencil at the point which pass through the point M
should be perpendicular.

i" Let M be a point on the curve iS, and let F, P be the foci of the

two parabolas of the pencil considered which pass through this point

;

demonstrate that, when the point M is displaced along the curve 8, the

straight line FF' revolves about a fixed point.

1890. Two rectangular axes x'Ox, y'Oij and two points A and B,

symetrigues with respect to the point O, are given.

1° Any point P is taken on the x-axis and the parabola (P), which is

tangent to the straight lines PA and PB at the points A and B, is con-

sidered. The locus of the focus and the locus of the vertex of this

parabola when P travels throughout x' Ox are required.

2° One selects any point Q on the |/-axis, and considers the parabola

( Q) which is tangent to the straight lines QA, QB at the points A and B.

These two parabolas (P) and (§), which correspond thus at a point P
taken on x'Ox and at a point Q on y'Oy, intersect at the points A, B and
in two other points C, D. Form the equation of the straight line CD and
find the locus described by the points C, D, when P, Q are displaced

respectively on x'Ox and y'Oy, so that the abscissa of the first is always

equal to the ordinate of the second.

1891. Two rectangular axes, and a circle C which passes through the
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origin and whose center has the co-ordinates x = — -, y =— , are given.

Two chords, d in length, which pass through the origin are drawn in this

circle. One draws from a point with the abscissap of the x-azis straight

lines perpendicular to these chords.

1° Find the equation A of the locus of the points such that the product

of this distance from tlie chords be in a given ratio X with the product of

their distances from the straight lines perpendicular to these chords ; find

the locus of the centers of the conies represented by the equation A, when
X varies.

'2" Discuss the nature of the conies represented by the equation A.

3° The ratio X is chosen so that the conic A becomes a circle ; find the

locus of the center of the curve when the center of the circle C describes

the hyperbola x^ + nxy = —
4

1892. Two circumferences, whose centers are O and C, OC — a, are

given.

We draw through the point .4(p,g) of intersection of these circum-

ferences two secants BAE and DAC having a common length 2 1. These

two secants intersect the j/-axis and its parallel drawn through C, in the

points iV, A'' and P, Q.
1° It is required to form the general equation of the conies which pass

through the four points M, N, P, Q.
2° The conies are required to pass through a point of the plane

;

determine tlie genus of the conic as the position of the point varies.

3° Find the locus of the centers of these conies.

4° Find the locus of the point of intersection of the straight lines BC
and DE, when the length 2 Hs allowed to vary.












